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DEDICATION.

The Reotor and Fellows of Exeter College, Oxford, will, it is hoped,

find in the following pages a justifloation of the indulgence and

generosity which they have extended to the writer, and which have at

once impelled him and made it possible for him to devote to the present

work the needful years of study.

The writer also hopes that the research fellowships, instituted by

the enlightened liberality of the college, while held by more dis-

tinguished successors, may perhaps be judged hereafter to be not

ignobly inaugurated by the first holder with this book.
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PROLEGOMENA.

The following work requires some prefatory notice, to explain the

delay in its appearance, to apologise for ita shortoomingB, and to

indicate thoae friends to whose encouragement and help it owes so

much.

The Royal Geographical Society, which had liberally helped the

Asia Minor Exploration Fund, required from me a contribution ; and

from the eifort to make the lecture worthy of the audience this book has

grown.

In May 1886 the first sketch of it was read before the Society. The
difficulty of the subject, and the distraction caused by other work both

as a Professor (first in Oxford and afterwards in Aberdeen), and as a

traveller (I left London for Smyrna the day after reading the paper,

and spent considerable part of the summer of 1886, 1887, and 1888 in

Asia Minor), delayed the completion and publication of the sketch.

In the beginning of April, 1888, I brought the complete MS. with

me to London to hand oyer to the printer.* I discovered, thirty-six

hours after starting from Aberdeen, that the manuscript was no longer

in the bag where I had placed it, and which had been for most of the

time close to my hand, and I have never found the slightest clue to

the time or manner of its loss (I have no other reason to suspect

myself of somnambulism). At that time the manuscript was about as

long as Part I. of the present work. I have found it impossible to

rewrite the paper in its original form. All notes for it had been

destroyed, and when, after months spent partly in travel and partly

in despair, I began to rewrite it, the task proved impossible. The
literary form, which it had been my ambition to give to my treatment

of the subject, could not be recovered; not merely had I no time and
no heart to go through the work of writing and rewriting, but also I

had lost in residence at home the inspiration that formerly arose from
intimate familiarity with and love of the country and the scenery.

I have therefore worked into Fart I. eveiything that I could recollect

of the lost paper; and I have added in Part II. my collection of

material for the history and antiquities of the country, so far as it has
any bearing on geography and seems to be new.

* It was practically complete in February 1886, when I read oonaiderable extracts
from it before the Aberdeen branch of the Boyal Scottish Geographical Society.
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The organisers of the Asia Minor Exploration Fund and the

contributors to it, private individuals and corporations like the Boyal

Geographical Society, the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies

in England, and the Ottoman Railway Company through their manager,

Mr. E. Purser, have been the real authors of this work. The reward

they wish for lies in the scientific reaults, and in estimating these, there

must be reckoned not merely? the present writer's works (whether those

already published or that history which, if circumstances are propitious,

may hereafter be completed), but also the works of those who have been

trained in the first instance through the expeditions made in connection

with the Fund, chief amiong whom I may reckon Professor J. B. S.

Sterrett and Mr. D. G. Hogarth. The brilliant explorations of Prof.

Sterrett were inaugurated by four months' preliminary training with

our Exploration Fxind ; and I have his own authority for stating that

he would never have thought of Asia Minor exploration, but for the

intitation to join in our expedition of 1883. The credit and honour of

his admirable work are not diminitihed by giving a share to the English

Fund : indeed, according to the principle laid down by Shelley • his

own share of the glory is only increasad by giving away a little of it.

I am specially bound to express my gratitude both to the College

and to the Fund,! for the confid<3nce and generosity which they have

shown in making so little restriction on me, in leaving so much to my
own discretion, and in making me practically complete master of my
own time and work during all the period of my connection with them.

To mention in detail those to whoia I am indebted for help, and
information in the preparation of this work would require a separate

chapter. I hare utilised everybody I knew in every way possible, and
to such an extent that I cannofc now even thank them, but mention one

or two Danes as specimens. 'Ek Atos dpxw/iiea'da: the Camden Professor

of History, Mr. Pelham, has done so much for the Fund that every one
will recognise the propriety of mentioning him before any other.

In one case only I have not availed myself of the best help that I

oonld get, viz., on p. 173. After I had already written my own theory

as to the pragnatentes, Mr. Pelham pointed out to me that actor was
the proper equivalent. - But it seemed to me more fair in this case,

as Ben Jonson says, " to put weaker and no doubt less pleasing of mine
own than to defraud so happy a genius of his right by my loathed

usurpation," and to give Mr. Pelham's view in the Addenda under his

own name. The change needed in my text is little more than the sub-

stitution of actor for negotiator in two or three cases; all inferences

• Epipsyohidion, 174 ff.

t Directed by a committee consisting of the FroTost of Oriel College, the late

Mr. Ferguson, and Mr. H. F. Pelham from the first ; in more recent years also of Sir

0. W. Wilson and Mr. Douglas W. Freshfleld, vith Mr. G. A. Maomillan as Honorary

Secretary.
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follow equally, wbiohever servile title is used. But in general I have

used the best I could find ; Prof. Th. Mommsen has often generously

interrupted his own work to answer my questions ; Mr. Bywater was
often a present help ; and many friends in Smyrna and other parts of

Asia Minor have given me invaluable help in numberless ways whioh

I gratefully remember. j .:;

While the opportunity of carrying out the work up to the present has

been given me by the Travelling Archaeological Studentship, instituted

by the late Professor M. Bernard, by the Besearch Fellowship to whioh

Exeter College elected me, and by the Exploration Fund,* the training

and the incentive are due to Colonel Sir C. W. Wilson, Consul-General in

Anatolia from 1878 to 1882, in whose company and by whose invitation

I made two long journeys in the country in 1881 and 1882. To him
and his subordinate officers, especially Colonel Chermside, Major Bennett

and the late Colonel Stewart, who was killed on his way back from

Khartum, I am indebted for help in numberless ways.f

The coins at the British Museum, described to me especially by Mr.

Head, or seen by me, have often helped me over a gap : would that the

wonderful collection of M. Waddington were public property, whether

in a descriptive work or in any other way ! Without the constant help

of the " Historia Numorum," many trains of reasoning in the present

work would not have suggested themselves; and a slight taste of

M. Waddington's collection in 1882 enables me to realise how much this

book loses for want of better knowledge of it.

Throughout the work I have been helped in various ways by my
wife, and numerous slight typographical errors were detected by her in

finally reading the proofs.^

Finally, I a,m specially indebted to Mr. Hogarth for volunteering to

go over the proofs and to make the Index of 'Authors Quoted,' for

many salutary criticisms and useful suggestions, and most of all, for that

intelligent sympathy which is able to find human life and history in

earth and atmosphere, and which is unfortunately so much less common
now-a-days in our own country than it was among our older scholars

and is still among foreign scholars. The narrowness which would limit

the study of antiquity to fireside perusal of a few great authors, is so

easy and seductive an error, that few are conscious of its narrowness.

* It is in justice necessary to add that, quite apart from these sources, and apart also
from our own time and work, my wife and myself have been much the largest con-
tributors to the expense of our explorations in Asia Minor.

t I owe to Colonel Chermside the explanation of ihe term passns, viz. that passu
does not mean a " a pace," but a complete motion of the body involTing two paces.
A different and far-fetched explanation of the word is given in Zft. f. Latein. Lexico-
graphie, 1869, p. 567.

t She also compiled the index to Part I., aflor I had started for Turkey, with even
too great minuteness and patience. It is therefore more complete than Uie index to
Part II., see p. 12.
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Of the referenoes made to ancient authors in the course of the pre-

sent work, 95 per cent, have been found in my own perusal of the

original documents, undertaken for the purpose and still far from com-

plete. The great majority of them have already been used by some one

or other of the modem authorities, i;hough no single modern writer has

made any tolerable collection of the references ; but in a number of

oases I have added the decisive passage, which completes the chain of

evidence. Even those references which have been already used by
modem geographers have not been taken at second hand, nor even

merely verified in the original authorities. My scheme has been (after

several experiences of the diflBculties caused by accepting wrong con-

jectures of modem writers) to make an absolutely fresh M'ork founded

on the ancient authorities alone, in which the geographical situation,

the natural surroundings and the commercial advantages of each city,

should be set forth in an account of its history. That scheme is inter-

rupted by the present work, in which topography gets the lion's share

in Part II., while some general reflexions on the effect exercised by

natural situation and surroundings on the history of the population

compose Part I. ; but though the greater scheme is interrupted for the

present, yet my belief is, that the vigorous criticism which I should

like to arouse, and the stimulus and precision which I hope may be

given to further exploration of the country, may really facilitate the

completion of the larger work. Had circumstances permitted, my desire

was to complete that undertaking myself; but the current of events,

which at one time, by no choice of my own, prescribed this work for me
and drifted me into a position of unique advantage for it, is now making

it more and more difficult for me to continue. There has, therefore,

been always present in my mind, while writing Part II., the intention

to make it useful for the successors who may carry out the larger

undertaking.* What they can find elsewhere I do not try to give

them.

In order to keep down the size of the book, I have in numberless

oases restricted myself to an obscuro hint or a dogmatic statement,

where I might have spent pages in clothing the bare fact with life, and

expressing it in its relations to human history. This rigorous self-

denial was necessary if Part II. was to appear before the public at

present. The ordinary reader will find it a mere mass of dry dust and

lifeless details, but he may be sure that human life is latent in every

detail, and that, whether or no the present writer possesses the art of

expressing that life, it can be so set forth in a larger picture as to

possess the deep interest of real history.

From the arrangement and compression thus imposed on the w.iter,

* I cannot resist the temptation to say that an unosual number of the neoesBary

qoaliiies are united in Mr. Hogarth, whose co-operation in the exploration of the oountry

has been my greatest help in recent years.
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arises muoli that may be found puzzling in the order of exposition and

in the proportion of the parts. It may almost seem as if the space

devoted to each name were iaversely proportionate to its historical

importance ; and it is almost strictly true that the attention given to

any place is in proportion to the difficulty and obscurity of the subject.

It would have been easy to write a hundred pages about Ephesos,

Celaenae, or Smyrna : it was difficult to avoid writing a score about

these and many other great names. The civilising power of the

" Motlioi- of Sipylos," in early time, culminating in the Smyrna of the

Roman period with its "Golden Street" extending from her temple

right across the city to the temple of Jupiter, exercises an extraordinary

fascination on all that have come under her influence, and all that is

wanting to make the fascination universal on educated minds v the

literary art ; the artist, however, is still to bo discovered. In this book,

on the contrary, even' tho attempt has been precluded by the lex operis;

and if the reader wishes to find what I have to say about the great

cities, he'must use the index to Fart II., collect the disiecta membra
from it and from the ordinary authorities, and breathe the life into the

fragments by his own historical genius.

Similarly if the reconstruction of the ancient map and the topo-

graphical discussions which are given in this woric, hit the truth, much
light must be thrown on the history of the long warfare between the

Saracens or the Turks on tho one hand, and the early or later Byzantine

rulers on the other hand. The numerous discussions on special points

in these campaigns will show how much use has been made of this

hitherto almost untouched source of topographical information; but,

however delightful a task it would be to write the story of the long

struggle waged by Mohammedanism for the possession of Asia Minor,

that is not the subject of the present work, and the references to it

must be picked out by those who will from the mass of details.

After some preliminary studies published in my earlier papers, I

was in 1883-4 driven to the opinion that the only hope of progress in

the geography of Asia Minor lay in the discovery of new authorities

;

and I resolved to read over the Byzantine authors, the Acta Conciliorum,

and the Acta Sanctorum, as well as the ordinary authorities, for the

purpose. 1 know that there is still a great deal more to be learned

from these documents ; but the reader may be assured that 95 per cent,

of my quotations were copied out as I came on them in my reading, and
that most of them have been re-read several times in the original

authorities while the proofs have been going through the press. As to

the remaining 5 per cent,, they had escaped me while making my
original collections, and my attention has been directed to them by
seeing them quoted by modern authorities ; but in such cases I have
alway.s gone to the original source, studied each passage in its context,
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and copied it out as I read it.* One or two exceptions, where I had not

aooess to the original autbority, are mentioned as such and quoted on

the authority of the writer from whom I take them. While making
my own independent study of the country, I carefully avoided using

any modem works, except of course the indispensable foundation laid

by Prof. H. Kiepert in his maps; but my intention has been, after

finishing my own first sketch, to peruse afresh all that has been said by
modern authorities with a view to comparison, and to give every one

the credit for everything that he had said rightly. Absolute want of

time, unless the completion of this work was to be delayed for a whole

year, has prevented me from doing this as fully as I intended ; and I

take this opportunity of apologising to any writer whose thoughts

I have appropriated either unconsciously through ignorance of his

priority or carelessly through furgetfulness of my debt to him. Every
instance of the kind is regretted deeply by me and is directly contrary

to the plem and intention of my work, which I once hoped would

contain an outline of the history of discovery in Asia Minor. In the

introduction to Fart II. I have spoken more fully about my debt to

modern writers.

It will be found that I have referred more frequently to the errors

of modern authorities than to their excellencies. This is greatly due

to the above-mentioned failure to complete the plan of the work ; and

every one who takes into consideration that more faults are pointed out

in Prof. H. Eiepert's works than in those of any other modern scholar,

and who at the same time is able to appreciate Eiepert's absolute

devotion to truth, his marvellously wide knowledge, and the liberality

with which that knowledge is placed at the service of students, as well

as my own conviction that it is almost an impertinence in me to praise

him, every one who does this will understand that my corrections are

really a homage to the authority and the value of the writers criticised

:

I should rarely criticise them were it not necessary to prevent their

deservedly high authority from giving wide currency to their occasional

&ult8. If I succeed in rousing any one to make a minute and sharp

criticism of this book, I shall be grateful for the salutary medicine he

may administer, provided he teaches me better.

I can truly say that it gives me far greater pleasure to confirm an

identification proposed by previous geographers than to correct one that

seems to me mistaken. The contemplation of human error impresses

one with the vanity of human effort, and the sense that one's own turn

to be corrected must soon come. Moreover the correcting of a previous

error has often involved pages of extra argument, which I would gladly

have spared myself and my readers.

* CiNumstanoes prevented me from making a final revision of the leferenoea, but I

h<^ to do this before the book appears, and add a list of errata.
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Among the acknowledgment of previoas work made in the

beginning of Fart II., I observe that too little has been said of the

tkxAe Fran^ise d'Ath&nes. Besides the statement made on p. 101, that

its jonmal, the * Bulletin de Correspondanoe,' has done more than any

other to aid the student of Asia Minor, I feel bound to add that the

first Toung travellers in the interior of Asia Minor were members of

the Ecole Fran9ai8e. MM. Duchesne and Collignon in 1876, set the

example of plunging boldly into the heart of what was then an unknown

land. They had little in the way of proper equipment, and had every-

thing to learn about the method of travel in Mohammedan lands.

Accordingly they have suffered the fate of most originators in research.

Their work has been superseded by other more elaborate and better

equipped investigations, which in their turn must suffer the same fate

at the hand of siibsequeut workers in the same field. But no account of

exploration in Asia Minor will ever be complete without an honourable

mention of their natnes.

In the Epilogue to Vol. V. of his great work, * Histoire de I'Art dans

I'Antiquit^," p. 899, Monsieur G. Perrot says " ce sera un travail pour

les bibliographes de I'avenir, que de reunir les titres de tous les articles

oil M. Bamsay a 6parpill6, dans je ne sais combien des recueils diff^rents,

les prScieux renseignements qu'il a recueillis. Que de peine il leur

aurait ^pargn^ en 4crivant un livre
!

"

I can answer only by the question, "who would publish the book?"

In the present instance my best thanks are due to the Boyal Geographical

Society, through whose liberality this book is able to appear. The text

has been altered and cut about during the printing in a way that has

at once greatly shortened the time of its composition, and increased the

expense of its printing. In many cases, where my reasoning depends

on the balancing of many different arguments drawn from widely

separate sources, the task has been much facilitated by having the

whole of my previous work always before me in a printed yet only

provisional form. The correcting and revising of the proofs took in

many places more time and work than the first composition. I give as

a single example the following. In August 1889, ten complete and

undivided days' work was devoted to about fotirteen pages of print,

which during that time grew into nearly twenty pages.

During great part of the period since the printing began, it has

been in my power to correct freely what was in print ; and while I

have fully availed myself of this power, I have been much encouraged

by finding that, although I was continually discovering new matter

and new arguments, and have often been able to cut out the word
" perhaps " from my pages, and to substitute comparative certainty for

probability, I have rarely been obliged after expressing in this book an

opinion about the situation of any city, to alter thai opinion, even when
it was formed on grounds that were in my first draught expressly said
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to give a mere probability. Yet so olosely does the whole of Part II.

hang together, that the addition of a sentence or the speoificatiou of

another site in the later parts of the work has frequently necessitated

a score or more of slight modifications throughout the proofs. My
views have changed g^reatly while writing, but the change has been

almost wholly in the way ofsteady growth. Minor ohanges have been

innumerable ; some specimens are given at the end of this preface.

On the other hand I have now found it necessary to alter in this

general and more mature study a number of opinions stated in my
earlier papers, founded on a narrower view of single districts. Few
ohanges (though many additions) are needed as yet in my " Antiquities

of Southern Phrygia and the Border Lande," 1887-8, or in my "Cities

and Bishoprics of Phrygia, Part II.," 1887.* More are required in.

" Cities and Bishoprics, Part I.," 1884,'t' and still more in earlier papers.

But I can still point to the following identifications, made in consequence

of the experience of 1881 and 1882, and printed years ago, as justifying

confidence in ray maturor opinions of 1890 : the very names show how
obscure and difiBcult were the problems that were solved in many of

these cases—Brouzos, Hieropolis and Otrous and Stektorion approxi-

mately, Akroenos, Auguytopolis, Aquae Sarvenao, i.e. Basilika Thorma
(the widely divergent opinions since expressed by Kiepert and

Hirsohfold prove how difiioult it is to attain certainty about them),

Anaboura, Metropolis with Rhotrini or Bhocreni Fontes, Amblada
with various small Pisidian villages, LariHsa and Aigai in Aeolis,

Neonteiohos, Temnos, Sasima, I^azianzos.

The chronology of the various parts of the book is of some conse-

quence to those who may use it, inasmuch as the arrangement of topics,

which has a rather haphazard appearance, is to a great extent the order

of discovery, tempered by consideration of the convenience of printing

(a consideration which is, I fear, not so apparent as to be recognizable

without an express statement).

Part I., Chapters I.-III., and Part II., Chapters L to S and part of T,

were written in the autumn of 1888, after returning from Asia Minor,

and were piiuted in the early months of 1889. The work was inter-

rupted by the Aberdeen University Session, during which I find that

no work involving the comparison of many authorities is possible.^

* A ooiupleto ohauge is mado as regards Temenothyroi, Qerina and Eudokias of

Oalatia.

t Kcntapa, Sanaos, Soa, Tiberiopolis, and tlio arrangement of part of the com-

parative table, are the chief changes.

X There is no iuoonsistency between this statement and tho fact tliat my " Study of

Phrygian Art, I.," "Laodioeia and Sinetliandos," " Syro-Cappadocinn Monuments in

Asia Minor," "Inscriptions Inddites d'Asie Mineure," and four papers on "Early

Christian Monuments in Phrygia " were written during the winter. Such papers,

involving little nsearoh at the moment, but merely stating results of previous study,

can^be written pluoemeal, being taken up in occasional hours of leisure.
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Fart II was almost finished, the proofs oorreotecl, and the whole Mt np
in pages during the five months, May to September, 1889. I had hoped

to finish the work during that time ; but two papers for the ' Journal

of Bellenio Studies' took up too much time, and at the end of

September the task was still incomplete. October to December, 1889,

were entirely taken up, partly with opllege duties, partly with an

engagement rashly entered into with Dr. Westoott to give a lecture in

Cambridge on October 18 ; during these months Mr. Hogarth and

Mrs. Ramsay helped me by reading the proofs. In the dext three

months, the brief Christmas vacation and occasional hours of leisure in

the intervals of college work sufficed only to finish Part II., pp. 407-

451,* to write the Addenda, to prepare the maps and to reviae the

whole. Fart I., Chapters lY.-VIII., together with this preface, wei«
written in April and May, 1890 : owing to a change of plan in the print-

ing, it became necessary either to alter the entire paging of Fart II.

with the index of authors and all the references, or to fill up exactly

pages 1-88. As the least of two evils the latter course was prefemd.f
Besides the time indicated in the preceding paragraph, I have been

collecting material with the view to a "Local History of Asia Minor"
since 1883, and most of this material has been equally applicable to the

present work in accordance with my principle of giving everything I

can say about all but the great places, except what has been already

correctly said in the ordinary authorities.

In stating my opinions I have tried to steer between two dangers,

on the one hand merely leaving a choice between alternatives to the

reader, on the other hand stating my own opinion too absolutely, as if

there were no difficulty in the choice. It is easier for one who knows
the country to make the choice, and I have put as dearly as possible

the opinion to which I incline in each case. Of the two dangers it is

preferred to incur the charge of dogmatism and confidence rather than
of helplessness. My principle has been to carry out each train of
reasoning to its extreme consequences and present a definite result : it

is a real step to have a distinct theory to test by subsequent discovery,

even where the proofs are confessedly incomplete.

A series of indexes are required to make such a work as this

thoroughly useful : and I am conscious that the two which are given
are not safficient. But to make a sufficiently miuute set of indexes

would have added seriously to the expense and would have postponed
the publication for another year : a new expedition to Asia Minor in

1890 will take up my whole time till the beginning of college duties.

The index of authors will show where most remains undone by the

* Hence the very sumnary way in vrhioh the last provinces, Pamphylia, Oaria,
Lycia, are treated : pp. 452-460 were added in May, and a footnote, p. 454, in September.

t Miscalculation of my MS. produced some inequalities in the execution ; and aoon-
eluding chapter has been omitted.
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present writer, that may yield further information. The proper name*

for the Index, as far as regards Part II.,* were all marked by myself,

the transcription and arrangement being performed by the index-maker

of the B.G.S. I have intended to insert in this index all names

and words that were most likely to be useful in helping the student of

history or geography ; but modem Turkish names are usually omitted.

In regard to the spelling of anoient names of places, my original

intention was, to transliterate the Greek form in all oases except a few

names like loonium, which are household words ; but when the proofs

came to hand, it was obvious that this principle had not been carried

out completely. It then seemed preferable to leave the variety of forms

than to weary the printer by correcting every o to X; and every ua to ot,

or vice versa. In some oases the variation is intentional : Cilioia

denotes the country, Eilikia the Btrategia.^

I cannot better conclude this preliminary statement than by quoting

the opening words of the preface to M. de Mas Latrie's ' TrSsor de

Chronologic' " Je ne pr^sente pas sans quelque apprSbension ce livre

au public studieux et au public savant. Non pas que j'ai £pargn6 ni le

temps ni les soins pour le rendre digne d'un bon acoueil ; mais, modifi6

dans sa composition premiere, ralenti dans son execution par suite de

oirconstances indSpendantes de ma volontS, il pent, au premier abord,

sembler un oeuvre oii manque I'ordre et la coherence."

Since Part II. was in type certain additions have come to my know-

ledge, the chief of which, in April and May, 1890, are here appended.

P. 104 (A 8) and 430. M. de Mas Latrie, 'Tresor de Chronol.*

p. 1799, would identify Fyrgi or Birgui as one of the names of Tralleis,

comparing Sohebab Eddin, 339, 369; Ibn Batoutah II. 295-310. In

that case Ducas, p. 83, must be guilty of writing Tmolos for Messogis,

when he describes the position of Pyrgion. The Seljuk principality of

Aidin was also called Birgui ; but as that principality extended from

Smyrna to Tralleis and included the Eaystros valley, it might naturally

have had a fortress with the family mausoleum of the chiefs in the

Eaystros valley at P^rgi, where Tchineit was taken and buried.

P. 109 (A 15). Herakleia ad Sipylum is fixed by the boundary-stone,

published inmy 'Contributions to the History of Southern Aeolis ' (Joum.
Hell. Stud., 1881). The name disappears in the Byzantine time, and

either it was merged in Arohangelos, or else the testimony of Aelius

Dionysius, quoted by Eustathius ad Hom. Iliad. B (I take the referenoe

* Ab regards Part I., Bee p. 5, ftote.

t Much variation is due to the attempt to reprodaoe faithfully the Byzantine

spelling, which often gives a clue to local pronunciation.
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from Wesaeliog'B note on Steph. Byse., i.t.) 'HpaKXcta ^ mlI Mayn^Ai,

must be Moepted literally, and it must be oonoladed from this atatement

compared with the iuBcription above mentioned that Bfagneaia bore the

name Herakleia during at least the third oentniy b.o. But precisely

daring that century we have the great insoriptioii, 0. 1. 0., 8137, con-

taining ike treaty between Smyrna and Magnesia, concluded about

244 B.O. Perhaps the truth is, tiiat the territory along the north and
west of Sipylos was divided between Magnesia and Herakleia, and the

load-stone found there was called indifferently Mayvi}« and 'HpaKAcbm^s

XiBof, giving rise to the mistaken belief that Magnesia and Herakleia

were names of the same place.

P. 116 (A 87). Titanus is the name given by Pliny, T. 82, to a
city and a river on the Aeolio coast. There can be no doubt that the

river which he means is the Titnaios, known from coins of Aigai. The
ooins with legend TIZNAIOZ and TiZNAION are referred by Imhoof-

Blumer, Monn. Gr., p. 275, to a city Tisna, which is the place meant by
Pliny under the name Titanus; the original form must have been
Titna, whence comes the river name Titnaios. Schuchhardt takes this

view, and understands, like his predecessors, MM. Pettier and Beinach,

that the Pythikos of Agathias is the same river as the Titnaios. He
places Tisna at Uzun-Hassanli, one hour up the river from Myrina : see

Bohn, Altert. von Aegae, p. 61.

I may mention an extraordinary omission in Dr. Sohuobhardt's argu-

ment as to the site of Aigai. He has apparently not looked into

Hierocles with Wesseling's admirable notes, reprinted in the Bonn
edition, and hence has not noticed the quotation from Galen, AlyaU km
UtpmpCvy, T§ /*iv ofiofnf Mvptvjj, rg 8c Utfrydijuf (see p. 117). MM. Leohat
and Budet also omit it when discussing the evidence about Aigai in
Bull. Corr. Hell., 1887 ; and I did so myself in 1881. At that time the
reason, though not the excuse, for my omission lay in my isolation from
books, and my consequent ignorance of the Byzantine authorities. The
subsequent writers on the subject, some reaching the wrong and some
the right conclusion, give also an incomplete list of authorities. They
may be presumed to have made an independent collection cf the mate-
rials ; yet, though I have for more than six years been urging that the
Byzantine lists must be the foundation of all topographical study in
Asia Minor, they have not looked into Hierocles or Wesseling's indis-
pensable commentary on the Synekdemos while studying Aigai.*

P. 121 (A 2). Mr. Head, in his • Hist. Num.,' s.v., interprets a coin
of Sardis with the legend AIOZ rONAI as referring to the worship of a
supposed Zeus Gonaios. The legend is complete, and is interpreted by
the type as Atos yovat, the circumstances connected with the birth and
rearing of Zeus.

* The passage is quoted by MM. Pettier and Beinach, Myrina,' p. 20.
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In the TAlnrad the morning meal, taken ahont six o'clock, is called

" the Meal of the Lydiana " (Nenhaaer, * Otegraphie de Talmud, p. 316).

The Ljdian traffic in aandala and in ennuchs is also alluded to (I.e.).

P. 180 (0 44). Hieropolis of the Olankoe valley is probably meant
on the coina of Synnada, showing Apollo standing and Zens sitting, with

the legend
ZYNNAAEnNIEPCAnOAEIirnNOMONOIA

See Imhoof-Blnmer, Monn. Or., p. 418. Zeus Pandemos represents

Synnada, as is often the case on coins. Apollo often appears on the

coins of the Hieropolitan valley. Probably O should be restored in

place of A in the name on this coin. Mionnet gives a coin with a

similar legend, where O is used, but the word OMONOIA is omitted. I

have in 'Trois Yilles Fhrygiennes,' p. 506, interpreted the coin as

referring to Hieropolis beside Sandykli.

P. 139 (0 46). The people of Synnada placed on their coins the

head of AKAMAZ (see Drezler in • Numism. Zft.,' 1889, p. 177) ; and

Stephanus mentions that Akamas after the Trojan war wandered into

Phrygia and founded Synnada. This legend was evidently adopted in

the city; and probably Stephanus derives it from Metrophanes of

Enkarpia, who wrote a work in two books on Phrygia, from which

Stephanus quotes the story of the bunch of Eukarpian grapes which

was BO large as to break a waggon.

Synnada boasts on its coins to be a city of Dorians and lonians.

These Greek colonists perhaps looked to the hero Akamas as their

oikist : such myths tended to be developed in the process of hellenisa-

tion of Phrygia. The native Phrygian part of the population looked

to Thynnaros as their hero and ancestor. Dokimion was a Macedonian

military colony (see pp. 125, 126).

P. 143 (C 76), compare 164 (D 29). The baths of Phrygia and its

wines are mentioned in the Talmud as having separated the Ten
Tribes from their brethren (Neubauer, • G^ogr. de Talmud,' p. 316).

(P. 144 (C 78). Eakkabas or Kakkabokome seems to involve the

word Eakkabe, the name of the citadel of Carthage, which is connected

by Ad. Sonny in Pbilologus, 1889, p. 559, with the Phoenician stem

&qab, in the sense of " hill." He remarks that the Phoenician letter

ain is represented in the Septuagint sometimes by the spiritus lenis,

sometimes by the spiritus asper, sometimes by kappa, and sometimes by
rho. Hence he explains the initial kappa in KaKKdfii^. A similar

phenomenon occurs in Eatenneis or Etenneis (see p. 418). On
Phoenician names in Phrygia, see Sonny, I.e.; he connects KvfitXa

(which Hesychius explains by ofnf) with Hebrew Gebel, and thence

explains Kv/ScAi; as Mi^p 'Optiq, from which 'Pci'i; is a shortened form

(Crusius, Beitr. z. griech. Mythol., p. 26, n. 4) : the connection will

probably not find general approval.

P. 173 (E 22), 438 and 449. Mr. Pelham also quotes Corp. Gloss.
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Latin., II. 14, Actor irpay/Mrcvn^, and II. 177, Saltarina ipto^Xaii and

he points ont to me in corroboration of the large imperial estate which

I have proved at Tyana that in Jnstinian'i Nov. XXX. (ed. Zaoharin

von Lingenthal, I. p. 168) more than half the territory of Oappadooia

is said to he imperial property. Prof. Sayoe also refers me, in

corroboration of my description of the horse-breeding on this estete,

to Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., 1881, Nov., p. 14, where Mr. Pinches published

a toblet from Eouynnjik mentioning horses imported into Assyria firom

Dana.

P. 176 (E 23). I must retract the opinion that there was at Lagbe

an imperial estoto. I now accept the interpretation of lutrdutr^

proposed by the Austrian editors, as more probable in itself; moreover

Lagbe struck coins and therefore cannot have been an estete. The

other pointo, however, I still maintein, both the restoration I have

proposed for the fragmentary inscription published in such varying

forms by the Austrian editors and by Mr. A. H. Smith, and the

opinion that Lagbe must have been in the conventus of Kibyra and

in the province of Asia. The phrase 6 Korh ridrov luirBwrfs may be

oompared with roC Kara rdtrov n^pi/roG rov Ipyov in an inscription of

Hierapolis (Le Bas, 1680), which seems to denote the officer charged

with tiie duty of looking after the proper condition of the graves along

the sacra via.

P. 183 (F 25). From a comparison of the list of bishops given by

Le Quien with the principles stated on p. 427, and with the account

given of Basilinopolis, we may reach the probable conclusion that Linoe,

Gordoserba, and Mela or Modrene, were formed into bishoprics by
Justinian ; that previously, although Nikaia had been an autokephaloe

bishopric of great dignity owing to the wide extent of territory over

which ite influence extended, yet no bishoprics were subject to it, and

it bad in vain attempted to establish its claim over the bishopric of

Basilinopolis in a.d. 451, and that Justinian recognised the growing
importance of the territory, which lay south of Nikaia and politically

was included in its territory, by founding Justinianopolis-Mela on his

military road, and also by giving the status of cities and bishoprics

to Linoe and Gordoserba. The elevation of Tataion, Noumerika,
Daphnusia and Maximianai to be bishoprics belongs to a later period,

probably that of Basil in the ninth century. The earliest known
bishop of Mela dates 553, of Gordoserba 680, of Linoe 692, of the others

86d (see Le Quien).

P. 191 and elsewhere. For 65 b.c., the date assigned by Marquardt
for the institution of the province Bithynia-Pontus by Pompey, the

date 64 b.c, is substituted by Niese (Hermes, XIIL, p. 39, and Bhein.
Mus., XXXVIII, 1883, p. 677).

P. 203 (G 11). In a note added by Eiepert to Humann and
VOL. IV. B
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Pnohatein's * Beiaen in Kleinaiien,' p. 18, Melaiigeia is identified with

KaracyA Sheher, betides Dorylaion : ho follows Hammer-Furgstall, who
snys that Earadja Hisar, Greek Melangeia, was besieged by Ertogrul

in 1240, and captured by Osman in 1288. Hy diionision has probably

established that this identification is erroneous. If any farther reason

is needed, it may be found in the fact that the valley of the Tembrls

(Pursuk Su, in Humann Pursak) had been long in the undislifrbed

possession of the Turks, and that they were in the thirteenth century

fighting for the lands near the Bithynian coast.

P. 205 (G 16). In Humann and Puohstein, * Belsen in Kleinasien,'

p. 11, Dr. Humann remarks that Ine GOl, " Needle Lake," or Inek Giil,

"Cattle Lake," is the proper form of the name, and not Aine G6l,

** Mirror Lake," as it is usually given. I have also observed that the

village four hours east-south-east from Philadelphia (Ala Sheher) is

properly named Ine Gtil (or Inek Gdl, which would be pronounced in

almost the same way) not Aine Gdl.

P. 219 (G 23) and p. 444. The same explanation of the name
Gkicatorix has already been given by M. Belley, M6m. de I'Aoad. des

Insoript., as quoted in O.I.G., 4039. Another Galatian name involving

the same word is Gaizatodiastos, which occurs in that inscription.

P. 226 (H 8). In Humann and Puchstein's * Beisen in Kleinasien,'

Gordion is identified with Tchakmak on the Sangarios a little south

from YUrme. Humann rightly remarks on the want of clear evidence

to connect Genua with the site of YUrme, but Eiepert in a note still

supposes that the name is a modem form of Genua, and that the name
strictly belongs to the Lot springs. I have visited these springs : no

ancient city was situated at them, but they in all probability belonged

to the territory of the city situated at Yiirme.

P. 226 (H 9). Gratianopolis cannot be interpreted as an error for

4 KpaTtav&v iriiAts : Philadelphns was bishop of Gratianopolis and

Epiphanius of Erateia at Conoil. Ephes., a.d. 481.

P. 251 (E 18). In his 'Beisen in Eleinasien,' p. 47, Humann
gives the distances

—

Angora to Tchakal Eeui . . 27 kilom.

Angora to Binam . . . 33 „

Binam to Tcheshnir Eeupreu * . 53 „

Sir 0. Wilson estimated the horse-road (which would be shorter) as 19

miles to Binam and 31 thence to the bridge. The probability even

* Hamaiin does not give the name from personal obeenration ; bnt mentions that

old travellerB call it Tohaanegir-KopriL I have noted it as Tcheshnir, where g has

disappeared between vowels according to the common change in modem pronnnoiation

;

op, Deiimen, ** mill," for Degirman. He gives the bridge as 785 metres above sea

level ; the village on the east bank as 758 metres.
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•aggMii itself that Sannaliiu of the Itinerary is Mnloa : the distanoe,

aa given by the Itinerary auita exactly. In that oaM, Bolegaagna would

be an intermediate itation on the road to Ankyra (see pp. 257, 250).

P. 277 (N 0). In glancing hastily 'y the aid of tbo index at Hamann
and Fuohtteiu'a notes on Marash and their report of Kiepert's latest

lew on Qermanioia, I find no reason to alter any word that I haye

said. The fh>ntier that I have assigned to Eommagene is confirmed by

the latest discoveries and maps. The words of Theodorot, who on snch

a point is a first-rate authority, that Germanicia was tv n^plif r^
KiAm(i)v ml Xvpw [koX *] Kamra^oKw in the province of Euphratesia,

are a complete justification of the at least approximate accuracy of the

position which I assign, and a complete disproof of Kiepert's view.

The same inference may be drawn from Theodoret's expression, Haeret.

Fab., ly., 2, TtpnaviKtiai r^ rip TavfHp yurwoiSinji iroAciut. The firontier

assigned on my map requires only a slight modification, which does no

violence to the evidence, inasmuch as the boundaries lie among
uninhabited mountains, to make Marash close to the meeting of the

three provinces.

F. 280 (N 16) and p. 287. The variant a Cotena cannot be aooepted,

for the name Laootena occurs in Ammianus, XX., 11, a Cappadooia ipse

per Melitenam, minoris Armeniae oppidum, et Lacotena, et Samosata,

transmisso Euphrate, Edessam venit. (I owe the reference to Surita,

quoted in Wesseling's edition of the Itineraries as XXI., 11).

P. 295. It is very doubtful whether Buenda, in Cappadooia, which
was captured by Antiochus (Front., Strat., III., 2, 9) can be identified

with Soanda. The MSS. vary greatly in the reading.

P. 304. In Humann and Puchstein's, 'Beisen,' p. 402, an in-

scription of Diarbekir (Amida), given by Sterrett, • Wolfe Expedition,'

No. 631, is repeated from a fresh copy

:

fin7fi[tbi'] ^cov (?)

Maputvinv AvK'

oir(jou)v) iwb Ka/iir(a*i') [in Eappadokien]. f
This reference to Eampai is purely conjectural, and cannot rank as an
argument against my view that in Eambe the b stands for ou.

P. 812 (note). Tarkundwerras must be a local pronunciation at

Isaura ofthe name Tarkondarios, which was a surname of Eastor, king
of the Tektosages from about 62 to 45. Prof. Sayce has read tho name
of Tarkhundara(is) [last symbol doubtful], king of Arzapa, on a tablet

from Tel-el-Amama (Proc. Soo. Bibl. Arch., 1889, June, p. 336)., Tho
name Bondberras at Corycos confirms my reading Tarkundberras.

P. 817. That the theme of Eoloneia was originally part of the

* Thia wotd does not occur in the text of the Cambridge edition, Hiab Bodes.,
II., 25. I owe this and the following reference to Wesseling ad Itin.

t Sterrett leada /uvi;/ii[o]i> more correctly, and KAMT which is probably lees correct.
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Armeniao Theme ia ilan implied by the fact that Kamaoha was in the

Armeniac Theme (Theophan. 469, 444, 377).

P. 34G (Q 30). Straho, p. 587, mentions, as an example of a river

with twenty-teven fords, one that flows from Tyana to Soloi-Pompei-

opolis. The river meant is the one that runs beside the road from

Faustinopolis to Podacdco. Bat it is an error to say that it flows to

Soloi : it really joins the Saros. The error, however, is not Strabo's,

for Meineke considers the passage to be a gloss.

P. 370 (T 26). The name Bidana or Bidane seems oorreot, being

defended by Bizana * of Armenia (Procop., de Aedif., III. 5). Bidana-

Leontopolis must probably be the modem town Siristat or Tris

Maden, about 13 miles west of Isanra. This situation would explain

why Leontopolis and Isauropolis were under the same bishop. More-

over Leontopolis was clearly a city of importance in later Byzantine

time, and it is a general rule f that the important cities of that time

correspond to Turkish cities. This identification of Leontopolis as

Siristat explains everything known to us, and may be looked on as

pretty certain. Siristat is the seat of government of Boz Eyr Eaimma-
kamlik. Prof. Sterrett in his * Wolfe Expedition,' p. 98, is too severe

on Hamilton, when he says that the latter was " misled into giving the

place the name of Tris Maden : " Hamilton was no doubt true to the

fact of his time, though the " maden " and the name are now disused.

The distance of Bidana from Isauropolis soems too small, but stadia may
be used in the sense of miles (see pp. 190, 258). I should look for Nea
Isaura here rather than where Sterrett places it. There are inscriptions

at Siristat.

P. 412. The ethnic Mai;vos ur 'IfjLarjvo^, and the local name Maion or

Imaion corresponding to i.*:, arc related to the name Maes (on which see

M. Th. Eeinach's excellent paper in • Eev, des ifet. Greoq.,' 1889, p. 270)

as Tataion or Tottaion to Tatas or Tottes, and the other instances

quoted on p. 439.

P. 420 (W 14). The interpretation of Eudocias and Jovia as

epithets of Termessos makes intelligible the follo'Aring signature at the

Council of Chalcedon, Zenodotus Telmessi et Eniadis civitatis loniae.

This is obviously corrupted from Termessi civitatis et Eudociadis et

lobiae. Zenodotus of Telmessos in Lycia is frequently mentioned at

this council ; but no bishop of Termessos occurs in the lists to warrant

the supposition that two successive entries had been mixed up^ Most

probably Zenodotus of Telmessos and Zenodotus of Termessos were both

present (Mansi, VI. 575, VII. 433). At the Council of 325, Heuresios

of Termessos was present ; in 431, Timotheus of Termessos and

Eudokias ; in 448, Sabinianus of Termessos, Eudokias and lobia ; in

*** Compare Nazianzos or Nadiandos, Podandos and Bozanti ; sec p. 318.

• t Not a universal nilo ; sec p. p. 454.
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. was in tbe
692, Constantine of Eudokias ; in 787, Callistug of E idokiaa. This

list shows the epithet gradually establishing itself and displacing

Termessos, according to the theory advanced in my A.S.P. The two

bishops of 468, Auxentius and Innocentius, are the sole difficulty in the

way of this theory, and I have conjectured that one of the two names

is a corruption or marginal correction, which crept in between

" Termessi " and " Eudociadis," and thus caused the single bishop to

become double.

P. 423. The mountain CAABAKOC is mentioned on coins of

Apollonia : Drexler in Num. Zft., 1833, p. 122.

P. 423. Olymos, a place near Mylasa, is mentioned in a series of

inscriptions, Le Bas, 323 to 338, Athen. Mittheil., 1889, p. 367.

P. 426. Strabo often mentions the Solymoi; but the words of

Herodotus, I., 173, ol 8e MiXv'at rore 5oXv/ioi eVaXeoi^o tends to show that

they were even then an extinct people, whom Strabo afterwards

identified with some existing people; such is the suggestion of Sittl,

Berlin. Phil. Wochenschr., 1888, p. 338. He also quotes Cicero's words

(Verr., IV., 10, 21) Lycii, Graeci homines, to prove that the grsecising

process had progressed very far in Lycia early in the first century B.C.

P. 110 (A 20). On the coins of Ephesos-Theologos and Magnesia-

Manglasia see Mr. Grueber's description of the find at Ephesos in

Numism. Chron., 1872, p. 120 flf. M. de Mas Latrie, * Trfisor de

Chronol.,' p. 1799, quotes from Schlumberger, 'Num. Orient.,' p. 483,

on the coins of Magnesia, but omits those of Ephesos.

P. 115 (A 33). The Homoreion at Smyrna is mentioned in an

inscription, Mous. Smyrn., IV., p. 176, no. t^.

P. 125 (B 16). M. Waddington assures me that no coins of the

Mosteni known to him give the title Macedones : considering his unique

knowledge, this may be taken as final, and the coins in question may
be rejected as misread.

P. 135 (0 7, 8). Ducange on Zonaras (vol. VI., p. 187, ed. Dindorf)

quotes the miracle at Efaonai. The published versions (Bonnet, 1890)

are late and topographically absurd, but must be founded on an original

of good character, full of local colour.

P. 136 (C 23). Peltai was a Macedonian colony.

P. 136 (C 24). Eumeneia, as a seat of the worship of Isis, is quoted

by Drexler, in Num. Zft., 1889, p. 167. An additional proof is

furnished by the inscription, which may belong either to Peltai or to

Eumeneia, C.I.G., 3886, more correctly in Bull. Corr. Hell., 1885.

None of the editors have observed that koI Eto-€i[8os] must be read in

line 6, if M. Paris has rightly copied the inscription. I have three

times searched in vain for this inscription, about the locality of which
Hamilton and Paris give very different accounts. Eumeneia boasts on
its coins to be a city of Achaeans; the title was assumed by the

Pergamenian colonists in opposition to the Macedonians of Peltai.

VOL. IV.
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P. 138 (0 35). Another Alia, a mere katoikia, has been proved by

M. S. Beinaoh to have been situated at or near Eirgol, between

Tiberiopolis and Aizanoi : it is mentioned in an inscription found there,

which will soon be published.

P. 172. Prof. G. Hirsohfeld has recognised in the modem name
Baradis the ancient Aporidos Kome of Livy. ,' ,;

• ' .'

P. 178. Hogarth, in Journ. Hell. Stud., 1890, gives several examples

of the common Lycaonian name Sousou.

P. 187 and p. 352. The line of beacons is also given by Zonaras, II.,

p. 162, ed. Far. His enumeration agrees with Cedrenus, except in the

names Mimas and Kyrizos. Dunange quotes in his notes on Zonaras

also the forms Aigiklos and Augilos as variants in Scylitzes and Theoph.

Contin. He mentions that the hill of Saint Auxentios was about

10 miles from Ghalcedon, and was the same as Oxeia (see p. 189, F 65).

Saint Auxentius, who lived under Marcianus and Leo, built a

monastery there. Ducange quotes the Menaea, June 1, 3, 13, and

January 19. Theophanes, p. 436, says that this hill was near Damatry

(see pp. 218, 312 ; and Ducange, Constant. Christ., IV., p. 177).

P. 190 (F 76). The passage of Constantino Porphyrogenitus, de

Them., p. 25, where Ilpovo'ias almost certainly denotes Prousa ad

Olympum, may serve to elucidate two passages in Pliny's Epist. ad Tra.,

58 and 81, where also Prousias is used in a similar way. Mr. Hardy in

his edition, takes a different view, making Prousias an adjective.

P. 242. The road Ancyra 24 Crentius 32 Legna 24 Cams (Gams
v.l.) Yicus 30 Erateia 24 Claudiopolia has been accidentally omitted in

the text. Crentius, a suspicious form, seems to be the modern Girindos,

where I have placed Manegordus.

P. 295. The description of Ozizala as abounding in gardens,

streams, and groves, should in the parched country of Cappadocia,

make it easy to prove its precise situation (see Greg. Naz., Ep. 26). I

have not travelled along the left bank of the Halys above the situation

where I place Parnassos, but to judge from the appearance of the

district as seen from the road on the right bank, it corresponds to the

above description better than any other part of Cappadocia that I have

seen. When Ozizala is once placed, the situation of Parnassos and

Nyssa would be still more naiTowly defined.

P. 324 (P 6) and p. 448. M. Duchesne follows the lead of tho

Bollandists (so also does Muralt) in saying that Euchaita was renamed

Theodoropolis in a.d. 972, in honour of the great victory gained by
John Tzimisces over the Turks. Cedrenus, II., p. 411, says that tho

emperor rebuilt the church in which the body of Sa'nt Theodorus luj',

and changed the name of the place from Eukhaneia to Theodoropolis.

The lauthors whom I am arguing against assume that, because tho

biographies of Theodorus say tiiat he was buried at Eukhaita, and

Cedrenus says that the empuror rebuilt the church where Theodorus's
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modern name

body lay, therefore the city which is meant by Cedrenus is Eukhaita.

They take Eukhaneia and Eukhaita to be the same place (M. Duchesne

does not even notice the di£ference of name) ; but on the following page

Cedrenus speaks of Theophilus, archbishop of Eukhaita, distinguishing

it as a neuter plural from Eukhaneia as a feminine singular. Did

Cedrenus make a mistake, and distinguish as two different names two
forms of the same name, or do the Bollandists and MM. Muralt and

Duchesne wrongly identify two different places as a single place?

They certainly only follow Zonaras, II., p. 214, ed. Far., who gives

Eukhania end Eukhaita as equivalent forms of the same name. This

can hardly be correct. Notitiaa II. and X. mention Eukhania and

Eukhaita as separate metropoleis ; and Gelzer shows, " Jahrb. f. protest.

Theol.,' 1886, p. 540-2, that Eukhaita became a metropolis between
886 and 911 (see Addenda, p. 448), and Eukhania between 1035 and

1054. I therefore refuse to accept Zonaras's evidence as to the identity

of the names, and believe that he was misled by the resemblance

between them. Because Saint Theodore helped the Byzantine army
against the Bussians, a church would naturally be erected to him near

the battle-field, and not in Helenopontus. The singular analogy of the

names, and the coincidence that both Eukhania and Eukhaita were

associated with Theodore, betrayed Zonaras into his error. Thus the

last shred of evidence, on which M. Duchesne relied for the theory that

the name Thecdoropolis belonged peculiarly and specially to Eukhaita,

has now disappeared. Eukhaita might be styled the ' city of Theodore,'

but so equally might any city in which a church was dedicated to him.

This long disproof of M. Duchesne's interpretation of the inscription of

Safaramboli (see p. 320) may seem unnecessary, as the case is so clear ;

but my experience in the case of Koloe, Themissonion, Eriza, &o., shows

me how I may go on for years reiterating in vain the disproof of errors,

suggested without any evidence and accepted implicitly by the world.

The nature of Theodorus the Soldier, as a saint worshipped in Pontus
and Faphlagonia, about whom there grew up purely legendary accounts-

without a trace of historical truth or verisimilitude, has been thoroughly

illustrated in our discussion.

P. 364 (T 7). I had thought that the exact site of Olba might be
at the remarkable ruins seen by Mr. Hogarth when travelling from
Maghra to Seleukeia in 1887. About three hours before reaching

Seleukeia he saw these ruins at no very great distance to the east, but
divided from him by a ravine. He was assured by various informants

at Maghra that Mr. Sterrett had visited these ruins, and therefore did

not go to them, as his companion was ill, and they were hurrying to

the coast for a steamer. But in the utter uncertainty as to the mapping
of this district and even of Said Pasha's new road from Seleukeia to

Maghra (see p. 361), nothing but a loose approximation to the site is

possible.

2
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This identification was amved at in the early winter of 1888-9, and

was printed in the appeal issued by the Asia Minor Exploration Fund
in December, 1889, for fands to carry out a new expedition into the

eastern part of Asia Minor. The programme of the route proposed was

there printed, part of which was to examine this site, perhaps that of

Olba.

More recently T heard from Mr. Bent that he has found Olba south

ofMaghra at a site some miles north-east of the one seen by Mr. Hogarth,

which also has been examined by Mr. Bent. The name Oura, which is

still attached to the site of Olba, shows that I was right in maintaining

that Oarba (i.e. Ourwa, for beta denotes the sound of w, op. footnote

on p. 312) was the native form of the name, and Olba a gredsm to

suggest a connection with oX^os.* With Ourba compare Ouerbe in

Fisidia (Famphylia Seounda). Mr. Bent's discoveries confirm the

general course of my arguments, and will add greatly to the further

development of them, t

* Seleuceis also vas originally named Olbia, and may have been in the country of

Olba.

t I add a nolo after viaiting Olba, Mr. Bent's discovery. It is rightly placed in my
map : bnt the map attached to Mr- Bent's paper in Proceed. B. G. S., Aug. 1890, ia far

firom accurate. Uzunja Burdj should be placed much further south, about lat. 86° 37'

;

Oura should really be east by north from it, instead of south. Maghra should bo

much further soutii. Euren Keui, which we did not visit, is more nearly correct.

We estimate the height of Uzunja Burdj 2000 feet lower than Mr. Bent. In the

*Athennum,' July 19, p. 105, Mr. Bent discards Kastabala of Cappadocia entirely, and
infers from Strabo that Tyana and Kybistra were in Cilicia near Kastabala. I adhere

to all that I have written: my opinions were in print months before Mr. Bent
trovcUcd, and I consider them confirmed entirely by his brilliant discoveries.
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THE

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA MINOR.

rAUT I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

I. Hellenism and Orientalism.

Planted like a bridge between Asia and Europe, the peninsula of Asia

Minor has been from the beginning of history a battlefield between the

East and the West. Across this bridge the religion, art, and civilisation

of the East found their way into Greece ; and the civilisation of Greece,

under the guidance of Alexander the Macedonian, passed back again

across the same bridge to conquer the East and revolutionise Asia as far

as the heart of India. Persians, Arabs, Mongols, Turks, have all

followed the same route in the many attempts that Asia has made to

subdue the West.

The very character of the country has marked it out as a battle-

ground between the Oriental and the European spirit. The great mass

of Asia Minor consists of a plateau, 3000 to 5000 feet above sea-loTol,

around which there is a fringe of low-lying coast-land. The plateau

is like a continuation of Central Asia, vast, immobile, monotonous.

The western coasts on the Aegean sea are full of variety, with a very

broken coast-line and long arms of the sea alternating with pro-

minent capes.

In the scenery also, the plateau presents an equally strong contrast

to the western coast. The plateau from the Anti-Taurus westwards con-

sists chiefly of great gently undulatin^; plains. The scenery, as a rule,

is monotonous and subdued ; even the mountains of Phrygia seem not to

have the spirit of freedom about them. The tone everywhere is melan-

choly, but not devoid of a certain charm, which, after a time, takes an

even stronger hold of the mind than the bright and varied scenery of

the Greek world. Strong contrasts of climate between the long severe

winter and the short but hot summer, a fertile soil dependent entirely on

the chances of an uncertain rainfall, impressed on the mind of the

inhabitants the insignificance of man and his dependence on the power

of nature. The tone can be traced throughout the legends and the

religion of the plateau. The legends are always sad—Lityerses slain
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by tho Bickles of the roapera in tho fiold,* ]\Iar8yaa flayed by tho gml

Apollo, IlyloH drowned in tho fountain— all end in doath during tho

prime of lifo and the pride of art. But tho Hocnory of tho iEgoan ooaHt<

lauds is as bright and varied as that of Greuco itself. There is not a

trace of monotony or melancholy in the constant alternation of sea and

proniontor}', of sharp rugged mountains and deep furtile valleys. Tho

sense of lifo and vigour is wonderfully quickened iu tho clear atmo-

sphere and tho bright light, where capo after cape stretches fur out to

tho west as if trying to bridge over the *' estranging sea " to the islands,

nud where tho water of the inlets, offering an easier road than the land

itself, provokes the navigating instinct. The thought of death is never

present where the incitements to life and action uro qo great.

Thus tho plateau is in every way characterised as a border-laud

between East and West, and a battloileld between the Oriental and tho

European spirit. Tho idea of this great strugglo was a formative

principle whi(;h moulded the gradual developmeut of the Iliad, and gavo

the tone to Herodotus's epio history. We can trace its main features

from that time onwards. Greece and Persia were the representative

antagonists for two centuries. Then the conquests of Alexander,

organised and consolidated later by tho genius of Rome, mado the

European spirit apparently victorious for many centuries.

But the conquest was not real. Bomans governed Asia Minor

because, with their marvellous governing tulent, they knew how to adapt

their administration to tho people of the plateau. It is true that the great

cities put on a wosteni appearance, and took Latin or Greek names

:

Latin and Greek were the languages of government, of the educated

classes, and of polite society. Only this superficial aspect is attested in

literature and in ordinary history, and when I began to travel the

thought had never occurred to me that there was any other. The
conviction has gradually forced itself on me that the real state of the-

country was very different. Greek was not tho popular language of tho

plateau even in the third century after Christ : the mass of the people-

spoke Lycaonian, and Galatian, and Phrygian, although those who
wrote books wrote Greek, and those who governed spoke Latin. The
people continued to believe in their own religion: their gods were

identified by educated persons Avith the gods of Greece and Rome, and
called by Greek names ; but they had none of tho Greek or Roman
character, they were Asiatic deities. Christianity conquered the land,

and succeeded in doing what Greece and Rome had never done : it

imposed its language on the people. But the Christianity of Phrygia

was never like the Christianity of Europe : sects of enthusiasts who

* The talo is commonly given in the furm that Lityerses slew all strangers and hid

their bodies in the sheavea, and that he was himself slain by Hurakloa and lamented by

the reapers in the Lityeraes Song : but he must ultimately be an impersonation of the

life of nature out down in the harvest, and celebrated in harvest songs.

;!
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I. HKLLKNISM AM) ORIENTALISM. ||

perpetuated the old typu in tho now religion always flourished there,

and the orthodox writiTH fro([uontly inveigh against the numerous

Anatolian hereuies. It , a suggestive fact that the old names of many
oities which had been ruplaced by Qroek or Latin names often survived

and returned into uko. There was a uity of Isauria named Diooausareia

:

it is often mentioned in the first seven oenturifs after Christ. In the

later Byzantine writers Trakana, a name unknown in earlier writers,

is regularly used ; but the identity of Diocaesaroia and Prakuna would

bo unknown, where it not fur a casual phraso in the proceedings of a

Christian Council (Concil. Nicaen. II.) of tho eighth century, which

shows that at that time tho popular name Prakana was forcing itself

into the official registers alongside of tho official name Diooaosareia.

The foundation of Constantinople was a sign that the West had not

really conquered Asia Minor. The immense power of governmental

organisation which Soman genius constructed maintained itself for

many centuries. But the Oriental character grew stronger century by
century in the Byzantine government ; one dynasty overturned another

dynasty, and each was less " Western " than the preceding one.

Phrygians, Isauiians, Cappadocians, and Armenians, ruled under the

style of Boman Emperors, till at length a purely Oriental dynasty of

Osmanlis eliminated even tho superficial forms of tho West. The
change was not in all respects so great as we are apt to suppose. The
language and the religion and the government of Anatolia reached at

last the Oriental goal to which the genius of tho land tended. There

is no more interesting process in history than this which was completed

by the conquest of Constantinople in 1453.

At the present day, after the East has ruled for centuries undisturbed

in Anatolia, the old struggle has recommenced. Tho Greek element is

gradually supplanting the Oriental on the Aegean coast. That strength

and vitality which the Greek race seems to possess under every govern-

ment except its own,* is gradually placing tho coast valleys in its hands.

The Oriental element does not retreat, it is not driven back by open war:
it dies out on tho coast by a slow yet sure decay. But the interior is

still wholly Oriental, and if the same peaceful development continues I
believe that the Turks, as soldiers, and the Greeks, as traders, will,

united, make a happier country than either race could by itself.

English railways are gradually pushing their way into the country from
Smyrna, which is the metropolis of the western element ; and western
commerce is trying to reorganise the lines of trade. The same trade

routes across Asia Minor now lead to Marseilles and to Liverpool, which
once led to Borne, and the railways are reopening the roads of ancient

times. There are two competing routes. One follows the line of tho

* I must confess thnt the development of Greece during the lost few years ia-

disproving the innuendo in this sentence, which wan written four years ago.
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great Eastern highway of Oraoco-Uoman time : it passes through

EphoBOR, the Grreoo-Roiuan capital, which lias now lost its harbour and

flnnk into oompletb decay ; and from Ephesos onwards it follows, and

must continue to follow step by step, the Boman road. The other is

opening up the old line of the " Royal Road " : its engineers have

surveyed both the original route and the modified course that it followed

in the Roman perioc), and tho prophecy is not a dangerous one that the

latter will finally be adopted.

These movements of armies and peoples and civilisations have taken

place along a few lines of road, some of which have been more important

at one time, some at anothei*. To trace iu outline the history of these

roads, to show how they are marked out by nature, and how the

variation in their compara,ti^'e importance, produced by historical

Toasons, has reacted on the distrribution of the chief centres of population,

13 the subject of this essay. ' -

The road-system of Anatolia is at present in a transition state.

Since steam navigation was introduced the great land-routes, starting

from Constantinople and leading to the various provinces of the empire,

have fallen into disuse and disrepair. Previously the necessities of

government required the maintenance in tolerable repair of voads and a

postal service. This Turkish road-system was practically the same as

the Byzantine system, which was gradually introduced after the

foundation of Constantinople as the capital of the eastern world. That

event soon produced a total revolution in the road-system, which

previously had been arranged for commercial and military purposes

"with a view to easy communication with Rome. We must therefore go

back to an older road-system, of which Rome was the centre. According

io that system all roads led to Rome : all the products of the provinces

of Asia Minor, from the hugo monolithic columns of Phrygian marble

to the red Cappadocian earth (pXrot) for making pencils, were carried

to the harbour of Ephesos, and thence shipped to the West; from

Rome came all the governors and officials, and to Romo they returned

;

along the same roads all alike travelled, merchants, officials, tourists,

every one who was attracted towards the great centre of life. The
same road-system, on the whole, existed under the Greek kings, except

that it was unorganised and only inchoate. The only road whose

existence is expressly attested under the Greek kings, and whoso course

is described, coincides with the great Roman highway from Caesareia

to Ephesos. But Lefore the conquest of Alexander we find a different

set of roads, whose coun^e testifies to a wholly difiei'ent system of

oommunication, and opens a glimpse into another period in the history

of the country.

..\.
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II. The • Royal BoAD." , ,,;

Herodotus describes the great road of the Persian period from

Ephesos by the Cilician Gates to Susa. It was called the "Eoyal

Road," because the service of the Great King passed along it ; and it

was, therefore, the direct path of communication for all government

business. This road crossed the Halya by a bridge, which Herodotus

had heard of, probably from the narrative of merchants at Siuope,

among whom a bridge over such a great river as the Halys was

certainly considered a wonderful work of engineering. Now the centre

of Asia Minor is occupied by a great salt lake and a salt desert, and

there are really only two routes across the plateau from east to west, one

south and the other north of the desert. If the "Royal Road" had

passed south of the desert, it could not have crossed the Halys ; it must,

therefore, have taken the northern route.

The southern route is the great highway of the Graeco-Roman period.

The history of Asia Minor for six or seven centuries depends mainly on

it. It is a far shorter way from Ephesos to the Cilician Gates than

the northern route, which involves an immense detour. It is also

by far the easier. It follows the one easy path that nature has

made between the Aegean coast and the high grounds of the plateau,

while the northern route has a very difiScult path for a hundred miles

in the western part of its course. What was the reason why the Persian

road preferred the difficult and circuitous to the direct and easy

route? The only reason can be, that the Persians simply kept up a

road which had developed in an older period, when the situation of the

governing centre made it the natural road. It is an accepted fact that

in several other cases roads of the Persian Empire were used by the

Assyrian kings long before the Persian time, and, in particular, that

ihe eastern part of the " Royal Road," from Cilicia to Susa, is much
older than the beginning of the Persian power.

A similar phenomenon presents itself in the eastern part of Asia

Minor. At the present time the harbour for Cappadocia is either Samsuu
on the north coast or Mersina on the south. In the time of Strabo, the

harbour on tho north coast was the same, and he describes ihe great

trade-route from Central Asia by Eomana Pontica to Amisos (Samsun),

which obviously coincides with the modern route, Sivas-Tokat-Samsun

(See below, p. 262.) But if we go back to an older time, we find that

not Amisos, but Sinope, was the harbour on the north for the products

of Cappadocia and Central Asia. In the time of Strabo, Sinope was a
city whose greatness lay in the past. Its situation, as the natural

harbour of a coast district, and one of the three chief seats of the tunny

fishery, gave it a certain importance, and even at the present day Sinub,

as it is still called, is a harbour where the Turkish steamers call. But
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tliia is not sufficient to account for its great importance in older history.

It could not have been such a centre of historical legend as it is, except

as the port of the eastern trade. Curtius has recognised the secret of

the early greatness of Sinope* as lying in the fact that it was the

terminus of a caravan-route, along which the products of the East wer&

brought to the Greek cities. To Sinope converged the routes from the

Euphrates, by Mazaka (Oaasareia in later times) and from the Cilioian

Gates by Tyana. But before the first century b.c. Sinope had lost this-

advantage. The trade of the East was borne, chiefly to Ephesos by

the great Greeco-Boman highway from the Euphrates and Caesareia-

Mazaka, partly also to Amisos by Sebasteia, Komana, and Laodiceia.

One trace of this early importance of Sinope as the harbour of the

Cappadocian trade is preserved by Strabo (p. 540). The red earth

(fiiXroi) which was found in Cappadocia was much used in Greece and.

Italy. During the last centuries b.c. it was carried along the great-

eastern highway of Graaco-Boman time to Ephesos, and there shipped

to the West ; but before that commercial route had been organised, the

red earth had found its way to Greece by Sinope, and was known to-

the Greeks only as Sinopic Earth.

Now the natural road, the easiest and shortest, from Cappodocia ia

general to the Black Sea, goes to Amisos. Sinope is cut ofiT from the'

interior by broad and lofty mountains, most difficult to traverse.f We
have here a second case, where the earlier road prefers the longer and

more difficult route to the shorter and easier, anl the reason must be

the same : the road must have come into existence at a time when tbo'

centre of power made it the natural one.

These two roads, from Ephesos to the Cilioian Gates over the Halys,

and from Central Cappadocia to Sinope, meet in the parts of Galatia

east of the Halys. Precisely in this quarter lie the most remarkable

remains of early Anatolian history.

At Boghaz Eeui are situated the ruins of by far the most extensive

ancient city in Asia Minor. Its wall, whose remains show that it was

of great thickness and height, embraces a circuit of four or five miles.:^

The remains of a palace (or possibly temple) in it are unique in Asia

Minor for size and style. The rock-sculptures beside it show it to have

been an important religious centre. Here we have the only city in Asia

Minor which is marked by its remains as a ruling city of the Oriental

type, unaffected by, and earlier than, Greek influence. Its situation

explains all the difficulties presented by the early roads. It communi-

cated naturally with Sinope, and the road from it to Ephesos crosses

• Griech. Qesch., ed. 5, vol. I. p. 408.

t I have never crossed this road, but, according to Sir 0. Wilson, its difficulty vras

described by Col. (then Lieutenant) Kitchener in the very strongest terms.

X I speak from eyesight only ; but Dr. Humann, who has surveyed the vhole site,

tells me that the estimate is not exaggerated.
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-the Halys. We are thus led back to an early state of Asia Minor, when

a great capital at Boghaz Eeui communicated on the one hand with the

East through the Cilician Gates, on the other hand with Ephesos. The

Toad from the Qates to the capital passed through Gappadocia, and the

products of Gappadocia were carried along it, and then on to Sinope.

The name Pteria, which its discoverer Texier saw to be right,

has been accepted by every traveller. History has recorded only one

fact about it. When Groesus made war against the Persian conqueror

of the Median Empire, he marched on Pteria.* He crossed the Halys

"by a bridge, obviously the bridge on the Royal Boad, along which there-

fore his march was directed from Sardis to Pteria. A bridge implies a

road, and in this passage we have a clear proof that the " Royal Boad "

was already in use before the Persians had entered Asia Minor.

Other considerations show that this road is older than the Persian

period. Herodotus represents it as known to Aristagoras, and there-

fore, existing during the sixth century, b.c., and the Persians had had

no time to organise a great road like this before 500 ; they only used

the previously existing road. Moreover, the Lydian kings seem to have

paid some attention to their roads, and perhaps even to have measured

ihem, as we may gather from Herodotus's account of the roads in the

Lycus valley, and of the boundary pillar erected by Groesus at Eydrara.f

The exact route which this " Boyal Road " followed between Pteria

and Sardis cannot be determined with certainty, but in all probability

it went by Pessinus and the city of unknown name which lies above the

Tomb of Midas. Sculptures, similar to those - of Pteria, are found at

intervals along this route. The style of art is similar, and they are

generally accompanied by hieroglyphics of the same type. Whereas
the cities on the southern route, the great Grseco-Roman highway,
bear names which belong to the Greek or the early Imperial period :

Giesareia, Archelais, Laodiceia Combusta, Philomelion, Julia, Lysias,

Apameia, Laodiceia ad Lycum, Antiocheia, Nysa ; J the names of the
cities on the northern route are of an older stamp : Tavium, Ankyra,
Gordion, Pessinus, Orkistos, Akmonia, Satala, Sardeis.§ Yet some of
these cities were, at one time, great religious and commercial

• Herod. I. 76. He deolarea his own opinion that CroBSus crossed by the bridge, but
mentions the common Greek sto'^ that Thales had enabled the army to cross by
dividing the river. Herodotus, who nad heard at Sinope of the Halys bridge, law tliat

Croesns must have crossed by it, but tlie fact is inferred, and not taken from written
authority, nor even from popular tradition.

t Herod. VII. 80.—Ma or^Aij KaTawfwtiyvia, araettva Si vwh Kpolirou, Karcv(i)i^ft
Sik ypaniiiro)!' rohs otpovs,

X Several, perhaps all, of these cities had an earlier existence and name, but the
refoundation under a new name was generally on a new site, chosen for commercial
convenience.

§ Trajonopolis is the only exception : Ankyra was called also Sebnste, but the name
never acquired popular currency. Trajanopolis is balanced by Hadrianopolis on the
southern road.
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centres,* and they could not have become so unless they were on an

important track of communication ; moreover, they were greater in the

earlier period, as is shown by their place in legend, while in the Itoman

period they are either ordinary provincial cities like Fessinus, or mere

villages like Gordion.

Greek historical legend always localises tly old Phrygian kings, not

in southern Fhrygia on the later route, but in the broad Sangarios

valley traversed by this older route.

The following are the points where I think that traces of this old

road ezint. Between Ephesos and Sard is it crossed the pass of Kara

Bel, in which are the two monuments of Syro-Cappadooian art, one of

which has long been known as the " Sesostris." Near Sardis it probably

joined another road of this earlier period, coming from Phokaia aid

Eyme by the north side of Mount Sipylos, past the famous " Niobe,"

another monument of Syro-Cappadooian art, really a cult-statue of the

Great Goddess Meter Eybele.f From Sardis its first stage cannot be

doubtful; it went nearly due east, not far from the course of the

Mssander, passing through Satala,f the seat of a cultus of a goddess

Artemis-Anaitis-Leto, which appears to have been the chief religion of

the Katakekaumene. I think that tk;:ro is a large tumulus about the

place where it probably issued from the mountains on to the plain

of Ushak (Temenothyrai and Grimenothyrai).§ It must have passed

through Eeramon Agora (Islam Eeui), for there is no other possible

road. A little south-west of Islam Eeui, close to the natural line

of the road, is a largo tumulus. It must then have ascended the

Hamam Su, and climbed the slope of the ridge in which that river

rises. On the highest point of this ridge, close to the line of the

road, is another large tumulus. At this point alternative routes are

open : the road might either turn to the south-east through Prymnessos

and Amorion to Fessinus, or keep on towards the north-east. The road

probably followed the latter route, traversed hilly country and issued

on to the plain of Altyntash at Beth Karish Eyuk, " Five Span Mound,"

a village which derives its name from the large tumulus beside it. It

* Gordinm haud magnum quidem oppidum, Bed plus quam mediterraneum celebre et

firequens emporium.—Liv. 38, 18. Ufiralvovs ifiwdpioy ruv rairn ftiyiorov ' ol 8' Itpus rh

mAaiiv fiiv Svfiarat rtvh Ijirea',—Strab., p. 567.

t Herodotus's stateraellit — Svo riirot h itirpjjat tyxtKoKofinivot rovrov toS ivSpbr

(i.e. BeaoBtris) t^ tc ^k rqt 'Z^viris is ^eiKaiav ^/>xoi''''<^<> tal rp iK ^pHuv is Sfiipvriv,

—which iB, Btriotly understood, utterly incorrect, is perhaps a confused account founded

in a report or description of these two monuments, one ou the road Phocaea to Sardis,

the other on the road Ephesos to Sardis. (Sec Chapter TV., p. 60.)

> X The name Satala also occurs in Armenia ; it retains its name as Sandal near Koula.

—Cf. 'Journ. Hell. Stud.' 1887, p. 519. From Satala there are two alternatives,

through Kadoi and Bel Ova. or through Trajanopolis and Keramon Agora ; they meet

at Five Span Mound (Besh Karish Eyuk).

§ I speak from reoolleotiou of my first journey in May 1881. It is not mentioned in

my notes.
. . :

' i
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HUB, or mere

lentioued in

orosses the plain nearly due east, and enters the hills again beside Bey

Eeni. In the pass by which it enters the hills is a large tumulus, out

of which I have dug a block of stone, of a traohytio species, on which is

an inscription in Syro-Cappadooian hieroglyphics. It then crossed the

hills to Bakshish, Yapuldak, and the city over the Tomb of Midas,

where there is at least one monument of Syro-Cappadooian art. It then

went nearly due east to Orkistos, crossed the Sangarios to Fessinus,

travereed the hills to Gordion,* and then, passing the Sangarios a

second time, ascended the Hamam Su to its source beside the Syro-

Oappadooian monuments of Giaour Ealesi. Up to this point the possible

routes are so few, that when we assume that Fessinus and the Midas

city were on the road, its course is nearly certain. Natural conditions

leave no choice But east of Giaour Kalessi it is very difficult to

determine the exact path, partly because the country is so little

known, partly because there are more alternatives open. It probably

passed actually through Ankyra, which appears to have been an im-

portant city before the Gauls entered the country.

Such a road as this implies a considerable amount of regular inter-

course and a fairly settled and peaceful state of the country, and

may be considered to prove that there was, long before the Fersian

conquest, a well-developed civilisation along the north side of the plateau

of Asia Minor, that there was regular and frequent communication from

Sardis to the countries beyond the Halys, and that peaceful and settled

government maintained and encouraged this communication by a well-

constructed road with at least one bridge. It is a striking fact that

sufficient civilisation and engineering nkill to build a bridge over a deep

and rapid river like the Halys already prevailed in the highlands of

Asia Minor before the middle of the sixth century b.c. It may very

safely be affirmed that after the Fersian conquest the skill to make such

a bridge did not exist until we come down to the time of the Bomans.
We may gather from the language of Herodotus that this bridge

was famous as a wonder among the Greeks of Sinope, none of whom
had ever seen it, but who knew it by report. All the other great

rivers on the Boyal Boad are crossed by boats ; the Halys alone has a
bridge.

Whether there was a regularly consolidated empire in Asia with a
capital at Pteria, or whether this state of peace and commercial inter-

course was due to a homogeneous civilisation and religion over the

country, must remain doubtful. But the evidence seems clear that such

a homogeneous religion and social organisation did exist over the whole
country, characterised by the worship of a Mother-Goddess, Kybele or

Leto. In this connection I shall refer to one point which has some
geographical bearing. The sacredness of the pig as a purificatory sacri-

• On the site of Gordion at the village YUrme, see p. 225. Genua is usually

placed, in defiance of epigrapliic evidence, at Yiirme ; but Huiuann, who has seen the
place, agrees with me in doubting the identification (see p. 16)
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fice is a remarkable feature in the religion of Greece. It is not a feature

which is original to the Hellenic tribes, as is proved by various

arguments—(1) The pig as a purificatory sacrifice is not found in those

religions which soom to be most purely Hellenic, whereas it is found in

those which on other grounds are generally believed to be borrowed.

(2) The ritual of purification for murder, which involved the sacrifice

of a pig, was identical in Greece and in Lydia, as Herodotus mentions * :

Lydia certainly did not learn religion from Greece, but Greece probably

did from Lydia (Pausan. YI., 22, 1).

East of the Halys we find that the Semitic horror of the pig prevails

;

this is not the case west of the Halys. At Komana Pontioa the presence

of a pig, even in the city, much more in the sacred precinct, was for-

bidden.f But in Lyoia we see a pig under the seat of the deified dead

on the Harpy Tomb. In Lydia the pig was a purificatory sacrifice.

I bought a small image of a pig in Egyptian porcelain, which I believe

to have been found in a tumulus at the Bin Tepe near Sardis ; and the

late Mr. James Whitl .11, of Smyrna, possessed a small archaic terra-cotta

pig, which he believed to have been found there also. In Phrygia the

custom of sacrificing the pig is proved to have existed by the curious

story which Strabo (p. 576) tells of Cleon, the Phrygian robber-chief,

who was raised by Augustus to the high-priesthood of Eomana Pontica,

and who shocked the priests there by sacrificing pigs : it is clear that

he was simply carrying out his national habit of sacrifice. The Semitic

horror of this animal which prevailed east of the Halys was probably

due to the conquest of that part of Asia Minor by the Assyrians, who
never actually penetrated west of the Halys. The detestation of the pig

is natural to the hotter countries of the south, where its flesh is an

unhealthy and hardly eatable food. A northern nation does not natu-

rally share this horror.

The boundary between the pig-eaters and the pig-haters was not

exactly at the Halys. In Fessinus, according to Pausanias, YII., 17, 10,

the rule of abstinence from the flesh of the pig existed, and this

abstinence may be taken to imply general horror of the animal, and

the belief that it caused impurity to every thing and person that

touched it. But the influence of the eastern religion on the west may
have spread the Semitic idea beyond the actual bounds of Semitic rule

;

and history shows a continuous process of religious influence from

east to west.

Whatever be its origin, the difference between western Asia Minor

and Greece on the one hand, and eastern Asia Minor, beginning from

Fessinus on the other hand, is most striking. In the west the pig is

used in the holiest ceremonies ; its image accompanies the dead to their

graves to purify them, and the living wash with their own hands (in

Greece at least) the pig which is to be their sacrifice. In the east the

* Herod. I. 35.

—

tm ii irapaitXyiatTi ^ itdSaptrts rotat AvSoTcri Kal To«ri "EWiivi.

t Strab., p. 675.

*
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very presence of a pig in the holy city is a profanation and an impurity.

My theory of explanation is that the religion which prevailed through-

out Asia Minor in early time was the religion of a northern race which

had no horror of the pig, and that Semitio influence subsequently

introduced that horror into the eastern parts of the country.

I have unhesitatingly assumed the truth of the identification of

Boghaz Eeui with Pteria ; but this is not universally accepted,* aud it

may therefore be advisable to discuss the evidence. In the first plaoe

the ruins at Boghaz Eeui are those of the greatest city of Asia Minor in

early times, and are on such a scale as to leave no doubt in the mind of

any trained observer that they must belong to the metropolis of a great

empire. In the next place the description of the roads which has just

been given, proves that the capital of a great empire in early time must

have been situated somewhere in the country where Boghaz Eeui is

situated. In the third place, when we are informed that Croesus

declared war against the Medes and marched on Pteria, the natural

inference is that Pteria was the Anatolian metropolis of the Median

empire : this of course is an assumption, but no one who makes that

assumption and has seen Boghaz Eeui can doubt the identification.

The only other hypothesis that is open, is that Pteria was not the

metropolis, but merely a fortress of the Median empire. In that case

Pteria loses all interest for us, and we must be content to be ignorant

of the name of the metropolis. But, in the fourth place, Pteria was

probably situated on a road that led from Sinope direct south across

the peninsula to the Cilician coast, and Boghaz Eeui is situated on

that road. If the former assertion can be proved, then the identity of

Pteiria and Boghaz Eeui may be regarded as proved, so far as proof can

be expected in ancient topography without actual epigraphio svidenoe

discovered on the spot. The proof of this statement, that Pteria was
situated on a road from Sinope to Cilicia, lies in Herodotus, I. 76.

Herodotus considers that the north coast is a line extending east and
west, and that Pteria was situated on a line at right angles to this,!

'

extending from Sinope southwards. This line was, as I believe, the

road from Sinope by Boghaz Eeui and Tyana to the Cilician Gates. It

is obvious that Herodotus had no knowledge of the interior of the

country except what he gathered from the report of traders at Sinope,

who told him about the road to the south, about Pteria, and about the

Halys bridge (I. 75). '
• < ' -

We naturally ask about the date of this ancient empire. I think it

is possible to indicate approximately the time of its downfall in western

* All travellers vho have seen the place, I think, accept the identification;

but I have added this paragraph on account of the scepticism of a foreign fUend,
\rhose opinion is of value in all matters connected with Asiu Minor. I am now glad to

see that the identification of Pteria is also accepted by Humann-Puchstein, " Beiaen in
Kleinasien."

t ii Urtpln, icarh Xiy<&iiiii' , . . nikirrd Kti Kti/xinri.

VOL. IV. fe
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Asia Minor. In the wide plains of the Sangarios it gave plaoe to

another race, the Phrygians, whose half*mythioal, half-historioal kings

are familiar in history. Our Greek authorities unanimously assert that

the Phrygians are a European race, some ofwhom found their way across

the Hellespont into Asia, while others continued to exist under the name

Briges in Macedonia. I have found myself gradually forced by archaeo-

logical evidence to the same conclusion. I believe that the Phrygians

penetrated across the Troad; that the Troy whose power and whose

downfall supply a slight historical basis for the Iliad was probably their

earliest foundation in Asia ; that they were originally a people of the

coast, and that they were forced up into the interior by later migrations

of barbarous Thraoian tribes into Asia Minor. The Greek chronologists

mention that in early times the Phrygian ships ruled the Aegean Sea

(911-900), and the time when they were forced up into the Sangarios

valley may be approximately fixed in the earlier half of the ninth century

before Ohrist. The statement in Iliad, III. 185, that Priam of Troy had

assisted the Phrygians in their wars against the Amazons on the banks

of the Sangarios, probably contains a reminiscence of the actual wars

between the people of Pteria and the Phrygians.

About 900 B.O., therefore, the ancient empire, whose capital was

Pteria, began to decay. Oji the west it gave plaoe to the Phrygians ; on

the east and south-east the peoples of Syria and Assyria pressed on it.

Pteria, however, long continued to be the great city of Oappadocia and

the seat of foreign governors : changes and the growth of new cities are

slow in an Oriental empire, but at last Pteria did give place to cities on

the direct routes of later times.

The hypothesis which identifies the people of Pteria with the

Hittites of north Syria has found numerous adherents ; but it appears

to me to require considerable modification before it can be accepted.

That hypothesis, in the form in which it is usually put, necessitates a

capital far to the south in Syria, and leaves the old road and the situation

of Pteria quite unintelligible. Pteria must at one time have been the

capital of an empire, for it lies so far out of the direct lines of communi-
cation with the capitals of Assyrian or Persian power that its origin

under these later empires is impossible. But the close relationship, I

might almost say the identity, of art and hieroglyphic writing which
prevails between the early monuments of Asia B^nor and the Hittite

monuments of northern Syria seems to me a fact which must be the

starting-point ofall hypotheses. This close relationshiphas to be explained

in some way or other, but the analogy of Seljuk* Turkish art, which is

* The Se\juk monuments, almost nnknown to Europeans, ore the most beautiful

ruins in Asia Minor. They abound in the cities from Eonia eastward. Strictly, as

Sir G. Wilson writes, the style of art in the Se^'uk remains is Persian ; the Seljuks of

Bourn or Asia Minor shared in the art of the Seljuk Grand Sultan's court, where Arabic

was the language.
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purely Arabio in style and language, showa that identity of art does not

neoeBsarily prove identity of race. The Hittite monuments in Syria are

clearly more developed in style and later in date than those of Asia

Minor, with the exception of the rock-soulptnre at Ibriz, which is later

in character.

An important road probably existed, connecting Fteria with Assyria

by the Anti-Taurus region, traversing Taurus by the important pass

between Al-Bostan and Marash (or in ancient times between Arabissos

and Qermaniceia). It probably passed through Eomana and Mazaka.

Professor Eiepert* long ago observed the difficulty of understanding why
the *< Royal Boad" should cross the Halys instead of taking the shorter

southern route. His explanation, that the " Boyal Boad " went north in

order to join the trade-route from the Euphrates to Sinope, is, however,

not sufficient. He gives no explanation of the equally difficult fact

that Sinope was the old harbour for the Asiatic trade. But he has

seen that the explanation of the Persian road lies in the existence of

an older line of road, and I have merely carried this principle a little

further.

III. Beoinnimg of the Trade-Boute. 4

When Asia Minor was only a province of an empire whose governing

centre was in Mesopotamia or Persia, the natural road from the ^gean
coast to the capital was the southern route, and this road gradually came
into use during the Persian period. The earliest direct proof of the

existence of this trade-route is the quotation given by Strabo (p. 623)

from Artemidorus (about B.c. 100). But the foundation of such cities

as Laodioeia (twice), Apameia, and Antiocheia, shows that the route

was important as early as the third century before Christ. These cities

were founded as centres of Greek influence, and their situations were
selected on the most important line of communication. It is an interest-

ing and suggestive detail that the gate of Laodiceia ad Lycttm, through
which this road issued, was called the " Syrian Gate." The custom of

naming city-gates according to the chief object of the road which issued

through them is well known.t The importance of the route as early as

301 B.C. is proved by the campaign which ended in the battle of Ipsos.

Seleucus coming from Cappadocia, and Lysimachus coming from
Heracleia, succeeded in effecting a junction, and the decisive battle

was fought at Ipsos. Now Ipsos, the later Julia, is a city on the
direct line of the road, while Synnada is only a little way to the north
of the road, and indeed it was a frequent custom to take Synnada on
the line of road by a slight dStour. The events show tiie critical

importance of this part of the road, and therefore imply the existence

of the whole road. It is probable that the design of Antigonus was to

• * Berl. Monatsber.' 1857, p. 126 f. ,

t Magnesian Gate at Ephesos, Ephedan Qate at Smyrna, fte.

D 2
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prevoDt the junction of his enemies' forces by intercepting Seleuous

during his march from the east; but the allied kings eluded him
either by concentrating along the northern route in the north of

Fhrygia, and then advancing towards Synnada to give him battle, or

by concentrati tg along the southern route about Ipsos before Antigonus

expected them.

Even during the fifth century we can trace the southern route.

When Alcibiades was on his way, in 404 b.c., to the court of Artaxerxes,

he was assassinated at Melissa, a village on the road between Synnada

and Metropolis, where Hadrian afterwards erected a statue co his

memory (Athen, p. 574).* He was therefore travelling along the

southern route towards the Persian court, and the incident proves that

the southern route was already in use for communication with the east

as early as the latter part of tiie fifth century. It may bo traced more

doubtfully at an even earlier period. In the spring of b.c. 480, Xerxes,

after his army had mustered in Oappadooia at Eritala, crossed the Halys,

according to Herodotus, YII. 26, and therefore too]^ the northern route,

but instead of attempting the difficult passage of the mountains by Satala,

he crossed Fhrygia from north to south, and came along the easy

southern route by Celaente and Colossse. Such a circuitous march seems

so improbable as to suggest that Herodotus mentions the Halys in this

case only because he knew that the Halys separated Cappadocia from

Fhrygia,t and therefore concluded that Xerxes must have crossed it on
hLit march from Cappadocia across Phrygia. The question may be asked

whether such an error is in accordance with Herodotus's knowledge of

the geography of Asia Minor.

* Meliasa was probably sitoated at Ba\|ik Hisar, two hours south of Synnada, vhcre

there are ancient remaina with what the natives called a kale on the summit of a little

hill, round which the road winds upward. Bal in Turkish means hmey, and Jik is the

diminutiTB termination, hence there may be a connection between the ancient name

Melissa and the modem name. I know no othjr point on the road where Melissa could

possibly be placed, and have little hesitation in placing it here, although the following

epigram on a stele built into a foundation by the roadside near the Tillage might

at first sight seem inconsistent :— . %;
'Apxi*p*^* 'Avtjit Aitfvfirptos otros iKt7yos,

.\.^^,: h¥ wdiirt»(ii) ipuyal ^curiiro\v(rr4^ai>o», ;.

':^.'.
,. . .

,

BvyraplSai i'ivrri<rea' if tMvi S6yiMrt Kotv^

fiovXrit KoiHiiiov H\ttyhi' Aya^iuLwdrprii.

The Thynnaridai are the people of Synnada, as descendants of Thynnaros, a local hero

mentioned on coins of the city, as Drexler has observed in ' Numism. Zft.' 1889, p. 177.

But Melissa must certainly have been a village of th -) territory of some city, probably of

Synnada, for it was not a self-governing city ; and its inhabitants would therefore be

Synnadeia or Thynnaridai. Drexler describes the coin in question as follows : obv..

bearded head to right, OYNNAPOC; rev., Isis standing to left, in r. sistrum, in 1.

sitnla. Perhaps Thynnaros was a hero of native Phrygian legend, while Akamas, who

appears on coins and who is mentioned by Stephanus as founder of the city, was a

hero of the Dorian and Ionian colonists, who were settled in the city when the Greek

foundation was made. See p. 14.

t Compare 1. 72.
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With ono oxoeptioD, all reforenoes wLioh ho makes to tho goograpliy

of the plateau are vague notices which ho has gained either from tho

traders of Sinope or from those of Miletos. From tho former he learned

that the breadth of Asia Minor in the narrowest place, i.e. from Tarsos

through the Oilician Gates direct north, was five days' journey for an

active man (I. 72), and that Fteria was over against Binope, i.e. it lay

on a road which led direct south from Sinope. He also heard from them

the description of the great bridge over the Halys, and of the pre-

cautions and guards upon it.

From the latter he heard of tho road up the Mieander valley to

Colossie and Ooloenn, and of the natural wonders of both places. The
existence of communication and trade between Miletos and Fhrygia is

attested as early as the sixth century by Hipponax, who mentions the

bad Greek spoken by the Phrygian traders at Miletos ; * and the only

possible road from Miletos to Fhrygia goes up the Mieander to Celaenn-

Apameia.

The only passage in which Herodotus gives any thoroughly trust*

worthy information about the roads of Central Anatolia is the descrip-

tion of the "Boyal Road," which has generally been recognised as

founded on an offii'al document. He certainly believed that the Halys

separated Fhrygia and Cappadocia (I. 72), and it is therefore not out

of keeping with his method or with the amount of knowledge which he

shows of the interior that he should have made the error which has been

suggested above.

If we could assume that Herodotus had no express evidence that

the march of Xerxes crossed the Halys, and that the statement is merely

due to the vague geographical ideas of his time, we should have in the

march of Xerxes from Cappadocia vi& CelaBute, a distinct proof that

the advantages of the southern route had become known as early as

481 B.C. Such evidence, which explains away a direct statement, is not

of course in itself trustworthy, and it will be proved in a subsequent

paragraph that Herodotus is right. But we are not dependent on this

passage alone for evidence. An early monument of the Cappadocian

art and hieroglyphics exist on the direct line of the road from Celsenn

to the Gilioian Gates, viz. at Tyriaion, which seems at one time to have
been a great city, though it was in later years overshadowed by
Laodiceia Combusta and Fhilomelion. This monument, taken in con-
junction with the traces of a city, now almost wholly buried, is a proof
that a certain amount of intercourse existed along the lino of this road
at an early time.

The view then, which is most probable, is that the southern route

* Kal rohs ao\oiKOvs, flv Kdfiuirt, wtpvairiv

*piyas nif is MlKifroy iK^irtiaovrat.—* Hipponax,' frag. 86 (30).
The story of Tottes and Onnes, the Phrygians who introduced their ttph to AsBessos, also
vouches for this intercourse.
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from the Cilioian Oatoa diroot to the west through Lykaonia and

aouthem Pbrygia wm gradually devolopcd at a later period than tho

northern route from Fteria to Sardin. In the case of the northern route,

a doubt has boeu expreBsod above * whether it was formed to connect

two chief centres of a single great empire, or grew up owing to

commercial intercourse, accompanying the spread of a homogeneous

civilisation and religion from tho monarchy in the north-east, c.f which

Pteria was the capital. But in the case of the southern route no such

doubt can exist ; it was certainly formed by the gradual penetration of

commerce and intercourse, puHhing on the one hand west from tho

Cilician Gates, on the other hand east from the Maeander and the Lycus

valley. In the first place it was in process of formation at a period so

recent that there can be no question of the existence of an empire

in Asia Minor. In the second place its character and the obvious

preference of ease to straightness in several sections, mark it as a

caravan route. It is only in highly developed commerce that rapidity

of transmission becomes really important ; the caravans and the mule-

teers of more primitive trade jog along tho traditional route that is

most advantageous to their animals, without any wish to gain a few

hours by any bold path. Moreover, we can perhaps trace certain

tentative routes from the side, both of the east and of the west, which

proved unsuitable and were disused in favour of the route that is

described by Strabo, p. 623. These tentatives will be described in the

following paragra](ths ; but first the contrast in ail these respects

between the northern and the southern routes suggests itself. The
existence of the northern route has been traced back to a period earlier

than the Assyrian domination in Cappadocia, and probably earlier than

900 B.C. So far as we can trace its obaracter it prefers the direct path

to the easy one, and aims at rapidity of communication ; it has not the

character of a trade and caravan route, but of a military and administra-

tive road. So far therefore as the evidence from this side goes, it tells

in favour of the hypothesis already suggested by Orientalists, that there

was at one period an empire embracing some considerable part of Asia

Minor, and that this empire was already in process of decay before

900 B.C. But whereas some Orientalists place the governing centre of

that empire in Northern Syria, the evidence that has been stated above

necessitates its position at Pteria, and makes the Syrian parts of the

empire mere dependencies, which apparently acquired independence and

strength at a later period, when Pteria lost its imperial character.

Hence the monuments of Northern Syria belong to a later period than

those of Pteria, and hence they show a certain difierence of type, which

I have described as Assyrian, in contrast to the Egyptian character of

Fterian art. This difference of character has misled Prof. G. Hirsch-

• See p. 31.
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fold * to deny all oonneotion between the two groups of monuments.

The differences which he has pointed out certainly exist, and have been

aoknowlodgod more or less distinctly by almost all observers ; but his

denial of all community of character is as great an error on the one side

as the denial of any difference of character and period would be on the

other. There is every probability that Cilioia shared in this later

development of Syro-Cappadocian art, and that from Oilicia that art,

with the accompanying civilisation and religion, spread through tlie

Oilioian Qates towurds the west. As they spread westwards, the path

of commerce was opened up, and thus the great trade route between the

Aegean coast and the east gradually came into use. Whether all the

monuments that mark the early stages of the trade route are to be

attributed to this later period, or whether any belong to the older

Fterian imperial period, is uncertain. Tyana or Dana t must probably

have been important in both periods, but especially so in the later

period: the same may have been the case with other places. The
hieroglyphic inscriptions of Tyana and of Tyriaion belong to the later

period, as does also the rock monument of Ibriz beside Kybistra-

Herakleia. But the clay tablets with cuneiform inscriptions, which
probably come from Tyana,| though I bought them at Caesaroia-

Mazaka (Kaisari), are considered by Orientalists to be comparatively

early ; and the monument of Fassiller (Dalisandoe) appears to me to

show more analogy with Fterian art than with that of a later period,!

though such an inference from a single monument of a peculiar and
unusual type is naturally very uncertain.

As communication pushed westwards from the Cilician Gates, it

first attempted the path along the northern skirts of Mount Taurus, by
Eybistra-Herakleia, Dalisandoe, and perhaps Parlai8.|| There the

Pisidian mountains barred its further progress to the west. It turned

northwards up the east shore of Lake Earalis, and also began to seek a
direct path on a more northerly line through Iconium and Vasada. This

stage is marked by the monument of Iflatun Bunar (Plato's Spring H).

* I state frankly and bluntly my own opinion. The gradual progress of discovery
will show which view is right. In the meantime the method which is most likely to
assist progress is that each person should state clearly his own opinion, and carry it out
to its logical conclusions, acknowledging that, as yet, certainty is not attainable, owing
to the scantiness of evidence. f Bee p. 449.

t See pp. 449 and 346-8. In 1890 we could find no evidence that these tablets have
been found at Tyana : perhaps they originate from Komana or even Mazaka itself

§ See my paper on "Syro-Cappadocian Monuments in Asia Minor," in 'Athen
Mittheil.,' 1889.

II
See p. 890, ft The remarkable types oa coins of Parlaia suggest that remains of a

pre-Roman religious centre ought to be discovered tliere.

^ The curious name dates fiom the Se^juk period, and is a proof of the interest in
Greek philosophy (through Arabic translations probably) that characterised the Seljuk
court at Konia. Another Iflatun Bunar exists on the palace hill at Konia. Popular
pronunciation uses also the forms Elfatun and Elflatun Bunar.
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i

Finally the long insoriptiou at Eoli-tolu, usar Tyriaion,* marks the

line which was ultimately adopted through Laodiceia Combusta and

Thymbrion-Hadrianopolis.

On the west similar tentative routes may be traced, aa the line of

rade between Miletos and Celaenae, which was in existence in the time

of Hipponaz, six centuries before Christ, pushed towards the inner

country. At first a connection with the " Boyal Boad " was probably

established through Hierop)lis (near Sandykli) and the northern

Metropolis of Fhrygia (at Ayaz Inn). This connection has left no

monument; but is rendered probable by the tumuli on the route and

by the existence of an old religious centre at Hieropolis: round this

centre are gathered reminiscences of the old Phrygian heroes and

religion, Mygdon,t Otreus (the Phrygian form of Atreus), and

Aeneas.^

A better connection was established through the southern Metropolis,

Synnada, and Dokimiou as early as thd fourth century ; this is to be

inferred from the foundation of a Macedonian colony at Dokimion, bear-

ing the name of Dokimos, who in b.c. 302 surrendered Synnada to

Lysimachus, and from the foundation of Synnada itself. Such colonies

were always founded as military stations and centres of Greek

civilisation and government on important roads. Now the only roads

that can come into account as >]etormining the situation of Dokimion

are the route from Celaenae to Dotylaion and Bithynia, and that from

Celaenae towards Galatia or rather north-eastern Phrygia, i.e. the

connection with the "Eoyal Boad." But, of these two routes, the

former would naturally take the far shorter and easier path by
the northern Metropolis and Hieropolis, which was already in existence

;

and moreover it is highly improbable that the Bithynian connection was
important at that time; whereas the connection with Fessinus and

Ankyra was certainly important. The foundation of a Greek colony

at Dokimion, compared with the foundation of Synnada,§ probably

about the same time, marks the importance of the route Apameia-

Synnada-Dokjmion-Pessinus in the period 350-300, and may thereforo

be taken as a proof both that the connection between east and west was

• " Sjrro-Cappadocian Monnmenfe" in ' Athen. Mittheil.,' 1889.

t Pausanias, X. 27, 1. On the whole subject see my " Troia Villes Phrygiennee,"

in 'Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1882; and below, p. 139.

t I Boe no reason, with Imhoof-BIumer, ' Monn. Gr.,' p. 412 (see also Head, ' Hist.

Num.,' 5G7, 569), to doubt thut Aeneas is meant on the coins of the two cities, Otroua

and Stcktoriou, three miles distAut from each other, which are described by Mionnet and
himself. I hope that the analogies quoted in my "Trois Villes Phryg.," and tlio

ezplanatiou of the name Bronzos foi' Broughios = *povytos (see GB, § xviii.) establish

this. The legends have taken a Greek form, as was always the case in Lydia and
Phrygia, as Greek literature became known, but the names of the heroes are rooted in

the district.

§ Smaller native settlements of older date on or near the site are of course not

excluded by the term " foundation."
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oourso not

seeking the best route by way of Celaenae-Apameia, and that it had

not 80 early as 300 b.c. settled down to the one route that was finally

adopted. When, however, Synnada was founded, no long time could

elapse before the route by Lysias, Philomelion, and Tyriaion established

itself in preference to any other.

The answer to the doubt expressed on the preceding page about the

description that is given by Herodotus of the route of Xerxes is now

obvious. Herodotus is quite right ; and the very difficulty of reconciling

his account with the character of the country and the routes known in

subsequent centuries, adds additional evidence to corroborate the his-

tory of the roads as here stated. According to the account of Herodo-

tus, VII. 26, Xerxes, after mustering his army in Cappadocia at Eritala,

which may probably be placed in the plain of Tyana (pp. 346-8), crossed

the Halys and traversed Fhrygia, i.e., marched along the " Royal Boad."

He reached Celaenae, and must therefore have taken one or other of the

routes just described, passing either by Synnada or by Hieropolis.

Circuitous as the march seems, the record is clear, and when other

considerations have led us to the view that such a road was at the time

in use, it seems imperatively necessary to accept the authority of

Herodotus. Nearly eighty years later Alcibiades, when proceeding to

the Persian court, also took the route through Melissa and Synnada.

I must here refer for a moment to a great expedition which is con-

nected with this road—the Anabasis of Cyrus and Xenophon in 401 b.c.

Cyrus started from Sardis, passed by the spot where Laodiceia was

afterwards founded, and advanced to Apameia-CeleensB. Here he

turned off the road and made a wide detour to the north. This strange

detour has always been a puzzle. Perhaps the explanation is that if he

advanced straight to the east, he feared lest the object of his march
might become evident to the Greeks, and he was as yet very doubtful

whether he could trust them. He therefore turned right away back

towards the north-west, and after a long circuit, ventured to lead the

army eastwards; when his object became apparent, he found great

difficulty in inducing the Greek mercenaries to accompany him.*

Hamilton first determined with general accuracy the line of Cyrus*

march; his only serious error is in the position of Keramon Agora.

From CelaenaB Cyrus marched down the Meeander to Peltea (see

p. 136); he then turned straight north to Keramon Agora, beside

the modern Islam Keui. This is an exceedingly important point on the

modem road system, lying at the entrance of the valley which divides

two lofty and impassable ranges of mountains. Roads to the north,

north-east, and east all pass through the same valley, that of the little

river Hamam Su. Keramon Agora, th© Potters' Market, is never
mentioned except in this one passage of Xenophon ; it did not rank as

* Xenophon mentions that they only began to suspect the object of the maioh after

they reached Tarsoa.
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ail independent oity, it was only a great market, lying in the open plain

and incapable of defence, a commercial not a military centre, included in

the territory of the great neighbouring fortress Akmouia, which is only

a few miles distant. From this point the march of Cyrus coincided for

a short distance up the Hamam Su with the route which has been

described above as the " Boyal Boad," but soon he diverged along the

great open valley of Fhrygia Paroreios to Tyriaion. In this part

Hamilton has correctly described his march, except that Thymbrion
appears to be the older name of Hadrianopolis on the Earmeios, the

liver which flows by Doghan Hisar and Arkut Ehan. See CB, LI.

Between Tyriaion and the Gates Cyrus marched through Iconium

and Dana. His march diverged near the site of Laodiceia Combusta

from the later trade-route, and took a more southerly path. From
Iconium he went to Dana or Tyana, the important city at the northern

entrance to the chief pass through the Cilician Gates, on the line of the

"Boyal Boad." rr, '•'

The line of this march certainly gives no reason to think that the

trade-route was yet established. But it is not safe to draw any infer-

ence from it, except that, on the supposition that the regular road to

the Persian capital still went either by Synnada and Pteria or else by
Satala and Pteria, Cyrus's route was excellently calculated to prevent

the army from suspecting his design till they reached the Cilician

Gates ; whereas if the trade-route were in regular and common use, it

would be more difficult to understand how the army was solong kept

in ignorance of his design. The route agrees perfectly with the view

stated above, but could hardly be used as an argument for it.

The objection may here be urged that the "Boyal Boute" from

Sardis to Susa, so far as the evidence now stated goes, must have passed

through Apameia, Melissa, and Synnada, not through Satala and

Eeramon Agora, as I have described it. My reply is that, in the first

place, the inference with regard to the primitive importance of Pteria as

the metropolis of an empire remains untouched, for it becomes still more

difficult than before to understand how a road from Celaenae-Apameia

to the Cilician Gates should cross the Halys : the only reason for such

an extraordinary detour would lie in the previous existence of a regular

road to the metropolis Pteria. The objection therefore only strengthens

my main purpose. In the second place the only i-eason for the road

from Epbesos to Susa passing through Sardis* would be to take the

way through Satala. Thirdly the distances given by Herodotus are :

—

Sardis to the Halys, 94^ parasangs,

Halys to Cilician Gates, 104 parasangs.

These distances are utterly irreconcilable with a route through Celaenae

to the Halys, which would be much longer than that from the Halys to

* Heiodotus, y. 56, expressly says that the Road began from Ephesoe and passed

through Sardis ; but the way from Ephesos to Celaenae ia by the Maeander valley.
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the Gates ; but the Bhorteat route from Sardis to the Halys through

Satala, is a little shorter than that from the Halys through Pteria to

the Gates,* and reckoning the parasang at 2J^ miles, the measurements

are approximately correct. Finally the reasons already advanced seem

sufiScient to prove the existence of communication and higher civilisation

along the north side of the plateau, i.e., along the line vtre have assigned

to the " Royal Road."

The history therefore of the roads of Asia Minor before the Roman
period is the slow and gradual substitution of a natural and easy

system for a difficult system, which was established originally to

suit the convenience of administration during a special condition of

the country.

The great trade-route was in regular and exclusive use at least as

early as the first century before Christ (Strabo, pp. 640 and 663). The

earliest indication of its rising importance is the battle of Ipsos in 301

;

but the foundation of Dokimion and Synnada show that about that time

the older ror+o was still in more common use. It must be remembered

that Synnidv ''.ongh near the trade-route, was not actually situated on

if, but was c - rthern road which diverges from the trade-route at

Metropolis o. i ^inia-Chelidonia. It was sufficiently near the trade-

route to retain its importance after that route became the great artery of

communication across the country. See pp. 139, 142, 171.

' -'• IV. The Eastern Trade-Routb.
'

'.

'

In the preceding chapter it has been shown that this road came into

use between 300 and 100 b.c. We have now to trace its development,

so far as the scanty indications permit.

Under the Persian empire the main purpose of the " Royal Road

"

was administrative : that road was maintained with a postal service and

regular stations and khans, for the service of the Great King. During

the two centuries that followed the conquest of Alexander the Great,

the set of intercourse varied at different periods according to the seat

of the dominant power for the time being. No dynasty gained complete

mastery of the entire peninsula, and the transference of power from one

centre to another took place so frequently that no uniform and single

system of communication had time to grow up. "While the Seleucid

kings exercised dominant authority over great part of Asia Minor, the

direct southern route from the Cilician Gates to the Aegean coast must

have been much used. It is marked by such foundations as Laodiceia,

Apameia, Antiocheia, Nysa, Seleuceia, whose names show the intention

that they should be seats of Seleucid power. These foundations belong

* I should hardly expect the difference to be bo great as stated by Herodotus, the

distances seem nearly equal. Probably the road passed by Mazaka, where it joined

the route from Fteria to Komtnagene.
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chiefly to the line of the great Eastern highway,* and to the country

south of it towards Taurus, implying a supplementary route leading

eastwards through Seleuceia of Fisidia and Antioch of Fisidia. The

Macedonian colonies of Asia Minor may also he assigned as a general

rule to the Seleucid rule, though some of them, e.g., Dokimion, are

prohahly earlier. Of the Greek colonies that belong to the century

after Alexander, few lie north of the great highway except Synnada

and Dokimion (both pre-Seleucid), and Feltai and Blaundos which

imply a supplementary route from Thyatira and Sardis to Apameia.f

But the names of Tralleis-Seleuceia-Antiocheia, Nysa, Antiocheia on the

Meeander, Laodiceia ad Lycum, Apameia, Laodiceia Combusta, suffi-

ciently attest the importance of the great highway, which is only

confirmed by the supplementary routes.

When Fergamenian power took the place of Seleucid, the roads

leading to Fergamos were the most important. But on the whole the

set of intercourse is much on the same lines, though in opposite

directions, under Seleucid and under Fergamenian rule. Fergamos had

no direct line of communication with the upper plateau, and the chief

road from the east to Fergamos comes by way of Apameia, Laodiceia

on the Lycus, Fhiladelpheia, and Thyatira. During the wars of the

Attalid and Seleucid dynasties, this road was of central importance,

and rival foundations, on or near it, can be traced in opposition to

each other. As Fergamenian foundations I may mention ApoUonia,

ApoUonis, Fhiladelpheia, Attaleia, Eumeneia, Dionysopolis, and pro-

bably Lysias and Fhilomelion ; while after the power of Fergamos was

established, several Seleucid foundations lost their Seleucid name, which

perhaps marks a remodelling of their coustitution by the Att did

kings.l

The kingdoms of Bithynia and Fontus created a certain divergent

tendency towards other centres during the Greek period ; but this was

never so important, and we cannot prove that there was any great

amount of communication along any road leading from the upper

plateau to a Bithynian or Fontic centre at this time. On the whole

the kingdom of Bithynia remained isolated from the general develop-

ment of Asia Minor, and concentrated on its internal improvement by
such great foundations as Nikomedia, Apameia, and the various cities

named Frousias. In Fontus, the foundation of Laodiceia on the route

* Even Seleuceia occurs on the line of this highway, as being the temporary name
of Tralleis, soon disused in favour of Antiocheia, which also proved only temporary.

t On the Seleucid Macedonian Colonies, see an admirable paper by Schucbhardt, in

' Athen. Mittheil.' 1888, p. 1.

% The Fergamenian foundations are often plante<l over against Seleucid colonies, e.g.,

ApoUonia answera to Nakrasa, Attaleia to Thyatira, Dionysopolis to Blaundos, Eumeneia

to Peltai, ApoUonia of Fisidia to Seleuceia; whUe ApoUonia was perhaps actually

planted on the site of Doidye, and Tralleis-Seleuceia-Antiocheia resumed its pre-

Beleuoid name.
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to the harbour of Amisos, belongs to this period. Finally the wars

between the two kingdoms, and afterwards the wars between the

Bomans, who used Bithyuia as their base, and Mithradates, king of

Pontus, gave temporary importance to the chief route that connects

Fontus and Bithynia, viz., the road that leads from Nikomedeia and

Nikaia by Boli (Claudiopolis), Keredi (Krateia), Tash Keupreu

(Pompeiopolis), the valley of the Amnias, and Yezir Keupreu, to

Amaseia. This route, however, was forced into temporary consequence

during an exceptional f>^4te of the peninsula, and had no importance

except where Fontus and Bithynia are concerned. Except in the

Mithradatio wars, we hear little of it ; and it almost eludes our notice,

except through the important foundations of Bithynion-Claudiopolis,

Erateia-Flaviopolis, Fompeiopolis, and perhaps Hadrianopolis, until the

later Byzantine period.*

That system of ioutes, lying east and west, which had been growing

during the previous two or three centuries, was on the whole developed

without essential alteration during the Boman rale. In the Boman
period the main object was to connect the provinces with Borne, and

therefore the set of communication still lay along lines stretching east

and west. The southern route between Ephesos and Cappadocia still

continued to be the great eastern highway, though a line corresponding

to the old " Boyal Boad," yet not exactly coinciding with it, rose to

importance as connecting Galatia and Northern Fhrygia with the

Aegean Sea at Smyrna, and with the seat of Government at Ephesos.

We are therefore justified in saying that the Gresco-Boman road-system

had on the whole a uniform character during the last three centuries

before Christ, and the first three centuries after Christ. The Boman
government completed a system which began to grow up before any
Boman set foot in Asia Minor. I shall therefore describe the system in

its completed form, and we may safely say that the Bomau roads were
as a rule already coming into use under the Greek kings. For example,

the road from Laranda across Taurus down the Ealykadnos was pro-

bably in use when Seleucia f was founded at the mouth of the river.

Again, the important decree found near Eriza| may be taken as a

It is quite a mistake, due to following the Peutinger Table, to say, as e.g., Mr.
Hanly in his excellent edition of ' Pliny's Letters to Trajan ' does, that the main road
from Nikomedeia to Amaseia passed through Gangra ; such a road did exist, but never
had the importance of the other.

t Seleuceia was formerly called Olbia (Stephanus b.v.) ; i.e. Olbia was an earlier

city, situated a few miles north of Seleuceia on the road to Qlba. Its i lains are

distinct, and it was evidently depopulated to make the new city.

t See MM. HoUeaux and Paris, in <Bull. Cot. Hell.,' 1885, p. 824; 1889, p 523.

The editors, with a perverseness that is almost inconceivable to one who know) the

country, the distance, and the lofty intervening mountain pass, all of which can be ceen
by a glance at any map, suppose tiie inscription to have been carried from Laodiceia to

Dodurga (which they call Durdurkar). MM. Clousin and Diehl on the other hand
suppose it to have been carried from Kara Eyuk Bazar, which they identify, in apparent
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proofthat the road from Laodiceia to Kibyra, Isiuda, and the Pamphylian

coast, was already becoming important before 200 b.o. ; and the same

inference may be drawn from the account of the raid of the Roman
general Gneius ManliuB Yuleo as far as Termesaos in 189 b.o.

In the GreecooBoman road system we are not dependent on a few

chance references in ancient writers. We have two documents which

profess to give an accoiint of the roads, the Peutinger Table and the

Antonine Itinerary, besides several useful works by which to check

them. But the documents are so incomplete and so full of blunders that

the student frequently is obliged to give them up in despair, and to

resign himself to the hope that some fortunate discovery in the country

may clear up the insoluble difficulties and contradictions of the docu-

ments.* Systematic exploration will in time show the exact course of

every Boman road. Actual remains of the roadway indeed are very

rarely found, and it is probable that the roads of the Anatolian province

were never oonstmoted with the same elaborate foundations as the great

roads of Italy. If we may judge from the scarcity of the remains, even

bridges were very scarce. The only traces of Boman roads in the

country that I have seen are: (1) numerous milestones, (2) a few

remains of bridges, (3) a pavement near Gorbeous, which is much
broader as well as better than the pavement of the early Turkish roads,

and is therefore probably part of .the Boman road Ankyra-Famasso8,f

(4) rock-cuttings or levels in the hills between Synnada and Apameia.

The natural features of the country are of course of the greatest import-

ance, but all published maps are so inadequate and inaccurate that it is

rarely safe to affirm anything about the course of a road unless it has

actually been traversed by some competent observer with a view to

studying the road-system.}

Asia Minor was, in general, a peaceful country, and the roads were

on the whole determined mainly by commercial considerations, with the

view of easy transit to Italy. But there are several exceptions to this

rule. In Eastern Oappadocia and Lesser Armenia the roads were planned

with a view to the defence of the frontier. Melitene was the great

military station ; the roads led to Melitene, and the distances engraved

on the milestones were measured to Melitene. Along the southern edge

ignorance or defiance of Waddingtoo, Kiepert, and myself, with Eriza (see * Ball. Gorr.

Hell.,' 1889, p. 339.) The inBcription probably belongs to Isbkian Bazar (Eriza : see

pp. 101. 135, 136).

* The above sentence was printed before Part II. of this work was written. In tlie

following Chapter YI., I have given a statement of the principles which 1 have been

driven to in using the Peutinger Table, Ptolemy and the other authorities. These

principles are much more sceptical than those of modem geographers.

t The remains are like those described by Von Diest (' Von Pergamon zum Pontus,'

p. 57) as discovered by Prince Carolath near Mudurlu, "sorgfaltiges Quaderpflaster in

einer Breite von 12 Schritt."

} Qreat progress is made in Eiepert's maps published since the above was written.
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also of the plateau another series of roads was constructed for the

defence of the plains against the unruly mountaineers of Isauria and

Pisidia. These roads were planned in the time of Augustus, who built

a series of Roman colonies and fortresses along the skirts of Taurus, and

connected them all with the central colony, Antiooh of Pisidia. This

system of roads may be safely assumed as a necessary part of Augustus's

scheme for the defence of the empire : a Boman colony and fortress

necessarily implies the existence of a military road. But actual evidence

is almost entirely wanting. Neither of the documents which treat of

the Anatolian roads mentions this series of roads, and no writer

refers to them. Absolutely the only piece of external evidence known

to me is a milestone, which I found two years ago on the site of a

hitherto unknown colony : it gives the date, 6 b.o., the name of the

Emperor Augustus, the name of his lieutenant-governor, and a number

which can only be explained as the distance from the military centre,

Antiooh of Pisida. The stone, therefore, proves the existence of a road

made to connect this colony with Antioch in the very year that Augustus

founded his Pisidian colonies, and a similar road may be safely assumed

in the case of the other colonies. The reason why this series of roads

has remained so obscure is that the Pisidian mountaineers were conquered

and incorporated in the empire within the next century, and that the

Tsanrians also egased to be a terror. The colonies, therefore, soon lost

their military value, the system of military roads sank into decay,

and the roads of the district were merged in the general Anatolian

system. ^'
The usual aim of the Anatolian roads was to connect Ihe provinces

with Bome. In general, therefore, their course was guided by conveni-

ence, and they followed the natural lines. In a few cases, however,

historical reasons caused a violation of this rule. I shall mention one

example. About the year 129 b.c. the Proconsul Manins Aquilius laid

down the roads throughout the province which the Bomans named Asia.

The salt lake Ascania, now called Buldur Lake, formed the boundary

between Asia and Pisidia, and at that time Pisidia was an independent

country. The road which Manius Aquilius constructed was, therefore,

forced to keep the Asian side of the lake ; and the milestones prove that

the road kept to this course for quite four himdred years. But the

Pisidian side of the lake is the natural course for the road ; on this side

is the great city of modem time, in a wide open fertile plain. Yet the

Boman road on the Asian shores maintained for a long time the importance

of the town on that side, although there is merely a narrow strip of

ground between the mountains and the lake. Many years before Manius

Aquilius constructed his road, the Boman general Manlius led his army
along the natural path by the Pisidian shore of the Lake ; but for five

centuries the influence of a Boman road defied the course of nature, and
kept the chief city on the barren northern shore.
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Before disoasfling the Boman roads whioh orossed the plateau, a few

preliminary remarks are necessary. The sum of distances, stage by
stage, along a road as given in the Itineraries is greater than the total

distance as given by a milestone from end to end of the road. This

I have proved in one special case, Ephesos-Apameia-Takina,* and

frequent examples will be met with below. It arises from the fact

thai cities were, in many cases, a little apart from the necessary line of

the direct road. Besides this there are, of course, frequent corruptions

of numbers, as well as of names on the roads. ' "-

The proper understanding of the Feutinger Table is much impeded

by its superficial appearance. It has been made in the Byzantine

period by a person who was accustomed to the Byzantine systems of

roads radiating from Constantinople across Asia Minor, and who tried

to represent the roads on this idea, yet it is ultimately founded on a

map of the Roman empire and the Boman roads. Hence we find that

the roads radiate from Constantinople and are fairly complete so long

as we follow the tracks from Constantinople. For example, we have

a complete road from the Asiatic shore of the Bosphorus along the Black

Sea coast, and another vi& Nicomedia to Gangra and Amasia ; another

goes by sea to Frainetos and Nicsea, and thence direct to Ankyra, Tavium,

&c. ; another by sea to Pylae and thence to Frusias, Pergamon, &c.

But no road which leads across country from the Aegean coast is repre-

sented with any approach to completeness : the roads in this direction

are given in fragments with frequent gaps.

The same remark applies to the Antonine Itineni1||^ : the compiler is

interested chiefly in the roads to Constantinople, and represents with

that prepossession the roads of the Boman period, even adding some

Byzantine roads. The evidence of milestones, where it exists, is,

therefore, our only sure and certain guide, beyond the few roads which

are certified by Strabo.

One of the most fruitful causes of difficulty and error is the assumption,

tacitly made in almost every case, that the roads given in the Itineraries

are direct roads between the two extreme points. In a number of oases

the road goes along two sides of a triangle. Frof. Eiepert has argued

that this is so in one case (" Gegenbemerkungen zn Frof. G. Hirschfeld,"

* Berl. Sitzungsber.,' 1884, pp. 52 if.) ; and though I do not agree with

his view in interpretation of the particular case, yet the general prin-

ciple is most important. When we consider how badly the ancient maps

represented the face of the country, it is quite natural that in many
cases a road whioh was really circuitous should have been represented

as fairly direct, and a direct road as circuitous.

Some examples occur of a remarkable error. A station is in-

truded from another road between two adjoining stations, which are

• See ASP, A, ix.
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quite correctly given. The following certain oases may be given ai

specimens:—

Oomana Ftanadaris Coousos. Anton. Itin.

Arabissos Ftanadaris CoouBOS. Anton. Itin.

Ceesareia Sinispora Arasaxa. Pent. Tab.

but it occurs to a greater degree than has been suspected even in the

Antonine Itinerary, which is the best authority we have. In the eastern

parts of Asia Minor the Peutinger Table carries this transference of

stations to an extraordinary degree.

One certain case occurs in the Peutinger Table, where the stations

are put in the reverse order, viz. between Ancyra and Archelais.

It may be of use to give one typical example of the way in which an

important road is represented in our authorities. The backbone of tie

Boman road system is the great road from Ephesus to the east. It is

given in a fragmentary way in the Peutinger Table, but not as a direct

continuous road. I give a list of the stations, bracketing those which

are not mentioned in the Table. Several stations mentioned in the

Table are given on other roads : these I write in Greek character.

"E<f>(a-m, Magnesia, TpoAActs, [Nysa], [Mastaura], Antiocheia, Caroura,

[Attoudda], Laodiceia, [Colossae], [Sanaos], Apameia, [Metropolis]*

Euphorbium, [Lysias], Julia, Philomelion, [Tyriaion], Laodiceia Eata-

kekaumene, Savarpa, [Eoropassos], 'ApxtXaii, [Soandos], [Sakasena],

Geesareia, Arasaxa, [Erpa, Coduzabala, Ptanadaris, Arabissos], 'Apya,

McXinjvij.

At important points thiti road was joined by cross roads from north

and south. Such roads came down the Marsyas from Alabanda and
western Caria and Lycia, down the Harpasos from Tabae, down the

Morsynos from Aphrodisias and Heracleia ad Salbacum and Apollonia

and Sebastopolis. But the first really important knot was at Laodiceia.

Here roads from all sides crossed. From the south came the road from
the Pamphylian towns Attaleia, Perga, &o., by Isinda, Lagoe or
Lagbe, Kibyra, Themissonion. From the north came a road BrouEOi;-

Eumeneia-Peltae-Lounda, another Sardis-Philadelpheia-Tripolis-Hiera-

polis,and perhaps another from Dionysopolis, Mossyna, and the Hyrgaleis.
Apameia was the next knot. Here came in a road from the valley

of Baris and Seleuceia Sidera, joined by another from the district of
Lake Ascania, a road Antiocheia-ApoUonia-Apameia, a road Amorion-
Dokimion-Prymnessos-Synnada-Metropolis-Apameia, another Dorylaiou-

Nakoleia-Meros-Konne-Kidyessos-Brouzos-Hieropolis-Eukarpia-Apameia,

and another from Seiblia and Eumeneia.

At Laodiceia Katakekaumene roads came in from Iconium on the
south, and from Dorylaion-Amorion on the north.

• Two routes exUt here: one Metropolis-Synnada-Julia, the other Metropolis-Euphor-
bium-Julia. The Table confuses the two, and giyes Apameia-Euphorbium-Synnada
Julia.

VOL. IV. g
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At Archelais Coloiiia roads from Tyana-Sasima-Nazianzos, from

Tavium-MokiMOs, from Ankyra-PamaBsos, and from FeBsinus-FitniaoB-

Ferta came in.

At Oftsaroia roads from Sebastoia, from Pontus, from Tavium,

aad from Cilioia, converged.

Eaoh of these knots represents a centre of provincial life and govern-

ment, and it is worthy of note that they are all refounded and renamed

either by the Greek kings or by the early emperors. They formed seats

of Grseco-Roman civilisation, which spread thence through the country

round. The history of great part of Asia Minor for many centuries de-

pends on this road. I will here quote one slight example, viz. the arrange-

ment of the Boman provincial adminiBtration during the first century B.e.

From 80 to 50 d.c. the Upper Meeander valley and the whole of southern

and eastern Phrygia were disjoined from the province of Asia, to which

they belonged before and after that time, and placed under the juris-

diction of the Governor of Oilicia. This arrapgement, which is at fiist

sight so unintelligible, was due to the fact thbt the Governor of Cilicia

in proceeding to or from his province avoided the sea voyage along the

south coast of Asia Minor, on account of the pirates, who were masters

of the sea. The governors were forced to land at Ephesus, and go by

land along the eastern highway to Cilicia. On their march it was easy

for them to hold the aBsizes and arrange the affairs of the districts which

they traversed. But after Fompey destroyed the pirates and reopened

the sea, the pax Bomana was restored, and the governors of Cilicia boou

began to prefer the voyage to the long and fatiguing land journey.

In the Feutinger Table the line of this road is frequently broken.

There is no connection between Magnesia and Ephcsos: Tralleis is

transposed to another road; the connection between Laodiceia and

Apameia is made through the intervention of a different road ; from

Apameia the road turns sharp back to Synnada, and then again equally

sharply back to Julia and Philomelion. The alternative routes by Synnada

and by Enphorbium are united in one road; between Laodiceia Eata-

kekaumene and Savatra, a station, Eaballa, is interpolated from a dif-

ferent road ; there is no connection between Savatra and Archelais, but

Laodiceia-Savatra-PyrgoB-Iconium is given as a straight road ; there is

no connection between Archelais and Caesareia-Mazaka. If this most

important of the roads is so disfigured and out up in the Table that it

has been recognised only from the description quoted by Strabo (p. 663)

from ArtemidoruB, we may expect to find similar erroiti elsewhere.

The description of the roads is necessarily founded in many cases,

where the evidence of milestones and other traces of the actual roadway

fails, on the identification of the cities which were situated on them.

In the case of Phrygia and western Pisidia, I have already elsewhere

discussed the whole of the cities and given a complete scheme of the

ancient topography. In these provinces, then, the roads are entirely
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rom Tavium,

fixed, and I need do little more than refer to my previooB papers.* But

in the case of Galatia, Fontua, Lycaonia, eastern Pisidia, and Oappadooia,

the anoient topography is quite unsettled. Only about one in six of the

ancient cities have been correctly placed on the map. J have therefore

inserted a discussion in the briefest possible form of these provinces,

which makes an outline of the Boman topography of the half of Asia

Minor. For the sake of convenience I recapitulate a small number of

separate identifications in these provinces which I have published in

scattered papers, chiefly in foreign journals.

V. The Bouan Eoads in Asia Minor.

The "discussion in the briefest possible form," mentioned in the

preceding paragi-aph, has grown in the lapse of a year into the 370

pages of the second part of this book. I have however left the para-

graph unaltered to show the original intention of the work, and the

way in v/hich it has grown upon nty hands. The authorities on the

Boman road-system are so defective and so inacourate.f that a minute

examination of the topography was required to justify the results which

are given in the accompanying map. This grew to such a size that it

had to be relegated to a separate part of the work.

While Fart I. carries, as I hope, its own justification in a way that

is obvious, I perhaps owe the reader an explanation of the length and

complicacy of Fart II., in which (as my friend the Camden Frofessor of

Ancient History, to whom most of the credit or the blame for this book

must be given, remarks, with a certain heightening of the efiect), nearly

400 pages are spent in discussing a set of names, none of which anybody
has ever heard of before.

Topography is the foundation of history. Ko one who has

familiarised himself with Attic history in books and has afterwards

ascended Fentelious and seen that history spread forth before him in

the valleys and mountains and sea that have moulded it, will ever

disbelieve in the value of topography as an aid to history. What idea

of Attic history could be got, if we were uncertain whether Athens was
situated in the plain of the Kephissos or a few miles further east beyond
Hymettus ! I had often wondered why the plain of Marathon was so

long connected with Chalcis and separated from Attica. The wonder
ceased when from Fentelious I saw it connected with Chalcis by the

quiet landlocked sea that tempted navigation, and separated from Attica

by the rugged and difficult mountains. Yet few that study Greek
history, and play the part of examiner or examinee in it, realise what
we owe to the greatest of modem topographers, Leake. Who, that goes

through the usual course of highest honours in ancient history and
* The papers whose results I assume are " The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygic," in

' Journal of Hellenio Studies,' part 1. 1883, II. 1887 ; " Antiquities of Southern Phrygia
and the Border Lands," in ' American Journal of Arohieology,' Part 1. 1887, II.-IV. 1888.

t On this point see Clmpter YI.

E 2
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literature ever hears the fame of Leake, or knows that ho has done

more to make a real understancling of Ort-ek life possible than any

other Englishman of this century? We all know Curtius' ' History of

Greece:' how many of us know a finer and greater work, Curtius'

' Peloponnesos ' ? Some of us are even so narrow as to imagine that

the reading of some modern books, supplemented by a little study of

Thucydides, Herodotus and Xenophon (a few roach Polybius—how very

few go deeper !), will enable us to understand ancient history. If we
want to understand the ancients, and especially the Greeks, we must

breathe the same air that they did, and saturate ourselves with the same

scenery and the same nature that wrought upon them. For this end

correct topography is a necessary, though a humble, servant.

The justification of Fart II. then is that if we are ever to understand

the history of Asia Minor, we must know the places in which that

history was transacted. The scholar, already steeped in Homer, who
will spend months in the Troad and Aeolis, and who will learn to know
the land until at last he understands it and sympathiaes with it,—that

scholar will place the Homeric question on a new plane. But while

an uncertainty of ten or a hundred* miles exists as to the situation

of any place, we cannot even set about mastering its history.

In Part II. brevity has been my aim, and repetition of anything that

has been sufficiently well said in ordinary books has been avoided.

Hence I have, as a rule, less to say on the more important cities, each

of which needs a monograph to itself
; t whereas to some names that

are not even mentioned by ordinary geographers, I have devoted

several pages. I mention one typical example. Eukhaita, a Pontic

archbishopric, was not, so far as I was then aware, mentioned by any

modern geographer before I wrote a paragragh, printed on p. 318, in

which I stated in twenty lines the evidence, and placed the city at

Tchorum. The evidence appeared to me clear, and I did not wish to

spend time in explaining its precise force. While the first proof was in

my hands, a number of the Bulletin de Correspondance HelUnique, con-

taining a paper on the subject by M. Doublet and the Abb6 Duchesne,

reached me. Here the latter quoted almost the whole evidence that I

had used, and yet, in order to support a possible but unnecessary and

forced interpretation of an inscription, came to the conclusion that

Eukhaita was situated at Safararaboli, 100 miles further west. The
same evidence, therefore, which seemed to me to point conclusively to

a site east of the Halys and probably to Tchorum,^ appeared to such a

* This is literally true ; see Saravene, Eukhaita, tec.

t These would oompoee great part of that local history of the country, which is

the second stage in the work I had once marked out for myself.

t The description of the modern town, with its mosques and its fanaticism, hy
Humann and Puchstein, Aimishes an incidental confirmation. The permanence of re-

ligious feeling nnder new forms is one of tho most striking features in the history of the

country ; and Eukhaita was certainly distinguished as a centre of religious enthusiasm.
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try, whicli is

high authority as tho Abb6 Ducheane, to be oonsiBtont with a situation

west of tho HalyB, 100 miles from Tohoruna. I felt oonipellod, in

c<iurte«y to tho upholders of tho other view, to eiamiue the evidence

luUy and show its bearing. This necessitated an addition of four

pages. After this was printed, I observed in the ' Acta Sanctorum ' two

quotations made by the editors from unpublished sources, jirhich, with

a slight correction of the text, took the whole matter out of the range

of controversy. Had I known them sooner, my readers would have

been spared four pages ; but if they escaped such a master of hagio-

logical literature as M. Duchesne, I may find pardon for not sooner

observing them. Thu was produced the apparently disproportionate

space that I have do\ uted to Eukhaita, and in tho case of m..av other

cities the few lines which I have occupied in a brief statement ^f the

evidence, sometimes by mere reference to the original authorities, might

be expanded to several pages, if I tried to show its precise import and

strength.

The order of exposition must appear so disorderly that a word of

explanation is needed. The order is that of discovery : each point as it

was settled formed a support for further advance. In numerous cases

tho arguments in favour of particular views seemed to myself at the time

I first stated them to be weak, and yet in the gradual progress of my
own knowledge these views were confirmed, partly by the fitting in

of other parts of the puzzle, and partly by the discovery of striking

analogies ; the discussion of Finara, Sidyma, Bhodiapolis, &o., in Lycia,

gives an example of such a subsequently discovered analogy.

The Roman road-system will be best understood from the accom-

panying maps. Mere description of the general principles would not be

intelligible without keeping the eye on the map ; but the study of the

map will be facilitated by a statement of the plan on which the roads

were laid out. But in the first place I must make a general explanation

in regard to all the maps, that in drawing them and ind.'catlng the

boundaries of provinces or the precise situation of towns, il L .s often

been necessary to assume an appearance of certainty whiok i do not

really feel. In these cases the text will show what evidence exists, and
in the map the lines must be understood as mere approximations. If

the towns or boundaries are indicated at all, they m-rvt be indicated in

some definite position. The text of Fart II. must rli arefore be constantly

used as an auxiliary to the maps.

The plan of the Groeco-Eoman road- 'system may bo briefly described

as consisting of

1. The great trade-route and the supplementary roads that connect

side-lying districts with it. This set of roads can be gathered from
the map and from the description already given in chapter IV. One
illustration of the manner in which trade followed this route may be
given. The marble of Dokimion was conveyed to the sea, not by the
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apparently much more direct route by Eeramon Agora (Islam Eeui)

and Philadelpheia, but by Synnada and the great trade-route. This

may be inferred from the name Synnadic, which is usually given to

this marble. Dokimion was a self-goveming municipality, and the

marble would not have been known to the world as Synnadic, unless it

had in some way come into connection with Synnada.* In fact this

marble, when exported, never ac^.ually passed through Dokimion, which

is about two or three miles from the quarries. It was carried direct

to Synnada, where in all probability was situated the chief office of

administration, to which the orders for marble were sent ; and thence

passed along the trade-route. It is moreover very doubtful whether

the road betwetin Klannoudda and Philadelpheia was ever made
passable for monolithic columns ; though there can bo no doubt in the

mind of one who has seen tho bold engineering by which the road

is carried over the mountains between Synnada and Metropolis that the

Kcmans were quite able to make the road to Philadelpheia passable even

for the largest columns.t

2. A road connecting northern Phrygia and Galatia with Sardis acd

the Aegean coast at Smyrna. The Peutinger Table preserves in an

unusually complete and accurate form j; the part of this road which led

from Dorylaion and Eotiaion by Apia, Hierokharax, Akmonia, Aloudda,

Klannoudda, and Philadelpheia. Besides this I incline to the belief

that another branch came from Pessinns by Orkistos and joined the

former road at Hierokharax (see pp. 168, 230). But I can find no

evidence that the important modem trade-route from Afiom Kara Hisar

(Akroenos, noar Prymnesaos) by Hierokharax to Philadelpheia was in

use during the Boman period, for the trade of Prymnessos and Dokimion

must have gone by way of Synnada and Apameia. This set of roads

fulfilled the functions of the " Boyal Bead," though they do not exactly

coincide with it. The map shows the great importance of the pass in

which lies Hierokharax. The valley of the little stream Hamam Su,

which is probably to be identified with the ancient Senaro8,§ is the only

* See m^ paper " Inscriptions Ine'dites de Marbres Phrygiens," in ' Melanges d'Arob.

et d'Hist,' 1882.

t Tbe route PLUadelpbeia-KIannoudda-Akmonia is not nearly so difficult as tbat

wbicb, according to my view, was followed by the "Royal Road;" but it was not,

I think, brought into use till the period of the Dindochi. Tt must be remembered that

the way from Synnada to Metropolis was not sirioily part of the trade-route, which went

from Metropolis to Kinnaborion nnd Lysias, and that Mauliua did not cross the

mountains that bound the Synnada valley on tho south (see p. 170).

t The only omission is the insignificant Hierokharax ; the chief fault is Gocleo for

Cotieo, i.e. Gotiaion ; see p. 168.

§ The name Senaros occurs on coins of Sebaste, see Head, Hist. Num., s.v. It may
indicate perhaps tiie fine fountains, now called Bunar Roshi, near Sebaste, or more

probably the neighbouring river Banaz Tchai. The Hamam bu is more naturally

reckoned the main stream, but the name Banaz Tchai is now applied to another

branch coming from the village Banaz, uorth-weat of Islam Keui.
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route of communication from a great part of western Phrygia towards

the north-east and east; for the path by Akmonia and Dioklea or

Dokela towards the Hieropolitan valley can penetrate further to the east

only by a footpath across very rugged mountains. At the entrance to

the pass up the Hamam Su lay Keramon Agora, in the territory subject

to Akmonia.

3. The military roads guarding the eastern frontier towards the

Euphrates. These have as their centre Melitene, where was the

standing camp (stativa) of Legio XII. Fulminata ; and they are partly

mixed up with the eastern part of the great trade-route through Erpa

and Melitene to the crossing of the Euphrates at Tomisa. The

military roads consist of a road from Satala, the station of Legio XY.
ApoUinaris, along the right bank of the Euphrates through Arauraci

or Arauraka (see p. 275) and Daskousa, the station of Ala II. Ulpia

Auriana,* to Melitene, and thence, still along the Euphrates, to

Samosata in the province Syria. From Melitene a road ran along the

northern side of Taurus by Arabissos, an important military centre at

the entrance to the main pass over Taurus (pp. 276-280, 311), to

Kokussos. From Eokussos a road ran north to Komana, Ariarathia

and Sebasteia, and thence east along the Halys, through Nikopolis and
Oolonia to Satala. This completes the outer circle of roads, in addition

to which there were also direct roads from Arabissos to Sebasteia, from

Melitene to Sebasteia, and from Earsaga to Nikopolis. Two passes

across Taums into Eommagene were traversed by the roads from

Melitene through Ferre to Samosata, and from Arabissos to Ger-

maniceia : the last must have been in all ages, and is still, a very

important road. The pass from Eokussos to Germaniceia, which is

still very little used though not exceedingly difficult, cannot be
proved to have been in use until the ninth century (p. 276). The
Anti-Taurus passes are more numerous than those across Taurni?.

Heckoning from south to north. Major Bennet has told me that the

following passes lead across the Anti-Taurusf mountains, counting

from south to north ; but probably only two were traversed by Roman
roads.

1. Gez Bel, approached from Eeuseli.

2. Dede Bel, „ „ Seuagen.

3. Geuk Bel, „ „ „
4. EuruBel, „ „ „

5. Euru Tchai, traversed by the great trade-route.

6. Eabak Tepe, not important.

7. Yedi Oluk, traversed by the military road to Ariarathia.

• See C. I. L., III., Supplcm., No. 6743 ; where Mommscn refers to Arrian l?(tTo|.,

p. 80, 6, and Notit. Dignit. Orient., 38, 22 ; Pliny, V. 24, 84, VI. 9, 27 ; Orosius, 1. 2, 23.

t The mountains on the west side of the Saroii in the upper part of its course
especially bear this name. But the Bimboa Dagh on the east side may also be called

Anti-Taurus.
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Some of these military roads are described in Part II., pp. 270-280.

The rest are indicated in the map of eastern Cappadooia and Armenia
Minor; where it has been necessary to select the probable line of

seveial roads, and the probable situation for several towns. The
following hypotheses are adopted, in addition to the remarks made in

Part II. The broken road which is given in the Pcutinger Table as :

—

Nikopolis 21 Ole Oberda 15 Caleorsissa 24,

which Eiepert connects with Analibla (Analiba), is corrected in

accordance with Ptolemy to Nikopolis-Seleoberroia-Ealtiorissa, and

connected with Karsaga. It is also asssumed that the indirect jroad

(Anton. Itin., p. 215),

Kikopolis 24 Olotoedanza 24 Carsat 24 Arauracos 24 Suissa 26

Satala,

has been cornipted through the analogy of the direct road Nikopolis

24 Olotoedariza 26 Dracontes 24 Haza 26 Satala. The indirect road

falls at Carsat (Karsaga) into the frontier road along the Euphrates,

and is really identical with the road of the Peutinger Table when
properly interpreted. The name Klotoidariza or Olotoidariza has been

substituted for the two stations of the Peutinger Table, Ealtiorissa and

Seleoberroia (corrupted to Caleorsissa and Ole Oberda). The situation

of Klotoidariza or Olotoidariza suggests a connection with Basgoidariza,

which is mentioned by Strabo, p. 555, together with Hydara and

Sinoria, as one of the forts built by Mithridates in the country towards

Armenia (by which he seems to mean Ptolemy's Poutus Polemoniacus,

for Saunaria in that district must be Strabo's Sinoria). Basgoidariza in

Polemoniacus was therefore probably not far from Klotoidariza in

Armenia Minor. The form of the latter name is very doubtful. The
initial guttural is given in some of the authorities ; but Olotoidariza *

has the support of most of the MSS., and is defended and confirmed by
Procopius, de Aedif., iii. 4, p. 253, who mentions in this very district

Lytararizon. If the Bonn edition mado any attempt to comply with

the conditions of a ecbolarly work, we perhaps should find that variants

existed which justified such a restoration as Lytadarizon or Alytada-

rizon.f The ending -l^mv became usual in Byzantine time in certain

Armenian names, and is d' nbtless equivalent to the earlier rendering

-t^o The name Kitharizon (see p. 325) probably shows that Sapi^mv and

Bapt^mv were equivalent terminations.

In the Byzantine, but not in the Roman period, we find allusions to

* The vaTiants Clotocdoriza, Clotcdariza, occur in p. 207 ; but amid ten variants

in p. 183, none have tho initiul consonant and many have the ending -lariza instead of

-dariza. In p. 215 the variants are fewer, but none have the initial consonant.

t In tlie form Klotoidariza probably the K arises from the confusion with Kaltio-

rissa. In tho name as given by Procopius the loss of an initial vowel would be quite in

accordance with analogy, and therefore the balance of probability is in favour of the

forms Olotoidariza, Alytalarizon, Lytalarizon, where L has taken the place of original

P. In Procopius the L has been moditied in its turn to R.
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24 Suissa 26

a route Sebasteia-Tephrike-Kainacha. This route is implied in a passage

of Michael Attaliota (see below, p. 267), while the connection as far as

Tephrike (Divrigi) is implied in all the campaigns against the Paulicians,

whose chief stronghold was Tephrike, for the campaigns against them

are conducted along the route by Basilika Therma, Sibora, Agrane, and

Sebasteia. This road is not proved to have existed in Boman times.

The identification of Eamacha with Theodosiopolis is justified by the

comparative table given on p. 282 and by the remarks on p. 447.

There were several cities named Theodosiopolis in the eastern parts of

the Byzantine empire : this one is perhaps mentioned by Procopius, de

Aedif., iii. 4, p. 253, and another occurs in the same work, p. 255, and in

Bell. Fers., p. 82, where it is said to be 42 stadia south of a mountain

in which rise both the Euphrates and theTigris.

Koloneia or Kolonia was evidently the chief fortress in the northern

district of the frontier in the later wars, and the central city of the

Theme Koloneia. The great fortresses of the Byzantine period were

as a rule situated on lofty precipitous rocks, and Procopius, de Aedif.,

iii. 4, p. 253, mentions that Koloneia occupied such a position (cV

oKpiawxia. Ad^ov KaroKpi^iivov). Cities which, like Koloneia, are of great

importance in later Byzantine time retain as a rule this importance under

Turkish rule. In this district the important city of Shaban Kara Hisar

complies with all these conditions ; and its military importance is such

that it must be a leading fortress in the Byzantine wars. I have there-

fore, p. 267, identified it with Koloneia. The Armenians still call this

city Nikopoli ; Kiepert has rightly seen that this is a mistake, but he

has not explained the origin of the error, which certainly must lie in

the gradual desertion of Nikopolis and the union of the two bishoprics,

Koloneia and Mikopolis: in the combined title Kikopolis must have

held the first place, bnd the second must ha^e fallen into disuse.

4. The military roads laid out about 6 'b.o. or earlier for the defence

of the province Galatia and the coercion of the mountain tribes of

I.'-'idia and Isauria. The military centre was Antiooh of Pisidia. The
stations, all Boman colonies, are enumerated on p. 398. The military

necessity for these roads soon disappeared as the mountaineers were

incorporated in the empire ; and the road system cannot be understood

until more early milestones are discovered. The little that is known is

mentioned on pp. 358, 391, 398-9. In the supplement to Vol. III. of

the 'Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum,' No. 6974, I have stated the

opinion that the distance CXXII from Antiocheia to Colonia Comama
was measured by Apollonia and the ancient city beside Elyes or Elles on
Lake Askania (perhaps Okoklia). This view is unsatisfactory, as imply-

ing that a military road of the Province Galatia ran through a part of

tlio Province Asia; but I am still unable to see any other way in

which the measurement can be explained. Milestones of the second

or third century found in this country cannot be taken as sure
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I*

eTidenoe of AugustWs roads; they belong to the time when the

military roads were merged in the general system of the country and

perhaps modified.

5. The tendency of commerce during the Greeco-Eoman ^riod was

chiefly along the routes from east to west. But besides this there were

seaports on the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, which were employed

in a less degree for the purpose of direct trade with the west. Tarsos was

the port for Cilicia, Seleuceia for Cilicia Tracheia (which in later Roman
and Byzantine time was called Isauria), Side and Attaleia for Famphylia,

Telmessos, &o. for Lycia ; and on the north Cyzicos, Amisos, and several

other harbours, still retained considerable importance. To each of these

points roads converged, and they were points of departure for a coasting

traffic, great ^art of which ultimately found its way to Borne. It would

be a useful study to collect the references to this coasting trade,* and

try to determine its character and importance. But a serious work on

the trade of the Roman empire is still a desideratum ; and the foundation

for a history of trade in Asia Minor must rest on a " Local History " of

the country, which ought to complete the present work. It is not

probable that Attaleia was used as a shipping port for any produce

except that of the coast4and of Famphylia, or Seleuceia except for the

Kalykadnos and oluer valleys that lead down to the Isaurian sea. The
mountain wall of Taurus prevented all heavy traffic from crossing

the short lines between the plateau and the southern sea, and turned it

along the road that led to the Aegean. The same remark (mutatts

mutandis) applies to Sinope; and even Tarsos was probably not used

as a port for any country except the Cilician plain, for Strabo, p. 540,

seems to make it clear that the Cappadocian trade went to Ephesos by
land. The easiest path from Cappodocia to Tarsos was through the

Cilician Gates, and it is said that the rocky walls which form the Gates

approached so close that, until Ibrahim Pasha blasted a road for his

artillery, a loaded camel could just pass between them. Similarly it

may be doubted whether Amisos was a harbour for more than the trade

01 the Pontic plains and the trade-route from Armenia by way of

Sebasteia and Eomana Pontica.

This coasting trade lies apart from my proper subject, which is

completed when I have enumerated the points round the con > .ere

lines of road converge. . I have as yet hardly touched on the western

harbours to which the roads that cross Asia Minor from east to west

conveyed the produce of the country. In the early Greek period

Miletos appears, so far as the evidence goes, to have been the seaport

for the trade with Celaenae and the Upper Maeander. The evidence

lies partly in the early coinage as indicating commercial importance,

partly in Hipponax's reference to the Phrygians, who came down to

* For example, in the legend of Aberkioa (Act. Sanct., Oct. 21), the saint went to

Attaleia and thence took ship to Borne.
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Miletos. Ephesos, however, was really a more convenient harbour than

Miletos for a oonsiderable part of the Maeander valley; though the

commercial energy (in other words, the thoroughly Greek character) of

Miletos seems to; have given it much greater importance as a trading

centre in the earlier period ; whereas in Ephesos the Greek spirit had

not so complete mastery as in Miletos.* But the energy of Miletos

disappeared under the Persian inile, and the natural suitability of

Ephesos as the nearest harbour for a road coming down the Maeander

valley made it the terminus of the great trade-route. The harbour also

of Miletos was silted up, and it is now miles distant from the sea.

Ephesos retained its commercial importance throughout the Roman
Period ; but its harbour also has now long ceased to exist, the town is

absolutely deserted,f and the whole trade along the ancient eastern high-

way now passes across the qiiay of Smyrna. Before the Ottoman Railway

was opened, connecting Smyrna with the Maeander valley, the harbour

of Scalanova took the place of Ephesos, and maintained a feeble com-

petition with Smyrna for the trade of the Maeander valley : but with the

advantage of railway communication Smyrna is beyond competition.

The railways that radiate from Smyrna have taken the place of the

old roads. One of them goes by the Hermos valley to Philadelpheia,

and corresponds therefore to the " Royal Road." The other connects

Smyrna with Ephesos, the Maeander valley, and Apameia-Celaenae : it

corresponds to the eastern ti-ade-route. The latter, which was first

built, cut out Scalanova and gave Smyrna the entire command of the

trade of the Maeander valley. To take one example, the liquorice root

of the Maeander valley, in which a great trade has sprung up during

the last forty years, was formerly shipped from Scalanova : now it all

goes to Smyrna.

One phase in the recent history of the great trade-route furnishes

an interesting commentary on the period when the road from Pergamos

by Philadelpheia to Laodiceia and the east was the great route. After

the Hermos Valley Railway was completed to Philadelpheia, it was
easier to carry the eastern trade from the Lykos valley across the

short mountain pass to Philadelpheia, than down the Maeander valley

to the terminus of the other railway at Tralleis (now Aidin). The
trade was thus for a time diverted through special circumstances away
from the natural line, and did not return to it till the Aidin railway

was carried on to the Lykos valley.

* These two phrases " the Greek spirit," and " the commercial energy," are merely

two di£fercnt ways of expressing the same idea. One ofthem cannot be taken as a reason

for the other. To give a reason for the difference between Miletos and Ephesos is diffi<

cult ; it does not lie in some phrase such as that the Greek element was stronger in

Miletos, the native element in Ephesos. The Greek spirit is not the property of some
single tribe ; it is imparted by the air, the sea, and the mountain barriers to that varying
amalgam of many different tribes and stocks which constituted the Greek peoples.

t Ayasaluk, the modern village, is about a mile from the nearest part of Ephesos.
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A similar competition seems at an early time to Iiave been maintained

between Phokaia, Smyrna, and Ephesos, for the trade with the Hormos
valley and the inner country along the " Royal Road." Herodotus, v.

54, names Ephesos as the sea-end of that road ; but the probable ex-

planation of his problematic language in ii. 100 (compared with v. 64),

is that he is stating in a confused and inaccurate way an account that

he had not fully understood of the three roads, Sardis-Phokaia, Sardis-

Smyrna, and Sardis-Ephesus. A few words on this famous passage and

on the value of Herodotus's testimony with regard to Asia Minor may
not be out of place here. The text is, eto-i Sk koX Trtpl 'Imvirjv Bvo twtoi iv

virpjjiTi cyKCKoAa/i/xckoi rovrov tov avSpoi rg tc ck t^s 'Etfttvirji cs 4>uixatav

ipxoiTai, Kol rg ck SopStW cs Xpvpvqv.

After reading various attempts to explain Herodotus's road from

Ephesos to Phokaia, I feel only more strongly that, as I have already said

in 'Journal of Hellenic Studies,' 1881, p. 53, either his account is bad

or his text corrupt. The very idea of defining a road as leading from

Ephesos to Phokaia is as absurd as it would be to say that a monument
was on the railway that leads from Scarborough to Lincoln. Moreover

the natural way from Ephesos to Phokaia would be through Smyrna,

and no one could possibly understand from Herodotus's words a

road through the pass of Kara Bel, which involves a journey of quite

double the distance. To say that Herodotus's words, ck t^s 'E^ccrtT;?,

mean a road that led not from Ephesos itself, but from some part of the

territory of Ephesos which communicated with Phokaia by a different

road, does not help lis: in the first place it is geographically false,

in the second place it is, in my opinion, contrary to the habits and

thought and expression of the Greek time. My view is still that, as

there is no reason to believe that any serious fault exists in the text,

Herodotus's words can be understood only by liypothetically restoring

the account which he heard. This was to the effect that three great

roads led to Sardis from the coast, one from Phokaia, one from the

Ephesian tenitory, and one in the middle from Smyrna. Two of

these roads were marked by monuments erected by the Egyptian

conqueror Sesostris. Herodotus represents these monuments as of

the same type ; but I incline to think that in this also he is in-

accurate. One of the monuments must be the so-called "Sesostris"

in Kara Bel pass ; the other must be the " Niobe." On this view

the passage of Herodotus becomes a very simple and also a most

natural one.

With regard to Herodotus's accounts of Asia Minor, the opinion is

irresistibly borne in on every one that knows the country,* that in

every case where he speaks about scenery or phenomena of the interior

he speaks from hearsay, and not from personal knowledge. There is

^ E.g., Prof. Q. Hirschfelil, in his account of Apameia-Celacnac, snys that Herodotus

"eprlcbt offenbar nicht ala Augenzcnge."
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not a sentence in his work that gives the slightest ground for thinking

ho had ever gone into Asia Minor more than a few miles from the-

coast. He was a Greek above all in his love for the sea and his hatred

of the inner country. Where he could go in a ship, e.g., up the Nile or

to Sinope, he was glad to go ; but I feel that except as a slave or a

prisoner or an ambassador, he never would have gone to Babylon.* In

regard to the inner parts of Asia Minor, even points so near the coast

as Apameia, Eolossai, Kara Bel, and Magnesia ad Sipylum with its

" Niobe," his language shows that he had not seen them. No one who

is intimately acquainted with a place can mistake a hearsay account for

the account of an eye-witness ; the mistakes of an eye-witness are of one

kind (with which I have become familiar as made both by myself and

by others), the mistakes made in reporting in one's own words an

account heard from an eye-witness are of quite a difierent kind. Close

and minute study of what Herodotus says about Asia Minor, pondered

over for years and looked at from many points of view, produces in

me the belief (1) that he was not an eye-witness, (2) that he did not

carefully reproduce verbatim the accounts which he beard, but rewrote

them, probably in many cases from memory. The scenery and character

of the coaat-lands which he knew personally were so familiar to him
that he did not think of describing them ; it was the strange and the

novel things that he had heard about and not seen which he describes

most carefully: in the case of Egypt it is precisely those things

which struck him as unlike his ordinary experience that he brings

most prominently into his work.

In speaking of the pass of Kara Bel, the high authority of Prof. G.

Hirsohfeld is likely to give wide currency to a strange error that he

makes in his " Felsenrcliefs in Eleinasien und das Yolk der Hittiter,"

p. lO.f He says that the name Kara Bel means 'Black Stone,' and
denotes the " Sesostris " monument. The name means " Black Pass," J
and denotes the mountain pass in which the monument is situated.

At first the geographical situation of Smyrna must have given it a

decided advantage in the competition for the trade of the Hermos valley,

but it developed such a strong Greek spirit, and it was so dangerously

close to ihe Lydian capital, that it was destroyed as a rival to Sardis by
the rising military power of Lydia. So long as the pass from the little

valley of Smyrna across the ridge by Eavakli Dere to the east was in

the hands of a Greek state, that state was a pe: letual menace to the

Lydians of the Hermos valley, which it commands by means of the

* la regard to this point I have nu knowledge to justify any opinion as to whether
or not he actually saw Babylon : every reader is.as able to form an opinion as I am, and I

shall not insult him by expressing mine.

t < Abhandl. Berl.jAkad.,' 1887.

X Kara means ' Black,' or rather « Terrible :
' the term is often applied in a moral

sense to dangerous or powerful or impressive looking objects or persons. Bel meuna
literally " neok," and is regularly applied to high open passes.
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strong fortress that overhangs the pass * in the same way that Sardis

itself does. Hence arose the long confliot between Smyrna and Sardis,

which is sung by Mimnermos, and which ended in the downfall of

Smyrna and its obliteration from the number of ancient oities.f

When Smyrna was destroyed, the trade of the Hermos valley was
probably monopolised by Fhokaia, and after the spirit and power of

Phokaia were broken by the Persians, Ephesos siicceeded to its place.

The period when Phokaia commanded this trade is marked by its rich

coinage, about 600-560 : the coinage of Ephesos begins to be important

at a later date. The question then suggests itself whether the prosperity

of Smyrna was not accompanied also by coinage. It is usually assumed

that the destruction of Smyrna took place before it began to coin money.

But it was destroyed by Alyattes, who in the beginning of his reign had
on his hands a six years' doubtful war against the powerful Miletos,

and afterwards a war against Media ; the probability is that he did not

succeed in breaking the power of Smyrna till after the conclusion

of the Median War in 5S5. We should certainly expect that a great

Greek commercial state in the sixth century would coin money: and

I shoulc* attribute to Smyrna some of the early electrum or gold coins

usually claissed to Sardis. The lion type is equally suitable to both

cities.

VI. The Value of the Peutinqee Table, Ptoiemy, and the

Itineraries as Geographical Authorities.

I cannot pretend to discuss this difiBcu'it subject thoroughly ; but in

as much as I have been led to assign far less value to these authorities

in comparison with Strabo and the Byzantine lists than modem geo-

graphers usually do, I am bound to offer a few remarks in defence and

explanation of my opinion.

The ordinary method of using the Peutinger Table is carried to its

logical conclusion (and to a redudio ad absurdum) by Dr. Eonrad Miller

in his '^rork, ' Die Weltkarte des Castorius, genannt die Peutingersche

Tafel,' which is dated in the year 1888, though amid many acute and

useful observations there are some opinions in it which might suggest

a date in the seventeenth century. To judge from his whole tone

(e.g. pp. 79-80, 121) Dr. Miller thinks that the Table is a document of

very high authority, that many of the faults charged against it by

modem writers are proofs merely of their ignorance, that the progress

of research is justifying and will continue more and more to justify

* I have described this fortress and its military importance in the 'Journal of

Hellenic Studies,' 1880, in a paper on " Newly Discovered Sites near Smyrna."

t It must not be thought that Smyrna ceased to ^ixist: it was organised on the

native Anatolian village system, not as a Greek w6\is, but it is mentioned by Pindar in

the fifth century, and in an inscription of the beginning of the fourth century. Grote

and Gtutius saw this, and the inscription has confirmed their opinion.
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the accuracy of the Table, and that one must be very careful of one's

ground before accusing either the copyist of a fault in the copy or the

original author of ignorance in any detail : the obvious inferences are

that the Table must be our fundamental authority, that the presumption

is in favour of all its statements, and that these ought to be accepted

•where they cannot be proved to be wrong. Every one of these

inferences I consider to be absolutely false and diametrically contrary

to the true principles. I suppose that the most recent geographers

would consider Dr. Miller rather to over-estimate the authority of the

Table ; but they would probably consider my view to be as great an

error in the opposite direction, and in practice they really assume his

conclusions in numerous cases where, because two known and fixed

cities occur as the termini of a road in the Table, they place the

intermediate names of the Table at corresponding intervals along the

road in their map. My rule is that this must never be done unless

independent evidence is brought forward to justify the position assigned

to these intermediate stations. I would go even further and maintain

that the agreement of Ptolemy and the Feutinger Table is far from a

strong argument, and needs external corroboration. I consider that

the principle which is here being criticised is one of the chief reasons

that have retarded the progress of topography in Asia Minor. The
foundation of topographical study (given knowledge of the country)

must lie in fixing from epigraphic evidence as many points as possible,

and thereafter working from the Byzantine lists, comparing them with
Strabo and the campaigns that took place in the country. The Table

and Ptolemy may be used as corroborative evidence or to supply gaps,

but where they are at variance with the above authorities, their value

is naught.

The absolute contradiction between Dr. Miller's results and mine may
be gathered from the fact that in collecting on pp. 118-120 the material

which may be used for the elucidation and criticism of the Table, he
does not even allude to those authorities which in my opinion are

fundamental.*

The proof of the principles which I have laid down is to be found
in the second part of this book, in which may be found numerous
examples of roads that are utterly misrepresented in the Table : the
Itineraries are better authorities than the Table, but Part II., Chapter
N, which discusses the roads in eastern Cappadocia, a district where the
Antonine Itinerary and the Feutinger Table aro unusually minute and
detailed, will show how utterly impossible it is to recover from these

authorities any approximately accurate picture of the road system. In

* His nearest approach to a recognition of the Byzantine lists is in the words ' die

Bisohofssitze des 4. Jahrhunderts (s. Gams, Series Episcoporom n. a.).' He makes no
reference to the campaigns fought in the country, except in mentioning *Procops
Sohriften ' and ' Ammianus Haroellinus.'
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general, we find in the Table that Bometimefl the right namea are

mentioned in the wrong order, frequently an entirely false set of names

is placed on a road, and sometimes true and false names are put side

by side among the stations. Frequently an important Roman route is

represented in mere fragments, or appears as a set of disjointed zigzagH

across the map, while iVagmonts of two or three roads are united into a

single straight line.* In addition to the details given in Part IT., I

add here a few examples of the chardctor of those documents : these will

at the same time prove that, while every statement made in the last two

sentences would be accepted by the best recent geographers, and have

in fact actually been made by them in express terms, these geographers

have not been consistent in accepting the logical conclusion that

the Table must not be followed without external confirmation, but

have on the contrary followed it in many cases where it is either

demonstrably false or at least absolutely unsupported by any inde-

pendent authority.

1. The principle that even striking agreement between the

Pentinger Table and Ptolemy does not justify confidence in the road

which they dbc.oribe is admirably exemplified in the case of the route

from Tavium to Caesareia-Mazaka. The Table gives this in great

detail, and Prof. O. Ilirschfeld has pointed out in his paper on Tuviumf
that Ptolemy gives nearly the same series of stations in almost a direct

line. Hirschfeld was misled by this agreement to accept the route as

accurate, and to found on it a series of startling topographical

novelties, e.g., that Tavium was at Iskelib west of the Halys, and that

no part of Galatia reached beyond the Halys to the oast. The route is

entirely untrustworthy, and the inft rences drawn from it are wrong.

See pp. 243, 258, 267.

2. The description given in the Peutinger Table of the road from

Nikomedeia to Pompeiopolis and Amaseia, the most important route in

the north of Asia Minor, may be taken as a fair specimen both of that

document and of the confidence that modern geographers place in it.

The Table describes this road thus :

—

Nicomedia xvii xxiiii Lateas xviii Demetriu xin Dusepro

Solympum xxx unnamed town xx river Sangarios. Manoris

XXXII Potomia. Cepora xv Antoniopolis xxviiii Anadynata

xxxvi Gangaris xxx Otresa xxv Yirasia xvi Amasia.

The distance from Nicomedia to the Sangarios according to this route

is 122 miles; in reality it is about 15 or 18 miles. Something, there-

fore, must be wrong, and some correction is needed. The cure adopted

by Mannert, Forbiger, &o., and even, I regret to see, by Eiepert in his

* ' Weite Ausladungon ersclieinen als direkto Woge,' Hinohfeld, * Ueber unsere

googr. Kcnntnis der nlten grieeh. Welt,' p. 63, in 'Geogr. Jahrbuch,' XII., 1888. Kiepert

has put the same truth excellently in the * Sitzungsber. Berlin. Akad.,' 1884, p. 52.

t 'Sitzungsber. Berlin Akad.,' 1883, p. 1243.
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latest map, is to move all the nameB to the other aide of the Sangarioi.

Then we have Flateae, Demetrium, Dusae figuring as towns of Bithynia,

and a monnt Olympos is invented to aooonnt for the epithet attached to

Duaae. Now, in the first place, whether this arrangement is right or

wrong, it cannot claim to have in its favour the authority of the

Feutiugor Table. It is a mere theory to get rid of an obvious corrup-

tion in the Table. I shall not waste time by showing in detail how

absurd it is, but shall merely state a new theory, and if any one is bold

enough hereafter to follow the current theory, I shall be ready to discuss

it with him. One or more other roads in the country have been mis-

placed through bad drawing and mixed up with the real road, of which

the only certain remains are Antoniopolia and Pompeiopolis, placed in

an empty space above the road.

Antoniopolis, i.e. Antinoopolis, is an epithet of Claudiopolis as birth-

place of Antinoos (of which fact its coins boast). If a oritio objects that

this name is nowhere else applied to the city, I appeal to the frequent

variety of names applied to Anatolian cities. Th? common name of this

city on coind is Bithynion-Hadriana, but the invariable name in

Byzantine times is Claudiopolis. I do not venture nn any conjecture as

to other names on this road, except that we might try to find the name
of Tarsia, which was certainly the station beside the Sangarios on the

east, concealed under one of the names. At one time I thought that it

might be hid under Lateas ; but this conjecture, as I now perceive, is

most improbable. I think it more probable that Lateas, Demetriu and

Dusepro Solympum all belong to a road leading from Frousa to Nikaia or

Nikomedeia. Lateas then would be a corruption of Platanea, which is

mentioned by Faohymeres (ii. p. 413 ; quoted G 17, p. 207) as situated

in the district through which the road from Frousa by Nikaia to

Nikomedeia would pass, and which is given as Flatana by the Geo-

graphus Anon. Bavennensis, p. 109.*

Dusepro Solympum ought to have given the clue to one of the roads

that are here mixed. Some modern oritio, unheeded, has remarked the

obvious fact that this is an error for Frusa pros Olympum. It is true

that Frusa pros Olympum occurs also on another road, but similarly

Lamasco (i.e. Lampsakos) and Amasia, each occur twice in difierent

parts of the Table. Most of the other narae;; are hopelessly corrupt

;

and I utterly refuse to accept such towns as Manoris, Fotomia, &o., until

they are confirmed by another authority than our copy of the Table.f

Eastamon, the modem Eastamouni, was situated on this road,

between Fompeiopolis and Claudiopolis. It was evidently an important

city in later Byzantine times, but is never mentioned in Soman or early

* His ordor is Atravion (i.e. Tatavion), Agriliou, Platana : the last name has been
correotiy explained by previous writers as a corruption of Laganeia, like AanfeMa in

Ptolemy. V., 1, 14.

t Potomia is perhaps Potamia, which was in the district ; see p. 246.

VOL. IV. F
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Bycantine dooumenti. It mnst have lain in the territory of Mme
biahoprio, or more oorreotly it became in later time the centre of popu-

lation of a district which had a di£ferent centre In earlier time, and

which therefore appeara in the Notitite under a different name. I have on

p. 823 shown the probability that Dadybra-Kaatamon waa the biahoprio

in question.

Hadrianopolis probably lay on the same road, further west than

Dadybra and Sora.

8. Lot me give one other out of many examples. Kiepert, in hit

latest map, indicates a road from Eomana Cappadociae to Melitene,

along a route which seems to me quite inadmissible, and which is, as I

believe, in part quite impracticable. On this road he plaoea the

following towns * on the authority of the Feutinger Table :—

Eomana 24 Asarinum 24 Gastabala 20 Pagrum 30 Arobelao-

polis 30 Singa 14 Arega 12 Nocotessus 24 Lagalassus 18 Sama
13 Melitene.

Of these there can be no doubt that Castabala is either the Cap-

padooo-Lycaonian or the Oilician city, falsely transferred to this place

;

Aroilapopoli (as the Feutinger Table gives it) is either Arohelais

Golonia, or else Aroheeopolis of Lazioa,t wrongly placed ; Singa is the

Eommagenian town ; Arega is Area, still called Arga, while the others

are quite unknown. Of all the towns given on this route only Aroa or

Arega belongs to the road from Eomana to Melitene, and it appears in a

corrupt form.

4. Besides the examples given above of the Cappadocian roads, the

Antonine Itinerary is demonstrably wrong in other places, e.g., in the

road Dorylaion-Ankyra, in making the route Nikomedeia-Nikaia-Ankyra

a direct route, and in the road from the Cilioian Gates to Baiae. It

gives this road as follows :

—

Fodando 27 Nampsucrone 21 Aegeas 24 Catabolo 16 Bais.f

The order ought to be either

FodandoB, Mopsoukrene, Tarsus, Aigai, Baiae

;

or else (as in the Jerusalem Itinerary),

Fodandos, Mopsoukrene, Tarsos, Adana, Mopsouestia, Eastabala,

Baiae.

These two routes have been mixed up, and the confusion was facili-

tated by the similarity of the names Mftpsoukrene, Mopsouestia. If the

position that I have assigned to Eastiibala on the Fyramos (p. 342) is

right, the second route as far as Eastabala is the main road to Eom-
magene, and at that point turns south through Epiphaneia to Baiacf

* He puts a mark of iaterrogation after each, for the route is too obviooBly absurd,

t ProcopiuB, • Bel. Goth.,* IV., 627.

X This theory, which boldly attributes to the Table on error of a kind common in it,

has since been proved to be correct by Mr. Bent
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I do not of courso maintain that everything in the Peutinger Table

that ia anoorroborated ii wrong : some of it may yet turn ont to be right,

or a oormptioD of what ii right, aa e.g., in the Bithynian example given

above, Plataneai appears on the wrong road corrupted to Lateas (aocaisa-

tive). But it ia at preaent a mistaken and dangerous method to follow the

Table as guide ; it must be used only as a support for better authorities.

I also expressly refrain from oonoluding that because the Table is so very

untrustworthy in central and eastern Asia Minor, it is equally untrust-

worthy in all other countries. For example, it is much freer from error

in the western, and especially the south-western parts of the country.

The Itineraries are much less corrupted than the Table, and though

errors abound in them, yet many of these can be easily explained as due

to bad mapping. Both the Peutinger Table and the Antonine Itinerary

probably depend ultimately on a map, as is usually believed, "die

o£9cielle Beiohskarte." * In regard to these two documents the problem

is : first, how far do they rightly represent the ultimate authority ?

secondly, what degree of accuracy did that ultimate authority attain ?

In answer to the second question, Eiepertf has pointed out in very

strong terms that we must not suppose that the o£Soial map had the

accuracy of a modem map. In answer to the first question we must

point in the first place to a number of corruptions, sume apparently

hopeless, others explicable only by uncertain conjectures. To take a

few examples from the less corrupt authority, the Antonine presents

uoh names as Zoana, p. 181, Mogaro and Dorano, p. 206, and various

other absolutely unknown names, which are, probably, in most oases

corrupt ; while Soanatus, p. 206, is conjecturally explained (see p. 295)

as Scandis, Eumeis and Qundusa, p. 182, as Eamisa and as Oodasa of

Ptolemy, Saooena as Siccasena, Ochras as [D]ogra, Adapera as Lassora or

Laskoria, Fiarasi as Siara (the Si being a correction of Fi). By similar

conjecture I should explain the P in Ptandaris and Puspena X as derived

from a preposition which was attached to the name (according to a
custom of which various examples remain in the Peutinger Table) ; it is

doubtful whether the Greek ivi or iv6, or the Latin ab was used.§ Even
if all the corruptions of single names could be eliminated, there remains

the further difficulty that many names have been transferred from the

proper road to an adjoining one.

I owe to Dr. Miller's information (* Weltkarte des Castorius,' p. 119)
the reference to a fragment of an itinerary through Cappadocia, which
bears so pointedly on the subject of this chapter that I add it here. In

* Kiepert in ' Berlin. Sitzungsber.,' 1884, p. 52 ; cp. p. 51.

t Kiepert, I.e., p. 51.

t Parthey and Pinder prefer the still more serious corruption Euspoena, p. 177, but
Puspena has MS. authority. The name oonceals Ptolemy's Ispa in the adjectival form,
which is so commonly used in Cappadocia.

§ Compare Pisinda in Ptolemy for iwl*lffnita.

P 2
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the year 1847 Meroklin published an inscription copied by himself and

by Frof. Mommsen in Rome.* I add the transcript here

—

'-.,,. • in Id(n8) Mopsu-Cre[ne]

Pr(idie) Id[ii8), Panhormo

Id(ibns) Oot(obribus), ad Aq(ua8) Calidft(B)

XVII E(alenda8) Nov(embres) [T]ynnam

xvi E(alendas) Tyana
XV E(alendas) Nov(embre8) Anda[balim]

xm E(alendas) Noy(embre8)

We see from this fragment that Tynna, which is mentioned only by
Ptolemy,t must be near Fanstinopolis-Halala. In the Table Aquae

Calidae is put in an unconnected way near this road, and Leake rightly

oonjeotured that it must belong to it. The hot springs are still well

known. I saw them in 18^2, but no ancient remains exist ; and nothing

in the surroundings would lead one to expect the splendid picture given

of them in the Table. The springs lie a little west of the direct road to

Tyana, and perhaps Caena was a village on the road at a point noar

the springs. The namo Panhormos is otherwise unknown ; it doubtless

indicates a great khan for travellers, probably beside the present

Bozanti Ehan. It should be observed that the proper names appear in

this fragment in oblique cases, just as in the Table and Itineraries

:

Panhoimo, Tynnam.
The problem in regard to Ptolemy is far more complicated, because

he certainly used several authorities, and tried with various degrees of

success to combi' .d them. For example : the list of cities in Phrygia

Magna, v., 2, § 22-26, must be founded on a different authority from the

cities of Mysia, § 14. The former extends Phrygia so far west as to

include Ankyra, Synaos, and Blaundos, while the latter includes

Aloudda, Trajanopolis, and Prepenissos in Mysia. Both these views

were entertained by different ^^uthorities, on account of the proverbial

uncertainty of the boundary between Mysia and Phrygia ; but Ptolemy
uses sometimes one, sometimes the other, without perceiving the contra-

diction in which be is thus involved (see p. 145).

He learned from one authority that Paphlagonia was governed by
the legatus pro praetore of Galatia ; from another authority he learned the

full extent of Paphlagonia. He then placed this large Paphlagonia in

the province Galatia, though considerable part of it really belonged to

the proviuoe Bithynia-Pontus.

The character of his account of the Strategiai is fully discussed in

Part II., chapters 0, Q, and S, which enumerate his long series of mis-

* " Beiiu Besuch des grosseren Gampana'schen CoIumbariumB in einer Vigne an der

techten Seite der Via Sebastiana." He adds :
" Sollte bier vielleicbt zum cratenmal ein

zur ReichBTermessung dcs Augustus gebiirigc!) Actcnstuok ana Licht gctroten scin ?
"

See C. I. L., VI., 5076.

t The statement on p. 311 must be corrected.
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takes about the eleventh Strategia, which existed for a short time in the

first century before and after Christ. He attributes the cities of this

Strategia, sometimes to Cilicia, sometimes to Strategia Antiochiane, some-

times to Lykaonia (Ehasbia for Eastabala), sometimes to Cappadooia

(Kyzistra in Strategia Eilikia), sometimes to Armenia Minor (Eybistra,

Claudiopolis, Dalisandos in Strategia Eataonia).

In the Strategia Laviniane or Laviansene, which Ptolemy places to

the south instead of to the north of Melitene, he mentions the towns

Eaparkelis, Sabagena, Eizara. Of these Eaparkelis is (see p. 302)

identified with Capareas of the Antonine Itinerary, p. 194 (in northern

Syria), which may be corrected by means of an inscription, C. I. L., III.

Supplem., No. 6814, to Caparceae. Sabagena is difficult to separate

from Sobagena of Strategia Sargarausene, or from Sebagena of Strategia

Eilikia. Eizara seems to come from a different direction, viz., from the

north-west. Strabo, p. 560, mentions Ikizari as a fort in the eastern

part of Fhazemonitis, a district which.apparently forms part of Ptolemy's

Pontus Oalaticus. It is impossible not to conjecture that Ptolemy's

Eizara and Strabo's Ikizari are the same place, wrongly placed by
Ptolemy through trusting to a bad map. According to the true

situation, Laviniane is not so far distant from Phazemonitis as

Ptolemy's assignment would make it. The identification of Eizara

with Ikizari, is of course uncertain : the names seem identical, but there

may have been two places bearing the same name. Prof. Eiepert's

identification of Sibora and Ibora was tempting, but has been proved

incorrect (see p. 265, 326) : the names, however, have in the latter case

only a superficial resemblance, for the Greek forms are ^ifiopa, and

'Ifimpa.

I do not venture on the difficult question as to the particular

authorities used by Ptolemy in the different sections of his account of

Asia Minor ; though there is no doubt that his work loses most of its

value until the exact authority on which each of his statements rests

has been determined. It is shown on p. 372 that his Strategia

Antiochiane bears a name which must have been given to it in 37 a.d.,

when it was ruled by Antiochus i V . and lotape ; and that its exteai, as

indicated by Ptolemy was not true after 41, when it was greatly

curtailed. The simplest, though not the only possible, explanation is

that his authority on the Strategiai wrote about 37-8 a.d.

In Pontus Galaticus and Polemoniacus, Ptolemy's authority seems to

have been so accurate as to suggest a Roman official list. By a com-
parison of his account of theto districts with Strabo's unusually detailed

description, it will in all probability be easy after actual exploration of

the district, to recover the ancient topography almost perfectly. Com-
paring Ptolemy's account of these Pontic districts with his description

of Cappudocia, we see how entirely he depended on his authority:

where he had some single good authority to trust to. he is useful ; but
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Trhere he tried to combine difierent authorities, he falls into the grossest

blunders.

In some cases his authority was the same as that of the Fentinger

Table and the Antonine Itinerary, viz., the official map of the empire

exposed in the Forticus Ootaviae, or a copy of it. In the eastern parts

of Asia Minor this is proved by the tables on the opposite page, which

show how many names unknown from any other sources, are common
to Ftolemy, the Peutinger Table, and the Antonine Itinerary.

Various other errors in Ftolemy probably spring from his use of the

same authority. In a number of cases, e.g. Eaparkelis, Eiakis, Leandis,

Eamalis, Tanadaris, Tirallis, Ladoineris, Sinis, he seems to mistake

Latin ablatives plural of second declension* for nominatives. Such

errors suggest the forms Famasso, Mogaro, Dorano, Sebastopoli, &o^ of

the Antonine Itinerary, and Pesinimte, Tavio, Corveunte, &c., of the

Peutinger Table.t

The error made in the name Fiara (for Siara) in the Antonine

Itinerary has been explained above (also see p. 308) : this error existed in

Ptolemy's authority, and from his false idea about the position of Sar«

garausene, which he puts in' the place of Saravene, he places ^Capa in it.

In other cases Ptolemy is misled by the letter F substituted for E
in his Latin authority (which we must probably understand to be the

Boman map). Just as ^ovfidy-qva in Galatia is clearly derived from

the town Euagina, corrupted in a Latin document to Fuagina, so when
^ovo-in-apa and TEiv<nft.a.pa occur side by side in Melitene, the conjecture

at once suggests itself that both names indicate the same place, but

that the former was taken from a Latin authority where Eusipara was
mistaken as Fusipara.

Kyzistra is given as a city of Strategia Kilikia. The name occurs

elsewhere only in Concil Nioaeu., a.d. 325 ; where a bishop of Kyzistra

is mentioned. It is therefore only a fault for the bishopric Kybistra,

misplaced by Ptolemy like so many other names in his lists of the

Strategiai.

The repetition by Ptolemy of places like Olba (as Olbasa), Kybistra,

Eormasa or Korbasa, &c., in diflFerent districts is paralleled by the

Peutinger Table with its repetition of Prousa, Lampsakos, Amasia, &o.

Finally, J give a list of some very obvious coiTections in the text

of Ptolemy, some of which have been made by previous writers, some
by myself.

1 § 13 Tarawiov for tJaraoviov.

1 § 14 Aaytfi/€ta for Aoraveia.

* Sinis from a masculine form, compare [Vi'^niiM >i the Itinerary : Kiakie, &o., from

neater forms: Kaparkelis from a feminine form wincli appears as acousativo in tho

Itinerary, p. 194. "^ •

t Accusative forms also occur in botii tliu Itlnurary (Caparcas, Araurocos, (fcc), and
in tho Table (Stabiu=:cit Tdfiiov, A(][uas Aravcnas, &c.).
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1. Orrns nr Abmbmia Minob.

tl

I>tol«n]r. FwitlngerT. Anton. Itin. Other AnIhoritlM.

Satala Satala Satala Satala (often)

Domana Domana Domana
Taponra Patara

'.-'-.'

Nikopolis •

NioopoU (abla-

tive)
Nioopolis Nikopolia (often)

Ohonabia Eiegarsina GaraagiBiCarsat
Oharax (!• Barax.) ArauracoB 'Apaiptuca (Oonst., fto.)

Dagona (1. Diagona) Draconis Draoontes
Beleoberroia Ole Oberda
Kaltiorissa Galeoraissa
Analibla Analiba AiUkliba Analibla (Act. Cone.)
Pisjngara, Pinsigara

Godasa
Oundusa, Gon-

dosa
Eudoixata
Karape
MaBora, Kasara
OromandoB, Oro-
mandroB

bpa HiBpa
Euspena, Pus-
pena

Pliouphena
Mr

Ai*ftnA
Arangas Aranis (abla-

jjkAnuo
(aocuB.) tive)

Phonphatena
Mardara Malandara
Ouaraapa, Ouaisapa
Ona, Orsara

2. CniBS ALOiro THE EVFHBATXS. 1

(a) In Armenia.
|

Sinibra
Sinervas

(acouB.)
Aziria

Ladana (v. I. Da- Still called Derende ; not
landa) on Euphrates

Sismara*
Zimara Zimara Zimara Pliny, V. 83
Daakousa DaBOUBA Dascusa PUny,V.84

(b)7n Mditene. \

Dagousat Saba? SabouB ?

SiniB Kolonia
PisonoB (M

Xlvovs ?)

Melitene Melentenea Melitene
Often mentioned ; not on
Euphrates

(o) In Lavintone or Lavianmte. \

Korne Come
Meteita Metita

Klaudias Glaudia ClaudiopoliB Gappadociae,
PUny, V. 85

(d)I» lS]aravene.

Jnliopolis

Barzalo Baraalium

* DUtognjdjy of the following ?

t Dlttognphy of Daskousa i or Is it corrnpted firom the name that appean in the Antonlne Itineraiy
M Saboua, ana in the Feutinger Table as Saba.
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2 § 14 Aayovra, which has often been doubted, is defended by the

ZiayoT^voi of Constantino Porphyrogenitns. "",•.

2 § 15 F/jificvodvptrai for Tpi/AaoO., as M. Waddington rightly

perceived.

2 § 16 Atyaiai for Aiyo/ca (op. Avtr^vapa of Hierooles, and 2 § 24).

2 § 18 "ATTovSSa has been by some suggested for 'IrtSavo.

2 § 20 "Epil^rjvoi has been proposed with obvious correctness for

Epi^rjXoi.

2 § 21 AaX8«s for AoSaXeis, see p. 131.

2 § 23 KcpKcoTTia has been corrupted from *Ama through the influence

of the following EvKopma.

2 § 24 MtXiToia should be restored for MeXiTopo, compare § 16.

2 § 25 Bpov^os for Apov^o$.

BXavvSot for 'BXiavBpo^.

St^Atov, 2(/8A,(a, or ScijSXia is the more correct form, not %iXfiiov.

2 § 26 Savads for Savi's.

Tayijva or TaKiva for Td^rfva.

2 § 27 Transpose ^\aj<i^v<noi and AvKaoi/c; : * the alteration arose

from the latter being placed beside Auwai'. *uXoK^v<rM)t

is a Greek rendering of a Latin original Phylaoenses.

MoK. KaSorfvoi (as in Pliny) for MoKKaSrjvoi.

'KiSvrj(T<TW for K.vSuT(r€ti,

Mofcavoi is more correct than Mo^uwoi.

'IcpoTToXiTai was the native name, 'lepairoXiToi the form used

by Grecising writers.

4 § 3 ZoXijKov for ZoAutkov.

4 § 4 It is unnecessary to alter At8v/iov to AivSv/tov : the forms are

equivalent, see Athen. Mittheil., 1888, p. 237.

4 § 5 TtpfiaviKoirokii for rtpyaovoTroXis.

4 § 7 ToXioTo/Swyioi for ToX:/8aKrrot.

ToX«rro;(wpa for ToXaoraxopa.

4 § 9 *ov/3ayijva is a Greek rendering of a Latin original Fuagina,

an error for Euagina, see p. 261.

4 § 10 Upovtihtifi/KviTai (inhabitants of the x'^P"- '"^ptxrtiXrjfii.Livri) for

npoccpXi/imrat.

Tvpidiov for TcTpaStov.

4 § 12 'OpovSiKov for 'OpovSiKoC: the tribe was called 'OpovScis.

5 § 3 'XvfSpa for SvcSpa.

6 § 6 HeppLivoSimv 8rjfios for MeveSijp.toi'.

Ovep^SiavoTToXts for Ovpai/oTroXis.

*I(riv8a for Ilio-ii'Sa (i.e. iirl lo-ivSa).

5 § 7 Upoarawa is more correct than Upr rrafia.

5 § 8 Kd/ua/xa KoX. for KofifiaKov.

6 § 3 ^avapoCai' for ^ava.'^'opiav.

* ASP., B 4.
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Cappadooia, Lykaonia, and Cilicia have all been disouBsed Buffioiently

in Fart II., and I need not recapitulate the Baggestions made there.

These views about the authorities under disouBBiou were arrived at

during the composition of Part IL, being forced upon me by the

discovery of successive errors in them. The example of Tynna given

in this chapter, shows that a statement unsupported at present may
afterwards be confirmed by new evidence. But the numerous errors

that are proved show that we cannot safely accept any statement

until we can confirm it by some independent evidence, direct or indirect.

This long discussion is perhaps not too long for the necessities of

the case. For example, I have in regard to Cappadocia and its

Strategiai discarded entirely the authority of Ptolemy, which has been

hitherto accepted implicitly, even by Prof. Kiepert, and have, in de-

pendence on a few sentences of Strabo, placed some Strategiai as much
as 100 miles from the situation assigned to them by Ptolemy's

minutely detailed map, and followed by all modem geographers.

This proceeding may seem too bold ; but we must follow either Ptolemy

or Strabo, whose evidence is in irreconcilable contradiction. My
general impression with regard to Strabo's account of Asia Minor is, as

stated on p. 96, that as a rule " his brief descriptions are marvellously

accurate, and, to the eye-witness, marvellously lucid." Individual oases

of vagueness, and even slight inaccuracy can be pointed out, but

they are exceedingly rare.* In some cases his description of the

scenery of the eastern part of the platear. is so good as to depend either

on his own observation, or to be reportea with closest precision from the

account of an eye-witness, f The western part of the plateau, including

Phrygia, on the other hand, he has evidently not seen. Now his own
distinct evidence is given (see pp. 535, 536) that he had travelled

in Cappadocia : he had been in Komana of Cappadocia and had seen

the wonderfui gorge where the Pyramos breaks through Taurus.

A nativo of Amaseia could not see these two places without seeing

a good deal more of the couutry ; and must indeed have been travelling

for the purpose of observation. |

Finally, with regard to Hierocles, whose authority I place so high,

I have discussed the subject both on pp. 92-95, and At numerous places

throughout Part II. The many cases in which his order has been

* I have shown in ' Cities and Bishoprics,' FaH II. § xun., that the puzzling

arrangement of the citiea of Phrygia in four proups becomes accurate when the single

slight change of EYMENEIAN to AKMONEIAN is made.

t Von Diest (' Von Perg. z. Pontus,' p. 15) says that a passage in p. 625 shows
actual txpbtionce of the road from Pergamos to the east. On the other hand he shows
that Strabo gives an inaccurate account of the Aeolic coast.

X Niese shows that Strabo does not profess to have seen any places away from the
sea in Asia Minor except Komana, the P; mniw, Hierapolis in the Lycus valley, and
Nysa in the Maeander Valley : see his • Bfiitriigo zur Biographie Strabos ' in Hermes,
XIII., 1878, p. 42, whera he shows that Strain i lived from about 63 B.C. to 19 a.d., and
that he wrote his geographical work in Rome, for a Roman public, about 18-19 a.d.
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oonfiimed by new disooveriea, have given me great confidence in him,

though of course it is neoexsary to look as much as possible for corrobo>

rative evidence. I have tried to show that, (1) his chief authority is a

list of bishoprics, which he modifies into a list of cities; (2) this list

must have been arranged in an approximately geographical order,

partly according to roads, partly according to districts ; (3) Hierooles

modified it and even added to it in Bithynia and still more in Holies-

pontus ; (4) there is great corruption and transposition in the lists of

Lydia and Hellespontus.

YII. The Byzantine Boads.

A change in the road-system began in a.d. 292. Diocletian made
Nikoi:.. :)deia the capital of the eant, and the roads that connected it with

th;' ^''lovinces acquired increased importance. This tendency was

tonfi .-mod when Constantinople was founded in 330.; for precisely tho

Burw^ ;jot of roads lead to Nikomedeia and to Constantinople. The
centre of attraction was now no longer Roido, but Constantinople, and

tho lostda which served only for the Koman traffic rapidly sank into

mere cross-country paths.

At first the old Boman roads were utilised as far as possible, and

both the Peutinger Table and the Antonine Itinerary show us these

roads adapted to the new requirements. But a steady and progressive

change was produced over t' e whole of Asia Minor. Previously

prosperity had been greatest in the southern half of the plateau.

But during the two centuries that elapsed between Constantino and

Justinian, the northern half of the plateau grew steadily in importanco

as being nearer Constaritiuoi>le and in easier communication with it

;

and many new centrjs of population were formed, which gradually

acquired the rank of cities and bishoprics.* Steadily also the system of

communication altered, as it was gradually found that new routes

served travelkis better than the Roman roads. By the time of

Justinian tb<> change was complete, and it is clear that in his

reorganisation of the admini«itra ioa he leooguised the new system and

put an end to the old.

No document has been preserved that attempts to give us a complete

account of the Byzantine roads. We are reduced to piecing together

scattered hints in the historians, and intei preting them in accordance

with the natural features of tho country. We are aided by the fact that

on the whole the Byzantine system continued in use throughout the

Turkish domination ; but the betst result attainable with regaid to tho

two centuries of change is a few isolated pictures of separate points.

Wo know that Apameia had been one of the chief centres of Graeco-

* This principle is stated C. B., § Ixvii , and ia proved in many details in Fart IL
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Boman oiviHsatiou and commerce, and also of the rising power of

Christianity. But its prosperity depended on its situation at a knot on

the great eastern trade-route. That route lost all importance under

the Byzantine rule; and Apameia sank into a third or fourth-rate

town.

Various other examples of a similar kind are given in Part 11.,* only

one of which I shall refer to here. A fortunate chance has preserved

to us a petition addressed to the emperor Theodosius about 380-90 A.D.,

iutreating him to build a bridge over the Halys for the sake of

preserving a constant connexion between Caesareia-Mazaka and the

provinces of Galatia and Pontus. I have interpreted this document

(p. 255 ff.) as marking the transition from the old Roman road between

Ankyra and Caesarela, which did not cross the Halys, to the modem
road, which crosses the Halys twice. I have shown how Parnassos ou

the old road lost consequence, whereas Mokissos on the new road rose to

importance, was constituted by Justinian the capital of Cappadooia

Secunda,f and is still one of the chief cities of Anatolia. Probably the

document which has preserved to us this interesting episode is not

unique, and more careful investigation of the records of the period will

reveal others.

The completion of the Byzantine road system dates from Justinian.

The most important part of the system was the Military Boad forking

east of the Halys to Caesareia and to Sebasteia. The character of this

road has not, so far as I know, been observed hitherto by any historian,

and I have therefore in Chapter G discussed it iu detail from the first

stage onwards. Much of the Byzantine military history in the east

depends on the recognition of this great road. At intervals there were

standing camps in convenient places near it, and as th<) emperor passed

along towards the seat of war, he was joined by the contingents of

troops from the different provinces which had concentrated at these

camps. A march in spring from Constantinople along the military

road, a summer campaign on the eastern frontier, a return march to the

capital along the same road at the approach of winter, and a few months
in Constantinople before the next campaign began—such wac the life

year after year of many of i\e vigorous emperors. The ^ne of their

march, where nothing is expreseTy mentioned, may as a rule be assumed

* See pp. 205, 216, 220, 223, &c. I must maiutain that the road from Tavium by
Komiaupato Sebasteia is a Byzantine interpolation in the Antonine Itinerary. • It is

entirely out of keeping with the Boman system, and ia strikingly illustrated by the
Byzantine records.

t I have, for convenience sake, always spoken in Part II. of Mokissos as metropolis
of Cappadooia Tertia. But it must be remembered that politically there were only two
provinces of Cappadooia, of which Caesareia ami Mokissos 'vore the respective metro-
poleis from the time of Justinian onwards, while Tyana, which had been metropolis of
Cappadooia Secunda from the time when Valons divided Cappadooia into two, retained
its ecclesiastical rank and its authority over a few bishoprics.
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to be the militaiy road : and in many cases this is of great importance

for the understanding of the operations described. I shall here quote

only one example, viz., the march of liomanus Diogenes in 1068, from

Holenopolis to the east. After crossing the Halys, he avoided the road

to Caesareia.* It is only the fact of the n ad forking beyond the Halys

to Caesareia that gives any point to the statement that the emperor ^d
not touch Oaesareia, a city that lay quite sixty miles from the nearest

point of his march, and a hundred miles from the crossing of the Halys.

He then encamped at Erya Pege, for some days ; and the beauty, the

plentiful water, the trees and the grass of this place are described in

glowing terms. This is obviously the camp called Bathys Bhyax, by
Constantino Porphyrogenitus, I., p. 444, and Geuesius, pp. 123, 124.

He then proceeded to Sebasteia, where again he took the left road to

Eoloneia, not the right to Tephrike (see pp. 57, 267).

I have ascribed to Justinian the formation of this road and the

institution of the whole system of aplekta connected with it. The fact

is nowhere recorded, and I depend for proof of the statement entirely on
inference from a number of slight details, which are collected in oh. G.

They prove that the great importance of the road is as old as Justinian

;

and if so, there is little doubt that he also arranged its military

connection, for its importance lies mainly in its military character : it

is not the shortest route, but it is the best route for an army.

The general map shows the chief lines of road, radiating from

Constantinople, whose existence in the Byzantine period can be proved.

Some of these we hear of first in the latest warfare under the Niosean

empire or the Faleeologi, when the theatre of operations was narrowed

down to the west of Asia Minor, But the previous existence and

importance of many of them cannot be doubted (see pp. 129, 130).

A study of the chief references to these roads and of the operations

that took place along them would form the proper completion of this

subject: the incidental references that occur in Part II. are quite

insufficient to show its importance. Such a study would probably show

that several other lines of road, used in the Turkish time, but not

indicated on my map, are referred to by the B3'zantine historians in

passages that have escaped me. But such a study would expand into a

discussion of the Byzantine campaigns in Asia Minor, which is too

great a task to enter on at present: it forms the third part of the

programme of work on the history and antiquities of Asia Minor which

I had ouce sketched out for myself.

During certain conditions of warfare other roads besides the great

military road, and even occasionally others in addition to those that

radiate from Constantinople, assumed a temporary importance in

Byzantine history. On p. 197 fif. I have described all the routes that

led from Constantinople to the east, and have given some examples of

* tV Katadpfiav raptMiiv, Scyl., p. 691 ; rp Kai<rapt(iiv /i!> irpufffil^as, Attal., p. 146.
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marobes whioh took place along them. The long frontier wars against

the Saracens tested every route ; for the light-armed marauders, crossing

from Oilioia for a run in the Christian lands, took sometimes one pass,

sometimes another. The two leading routes during these wars are

through the same passes that have been important at all periods, that

from Qermanioia to Arabissos, and the Cilioian Oates (Loulon, see p. 350).

But almost every important mountain pass in the whole of Asia Minor

has its g^eat battle, and some of them their score of conflicts (see

pp. 368, 881, 382). I add one example.

The campaign of 860 is described very vaguely. The only express

statement as to the situation of the great defeat of the Saracens is that

of Oenesius, that it was 500 miles from Amisos, whioh is of course so

absurd as to suggest a doubt about the text. Bot when we compare

the accounts,* we find (1) that the battle took place near the confines of

the Armeniao and Fapblagonian Themes, (2) on the west side of the

Halys, (3) on the road that leads south from Sinope, (4) on a river that

flows from north to south, (5) near the Halys, for a very few fugitives

escaped across the Halys into the Eharsian Theme, (6) among the hills

in a glen, where the Saracens were surrounded. There are only two
localities which can suit this description, one whore the road from

Sinope descends to Boiabad and the Halys, the other further south,

where it again descends towards Andrapa and the Halys. The fact

that the crossing of the Halys led into the Eharsian Theme decides in

favour of the latter. Historians difier greatly about the names:
probably Lalakaon was the district, Foson or Person the place, and
Gyris the river.f But Genesius apd the Contiuuator call the district

Abysianon or Amysianou, Porson the place, Lalakaon the river, and
Gyris the meadow on the river by the Saracen camp. Amysianon is

perhaps connected with Amnesia (see N 12, p. 278). Amysianon was on
a road leading probably from Paphlagonia to Eommagene (see p. 354),

and Amnesia was on a road from Arabissos to Constantinople, perhaps

by Eukhaita. Accurate exploration might probably determine the very
spot where the battle was fought.

With the Turkish invasion in the latter part of the eleventh century,

a new period of military history begins. Civil history and commercial
intercourse have from this time onward hardly any existence, owing
pai tly to the misery of the situation and partly to the degrading and
enleebling influence of the Byzantine rule,J in whioh the Boman

• Georg. Mod., 825; Symcon Mag., 666; Theoph. Cont., 181; Leo Gram., 238;
Cedr. XL, 164; Genes., 96; Zonar. II., 159, ed. Par.

t Duoange on Zonar. quotes Epist. 167 of Photius, addressed BtoSSrv 2ira0af>o-

KoviiSdrif KOT^ Tohs AaKdKuifas.

X This had gradually destroyed the spirit of the different communities, didoouragcd
the free flow of trade between the provinces, and produced an oriental stagnation, in
whioh each district got on as best it could on its own resources. Exceptions can bo
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oharaoter bad almost wholly given place to an Oriental deapotiim.

Great part of the plateau passed into the hands of the Turks, whose

power extended over Lykaonia, Cappadocia, and considerable part of

Phrygia and Galatia. Dorylaion was the north-western limit of tiieir

authority; but Eotiaion they did not hold. From Dorylaion khey

advanced along the road to Constantinople, and even seized Nikaia. On
the south-west they held for a time Sozopolis, Apameia (then a mere

Tillage), and Laodioeia. It would appear that their rigb'» to these terri-

tories was recognised in the disgraceful agreement concluded with the

Turks about 1076 A.D., when their help was bought by the surrender of

a'great territory.

The Seljuk Turkish capital was at Iconium, and the four chief roads

that led to it became the chief scene of warfare from this titue onwards

until the rise of the Osmanli Turks. Two of these roads were the same

as roads of the earlier period, viz., those which led by Dorylaion and by
Eotiaion. We also begin now to hear of a third, which coincided 'for

some distance with the road to Eotiaion through Bilejik and Basilika,

and then diverged to Dorylaion (see pp. 208, 236, 445). The fourth

road was one which is first heard of at the end of the eleventh century,

though we then find that it must have been of some military conse-

quence from a much earlier tim.9 ; it was the central road of the Theme
Elhoma.

The first three of those roads form a connected group. The great

road to Dorylaion was the most direct, but fell earliest into Turkish

hands. The load through Kotiaion was important because that city did

not fall under the power of the Seljuks till 1182.* It was apparently

in Byzantine hands in 1156, but the limit of their power, when Manuel

Oomnonus marched towards it from Isauria. In 1116 also it was
certainly in Byzantine hands, and probably in 1113.

The campaign of 1116 furnishes an excellent proof of the use of the

road by Eotiaion and Dorylaion. Alexius Comnenus then advanced

with a large army through Dorylaion to Fhilomelion. Here by one of

his pious frauds he ascertained that the will of heaven forbade him to

advance to Iconium. He therefore retired towards Constantinople, and

was then hard pressed by hordes of Turkish light troops, who had

offered little opposition to his advance. After two days of continuous

fighting the army reached a point between Polybotos and Ipsos, whore

they diverged from the road by which they had advanced, and turned

towards Ampoun. There were only two roads open to them. One led

proved, but such vas the general conditioa of the later Byzantine empire, and herein

lay ita weakness.

* Dorylaion was not maintained as a fortress by the Seljuk Turks, who never

showed any organising ability; it sank into ruins, and the fertile valley was occupied by

nomadic bands until 1175, when Mannel refortified it.
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by PolybotOB, and then across difficult country where the Turkish

•kirmishera would have had a great advantage ; and by this road it

would be many days before they reached Byzantine territory. The

other went along the valley towardn the villnge now called Ambanaz,* a

few miles north of Akroenos. The latter road, usually known as the

route to Kotiaion, was preferred ; and on the following day, when the

army was between Augustopolis and Akroenos, a tnice was concluded.

This may be taken as a fair indication that Akroenos and the country

between it and Kotiaion were still in Byzantine hands.

In 1145 Manuel Oomnenus advanced along the Kotiaion route almost

up to Iconium, and retired by Khoma.

Again, in 1175 Manuel resolved to make a great o^ort to break the

Turkish strength. As a preliminary he rebuilt tv .^ertod fortresses,

Dorylaion and Soublaion. In 1176 he chose the lattur route to deliver

Lis great blow at the Seljuks. He advanced from the Rhyndakos

(obviously by Akhyraous Thyateira) to Khonai, and thence to Khoma.

This campaign, therefore, was conducted along the fourth of those roads

which we have mentioned as of pre-eminent importance in the Turkish

wars.t Soublaion was situated at the site now called Khoma, retaining

the name which was commg into use among the historians of the

twelfth century. The change of name is of course a common pheno-

menon in Asia Minor. It is probable that the rame of the Theme
Khoma was applied to the central fortress of the Theme. Anna
Gomnena mentions the Khomatenoi several times, and it is clear from

her language, II. pp. 325-7, that the frontier defence against the Seljuks

was divided between the Themes of Khoma and Cappadocia.| But

why the name Khoma was given to the Theme, whether the troops were

first called Khomatenoi from some reason unknown to us, and the

country where they were stationed got the name Khoma from them ; §

or whether the local application is the earlier, and the troops were called

after the country in which they were stationed, it seems now impossible

to discover.ll

The central road of the Theme connected the two great fortresses,

Khonai and Kiio^m. |,Two routes are possible for it. One, which

was actually traven )d by Barbarossa, went up the Lykos, along the salt

* Obviously the same name as Ampoun in Anna Comnena. On the whole subject

see my paper in * Athen. Mittheil.,' 1882, p. 140.

t On Manuel's defeat, see p. 136 and my " Notes and Inscriptions, IX.," in ' Amer.
Journ. Arch.,' vol. ii.

t On the changes of the Theme Cappadocia, see pp. 216, 250, 316.

§ See p. 816.

U I have in ASP, in a final appended note, auggestod the possibility that Khoma,
yi)neh is known also between Konia and Bey Sheher (where we find Yokari Khoma
and Ashagna Khoma), may be actually the Turkish name of the town, adopted like

many others by the Byzantine writers ; but this is not probable. The name has not a
Turkish appearance, and there is no time for a Turkish name to have gained carroncy

between the appoaianco of the Turks and the use of the name by Anna.
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lake Anaya, and then atruok acrosa by Bolatli direct to Ehoma. I

think, however, that the other route by Denizler (different from DenizU)

and Harir Boghaz, was the Byzantine road (see ASF). In either case

the line is a strange one, diverging as it does from the Boman trade

route ; but the evidence seems conclusive. Ehoma lies on the shortest

road between the Hermos valley or the upper Mssander valley and the

east in general. That line is indeed not an easy one, but to light active

troops such as rode in the Arab forays into Asia Minor, it presents no

serious difficulty, while its directness recommended it to them. Fro-

bably the same state of things also existed when the Sassanians were

ravaging the whole country up to the Bosphorus and the Aegean
during the earlier centuries. Two possibilities suggest themselves

as to the period when Ehoma was made an important fortress} viz.,

either the reign of Justinian or the time of the Iconoclast emperors.

Many reasons induce us to prefer the former. One is that the pair of

fortresses, Ehoma and Ehonai, were apparently on the same scheme

;

and I cannot think that Ehonai was founded so late as the Iconoclast

period. The very name Ehonai supplanted that of Eoloasai between

692 and 787, and that can hardly have taken place immediately after

the foundation of the fortress of Ehonai. Another lies in the bishopric

Justinianopolis or Oikokome. I understand OUo-Kiliiiri as a grecised

term for the Yicus marked in the Feutinger Table between Eumeneia

and Apameia. Justinianopolis would then be the fortress above it

united under one bishop with the settlement in the open plain.* More-

over, I am unable to discover any signs of the foundation of fortresses

or cities by the Iconoclasts. The whole system of organisation and defence

had been so admirably planned by Justinian, that nothing remained for

later emperors to do except to maintain or restore what he had built.

Justinian then built the fortress of Ehoma or Soublaion (Siblia)

beside the pass leading towards the Aegean coast. Nicetas Choniata

distinguishes that fortress from another actually in the pass, called

Myriokephalon,'!' which was a ruin in the time of Manuel Comnenus.

During the period 1076-1119 the line of the Boman trade-route

between Laodiceia and Apameia appears to have been entirely in the

hands of the Turks. In 1119 John Comnenus advanced by Fhiladelphia

to Laodiceia and captured it: and in 1120 he advanced further and

captured Sozopolis, which remained in Byzantine hands till 1182.

But even after 1120 it appears that the line of the trade-route through

Apameia was deserted and unsafe, owing to the bands of Turkish

nomads who infested it. In 1146 Manuel Comnenus was attacked and

wounded beside his own camp by a troop of these Turks, when he was

encamped near Soublaion, and had incautiously gone out towards

Apameia to hunt.

The history of the reigns of the three Comneni, Alexius, John and

* See p. 186, C. 25. t On the name, see p. 220.
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Manuel, suggests that during that entire period the road through

Apameia was not used by the Byzantine armies ; and the phrase used

at a later date hy Tagenon in describing the march of Barbarossa past

the salt lake Anava, " looa desertissima Tnroorum " (see p. 130), suggests

the reason. The route by the Harir Boghaz was employed, and I have

placed Obarax and Qraos GUla on it.

Apart from the temporary changes caused by such oiroumstanoes as

the Seljuk empire with its capital at Iconium, there has been little

alteration ia the road system of Anatolia as it was fixed by Justinian

until our own time. But the roads are now in a transition stage.

When all Turkish government business had to be carried across Asia

Minor to the eastern and southern parts of the empire, the important

routes had to be maintained in decent condition ; and a postal service,

with relays of horses, was kept up along them. When Leake was sent

in haste from Constantinople to Egypt in 1800, he rode across Asia

Minor by Doiylaion and Iconium to Anemourion, and there took boat to

Cyprus. At present a traveller or p. government messenger to Cypnis
would take the steamer. The diffei-ence in this case is typical of a vast

number of similar changes, which have curtailed the number of roads

along which a horse-post is kept up.

Another cause of change lies in the growth of Smyrna, which has

become the commercial capital of Turkey. Bailways from Smyrna have

crept up the country into Lydia and Fhrygia. One follows the general

line of the old *' Royal Boad," until it has reached the foot of the plateau

and is confronted with that step of 2000 feet, which is required to place

it on the plateau. The other keeps closely to the line of the great trade

route, and has already reached Apameia. The expansion of commerce

between Asia Minor and the west has made these railways, in spite of

many difficulties interposed by government. One ground for the action

of the government concerns us. These railways would make Smyrna
the central city of Asia Minor, but the government wishes that Con-

stantinople should continue to be the governing centre ; and that wish

)ias led to the projected railway from Constantinople to Ankyra (Angora),

which as a commercial enterprise has no prospect of being remunerative

for a long time.

Within my own knowledge of Asia Minor, great activity in road-

making has been shown by the Turks. In some cases the now roads

are a blessing to the country ; but I have also seen broad new roads,

whose path across the country was conspicuous by their greener and more

luxuriant crop of grass, and I have seen numerous roads made in uncon-

nected fragments, or in a more advanced state with everything ready

except the bridges. In the great majority of cases one quarter of the ex-

penditure would be sufficient to improve the existing roads in their worse

parts. But the new scheme of renovation is usually on too grand a

scale. An entirely new route is laid out, great expense is incurred, and

VOL. IV. tt
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then tiie road ia left unfinished ; or, worst fate of all, the broad new
road, with small stones scattered over the smooth level surface, is not so

pleasant for pack-horses as the old narrow well-trodden path; and

traffic deliberately prefers the old road, leaving the new road to grow a

magnificent crop of grass. Fart of the reason why the roads are in

many oases so fragmentary lies in the fact that they are bnilt by the

labour of the villagers : each adult is bound to give his labour for a few

days in the year ; and when his time is done the condusion of his work

must be postponed till the next year. This plan is the only one possible

in the country, and it demands from the inhabitants their fair contribu-

tion to the common good in the way that presses most lightly on them

;

but it needs more skill in the proper application of the labour than is

generally shown. But in other oases the reason for the failure of the

new road lies in mismanagement or in fraud. I have seen a ruined

fragment of a new bridge over the Halys, oomposed of a mere shell of

masonry filled in with earth : this bridge was once completed, and must

have looked very well during the summer months, till the first high

water swept great part of it away.

This deficiency in the Turkish road-system is likely to have im-

portant political consequences, ^natolia is essentially a Mohammedan
country, but Armenia is a Ohristian oouutry, where the inhabitants tend

surely to union with Russia. The consummation of that union is only

a matter of time, and probably of no long time. The Bussian railways

have reached the frontier : there are no Turkish railways, existing or

even projected, near the frontier, and few roads even that are in decent

repair. Nor is there any likelihood that Armenia proper would content

Russia. The Halys, the greatest river of Asia Minor,* has often been a

river of boundary. The province on the east of the river, one of the

finest in the Turkish empire, contains a number of Armenians ; and it

is not improbable that the next step made by Russia will carry her to

the banks of the Halys.

VIII. CiUNOE OF Site.

The variation in the site of cities at different periods of history is a
point which is frequently touched in the present work. One of the

thoughts which oftenest ooour to the traveller in Asia Minor is to ask

why modem towns so rarely occupy exactly the site of ancient cities.

Jn sume cases the change was made from purely accidental reasons.

Prof. J. R. S. Sterrett f mentions that during the Egyptian war " a

large number of Turkish troops were quartered for an indefinite period

on the people of old Malatia, which stood on the site of Melitene. This

* It is the longest, though it drains an area decidedly smaller than the 8angarios.

t ' EpigniphicalJoumey,' p. 800. > » ' .-'^
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a

was more than the long-sufifering inhabitants could bear ;. bo . they

abandoned their old houses to the soldiers, and built a new.city among
the gardens seven or eight miles south-west of Melitene." The story

has a look of popular mythology about it, and Prof. Sterrett does . not

state on what authority he has received it ; but, if true, it would be an

excellent example of a kind of ohange which can be properly treated

only in a 'Local History ' of Asia Minor. There is an infinite variety

in the history of the various districts ; but a few general oonsiderations

may be here brought together.

The ancient site is sometimes absolutely deserted. At other times

it is succeeded by a mere village, while the modem town which is the

heir to the importance of the anoient city is situated at a considerable

distance. In the Lykos valley, Denizli, several miles from Lapdiceia,

may be taken as both geographically and in respect of importance the

representative of the now deserted Laodiceia ; for the tiny villages in

the plain which are nearer the anoient site, are ohifliks, and do not

correspond to the ancient city. But Tripolis is represented geogra-

phically by Yeni Eeui, in name by the pass called Derebol, and in

importance by BuUadan; Attoudda is represented geographically by
Haz Eeui, but in importance by Serai Eeui * ; and Hierapolis is repre-

sented geographically by Fambuk Kalesi, but in importance by Denizli.f

In the following pages when I speak of a modem town as the represen-

tative of an ancient city, I mean that it has succeeded it as the chief

centre of population and the seat of gwemment ; but I do not imply

that it actually occupies the anoient site, or that it is the nearest

inhabited place to the ancient site. The rule is general that each

modem centre is the representative of some ancient city, and conversely

that almost every ancient city has a. modem representative.

Roads which were important in one period of the history of Anatolia,

often lost all importance in another period, In such cases it frequently

happened that along with the road, a city on it lost importance, and its

influence was transferred to a new centre. Apameia (see p. 75) was

great in the Roman period, insignificant in the Byzantine time; and

quite recently it has taken a new start in life, as the mere possibility of

a railway reaching it became evident. Other examples in abundance

are to be found in Fart II. The fact that almost all the cities on the

line of the " Royal Road " bear old Phrygian names, while almost all

those on the great trade-route bear names that mark them as refounded

by Greek kings or Roman emperors, needs no comment.

. Aj>art firom changes in the road-system, however, we observe that

* A market, which used to be held almost oa the eite of Attoudda, has beeb
transferred within living memory to Serai Keni.

t Yeni Keui is about a mile from the site of Tripolis, which is quite deserted;

BuUadan is about six mill s distant. Pambnk Knlesi lies close below the actual site of

Hientpolis. •—

—

•' « "
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certain oharaoter in regard to situation, aooess, and local surrouudingH

can be traced in the oitiea of each period.*

The chief characteristics that are observed in the sites of ancient

cities in Asia Minor are (1) military strength, (2) ease of access and

commercial advantages in general, (8) convenience of water-supply.

Military strength seems to have been the determining consideration

in the earUer time. Sites were in many oases selected on hills whose

sides either were naturally precipitous or could readily be scarped.

Thus great strength was attained without much positive fortification.

In some cases a slight parapet at the top of a perpendicular wall of

rook 50 to 100 feet in height was all the artificial work needed. The

description which I have given of the early Phrygian cities in my
" Study of Phrygian Art " f sufficiently illustrates tbia subject. Similar

fortifications were all that were needed in Blaundos, Akmonia, Palteo-

Sebaste, Lounda, Colaenae, &o. The people must have lived in the

open plain except during attack by an enemy, when they retired into

the fortified town. Too little is known of this old period to justify us

in saying much »bout it ; but that a certain amount of commerce and

a certain regard to commercial convenience existed oven then is

shown by the very name as well as by the situation of Keramon
Agora on the "Boyal Bead." Ho also Pessinus, on the same road,

can hardly have been a strong fortress ; its chief defence was religious

veneration.

The sacred cities of this early period often grew up around some

place, where the divine power was most strikingly manifested, e.g. by
hot medicinal springs, a hole with mephitio exhalations, or any other

natural phenomenon. A sacred village, Hiera Kome, grew up near or

round the sanctuary, and depended on the divine power alone for

protection.} Such was the temple of Artemis at Ephesos, which stood

apart firom and often in opposition to the Greek city. A city of the

native character often grew out of this sacred village, and the name
fiieropolis was often attached to it. Wherever native feeling is strong,

the form of this name is Hieropolis, " City of the Hieron ;
" but where

Qreek feeling and education spreads, the Greek form Hierapolis, " the

Sacred City," is introduced. The difference of form, though apparently

so slight, really corresponds to a remarkable differ«)noe between the

native and the Greek spirit. According to the former the Hieron,

according to the latter the Folis, is the leading idea. Types of these

* FrofeMor O. Hitaohfeld iu his oMuy ou 'Typolugie grieohisoher Anuedelungen
iiu Alterthum,' should be read iu couueotiou with these remarkB ; see " Aufaatze Eroat
Gurtias gewidmet." Hirschfeld has many excellent remarks on the same subject in

his ' Beiseberichte.'

t * Joum. HeU. Stud.' 1888 and 1889.

X On this subject see the description of the village named Atyokhorion near
DionysopoUs in my *' Artemia-Leto and ApoUo-Lairbenos " in ' Joum. HelL Stud.," 1888.
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near

priestly fouudtttions are to be found at Hieropolia in the Olatikos valley,

Soa among the Prepenisseis,* Aizanoif in Fhrygia, Eomana in

Oappadooia, &o.

But apart from these hieratio centres and a few markets like

Eeramon Agora, safety and militaiy strength determined the sites of

the earliest cities. Water-supply often constituted a serious difSoulty

in them. Water was sometimes stored in large cisterns to provide for

the contingency of a siege. In Amaseia a passage was out through the

rock down to a plentiftil supply of water. Each individual city has its

own method of supply.

The foundations of the Greek kings were of a different character.

Military strength was still a prominent factor in determining the sites

chosen during the century that followed the death of Alexander ; but it

was not the sole dominant consideration, and it was sought more by
artificial fortification. Ease of access and commercial convenience were

also aimed at. These cities wore intended to be centres of civilisation

and of a foreign domination in the coimtry ; and they must therefore be

in easy communication with each other and with other countries. The
site of Celaenae was now deserted, and Apameia was founded near it on

a site of the new character. Syunada, Seleuceia Sidera, Laodioeia ad

Lycum, Antiooheia in Fisidia, Antiooheia ad Maoandrum, and many
others, belong to the same type. They are situated on rising grounds

at the edge of open plains. They are thus easy of access, yet their

walls, placed on the edge of the low hills that constitute the sites, rise

high over the plain and make them very strong fortresses, so long as

the fortifications are kept in thorouj^ repair.

The size of these cities was determined by the hills on which they

stood. Synnada, one of the oldest, must have been a tiny city ; and indeed

Strabo expressly remarks on its small size. The water-supply would
have to be studied separately in each case. In Laodiceia ad Lycum it

could be well seen a few years ago. The line of the underground

conduit which brought the water from the abundant sources that flow

through every street of the modern Denizli could be followed for

severtJ miles from Laodiceia : I did not attempt to trace it up to the

source. In the northern part of the city it rose in the large earthen-

ware pipe that brought it to a height sufficient to dominate the whole

dty : there it communicated with a number of smaller pii>es. In this

way the pressure was diminished to the amount needed for distribution,

and the supply could be easily out off from any of the smaller pipes.

* I have ahowo, p. 144, that the form Beunisou has uo existence except in the

misinterpretation of an inscription; Soa, " the Orave" (i.e., of Atys), shows that the

character of tlus religious centre was similar to that of Atyokhoriou near Dionysopolis.

See also my « Study of Phrygian Art," part ii., in •Joum. Hell. Stod.,' 1889.

t Aixanoi with its priestly dynaata, who looked to Eophorbna as first of their number
and probably as their ancestor (such priests being generally hereditary), seems to be
proved by the quotation firom Hermogenes, ap. Steph. Byz., 8.T.
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This interMting building WM in prooeM of destruction when I visited

Laodiceia in the spring of 1888.

In the peaceful period which began with the ascendency of the

Pergamenian kings after b.o. 190, and continued under the Roman rule,

the population tended to concentrate in open defenceless situations-on

the plains, where the conditions of life were more pleasant than in the

strong but uncomfortable cities of the early period. The foundations of

the earlier Diadochi indeed, being on low hills close to or even in the

middle of open plains, maintained their existence. But where the

ancient custom of living partly in the open plain, with a city in a lofty

situation as a military refuge, had continued, open defenceless cities

grew during the Pergamenian and Boman periods. In many cases, e.g.

at Lounda and at Sebaste, the older situation was abandoned owing to

the gradual concentration of the population in more pleasant homes

:

the name continued as before, but the locality changed.

The new cities founded by the Pergamenian kings were placed in

situations of a similar character. Eumeneia, Dionysopolis, Philadelphia

stand on very gentle slopes under the shadow of hills on which no

fortifications existed. Apollonia of Pisidia stood in a quite defenceless

situation in an open plain. Thi^ character may be used, in concurrence

with other considerations, to prove that such cities as Lysias and

Philomelion were Pergamenian foundations. Doiylaion and Metropolis

(in the Tchul Ova) also occupied during the Boman period similar situa-

tions ; but the latter at least was of the same character as Lounda and

Sebaste, having been originally situated on a high hiU in the neighbour-

hood.* . The Boman Dorylaion was situated at Shahr Eyuk, a little to

the north of Eski Sheher in the plain. After it had sunk into desolation

Manuel rebuilt it at Earadja Sheher (see p. 212-3). Yon Diest affirms

that there are traces of early work beneath the medinval ruins at

Earadja Sheher, and I should readily admit that the ancient Dorylaion

was moved to the open plain and afterwards back to the defensible, but

waterless old site.f

In Lykaonia the situations of such cities as Laodiceia Combusta and

Barata (Bin Bir Eilise) struck me as characteristic of that country.

They lie in theatre-shaped recesses in the outer skirts of the mountains.

From whatever reason it may be, no cities have left such an impression

of charm on my mind, and yet I fear that their situation in their -bald

and bare gently sloping recesses would be found most disappointing by

the tourist in search of striking effects. In several other Lykaonian

• * The Bite of Metropolis can be traced in the centre of the plain between Tatarli

and Haidarli (see p. 142). I was told that there were traces of fortifloatioa on a hill

which I did not viut.

t On Kieport's opinion, see p. 15. Von Diest describes Eski Sheher as fererish

:

his experience was bad, bat on his own showing it cannot be blamed on tiid place.

My account, given p. 212, was derived ftom the people. Koula and Eski Sheher have

been more lauded to me than any other towns in Anatolia.
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no

oitiea, e.g., loonium and still more KybUtra, the luxuriance of the well-

watered orchards is doubly pleasing by contrast with the bare and

waterless plains that stretoh in front for a hundred miles.*

In the period of trouble, when the defences of Asia Minor had to be

considered,—against the Sassanians, the Antbri, and the Turks—^when

foreign armies ravaged every valley and advanced to the Boflphoroos,

sites of great natural strength again came to be of surpassing import-

ance. Such marauding inroads as were practised especially by the

Arabs, required for purposes of defence fortresses impregnable against a

sudden attack ; but a lengthened siege was not a danger to be dreaded.

Fortresses perched on the summit of precipitous rocks then became
common, and some of them became the centres of great cities. Such are

Afiom Kara Hiaar and Sivri Hisar. At Kara Hisar, only three miles

from the Boman city Frymnessos, a single mass of volcanic rock rises

out of the plain erect like a column to the height of 900 feet : it can be

ascended only by a zigzag series of stairs cut in the rook. The fortress

is first heard of at the beginning of the eighth century. In 740 the

famous Seid Batal Ohazi was defeated and slain before it ; and from that

time onwards it is mentioned not rarely under the names Akroenos and
Nikopolis. On the site of Frymnessos there is now a village Seulun,

while Kara Hisar is one of the greatest cities of Anatolia.

Sivri Hisar, the Feinted Castle, lies about ten or twelve miles north-

west of the Boman city Pessinus : a fortress on the lofty volcanic rook

with its two sharp points was impregnable in ancient warfare except to

starvation. It was fortified by Justinian, and called Justinianopolia.

Fessinus is now a mere village, while Sivri Hisar is a great city, as cities

are in Anatolia.

Numerous other fortresses, mentioned in Fart II., belong to this

class. They were founded generally in the time when a reorganisation

of the government and attention to the defences of Asia Minor gave the

Byzantine empire new life. They were suited to the warfare of the

period, for they were impregnable against a mere foray ; but they could

never have been provisioned with food and water against a long siege.

Ilie cities which have grown up under their shadow are situated in the

open plain, and, as a rule, are quite defenceless.

The foundations and changes of cities, which we have hitherto dis-

cussed, spring from vigour and growing or recuperative power; but

there are other changes of a later kind which are symptoms of decay

and of waning civilisation. In thei case of many towns and villages in

modem time, it seems to be purely the neighbourhood of the water-

supply that determines the situation. The Roman and even the By-
zantine engineers did not hesitate to bring water from a considerable

* The ruinous state of modera Eonia partly hides its beautiful sanoimdiiigs from
the hasty traveller; a drive or walk to Meram is the shortest way to learn what might
be the case everywhere ia the neighbourhood.
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diitanoe to bnpply their oitiM. It is indeed trne that to this day

neceesity Iim maintained aome skill in this one branch of engineering

(so far as my experienoe goes, among the Qreek Christians only) : the

modem aqneduota are oonstmoted with considerable skill in under-

ground obanneb which wind round the slope of hills to secure a slow,

continuous descent ftrom the source to the public fountain or Tcheshme.

But even where such aqueducts have recently existed, they have often

been allowed, like all things in Turkey, to go to ruin. Moreoyer, the

andent engineers were far less dependent on the nearness of their

sources than the modem. In many cases a modem town has grown up
at some point where abundant water is at hand, while the Boman or

Bysantine city a few miles distant has sunk into decay. Examples of

this class are Tyana, formerly supplied by a large aqueduct, now a mere

village a few miles distant ttom the towns of Bor and Kigde,* and

Laodiceia, now supplanted by Denizli. In general the probability is

that some such convenience is the reason for any change of site that han

occurred in the last few centuries.

In the later Byzantine period an instractive example which bears on

this point occurs. Tralleis had gradually descended from the high

plateau, where the Roman city cbtaimanded one of the grandest inland

views I have ever seen, down the slope towards the lower valley of the

Maeander. As the valley was made unsafe by Turkish incursions, the

city became entirely deserted. Andronious Paleoologus about 1806

made an attempt to restore the dty on the Boman site above ; but the

inhabitants found the water-supply deficient, and were soon forced to

desert Andronicopolis or Palnologopolis, as the new city was called

during its brief existence. The water-supply, which was sufficient for

a rich and large city in the Boman time, and which even at present is

conducted in a channel nearly on the level of the ancient city, would

have been quite enough for Andronicopolis, if engineering skiU to use

it had been possessed by the founders.

* Tyana is still a considerable village, as good springs rise dose to it The ancient

aqueduct came from Eski Gumush, about 12 miles N.E., and was carried in a subter-

ranean channel for great part of its course. The arches which extend for a mile near

the city are prc-Boman, and probably pre-Persian. The modem village is as large as

the natural water-supply permits : the ancient city could not have existed without an

artificial supply.
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Fart II. A SKETOH OF THE HISTORICAL GEOORAPHY
OP THE VARIOUS PROVINCES.

Imtboduotion.

In the following pages the attempt ii made to indicate the prinoiplee on

which the topography of Aaia Minor must be atudied, and to give a

sketch of the lubject aa a whole. In addition to thin I give a number
of details about special points which have been collected in the course of

my readings, and which have become too numerous to hold together in

my mind, amid the distractions of other work, without the printer's aid.

I have not tried to make them complete, or to give what may be found

in ordinary sources of inrormation. Every fact * has been gatiiered

from the original sources, and represents the impression which the

context has made on my mind : I cannot, of course, feel sure that the

impression has always been correct, but from the first page to the last

this sketch springs from a fresh collection and an independent valuation

of the material.

A comparison of the lists of cities in each province whose existence

at various periods can be traced forms the basis of this study, and a

'

brief criticism of the ohief authorities is necessary as an introduction.

First may be mentioned the Notitisa Episcopatuum. The most

important Notitite published by Parthey and Pinder are VII., VIII., IX.,

I., III., X., XIIL All the unpublished Notitise that I have seen are

mere variations of some of these. A complete Notitia consists of two

parts, a list of metropolitans and archbishops, and a list of the bishops

subordinate to each metropolitan : the first of these two parts is wanting

in IX., III., XIII., and the second is contained only in the seven

NotitisB above mentioned. VII. is a mere fragment. It will appear on

examination that the lists were very carelessly kept, and were not

altered to suit the actual changes that took place. When an ordinary

bishopric was raised to the dignity of an archbishopric, it was often left

in its old place in the list and entered a second time as an archbishopric.

Sometimes an entire group of bishoprics disappears from some or all of

the Notitiee, e.g. the Akmonia group and the Ehonai group in Phrygia,

or the Eormasa-Eomama group in Famphylia Secunda.

* A very few exoeptiona have been careMly noticed. They are quotations firom

books inaoceasible to me in Aberdeen, which I have found dted in modem booka

during the summer of 1889.

H 2
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Among thece seven Notitias, III., X., XIII. form a class by themselves,

which I frequently mention as " the later Notitisa." VII., VIII., IX.

form another class, not so distinct and well marked, which I often refer

to as " the earlier Notitise." I. stands in an intermediate position, but

is on the whole much closer to the earlier class, and may almost be

included in it and contrasted with the later class.

Within the latest group of Notitias, X. and XIII. are much closer to

each other than to III., and are also later than it. Among the earlier

Notitiae there are much more serious variations, so that in many pro-

vinces the class has to be subdivided. The chronological order in this

group is VII., VIII. and IX., I.* The two intermediate Notitiss agree

sometimes with VII. and sometimes with I. VII. approaches Hierocles

more closely than any other Notitia does : the mutilation of this docu-

ment is bitterly to be regretted, and has deprived us probably of much
valuable information. An early Notitia is one of the chief desiderata in

the history of Asia Minor, and may yet be found in manuscript.

The correction of the first part of a Notitia, viz. the list of Metro-

politans and Archbishoprics, was naturally much more carefully per-

formed than the correction of the second part. Hence the date which

can be ascertained for the first part of each list cannot be assumed for

the second part. The facts of the second part had often ceased before

that date to exist. The second part of Notitias III., X., XIII. differs

greatly in many provinces from that of VII., VIII., IX. and L, and on

the whole belongs to a later date, presenting some remarkable analogies

to the Councils of 859 and 809. The first part of VII., VIII., IX., I. is

liker the older Councils and even Hierocles. Still the difference

between the two classes does not simply lie in the fact that the later class

gives the result of certain changes made in the older class. There are

peculiarities in the later class which distinctly belong to an early period

and to the arrangements of Justinian. I think that Notitiaa III., X.,

XIII. go back to a different register from VII., VII I., IX., I. Perhaps

the former were taken from a register kept by the ecclesiastical

authorities in Constantinople, and the latter from a register kept by
the civil authorities in the palace.t The first part in the Notitiae,

* Parthey and Finder, on the other hand, maintain that they have arranged the

Notitias in chronological order : I. the oldest, and XIII. the latest (Praef., p. vi). In

Lycia, III. ogreea with I., not with X., XIII.

t Compare especially I. and IX. The eoclfsiastical register was the only one

accessible to the writer of Notitia XIII. later than 1621, A.n., but the facta in that

Notitia obviously belong to an epoch centuries earlier. Ecclesiastical registers of

various kinds were kept. For example, at Gone. Mopsuest., A.n. 549, we read:

Recitentur sacra diptycha, quae declarant sanctao memoriae connumerationem ^acer-

dotum istius Mopsucstenae civitatis, usque ad hnnc sacerdotem qui in praesenti tertia-

decima indictione defunctus est. Et recilati sunt et habent sic : " Pro requiescentibus

episoopis, Protogene, Zosimo, Olympio, Gyrillo, Thoma, Bassiano, Joanne. Auzentio,

Palatine, Jaco1)o, Z< simo, Thiodoro, Symeone." Ex alio diptyclio :
" Pro requiescentibus

episcopis " [siioie list followo]. Et ex aliis dipiychis : "Pro nquiescentibus episcopis"
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being more carefully oorreoted than the second part, approximates

closely in the two classes.

As to date the following facts may serve as typical. (1) Amastris

became an archbishopric* about A.D. 800. VIII., IX. give it as a

bishopric under Gangra, but YIII. also gives it as an archbishopric

(VII. is mutilated, but does not give it as an archbishopric). It is dear
tiierefore that YIIL, IX. give a state of the Church later than 800, but
are not properly corrected. L, which is dated 883, gives Amastris as

an archbishopno, not as a bishopric. III., X., XIII. do the same.

(2) Nakoleia became an archbishopric between 787 and 862. Notitiee

YIL, VIII., IX., I. give it only as a bishopric under Synnada. Nutitia

X. gives it as an archbishopric.

(3) Ehonai became an archbishopric in 858. Notitiee YIII., IX., I.

do not mention it ; and omit along with it a group of bishoprics lying

close to it. This is due to the fact that this group must have been

attached to Ehonai, and that the list of Phrygian bishoprics had been

corrected, but the new group had not been entered in its proper place.

IIL, X., XIII. give Ehonai as an archbishopric, but assign to it no
subordinate bishoprics.

(4) Akmoniii must have been at some unknown time metropolis of a

group of bishoprics. This group is entirely omitted in YJII., IX., I.

;

whereas IIL, X., XIII. give them in their due placo under Laodiceia.

The latter arrangement was in force in 787.

(5) Five north-western bishoprics of Phrygia Pacatiaua were sepa-

rated from Laodiceia at some date before 787 ; according to my conjecture

this arrangement was made by Justinian. Here III., X., XIII. agree

with Goncil. Nicaen. II. in placing this group under Hierapolis, while

YIIL, IX., I. assign them to Laodiceia.

(6) Amoriou became an archbishopric before 787, and a metropolis of

a group of bishoprics at some time in the ninth century. Notitise YIIL,

IX. give it as a biuhoprio subject to Pessinus, yet YIIL also mentions it

[same list follows, but ends with " Jooobo," omitting the last three]. (Mansi, vol. iz.,

p. 278.) But we leam that the lists had been altered, Theodorus, the heretical bishop

who along with Diodoms of Tarsos originated the Nestorian heresy, being ejected, and
Saint Gyrillus of Alexandria being named in his place. This had taken place before

the memory of the oldest persons, but all knew the facts. Again : Theodorus episcopus

fuit in mea civitate [Tyana] temporibus Grcgorii sauctae memoriae. Praedicatur enim

in saoris diptychis ita: "Pro Eupsyohio, Anthemio, Aetherio, Deodato, Calliopio,

Longino, Theodoro." (Speech of Euphraiites of Tyaiia in Council of Constantinople,

553, A.D. Munsi, ix., 258.)

* Saint Cleorge of Paphlagonia, son of Theodosius and Megetho of Eromna (quod

prjpiuquum est Amastridi orbi), was a liirmit in Mount Agrioserica, and afterwards a

monk in the monastery of Bouyssa. Ho was consecrated bishop of Amastria by the

patriarch Tarasius, 78^t-806, and obtained from the emperor (Cou8tuntine(?), who
died 790), that Amoslris should bo no longer subject to Qangra, but should be auto-

kephalos ('Act Sanot,' Feb. 21, p. 268 ff.).
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among tbe arohbishoprics. T. gives it as metropolis of a group of

bishoprics ; so do III., X., XIII.

The principle that the formula o SrpaTovtKctas ^t KaXinov, and

many similar entries, indicates two cities included under one bishop, is

often quoted in the following pages, generally as " Hirschfeld's canon."

Hiischfeld was the first, so far as I know, to give any convincing

example of it, but does not lay it down in general terms nor give it

such wide application as I do.* I consider that wherever two centres

of common life, towns or villages, were included under the care of one

bishop, this formula might be used ; in many cases one of these towns

was a new growth which gradually replaced the old centre (as Hirsch-

feld has rightly remarked), but there were, as I think, also many cases

in which the two centres both existed simultaneously, without being

sufiSciently important to have two separate bishops. The Notitiaa

unfortunately very rarely give a second title to a bishopric, but there

were probably very many such. For example, Hivapa koI Ai8v/ia occurs

only at Cone. Seleuc, 359 a.d. Such omission of half the title accounts

for the disappearance of many old names in Byzantine lists. These

lists are really complete statements of the ecclesiastioal organisation of

the whole country, and (except for unintentional faults) every village

and town in the whole land is included under some one of the bishoprics

mentioned.

The lists of bishops present at the different councils are of the

highest value, and would be by far the most important authority

accessible to us, were they more complete. Unfortunately numbers of

bishops were often absent, and it is very rare that a metropolitan signs

on behalf of his absent suffragans and names them. Moreover, we
often have only an incomplete list even of the bishops who were

present. The most valuable lists are those which give the signatures of

the bishops as they were added to the records. As a cuiiosity among
these I may cite from Cone. Constant., a.d. 449: "Elias, episcopus

Hadrianopolis Asiae,t definiens subscripsi per Bo>ii>num episcopum

Myrorum, eo quod nesciam literas " (Mansi, VI., p. 929).

It is as yet impossible to state positively the sources and the method
of composition of Hierooles' Synekdemos. In the first place the doubt

may be raised whether Tire have more than an index or epitome of the

contents of Hierooles' " Travelling Companion " : the name certainly

implies naturally more than a mere list of names, but on the other hand
some of the omissions are hardly poesible if a description of each

province and of its cities had ever formed part of the work.

* Beisebericht, in 'Berl. Monatsber.,' 1879, p. 315 : "Den erwunscbten Aufschluss

liber Agbras geben zwei der Notizien, wo ein Bischof Xthtvitttas lirot 'Kyp&v genannt wild

;

also Agrae war anch dcr alte Name dieses einst zn Seleukeia gehorenden Ortes, der
allm'ilioh den verfallenden Hauptort iiberflugelt und schon im Djihan-nnma s. 699 als

ein blilhendcr Ort erwahnt wird."

t Asioe is an interpolation, not given in the Greek version.
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la the aeoond plaoe the question has been raised whether the list is

taken from an eoolesiastioal list of the bishoprics, or a civil list of the

administrative districts. The answer to this question has usually been

given prematurely without an attempt to determine the>elation of the

civil to the ecclesiastical lists. I may here state my opinion briefly.

(1) There was in general a practical identity lietween the ecclesias-

tical and the civil lists. The policy of the civil administration was to

beep them the same as far as possible : but the Church often resisted,

and refused to alter its organisation to suit political changes. In older

time the Church had to submit : even Basil was unable to preserve his

authority over the bishops of Cappadocia Seounda, when that province

was separated from Prima. About 408 Pope Innocent, writing to Alex-

ander, bishop of Antiooh, laid down the principle that the Church

should maintain :
" sciscitaris utrum divisis imperiali iudioio provinciis,

ut duo metropoles fiant, sic duo metropolitaui episcopi debeant nomi-

nari: non vere visum est ad mobilitatem mundanarum Dei ecdesiam

oommutari " (Mansi, Act. Cone, III., p. 1055). But, even in the twelfth

century, the archbishops of Ankyra and Herakleia tried vainly to

preserve their authority over Basileion-Juliopolis and Madytos, after

these cities had been made metropoleis (see under Basileion Qalatiae).

The principle that every city should be also a bishopric was ex-

pressly enacted, with two exceptions, by an imperial law, probably of

Zeno, 474-91 ; " unaquaeque oivitas proprium episcopum habeto

Empitur autem Tomensium Scythiae civitas, illius enim episcopus

reliquarum etiam civitatum curam gerit;* tum etiam Leontopolis

Isauriae subest episoopo Isauropolitano " (jOod. Jvet., I., 3, 36). Some other

difiPerences of detail, however, existed, owing to the fact that some divi-

sions were kept up by the Church and ignored by the state.

(2) In the province Scythia Hierocles follows the civil list, and

gives Tomis with the other towns.

(3) He omits Leontopolis, following the ecclesiastical lists, in which

only Isauropolis was given.

(4) Eukhaita was a city of Helenopontus, and would certainly be

mentioned in a civil list : f but being an archbishopric it would be

omitted in ecclesiastical lists. Hierocles, following the latter, omits it.

(5) Famphylia was ecclesiastically divided into two districts not

later than the first half of the fifth century ; one district being subject

to Side and one to Perga. This division seems never to have been made
in the civil administration. Hierocles apparently follows the civil list,

giving Famphylia undivided ; but examining his names we find that he

* Sozomen saya of Soythia (H. E. 6, 21), toDto Si rh HOvos iroW^s niv <x« tai w6Ktts
tcai K<i/M» Kol ippoipia, /ii|Tpi(iroAis S4 ivri TSfus, . . . (Tircri koI vDc tOot iroAaibv irMSt
KpttTt?, rod wavrhs (Bvovs '4va tAj iicKKriirlas tmCKtnruv.

t For ezamplo, it ia given in the list of cities of Helenopontus by Justinian,
Novel. XOin.
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has really used the ecclesiastical lists, and gives first the names iu

Pergensis, then those in Sidensis.

(6) Eotiaion occupied a peculiar position in Fhrygia Salutaris, being

a great heretical centre. It was an archbishopric, and though perhaps

mentioned as a bishopric under Synnada iu Notitiee YIII., IX.,* this if

ti-ue must have been only a temporary degradation. Hierooles omits

Eotiaion, whereas if he had used a civil list, this, the largest and richest

city of the province, could not have been omitted.

(7) Bithynia was divided ecclesiastically, not civilly, between Nico-

mediensis and Niceeensis, and Chaloedon was an archbishopric. Hierooles,

like the civil list, gives the whole set of cities without any division.

(8) There are many other oases besides Leontopolis and Isauropolis,

in which two neighbouring cities were united in one bishopric.

Hierooles sometimes follows the civil list in giving these places as

separate cities,! and sometimes he gives only one of them,| as if he

followed an ecclesiastical list in which (as was often done) one of the

raames was omitted.

I need not give any other examples here ; several will be found in

the following pages. But the preceding are enough to establish the

following conclusion as probable. Several of the facts are inconsistent

with the use by Hierooles of a civil list, while, of those wbioh suggest the

use of a civil list, none imperatively demand it : e.g., even though Tomis

was the only bishopric of Scythia, ecclesiastical lists might give the

names of the cities in the province. § All the facts that I have

observed suggest that Hierooles used an ecclesiastical list of the period,

and that he did not simply reproduce it, but made use of it along with

some other evidence. This other evidence did not include a civil list

of administrative divisions or cities, and it is di£5cult to say whether it

included more than the general knowledge possessed by an educated

man, except in Hellespontus, with which he shows such intimate

acquaintance as to suggest that he was an inhabitant of the province.

Bithynia, which was so near Constantinople, is also treated by him in a

more independent way, though without giving more than the names of

the bishoprics. But in more distant provinces he makes errors which

are explicable only through his slavish and unintelligent use of ecclesi-

astical lists, omitting names which his authority omits, and misunder-

standing names in their ecclesiastical form.||

* YIII. Kofurlov, IX. Kvrijufov. As Eomition is unknown, we must probably under-

stand Eotimion as an error for Eotiaion.
. , ,

~
.

.

t Limnai and Dubinai, Nikopolis and Faloiapolis, &o.

i Palsiapolis without Alieros, &c.

§ The Notitiss, especially some MSB. in Paris, often give some statistics beyond tho

actual lists of bishoprics.

II
E.g. 6 TtfiPpMwv {MffKoiros), Btiu<r6yios, and genitives like SaroX^tti', 'HpoHMius

'Oy/iovi 'HptucKtlas XoKfiaKSvos, and the many instances of Sifnov, while he wrongly

infers firom S Ktpairivy a name Kiipeurt, from 6 tptavm ^piwa, from 6 ['A]r(a«'fii' TmCmk.
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It is very di£Boult to determine the origin of the numbers given in

the heading of each province in the list of Hierooles. They are

probably not genuine, but are added by some ignorant person, who often

counted as two a city with a name consisting of two words. They, -

however, seem to be older than certain corruptions of the text. The
following numbers are wrong.

(1) Asia has 42 cities. The number ^y is got by counting either

Magnesia Maiandria or Adramyttion quae antea Lymesus as two

cities.

(2) Hellespontus has 34 cities, even taking Btbs TpaSos and 'ASfMavov

0^pat 'Hpai as each a single city. The number X' is older than the

corruption which transferred from Lydia to Hellespontus at least three

cities : these are

—

BAavvSos which appears as BXaSos

KaXav8a „ „ „ SxeXcvra (t.e. [ct]s KoXavra)

STparofunua „ „ „ Btos TpaSos (t.e. C(s \p\ Tpa8(»{(Kcai'].

(3) Phrygia Pacatiana has 38 cities. The number A0 is got ly
counting Ti^/iccov ®ipa). as two.

(4) Lydia has 22 cities. The number xy' is got by counting

'AiroXXwras 'Icpof as two: if the view slated in (2) is correct, icy'

must be a later alteration.

(5) Pamphylia has at most 44 cities, even taking Jovia as a distinct

city from Termessos, Myodia from Choria Milyadica, Maximianopolis

from Etema Maximianopolis, and Demousia from Demon Sabaion. In

reality I think only 40 cities existed in it. The number ^ is got by
counting as two cities Xoipiia MtXvaStKo, ©cp/bico-o-os xal EvSoxia, Ilavc/iov

Tcr;(os, Kt^/mi Ma^{/LuavoT;7rdA.cws.

(6) Lj'cia has 32 cities. The number AS' is got by coimting double

Mvpa Mi/rpoTToAts and Kw/ti; Mooravpa : the number is therefore older

than the corruption Ko/uurropaos.

(7) Insulae has 18 cities. The origin of the number k is not

clear, for IIopo-o-eAi^n/ and 'Aorv-iraAoua could hardly be counted

double.

(8) Caria has 27 cities. The number A is got by counting double

'HpaKAcMt; 'Oy/uov, 'HpaKAcias SoAjSaKovos and Mi^rpoiroAts 'A^poSurtias, and

is therefore older than the gloss [KojKn^fia-Aucat,* which has crept from

the margin into the list.

Ptolemy is a writer whose value depends greatly on his authority,

and who has used and combined in unintelligent and self-contradictory

style several different authorities. He has used to a certain extent an

authority whose value as to the apportionment of the cities between the

different Bomau provinces was very high, possibly an official authority

of some kind. But he has tried to subdivide the provinces according to

* I.e. Krqjua ^vKiKtuov. On this imperial estate see below, C 11, auti ASP, B 4,

vheie acme correotion of my arguments is needed.
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thu old liiMt(iri«ttl uiniitiiluM, iiiid Iiiin innilu vuriouN onuni in Uoiiig ho.*

It In imrit)(m|thH iluNuribinii; tlio lUNiiiotH aii<l ilunioi of I'liryKin, liyttiii,

niul Nf^'Hin urn Ixirrowoil iVotii ono iinthorlty, iumI IiIm HnIm of iho oUIum

from at lotuit oiio <UiV««i'oiit niid oontrniliotory iiuthority, In (Jnppa-

«loutft ho IiAN \\m\\ ill pint, lui nuthoiity who doHurihod iho uonntry iin it

>vuM dividu«l into oluvun Htmtogiui, iho oluvunth oomtiHiin^ uhiuliy of

liyknoniiiu and Oiiioiun iorriiory. Tliia diviitiiin liiul hing ooiiNod to

oximi, and l*i(donty oonibinoN it in iho nioNt lilnndoring way willi ittoon-

NiNtuitt lUiilioi'itioH. Honoo ho givoN Ollm ot Oilioin 'J'raolioia twluo,t

hdtlt in Oilioin Tmohoin, diHtrioi Koiin, and in Htmtogia Aiilioo)tiuno of

( 'Uppndtwia. 'riio forntor uHHignntion wim trno in liiti own iinio; iho

hiitor w»M iruo in iito tinto of liing Arohiduim, and partiiilly irno tindoi*

AntlovhoM IV., wlio WHM king of tho idovonth Htratogiu in :t7-H ; iho

itnnio AntioohiiUK* nniNt ho dorivod from thiit briof dominion, luid wicniii

to givo a dato for l*loli<niy'H authority on tho niratogiai. llonoo alNO wo
havo HUoh alMurditioM hn liykaonia iindor Clappiidooia, but Dorlio and

liiirnnda undor Aniioohiano of Ctappadooia, and Iniiuria undvr Clalatiii.

Almimi ovory Htatnmont in Ptolemy oiin ho trauud aH tnio at Momo

poriod, yoi an oonthinrd thoy ol'ton mako a tlHNOo of uontradiotionN.

Whilo IHoIomy ih no diAloult to umo and ho liahlo to nuNluad unions

iho groatoHt oaution in tiNcd, Strabu oan hardly l)o praimsd too highly.

ITIh authority Ih naturally liighor, porhapN, in AHia Minor, than in any

othor oountry. IIIh briof doKoriptiona aro marvfllouHly auonrato, and, to

tho oyo-wiincHH, marvolloUNly luutd. I hardly ovor vonturo to attri-

buio ovon tho fault of vaguonosH to him.

Tlio Potiiingiu' Tablo iM doHoondod from an original of tho fourth

oontiiry. It givuH uh a rathor ditttortod and innoouiato pioturo of an

original, in whioh tho i-inuIh of Ania Minor woro rt^proHoniod uh radiating

from (^onstiuitinoplo hh capital. Ibit although it ilnm givoH iho roadu of

tho now, iKtat-Uomiin, poriod, yot iho original was mado Iwforo tho nid

Kontan road syHicm had Itoon entirely utiiiorHodod by tho CouHtautino-

politan nyBiom of roadH. Tho linoH of road aro indioutod aa fairly

Mtraight, radiating from OouHtantinoplo ; but ruada oroHHing from oaat to

woat, though really gn>at and direct routea of tho lioman poriod, aro

mado up of extraordinary y.igseagH, and aro frotpiently iiitorniptod.

My obligatiuuH to nuHlorn writers aro too luuneroua to monlion.

Kie)H)rt'a mai>H, lH)th the publiHhod nmpa and othera in maiuiacript of

large diatriota of Aaia Minor, havo l)cou of course my chief aid. Ilia

goueix)ua and gonial lettera and talk havo done much to help mo. I

should alao like to say how much I havo learned in the way of uiothod

from Waddingi.tn'a oooaaional topographical fragmouta — models of

roiiaouing alike in boldncaa and in aobrioty—and from some of tho

* Ho m^iHumtra Lyciu-Puinpltylia into it8 two pnrts, and puts BugitlaBsoBand Trebondui
iu I.yoia.

t In both CMca'OKfia should bo read in pinoo of 'OA/Saira.
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KoiiMVul priiiniploN enunoiiitwl by O. Ilinohfold. The germ or the fint

olonr Nintomoitt of ttliiioNt ovory prinoiple with regard to the relation of

ottioN to thoir naturttl Hiirroun<Ungii iinil the proferonoo accorded in

diiroioiit periods to diiTMrunt Niton fur oitioN, are to be found in Ilirioh-

fuhVit wrltingM : on the other hand, I am freciucntly obliged to differ

from liiN opinioriN an to the placing of oitioM, and Mometimei, e.g. in

Tuviiim and MutropoliN, he apponrii to me to draw the wrong oonolunon

from (ho faotM bufbro him. Htorrott'N two volumcM are a rich mine of

iinuRed information, gathered with groat Mkill and care. Uiii inscrip-

tiona give the Mitiiation of Adada and Pappa (though ho himiielf draws

ill both caHOM tho oppoftite inforonoe), also Horaoleia, Anaboura and

HobttHto|M)liH (already known),* TymandoM, LyMtra, and Iladrianopolin,

buNidu many villagnH, Antra, Artanada, I'linna, Hobngona, Barromacna,

(iorgoromo, and SodunoH. lie Ikui alno deduced from tho mo<lem Murvival

tho anuivnt names of LalaHNiH, IiaiiKa<loM, MinasHOH and from gonoral

oonNidorationH tho NitoH of Dorbo, Tavium, Hirica, and Timbrias. But

hJH remarks about tho situation of Aarossos, Nora, Neronopolis [ne],

Domitianopolis [ate], Delondis [tie], Maragos as a survival of Harro-

niiiUna, I'apporondoiN, and Havatra (many of which have been quoted as

conolusivo and are, owing to the great merits of his work, likely to

bocomo acooptod idontifloations), show dofootivo acquaintance with the

litoraturo of the subject, and fall book from tho modern standard of

tojiographioal reasoning to tho primitive guesswork of sixty years ago.f

Tho brilliant character of his disoovorios makes it necessary to protest

in tho interests of science against the easy acceptance of his mistakes.

At one time I hoped to ascribe to its originator the identification of

each ancient site, but time has failed. It may perhaps be possible to

ndd in tho indices a rough list of the cities placed by a few of the more

important of modem writers. It has become inevitable in a work

which is really an investigation to refer more to the mistakes than to

the merits of such writers as Le Quien : his frequent errors have passed

into literature, and his lists of bishops are quoted by writers on ecclesi-

astical history without apparently any attempt to verify his statements.

1 havo quoted a few of the mistakes which I have observed as a warning

that ho needs verification. It is a matter of great regret to me to mention

only tho faults in such a splendid work as his, and to find tliat I have so

rarely alluded to his merits, which far surpass those ofmost later writers.

it has always been a pleasure to record tho cases where Leake's

guc'SBos are oorroot. His work, however, is that of a student in his

* Anaboura, tho disoovory of which is asoribed to him by Kalbel in Hermes, was
pliiood from an inscription by me in * Athonischo Mitthoilungen,' 1888 ; Heracleia by
Wuddington, on gonoral grounds, and by Paris and Holleaux from an inscription.

Subustopolis was placed by Soliiinborn from an inscription.

t I also do not aocopt his lanura Nova, which lias bocn generally applauded, but it

is a not unnatural infuronco from his inscription ; his Tekmorion as a town also seems
to mo a mistake. .jiKti; . r i,;. .; ^ , -,
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study, not of an eyewitness,* and though he has made many admirable
guesses, his wonderful topographical eye and instinct had not a fair

opportunity in his book on Asia Minor. A word must suffice for the

admirable commentaries of Wesseling, for the accuracy and care of

Hamilton, and for Schfinbom, to whom insufficient equipment denied a
fair chance of work. Bitter's ' Eleinasien,' an indispensable work,
suffers from bad arrangement: perhaps it was want of knowledge of

the country that often mado him unable to distinguish between im-

portant and unimportant facta. I have not boon able to determine
whether Mannert or Forbiger is the worse authority : Forbiger, as more
detailed, has more opportunities to err, and uses them.

The whole subject of Anatolian topography is at present in such a
state that it cannot be discussed without a number of combinations
which have only more or less probability. These combinations may be
proved or disproved in two different ways. Either direct external

evidence may be discovered to show the name of the sites in question,

or indirect evidence may be found agreeing or disagreeing with the

scheme which is proposed for the district as a whole. My experience is

that an identification seldom stands the test of several years' careful

study without some indication turning up to confirm or disprove it.

For example, no direct evidence has been discovered to disprove the

hypothesis which I suggested in 1883, that Tiberiopolis was near

Altyntash, but that hypothesis is now so completely out of court that I

have not even referred to it as antiquated in discussing the district.

The backward state of civilisation and city-organisation around Altyu-

tash, as disclosed by the inscriptions, is quite inconsistent with a city

like Tiberiopolis, which coined money from Trajan onwards, and must
have been made a city of the Grseco-Bonian type under Tiberius.

It will be convenient to put together here a few references which
show how far the native languages weie retained in Asia Minor, and
how badly the Greek language was pronounced even where it was used.

The result of this was that local names were exposed to great alterations

when native names were turned into Greek, or when Greek words were

pronounced by natives. In the former case, the native names were

especially liable to modification through the etymologising tendency,

which tried to got forms with a meaning in Greek. In Yit. Auxeutii

(' Act. Sanct.,* Feb. 14, p. 780), which dates perhaps about 500, we read,

"'ille, qui nos de hoc instruxit, erat quidem lingua barbarus, ut qui

esset ortus ex Mysia." As to Cappadocia, Fhilostratus (Yit. Soph., II.,

13) says,—7ra;^c(fi rg yXjtirrg koi ws KaTnraSoKois ^vvij^cs, ivyKpovwv fikv ra

iv/jLtfuova Twv arot;(cio)i', (nxrrtXXotv Bi to. fjLTjKwofKva koX iirjKvvmv ra fipa\€a.

As to Cilicia, Thalelaeus, an anchoret near Gabala in Syria, spoke natu-

rally in Greek : " ille enim, Graeca lingua usus, erat enim Cilix genere "

* He made only one hurried run in winter across country fiom Constantinople to

Selefke, und touched at a few points on the west coast.
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(• Aot. Sanot,' Feb. 27, p. 681). It U implied that, if Thalelaeos had

been a Syrian, he would probably not have spoken Qreek. As to

Lykaonia, " the speech of the Lyoaonians " was the ordinary language

in the time of Saint Paul, whereas in Lydia Stiabo (p. 631) mentions

that the Lydian language had entirely disappeared in his time, but was

still spoken in Eibyra alongside of Greek, Fisidian, and the language of

the Solymoi. In Fhrygia and Pisidia I have t^everal times shown * from

the evidence of inscriptions, that the rustio population knew little or no

Greek : on the borders of Fhrygia and Lykaonia this was the case as

late as the fourth century. But there was a general belief that the

native language was vulgar, and that all persons of education ought to

use Greek : even Greek names were substituted for Phrygian, aJUrxp^v yap

Svofta tpvyuLKov ywatK* ix^iv (Maohoo, ap. Athen., p. 578). The bad

Greek of the Syrians is described about 450-60 a.d. in terms similar to

the Cappadocian Greek, oo-a xara r^v t&v Svputv SioXcktov koX rijv irpogava'av

avTots SaavrrjTa iBoKti irpin ripf innrffiif BiijXXdxOai ^vijvf rovritm rov H
<rToix€(ov tU Tov [read to] E ficraj3o\i}v, rj rov O cIs rd O, ^ rh AvdmXiv,

tj TotovTo Tivo fipaxia (• Vit. Hypatii,' Act. Sanct., June 17, p. 308).

In discussing the topography of the least known parts of Asia

Minor, my aim is to be as brief as is consistent with clearness. Often I

might spend two or three times more space in giving the reasons which

justify the position assigned, by showing that other positions which

might at a first glance seem equally suitable are, on a careful examination,

found to be impossible. It has happened in the catte of Derbe and of other

places mentioned in the following pages, that a situation, suggested by
one of the ancient references taken alone, has been preferred by me for

years, until at last I found that it led to impossible conclusions about

other places. It is, however, inconvenient to discuss every place in this

elaborate way, and, while I do it in one or two cases, in general I simply

state the positive reasons, and must ask a critic to examine whether any

change of position which suggests itself to him as plausiblo would not

be inconsistent with the situation of some better known town. It must,

however, be stated plainly at the outset that in many cases the evidence

is not sufficient to give certainty. I have in these cases tried to state it

without prejudice at its fair value. In these cases, experience of my
own gradual progress in the past makes me recognise the great proba-

bility that I shall have to correct my present scheme in various details

;

but I have confidence that the main outlines are correctly drawn in

these pages. This essay, however, ought to be supplemented by an

annual survey of the progress of discovery, such as Prof. Hirsohfeld

makes occasionally in a wider and briefer way for ancient geography

in general. Such a rSsumi, which I hope to make annually, is, however,

possible only as supplement to a single general survey.

* "The Oneoo-Roman Civilisation in Pisidia," in 'Journ. Hell. Stud.,' 1883;
" Arteinis-Leto and Apollo-Lairbenos," ib., 1889 ; " Phrygian InBcriptions of the Boman
Period," in 'Zeituchr. f. vergl. Spraohf.,' 1887.
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The time leemi to have oome when some such general survey as I

here attempt ought to be made. To those who regard the history of

the past as a right and profitable study, I need not defend myself for

trying to lay the foundations on which alone a study of the history of

Asia Minor oan be built up : every page of history furnishes example

that false topography would distort our view of the facts narrated. That

the topography of Asia Minor is at present in a most unsatisfactory state

oan readily be proved by a few examples from the recent map in

which Prof. H. Kiepert has embodied the results of modem investi-

gation. To praise Kiepert is unnecessary : his work is accepted as the

sum of pi-esent knowledge. Tet he places strategia Saravene quite 100

miles away from the position which I shall try to prove it ought to have

:

this, of course, vitiates all his ideas of the topography of Oappadooia.

Except a few old-standing identifications, there is hardly a single place

in the whole of Gappadocia which he places anywhere near the situation

that I consider right. Justinianopolis-Mokissos, one of the gresA/eat

Byzantine cities, does not appear on his map, and its place is usurped

by Aqu8B Sarveneo, which ought to be 20 hours to the north-east.

In defiance of two clear statements of Strabo that the river Earmalas

flowed through Ciiicia, he makes it a tributary of the Euphrates. It

is instmotive, as an example of almost wilful error, to read the remarks

devoted to this river by modem writers. The Earmalas and the

Melas (the latter a tributary of the Halys) are made by Mannert

tributaries of the Euphrates, and Strabo is all wrong about both of them.

Forbiger identifies the Earmalas and the Melas, and sees a X'^oof of

Strabo's ignorance in his remarks about them. Finally, alluding to my
brief correction of the modern eiTors (published in the ' Bevue Arohlo-

logique '), Prof. G. Hirschfeld gently rebukes my fault—" ist es dieser

Earmalas von dem Ramsay sagt er gehe nicht in den Euphrat, oder

liegt da auf irgend einer Seite ein Missverstandniss vor?" The only

misunderstanding is that Prof. Hirschfeld, like most people, looks on the

Zamanti Su (i.e., the true Earmalas) as a mere tributary of the Saruz

or Seihun (Saros), whereas both in length of course and (so far as I have

seen) in volume of water the Zamanti Su is the chief river, and the

Saros is its tributary. The maps misled Prof. Hirschfeld ; I spoke from

perisonal knowledge. Prof. Eiepert is almost the only scholar who does

not condemn an eye-witness that diifers from his maps.

When two important points on a road are identified, e.g. Ankyra and

Arohelais, it might seem to be an easy matter to place the intermediate

stations at suitable distances on the map between them. Prof. Eiepert's

map in eastern Asia Minor often confines itself to this, taking as correct

numerous errors of the Itineraries.* But, even where the Itineraries are

approximately correct, he sometimes makes roads follow a route which

* For example, the town vhioh ought to be called Ozizala appears on his map aa

Ozalla, and a number of roada are given, in which sometimes all and sometimes several

of the stations are falsely inserted there by mistakes in the Peotinger table.
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is inoorreot and in defiance of natural featorea, and thus the position

which he gives to the intermediate points is far from the true situation

:

take, for example, the roads from Ankyra to Archelais, from Ankyra to

Oeesareia, and from Amaseia to Neootesareia, and compare the situations

of the towns on them with the following elucidation.

In a word, either my work is a mistake, or the map of a great part

of Asia Minor must be revolutionised.

The lesson which is frequently enforced to the student of topography

is the need of caution in accepting identifications founded on resem-

blance between the modem and the ancient name. Such resemblance

is often quite illusor)', yet identifications founded on it possess the most
enduring vitality ; some of them have been my enemies for years, and I

have exposed them time after time, only to find them repeated afi%sh

in almost every new writer. Several of them, fortunately, have been

rejected by Prof. Eiepert in his new map, and there is some hope that

they may now gradually pass into oblivion : among them are the identi-

fication of Eoloe with the modem Eoula, and of Themissonion with the

present Tefenni. The latter, however, has been a striking example of

the vitality of error. Started by some one who pointed out that the

two names had some likeness,* it has maintained itself in spite, first of

all, of M. Waddington's proof that Themissonion could not possibly be

near Tefenni, and that it must be in the valley of Kara Eyuk, and after-

wards of my proof, referred to or repeated in French, English, and
American journals, to the same efieot in a more detailed way, showing

that it was at Kara Eyuk Bazar, and finally in spite of Prof. Eiepert's

new map ; and its effects are seen in the latest number of the ' Bulletin

de Correspondance HeUSnique,'t where MM. Cousin and Diehl labour

to show, on the evidence of an inscription found miles away to the

south, that Eriza was at Kara Eyuk Bazar. Prof. Kiepert, however,

repeats the equally absurd suggestion that Ilouza was at Ilyas or Elyes

;

the resemblance is here a little greater, but Ilyas means " Ellas," and
has nothing to do with Ilouza, which is frequently called Elouza and
is apparently the same as Aloudda.^

Even when a correct identification has been made by a skilful or

happy conjecture, it often fails to find acceptance. For example, Leake

correctly identified Lystra, but nobody accepted his opinion till Prof.

Sterrett discovered the proof that he was right. Leake also correctly

stated that Manlius marched along the lake of Buldur, but even in his

latest map Kiepert follows Hirsohfeld's view that he marched along the

* The likeness is not really so great even as that between Macedon and Monmouth

;

there is a T in both in Engli^, but not in Greek.

t This journal, more valuable than any other to the student of Asia Minor, has
during recent years sometimes treated very insufSciently the topography of the country.

See Aigai, Eukhaita, Eyon, Lystra, Isba, &o.

X D and Z are often equivalent in Asia Minor names, e.g. Xazianzos and
Nadiandos. ., ,<,n >,,;„,,
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KeMtel Lake. Unoertainty remains lo long ai no definite evidenoe la

given to rapport an identification. In many oaiet no epigraphio

evidence remains or can be hoped for ; and then all that can be done is

to examine the evidence, not for a tingle town, but for all the towns of

the district, and thus to form a complete scheme. In many cases it is

found that the evidence about a town is so vague as to suit several

different positions equally well; but a systematic investigation will

show that other names have to be given to some of these positions, and

that only one remains open to the town in question.

The references in the following pages have been gathered in the

course of years : many of them were copied out at the time when I first

found them, and in a number of cases I have not the op}K>rtunity of

verifying the references, but must trust to my manuscript notes. The
references to Bysantine historians are to the pages of the Bonn edition,

except in Theophanes (de Boor), Zosimus (Mendelssohn), and Zonaras.

The references to the * ActaConciliorum ' have been gathered at different

times from three different editions.*

In some cases it may perhaps appear that the changes which I

assume in the Byzantine rendering of old names are too violent. Some
of these are due to corruption of the text, but the majority are the real

spoken names, and the variations from the literary form are of great

interest. But I think that any one who goes over the Byzantine docu-

ments will find many cases which are beyond doubt, and yet which are

quite as violent as any that I now propose. In 1883 I showed that

Eonionpolis of Hiorocles had no connection with Eonni, but is a cor-

ruption of Dionysonpolis ; and probably no one doubts this. Such

errors as these occur often, even in Hierocles, and his lists are far. more

correct than the ecclesiastical lists. I take one example of subsequent

confirmation. In 1888 6 'Ixp^v was misunderstood by me. In 1887 I

saw that it was an error of the scribe for 'I)3piW, and denoted the city

Bria.t Looking over the MSS. in the Bodleian Libraiy in 1888, 1 found

this conjecture confirmed (see Bria).

In the following pages great use has been made of the Byzantine

authorities, the lists in the 'Acta Conoiliorum,'^ in the 'Notitiss

Episcopatuum,' and in ' Hierodes,' the local references (which are some-

times useful in default of other evidence §) lurking in the 'Acta Sancto-

* I often refer to my ' Cities and Bishoprios of Phrygia' as OB (see 'Journal of

Hellenic Studies,' 1888 and 1887), to my * Antiquities of Southern Phrygia and the

Border Lands' as ASP (see 'Amerieaa Journal of AroluBology,' 1887 and 1888). I

formerly hoped to include here everything of any value in all other old papers of mine,

but economy of space has made this impossible.

t See the tables of Pacatiana, CB, parts I. and II.

t I might quote as examples of the information to be gained from a signature, the

identifloation of Ptolemy's Talbonda with the bishopric Tymandos, and the specification

of the Phrygian Pentapolis.

§ The decisive information, e.g., abont Batala Lydiis and SosopoUs Pisidia comes

ftom this source.
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rum/ and, abore all, the description of campaigns in th« hiat ^riana. The
comparison of the accounts given of the same oampaign by different

writen (except where one copies from thi other) fre(|Mntly makes the

situation quite plain : some detail oooarring m one writer makes all the

others quite clear. Frequently, also, the study of the strategy in one

campaign has given the due' to explain another campaign which took

place centuries earlier or later. These references have been entirely

collected from the original authorities in the course of my own readings*

It might have saved me much time if I had known sooner of Muralt's

' Essai de Ohronographie Byzantine
;

' f hut I should also have lost

much, for if I had known that work I should perhaps never have gone

through the originals myself, and should have missed a number of useful

references which are not given by him, as being useless for his purposes.

But still much evidence remains, for I never spend a few hours over

a Byzantine historian without discovering passages that had either

eluded my observation or baffled my understanding.

The space devoted to the different cities is not proportionate to their

historical importance, but only to the new topographical material that I

have collected. In some cases I have practically nothing to add to the

information published already. It is unnecessary to discuss once more

cities whose situation is universally accepted ; and even where a situation,

not universally accepted, seems to me to have been satisfactorily proved

by any writer, I content myself with the reference.

In giving an account of the roads, I have generally added a statement

of distances.' Some of these are very rough approximations, and perhaps

should have been omitted altogether ; but as in some oases, where I

knew the country well, I have confidence that my estimates are near the

truth, I have thought it more likely to be useful if I gave similar

estimates in other oases also. The native system of reckoning by hours

is wonderfully accurate. You cannot be sure, if you ask a single

native, that his estimate is the commonly accepted one ; but if you get

several together, and they discuss the matter, their final opinion is

almost invariably a very good estimate of the distance. I reckon three

miles to the native hour ; but for my own hours of actual riding I allow

three and a half English miles.

For the sake of completeness, it has appeared more useful to violate

a principle on which I have usually acted, and to write a sketch of

districts which I have never seen. It was otherwise impossible to give

* In a few cases I have borrowed and acknowledged quotations which I have not,

in Aberdeen, the means of verifying.

t I met the book first in the Library of the American School of Athens in 1888. It

has been of the greatest use to me, and, in order to facilitate the work of other students,

I have inserted the dates according to Murolt (which often are decidedly arbitrary), so

that reference to him is always easy. But I owe to him, as yet, only one useful reference

that had escaped me—Const. Forph., de adm. imp., o. 50. The use which I have made
of this passage will show its extreme importance.

VOL. IV. I
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that aooount of the rdada whioh is the chief object of the whole paper.

Moreover, it is now, with the additional light thrown on Hierooles by
the thorough examination of Phrygia and the border lands, possible to

give a sketch of other provinces, whioh should fix their bounds and be

useful both to scholars and to travellers, without aiming at that minute-

ness whioh can be ventured on in the districts which I have examined

personally. It is possible, e. g., to prove that Hadrianoutherai or Olba

or Adrasos is to be sought in a particular neighbourhood, and leave to

future discoverers the pleasure of discovering the exact situation of

each.

In examining the Roman road-system in detail, I have divided it

into districts. In some districts I first describe the main lines of road,

and then, inasmuch as during that description I have often to assume

the exact situation of cities which occur on the roads, I add a sketch of

the ancient topography of the district. But in most of the provinces it

is easier to take the cities first, and the roads after. The description

and the sketch depeud each on the other to such an extent that either

might, with almost eqxial propriety, be placed first ; but, on the whole,

the order of exposition which I have adopted seemed better. The order

of exposition is often rather awkward : this is partly due to a change

and enlargement of plan after half of the essay was in type. The index

will, I hope, help the reader to collect all the references to any city.

A.

—

Cities and Bishoprics of Btzantink Asia.

1. Asia, in the restricted Byzantine sense, is too wide and too little

known to me, so that I cannot venture to discuss minutely the sites of

all the cities. But it is easy to divide Hierocles' list into geographical

groups.

He begins with the metropolis Ephesos, and then takes a city on the

coast to the south—Anea. This brings him to the lower part of the

Mseander valley. The Mseander seems to have divided Byzantine Asia

from Caria, and in older times Lydia from Caria.

2. He enumerates the cities of the Mseander valley from west to

east—Priene, Magnesia, Tralleis, Nyssa, BriouUa, Mastaura. Mastaura

retains its name as Mastavro, near Nazli, and Brioula as Billara, near

Horsunlu (see ASP, c. 2) ; strictly, Mastaura should come before Brioulla

in the order. Strabo (p. 650) has it correctly, BpiovXa, Mda-ravpa,

'A^apaKa.

3. He crosses to the Eaystros valley. Anineta is unknown, but the

following ten are for the most part certainly in that valley. Hypaipa

was probably at or near Odemish. Arkadiopolis is apparently a temporary

name of the ancient Teira, modem Thira. Dios Hieron was perhaps

even lower down the valley than these two cities, and nearer

Ephesos, for it appears from the first onwards as ^uxriplrai in the
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ASIA.

'

Coins.
Cono. Chalced.

A.V. 4B1.
HIeroclet, 630. Cone. Nlo. II. 787.

-

E<i>EZinN Ephesua Ephesos I. Ephesos
NEAnoAirnN • ayp • Anaia Auaia Anea Thiaciae
npiH Priene Priene Priene
MArNHTQN Magnesia Mae. Magnesia Mae.

Tralleis

Magnesia Mae.
TPAAAEON Tralleis Tralleis

NYZAEON Nyssa Nyssa Nyssa
BPIOYAEITON Brioula Prioulla Brioula
MAi.lAYPEITnN Mastauia Mastaura Mastaura
ANINHZION Aninetos Anineta •

YnAinHNflN Hypaipa Hypepa Hypaepa

KAYZTPIANHN Arcadiopolis Aidioupolis Arcadiopolis

AlOZIEPEUnN Dies Hieron Dies Hieron
/[DiosH. or Christ-!

\ opolifl, 680.] /
EugazaKAYZTPIANflN Theodos. Euaza Euaza

KIABIANnN-TON-ANQ • • Eolose KaJoe
• Argiza Algiza

jNikopolis \
XPalaiapolis/

Algiza

KIABIANnN • NIKAEON Falaiapolis Palaiopolis

KIABIANnN • KEAITON Baretta Baretta Bareta
AYPHAIO TMQ • Auliou Eome Yalent. Aulioukome • •

^ , Nea Aulo Neaule • •

K0A0*nNION Kolophon Kolophon • •

MHTPOnOAEITflN Metropolis Metropolis • •

AEBEAION Lebedos Lebedos Lebedos
THIflN Teon Tecs ,,

ZMYPNAIQN Smyrna Smyrna II. Smyrna I
KAAZOMENinN Klazomenai Klazomenai
EPYePAIQN Erytlirai Satiote Erythrae
MArNHTnN-ZinYAOY Magnesia Magnesiasoupolis Magnesia
AirAIEDN; AITAEON Aegae Apae Agae
THMNEUnN Temeuos TemnoB Tymnos

PhoceanKAIEQN ; ^flKAEflN Pliocaea Pkokaia
,

'

MYPINAIflN Myrina - Myrina Myrrhina
KYMAinN Mylce Myke Kymae

nEPrAMMNON Pergamos Pergamos Pergamos

EAAITflN Elaea Elaia Elca
niTANAinN Fitana Pittane Pitane
ATTAEirnN Asaion Tianai (Tiarai) Sion

nEPHEPHNinN Theodosiopolis Asiae Tlieodosioupolis • •

AAPAMYTHNQN Adramyttion
^Adramyttion ot\
\ Lymesoa /

Atramyton

ANTANAPinN Antandros Antandros Antandros
rAPrAPEQN a • Gadara Gargiira
AEZION Assos Assos Assos

NAY (MtvallKiis \

\Nauloohos/
• •

•• ••

In 787 Niccphorus Arcadiopolis and Joannes Arcadiopolis occur in different lists, both b
Miie. are both mentioned in several different lists side by side. Not. VII. omits Anea. Not.
Not. XIII. puts Smyrna for Myrina, and adds note that it is a metropolis.
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rocleg, B30. Cone. Nlo. U. 787. NotlUao Vn., Vin., IX. Notltia I. Notitue m., X., xm.

08 I. Ephesos I. 1 Ephesos 1 Ephews 1 Ephesos
Anea Tbiaoiae 23 Anea 23 Anea 21 Anea

1 Priene 24 Proele 24 Prifinfi 22 Proine
38ia Mae. Magnesia Mae. 4 Magnfsia Mae. 4 Magn&ia Mae.

3 Traleis
4 Magnesia

is Tralleis 3 Tralleis 8 Tralleis

Nyssa 16 Nysa 16 Nysa 15 Nyssa
la Brioula 11 Bryoulla 11 Brioula H ByriouUa
ura Mastaura 9 Mastaura 9 Mastaura
ta • • 21 Aninata 21 Aninata 19 Aninata
)a Hypaepa 2 Hypepa 2 Hypepa 2 Apatos

ipolis Arcadiopolis 25 Arcadioupolis 25 Arcadioupolis /23 Arkadionpoli8\
\36 Thyraioi /

iieron
/[Dio8H.orChri8t-\

\ opoliB, 680.] /
27 Dios Hieron 27 Dios Hieron 25 Dios Hieron

Eugaza 28 Augaza
10 Kafoe

28 Augaza 26 Augaza
> Kaloe 10 Kalod 10 Kaloe
k Algiza • • •. • •

polia \
apolis/

Palaiopolis 88 Palaionpolia 88 Palaiovpolis 35 Palaionp.

a Baieta 19 Bareta 19 Baretta 18 Bereta
ikome • • 15 Auriliioupolis 15 Aureliopolis 14 Aurelioupolis
8 • 26 Nea Aule 26 Nea Aule 24 Nea Aule
lion , , SO Koloplioue 30 Kolophonfi 28 Kolophdn
lolis , , 18 Metropolis 18 Metropolis 17 Metropolis
OS Lebedos 31 Lebedos 31 Lebedos 29 Lebedos

,^ 32 Teos 32 TWs 80 Teos
a II. Smyrna II. Smyrna II. 1 Smyrna II. 1 Smyrna
nenai , , 34 Klazomenai 84 Klazomenai II. 4 Clazomenai
B Erythrae 33 Erythrai 33 Erythrai 31 Erythrai
Biasoupolis Magnesia 20 Magnesia Nelios 20 Magn€ida IL 3 Magn. Aneiiou

II. 6 ArchangelosAgae ., ,,

>B Tymnos ,

,

.. II. 7 Petra
ia - Phocea 14 Phokia 14 Phokia II. 2 Phokaia
X Myrrhina 13 Myrina 13 Myrrinfi 13 MyiThina

Kymae 87 Kyme 37 Kym6 34 Kym6
/37 Khlyaroi \
\20 Pergamoi /

nos Pergamoa 22 PergamoB
-

22 Pergamos

Elea 5 Elida 5 Elaia 5 Elea
B Pitane 12 Pitgane 12 Fittamne 12 PittamnS
(Tiarai) Sion 29 6 Xiiiv 29 6 ^idv 27 S 2ii£>'

Qsioupolis • •
f36 Theodosioupolisj

\ Perperine J

|36 Theotlosioupolis or'l

\ Peperine /

rSS Theodosioupolis
\

\ or Pepermeus /
nyttion or'k

•nesos /
Atramyton 6 Adramyntion 6 Adramytion 6 Atramytion

iios Antandros 35 Tandros 85 Antandroi 32 Attandros
k Gargara 8 Gargaron 8 Gargara 8 Gargara

Assos 7 Absos 7 Absob 7 Assos
•• 17 Mascha Home 17 Mascha Korae 16 Mascha Kome

•• ••

•

•• II. 7 Sosandra

iiopolis occur in different lists, both being given under Asia. Basil of Magnesia and Basil of Mngnesia

y Bide. Not. VII. omits Anea. Not. X., III. give Hypaipa twice, both as nrchbishopric and as bishopric.

; is a metropolis.

Toface page lOi.
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lists of the Delian Oonfederaoy, to which only oities near the

coast belong. It may be beside Eos Bunar, where some remark-

able archaic monuments exist.* Euaza seems to be the same as

Augaza in the 'Notitise'; its site is unknown. Eolose is usually

called Eoloe or Ealoe in the ' NotitisB ' and Councils ; it is still named
Eeles. Algiza seems to be the same place as Argiza ; I shall discuss

it more fully below. Nikopolis is certainly the Nikaia of coins, one of

the cities of the Eilbianoi. The inhabitants of the middle Eaystros

valley were called Eaystrianoi, and of the upper valley Eilbianoi.

Falaiapolis is still called Baliamboli, which is only the modem pro-

nunciation of iraXaiav iroXiv. Baretta is unknown.

All those cities appear in the ' Notitiee Episoopatuum ' except Nikopolis

and Algiza. In addition, the Thyraioi are mentioned in Not. iii. ; this

appears to be a false entry, as Thira is already mentioned under the

name Arcadiopolis. The double entry arises from the carelessness wilh

which the registers were kept. The official name had disappeared from

common use, and the popular name Thyrea or Thyraia was added at the

end. - .f '

^
'

-^
'- ' '-'-':- .,- -"

4. Next, Hierocles gives the cities between the Eaystros and Hermos

valleys. We have Auliou Eome, and Nea Aule, which is proved by the

inscription published as No. Ka in the Smyrna Mouseion, vol. i., p. 120,']'

to have been not very far from Fhiladelpheia, probably in a glen

of Mount Tmolos. Eolophon, Metropolis, Lebedos, Teos, Smyrna,

Elazomenai, and Erythrai (mis-spelt Satrote), all belong to this group.

5. The following belong to the lower Hermos valley, Magnesia,

Aigai (called Apae) {, and Temnos ; the middle Hermos valley belongs

to Byzantine Lydia. Ducas calls the river Hermon.§

The whole of groups 4 and 5 appear in the Notitiae except Aigai,

Temnos, and Auliou Eome.

6. On the coast between Hermos and Eaikos are Fhokaia, Myrina,

and Eyme (called Myke) ; strictly Kyme should come before Myrina.

7. The Eaikos valley embraces Fergamos, Elaia, Fitana, Tianai or

Tiarai, and probably Theodosiopolis or Feperine. I regard Tianai as

the correct form, not Tiarai, and see in it an inference of Hierocles from

the ecclesiastical form 6 Tiaviui/ {ima-Kowoi), which is probably derived

from Attea, known to be a town of Mysia, and in this district. 6 Ttavwv

is probably the same bishop who is commonly mentioned in Councils

and NotitioB as o Suuv.
||

Described by M. Weber in Vlov<r(7ov Sjuwpv., vol. ir.

t Read Ait Kopv<f>al<f Ala SoovctC'oi' UtavKtlrnv : the stone is at Pbikdelpheia.

X 'Ardri, a mistake in the MSS. for 'Aydri, which Hierocles gets from some ecclesi^

aslical list, similar to those of the later C!onc. Nicaen. ii.

§ idpitis Hi/i^aiof fi^xP' Tov "Ep/uwvos irorofiov. Ducas, p. 83.

y The form 6 'Airedwv in ' Gonoil. Ghalced.' seems to connect the others : 'Avitwv seems
to be for 'AiraUuv (= *Airaiaiwv), and this for 'Arat^wv or 'Ara^wv from 'Atom, op.

KoTta^uc, Aopv\a4uv, *AKKi\»iuv,

I 2
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8. Along tho north coast are Adramyttion, Antandros, Oargara

(called Gadara), and Assos.

The whole of groups 6, 7, and 8, are mentioned in the ' Notitin.'

9. The Notitiw, while omitting Nikopolis, Algiza, Aulion Eome, Aigai,

and TemnoB, add to this list Maaoha Eome and Auroliopolis. Not. iii.,

X., xiii., also add Ehliara, which is mentioned hy Anna and other late

writers as situated a little east of Pergamos. Of these omitted cities,

Argiza, Auliou Eome, Aigai, and Temnos are mentioned at Ooncil.

Chalced. a.d. 451,* and were, therefore, bishoprics in the time of Hierocles.

10. Hierocles is confirmed as to Auliou Eome by the lists of the

Council of Ohaloedon. In a list appended to Actio XV. the name
appears as Thomas Auliocomenus et Yalentiniapolitanus, proving that

Valentiniana or Yalentinianopolia was either a title given to Auliou

Eome in the fourth and fifth centuries, or more probably the name of a

neighbouring small town united with it in one bishopric. Now we have

seen that, according to the order of Hierocles, Auliou Eome lies between

the Hermos and Eaystros valleys, and probably, like Nea Aule, in a glen

of Mount Tmolos.t In this situation there was a town which struck

coins under Hadrian and M. Anrelius Ceesar with the legend TMOAEITON,
and with such types as TMnAOC. It was afterwards named Aurolio-

polis, but the identity of the two places is proved by a coin shown me
by Mr. Lawson of Smyrna, who rightly inferred the identity from the

legend AYPHAIO • TMn. The probability that Auliou Eome is an orror

for Au[re]liou Eome is thus suggested. Now we have seen that Au'iou

Eome, or Au[re]liou Eome was a bishopric, and yet it is omitted :in the

Notitiea Episoopatuum ; but the latter all give Auroliopolis, which

Hierocles has not, even although it was so important as to strike coins

already under Commodns. Now the principle is accepted throughout

this study that a city which coins money under the Roman Empire, and

can be traced as a bishopric in the Notitiee, ought to be mentioned by

Hierocles, and where it fails, we have the alternative either that it

appears under some other name, or that it is omitted only through some

error. In this case the probability is that Auroliopolis of mount Tmolos

is the same as Au[re]liou Kome, also of mount Tmolos.}

11. Nikopolis ought perhaps to be considered only as a fault of

** The relation of Hierocles to the lista of Chalcedon is often verf close. The
agreement in respect of these four names is noteworthy, and, besides this, Kyme is given

AS Myke in both authorities, and both also agree in the form Euaza aa distinguished

from Augaza of the Notitise.

t Tmolos was a remarkably fertile range, as is proved by the following quotations :

—

nc^iSrcvrai is Kopv^^v &Hpav, Hinrtp 6 iv AuS/91 T/iw\of, Fhilostf., Vit. Apoll., ii.

p. 26 (49) ; r«<£8n ifm Kal TtapmrXitvia rQ AuSSf r/iiiKv, Philostr., Vit. Apoll., vi. p. 123

(239). It is famed for its vines, Ovid, Met., 6, 15 vineta Timoli ; Virg. Oeorg., 2, 97.

X Being on the frontier of Byzantine Asia and Lydia, it seems to have been inserted

in the lists of both provinces ; comparo Hadriani. Yalentinianopolis is then a name of

Perikome, see Lydia. M. Earinos, in Mous. Smym. II., gives a totally different theory

about Aureliopolis.
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Boparation : tho entry in Hierooles ought to bo a single city Nikopolis

(or Nikaia) Falaiapolis. Palaiapolis and Eolose are neighbouring oities

which seem to have straok coins under the name Eilbianoi in the Roman
period. The liHt of the Council of Chalcedon has Algiza Palaiapolis,

while Hierooles has Algiza Nikopolis Palaiapolis.* Nikaia or Nikopolis

was one of the oities of the Kilbianoi, and, therefore, mast probably

have been, as Hierooles gives it, between Kolose and Palaiapolis, if it

be not identical with the latter. There is therefore only a choice of

two alternatives : either Nikopolis Palaiapolis is one city, or they are

two neighbouring cities, making one biuhopric.

12. Aroiza, or Aloiza, is mentioned with both spellings at Chalce«

don and always appears among the bishoprics of Asia. Now Argiza has

been recently discovered by Dr. Fabrioius in the province of Hellespon-

tus, and Hierooles gives it in that province. Algiza is also mentioned

at Concil. Nicsen. II., a.d. 787, and there also it always appears among
the cities of Asia. The order of signature at the latter Council is closely

according to provinces, and at Chalcedon it approximates to that arrange-

ment. Two possibilities are therefore open. There may havo been two

cities, one Argiza in Hellespontus, known only from an inscription and

from Hierooles ; the other, Algiza, or Argiza, in Asia, known only from

Hierooles and from two Councils. The other possibility is that, through

some old connection or some unexplained reason, Argiza of Hellespontus

was in the earlier ecclesiastical system subject to the metropolitan of

Asia, and Hierooles, being much influenced by the ecclesiastical lists in

that province, inserted Algiza among tho cities of the Kaystros valley.f
while in Hellespontus, where he is quite independent of the ecclesiasti-

cal lists, he gives it as Argiza. The second alternative seems more

probable.

13. The discrepancies between Hierooles and the Notitiae are now
reduced to this, that the latter omit Aigai and Temnos, and give Mascha

Kome, which Hierooles has not. I shall proceed in the next paragraphs

to show that Aigai and Temnos were separated from Ephesos and placed

under the metropolis Smyrna. As to Mascha Kome, I can only suggest

that it was raised to the rank of a bishopric later than a.d. 530. I can-

not accept M. Earinos's view about it ; his identifications of Palaiapolis

and Stratonikaia are excellent (Mous. Smyrn. II.).

14. Smyrna was raised to the rank of a metropolis, probably later

than Hierooles, but certainly before the date of the Notitiee. The order

of signatures at the Councils shows that it was not a metropolis in

451 A.D., but it was so certainly in 692, and probably even in 536. The

* I assume Lore tho close relationship of Hierooles' list of Asia with that of the Concil.

Chalcedon,

t At Chalcedon it is put next to Palaiapolis; Hierooles separates them only by
Nikopolis. In 787, at Cono. Nic. II., the names often go in groups closely approxi-

mating to groups in Uieroclee. An Algiza also occurs in the Tekmoriau inscriptions.
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probability is that it wm railed to the rank of a metropolis by JuBtinian

(a.d. 527-63). Notitite iii., x., give a liat of tho bishopriofl whioh

were placed under it. They are as follows :

—

NolitU UI. MoUlU X.

ry l/tipinit 'Afflas, rf Ifiipvp rflf 'Airtat.

!

a' i *wKa/ot. 1 6 ^wKolat.
'

B' 6 MaytiriolM tow 'AvriKlov. 2 6 Ma7wj«r(a».^8 6 'Ak»)\(oi;.
1

y' 6 KKaCotuw&if. 4 i K\a(oitii>9ai/,

8' 6 tutrAvSpov. 7 i tuirMpwy.

•' 6 'Apxory'^ov- 6 6 rou 'ApXTy^^""-

i' t Tflf n4rpat. C i rtjt n4Tp»s,

These six * bishoprics form a distinct local group, roadily aocessiblo

from their metropolis Smyrna. Fhokaiu, Elazomenai, and Magnesia ad

Sipylum,f are well known, and were bishoprics previously under

Ephesos. Sosandros was probably Nymphaion, the modern Nymphio
(Turkish Nif). John Ducas died at Nymphaion, and was buried iv rg

ftov^ Tutv iiMrdvSpoiv, ^v avros iBtiftaro, in the great ohurch of the Virgin of

Sosandra, at Magnesia, whioh he had built himself. Now, the bishopric

Sosandra or Sosandros cannot be Magnesia itself, for that is a separate

bishopric, but it must be some place conveniently near Magnesia, so that

the same Virgin might be worshipped at both places. It must also be

naturally connected with Smyrna, so as to be subject to that metropolis.

Now, if Nymphaion were a bishopric at all, it must almost necessarily

be subject to Smyrna; and its importance, arising from its position

as chief city of a fertile little valley, and attested by the frequent

references in later history, shows that it must have been a bishopric.

It appears, therefore, in the ecclesiastical lists, not by its heathen name,

but by a Christian title. |

15. Arcuangelos. The bishopric of the Archangel (Michael) also

bears a Christian title, derived from its chief church, which has replaced

the Pagan name. The following passage seems to prove that it was
identical with or close to Temnos:—In a.d. 1413, Mahomet came by
Pergamos and Eymeinto the plain of Menemen, and thence to Nym-
phaion. There are only two ways to advance from Menemen plain to

Nymphaion ; one along the coast and through tho valley of Smyrna,

the other round the north side of Sipylos. Mahomet could not take the

former road, for Smyrna was in the hands of his enemy Tchineit, and

* Nilus DoxapatriuB says that there were five bishoprics under Smyrna, but does not

name them. Probably 5 is a mistake for G in Lis text.

t On Magnesia and its water-supply, see Georg. Pachym., ii. p. 440.

X A city receiving the name of its principal church is very common in Byzantine

times. Nymphaion is mentioned by Georg. Paoliym., i. p. 125, ii. p. 220 ; Niceph. Greg.,

a pp. 44 and 50, also 137, 190 ; Ducas, 88, 104, 19<( • Anna Comn., ii. 252.
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only after oapttiring Nymphaion was he able to maroh againit Smyrna.
Ho therefore mtut have taken tho other road, paat Temnoi and Magnesia.

The Turkish name of the fortress of Arohangelos was Eayajik.* The
rook on which Temnoe \ aa situated, high and difficult, was a very

strong fortress by nature, commanding the narrow pass between the

lower and middle valleys of the Hermos : it is, moreover, only a small

rock, " Eay^jik," in comparison with the surrounding mountains. The
only other possibility is that Arohangelos-Eay^ik was Neonteichos or

Menemen, and in either case Archangeloa would replace the older

TemnoB. In modem time Menemen has entirely taken tho place of

Temnos, which is deserted.

16. The plain of Menemen is mentioned in another passage, when
Musulman marched from Lopadion by Fergamos and Monomen to

Smyrna and EphosoB.t "^^^ bishopric of Temnos or Archangolos must
have included tho entire territory along the lower Hermos from the sea

to the borders of the Magncsian territory at the entrance to the Boghaz.

There would be included in it the following old Greek towns :—Larissa,

Melanpagos, Leukai, Neonteichos, and Herakloia ad Sipylum, besides the

town of Menemen, which seems to have risen to importance in later

Byzantine time. I have placed these cities in my 'Contributions to

the History of Southern Aeolis,' Fart II., X where I omitted to mention

that Herakleia ad Sipylum coined money under the later emperors.

This bishoprio then included the whole territory bounded by Smyrna,

Magnesia, Aigai, Eyme, Fhokaia, and the Qulf of Smyrna.

17. Petba is unknown to me, but as Aigai and Temnos naturally go

together, and as tho foimer was conveniently situated so as to be in

connection with Smyrna, I conjecture that Fetra took the place of Aigai.

18. Notitiee i., vii., viii., ix. do not give any bishoprics as subject

to Smyrna. It is also clear that at Conoil. Nicscn. II., in 787, Smyrna

had not yet subjected to it Fhokaia, Magnesia, Aigai, and Temnos. It

is not therefore clear why these Notitias should omit Aigai and

Temnos, though it is easy to see why these two cities are omitted in

Notitise iii., x.

19. I may add here a few notes on some of the cities in this list, on

points which are either disputed or unnoticed.

Ephesos was famous for the great church of St. John Theologos, built

on the hill beside the modern railway station, Ayasaluk. This church

and the castle on the hill § gradually became the centre of a town, while

* tls rhv rov Matco/t^yov kJ^kov ^v 8^ iKti ippoipiov 6xvphy rh rov 'Apxceyy^^ou

XtyS/ifvoy, ol TovpKoi Si Kayiar^iiK ntrwv6iiaaav, Duous, p. 103.

t From Lopadion tl$ U^pya/iov (H^KfWtv) iv r& itdixirip rov Maico/t/vou, 6,irh Si rod

Kdiiwou 4v :i,n<ipv\i, Duoos, p. 85. I have conjecturally ineerted two words, which are

absolutely necessary to the sense.

% 'Journal of Hellenic Studies,' 1881.

§ On the church see Procopius de Aedif,, V. ; Theophan., p. 469, KnirtKiiiv *U 'f.iptiTov

Ko) *U rhv 9fo\6yoy, The PauUcians penetrated into tho Thrakesion Theme as far as
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Epbesos decayed and is now deserted. Thua the plain reverted to its

original state; for before the Greek city was built, the sanctuary of

Artemis, which is near the hill, was the centre to which the whole

valley looked. The name Ayio Theologo has become Ayo-thologo, and

finally Ayosoluk, or Ayasaluk. Mr. Wood has been misled by the last

syllable of the modern name, and understands it as "Ayiot Aoi/kos, and

even Prof. G. Hirschfeld has followed him in this error.* But the

latter name could only become Ayo-luk or A'iluk: moreover, no con-

nection of St. Luke with Ephesos is known, for the so-called " Tomb of

St. Luke " is, as M. Weber has proved, and as Prof. G. Hirschfeld recog-

nised even from Mr. Wood's description, a Greek ^olyandrion. The name
Theologos is known to have been used both in Byzantine writers, con-

formably to the habit of naming towns according to the chief church in

them, and also in early Turkish times, for coins of an early Turkish

chief are known with the Latin legend, " Moneta que fit in Theologo." f

At or beside one of the theatres in Ephesos was a shrine of Heracles

Apotropaio84 The plain beside Ephesos was called T^ovKavurnjpiv

(Theoph., p. 439). The mountain on the north side was, as has

been generally recognised, Gallesion or Galesion : there was a monas-

teiy in the mountain.§ M. Weber has published a useful study of

Ephesos, with the only good map of the city and surroundings.

The smaller detached hill to the north within Ephesos, which was
named Pion in Boman time, was apparently called by a different name
afterwards : the Cave of the Seven Sleepers in the hill, which is still

shown, and which has always been a place of annual pilgrimage,|| is

said in 'Act. Sanct.' (July 27, p. 395), to be in Mount Chaos or Celeos,

Caelius, Ochlon or XctAaiov. Pyrgion was a village at some little

distance from Ephesos, on the skirts of Mount Tmolos. (Ducas, p. 83.)

The following quotations refer to an c^oSos of the goddess, who was
carried through the city and back to her temple (such a progress of the

goddess through her city is well known at Eomana Pontica and else-

where). I think that they have not been used by the writers who
have discussed the cultus of Artemis at Ephesos ; vap '£<^e(r(ois iopri],

Karoyciytoi' vtt airrStv Kakovfiivrf' Kara yovi' ravrqv poiraXd re avaipovfjifvoi,

St. John Theologos, and stubled their horses in the church, Genes., p. 121. On the

castle Ty Kar' 'Etpfffov <f>povplif, Qeorg. Pach3mi., ii. 220.

* Note on his paper on " The March of Manlius " in Gratulationsschrift dcr Kouigsb.

Univ. f. d. Arch. Inst, in Rom, 1879.

t Compare the similar coins ''>r Magnesia, moneta que fit in Manglasia.

X fh Qiarpov, ol rb toO 'Airorpoirafou ISptrrai, .... tari. 8i 'HpoKKris, Philostr., Vit.

Apoll., iv. p. 63 (130-1).

§ Niceph. Greg. iv. p. 107, compare note in ii. p. 1172. Joseph, head of tho

monastery, is mentioned by Georg. Fach., i. p. 291. On the extent of Gallesion, cp.

Ducas, 87 and 194.

II
In recent years, under the influence of Mr. Wood's researches, this pilgrimage and

festival are extended to the so-called " Tomb of Saint Luke," but previously Saint Luko
had no share.
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Kcu ci3a>Xa 8ta )(€ipoi ?)(0iTes, Kal riva vipmOivre^ eavrois irpofrwTreta, t^s

T€ TToAcws avai^v to. iTrurrjuoTtpa fnipt) irtpuovrt^ Kai Ttvo toutois eff^fiovTCS,

dvopwTt Tc Ktti yt;vat^i Xj^orpiKws iiriavrti, ttoXvi' avrwv tipydl^ovTO <f>6vov, ravrg

Tw ouccibi' iTyovyucvoi Saifiova Tifiav. Metaphr., Vit. Timotb., i. p. 769.

In nefanda festivitate eorum quam vooabant Catagogiorum, quee est

secundum Asianos quidem mensis quart! die tricesima, secundum autem

Bomanos mensis Januarii vicesima secunda die, regnante in Romanorum
civitate prsedicto Nerva, procurante autem Asiara Peregrine. Vit.

Timotb., AA. SS., Jan. 24, p. 666.

20. Mesaulion was six bours' march from Epbesos, on tbe road to

Smyrna. Tbere was a bridge over tbe Kaystros towards Mount Galesion,*

wbiob was crossed between Mesaulion and Epbesos.

21. Duoas (p. 87) mentions, under tbe name ai KXtitrovpai al irpbi

MaiavBpov, tbe pass leading from Epbesos to Magnesia, now traversed by
tbe railway.

22. Anea, or Anaia, is mentioned only in Byzantine times ; it was a

harbour (G. Pach., ii. p. 420). It did not coin money. It was certainly

in tbe iropoAta 'E<^co-(a (Strabo, p. 639). It was perhaps at Scalanova

(Turkish Eush Adasi), which has taken the place of the harbour of

Epbesos, now silted up. It is perbaps to be identified with one or other

of tbe following two harbours, which were in the same coast.

23. Ftoela, or Fbygela, an ancient city with a shrine of Artemis

Mounychia, founded by Agamemnon, disappears almost entirely during

the Byzantine period. Tbe only late reference to it that I have found

is in Michael Attaliota (p. 224), who tells that Phokas was about to sail

from Pygela to Crete, and that, when all was ready, be enquired tbe

name of the harbour. Hearing the name Fbygela, he disliked the omen

(arising from the resemblance to l^vyov), and asked what was the name

of a promontory which was visible at a considerable distance ; when he

learned that the name was Hagia, he ordered all the force to disembark,

march by land to Hagia, and re-embark there. Hagia appears to be the

promontory of Scalanova (Turkish Eush Adasi), and Pygela must be a

harbour at some distance. Strabo (p. 639) mentions on the coast the

Panionion, then Neapolis,f then Pygela, then the harbour Panormo!>,

and finally Epbesos.

24. On the coast, at the mouth of the Marauder, there was a place

named * The Gardens ' (K^oi, Cedren., ii. 198). It is also mentioned in

Theopban. Contin., p. 204, as in tbe Thrakesian Theme,| and, p. 236, as

on the coast beside the Mieander. Genesius, p. 103-5, also alludes to it.

Another KaTroi was in tbe Carian island Fserimos, Paton in Bull. Corr.

Hell., 1888, p. 282.

* &irb rrjs yt^ipta rrjs rphs TaX'fiinov 6poi ictifiitnis, Ducap, p. 87.

t Neapolis coined money under the Roman empire, sometimes with the title

AYPijXfa.

X It was therefore north of the Mromder. The Kibyrrliaiot Theme began at the

Bouthem bank of the Ma>andcr.
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25. On this coast there was also a place Melanoudion, and near it a

castle which, according to Pachymeres, was formerly called Didymion ;

but his words imply perhaps that he had no express authority for the

identification, but inferred it from the name ".Castle of the Two Hills." *

We may, however, be sure that unless it had been in this neighbourhood

towards Miletos, Pachymeres would not have made the identification.

Another Melanoudion is mentioned as a quarter of the city of Mitylene

(Ducas, p. 346).

26. Mamalos, a seaport in Caria, is perhaps a variant of Marmara

(Ducas, p. 82).

27. Tballkis. Numerous names are said to have also been given to

this city, some apparently mere epithets, such as Antheia, Erymna, &o.

Others depend on a mere confusion, such as Larissa, the foundation for

which lies in the title Larasios, which is usually given to Zeus at Tralleis.

The epithet is sometimes corrupted to Larissaios, and thus suggests the

old name Larissa, but inscriptions and coins give the true form. Strabo

derives the epithet, which he gives as Larisaios, from a village Larisa in

the mountains above Tralleis (p. 440, cp. 649) j the true spelling must

be Larasa.

The name Tralleis, mentioned twice by Xenophon, is an interest-

ing proof of the connection with Europe, due, as I believe, to a set of

warrior tribes who crossed the Hellespont and settled as a ruling caste

among the subject population in Mysia, Lydia, Phrygia, Caria, and Lycia.

The name also occurs as that of a city on the Lydo-Fhrygian frontier.

The name Tralleis was applied to a body of mercenaries roii

fia(Ti\(vaiv, and is explained as a Thracian word meaning warriors.

Fick considers that this is a mistake, and that the word really is

Sclavonic, on the ground that the old Thracian language could not have

survived till Byzantine times ; but this objection has no force, for the

term might have continued in use even after the Thracian language was
disused. Moreover, I believe that the native languages of Asia Minor,

and perhaps also of Thrace, continued in use much longer than is

generally supposed. All doubt, however, is removed by the recently

discovered inscription,! dating under Eumenes I. (263-41), which shows

that the Fergamenian kings divided their army into horse, foot, and

Tpd\tK. The latter' were no doubt Thracian mercenaries in the

Fergamenian service. The /Sao-iXcis are not, as Fick understood, Byzan-

tine emperors, but Fergamenian kings.

Tralleis, from its position, was the most powerful fortress in the

* tpovpiov irpbt rh MfXavotiStof rwv Svo Bovv&y, .... ft wdKeu oTjuai rh MiArjo'taii/

AtS^ftiof i<priiii(tTo, ii. p. 211 : aitfuu would not imply hesitation or even inference in an

Attic writer, but I think it does in Pachymeres. The temple of Didymean Apollo must

be the place referred to.

t Jahrb. der kgl. Preuss. Knnstsamml., ix., 1887, p. 82, quoted by Snhuchhardt,

Athen. Mittheil., 1888, p. 1 ff. ; Fick, Ehemal. Sprachenheit, p. 420 ; and Hesych. Tptlx-

Acts' offrais ^KoAovvro fit(rOo<p6poi 8/>fk«s rois fiouriKtvaty, ol riis ^ofiKcks Xf*'<*^ trKTipovvrts.
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Maeander valley, and therefore was a stronghold, first of the Seleucid

kings, as is inferred from the names Seleuoeia and Antiocheia, which for

a time supplanted that of Tralleis, and after 190 b.c. of the Fergamenian
rule, as is shown by the great numbers of cistophori coined there.

Beside the village of Larasa was a sanctuary of Meter Isodrome,

obviously a form of Meter Leto, who was worshipped all along Mount

In the reign of Andronicus Falaeologus, the cities of the Maeander

valley had entirely ceased to exist, and those to the north, nearer the

centre of the empire, were terribly wasted (ra koto Mat'ovSpoi' koI Kapiav

KoX 'AvTto;(C(av ^8ij koI rertXtvTrJKti, to Si tovtwv koi fri evSorepw Stivwi

i$r]<T6(Vfi, KOI ^XivKovTo fiiv to koto KovoTpov koi Upii^n^v, ^Xmtkovto S' ^Stj

KOI TO KOTO MikrjTOV, Kol MoycSwv KOI to 7rp6cr)(<t)pa . . . i^tfiavi^ovTo).

Andronicus rebuilt_Tralleis, and intended that it should, under the name
Andronicopolis or Falseologopolis, perpetuate his glory. But no pro-

vision was made for a water supply, and the inhabitants suffered much
in consequence, till after a year or two the Turks under Mentesh

captured the city.—Georg. Fachym., i. p, 468-72.

Akharaka lay between Tralleis and Nyssa; it was the seat of a

singularly important and interesting cultus of certain gods, named in

the hellenising fashion of the Boman period Flouton and Eora. Hot

springs in the neighbourhood are mentioned by Athenaeus (ii. p. 43a)

in a passage where the reading must be amended tov 'AxapaKUKtofn^v

TTOTopov. C. I. G. 3923 refers to the worship at Akharaka, and is wrongly

referred by MM. Waddington (Le Bas, 1663c) and Ferrot (Rev. Arch.,

1876, p. 283) to Mastaura. I have distinguished between the inscrip-

tions of Nyssa and Mastaura in Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique,

1883, p. 270.

Nyssa, with its tribes Sebaste Athenais, Octavia Apollonis, Germanis

Seleukis, Antiochis (less certain), and Kaisarios, is recorded to have been

a foundation of the Seleucidse, and the names point to this period.! -^

prominent citizen of the second century is in inscriptions sometimes

called Alkibiades and sometimes Alkipales ; the variants are certain and

strange.}

28. Bbioula is often said to have been situated at the modem Yourla

;

but the sole evidence is the resemblance of name, and the order of

Hierocles is confirmed by Strabo, who expressly gives it in the Maeander

valley east of Mastaura, and by Pliny who gives it in the conventus of

Ephesos (v. 111). HAIOC and MHTHP • ©EON occur on its coins.

Yourla is mentioned by Ducas (p. 175), to Bpvc\a§ koi ol 'EpvOpal

* Strab., p. 440, cp. A S P, A ii.

t Bull. Corn Hell., 1883, p. 270.

X Bull. Corn Hell., I.e.; C.I.E., 2747-8; Le Bas. 1652 f.; Sterrett, Epigrapbical

Journey, 3.

§ Pronounced Vryela.
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KAa^o/iciai re : in this form it certainly resembles very closely the

ancient firioula, and the latter name perhaps occurred twice. Yourla

is near the ancient Elazomenai, on the opposite side of the peninsula

from Erythrai.

29. Dios HiGRON is placed by Eiepert on the coast between Notion

and Lebedos.* This is impossible, for it violates the order of Hieroclea,

and, moreover, the river Eaystros is named on its coins. It is sometimes

called Ghristopolis in Byzantine lists ; the name was changed to avoid

speaking of Jupitor, as Aphrodisias was changed to Stauropolis. It can

hardly have been farther away from the coast than Eos Bunar, and the

ancient remains in that neighbourhood point to some early city.l The
lists of the Delian confederacy have the name Aioo-tpirai ; coins have

iilOSIEPEITON.

30. The Eilbian, Eelbian, or Eerbian plain was the upper part of

the Eaystros valley, with the cities of Eolose and Nikaia. Coins of the

Eilbianoi are numerous ; they are of three classes, Eilbianoi of Nikaia,

Eilbianoi of Eea or Eeaia, and Upper Eilbianoi. The third class

perhaps corresponds to the city of Eoloe.:]: The second is represented by
one coin only, and is rather doubtful; the reading is KEAITON or

KEAITON.
The Eilbian plain was in the Thrakesian Theme.§ A path from it

over Tmolos to Sardis is mentioned by Theophanes (p. 417) ; Di Boor, in

his index, understands that this passage refers to a city Eelbianon,

but the word which is understood is ireSiov.

31. Teira perhaps means " the town," as in Thya-teira, the town of

Thya, compare Thyessos and Thyassos.||

After the name AroadiopoHs was disused, it is frequently mentioned

in the later writers, as ®vpea and ®vpaia, Ducas, pp. 97, 175, 196.

Georgius Pachymeres mentions (ii. 588) that Sasan removed many of

the inhabitants of Ephesos to Thyraia, after pillaging the church of St.

John, in 1308.

The river Eaystros is now called the Little Meeander. This name
may perhaps be traced in use as early as Anna Comnena. The entire

coast from Smyrna to Attaleia was exposed to the ravages of the Turks.

Alexius sent Fhilokales with an army. He rebuilt Adramyttion, which

had been entirely destroyed. He learned on enquiry that the Turks

* His authority ia Stepbanua, ir6\is utrc^b AfjScSou koI KoKoipuvos, The other

evidence provea that this is an error.

t On these remains see Weber in Mous. Smym. IV.

X The name Kolose has hitherto been accepted on the evidence of an inscription

(Smym. Mous. No. {'), but tlie most recent copy reads KoKotiy&y, Mitth. Ath. 1889,

p. 98; and the form Kolose must for the present be discarded. The Byzantine

authorities have Koloe or Kaloe.

§ Ginnam. p. 39; cp. Anna Comnena, ii. 252, 268.

II
This suggestion, which has been in my mind for years, can now be quoted from

M. S. Reinach's paper to the French Institute, which will soon bo published. The first

statement, and therefore the discovery, must bo credited to him.
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were in force at Lampe, and sent a detachment against them, which

defeated them, and behaved with horrible cruelty. The detachment

returned to Philokales, who stationed himself at Fhiladelpheia. Hassan,

governor of Cappadocia, now came against him with a large army,

passed beside Fhiladelpheia, and taking no notice of Philokales, whom
he considered too weak to be dangerous, he divided his army into

three parts ; one was sent into the Eilbian plain, one to Xymphaion and

Smyrna, and one to Fergamos and Khliara. Philokales then defeated

the first two divisions singly, but the third escaped him by a hasty

retreat. Anna mentions that the fugitives of the second division were

overwhelmed in the Maeander (iroranoi 8c ovros irtpl ^pvyiav, (rxoXuuraTo;

TTora/juov airdvTwv). The passage is unintelligible except on the supposi-

tion that this statement refers to the fugitives of the first division, and

has been through Anna's error referred to the second division. The
river would in that case be the Little Meeander,. now the Cutchnk

Menderez, the Cayster.

83. Smyrna. It is customary to identify the famous river Meles with

the stream that flows under Caravan Bridge on the eastern skirts of the

modem Smyrna. A study of the references shows that this is a mistaken

view. This stream rises in the plain of Eolophon, near Sevdi Eeui,

and is little more than a torrent, dry during the greater part of the

year, but swollen in the rainy season. It may be granted that it was

most probably richer in water in ancient times, owing to greater abun-

dance of trees and rain ; but there can be little doubt that the whole of

its water must have been diverted above Smyrna to supply the city.

On the other hand, the Meles is described in great detail by Aristides,

Fhilostratus, and Himerius.* It flowed with an equal volume of water

in winter and summer, quiet and gentle, and never swollen. It has not

a long course, but rises close to where it flows into the sea after a curved

course. It rises in a grove of the Muses beside Smyrna. Aristides

bathed in it and found its waters warm and pleasant in the depth of

winter. Such points, and many others that I might quote, prove that it is

the stream rising in the springs now called " Diana's Bath," whose waters

never vary, and have their temperature the same in winter as in summer.

34. Between Elazomenai and Smyrna there were hot springs.

Philostratos calls them the springs of Agamemnon ; they were 40 stadia

from Smyma.f Aristides mentions them as one of his resorts during

his illness.

* rf MiKifTi irapcxo/i^i'V Tcks miyhs oh vSppo) r&v iKfioX&y. Fhilostr., Imag. 8. iicti

iKfid\huv SQtv &px*rM, id. ib. ?ti /tjj Xi$povs tAj »rryeki iKSiSwfft, id. lb. ri olv at

Wovaai Sfvpo ; rl Si M rats trriycus rod KiKriros (then he explains the natural connec-

tion of the Muses with Ionia and with the Meles), id. ib. rh vifios t^i lidpvui tv f 6

MiKris. Philostr., Vit. Apoll., vii., § 8,

t Strab. p. 645, cp. irriyal dcpjuol iv 'Iwvlif, &s frt Kal vvy 'Ayaiitfiuoytiovs Kafsjtvaiv oi

'inipvcw olKovvrti' iuwixovvi t\ olnai rtrrapAKOvra, trrcCSia roC (((Ttcot, koI ivqirrd irore

a&TOit alxi^iJ^vTix npAvit MtStria, Fhilostr., Heroic, ii., p. 160.
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35. Villages in tlio valley of Smyrna, or in the neighlwurhood, are

(1) Earina ; a woman ex vico Carina in prison at Smyrna, r. Acta IMonii

iu Act. Sauot., Fob. 1, p. 44. It seems impossible to understand here the

town on the Mysian coast, north of Atarneus, mentioned by Herodotus,

7, 42, and Pliny, H. N., 6, 30.

(2) Phlebia (perhaps Flavia) may be the baths of Agamemnon. The
Emperor Theodore Lascaris II. left Nymphaion in the spring, and after

passing some days iv rois 4>Xc)3(o(s, went to Elyzomeue (i.e. Elazomenai)

;

at this pl«Kio the Emperors were accustomed to pass a good part of the

spring after leaving Xymphaion, as the place offered a fine open grass-

covered plain, watered with abundant sources (Karappuro; Sc rvyxavei kuI

vSaOTv), and with numerous villages and cities close at hand.*

(3) Feriklystra is now called Bunar Bashi ; it was a summer resi-

dence of John Yatatzes, and Nymphaion was his winter residence.

When he was sick at Nymphaion he went to Smyrna to pray to the

Christ of Smyrna. The prayf "^ which he addressed to the deity of

Smyrna brought him no relief. He stayed at Feriklystra in a tent.f

(4) Zeleia and (5) Sykai are mentioned in an inscription published

in Le Bas-Waddington, 1534.

36. Maonesia became, in later Byzantine time, one of the greatest

cities of Western Anatolia. In early Christian time it boasted a martyr

Charalampius, whose story, laid in the time of Severus, is devoid of local

colour and historical verisimilitude (Act. Sanct., Feb. 10). Its Turkish

coins, with the legend '* moneta que fit in Manglasia," are known.

37. AigalJ The territory of Aigai must have been very wide. It

extended from Myrina and Eyme on the west to ApoUonis and Magnesia

on the east ; it was bounded on the north by the territory of Pergamos,

and on the south by that of Temnos. In the ' Bulletin de Oorrespon-

dance Hell^nique,' 1887, MM. Leohat and Badet have been led into error

through not distinguishing between the town and the territory. They
have discovered a sepulchral inscription at a village Mafnllar Eeui, on

the eastern frontier of Aigai and Apollonis, which mentions that copies

are deposited in the archives of Aigai (as the city of which the deceased

ranked as citizens, though they lived in a village) and of Pergamos (as

the seat of the conventus). On the evidence of this text they seek to

move Aigai from Nemrud Ealesi, and to fix it at a village Sari Toham,

some distance to the east of MafuUar. They lay stress on the vague

statements of Strabo that Magnesia was not distant (ovk avatOtv) from

Temnos and Aigai, and of Suidas that Aigai was near Magnesia and

Smyrna ; but they place no value on the more numerous authorities

• Georg. Acropol., p. 187.

t Acropol., p. 91, cp. 110, Sirus ry iKtifft irpoo'Ki»i'4<rp Xptory and rSiroi ii itrriv

olroi iyyis tov t^s ifiipvris Stii rh iroWots roTs SSairi irfpiK\i(firdai oSrw irus Karovojua-

X Aigaiai ia the most correct form.
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who expressly connect Aigai vrith. the Aeolic cities of the coast, and

they do not even quote the most valuable testimony about Aigai, viz.

the statement of Galen * that Aigai bordered on Idyrina and Perperine

on Pergamos. I lay no stress, after this testimony, on Stephanus (Aiyal

ir Mvppivji), nor on Wesseling's excellent and certain emendation of

Suidas, nXrfiriov Maynjo-tas Koi Mvpivfji. The light-heartedness with

which recent wiiters discuss the topography of Asia Minor is rapidly

becoming one of the greatest evils that research in Asia Minor has

to contend with, f Every one thinks that he can take a few re-

ferences from his predecessor and contradict him, and in so doing

frequently wastes pages of his useless dissertation and pages of the

necessary confutation. While the proof that Aigai was situated at

Nemrud Ealesi is not yet quite complete, the proof that it is either

there or in that neighbourhood is complete.

38. Perperine is fixed on the coast on the borders of Pergamos, by
the passage of Oalen quoted under Aigai, and other references.

Schuchhardt has specified the exact situation at Bergas. It is gene-

rally called Theodosiopolis in the ecclesiastical lists. A very large

number of places .vere namt^d after Theodosius during the fifth and sixth

centuries, and many others bear the names of members of his family. ^

39. EHLtARA. Its approximate situation is shown by a wonderful

march of the Turkish chief Tchineit. Leaving Lopadion in the first

watch of the night with a few followers, Tchineit rode all night over

hill and plain, till in the morning he reached the Lydian frontier

about Ehliara and Thyateira (cV toZ^ fiipem rots vpos rot XXiepa koi

0var«pa) ; at the third hour he crossed the Hermos, and reached

Smyrna about nightfall. § In this hurried ride he certainly took the

shortest road, and at the point where he entered Lydia Ehliara and

Thyateira were the nearest cities. The account is obviously exaggerated,

for the distance from Lopadion to the Hermos could not be traversed

between evening and next day at the third hour. The distance between

the Hermos and Smyrna is about ten hours of the modem reckoning,

and to this Tchineit requires the time between the third hour and
sunset, about nine hours. The distance from Lopadion to the Hermos
must be quite forty hours. Still the route is trustworthy, though the

time is not correct, unless we suppose that a whole day is to be added.

Wo may feel confident that his route was either by Balikesri, Soma,

and Eirk Agatch, or by Boghaditch and Gelembe ; but in either case

* rtpi eux"M'oi> P- ^^^> ^- Basil : I quote from Wcsscliug.

t S. Reinach and Bohucbhardt have already taken the correct side against

MM. Lechat and Radet (see Addenda).

X One of these, which does not occur in any list, is Arcadiopolis of Garia : fiertat Si

Ka\ iripav k6Mv in' iv6fMTi tov viov airoS, rh irp\v BtpyoiXtov \tyoniinf, Cedren. i. 568.

Ill Hierocles Bargylia seems to be concealed under either Marcianopolis or Anastasiopolis

The Nntitieo give it under its original name.

§ Ducas, p. 174.
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the exproBsion ** Ehliara and Thyatira " suggests that Kirk Agatoh is

Ehliara, for Ak Hisar and Eirk Agatoh form a natural pair to define

the frontier.

Another passage fixes Ehliara still more certainly. In a.d. 1306

Boger marched up the Eaikos valley to Germe, and thence by Ehliara

to Philadelphia.* There is no doubt he went by the direct road, as

Fhiladelpheia was in extreme danger ; his road would then lead through

Eirk Agatch and Ak Hisar, i.e. Ehliara and Thyateira.

The situation of Ehliara beside Nakrasa might suggest rather that it

belonged to Lydia, but there was much uncertainty about the dependence

of the cities in this neighbourhood. Ducas (p. 174) mentions that it

was on the Lydian frontier. A town still further east, Ealanta or

Ealanda, is assigned to Asia in Ooncil. Trull., a.d. 692,t while Hierocles

gives it to Hellespontus as Skelenta (i. e. tU KaXavra), and the NotitisB

include it under one bishop with Stratonioea in Lydia. It is probably

the modem Seledik.

40. Assos takes its modem name Behram from a Byzantine o£Boer

Machram, whose history is told by George Pachymeres, ii. p. 438.

Ducas mentions Maxpafuov as the name of Assos (p. 882).

41. Garoara, a few miles east of Assos, has been discussed in an

admirable paper by Mr. J. T. Clarke (Amer. Journ. Arch., 1888).

42. The convoiitus of Ephesos includes

—

The name Mysomacedones is certainly false, for no city on the north

side of Mount Tmolos is included in the conventus of Ephesos ; the

true reading is doubtless some city of the Eaystros valley or of the

Maeander valley, where there was a Macedonian colony.

43. Smyrna was the seat of a conventus ; Pliny mentions that most

of the cities of Aeolis belonged to it, and also Magnesia and the Hyrcani.

We may attempt to complete the list

—

Kivtwtiovffav. Aulax is the only other place named before he reached Fhiladelpheia,

and its exact distance is not given, Georg. Paoh,, ii., 426 ff. Anna, il., pp. 252, 265,

280. Nicetas Ghon., p. 194, puts Ehliara in Asia.

t Unless Le Quien is right in altering Ka\a»T&v to Ko\oriv&v.

X Names mentioned by Pliny in his list of the conventus are asterised. On the

interpretation of Ctesarienscs as Tralleis, see under Ltuia.

Metropolis.J Magnesia ad Maeandrum.
,

Notion. Tralleis ("Ceesarienses).

Eolophon. Nyssa.

*Dio8 Hieron. *Mastaura.

•Hypaipa. *Biioula. tl

•Kaystriani (with their cities). *[Mysomacedones]. h(

*Eilbiani (with their cities). Neapolis. ai

Teira. Priene.

a
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ai
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Leuko.

'

Fhokaia.

Kyme.
Myrina Sebastopolis (?).

Larissa.

Neonteiobos.

Temnos.

Maguetcs a Sipylo.

Maoedoncs Hyroani.

Klazomenai.

Erythrai.

Lebedos.

Teos.

Xympbaion.

It is possible tbat Eolophon should be added to the list, but not Aigai.

This list sbowd that the country from about Myrina to Teos and inland

all round tho skirts of Sipylos was attached to Smyrna. No city that

belongs to another oonventus can be placed within these limits, hence,

for example, M. Fontrier and M. Foucart * err in restoring an inscription

with the name of the Mostenoi and placing that people on tho south

side of tho Hermos about Hadjilar.

44. The conventus of Pcrgamos includes (names mentioned by Pliny

are asterised)

:

Elaia. *Perpereni.

Aigai. *Tiareni.

*Mosteni (Mossyni in Pliny). *Hierolophienses [Hierocaesarienses?].

*Mygdones. *Hermokapelia.

*Bregmeni. *Attaleia.

•HierocomettB. *Ateenses (Pateenscs, Panteonses).

*Apolloni8. Pitana.

*Thyatira. Nakrasa.

AkrasoB. Stratonikaia-Hadrianopolis.

Tiareni, Mygdoncs, and Bregmeni are false names. Ateenses are

the people of Ataia, which should be placed where Eiepert erroneously

has Attaleia.t Hierokometai are the inhabitants of some village beside

an important temple called Hiera Home, a common title.

45. The conventus of Adramyttion includes :

*Macedones Asoulacte.*Apollonia ad Bhyndacum.

*Erezii (read Argizii).

*Miletopolis.

*Poemaneni.

*Cilices Mandacadeni.

*Abretteni.

*Polichniei.

*Pionitre.

*Hellespontii.

Cyzicos.

Cyzioos was according to Marquardt a conventus for the district

along the Hellespont and the Troad ; it is so important a city that we
can hardly suppose it was dependent on the unimportant Adramyttion.

But Pliny takes no notice of it, and gives the Hellespontii under

Adramyttion. Miletopolis and Foimanenon would naturally be expected

* Bull. Corr. Hell., 1887, p. 90 ff.

t I think this is better than to tako the variant Pateenscs and correct it to

Pitanenses.

VOL. IV. JC
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to be under tho oonrontua of OyziooB if thoro was ono ; but Pliny places

them under Adramyttion. Marquardt'B quotation from Arietidea may
prove either that tho conventus of Adramyttion waH subdivided after

Pliny's time, or thit tho meetings of this oonvontuB wore somotimos

held at Oyzicos. Similarly, Kibyra, which was originally far moro

important than Laodicoia, was in the same conventus with it, and tho

courts were usually hold at Laodicoia.

40. The conventus of Sardis includes the following (names mentioned

by Pliny being astorised)L:

*Philadolpheia.

"Tripolis-Antoniopolis.

*Apollono8 Hieron.

*Me80timolos.

Tmoleitai.

Blaundos.

Sala.

Tralla.

Temenothyrai-Flaviopolis.

Grimenothyrai-Trajanopolis.

Ankyra.

"'Maionia.

Satala.

Saittai.

Silandos.

Bagis.

Tabala.

Daldis(?).

*Kadoeni Macedones.

Loreni (Gordoni ?).

Synaos.

B. CiTii':s AND Bishoprics of Lydia.

1. The lists of the province Lydia are a puzzle as yet unsolved. The
remarkable discoveries of M. Fontrier, of Smyrna, supplemented by MM.
Badet and Leohat,* have only rendered the character and order of the

lists more puzzling than before.

The order of the first five bishoprics suggests a connection between

Hierocles and the ecclesiastical lists, but the former omits Sala, Hyroanis,

Blaundos, Daldis, and Stratouikaia, which the latter give ; and Julian-

opolis in Hierocles perhaps is the name of Silandos of the NotitiaD. The
connection between Hierocles and the ecclesiastical lists, then, is not

nearly so close, if it does exist, as in Asia. On the other hand, the

numerous omissions in Hierocles cannot be explained by his having used

a list of the cities of Lydia compiled for purposes of government. I

long entertained the view, suggested I think somewhere by M. Wad-
dington, that Hiorocles used as his authority the government lists of

cities in each province, but I have found myself obliged to renounce this

view. It is impossible to suppose that any government list would omit

five cities, all striking coins under the empire, and all bishoprics both

in the fifth century and in later times. I had also entertained the idea

that Sala Daldis and Blaundos,t being on the eastern frontier, might

* M. Fontricr's work, published first in tlie Smyrna Movtruov, is more generally

nocessiblc in M. Fouoai I's account, publisbod in ' Bulletin de Gorrespondance Helle'-

nique,* 1887.

Daldis being Thcodosia and Blaundos Pulohcrianopolis.
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Coin*. A.D. Ml. *.D. 4BI. nUroclM, A.D. B30,

Bkrdii FloronliuB Sardium AetlieriuB Sardiunorum 1 Sardls

rhilailolphiia .. ABianiiB Philudelphiao 2 Philadulphoia

Tripoli! Puului Triiiolli Joannes Tripolii 8 Tripolis

Thyatulra • Diamonius TliyatoranuB 4 Thyatoira

Saittat Araaohiiu Settorum Ilcraolidiaiiua Svarn [SetenuB] S Suittai

Aureliopolis • • BuflnnB AroopolU Aureliopolis

Julia Gonloa .. Thoodonu Gordi 22 Gnrdos

.. .. t« 8 Tralla

• • .. AnatoliuB Hellonorum ..

Silandos Alolmodes Silandi •« 7 Julianopolia

Maionia .. Joannes Maeoniuo 6 Maionia

ApollonoB Hioron LuciuB ApolliuiB Fani Lucius ApoUinis 13 ApollonoB Hieror

Hyroanl Jonnnos Hyroanorum Joannes Heraolidis • •

Mosteni , Julianufl Mostonao JulianuB Moatkenao 20 Mostcno

AkrasoB FutrioiuB AorasBi •• 12 AkrasoB

Apollonis .. Oyriaous Apolloniadis 18 Apollonis

Attaleia DionysiuB Attaliao DionysiUB Attaliao 10 Attaleia

BagU ^Ghrysantus Balcoael

\ChryBaphiuB Dages /
Leonidcs Beanae 15 Bagis

• •

Blaund(>8 EliaB Blandi

•

Onesiphorns Blandi
•

Tomara • • • 1 17 MesotimoloB

Hierooaesaroia GoBainoB Hierocaesaroao #• 19 Hieiocaesnreia

Daldia .. PauluB Daldi
^^

Stratonioea OemelluB Stratoniooae GemelluB Stratonioiae
•

Nafcrasa Meneorates Eairasson • f 16 Korase

.. Andreas Atalonim Julianus Satalao 21 Satala

Tabala Polycarpus Gabalorum Polycarpus Gabalorum 14 Tabala

Hermokapelia •• #• 11 Hermokapelia

Elannoudda • • >*
,,

ThyoBSOB •• • • ••

Varieties in Notitiae : VIII. om. Daldis and Stnitonicea ; XIII. om. Satala ; X. has -
Paris MS. 1356, fol. 290, of same class as X., XIII.
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a. HIctocIm, a.d. S30.
NotltlM I., III., VUI., NotltiM X., XIII, OMMll. NtoMn. II., TBI.

lorum 1 Hanlb BanliB BardiB . .

>hiae 2 Philadulphoia Philndolpheia PhiladelpheU «iAa8tA^(«t

8 Tripoli! TripollB Tripoli! Tptw6Ktmt

cranuB 4 Thyftteira Tliyatuifa TItyatira 9vmr*lpmf

iua [Setenua] 5 Buittai Baittal Buittni and Mngidia a«rAK

1 9 Aureliopolia Aurollopolis Aurellopoli* and Porikoma Ati^\iovw6\tmt, nipM6iifutm

22 Grrdoa OordoB Oonloa r6f»ov

8 Tralla Trails Tralla TpiKtt¥, SriiAXiit

orum *• Sala Sala SaAwf

7 Julianopolia Silnndoa Silandoa %\di>9ov ^

6 Muionia Maionia Maionia and OpBikion Maiovlat

18 Apollonos Hieron ApoUonoB Hioron ApollunoB Uicron and
AotOB

••*

is • • Hyroani Ilyrcani and Myron "tpKOflSoS

ao 20 MoBtcno Mosteno MoBteno and Hyrtnkoine

12 AkrosoB Akrossoa AkrBBOB and Lipara
('Aitpttffou

^

\AlwpM>

iadig 18 Apollonis Apollonia Apollonis

10 Attaleia Attaleia Attaleia 'ATTOAffof V;

15 BagiB BagU Bagig .. ,, .;

]

• • ., Oandia and Trakoula TpoKoiXw

li • • BlaundoB BlaundoB • t

17 MosotimoloB McBotimoIoB MesotymoloB • •

19 HieroooeBnreia Hierocoesareia Hierooaesareia 'UpoHtu<rap*tas

• • DaldiB DaldiB and Hjalois Ai\9vs

iae *• Stratnnicea Stratonicea and Ealandos
or KalamoB

XrparoytKtlas (Ka\dvrtii/

^Afftas, 692)

16 Eeraee Keraseis KeraBeis Ktpaffiwy

21 Batala Satala Satala

urn 14 Tabala Tabala Tabala TafiiKmv

11 Hermokapelia Hermokapelia Hermokapelia 'Ep(U>KaTfi\ov

• • #• •• >•

M •• ,.*.'
'

• •'.•

»:«». . ^TTTT -.^_ r* j._i _ ^^ * u .. / -«r -VT-WT 1 J.-- A »»11»nS« Tt»ij:<. Attni;a

fol. 290, of same class as X., XHI., has XardKuy liroi Kcoafr^wy.

Toface page 120.
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have been inoladed by the civil lists in Phrygia Faoatiana, and there-

fore been omitted by Hierooles from Lydia, and that Stratonikaia, which

is near the northern frontier, actually was mentioned by Hierooles

(following the government distribution), in Hellespontus, under the

corruption Btbs TpaSos. But even setting aside the uncertainty of this

identification, I have found myself forced, by closer study of the frontier

line, to the view that all these cities were included in the province

Lydia.* The only possible view seems to be that the list of Hierooles

has been mutilated and dislocated, so that it has reached us both im-

perfect and out of order. We should then be able to understand why it

violates the geographical order so much, while in general his lists follow

it so closely.

2. Sardis is an old Lydian word meaning year, as Joanties Lydns

says (p. 39). Its coins mention Zeus Lydios, and Men Askenos, who is

obviously the same as the common Phrygian Askaenos.

3. Philadelpheia was certainly founded by Attains Fhiladelphue.

Joannes Lydus (p. 45) says it was founded by Egyptians, but this

statement is probably due to an erroneous connection with Ptolemy

PhiladelphuB. It was called a "Little Athens" on account of its

festivals and temples. Its hot springs are mentioned,t &^^ ^^ still

much used. It was a great and warlike city in the later Byzantine

time, when it was a frontier fortress against the Turks.]:

Its coins sometimes read ^AABI MAAAEA0E(2N, showing that for

some time it bore the epithet Flavia or Flaviopolis in honour of the

Flavian emperors. The coins also mention an alliance with the unknown
people 'Optartivoi.

4. Tbifolis also bore the name Antoniopolis, as Pliny mentions. It

mentions on its coins the goddess Leto, the games Letoia Pythia, and
the river Meeander.

5. Thtateika was originally called Pelopeia and Semiramis. It was

peopled mth a Macedonian military colony by the Seleucid kings in

the third century. Its coins and inscriptions mention Artemis

Boreitene and Apollo Tyrimnaios.

These first four cities lie on the important road described under Asia,

and it might be a mere coincidence that both Hierooles and the Notitiaa

place them first ; but these lists also agree in putting Saittai fifth, which

must be due to imitation.

6. Saittai retcdns its name as Sidas (i. e. Saittas) Eale. It names

* Even ossnming that this view is correct, wo should still have to explain why
Sala, &o., are omitted from the Phrygian list. The only explanation would bo that

Hieiocles was there under tlie iufluenoe of the ecclesiastical lists, and hence omitted

Sala, &c., in both cases. See below, § 41.

t Jonn. Lyd., pp. 75, 349, where he also speaks of tho hot springs of Loodiceia and
Hierapolis.

X 'Eirt riiv *t\at4K^v i^Urro- ntyl^ri Si a0Tq w6\is Kol iro\vdy9pi>>iros Kal 6ir\lCt<r$M

ScSvvqM'i'ovt oltcffropa^ Ix'vira koI itiKum ro^tlav liaKOumat. Georg. Aeropol., p. 111.

- -: .-^-: .
, k'2

j:
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the rivers Hyllos and Hermos on its coins. Near it 'was a fortress

Magidion, which became important in the later Byzantine time, aind

should be readily found (v. Georg. Acropol., p. 30). It mentions (Men)

AziottenoB on its coins.

7. AvBBLiopous and Pkbisomb * have been placed in Mount Tmolos

(see Asia).

8. JvuA GoBDOB is still called Gurdiz. It has alliance coins with

Eadoi.

9. Tballeib and Sala I conjecture to be a pair of cities on the

southern frontier of Lydia, adjoining Phrygia. The coins of Sala mark
it as under the influence of the Laodicean coinage, and moreover

Ptolemy places it in Phrygia, near Tripolis and Laodiceia, which he

assigns to Lydia. I therefore place Sala at Alamsalam, 10 or 12 miles

N.W. from Bulladan, and Tralleis (or as some lists give it, Tralla) at

the site discovered by Hamilton east of Gone. On the name Tralleis,

see Asia.

10. Sala. The omission of Sala by Hierocles is difficult to account

for : perhaps it is a mere error of the scribe, due to the number of

similar names in the list, Tralla, Attalia, Satala. We cannot look

for it tinder the temporary title Julianopolis, for that name denotes

Silandos. On coins it bears the epithet Domitianopolis, and it mentions

the HPOS ANTINOOS.
Sala is omitted by Le Quien, but the following bishops of Sala are

recorded (1) Noumenius Holenopolis Lydiae, Gone. Ephes., 431 a.d.

Le Quien invents a bishopric Helenopolis of Lydia ; but Helenopolis is.

only a bad rendering of t^ %akrivS>v iroXtoK. (2) Anatolius Sellenorum,

A.D. 458, is attributed by Le Quien to Silandos ; but Silandi or Silanden-

sium is a violent alteration : read Salenorum. (3) Michael Salorum is

attributed by Le Quien to Satala.

It is not improbable that Sala and Tralleis were included in one

bishopric : none of the signatures are inconsistent with this hypothesis.

11. BiLANDOB is understood to have retained its name as Selendi.

The identification cannot be called certain, for the name Selendi occurs

elsewhere, as e.g. in the Hermos valley at Hierocsesareia, and in the

EaikoB valley, east of Eirk Agatch. Moreover, Silandos names the

Hermos on its coins^ while Selendi is on a different stream, a tributary

of the Hermos, at a point far from the main river.f It is apparently

disguised in Hierocles as Julianopolis. Still the territory of Selendi

must have extended to the Phrygian frontier on the east and

* Often written Perikope: Perikomma, as the lists of Cone. Nic. If. give it, is

perhaps the oorreot form.

t Baittai, on the Hyllos, names both Hyllos and Hermos on its coins ; but it is n

little nearer the Hermos than Selendi is, and its territory must have extended to the

Hermos on the south, while Tabala perhaps separates Selendi from the Hermos. Yet
SelendioSilandoB must lie pronounced a very tempting Identification, like Seledik-

Kalanda in the Kaikos valley.
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north-east towards Eadoi, and, therefore, would touch the upper

UermoB.

This second group, 6 to 11, is given by Hierocles almost in the

reverse order of the Notitiee, except that Qordos is omitted and added

at the end of the list as an afterthought. In the rest of the list no

resemblance whatever can be detected.

12. Maionia retains its name as Menye, as Hamilton observed.

Opsikion is the modem Eoula : the latter is quoted as the Turkish name
by Oeorgius Faohymeres (ii. 435), and the former is mentioned by

Georgius Acropolita (p. 30). Zeus Olympios is mentioned on coins of

Maionia.

13. It will be convenient to add a word here about the modem
Eoula. There is now at Eoula an inscription erected by KoXoi^vaiv ^

Karouua. The resemblance of this name Eoloe to the modem Eoula led

Wagoner, who first saw and published the inscription, to say that Eoula

is the modem form of Eoloe. Tsakyroglos, in publishing the inscription

independently; drew the same inference: he was aware* that the

owners of tin tr*) say they brought it from a place far away to

the north, i^v c joincidence of names seemed too remarkable, and

he disbelievcv. Juaa evidence. The coincidence of names, however,

is quite accidental ; the name Eoula is a good Turkish name, which was

used even by the Bj'zantine writer Pachymeres. It is the name,

meaning " fortress," which they applied to the strong fortress called by
earlier Byzantine writers Opsikion. There is, therefore, no reason to

doubt the evidence of the owners of the stone, whom I have questioned

on the subject. It was found in the district of Eara Tash, on the

southern side of the mountains (probably part of the ancient Temnos)

which separate Synaos (Simav) from the Eatakekaumene, eight hours

north of Eoula. Eara Tash produces madder root in great abundance,

and Eoula, which is one of the chief centres of the carpet manufacture,

formerly carried on a great trade with the district where the root was

found. In recent time bad but cheap European dyes are used in place

of the fine but troublesome native colours, and the people of Eoula have

little or no intercourse with Eara Tash, while the district of Eara Tash

is ruined.f In the time when the trade in madder-root was brisk, one

of the Eoula Greeks brought back this stone with him. The name

Eoloe, therefore, belongs not to Eoula but to some village in the Eara

Tash district. Such is the evidence, and we must follow it, instead of

turning aside into the fanciful path of etymological similarity.

14. Afollonos Hikbon struck imperial coins with the legend

AJIOAAONIEPEITON. The only clue to its situation, besides the fact

that it was in the conventus of Sardis, lies in its being in later

* I conversed with him on my first visit to Koula.

t The people of Kara Tash, in one of whoso villages I stayed a night In 1884,

enquired of me what the reason was why their madder was no longer wanted.
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Byzantine lists included in the same bishopric with Aetos, which, there*

fore, may be understood to be a fortress that rose to importance in the

Turkish wars. Now Aetos is mentioned on the march of the Germans
under Frederick, in a.d. 1190, from Philadelpheia to Laodiceia.* It is,

therefore, very probable that ApoUonos Hieron is at the upper end of

the plain of Philadelpheia, and Aetos a fort commanding the pass across

the mountains to the Lykos valley.

IK. The Hyboani and Mostkni were two neighbouring peoples in the

middle Hermos valley. The general indications are quite sufficient to

place them between Magnesia, Sardis, and Thyateira ; but the discoveries

of M. Fontrier of Smyrna have given additional cpigraphic evidence to

localise them along the Hermos on the east side of the Magnesian terri-

tory. They were neighbouring peoples, if any stress can be laid on the

phrase of Tacitus, Ann., 2, 47. This part of the Hermos valley was
called the Hyrcanian plain, from the colonists settled there by the

Persian kings. One of the Hyrcanian villages was called Aapc(ovK<i!/Ai;,t and

the plain was called sometimes the Hyrcanian plain, sometimes Kvpov

UfSiov (Strab., pp. 627, 629). This explanation assumes that Oyrus's

colonists were anastatai, according to a frequent custom of the oriental

sovereigns.

16. The Mosteni were in the conventus of Pergamos, and are there-

fore to be sought on the north side of the Hyrcani, who were in the

conventus of Smyrna. There is little room for doubt about them : the

reference of Tacitus shows that they were neighbours of the Hyrcani,

and they must therefore be placed between them and ApoUonis, perhaps

at Sari Tcham. They sometimes bear on coins the title KAICAFEON
and AYAON. The epithet Caesareia, which is th'is proved to have

belonged to the city, might perhaps suggeat that the Ceesareia which

Pliny gives :v. the conventus of Ephesos might be the city of the

Mosteni. This, however, seems to be impossible, for Pliny's Csesareia is

more probably Tralleis, and it can hardly be allowed that any part of

the Hermos valley belonged to the conventus of Ephesos; moreover

Pliny distinctly includes the Mossyni in the conventus of Pergamos,

and this name, Mossyni, when compared with that of some coins,

MOSSlNdN, seems to denote certainly the Mosteni. This evidence

seems stronger than, the restoration M[osteni] given by M. Fontrier in

an inscription of Tohoban Isa,| and followed by M. Foucart and Dr.

Schuohhardt. Moreover, even admitting the restoration, it cannot bo

reckoned a certain proof that the Mosteni were south of the Hermos.

Schuchhardt, in his excellent paper,§ supposes that there was a

• Nicet Ghon., p. 539. Another Aetos in Thrace, Nic. Bry., p. 149.

t Wrongly referred to Magnesia by M. Foucart, Bull. Gorr. Hell., 1885, p. 398

;

1887, p. 79.

X Tchoban Isa, i. c. Shepherd Jesus, a curious but not uncommon Turkish name.

§ Athenische Mitthcilungen, 1888, p. 1.

H3
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colony of Macedonian veterans among the Mosteni. The inference from

Taoitus's words indeed is not quite convincing, and there is no other

evidence. M. Fouoart speaks of " plusienrs monnaies portant la legende

lAcxmjvwv MoKcSovwv," but he should not on this point have accepted the

evidence of a traveller who got a hasty glance at certain coins : no coins

with such a legend are known. The contrast drawn by Schuohhardt

himself between the coins of the Mosteni and the Hyrcani suggests that

the former had more of the native Anatolian character, while the latter

were more Greek in character. The words of Tacitus, " quique Mosteni

aut Maoedones Hyrcai. vocantur," (Ann. ii. 47), may very well be

explained as " the peoples who bear the name of Mosteni or of Macedonian

Hyrcani." *

The Hyrcanian plain, then, is that through which the Hermos flows,

between the territory of Sardis on the east and of Magnesia on the

west. The Hyrcaiii inhabited both sides of the Hermos, and the

Mosteni adjoined them on the north-western frontier.

Asynkritos, bishop of Hyrcania, martyred on April 8th, perhaps

belonged to this city, and not to the country Hyrcania.

17. Dareioukome, Okmoita, and Ttanolla, were three villages of the

Hyrcani on the south side of the Hermos, known only from the inscrip-

tions discovered by M. Fontrier of Smyrna. They are referred to

Magnesia by M. Foucart, who has republished them in the Bulletin de

Corresp. Hell., 1885, pp. 394 flf. (cp. Bulletin, 1887, p. 79, note). But

the evidence of locality is conclusive that they do not belong to

Magnesia, and this is confirmed by the fact that they mention a stepha-

nephoros : this magistracy is often found on Hyrcanian, but never on

Magnesian coins. The only doubt that can exist is about Ormoita. The

inscription of Ormoita is in honour of Tib. Olaudius Eleitianos : now the

family of Eleitianos seems to be Magnesian, for a strategos of that name

is mentioned on Magnesian coins of Alexander Severns, i.e. not later

than 235, and another, Aurelius, is mentioned as twice Strategos under

Philip, 246-50. The older Eleitianos also probably was a Magnesian

;

he was a man of high standing through the province, and was honoured

by the Hyrcanian Ormoiteni for certain special services.

18, 19. Akbasos was in the Eaikos valley, and mentions the KAIK02
on its coins. Its precise situation is unknown, but it was probably on

the upper part of the river, for an Acrasiote was buried at Yenije Eeui,

eight miles north-east of Thyateira (Bull. Corr. Hell., 1887, p. 176).

The two cities, Akrasos with coins AKPASIQTDN, and Nakrasa with

coins NAKPA2EI2N or NAKPASEITDN, in the same valley, are confusing,

and it is often difficult to tell which of the two is meant by the corrupt

* The unusual form of expression ia due only to Tacitus's love of variety in a long

list of names. Schuohhardt, in his remarks, appears not to have remembered ihCit

Tacitus is giving a list of twelve cities, and that two separate cities are summed up by

him in this clause, as is well known from other authorities who give the list.
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forniB of the ecclesiastical lists.* The following forms can be dis-

tinguished :

'ieroolcs

^ibtitina

'Awua^^t.

'AKforov,

'\itapaaov.

or Aicpac<rov,

Kiiptur* (read KcfMur^wv])

Ktpwr4»n>, Katpturiuv,

It is remarkable that one of the cities always appears in the ethnic,

the other only in the oity name : this is perhaps for the sake of distinc-

tion, and the form in Hierocles seems to show that this peculiarity of

the ecclesiastical lists was preserved by him.t The first syllable of

Nakrasa always disappears without a trace. The name Akrasos occurs

in Phrygia as a plain on the lower Tembris, Kpaaa-ov irc&W or Kpcuros.

Nakrasa is marked by an inscription at Bakir on the road Thyatira-

Nakrasa-Germe-Fergamos, which shows that, like Thyateira and other

cities, it received a Macedonian colony in Seleucid time.

Lipara and Akrasos are included in one bishopric by Notitias X.,

XIII., but at Cone. Nio. II., Basil of Lipara, Constantino of Akrasos,

and Michael of Eeraseis, were all present. Lipara was therefore a

separate oity from Akrasos, and at some period they were united under

one bishop.

20. Apollonis was long known to ha/e been near Falamut, but

M. Fontrier was the first to place the site above doubt. Strabo says it

was 300 stadia alike from Sardis and from Pergamos, referring to a

direct road between these two cities by ApoUouis. Schuchhardt has, in

an excellent paper, shown that it was probably originally named Doidya,

that it was made a colony of Macedonian soldiers by the Seleucids about

270-50 B.C., and refounded as Apollonis by Attalos II. soon after 159 b.c.

21. Apollonis is to be distinguished from Apollonia, a city of the

Kaikos valley on the left as one goes from Pergamos to the east (Strab.,

p. 625). This ApoUonia is not mentioned elsewhere. Probably it was
a Pergamenian refoundation, and the name ApoUonia | was replaced

after a time by the original name. It lay high, probably on the hills on

the north of the Kaikos (jiertwpot^ hrtKeifiimj tottois).

22. Masdtenoi. a people called Mao-Sin^voi are mentioned as included

in the population of the Pergamenian kingdom without having full

rights of citizenship. The citizenship was given to them, along with

the Macedonians, Mysians, &o., after the death of Attalus III.§ They
||

^ I do not mean that these forms are mere oorruptions of scribes. In a great many
cases they are real indications of popular pronunciations, though gross clerical errors also

exist among them.

t Compare :XaTa\i»y in the list of Lydian cities, gen. of the ethnic from SttroAa.

X Apollonia is a Pergamenian city name in Pisidia.

§ Inscription (inv. 295) published by Frankel in Jahrb. der kgl. Preuss. Kunstsamml.,

ix. (1887), p. 84. I take the reference from Schuchhardt, Athen. Mittheil., 1888. p. 14

11 Sec Addenda.
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are probably Fapblagonian mercenaries. The name Masdya may be

with Doidya ; compare Maataura, Mastusia (a hill near Smyrna).

23, 24. Trakodla and Gamdeia. The later Notitise mention a

bishopric of two towns, Gandeia or Gaudeia and Trakoula. A biRho]r>

of Trakoula was present at Cone. Xioaen. II. in 787. No other reference

to these places is known to me. Trakoula seems to have retained its

name as Trakhala, a village and mountain near Soma. Soma is neur the

site of Germe, a small town which probably struck no coins,* and is

never mentioned in the ecclesiastical lists. Apparently it was sub-

ordinate to Trakoula in later Byzantine time, and Gandeia or Gaudeia

was somewhere near. Germe, however, seems to bo mentioned under

the name Karme by Anna Comnena (see Bithynia).

25. Attaleia was originally named Agroeira or AUoeira (v. Steph.)

It was refounded by one of the Fergamenian Attali. The site, first

approximately determined by M. Radet, has baen more accurately

specified by Dr. Schuohhardt at Seljikli near Gordtik Kalesi, a few miles

north of Thyateira (Athen. Mittheil., 1888, p. 18).

26. Blaundos mentions the river Hippourios on its coins. The site

at Suleimanli was proved by Hamilton. The people are called

Mlaundeis on early coins, and Fhlaudeis in some of the NotitisB. There

can be no doubt that the name is really the same as that of the Mysian

Blades,')' and tho Fisidian Amblada or Amlada. The native form, involv-

ing the syllable Mlad- or Blad-, was adapted to Greek pronunciation by
various devices, giving such forms as Amilanda, Ampelada, Amplada,

Amlada, Amblada, Blandos, Blaudos, Blados, Blaundos, Phlaudos.

27. Elannoudda is known only from some very rare coins of the

second or first century before Christ, and from the Feutinger Table,

which places it 35 miles from Philadelphia on the road to Akmonia.

There is every probability that we should read 40, and that the site was

beside Ine, where there are several inscriptions. The reason why the

name does not appear in Byzantine lists is either that the place took a

new name, or that it was included under another bishopric ; the former

alternative seems impossible, and the probability is that the town passed

under the influence of the neighbouring Blaundos, and hence lost the

right to strike coins under the empire.

28. Mesotimolos, has usually been wrongly identified with Tmolos,

the identification being aided by the fact that the Byzantine lists

apparently omit the latter, concealing it under the name Aureliopolis.

A clue to the position of Mesotimolos is given by several Notiiiae,^

which give it as included in the same bishopric with Blaundos, though

* The coins rEPMHNnN all perhaps belong to the city near tho lake of Apollonia.

t This Mysian Blados, however, is perhaps an error, and Blados is really the Lydian

Blaundos, see below, § 41.

X No coafldenco can bo p'occd in such hollenised names; this name seems more

plausible, but has no more real character, than Thyateira for Bvyirttpa, because

SeleuouB heard there of his daughter's death (Steph.).
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most omit ^ot, and turn a single bishopric into two. The ooiTuption,

4o(/9oc iiruTKinros n.o\v)(aXdvBov t^s AvStac, at Cono. Seleuo., 350 A.D.,

perhaps hides the double name. A situation on the east Lydian

frontier near Takmak is probable, to suit the oonneotiou with Blaundos.

The name Mco-ort/MiiXos, which is possibly the correct form, has been

probably hellenised in order to suggest a meaning. The name of mount
Tmolos occurs also as Timolos (Ovid, 'Met.', 6, 13), and Mesotimolos was
understood as " in the middle of mount Tmolos."* But the connection

with Blaundos is fatal to this view. Probably the correct name is

Mysotimolos, distinguishing it from the western city Tmolos, as the

Mysian Timolos. It is possible that the original name was Tomaros,

and that it struck rare coins with the legend TOMAPHNON, one of

which names a river Eissos. Tomaros may have been changed to

Tumolos or Timolos, or perhaps Tomaros and Timolos are equivalent

forms : when the name was pronounced Timolos, the desire for distinc-

tion produced the name Mvo-otc/moXos.

The name Tomaros may be compared with that of the mountain

beside Dodona, which has the forms Tmaros, Tomaros, and Tomouros.

Mesotimolos then is probably the name of the city whose ruins lie

near the road from Takmak to Ushak, about four hours from the former

on the north side of the road ; and the river beside them is the Eissos.

Tmolites ille vicanus (Cicero, pro Flacco, § 8) was a native of Tmolos,

not of Mesotimolos ; Eckhel wrongly quotes it as Timolites.

29. HiEBOC^SAREiA has been placed by M. Fontrier beside the villages

Beiova and Sasova, about seven or eight miles S.E. of Thyateira. The
cultus of Artemis Persica, mentioned on coins, was said to have been

founded here by Cyrus. The same goddess was worshipped at Hypaipa.

Pausanias (Y. 27) mentions some curious details about the Magian priest

of the goddess, her spontaneously daming altar, and the religious invoca-

tions in a strange language (cp. Tac, Ann. iii., 72).

Le Quien most unjustifiably alters Rufinus Areopolis, a.d. 458, to

Cossinius Hierocaesareae. Sufinus was bishop of Aureliopolis.

30. Thtessos struck a few coins, and is mentioned by Stephanus as a

city of Lydia. It may perhaps be the older name of Hieroctesareia, as

the coins seem to be of an early date. The name Hierociesareia cannot

be older than Augustus, and cannot be proved before the earthquake of

A.i>. 21. The oldest coins of Hieroctesareia are of Nero.

31. Daldis: nothing is known as to the situation of this city. I

formerly thought that it might lie east of Julia Qordos on the Phrygian

frontier, and be included by Hierocles in Phrygia, under tho name of

Theodosia,')' but I was obliged to dismiss the latter supposition, for

Theodosia is mentioned in Phrygia at the council of Constant. 448, X

* See last note, p. 125.

t At the same time I fancied that Blaundos was by HicroclfS given to Phrygia

under the name Pulcherianopolis ; this idea also I have reluctantly given up.

X Also Thomas Theodosiopolis Phrygiae Pacatianae in 451 (Labbc, p. 383).
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while Paul biahop of Daldis signed the Epistola ad Leonem Imperatorem
from the province of Lydia, in 458. It is, however, possible that this

situation is correot, for it is favoured by Ptolemy, who puts Eadoi,

Saittai, and Dadaleis in a group on the east of Lydia. Dadaleis is a

corrupt name, and the easiest correction is Daldis, which then might be

placed about Demirdji Keni. The correction, however, is uncertain, for

Sa8aXc(t or SaraXcts is perhaps the correct reading (see Satala).

82. Stratonioea-Hadbianopolis mentions the Kaikos on its coins. It

has been fixed near Seledik by M. Badet. All the ecclesiaBtical lists,

including Cone. Ohalced. 451, and Epistola ad Leon. Imp. 458, place it

in Lydia. The later Notities unite it in the same bishopric with

Ealanda or Ealamos. The position of Ealanda and of Stratonicec, when
compared with Akrasos and Attaleia, certainly suggests that they woro

in Lydia, which probably included the whole upper Kaikos valley, and

not in Hellespontus ; so that the identifications of Wot TpaSos in Helles-

pontuB as a corruption of els STpaToi'[(Ka(av], and of ^KAcvra, in Helles-

pontus, as CIS KoXavSa, if correct, cannot be taken as proof that these

cities were ever reckoned part of Hellespontus, but must be considered

as the result of a serious dislocation of the text (see § 41).

33. Ealahos. This form of the name is more usual, though the

Ealanda of some MSS. of the Notitiae is probably a real variety, not a

clerical error ; the latter form is perhaps retained in the modem Seledik.

The references of Georgius Acropolita are quite explicit. He speaks on

pp. 30 and 194 from the point of view of one looking along a road from

the EaystroB and Hermos valley towards Constantinople. Ealamos is on

the road south of Akhyraous, and is the northern limit of the Theme
Neokastron, which belonged to Theodore Lascaris, while Akhyraous and

the Eiminian mountains belonged to the Latin emperor. The operations

of the Greek emperors were conducted chiefly along the road by

Akhyraous towards Poimanenon and towards Miletopolis. Ealamos is

mentioned on the march of Frederick in the year 1190 under the form

Ealomon ; Muralt wrongly identifies it with Sardis.

March 22-28. Frederick crosses the Hellespont at Gallipoli.

April 2. After three days' difficult road and one day along a grassy

valley, the Crusaders cross the river Diga f (probably

the Granikos).

April 3. Cross river Anelonica (Angelokomites, Anna II. 280)

with difficulty.

April 7. Beach the great paved road, Constantinople to Tragonium

and Iconium (at a point between Miletopolis and

Akhyraous) ; desert country in front.

April 9. Enter the valley of Ascaratana, i.e. Akhyraous.

• Bull. Con, Hell., 1887, p. 108.

t Maralt takea this for the Henuos. After completing the statement in the text, I

observe on Kiepert's map that Frederick took the same road as Alexander the Great.
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April 14. KalomoD,* this oastle is found desorted ; advance to

Thyateira.

April 21. Philadelpheia two days spent here ; battle with the

Greeks. Aetos : this point is omitted by Muralt (Nio.

Ohon., 639). Tripolis the Leu: Hierapolis: battle

with the Greeks.

April 27. Laodiceia : hospitable reception by the Greeks.

May 1. Through looa desertissima, past lacus salinarum (Anava),

reach place ubi fluvius Mandra (Maeander?) oritur.f

Battle.

May 2. Sozopolis.

May 3. Ginglarion (Chateau Oingulaire). Traverse the pass

where Manuel had been defeated.

May 0. Beside civitas Sirma.

May 18-26. loonium.

May 30. Laranda. For the details see Lycaonu.

June 10. Seleuceia of Isauria ; Frederick is drowned. >>>' '

June 14. Ourca.

June 21. Antioch.

Ealanta is mentioned in 692 as a bishopric of Asia, not of Lydia

:

this is perhaps a mere enor.

34. Neokastrou. The Theme Xeokastrou is clearly identical with

the HermoB and the upper Eaikos valleys, as is shown by the enumera-

tion of the Greek possessions under Theodore Lascaris, Neokastron,

Eelbianon (the Kaystros valley), Ehliara and Fergamos (the lower

Eaikos valley), and the fortresses lying to the side Magidion and Opsikion

(Saittai and Eoula).:{ Neokastron begins from (i.'e. has its northern

frontier at) Ealamos. Fachymeres (II. 210, 220) confirms this situation.

The origin of the name is mentioned by Nicetas Choniata (p. 194-5)

:

the fortresses restored by Manuel Comnenus in the twelfth century,

viz., Ehliara, Fergamos, and Adramyttion, were styled as a group

Neokastra. Another Neokastron, which is mentioned by late writers, is

identical with Yeni Eale at the mouth of the Hellespont.§

* So MuraU : Togenon calls it Galoniora.

t Muralt, following Nioetas, makes the Crusaders reach Philomelion on May 1.

Obviously either Philomelion or Sozopolis is an error. It seems somewhat im-

probable that Frederick would march by Philomelion, and it is impossible that after

his delay and battle at Philadelpheia and his battle at Hierapolis, he could rearh

Philomelion on May 1. Moreover, Muralt quotes on April 29, " ubi fluvius Mandra
oritur," which obviously refers to the sources of the Mnander. Philomelion may be a

false rendering of some place between Apameia-Celaeno) and Apollonia-Sozopolis, on the

direct road to Iconium. I have not access to all the authorities, and must reserve

opinion.

t rk irXaylus iyictlfitva MaylttA rt ml 'O^Ikm : the enumeration is made from the

point of view of one looking to Constantinople, and the two fortresses then lie off to the

side (Geoig. Aoropol., pp. 30, 195, cp. 14).

; § Its position is clearly defined in 'UpnKos XpoviKSp, Sathas, Bibl. Or. Med. Aev., i.
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35. Metkoros ii unknown to me except in the passage of Oeorgiui

Aoropolita just quoted (p. 194) ; it must have been in the Hermos valley,

and may possibly be the purely Byzantine fortress Gurduk Kalcsi, a few

miles north of Thyateira, near the site of Attaleia.

36. Satala still retains its name as Sandal, about an hour to the

north-west of Koula, near the Hermos. TL i only passage which gives

any clue to its situation is in " Acta Sanctorum," May 27, p. 683. Thera-

pon, after having been tortured in tlie neighbourhood of Ankyra and

SynaoB, where there was a river Asteles, was conducted to the Thrake-

sian Theme along the course of the Hermos. He passed through the

bishopric of Satala, where he was put to death. It is not easy to be sure

of the exact sense, for the writer of the abridgment, which is published,

did not understand it very well ; but apparently Satala was near the

Hermos on the road from Syiiaos to the Thrakesian Theme, which is

true of Sandal.*

The form SaroAcW in Hieroolos is obviously derived from a list of

bishops.

The chief sanctuary of the Eatakekaumene was situated at Satala

;

it was dedicated to a goddess and a god, in whom we may recognise the

usual Anatolian pair of o-vV/9o>fiot dtoi, the Mother and the Son. The
goddess Is generally called Artemis-Anaeitis, the former being the

Greek name that seemed to suit best her character, the latter being a

Persian term derived perhaps from the colonists settled in the Hermos
valley by Cyrus ; but besides these, the name Leto is also applied to

her, and is perhaps a more genuinely native name. The god is called

by many names. Men or Sabazios, with a variety of additional epithets,

of which AziottenoB or Axiottenos is perhaps the most remarkable and

widespread, as it occurs on coins of Saittai and on an inscription of

Bagis, as well as at Satala.

It is remarkable that Satala, the religious centre of the Eatakekau-

mene, struck no coins : it probably continued to be a mere village

attached to the temple, and was not the seat of a real municipal organi-

sation. It is possible that Satala is mentioned by Ptolemy under the

form AaSoXcis, corrupted from SaSoAcis :t but probably the correction

AoXScts is to be preferred.

87. Tabala still retains its name aa Davala, on the north bank of

the Hermos, which is mentioned on its coins.

38. Baois has been placed by Eeppel's inscriptions near Sirghe on

the Hermos. It takes the epithet Csesareia on coins. The site of the

p. 555-70. It waa built by Mehemet to afford au alternatiTocroBsingof tho Hellespont to

that of Kallioupolis, and at the \re8tern end. It is now called Yeni Kale, or Neokastro,

and ocoapies the place of the ancient SIgeion. Besides this, Alexiopolis or Keokastrou

was a fort beside Philippopolis, built by Alexius (Tomnenua.

* Act Sanct., May 27, Tol. vi. p. C80. Satala, Maionia, and Opsikion (Koala),

W( re in the Opsikian Theme. _ .

t I find Daedaloram for Satalorum in Cone. Chalced.
""

• '
"
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city is Mid to b& on the north bank, but Sirghe ia on tho south side of

the river. It montions the Hermoi on it« coins.*

89. Decafolis was a term sometimes applied to the Katakekaumene.f

We have therefore to look fur ten cities in it. The following six are

certain: Satala, Maionia, Tabala, Bagis, Silandos, Saittai. Of the

remainder three are probably Daldia, Fhiladelpheia, and ApoUonos

Hieron ; and if Mesotimolos has been rightly placed, it would fall within

the natural bounds of the Eatakekaumene and make the tenth. Gordos

also might suggest itself.

40. Herhokapeleia was in the conventus of Pergamos. The name

might suggest a situation on the Hermos, but it is probable that a city

on the Ueimos would belong to tho conventus of Sardis. Perhaps it is

to be placed at Mermere, where there are considerable remains, to which

M. Fontrier wrongly gave the name Attaleia.

Tho tale related by Nicolas of Damascus about Thyessos (Dindorf,

' Hist. Gr. Min.' I., p. 30) may be a legend to explain the name H6rmo-

kapeleia : the words occur in it, Qfvtaam 6 KarniXot

Ayopav irXtjaiw airrov xal 'Epfialov tivaro. It is probable that this is

merely an explanation of the two city names Thyessos and Hermo-

kapeleia. We might almost gather that they were names for the same

place, but the existence of coins of both cities would rather prove that

they were separate but neighbouring places. No inference can be

drawn from the tale as to the situation of the cities ; for though

according to the story Eerses ought to be fleeing from Sardis to Kyme
when he meets Thyessos, such foundation legends are always careless of

consistency. As we have conjecturally placed the cities,^ they make
the genesis of the legend quite natural.

41. Hieroclcs' list of Lydian cities defies all geographical order,

while it omits many names which are contained in all lists, older, con-

temporary, and younger. The opinion which seems to me most

probable is that the MSS. have suffered some serious corruption, which

has disturbed the order and caused the loss of several names. The list

of Hellespontine cities contains several names, indubitably corrupt,

which have a striking resemblance to some of the names in Lydia. The

theory which I advance is that the archetype became mutilated in

Lydia, that several names written in the margin were afterwards

inserted by an error of tho copyist in Hellespontus on the preceding

page, and that the order of the Lydian list was disturbed. The number

* Le Quien infers from tho signature Clirj-sapbius Balocnus (Aiyrii) at Gone. Eplics.,

A.D. 431, that there was a bislioprio Balcoa, called Balicia by Pliny, H. N., Y. 30 ; but

Chrysaphius (or Chrysanthus) is a bishop of Bagis : read Bagenus and Bdyris.

t For the name, see Metaplirastes, Acta Pionii, in Acta Sanct., Febr. 1, p, 43 ; Yos
Decapolim, Lydio) regionem, igne combuatam videtis.

X It may be worth remnrking that thia paragrapli is inserted ns nn aflorthought,

when the rest of the argument about the two cities was already in type. ^
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of Ilolloapontine towns waa given in tho archetype as 30, and thii

numbor was reproduced by tho oopyiats, though the addition of theae

Lydian names made the list much longer. The number in Lydia is

however given according to the shorter list.

(1.) iKiXtvra and B/bc Tpiiot of Hellespontua have for many years

seemed to me to be errors for [ct]« KuXatra and <tf (a)Tpa8o>'[/Kaiav], but

I long made the mistake of thinking that Hierooles placed them inten-

tionally in Hellespontua. This I now seo to be impossible : Hierooles

waa certainly aware that the whole upper Kaikoa valley belonged to

Lydia. The difficulty diaappears when we oonaider that he gave them

in Lydia, and that tb' '' have been accidentally tranaforred *o Helles-

pontua. Another argument against uy older theory may auggosv itself:

Kalanta occurs only in the latest Notitio), included in the same binhoprio

as Stratonikaia. But I shall show that Hieroclea had an exceptionally

good knowledge of HoUeapontus, probably ariaing from peraon&l

acquaintance : thia knowledge extended also to the Kaikoa v:*lley.

Moreover Kalanta ocoura in 602 aa a biahopric, and may have been

originally a separate bishopric from Stratonikaia, though afterwards

united with it ; au, e.g., Lipara and Akraaoa wore separate biahoprica in

787, but arc united in tho late Xotitio3.

(2.) BXa&>« of Helloapontus was long ago recognised by M. Wadding-
ton aa transferred by miatnke from Lydia.* He haa anbaequently

abandoned tho idea (on Le Baa, No. 1011). It is now held by him and
by authorities generally that there was a city Blados in Mysia, which
has retained its name aa Bolat. No explanation ia offered aa to why
thia place is omitted from all Notitiaa : its aituation distinctly marks it

out as a bishopric. I cannot admit that Bolat is the modem furm of

Blados : tlio resemblance may be accidental, for Bolatli is a Turkish

village near the N.E. end of the lake of Anava. I consider Bolat as a

Turkish name, and place there the bishopric Neocaesareia or Ariste.

One other reference is traced to this supposed Mysian Blados ; it is

in Strabo (p. 567), who speaks of Blaudos as a irdX» 4>».>>. k^ near

Ankyra. I shall show under Hellespontos that the naniu Fhrygia

cannot possibly bo extended so far as to include Bolat. There is there-

fore no alternative except to understand that Strabo th making a loose

and vague reference to Blaundos on the Lydo-Pb: i gian frontier, and
that his vague expression near Ankyra is intenciOu only to indicate the

position of Blaudos on the west frontier of Phrygia. I admit that

Strabo rarely uses such a vague express on as this, but the other theory

necessitates an even greater degree of vagueness, for Strabo places

Blaudos f on the Lydian frontier of Phrygia, which is strictly true of

Blaundos, but implies an extraordinary vagueness if said of Bolat.

M. Waddington supports his later view by the argument that

. Hierooles mentions Blaundos under the form Lounda, but places it in

* ' VoyncfC Xunii^inatique,' p. 64. t ^p^f A.vSla» ir*p\ BKavtoy.
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Phryjpia. Lounda, however, is now known to bo a distinct Phrygian city

and bishoprio: it is mentioned also in Notitias III., X., XIII., which

g^ve Blaundos in Lydia.*

(3.) Sayapa was suggested by M. Waddington to be a misformation

of SaraXo, transferred from Lydia. It is true that y is frequently

written for r in the ecclesiastical lists, as "Aryov&x, 'AryaXcia 'Aryauov,!

'Aryofao-of. But SaraXcW occurs in Hieroclos' Lydian list, and the

theory therefore does not suit well; a confusion between Sala and

Satala must be invoked to help it.

In spite of this undeniable difficulty the theoiy may be in the main

true, and it certainly eliminates several serious difficulties. It still

leaves unexplained the omission of Daldis and Hyrkanis, and perhaps

also of Lipaia, Qaudia or Gandia, and Trakoula in Lydia, and the

existence of such seeming corruptions in Hellespontus as Beketa, Eerge

;

but the former may have disappeared entirely when the archetype was

injured, and the latter may be villages of Hellespontus, as Artemea

certainly is.

I may add here a list of the Lydian bishops, who appear at the

Council of Nikaia, 325 a.d. :

—

Artemidorus Sardiensis

Soron Thyatirensis

Thomasiou Ethymasius Fhiladelphiao

Barensis Folliou Feperensis

Agogius Tripolitanus

Florentius Anticyrrae

Marcus Standitanus

Antiochus Aureliopolitamis

Sardis Lydiea

Thyatira Lydiaj

Fbiladelpheia Lydiaj

Ferperene Asito

Tripolis Lydiaj

Ankyra Phrygiae

Blandos or Blaundos Lydise

Aureliopolis Lydias

C. Cities and Bishoprics of Phryoia.

1. Laodiceia, with the x'^poh Eleinokaprios and Kilarazos, Lakerios,

Fanasios, Earia, and Tantalos (which perhaps arc alsox<u/}ot),j; the rivers

Eapros, Eleinos, Lykos, Asopos, and Eadmos, mounts Salbakos and Ead-

mo8, the Syrian Gates, and the title Trimitaria, see ASF, A, i. In that

place I pointed out that Hyelion and Leimmokheir are two villages on

the Mnander beside the bridge, which under the Boman Empire was

not very far from Antioch, and which is represented on coins of that

city. Harmala was perhaps lower down the Maeander valley, and

Lonma and Pentakheir are certainly much lower down. Possibly, Pen-

takheir is beside Mount Latmos, now called Besh Parmak, "Five

Fingers." It has since occurred to me that the name Tantalos, which

6 BKMwv or d *\aviiiiv. t 'Aryiiwn = 'Arriun = [J]ATT[a\]^«v, Not. VIII.

X On the tenn x<»poi> compare Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1743.
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occurs ou tlie march from Eolossai towards Autioch, is perhaps retained

in tho modem form Dandalo Tchai, applied to the river Mordynos.

2. HiKUAPOus, CB, ii. ; ASP, A, ii.

3. MossYNA, CB, iii. ; ASP, A, iii. It is the mountainous country

between Hierapolis, the Mroander, and Dionysopolis. The modem
villages Gcuzlar, Ak Devrent, Sazak, and Geveze all belong to it. In

OB, ix., this territory was divided between two bishoprics, Mossyna and

MetoUopolis ; but the latter has now been identified with Motella, on the

other bank of tho Meeander. Thiounta (ASP, A, xii.), a demos of

Mossyna, had quarries of a stone commonly used for making sarcophagi.

The stone was used at Hierapolis, whore it was called Thiounteno ; this

reading, rightly defended by M.|Waddington (Le Bos, 1683), was altered

by Franz, C.I.G., 3015, to ^oKifirpnj. Strabo mentions that it was a

variegated kind of marble. It was also exported to other districts,

where it was known as Hierapolitan,* just as Dokimian marble was

known to all the world as Synnadic.

4. Attoudda (ASP, A, iv.) was situated at Ilaz Keui, a mile or two

west of Serai Koui.

5. Karoura (ASP, A, iv.) was on the south bank of the Mseander,

about eight miles west of Serai Eeui, in the territory of Attoudda.

Mgnos Kome, with the temple of Men Earou, was between Earoura and

Attoiidda. The hot springs of Earoura and Menos Eome are mentioned

by Athonaens (ii. p. 43 ; see below. No. 31).

G. Trapezopolis, near Assar and Eadi Eeui (ASP, A, v.).

7. Eolossai, a defenceless city in the level plain, sank into decay in

tho Byzantine wars. Its site is now absolutely deserted, ASP, A, vi.

8. EiioxAi, on a steep, precipitous hill, three miles south of Eolossai,

took its place about a.d. 692-787. It was an important military station

;

doubtless there was a Turma Ehonai, probably of the Thrakesian Theme.

9. Eeretapa-Diocksareia, at Eayadibi, on the lake Aulindenos (ASP,

A, vii., correcting CB, xv.)

10. Themissonion, at Eara Eyuk Bazar, with the river Eazanes,t a

tributary of the Indos, rising in Mount Eadmos. The god Lykabas

Sozon is mentioned on its coins. .- .

'-

11. Phylakaion or Pylakaios,:}: on the road Eibyra—Phylakaion

—

• Compare Constant. Porphyrog., (fe Cerim., p. 644, and Strabo, p. 374, where we must

read Trjs Kapv<nias icol rijt Aoki^cUov koI t^s 'UpawoKiniiris, for %vvvaStiajs is a mere gloi^s

on AoKijuotoi;, and has crepe into the text from the margin.

t Even on Kiepert's new map this river is called Casus. M. Waddington long

ago showed what the true name is (M^. Numism., i. p. 110).

X I presume that no one will defend Eoktemalikai as a genuine uncorrupted name.

While I still believe in the identification of Phylakaion, I must withdraw the suggestion

that pilycon is a corruption of Pylaknion. I must admit that various examples of Greek

names (and perhaps also of corruptions duo to Greek letters) occur in the Table. But
the Anon. Rnvenn. mintions Filnotion, and this proves that Phylakaion was mentioned

in tho original of the Peutinger Tabic. Laodicca cp i Ijoo may have caused the

Pylakaeon, coming oa second name after it, to drop out

VOL. IV. t
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Eriza—Themissouion—Laodiceia, seems to have been an imperial estate

mentioned by Hierocles as xtapia irarpiftovia with tho dittography

Koktemalikai, i.e. Krrjfia [nti]AtKai[c'(iDi']. ASF, B, 4.

12. Eriza, at Jshkian Bazar, ASP, B, 5.

13. Takina, at Yaraahli, ASP, A, ix. '

14. Sanaos or Akava, ASP, A, x., correcting CB, XV.
15. MoTELLA, the Byzantine Metellopolis, retains its name as Medele,

on the north side uf the Maeander, opposite Dionysopolis. It is pro-

bably the Fulcherianopolis of Hierocles, which would imply that it

attained the rank of a city under Pulcheria (414-453 A.n.). CB, ix.

;

ASP, A, xi.

16. Atyokhorion, the ancient village at the temple of Apollo Lair-

benos, on the south bank of the Meeander, in the ten-itory of Dionyso-

polis. ASP, A, xii., J. H. S., 1887, p. 380; 1889, p. 221.

;: 17. Dionysopolis, beside Orta Eeui. CB, iv. ; ASP, A, xii.

18. Salocda ; 19, Melokome ; 20, Eaoyetta ; are demoi of Dionysopolis

or perhaps of Mossyna. ASP, A, xii., J. H. S., 1889, 230.

21. Hyroaleis, on the Mteander, between Bekirli and Demirji Eeui.

CP, vii, ; and (with a slight correction) ASP, A, xiii.

22. LocNDA, in the angle of the Maeander, near Mahmud Ghazi.

CB, xi., where inscription No. 16 ought to end K6\f/w koI [vofi]iafMT[a'\,

and should probably be attributed to Peltai. ASP, A, xiv.

23. Peltai, between Eara Agatchlar (pronounced Earayashilar) and

Yaka Eeui. CB, xii.

24. EuMKNEiA, at the sources of the Eloudros, between the Glaukos

and the Maeander, on the site of the modern Ishekli. The known
tribes of Eumeneia are Herais, Athenais, Hadrianis, Argeias. CB, xiii.

25. SiBLiA, or SouBLAioy, at the modern Homa, which retains the

Byzantine (or Tnrco-Byzantine) name. The plain in front is the plain

of Lampe, in which is the village Yicus (called ad vtcum in the Peutinger

Table) or Oikokome. The name Jdstinianopolis appears to have been

given to Soublaion in the sixth century. The Douz Bel, east of Homa,
was an important Byzantine Eleisoura, commanded by the fortress

Myriokephalon ; and the Turrij* Boghaz, leading down to the east from

Douz Bel, is the T^vySpiT^i; of Nicetas Choniata. ASP, A, xviii.; CB, xiv.

26. Attanassos is the modern Aidan, CB, x., ASP, A, xvi. Eski

Aidan is on the eastern, not as I have stated on the western, bank of

the Glaukos ; * it lies on the eastern side of Yeni Aidan.

27. Eharax and Graos Gala were on the road between the fortresses

of Ehonai and Soublaion. Eharax cannot be connected with Alexandrou

Eharax, mentioned by Stephanus, near Eelainai-Apameia.

28. Okoklia, known only from coins, may perhaps be the city situ-

ated near EUes, or Elyes, on Lake Askania (lake of Buldur). In Byzan-

tine time it probably took the name Yalentia, given in Phrygia by
* I 8pi)ke on'y from information, but have since visited Aidan.
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Hierooles, but afterwards apparently attached to the division of Pam-
phylia, which was separated from the rest, and which in my list (ASP, D)
is distinguished as Tertia.

Okoklia then must be included ia the conveutus of Kibyra or

Laodiceia (CB, xxviii.), taking the place doubtfully assigned to Adada.

It is also necessary to add Lagbe to this conveutus, and therefore to

include it within the Boman province of Asia. An inscription

(ASP, D, 14) provides that a penalty for violating a tomb at Lagbe is to be

paid to the " City of the Kibyratai." This implies either that Lagbe was
subject to Kibyra, or that it was in the conveutus of Kibyra ; * as it was
an independent city, coining money, the latter alternative must be

accepted. To this conveutus it is probably necessary to add also the

two demoi, Thionuteis, and Kagyetteis ; and perhaps there were several

other small demoi near Lagbe, such as Siuda, which were included in the

conveutus. The imperial estates of the Ormeleis, Tymbrianasa, and

Alaston, and the town at Gebren, all of which seem sometimes to have

used the Asian era, 85 b.c., should also go with Lagbe. In this way we
may reach Pliny's total, xxii. Ci xxv. (the reading varies).

In the conveutus of Apameia it is necessary to substitute Motella for

Blaundos ; the latter must have been under Sardis.

29. Pepouza, probably at Yannik Eureu, on the road from Eumeneia

to Stcktorion, Otrous, and Hieropolis ; CB, xvii. There were two towns

named Pepouza : Jli'/rav^av noXxv riva «pr)fwv avdfjt.€(rov FaXaTtas Kot KaTnra-

SoKtas Kttt $pvyias* «<rTi S« koI aX\r) Hiirov^a (tract, do ha^resibus, ap.

Coteler., Eccles. Gr. Mon., II, p. 293).

30. Bria, i. e. " the town." Macedonius, bishop of Bria,f was present

at the Council held 553 a.d. Bria is mentioned under the form 'iKpta in

Notitine i., viii., ix., where k is an example of a very common clerical

error for fi : this conjecture, in accordance with which I modified in the

table attached to CB, part II. the table of part I., is proved to be correct

by tre Bodleian MS. Baroc. 185, fol. 16, which reads 'Ivpia. The prothe-

tio iota is common before the two initial consonants. CB, xviii.

31. Sebaste, about Seljiikler, Sivasli, and Bunar Bashi; CB, xix.

Palaeo-Sebaste : the old site at Payam Alan, for want of any better

name, has been thus labelled. It seems of too little importance to have

been a separate bishopric. In my CB, part IL, § xx., I advanced the

conjecture that the place which bore the name of the god Men '^ might

be Paloeo-Sebaste : but this view is impossible. Athenaeus (II. p. 48)

speaks of the hot springs beside Menos Kome, and this Menos Kome
must be the same place that Strabo says was called after Men. The
hieron of Men in the place called by his name is undoubtedly the famous

* This principle, which might, I think, be safely assumed, has been carefully

digousaed by Prof. Q. Hirsohfeld and Dr. Treuber.

t There is frequently in the lists a confttsion between him and Macedonius of

Brouxos, who was also present.

X t6 tow yiripoi Ihphv] iv ry 6iktiviiix<f rir^, Stnib., p. 5.57.

h 2
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temple of Men Karon beside Attondda. j'he village attached to the

temple was called Menos Eome ; compare above, 16, Atyokhorion. Hiera

Komo is a generic name for suoli villages.

32. Aloudda or Elocza. The identity of those two names seems to

nie certain, and the subjection to Sebaste under the Romans seems

probable. In that case it would have reached the rank of a ttoAi; in the

early Byzantine time. Site at or near Hadjim (or Hadjimler). Aloudda

ia placed there by a consideration of the road Akmonia— Aloudda
— Elannoudda— Philadelpheia, and the order of Hierocles requires a

situation in this neighbourhood for Elouza.

33. Akmonia, at Ahat Keui. CB, pts. I. and II. § xxii. ; Amer. Joam.
Arch. 1885.

84. Eeramon Aoora, at Islam Keui, CB, xxii. bis. A large tumulus,

about an hour south-west from Islam Keui, may some day yield results

to its excavators. This identification seems to me as certain as any one

of the kind can be; it explains the route of Cyrus and makes it

reasonable, and it suits the distances. Hamilton's identification with

Ushak, still followed by Eiepert in his latest map, seems absolutely

without reason. It is quite out of keeping with the distances, and it

attributes a march tit the army of Cyrus over a country' which no army
would attempt except under dire necessity, first across a low mountain

ridge, then over the enormous canon of the Banaz Tchai. Cyrus was

not anxious to discourage his army by long unpleasant and unnecessary

marches at the outset.

35. AuA. Its situation near Kirka seems probable, but the proximity

of Kirka and Hadjimler prevent any confidence in the exact position

until a more thorough exploration has been made. The general situation

seems well establitihed, if the order of Hierocles is as true to geography

as usual.* It is beside Akmonia and Hierokharax, but it is not in the

district subject to Akmonia. A situation north-west of Akmonia and

south-west of Hierokharax would be still more in accordance with

Hierocles, if such a site could be found. Possibly an ancient town may
have existed on the Banaz Su, towards its source, north-west of Islam

Keui. The thought has also occurred to me that the site at Islam Keui

may have been, under the Bomans, an independent town, and r f:

village subject to Akmonia ; and in that case it might be Alia. But a

town at Islam Keui cculd only be one of the bishoprics attacked to

Akmonia, viz. Hierckliarax, Diokleia, Aristion, and Kidyessos.

On the whole, therefore, Alia, though uncertain, may best be placed

at Eirka, unless some site be discovered further north than Kirka, but

west or north-west of Islam Keui, rn the south-eastern skirts of Murad

Dagh (Mount Dindymos). A situation beyond the vast mass of Dindy-

mos is quite out of keeping with the order of Hierocles.

* It miut of course be admitted that isolated exceptions occur, but there seems uo

reason to saspcct one here.
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36. HiEROKHARAX, disfigured as loukharatax in Hiorocles, and &»

Oraka in the Notitia:, was one of the cities of the Moxeanoi. It was

probably at Otourak,* on the road from Akmonia to the north and the

east in general. Moxeanoi is the form in Ptolemy and an inscription ;

Mozeanoi on coins.

37. DoKGLA or DioKLGA, one of the cities of the Moxeanoi, was situated

at Doghla, on the road from Akmonia to the Pentapolis of Fhrygia. '

38. Aristion is unknown except as occurring in the Byzantine lists

:

it is to be sought in the western Sitohanli Ova.

39. EiDYESsos, at Geukche Eyuk, in the eastern Sitchanli Ova. The

name is frequently corrupted in the ancient authorities, e. g. KvSKrcrcis

in Ptolemy, and the false form is regularly quoted by modem writers,

e. g. Meyer ' Carier ' and Pauli * Altgriechisohe Inschrift aus Lemnos '

(CB, xxvii.). Kidyessos is related to Eadoi, as Selgessos to Selge

(see Sagalassos).

40. Pentapolis was the name of the valley of Sandykli, with its five

cities: (41) Otrous (Tchor Hisar), (42) Brouzos (Kara Sandykli), (43)

Stektorion (Emir Hisar), (44) Hieropolis (Kotch Hisar), and (45)

EuKARPiA. In his recent map Prof. Kiepert places Eukarpia twelve

miles north of its real position, probably a slip.f

46. Synnada was detected by M. Perrot, from inscriptions copied at

Tchifut Cassaba by M. Choisy. CB, xxxv. Theodosius, bishop of

Synnada, 408, in ' Act. Sanct.,' Jan. 13, p. 477c.

47. DoKiMiox, at Istcha Kara Hissar (CB, xxxvi.).

48. Prtmnessos, at Seulun, two miles S.S.E. from Afiom Kara Hissar

(CB, xxxvii.). The third milestone (A PEYMNESSO III r) is still

beside its original position at a bridge to the north-east.

49. KoNE or KoNNA, at Beuyeiik Tchorgia, five or six miles north of

Afiom Kara Hissar, was united with Metropolis under one bishop ; the

latter was probably at Ayaz Inn.

50. Ambason is given by Stephanus as equivalent to Metropolis. It

was probably the Byzantine Ampoun and the modern Ambanaz, a little

to the east of Beuyeuk Tchorgia (CB, xl.).

51. Akroenos, now Afiom Kara Hissar, took away the importance of

Prymnessos. The form implies a stem, akru, as Kadoenos implies hadu

(in Kadys) and Otroenos implies Otru (in Otreus). Akroenos was
perhaps called Nikopolis on account of the great victory over the Arabs

under Seidi Ghazi in 740 a.d. (CB, xli., xlii.). Notitia3 iii., x., xiii.,

have probably omitted the word ^toi between Prymnessos and Akroenos,

as is done by most Notitiaa in the case of Mesotimolos and Blaundos.

52. Paroreios Phiygia, was the country between Sultan Dagh and

* Otourah, " leisure," from otour, to sit.

t The name Pentapolis is known only from the signature to Cone. Constant., a.d.

553, Paulus episcopus Stectorii oivitntifi, Pentapoliticae regionis, Phrygiae Salutaris

Provinciae.
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£mir Dagh, including the large lakes, and the cities Polybotos, Julia-

IpsoB, Pbilomelion, Thymbrion-Haclriauopolis, and Tyriaion. Its north-

western limit was Holmoi, now Tchai; its south-eastern limit was

Tyriaion. The ancient names of the lakes are unknown, except that in

the twelfth century Ak Sheher Gol was called the Lake of the Forty

Martyrs (Anna Coninena, ii. p. 329). Forty-two martyrs, captured in

Amotion and slain at Samara on the Euphrates on refusing to become

Mohammedans, are worshipped by the Greeks on March 6tb, Act. Sanct.,

p. 457. M, Perrot in Rev. Arch. 1876, 1., p. 190 flF, wrongly infers from

Strab. p. 57G, that 83'nnada was in Paroreios : on the meaning of that

passage and the necessary alteration 'AKfumiav, see CB, xliii.

53. Ji7UA, the Roman correspondent to the place called in more

ancient and in Byzantine times Ipsos, was in all probability near Sakli.

It seems to be near the Eaystrou Pediox of Xenophon. See Addenda.

54. PoLYBoros retains its name as Bolowodun.

55. Philomelion, Ak Sheher, was pointed out by Hamilton, who also

correctly placed

66. Tybiaiox at Ilghin.

57. Thymbrion seems to have been refounded as Hadrianopolis. It

was a little way south of Philomelion, on the direct road to Ikonion vid,

Eaballa. Thymbrion was the great city of earlier time, until Philo-

melion (probably a foundation of the Diadochi, perhaps of the Ferga-

menians) took its place. The fountain of Midas, five miles north of

Philomelion, is, according to Xenophon, apparently included in the

territory of Thymbrion. In his recent map, Prof. Eiepert still identifies

Thymbrion with Philomelion, in defiance of Pliny, who mentions the

Tymbriaui as one of the peoples in the same conventus as Philomelion.

Philomelion was in all probability a foundation of the Seleucid or

Pergamenian kings, and, in the time of Xenophon, Thymbrion was the

nearest city on the march past the Fountain of Midas.

58. Dipotamon is several times mentioned without any precise indi-

cation of locality ; it was an imperial estate, and bore also the name

Mesanakta.* Mesanakta was on the road by which Romanus Diogenes

marched from Constantinople to Sj'ria in a.d. 1032. On his previous

expedition ho marched by way of Philomelion, and in all probability the

same reasons which made that road convenient in 1030 acted also in

1032.t Moreover, the operations of the year 977 seem to make it prac-

tically certain that Dipotamon-Mesanakta was on a road leading by way
of Eotiaion to the east, and there can be hardly any doubt that this

road must be by way of Philomelion (see Cedrenus, ii. 424).

We are not left to probability, however, for Anna Comnena mentions

(ii. 329) that a place named Mesanakta was situated on the road between

* ^aplov Sf $a(ri\iKhv rh AKr^ra/uoc, t VlfffivaKTa Karovofid^ovtriv oi iyx^ptot,

Cedren, ii., 424. Cp. Leo Diac, p. 120.

t Cedren., ii., 491, 499.
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FolybotoB and Fhilomelion, beside the Lake of the Forty Martjra (Ak
Sheher Gol). The imperial estate no doubt included the splendidly fertile

land at the north-west end of the lake, where the beautiful " fountain

of Midas " flows into it. This stream is perhaps the A(o$ Uora/ws, from

which the name Dipotamun is derived : On the estate see E, 22.

Haase has reached e. very different conclusion. He places Dipotamon-

Mesanakta at the junction of the Tembria, either with the Bathys or

with the Sangarios.* The error arises from his taking into account

only Cedronus, ii. 424, and Leo Diaconus, 120, without observing the

other references. His suggestion that the Bathys is identical with the

Bathyrrhyax is shown to be impossible by the discussion given iu

Section G of the latter stream, which proves it to be near Yeni Khan,

west-north-west of Sivas. ^ .- ?

59. Antigous. After Dipotamon has been fixed, it becomes possible

to place on the map some other names which Leo Diaconus mentions in

connection with it (p. 120-2). In a.d. 971 Skloros advanced from

Constantinople against the rebel Bardas Fhokas. He halted at Dorylaion

till the troops of the surrounding themata concentrated there,t and in

the meantime communicated with Fhokas, vainly urging him to submit.

He then advanced to Dipotamon, and again halted, sending emissaries

to corrupt the adherents of Fhokas. It is clearly implied that Fhokas

was encamped not very far away, at a place called Bardaetta ; and as

his followers gradually deserted him he fled to the castle of the

Tyrannoi, called Antigous.^ Cedreuus, with whom Zonaras agrees, tells

the circumstances differently, saying that Fhokas was encamped all the

time at Caesareia of Cappadocia, until he fled to Tyropoion. But Leo is

clearly a better authority. He relates that Fhokas escaped from

Amaseia, where he was living in banishment, to Cajsareia, where he

stayed some time collecting an army. It is implied that he then

advanced towards the west, and the circumstances are very similar to

those of A.D. 667, when Sapor advanced from Cappadocia to Hadrian-

opolis (see Hexapolis below). Fhokas also advanced into Fhrygia

Paroreios, obviously by the great Boman highway leading from Ceesareia

to Fhilomelion, Synnada, and Ephesos, and encamped at Bardaetta,§ a

little to the south-east of Dipotamon. Cedrenus and Zonaras omit the

forward march of Fhokas, and even Leo only implies it without expressly

describing it. He then fled to Tyrannoi or Tyropoion. Bight on the

line of his flight towards the east lies Tyriaiou, anu it seems impossible

to doubt that to tcSv Tvpdwmv <f>povpiov stands for to rStv Tvpaijvm

^poiSpiov, and that Tvpoiroiov is an alteration of TvpialW, due to the

* Sec art. Fluygia in Ersch & Oruber.

t I expaud the brief references of Leo and Cedrenus, p. 887, in accordance with the

account given below of Dorylaion.

X Th r&v Tvpdvvvv K&<rrpov, ft *tivriyohi iccK\i)Tai, Leo Dioc., p. 122.

§ The name is modified by the popular etymologist to give the sense, " the defeat of

Bardas." Is Baretta the true name ? -r- . ,
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etymologising tendency. Standing by tbe hioroglyphio inscription a

mile or more north of Eoli-tolu, I saw a high steep hill, beneath which
Ilghin lay out of sight. On this hill there may have been a Byzantine

castle. A rocky hill was also pointed out to me from the inscription,

apparently about an hour or two distant,* which was said to bo a

fortifiM Kale.

60. Hexafolis. a district in Asia Minor of this name is occasionally

mentioned.! The Arabs ravaged it in 667. Sapor, the Strategos of the

Armeniao Theme, rebelled against the Emperor Constantino in 688, and,

88 we may infer, marched westwards. He occupied Hadrianopolis, and

was there thrown from his horse and killed. Pbadalas was sent by the

Ehalif Moawiya to help Sapor, and when he reached the Hexapolis he

learned of the death of Sapor. He halted until he could send for further

reinforcements, and when they arrived he advanced to Chalcedon, and

as he retired he capf-' )d Amorion. This account seems to imply that

Hadrianopolis was iii the Hexapolis. Now the Armeniao Theme at this

time embraced the whole of Cappadocia, and a very natural road for

Sapor to advance towards Constantinople was through Phrygia Faro-

reios and Hadiianopolis. It seems impossible to understand in this

passa^^e any other of the cities named Hadrianopolis. In that case the

Hexapolis must be equivalent to Paroreios, and the six cities may be

Julia-Ipsos, Philomelion, Hadrianopolis, Tyriaion, Sinethandos, and

Laodikeia ; these six, lying on or near a great route, might ^;e classed

together for some government purposes, and thus form a Hexapolis.

61. Ltkaones, in the Cutchuk Sitchanli Ova (CB, Ixxxv,), are called

in inscriptions AvKaofcs irpos IvSov.

62. AuROERA or Aulokra, with the famous fountain called Kocreni

(i.e. Aurocreni) Fontes by Livy.J and Aulokrene by the Greeks

generally, is the name of the Dombai Ova (CB, Ixxxvi.).

63. Metropolis, in the Tchul Ova, three miles west of Tatarli (CB,

Ixxxvii.).

64. EiNNABORiON, probably at Geneli, in the south-western corner of

Earamyk Ova (CB, Ix.).

65. OiNiA, still called Oinan, in a valley which was probably called

Euphorbium (CB, Ixi., Ixii.).

66. Khelidonia, mentioned by Strabo (p. 663), between Metropolis

and Holmoi (Tchai), must have been the Bimx which Livy mentions

between Metropolis and Synnada. It is to bo looked for below Earadilli,

at the Eouth-western extremity of the Oinan Ova (see below).

The inscription is about two miles from Koli-tolu, a yaila of Khadyn Khan. From
the stone I read the hill over Ilghiu 275°, Koli-tolu 139°, Khailyn Khan 116°, and the

Kale 320°. See my paper in < Athen. Mittheilungen,' 1889.

t Theophan., p. 348, 350.

X Rhotriuos in the text of Livy (xxxviii., 15), is an error for Rhooriiios ; but the

eommon correction Obrimso is absurd and utterly unjustifiable.
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67. SiBiDOUNDA, not mentioned by Hierooles, but perhaps to bo included

under his demos Amadaasoa* which may also be the true form corrupted by
Ptolemy as Gammaousa or Gamboua. Perhaps it is to be sought between

Augustopolis, PolybotoB, Holmoi (Tohai), and Lysias. Sibidounda is

to the Isaurian name Sbida as Attoudda is to Attaia, and as Aloudda to

Alia (CB, Ixiii., Ixiv.).

68. Lysias, probably a Pergamenian foundation, about Bazar Agatoh

and Earadja Euren (CB, Ixv.)

69. AuausTOPOLis, at Surmene (Athen. Mittheil., 1882).

70. 71. Elgros Oreines and Eleros Politikes formed between them

a great imperial estate, the latter being the territory of Augustopolis, and

the former probably in the hilly country to the north. They seem to

have been used, among other purposes, f-^r breeding horses, " quos Phry-

g'm matres sacris preesepibus eduut." f

72. Trokomda was a village, mentioned in an inscription found at a

bridge three miles north of Prymuessos, and four miles west of Augtis-

topolis4 It may possibly be the old name of Augustopolis.

73. Anabocra, is the station between Mandri Fontos and Beudos on

the march of Manlius. It is to be sought a little way south-east of

Surmene, or possibly even at Eara Arslan. The latter, however, seems

too near Beudos. Anaboura was also a city of the Phrygo-Pisidiau

frontier, now called Enevre, six miles west of Kara Agatch.

74. Mandri Fontes, altered by the editors of Livy (xxxviii., 15) to

Aland ri Fontes, are the fountains that flow away towards Polybotes, a

few miles north of the village of Mandra, and a few miles oast of

Seidilar. Bev. des !^t. Grecq., 1889.

75. Beudos Yetus (as opposed to the new city of Synnada, five miles

distant, which was probably a foundation of the earliest Diadochi), at

the village Aghizi Eara. Boudeia, and Phyteia are perhaps other forms

of the name. Hierocles gives it corruptly as Debalakia. Mirus was
bishop of Beudos in 451 a.d.

76. Leontos Eome is mentioned in Athensous as a village of Phrygia,

with hot springs, the water of which was harsh and impregnated with

nitre.§ The reference possibly may be to the hot springs about 14
miles E.S.E. from Afiom Kara Hissar, between Tchobaular and Yeni

Eeui, or to the series of hot springs about three hours north-west of

Afiom Eara Hissar. It is possible that the same place is referred to by
Leo Diaoonus (p. 122) as 'I2i/\coin-a, or in the rustic speech TmKtovra:

Leon Phokas fled thither, a.d. 920, from Ghrysopolis on the Bosphorus.

Cedrenus says that he first came to the fortress Ateous, and when refused

* The name is not quite certain. Hierocles bas 'A\ana<rov, \rhicli is probably a

transposition, with the additional fault of A in place of A.

t See E., 22.

X Mr. Hogarth reads 'Amluvos in this inscription. I have omitted the name in

publishing it. See CB, Iv.

§ Tpax^tptt xal virpwliartpa, Athen., ii., 48 A.
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admittance there he wont to Tot^XcWos. Symeon Magister gives the

names Aetoua and TorfXiovn (dative).* Aetoi is said by him to be a

city, Goeleon an open field or country village. Leo Grammatious agrees,

but has Ateous and Foi^X^oirt. Qeorgius Monaohus mentions only ro

Kiiarpov 'Arcov«. None of these references give any clue to the situation.

77. Meros, at Kuuibet (OB, Ixvi.). The order of Hierooles is clear.

78. Nakoleia, at Seidi Ghazi, as J. B. Steuart and Dr. Mordtmann
saw and proved (CB, Ixvii). Villages in its territory were Seuea, Vek-

noKOMG, Santabaris, Eakkabas, and perhaps Ryma (CB, Ixviii.-lxxiii.).

79. Sanoia, 150 stadia from Pessiuus, at the sources of the Sangarios.

This distance, as given by Strabo, is a decided understatement. It was

near Tohifteler ; and Pazox, where a Novatian Synod was held, seems to

have been in the same neighbourhood.

80. Mezea, a village near Dorylaion (CB, Izxix. See bcluw, n. 212).

The Bathys joined the Tembiis, Tembrogius, or Thybris, at Dorylaion,

V. Nio. Chon., p. 89, Cinnam., p. 81, 191.

81. Akkilaion is placed on the road between Midaion and Germa
Colonia (see Galatia).

82. Erassos, the plain of the Tembris below Midaion, and probably

also below Akkilaion, for Akkilaiou was in the province of Asia,t while

Kpao-crov (irtBiov) seems to be placed by Galen outside of the bounds of

Asia (CB, part I., App. I., where it is unnecessary to correct Kpao-o-os for

Kpd<r<rov : irc&ov is understood).

83. EoTiAiON is still called Eutaya. The name is given on coins

with the spelling KOTIAEON, but probably the form Koruaiov, which

often occurs, is more strictly accurate. It is the city of Eotys, as

Midaion of Midas, Tataion of Tatas, Dorylaica of Dorylas, Akkilaion of

Akkilas. It was the seat of a marked type of Christianity from the

second century onwards.}

84. Fraipenisseis are a people on the upper Tembris or Tembrogius,

about Altyntash. The chief town or village of the district was called

Soa, and the inhabitants Soenoi. The name Bennisoa has hitherto been

given as a variant or rather a fuller form of Soa, but this is a mistake

arising from misunderstanding of the following inscription, a dedication

to the god of the district, Benueus or Zeus Bennies ; vjrip t^s AvroKparo/aos

Ncpova Tpatavov, etc.,' vtiKtji Ati B€vvC(f Mi^fo^anjs T«/io[XaJov roc fiwfiov

avianrjiTtv Btwti Soi^vuc. The inscription is badly engi-aved, and is the

work of an unpractised engraver and an uneducated compoBer.§ The
last two words must not be joined into a single word ; they are added in

a final line, apart from and unnecessary to the rest of the inscription.

* Gedren., ii., 293 ; Symeon, p. 730 (Bonn Ed.) ; Leo. Gramm., p. 302 ; Oeorg.Mou.,

p. 889 (Bonn).

t Its rare coins belong to Asia, rather than to Galatia.

X See my papers in the Expositor, 1888 and 1889 and Addenda.

§ The letters are rnde, and TEIMOAA OY, with a gap between A and O, is clear.
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possibly even by a different hand. They are simply intended to bring

into special prominence the god to whom the dedication is made, Beuneus

of the Soenoi. The forms Benneus and Zous Bennies are both used in

other inscriptions, though not side by side as here. The construction is

awkwrard, but such explanatory additions are not a rare feature in the

rude patois which was called Greek by the Phrygians, while the addition

of a genitive Btvvturat^m', according to tho cuiTent interpretation,

id both equally awkward and absolutely contrary to analogy. More-

over, the name Soenoi occurs in another inscription of the same
village, and we are bound to accept its authority, when it is confirmed

by the natural and simple explanation of the former inscription. Hoa

is apparently identical vtrith the Carian soua, ' grave,' see Stephanus, s.v.

SovaycAa.

The names Tottoia, AbeiktA, Trikomia, Zingot, Iskome, and Isgerea,

also Skordapia (corrupt?), Spore (coi-rupt?), Gaiou Eome (corrupt?),

Tribanta (uncertain), are found in this district at different periods ; they

denote apparently for the most part separate villages (OB, xc.-xovii.).

86. Epiktetos. In order to understand PtolomyS description of this

part of Phrygia, we must bear in mind that he uses more than on©

authority. One of his authorities made Phrygia extend on the north

only as far as the Eidyesseis and the Makedones Eadoenoi. The
authority whom he uses probably considered that along this frontier line

Phrygia was bounded by Mysia. Hence the Praiponissois, who are

north of the Eidyesseis, are assigned by Ptolemy to Mysia. But when
Ptolemy gives a list of the cities of Phrygia, he follows a different

authority, who reckoned this entire district as far west as Synaos and

Ankyra to Phrygia. This uncertainty as to tho limits of Mysia and

Phrygia was a proverb among the Greeks, as Strabo mentions. Ptolemy

makes the Eadoenoi and Eidyesseis border not on Mysia but on Bithynia.

So also Strabo, p. 795, makes the Mysians (called Olympenoi and Helles-

pontii) intei'vene between Bithynia, with its capital Nikaia, and Phrygia.

In other places also Strabo assigns a considerable territory along the

north frontier of Phrygia to Mysia. At other times he assigns both

Mysia and Epiktetos Phrygia to the district about Olympos between

Bithynia and Great Phrygia. Epiktetos contains the six cities, Midaion,

Dorylaion, Eotiaion, Nakoleia, Aizanoi, Eadoi, though Strabo adds that

Eadoi is by some reckoned as part of Mysia (p. 571, 576). But when

(p. 5G7), he extends the name Phrygia to include Blaudos near Ankyra,

which must be the Blades of Hierocles, it is impossible to think, as

most authorities do, that he extended the name Phrygia to include tho

modern Bolat (see p. 133). Bolat is in Strabo's Mysia Abrettene.

The solution of these apparent contradictinns lies in the sense of the

word Epiktetos, which perhaps was given by thf» Pergamenian govern-

ment * to a territory, considerable part of which had previously been

* The coins or Epiktetos are Pergamenian in typo.
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reckoned Myiian. Hence there is a tendency to vary and coufuso

between Fhrygia Epiktetoa and Myiia. Nut merely Ankyra and Syuaos,

which Strabo reckons as Mysia Abbaitia, but also Kadoi (whore an

inscription of the Abbaeitai occurs, Le Bas, No. 1001), FraipenissoH

(reckoned by Ptolemy in Mysia), and, therefore, necessarily also Aizanoi,

were at one time and by some writers reckoned as part of Mysia. Henoe

it is quite natural that Xonophon should call Koratuon Agora (Islam

Keui) t(r\aTri irpb$ r^ Mvcrty X'^P?'

The name Phrygia was given to the country ruled by a conquering

tribe of Fhryges, crossing from the Macedonian side of Thrace by the

Hellespont. At a later time new troops of European barbarians, the

Mysoi, penetrated into Asia, pressed the Phryges farther inland, and

partially occupied their country. In this way the extraordinary inter-

lacing of the two names becomes intelligible. The situation of the parts

called Mysia, which, according to Strabo, separated HoUespontine

Phrygia from Great Phrygia and Epiktetos, and on one side adjoined

the Kaikos and the Porgamenian territory as far west as Teuthrania,

while it extended through Abbaitis and Abrettone to the Mysian

OlympoB (p. 571, 676), can only be explained if wo suppose the Mysoi

to have crossed into Asia at a point much farther west than the

Phrygians did, probably following the route which afterwards Alexander

and Barbarossa both took.

86. ArpiA, on the Boraan road between Akmonia and Kotiaion, is

well known since the journey of Le Bas. It is still called Abia, CB,

xoviii. Coins have the spelling 'AirmavStv, but the true name is probably

Apia, like the 'Afrta yaia of the Peloponnesus : the name is connected

with the stem apa or dkwa, " water." Le Quien omits Paul, bishop of

Appia, 325 : the Acta have Apameensis for Apianensis, and Le Quien

reads Acmoniensis.

87. EuDOKiAS is a name which, like Pulcherianopolis, Yulentia, and

Theodosia, points to the fourth and fifth centuries. At one time I Avas

disposed to see in it a temporary name of Kotiaion, but as all authorities

assign Kotiaion to the province of Salutaris, I have been obliged to give

up this view, and to regard Eudokias, according to the order of Hiorocles,

as occupying the north frontier of Pacatiana, between Apia and Aizanoi.

There is a tract of unexplored country in this neighbourhood, on the

north skirts of Murad Dagh, reported to contain many villages. Eudokias,

however, is probably the imperial estate, on which see E., 22.

The next five bishoprics were an ecclesiastical district, and were,

therefore, according to the principle which is observed in many cases, a

local district also. Four of them, Aizanoi, Kadoi, Ankyra, and Synaos, are

well known, and the fifth, Tiberiopolis, must be placed adjoining them.

88. AzANoi or Aizanoi. The site at Tchavdir Hisar, with its exten-

sive and interesting ruins, is well known. Stephanus mentions * that

* On the authority of HtTmosenes.
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Euphui'buH wnu tlio tint prieatly dynast of the temple, and was

appointed because ho taught the propnr method of sacrifice. The atory

may bo taken as proof of tho former existence of priestly dynasts, at

Aizanoi, such as arc well known at Olba, Pessinus, Oomana, &o. ; where

tho priest ruled as interpreter of the will of tho god. Euphorbus pre-

scribed the sacrifice of tho hedgehog and the fox {l^iv and olavovv), and

honoo comes tho name of tho city, which ought strictly to be 'E(ovdvow.

Were it not for this form, I should be disposed to connect Azanoi with

Phrygian d(wa, accus., " beard." The Zeus of Aizanoi is doubtless of

the same' character as the Zous Bonneus of the Praipenisseis, and as the

Zeus Bronton of Dorylaion and Nakoleia. The two latter are identi-

fied in a dedication found in the district of Nakoleia Aii BpoKrwKrt koI

Biwti. This Zeus was apparently the god of the European tribe, which,

according to my view, overran Phrygia about 900 b.c., or possibly even

earlier, and which adopted the religion of Cybele and much of tho

civilisation and social customs of the older race, among whom it settled

as a conquering caste. I regard Benneus as connected with the Thraco-

lUyrian Benna, a car, and as denoting the thundering god, who diives

in his car across the heavens. In the more civilized states of Nakoleia

and Dorylaion, the Greek term Bronton was substituted for the native

name Benneus.

89. TiBERioPOLis, about Amed, Assarlar, or Egri Qoz. There was
here a oultus of tho o/uojSu/iUoi 0col Sc/Sao-rot', either Augustus and Livia,

or more probably Tiberius and Livia, the imperial mother and son

taking the place of the divine mother and son, who were often wor-

shipped in Asia Minor as Leto and Lairbenos. The district around it

was called Abrettene, as M. Waddington has shown in his admirable

discussion (Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1011).

90, 91. Ankyra and Synaos were proved by Hamilton to have been

situated at Eilisso Eeui and Simav. They were joined in one

bishopric in later Byzantine time. Ankyra sometimes bore the epithet

Sidera or Ferrea, apparently to distinguish it from the Galatian

Ankyra.* The river Makestos rises in the lake of Simav, and the

district around was called Abbaeitis.

92. Eadoi. The accusative form has remained till tho present day in

the form Ghediz. The ethnic KaSanjvoi shows that Eadoi is derived

from the name KaSv's, a Lydo-Phrygian hero.f The proper form, there-

fore, is KaSoFoi or Ka8o(, KaSoFovs or KaSovs. Hence comes the

personal name KaSovSs, i.e. KaSoFas, found on the southern Phryo-

Pisidian frontier. Eadoi was a Macedonian colony (Pliny).

93. Theodosia is placed by the order of Hierocles at Shap Ehane : no

other evidence exists.:^ I have assumed that Theodosia and Eudokias

* M. Waddington (l.o.) says "qunnt it I'epithbte de Ferrea qu'il [Le Bas] lui

donno, jo no sais oil 11 1'a renoontrce." It occurs In the lists of the Nicenc Council,

t KaSoFiii'iSt, *OTpoFity6s, imply an original stem KaSv, 'Orpu.

t Domninus Thcodosiopolis Fhrygice Facatiante in 536 (Labbe, p. 74) ; cp. p. 128.
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disappear in tlie interval between Hierocles and the earliest Notitia.

This may be justified by the example of Dabinai in Pisidia, which does

not occur later than Hierocles, and of Rinnaborion in Phrygia and of

Atenia in Pisidia, which appear in Hierocles and the oarliest class of

Notitire, but disappear in the latest Xotitia). In such oases the town

did not, as I think, disappear entirely, but was only merged iu the

same bishopric with some neighbouring place.

04. Temexothyrai. The situation of this city is a difficult problem,

as two sources of evidence, each apparently precise, seem to conflict with

each other.

In the first place Temenothyrai bears also the name Flaviopolis on

its coins, and Aiundel heard of an inscription of Flaviopolis at Ushak, and

an inscription of a native of Temenothyrai, found at Ushak, is published

in Le Bas-Waddington, No. 727. Now the site of Grimenothyrai-Traja-

nopclis was about six miles east of Ushbk, and it is natural to suppose

that the two names designate a pair of cities of the valley of Ushak,

one on the east side and the other on the west. I have found coins of

Temenothyrai offered for sale in great numbers at Ushak.

In the second place, however, Fausanias mentions that Temeno-

thyrai was a small city of Upper Lydia, where there was a tumulus

containing the corpse of Hyllos, son of Ge, " from whom the river took

its name." It seems a natural inference from this that the river flowing

past Temenothyrai was the Hyllos. Now the Hyllos is known from

coins to be the tributary of the Hermos flowing past Saittai. This

river, whose course I have traced from its source, is incorrectly given in

Kiepert's maps. . It rises in the lofty mountains immediately south of

SynaoB (Simav), and has a course similar to that of the Demirdji Tchai.

This range of mountains runs apparently continuously along the south

side of the Makestos valley, and there can be little doubt that the

western part of the range at least was called T^/yvos. The name Ttifitvo-

Ovpai was clearly understood to mean " the passes of Mount Temnos," *

and the case then might seem made out that Temenothyrai lies on the

upper waters of the river Hyllos, on the southern slopes of Mount
Temnos. The situation suits Fausanias's expression, " a city of Upper

Lydia." It must be acknowledged that we should expect Temnos to be

the division between Lydia and Phiygia, and all places on the south of

the mountains to be Lydia. The only difficulty, then, would arise

from the fact that all Byzantine lists place Temenothyrai in l*hrygia

;

and this difficulty cannot be considered insurmountable.

The second view seemed to me the more probable when writing

CB, § ovii., and Prof. H. Eiepert has since followed it in his recent map
of Asia Minor. He has, however, made the error of placing Temeno-

* I bavo however no doubt that M. S. Reiuach's explanation of 6ipM as altered by
popular etymology from teira, "village" (compare Thyateira, Teii-a, and perhaps

Hadrlonouthcrai), is quite right.
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thyrai, not on the river which flows by Saittai, but on the Demirdji

Tchai. Owing to the small scale of the map, the site of Saittai seoms to

be half-way between the two rivers, but really it is not in the valley of

the Demirdji Tchai, but near the course of the next river on the east.

I then imagined that Arundel's authority could not be trusted in regard

to this inscription, which he gives only in cursive text, remarking that

Flaviopolis is known as a bishopric. As this remark is wrong, being

based apparently on a confusion with Trajanopolis, I thought that the

inscription could not bo accepted as evidence. But Monsieur S. Beinach

has since convinced me that I was unjust to Arundel. He has found

two inscriptions of Ushak, copied in the early part of the century by a

French traveller, which mention Temenothyrai.*

The first view then must be accepted, and the words of Fausanias

may then be perhaps understood as not implying that " the river

"

in question flowed past Tomenothyrai, but merely as referring to the

Lydiau river at no great distance, which flowed into the Hermos.

Fausanias seems to speak not as an eye-witness. But perhaps a better

interpretation is to suppose that there were two rivers Hyllos, one at

Saittai, and one at Temenothyrai, the latter flowing towards the

Maeander. The story seems much more natural if Hyllos be a local

personage ; and if the name Hyllos were not actually preserved in the

local nomenclature, it is hard to see why the hero Temenos, who is

mentioned on the coins of the city, should not have been made tha

proprietor of the bones. I should then look for Temenothyrai a little

to the west of Ushak, on the higher ground separating the basins of

the Hermos and the Maeander. The " throm " mentioned by Fausanias,

as wrought in a projecting rocky s^iur of a hill at Temenothyrai may
perhaps yet be discovered.f The neighbourhood of Euro and Yeni

Keiii, or possibly Ushak itself, may be given as the site of Temenothyrai.

95. Trajanopolis was refounded and renamed in a.d. 119, about the

end of September, by permission of the Emperor Hadrian.^ Trajano-

polis was a city of the people called Grimenotiiyritai, as Ftolemy§

mentions. Coins of the Grimenothyritai are found under the earlier

emperors, but none are later than Hadrian. It would appear, then, that

a city was founded in their territory and named Trajanopolis, by special

leave of Hadrian, in honour of his deceased imperial father. It was
apparently named in emulation of Temenothyrai-Flaviopolis. The name

* The copies ara very fragmentary, but I could see no reason to doubt his restoration

of the full name, Ttinenothyrai Flaviopolis.

t BpSvos i,vSp6s itmv tvupyouriiivos 6pov^ MGdSti irpoBoKy, Pans, i., 35, 7.

X The inscription mentioning the date was copied first by Hamilton, and is published

iu u more complete form in my GB, cviii. It is at Toharik Kciu'. The inscription is

older than, and cannot be conncotcd with, Hadrian's journey in Asia Minor, and docs

not therefore justify Ducrr in quoting it as evidence in his " Rciseii des Kaisers Hadrian."

§ The text has TptntvoOvpirm; the correction is maile 1)y M. Waddington, on

Lc Bas 727.

m
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.Grimenothyrai disappears henceforth from use, so far as coins and the

Byzantine lists are concerned ; but the name Flaviopolis was soon

disused, and Temenothyrai remained current. The order of Hiefocles

places them together, and so also do Notitise iii., x., xii. The actual site

of Trajanopolis was at Giaour Euren, near Orta Eeui, which is about six

miles east of Ushak.

96. PuLCUERiASOPOLis is probably the name under which Motella was

first raised to the rank of a ttoXis, CB, cix. The name seems to be a

false form. UovXxepioviroXK and UovXxepiavj are both correct forms, but

IIovXx*P'<*''<"^o^'5 confuses the two.

97. Lykokranitai were a division of infantry stationed at some place

in Phrygia in the time of Justinian (Theophan., p. 178). It is possible

that they derived their name from the fort where they were stationed

;

but more probably the name belonged to them as a regiment, perhaps

derived from the type of helmet that they wore. See Addenda.

98. Mantalos was mentioned as a city of Phrygia by Alexander

Polyhistor, quoted by Stephanus. The name occurs in two inscriptions,

one copied by Mordtmann,* and both copied by me in a deserted ceme-

tery on the road between Arab Euren and Kaimaz (Troknades). In it

are two sr. ill broken columns, apparently of Synnadic marble, very

like others which I saw at Eaimaz. Each of these columns has two

inscriptions on opposite sides at the same height. On one side is 'Ayt'a

®tKXa in Byzantine letters, not earlier than the fifth century : on the

other side is

(I) AAHAM (2) AMAM
OA OAA

It is remarkable that both these inscriptions are written from right to

left, whereas the name of the saint is written in the ordinary direction.

The difference in the form of the letters might suggest a later date for

the name of the saint than for the word Mandalo, but the exact corre-

spondence of the two inscriptions can hardly be accidental. " Mandalo "

may be connected with the city Mantalos.

99. The divisions of Phrygia vary much at different times. In

earlier +ime m-o have Phrygia Magna in the interior and Phrygia

Hellespoiitia on tlie south of the Hellespont and Propontis. To these

was added Phrygia Epil-letos, probably in the Pergamenian time, a

district intervening between J'iirygia Magua and Bithynia, and in part

assigned by many writers to Mysia. Phrygia Paroreios was the great

high-lying valley ]»etwceji Emir iJ.igh and Sultan Dagh, extending from

Polybotog to Tyriaion, The name Phrygirt / xtejided apparently to a

point south of ApoUonia and Antiocheia Culnnin ''usually called Antio-

cheia of Pisidia), but nortli of Konane, Neapolis, and Anaboura.

* Mordtmann in ' Sitzungslxr. d. JJnytr. Aktid.,' 18G2, p. 14. He speaks of the

enigmatic inscription as written bnuHtruphcdon ; tlii^j is a mistake, as his own transcript

shows, He saw the one which I ).;ive as (2).

tl
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In the earlier Byzantine period we hear little or nothing of Phrygia

Hellespontia. Part of Paroreios, besides ApoUonia, the southern Metro-

polis, Apameia Kibotos, Tymandos, and Antiocheia were assigned to

Fisidia. .AIL the rest of Phrygia was divided into two provinces, which

were at first called Prima and Secunda, towards a.d. 400 Magna and

Parva, and beginning from about a.d. 360 Pacatiana and Salutaris. The
last pair of names became universal during the fifth century, and all

other titles disappeared. At what exact time the division into two

provinces was accomplished is still a matter of doubt. On the whole

the probability seems to me to be that it was made, not by Diocletian,

but soon after him by Constantino.* The border towns in Salutaris

were Kotiaionj Fraipenisseis, Akroenos, Lykajones, Brouzos, Stektorion,

Eukarpii Aurokra; and in Pacatiana Aizanoi, Eudokias, Kidyessos,

Dioklea, Pepouza, Soublaion-Justinianopolis.f Some trace remains of a

division into smaller districts.
,
perhaps for governmental purposes:

Pentapolis included the five cities of the upper Glaukos valley.

At the division into Themes, Phrygia was divided between the

Anatolic and the Opsikian. The latter included Midaion, Dcrylaion,

Kotiaion, and marched with the former at Mercs. Drasving a line from

this point so as to include the fortress of Opsikion (KouLi), we may
safely say that An'kyra, Synaos, Theodfosia, Kadoi, Aizanoi, Tiberiopolis,

Eudokias, Apia, and perhaps Praipenisseis were included in Opsikion,

and that Dindymos (Mnrad Dagh) was the boundary towards the

Anatolic Theme. The rest of Phrygia, together with Lykaonia and

part of Pisidia, formed the vast Anatolic Theme. It may however be

doubted whether the Lykos valley, with the strong fortress Khonai,

which was probably a Turma, was not included in the Thrakesian

Theme, though Constantino says nothing about it. In a scheme of

defence the Lykos valley goes naturally witli the Thrakesian Theme.

The name Hexapolis, denoting apparently the cities of Phrygia Paroreios,

* Malalas says that Constantine made tlie province Salutaris Phrygia (xiii., p. 323);

but lie uses the name that was customary in his own time. How fur Mahilns, a very

poor authority, can be trusted on such a point is uncertain, but notliin;? is known that

conflicts with hia statement. Momrasen and Czwolina are inclined to discredit his

statement and to attribute the division to Diocletian ; Kuhn, JuUien, mid Duchesne are

inclined to accept a date later than Diocletian. The two Phrygias nre, according to

Duchesne, separated in preamble to Concil. Sardic, a.d. 347, but even this inference

cannot be justified. The list is Mysia, Asia, Caria, Bithynia, Hellespont, Phrygin,

Phrygia altera, Pisidia, Ciippodooia, Pontus Euxinus, Cilicia, Pimphylia, Lydia,

C'yolades, Giilatia (Mnnsi, ii., 715-6) ; this list is obviously a later and unhiatorioal

fiction, for Mysia, Poutus Euxinus, and Cycladea were never Byzantine provinces. The
epistle of the snmo council gives a much more trustworthy list : Cilicia, Isauria,

Cappnllc(pi$, jGtalirtia, Poutus, Bitjhynia, Paphlagduia, Caria, Phrygin, Pisidia, Insulao

Cycladum, Lydia, Asia, Hellespontus (ib., 731).

t In ' Const. Porph. de Them.,' p. 14, read, or at least understand, airh rov 'hKpo'Cvov

KaX nexP^ "I""" 'AfioDpiov KaXurai tpvyia JSaAourapfa. Either the text has been corrupted

or Constantine has misrepresented his uuthority.
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is fonnd during this period (in the eighth century). During this period

the Church retained the old division and names, Faoatiana and

Salutaris.

In late Byzantine historians the names Great and Little Fhrygia

reappear in a new sense. Great Fhrygia is defined by Ducas * as the

territory from Assos to the Hellespont : it is apparently much the same

as the modem vilayet Earasi, and was ruled by a Turkish chief of that

name. This name obviously arises from a dim recollection of Fhrygia

Hellespontia, and is purely literary with no real political existence. In

contrast to it tbe two provinces Facatiana and Salutaris are summed up
as " Entire Fhrygia," or " Upper Fhrygia " (Nicet. Chon., p. 68 ; Cedren.

ii., p. 69) as distinguished from " Lower Fhrygia " or Earasi (Ducas,

p. 72). Ducas still uses the two names Facatiana and Salutaris as

divisions of Upper Fhrygia, and mentions (p. 77) that the latter was

called by the Turks Eara Hisar (Kap<wdp), which approximates in a

very rough way to the truth.

D. Cities and Bishoprics of Hellespontus.

1. The province of Hellespontus is entirely unknown to me. Except

on a short excursion from the Dardanelles to Assos, I have never been in

the country. The Byzantine lists differ so much from each other, and

Hierocles is so corrupt,! that the topography of this province is more

difficult than that of any other in Asia Minor.

Hierocles gives many places which the Notitiae omit. Many of these

are small towns, or even villages, which perhaps never had the rank of

cities or bishoprics. But it is certainly difficult to see why Argiza,

Blados, and Skepsis are omitted by the Notitise. Skepsis is, however,

included under tho title Saint Cornelius by Notitiea X., XIII., and its

omission in the others is perhaps only a slip.

2. A comparison of the Notitiea with the lists oi the Councils shows

that the bishoprics are almost the a&me at all times iu Hellespontus, and

that Hierocles does not found his list on them. His list in general

keeps close to the geographical order,J and is probably eiiher founded on

intimate knowledge of the country or on a government list of town-

* ^pvyla iraffa iraph rov Kapiiidv, irdpa ipxryla MtydKv apxonivi) iirb 'AtrffoD ir((A6ais

iXP' "o^ "EWin<rir6inov irapk rov Kapatrii, p. 13. The words *pvyia J/itydKri, *pvyla

KaTTiranavfi on the same page have been often utterly misunderstood, as if tityd\ri was

Salutaris ; but the passage really means that the Byzantine power extended over

HellespontL , T'^rygia (Me-ycU.??) and Pacatiana, but not over Saluiaris.

t Hierocles has dittography in Bapts [HH] ndpiov, 'ASpiavov e^poi HPAI, omission in

K{i\i}T6r}oKis, and utter corruption in Ulos TpdSos, Ktpyii (perhaps = Ktppiivri), 'PiKtra,

Kovioerlmi (Pliny. Conisium ?), &c.

X Exceptions generally depend on doubtful identifications, such as Wesseling's

Sidoron with Sigeion, Mandrai with Neandreia, 'vorge with Kebrene, Eheketa with

Ehoiteion, and Artemea with Atamea, all of which, therefore, are probably to be

rejected.
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ships. But of all the places which he mentions and which did not become

bishoprics, only one struck any coins, viz., Skamandros ; and its coins are

older than b.o. 300, so that it had passed out of existence, or at least ceased

to be of any importance, about that time. On the other hand, all the

bishoprics also struck coins, except Baris (which took the place of

PriapoB, a city coining money) and Oka. Hellespontus, therefore, gives

no reason to believe in any exceptions to the rule that city and bishopric

are equivalent terms. All the places which he gives in addition to the

" Cities and Bishoprics " seem to be unimportant little places, with the

exception of Blades and Argiza. The former however is probably a city

of Lydia, v/hioh has been transferred to Hellespontos by a corruption of

some scilbo.*^ A.i'giza is a puzzle which has already been discussed

under AT 'jfiZA Asiae. If Hierocles's authority for Hellespontun was

a govoruiutut list, it cannot have been a list of n-oAcis, fur he gives

rnRny j,] . s that never were ttoAcis (to judge from the evidence access-

ib\e k-> us), Tr. all probability he knew the country intimately, and

«pf>ke fr<}ir. his own knowledge more fully than in other provinces,

Nvhere he couSuos himself rigidly to the " Cities an^ Bishoprics."

3. IJisroies begins with Cyzicos, and then, afier giving the island

Proconnosus, goes along the Hellespont and down the west coast

to Troas, and then up the Scamander. Baris was probably on the

Granikos, and ruled the district along the coast as far as Cyzicos. f

This district probably contained the town Aulonia, which is mentioned

by Georgius Acropolita (p. 13) between Baris and Poimanenon. Aulonia

may have derived its name from the Aulon of the Aisepos, which seems

to have been a noteable feature of the country (Strab., p. 603). Baris

then must have replaced (probably in a different situation) the older

Priapos, which struck a few coins from about 100 B.C. down to Gordian

;

and Aulonia must have beeu near it, for Acropolita mentions them as

a pair, and Nicetas, p. 12 i, actually identifies them, a mistake which

probably arises from iiiore boing a bishop Bapews ^rot AiXwvta9.|

Polichna is mentione^i by Strabo (pp. 603, 607), as in the glen of the

Aisepos near old Skopsit : it was on the north-eastern slopes of Ida, near

the sources of tho icamander.

4. Hierocles then returns eastward, keeping a little inlasd. Polichna

is to be found on the left bank of the Aisepos, perhaps about the middle

of its course. Artemea is not, with Wetiseling, to be altered to Atarnoa,

which was in Byzantine Asia. Artemea is obviously a village with a

hieron of Artemis, and this consideration leaves us no hesitation in

identifying it with the hot springs on tho lower Aisepos. There was

* The subject is discussed under Lydia, § 41.

t 'E^opia is probably an epithet of UpoLK6vti<Tos ; sec Addenda.

X itiKia Karii tV Taj' AlyouowtXaytTuy x<^P«»'> 'Bdpri Ka\ AiiKwvia irapuvinus wvonafffifvii,

Nic. Ch n., 121 ; rp kotA 'EKKiiinroi/rov AiiKaiviif, ib., 711, iu distiuction from Aulouia
utar Dyrrachium. Un Baris, see § 13.

th
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there an Artemis Thermaia, to whom Aristides composed hymns (vol. i.,

p. 503, ed. Dind.).

Eheketa is quite unknown and prohably corrupt, and then we have
Geruie * and Miletopolis on the eastern frontier.f Hierocles next gives

the towns to Hadrianoutherai, all of which are unknown. The fol-

lowing towns are on the southern frontier:—Fionia was apparently

south or south-west of ^kopsis, to judge from Strabo (p. 610), who
mentions it along with Andeira and Gargaris. The latter is in Byzant-

ine Asia, and the former is otherwise unknown-l Argiza was recently

discovered by Dr. Fabricius ; it is mentioned by Pliny as Erezii, and by
the Poutinger Table as Argesis. Ergasteria was 440 stadia from Per-

gamoB on the road to Cyzicos, and was therefore on the upper waters of

the Tarsios. Skepsis was on the upper waters of the Aisepos (Strab.,

p. 603). Mr. J. T. Clarke places it at Kurshunlu Tepe on the upper

waters of the Scamander : the situation does not seem quite to accord

with Strabo,§ but it is better for the present to follow the opinion of a

scholar who is now throwing so much light on the antiquities of the

Troad, and who knows the country better than any other. Perhaps he

means that now Skepsis was at Kurshunlu Tepe, and that old Skepsis, in

a higher position 60 stadia distant, was about the common source of

the Scamander and Aisepos.

Ml-. J. T. Clarke remarks acutely that Andeira and Pionia, as enumer-

ated by Strabo, are on a road from Skepsis to the coast. Hierocles does

not give them in this order, for there is every probability that his

Sideron refers to the iron-mines beside Andeira (Strab., p. 610); Pionia,

however, he places after Hadrianoutherai. Perhaps xirgiza, Mandakada
and Ergasterion are to be sought on the Aisepos or the Tarsios.

Sagara is never mentioned elsewhere, but may be a correct name,

related to the name of the river Sagaris as a place name to a personal

name. Compare Ariassos and Aryassis, Eidramos and Eidramouas,

Kadoi and Eadouas, &o. But see Lydia, § 41.

5. Hadrianoutherai was founded ty Hadrian after a lucky bear-

hunt. Its situation is given by the writer in Smith's Dictionary as on

the road between Ergasteria and Miletopolis, but this seems only to be

a mistake founded on the road x'ergamos-Hadrianoutherai-Miletopolis in

* Gorme, cr Hicra Germe, has been generally recognised as situated near Kirmnsli

Kassaba, where the Byzantine Aorata seems to have been (G., 20). The Germian hills

mentioned by Anna II., p. 314, are not connected with this Germe, bs Forbiger fancies,

but are on the east side of Olympos.

t Omitting Blades and Skeknta, on which see Lydia, § 41.

X Mr. J. T. Clarke places Pionia on the north bank of the Sutnioeis, in the rich plain

of Aivajik, and Andeira in an undetermined situation between it and Skepsis (Am.

Joum. Arch., 1888, p. 317). Andeira was in Hellesp'^ntine Phrygia, as we may infer

from Piiuy, who gives it as one of the cities of Phrygia.

§ rod S' av\&i/os rod irepl rhv At^rfirov iv dpurrcp^ rrjs pv(Ttus avrov irpSiTov (an IIoA.fx'''*

T«ix^P«s xo'pf'"') *^^' V noAoiiTKrj^'is iv Seji^ 84 rov Alaiivou /uctoJi/ UoKlxvas rt Kol

noAoto-K^i/zews ri Nt'o Kw/*r/ koI 'Apyvpla (_Demetriu8 of Skepsis ap. Strab., p. 603.)
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the Feutinger Table. The distances in the Table are unfortunately

utterly untrustworthy. The best clue to the position of the oity is to

be found in the Byzantine documents. In the later Notitiaa we find the

name Akhyraous given as alternative to Hadrianoutherai.

6. Akhyraous, then, is either the Byzantine name of Hadrianou-

therai, or else a neighbouring fortress which took its place.* Akhyraous

was situated on the great route to Miletopolis and Constantinople from

the Hermos and Eaikos valleys : this route passes through Ba7.ikesri,f

and the evident importance of Akhyraous in the late Byzantine times

leaves little doubt that it is to be placed there. Hadrianoutherai

was on the road from Fergamos to Miletopolis : this road and the other

meet about Balikesri, and Hadrianoutherai is to be sought somewhere

in that neighbourhood.

The importance of Akhyraous in later time, as shown by the

references in historians, explains its elevation to the rank of a metro-

polis. This is attested only by Notitia XI., and by two unpublished

NotitisQ in the MSS. of the Biblioth^que Nationale in Faris,{ in all of

which it is last in order. It, therefore, must have been elevated at a

very late date in the twelfth or thirteenth centuiy.

7. MiLATAi. Cedrenus (I., p. 437) has the phrase 'ASpiavov G^pas

^v rots /itraTois.§ This strange expression probably conceals the name of

the people or district in which the city was found. If it was the dative

of an ethnic in -ttjs, the ending -rats would be readily altered to suit the

article rots. Now Aristides, in a story whose scene seems to be laid at

Fergamos, speaks of a MciXai^s i^ aKpoir6kfoii.\\ The god had told him to

take a goose's egg. He sent out for one, but the messengers could find

none in the whole market; at last, partly by chance, partly by
information received, they went to a certain Milatian who lived on the

acropolis. The Milatian replied that he had an egg, but was keeping

it to be used for a cure as the god had ordered him. If this Milatian

was a native of Aristides' own district, the story is full of the trivial

coincidences which Aristides loved. Now, it seems probable that the

whole district from Hadrianoutherai down the Makestos to Miletopolis

and to the lake Miletopolitis was called Mila, or at least was inhabited

by a people called Milatai. Miletopolis, then, was the oity of the

Milatai, and its name was hellenised to suggest a colony from Miletos.

Tho lake, which is some distance from Miletopolis, would more readily

get its name if the people who dwelt on its southern and eastern

* Probably the latter is the correct view, according to Prof. G. Hirsohfeld's canon.

t I think the true form of t^ '3 name is Balyk Hisar—" town of the castle " ; it has
been distorted through the desire to get the form corresponding to na\Mcb KoKrdpeia.

t 1356, fol. 288 flf. ; 960, fol. 89.

§ The text may have been changed to give the sense "one of the Metate," ou which
see Gothofredus ad Cod. Theodos., vol. ii., p. 258, and Nov. Theodoa., xxxii.

t II
I should conjecture that ns has been lost after -tij;.
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shores were called Milatai. These faoto show that in Cedreuos we
should read iv rots MtX<£ra(c.

8. A careful examination of some misunderstood passages in Ari-

stides gives precision to this situation. Aristides' native place was two
days' journey from the hot springs of the Aisepos (p. 502). The road

lay through Foimanenon, which was 160 stadia distant : it is implied

that this 160 stadia was a very long day's journey. It was 440 stadia

{55 miles) from Gyzioos, 320, i.e. 40 miles, from the lake Miletopolitis

or Aphnitis, and (as is clear from the route to Poimanenon) about

100 from certain hot springs which were on the road (p. 537). It was
two or three days' journey from Fergamos (pp. 539-41, ed. Dind.)—the

exact distance is not given—^but after two short days' journey, he had to

hurry over 300 stadia on the third day : according to his other journeys

we may reckon 120 stadia for each of the first two days, ^nd the total

distance is 540 stadia, about 68 miles. The details of this last journey

show that there was a plain about 400 stadia, and a temple of Apollo

300 stadia, from Fergamos. It is obvious that those measurements

point with practical certainty to the neighbourhood of Hadrianoutherai.

All doubt on this point is removed by p. 458, which shows that he

could set out from his house to go to Fergamos towards evening, and be

uncertain whether or not it would be possible to reach Hadrianoutherai

the same night. His house, then, was some miles north of Hadrian-

outherai, and the distance of the latter from Fergamos must be about

55 to 58 miles.

This result does not agree with the statements of Fhilostratus and

Suidas, who say that Aristides was bom at Hadrianoi. But Hadrianoi

was quite 110 miles from Fergamos, 65 from Cyzicos, and 65 from

Foimanenon, and it cannot possibly be reconciled with the statements

of Aristides. Probably the error arises from the shorter name being

substituted for the longer by an error of Fhilostratus or some other

authority.*

9. Foimanenon was one of the strongest fortresses in this district

(Anna, II., p. 281). There was there a famous church of St. Miohael.f

Its situation, 280 stadia (35 miles) south of Cyzicos, on the river

Tarsios, and 160 stadia from Aristides' estate, has been already proved

(see Haobianoutherai). These distances do not suit Maniyas, which is

tha site commonly assigned, if we may judge from the published maps.

Manilas is not on the road from Fergamos to Cyzicos. In Eiepert's wall-

map of Asia Minor in ancient time, he gives Foimanenon on the proper

road. No modern names, however, are given, and it is not quite clear

* It is however possible that his birthplace should be distinguished f^m this

hereditary estate which he possessed (see Addenda).

t d vahs rod 'Apxi(rTparijyov tuv &v<i> Svvaixfuv (Acropol., p. 37). On the military

importance of Poimanenon, cp. the inscription ofNovum Ilium (Schliemnnn, • Ilios,' p. 709),

quoted by Lolling, • Athen. Mitth.,' 1884, p. 30.
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whether he would now represent the situation of Manilas differently

;

but as he.has entirely altered the course assigned to the Tarsios, and as

Tezier mentions that Maniyas is on the road in question, probably his

new position for Poimanenon depends on better information as to the

Bite of Maniyas. In the ' Athenisohe Mittheilungen,' 1884, p. 35, Lolling

publishes an inscription fouiul at Qiiuen on the i\.isepos, which seems to

contain the name [noi]M[AN]HNn[N] ; he in in doubt as to the site,

but this inscription would only prove that the territory of Fuimauenou

extended to Gonen.

Poimanenon was 160 stadia, i.e. 20 miles, from Aristides' estate

north of Hadrianoutherai. On the way, 100 stadia from the estate,

there were hot springs, which should easily be discovered. Those

marked in Kiepert's new ancient map seem to be too far from

Foiriianenon. There were also hot springs on tho Aiuepos, two days'

journey from Aristides' estate, and the way to them lay through

Poimanenon. They are marked on Kiepert's new map, but I do not

know whether he has (actual information about them or only inserts

them from Aristides.

M. Waddington and Pr. Lolling* prefer the form Ilot/uavof for tho

town. This, however, is a mistake, arising from a wrong conception

of the origin of the name. It is true that UoifjMvtjvoL are the people,

and that the legend on coins is the genitive of the name of the people.

But in this, as in many^cases, the people are older and the town is later.

There were I'ciriianenoi long before there was a x^piW Uotfiavrp/ov to

serve as a central city. In this w&y thore was not a city Foimanos,

giving name to the people Poimanenoi, but only a people Poimanenoi,

some of whom lived in the Poimauenian town.f The hero Poimes is

probably a mere eponymous invention.

10. Lentiana was a district, a range of mountains or a hilly

country, and a town in the neighbourhood of Poimanenon. The two

are frequently named together.:^ In 1223 the Emperor John Vatatzes,

after the battle of Poimanenon, captured Poimanenon, Lentiana,

Eharioros, and Berbeniakon (Acropol., p. 33). Comparing a passage of

Anna (II., 280) we find that Lentiana lay between Cyzicos and

Poimanenon, and from Acropolita (p. 31) we see that Lentiana, the town,

was close to Poimanenon, so that Kharioros and Berbeniakon are further

north. Another passage (Acrop., p. 13) mentions the Prankish territory

in Mysia, apparently counting from west to east, Baris and Aulonia and

Poimanenon and the Lentiana up to Lopadion.

• Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1761 ; Lolling, ' Athen. MittheU.,' 1884, p. 29.

t The same principle miiat be applied in many other cases, especially in Gappadocia,

vhere we iiud MtKirriirfi and numerous other adjectival forms. But in Phrygia Bria is

to be restored in place of Briana, both on account of the senso {Bpia = town) and ou

account of the entry in some lists i '\Pptuy. This Bria was doubtless " the town " which

a people of name unknown to us looked to as their centre (GB., Fart I., § xx.).

X T&v 'PufMXK&t wrioiv titDTioaim icol noijuavtifoD (Acropol., p. 31).

onl
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11. EATOiRAiKiii was a place olose to Lentiana, whioh is mentioned

only by Anna Cumnena (II. 310).

12. KiMiNAS wag a mountain adjoining Akhyraoun,* mentioned not

rarely by late writers. Its situation is implied to be north or west from

AkhyraouB in the description which Qeorg. Acropolita (p. 30) gives of

the territory belcnging respectively to the Franks and to Theodore

Lasoaris. The latter possessed the country from the Eaikos valley

southwards, and from Lopadion eastwards. The Franks had the north-

west comer of Mysia, including the whole of Kiminas and even

AkhyraouB : Akhyraous was the extreme limit of their territory.f This

mo<'ntain is often mentioned as an abode of monks and hormit84

13. Baris, near the mouth of the river Barenos (wl' " 4 apparently

the Granicus), is probably the scene of the great jfeat inflicted

by the Arabs on the Thrakesian troops, a.d. 774. Theophanes (p. 466)

gives the scene of the battle as Darenos, and a neighbouring place^as

Banes. It is usual to understand Banes as the lake of Nikomedeia,

which was called by later writers Baanes, and so Zonaras takes it. But
probably the reading in both cases bhould be corrected and we should

then have iv roirtf Xtyoiiwif Baprjvif, and iKpirrffTt r^v Bapijv (i.e. Baptv).

The circumstances show that this situation is required, while a situation

on the lake of Nikomedeia is impossible. Harun advanced as far as

the Bosphorus at Chrysopolis : he, therefore, was went of the lake. He
detached Bourniche towards Asia, and this detachment defeated the

Thrakesian general (who had probably advanced so as to be ready to act

in defence of Constantinople). The battle took place near the boundaries

of the Opsikian and Thrakesian Themes, but in the former, on the

western side of Baris ; but fresh troops from Constantinople seized Baris

and intercepted the retreat of the Arabs. Baris probably commanded
the passage of the river. Moreover Anastasius has Barim.

14. MiLETOPOLis is commonly placed at Mualitch, between the

Makestos and the Rhyndukos, at their junction ; but it is, in that case,

hard to see, in the present state of the maps, why the lake to the west

should be called Miletopolitis. We should rather expect the city close

to the lake.§ Still, it is certain that Miletopolis and Lopadion were not

far from each other, as they were in later Byzantine time united in one

bishopric. This is stated in an unpublished Notitia Episcopatuum,*in a

MS. of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, No. 1366, fol. 287-8.^Thi8

* rk ipos rb iyyhi r^s 'kx»pdovs Tvyxdvoi' (Georg. Acropol., 30).

t rh niv ToC Kijutva irdv; • jucr^ Kal auTfjs rqs 'Axopiovs (id., ib).

X Aot. S. Athauaaii Goni^, Ttly 5, p. 247 : " est veru mons hio Kyminas in Aaia, altus

' et prope impervius ; in quo erat monasterium oui praerat Michael oognomine Malinus."

To7s iit 6pf<ri novaxoh, Tfi re 'OKi/nircp koI t$ Ko/xicf Kol r^ Xpvtrp narovoixa^o/iivp Tlirpt^

Kal rov Bapaxaiou 6pfi (Theopban. Gont., p. 419) : iK tov ircpiuvv/tuu 6povs 'OKvfiirov

"A8u re Kal t^s'ISt^s &K\a ju))i' Kal toC Karck Kv/jiivav ffv/xirAripiiiMros (Genes., p. 82).

§ Bee, however, § 7. The name of the lake is more natural, if tb*^ Milatai lived^ou

its southern and eastern shores.

M
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MS. contains a list of the same class as Parthey's X., and agreeing with

it down to the thirtieth Archbishopric, ^ TorBia • ^ KoS/>os. In the

next place it originally added Xa'. to AoirtiStov; but this is erased, and a

note in red added at the foot of the page, rb Aon-oStov vartpw yfr/mt •

<rwq^Bri 8i a'rr^ km 17 Mc\<,Tov7roXts hnvKOir^ aS<ra irporcpov rov Kv^Uov*

At the end of the list of Archbishoprics another addition to X. occurs,

The last entry is /i. rb AiSv/iorci^ov * cTra yeyovt iiifrpoiroXii to Aorra&oy,

awcuftOiv T^ McXtTovTToXct. This note is in black ink, written con-

tinuously with the rest of the Notitia.

As to the date of this event, it is later than the eleyation of Eybistra-

Herakleia to the rank of an archbishopric about a.d. 1059-64. It is

also later than Xilus Dozapatrius, whose list, written 1142-3, gives

Herakleia Eybistra, but not Lopadion, among the Archbishoprics. It is

older than the changes introduced by Andronious (1283-1328).

Philetus was bishop of Miletopolis in the latter part of the third

century, when Parthenius was bom. Farthenius was consecrated bishop

of Lampsakos between 312 and 330 by Ascholius (or Achillius), bishop

of Cyzicos. Enstathius was bishop of Parion when Parthenius died

(Act. Sanot., Feb. 7, p. 40).

15. Lopadion, which still retains its name as Ulubad, is very

frequently mentioned in the later Byzantine wars. Lopadion was an

important point, as there was there a bridge over thb Bhyndakos. This

bridge was built later than 258, when the Scythians, who had

plundered Nikomedeia, Nikua, Rios, Apameia, and Prousa, found it

impossible to cross the Bhyndakos, which was swoln with rain.f But
in A.D. 1405 Musulman marched from Prousa, crossed the bridge at

Lopadion and came to Pergamos, obviously by way of Akhyraous-

Hadrianoutherai.| When this bridge was broken, it took a three days'

journey over very difiBoult country to march round the south side of the

lake and thus reach the west bank of the river, which ocald be crossed

above the lake, but not below it (Ducas, p. 168).

16. Adraneia. The occun-ence of Adraneia in Hellespontus in

Notitire YIII. and IX. is a remarkable fact. They also give Hadriani

in Bithynia Prima ; and the question arises whether this is an error of

double entry such as occasionally occurs in the Notitias, or whether

there are really two distinct cities, Hadriani and Adraneia. In the first

place, the name Hadriani often appears as 'ASpavovs in the Notitiaa,

while Adraneia appears in 458 as Andriane, so that there can be no

doubt that the two names are the same. In the next place, Hadriani

was actually on the frontier of the two provinces, and in the Iloman

* It then continues, like X., Ka'. ri 3ovy9aia. Xfi'. rh 'Hpaic\4ovs, \y'. at tovWai.

A note in red is added (top of fol. 288 r"), riv^ri<rQa> iartpov ^ SovySafa ko) al tovAAcu,

Kal yifovf /ui>Tpdiro\ts. .

'

t Zosimus, I., 35, 2, p. 31.

X Ducas, p. 85. Tliat he crossed a bridge is to belinferred from p. 168, which tells

of the bridge being cut by Murad.
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period it belonged to the proyinoe of Asia, while in the Byzantine period

it seems to have been attached to Bithynia. The case, then, seems to be

one of mere double entry ; but then the question arises why only two of

the Notitin place it in Hellespontus. The Council lists at the first

glance seem to show that we must, after all, change our opinion, and

admit that Adraneia, which is given as a bishopric of Hellespontus

in Epist. Synodi Oyzioenae, Cone. Chalced., and Gone. Nic. II., is not

Hadrian! of Bithynia transferred to the wrong province, for Nice-

phorus of Hadriani is regularly mentioned at Gone. Nic. II. among
the Bithynian bishops, in addition to Basilius of Hadrianoutherai and

Sisinnius of Adraneia in Hellespontus, and Nicetas* of Hadrianopolis

in Honorias. The case is not so clear at Ghaloedon, owing to the small

number of bishops present from Bithynia,f but at least there can be no

doubt that in both 451 and 458 a bishop David of Adrania or Andriana

was subject to the Metropolitan of Cyzicos. It is, therefore, quite open

to maintain, so far as the evidence of 451 and 458 is concerned, that

Hadriani still was reckoned by the ecclesiastical system of the fifth

century in its old Boman connection with the West, and not in the

Byzantine connection with Bithynia and the East. This view

accordingly might be unhesitatingly adopted were it not for the

evidence of the Second Niceue Council. The probability is that some
unknown fact, such as a quarrel between the Metropolitans of

Nikomedeia and Cyzicos, underlies the doilble entry at that Council;

each Metropolitan, insisting that Hadriani or Adrania belonged to his

province, may have consecrated a bishop for the city. One Metropolitan

woidd insist on the fact that Hadriani had always been in the civil

administration of Bithynia,^ the other would urge its old ecclesiastical

connection with Cyzicos, and perhaps quote the evidence of the Council

of Chalcedon. Notitiae YIII., IX. seem to be under the influence of

the older system ; they are of the earliest class of Notitias, and then

the only difficulty remaining is to explain why YII., the earliest of all,

and usually very closely akin to YIII., IX., does not give Adraneia.

17. Skefsis took the name of Saint Cornelius the Centurion, who
settled at Skepsis and converted the population and Demetrius the

Prefect (Act. Sanct., Feb. 2). His grave was discovered in the beginning

of the fifth century, when Silvanus was bishop of Troas.§ Apparently

* Nectarius or Nicetas ; readings vary, but Nicetaa is usual.

t At Chalcedon, Theophilus of Hadrianopolis in Honorias was represented by a
presbyter, Pelagius ; but neither Hadrianoi nor any other of the cities of Bithynia, except

Nikomedeia, Nikaia, Eios, Apameia, and Chalcedon, were represented. Patricius of

Hadrianopolis is really of Hadrianoutherai, as is proved by some of the lists and by the

signatures of 458.

X Before this time it is true that the Themes had come into existence. Similar

quarrels of an older date took place between Nikomedeia and Nikaia about Basilinopolis,

and between Caesareia and Tyana about Doara, and of a later date as to whether
Juliopolis-Basileion was subject to Ankyra or directly to Constantinople.

§ Silvanus waa^oonsecrated by Saint Atticus, who died 425 a.d. •
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it was at this time that the ohuroh which gave name to the city was
dedicated. Another ohuroh was ereoted to Demetrius. On the death

of Silvanns, Athanasius (who was bishop of Skepsis at the Council of

Ephesos, A.D. 431) sucoeeded him at Troas, and Fhilostorgius was made
bishop of Skepsis. It would appear, therefore, that the bishopric of

Troas was a more desirable dignity than that of Skepsis.

18. Artake was a town near Cyzioos, with a church of the Virgin

(Theophan., p. 299). FrooopiuE: (B. Fers., p. 135) makes it a suburb of

CyzicoB (vpoooTcwv). Mount Dindymos overhung Cyzicos (Zos., II., 31,

p. 97).

19. Artanas, a river of Bithynia, must be distinguished from Lake
Art3mias or ApoUoniatis (v. Addenda).

20. SiORiANE. The hilly country between Cyzicos and the mouth
of the Bhyndakos was called Sigriane. In some places the hills reached

down to the water's edge. There was in it a monastery, founded by
Theophanes at a place named Agros, twelve miles from Hieria * (Theo-

phan., II., pp. 7, 19, 26). The MryaXos IXoto/aos mentioned as the eastern

boundary is probably the Bhyndakos. The harbour frequently men-

tioned under the name of Pegai was on the eastern side of the Sigriane,

for John Yatatzes traversed that district on his march from Lampsakos
to Pegai (Qeorg. Acrop., p. 73). The Latins, marching from Eenkhreai

and Lampsakos to Pegai, reduced on the way the fort Eeramides, near

Cyzioos.t This last passage might alone be taken to imply that Sigrene

or Sigriane was close to Lampsakos on the east, but the other passages

seem to show that it was further away from Lampsakos.

21. Eenkhrkai was a fortress near the river Scamander.^ The
passage just quoted from Georgius Acropolita (pp. 50-1) might suggest

that it was close to the sea, for the Latins are said to have marched along

the coast while the Greeks kept on the high ground above them ; and
thus the Latins only succeeded in traversing the not great distance from

Lampsakos to Eenkhreai. But, as I do not know the country, I follow

the authority of Mr. J. T. Clarke, who identifies it as Eiz Ealesi, a

Byzantine ruin a little to the north of Chigri.§

22. Monasteries in the Troad are mentioned not unfrequently. In

974 the patriarch Basil was banished to to Kara ^Ko/xavSpov <f»povTi-

(m^ptoK, which he had built himself (Leo Diac, p. 1 63). A monastery

named Pelekete, apparently near the Hellespont, is referred to in Act.

Sanct., March 28, p. 732 (cp. Jan. 12). A country place, named Celeeus

or K^XAios, apparently near Lampsakos, is mentioned Act. Sanct.,

Feb. 7, p. 40. There was a monastery there of which the head, Leo

prsBses Celleorum, was at the second Nicene Council (Act. IV.). j
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* This Hieria is different from the harbour in Bithynia, opposite Gonstantiuople.

t irfp( wov Toits fiovfobs SiaKtl/itvov rris Ki/^kov (Georg. Acrop., pp. 60-1).

X iv Toi» KOTck TKAiuwifoy Kryxp«««» i.it<u>9p^<f nvX <ppovpl(f (Georg. Pach., I., 485.

II., 443). § ' Amer. Jour. ArchV 1886, p. 140.
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23. Ftelaia is mentioned as a place on the Hellespont in Acta S.

Parthenii (Feb. 7, p. 41). He visited all the fishing emporia from

Lampsakos as far as Abydos to stop the failure of the tunny fishery, and

then he sat Iv t^ Kara XlrcXa^s (vT. U., IlTcXcas, IlTcXapat) ifaropUf,

24. The river Bhyndakos changed its name, like almost aU the others

in this part of Asia Minor, before the time of Anna Oomnena, who calls

it Lampes,* as the Oranikos became Barenos, and the Aisepos Angelo-

komites (see below, G § 17).

25. Metopa or Mesopa was a fort near the lake of Apollonia (Act.

Sanot., Feb. 4, p. 643).

26. An inscription copied by Prof. Eiepert in the valley of the

Granikos (Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1745) gives the name of six villages

or x^po*- '• ^'^' Mottianoi, Baisteanoi, Trinoizeitai, Ageanoi, Ilbeitenoi,

Hykhantenoi.

27. 'ATTTaos of Hierooles is possibly an error for Palaios or Palaia : a

place of this name is mentioned by Strabo (p. 614) 130 stadia from -

Andeira. Faleos at the Second Nicene Council means Parion.

There are apparently three other places bearing this name in Asia

Minor. Two of these are bishoprics mentioned in the Notitiee, but not

in Hierocles. One of them is in Galatia, the other in Lycia ; and both

have the alternative name Justinianopolis. The former has the forms

Palia, Spaleia (t'.e. s-Paleia), and Spania : the latter appears always in

the genitive plural of the ethnic naAuoruv, IlaXXuoran', IIoAtorwv, XIoAuo-

T«dv. Mordtma m, in his escellent paper ' Gordium, Pessinus, und Sivri

Hissar ' f remarked that Palia of Galatia was probably one of the forts

founded by Justinian to defend the empire, and might therefore be

safely identified with the powerful fortress of Sivri Hissar, which is

now the chief city of the district. The third is a fortress named Palia

or Paleai in Isauria. The only reference to it which I have observed is

in Ammianus, XIY. 2, 13 :
" Eobbers, coming from the neighbourhood of

Laranda, locum petivere Paleas nomine, vergentem in mare, valido muro
firmatum, ubi conduntur nunc usque commeatus distribui militibus

omne latus Isaiiriae defendentibus adsueti." I do not believe that the

name Paleai or Palia is connected with the Greek adjective iroXaio's:

it is more likely to be a native word, resembling the Greek in sound.

Three of the places named Palia appear to have been fortresses : and

hence the set of names in Tdchoa and Charax suggest themselves for

comparison Abonoteichoa, Oordiouteichoa, Panemouteichos, Neon Teichoa,

Hierochareue, Charax Alexandri, Charax.

28. The Acta S. Fhiletaeri (Act. Sanct., May 19, p. 316) contain

some curious particulars about a journey from Nikaia towards Prokon-

essos. The Saint was conducted by the soldiers, after crossing the

Bhyndakos, past Seroukome, to a village beside the river Eoasta, and

I.. .
* Axma, \o]. I., p. 315, rhv Ad/tiniv "KOTOfAs otros irtp\ Aowdiioy.

t Munch. Oel. Anz., 1862.
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not very far from a place named Eastallis. From EastalHs they did

not take the direct road towards Cyzicos, but went through a village

EleodouB and a place (or river ?) Stribos to Foketos or Eopetoe, where
there was a sacred grove of cypresses (rot SivSpa ra i,ir6 ivaroX^ itniara

TOW KinroptWuv iiryurra Svra j^cko^ov, 8tjt t6 fuxAurra rovs "EAXi/rac iy

^KCtVats rats Kwaplavoii rots irXcibv dvirias iiriTtXtw). These Acta date

from a much later time, and are of suspicious character, but may con-

tain topographical fact. The reference to the sacred trees is interesting:

the oldest religious document of the Troad, the Hymn to Aphrodite,

and this the latest reference to the old religion, alike mention holy

trees. From Foketos the guards went on to Cyzicos.

29. Beside the hot springs of Artemaia on the Aisepos, and those

between Hadrianoutherai and Foimanenon, there were also hot springs

at Daskylon, and at Larissa in the Troad, not far from Alexandria

Troas. The list of Therma given by Athennus II., p. 43, may here be

quoted in full, as it is often referred to in these pages:—ra t' iv tQ

TpwiK^ Aapt(ro|}, koX irtpi Mayvrjmav, iv Si Upowrjn tQ irpos rhv Mvo-tov

''OXviairay roi fiaaiXuca KoXov/tcva ra S' ^ 'Atrif TTcpl TpdXXtK Kol rov

\^A^apa\_Ka']K(oiJiifrqv iraraftjov, Iri Sc Nvcrav TroAtv, ovrtDS larX Xiirapa us /t,^

SturOai rovs ivawoXovftivovi iXmov. roiavra icat ra iv ^curicuXov Kiiny rot 8' bf

KapoJpMS xaro^pa km <r<f>68pa BtpfiA • ra 82 ircpt 'iHrp^hn Kw/ii^v, iq Im
^pvyuK, Tpa)(yrtpa. ccrrt koI XirpcoScorcpa, tos koI [ra] cv r^ KaKovp.€V]g Acoktos

K.wfiy T^ ^pvyCas * ra 8c Trcpl AopvXaiov koI vivofjifvd i<m i^urra.

30. Saint Philotheos was born in the village Myrmex in the

Opsikian Theme (Act. Sanct., Sept. 15). It is probable that Mar-

pessos, MarmesBOS, Mermessos, Myrmex and Myrmissos are forms of the

same name : most of these forms are recognised by Forbiger as varying

names of a place east of Lampsakos, birthplace of a Sibyl.

as

E. BOMAN KOADS IN THE FrOVINCB AsIA.

1. The roads of this province are too well defined to require any

special treatment. I have discussed some of them in my Contributions

to the History of Southern ^olis, part I. The road from Ephesos to

Magnesia, Tralleis, Antiocheia, Laodiceia, and Apameia, built by Maniua

Aquilius about 180 B.C., was continued by him along the southern

frontier of the province through Hyas or Elyes (perhaps Okoklia) as far

as Takina, as is shown by a milestone there with the distance 223 g. In

all probability Manius built the entire circle of roads Apameia-Takina-

Eibyra, and Laodiceia - Themissonion - Eibyra. The exact distance

in Boman miles from Ephesos to Tralleis is known from a mile*

stone to be 32, and I have calculated the distances to Laodiceia as 107,

and to Apameia as 173. The road is so extraordinarily distorted in the

Feutinger Table that nothing can be learned from it.
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2. The road from Ephesos to Smyrna and CyziooB is given in the

Fentinger Table as :

—

EphesuB—Metropolis—Smyrna xxxiii Cyme viiii Marinna (i.e.

Myrina) xii Ela[ea] zvi Pergamo xxxr Argesis zxx Fhemenio («.«.

Poimanenon)—Cyzioo.*

The following distances on this road can be determined in Boman
miles. Ephesos to Smyrna must have been .45 miles: though

Strabo gives it as only 320 stadia. I estimated the number formerly

as 44 from the map, and am now able to appeal to the following

passage.

Tchineit started from Amorion, crossed Phrygia Salutaris, came
down to LaodicQia, and thence passed by Sardis to Nymphaion. Here
he turned to the right, and, crossing by the ravine, descended on
Triakonta, which is still known as Trianda. He crossed on the same

day the mountains extending towards Galesion and the sea (to, vpot

roX^o-iov opo« Ktifneva irpos Odkarrav ofnf) and reached Hypsele in the first

watch of night.'l' In the account given by Ducas (p. 194) of this hurried

march, it is obvious that there is only one error : Laodiceia has been

substituted for Fhiladelpheia. To one who knows the country, none of

the way which Tchineit traversed is doubtful. On the other hand, it

would be an enormous detour to go by Laodiceia, and from Laodiceia it

would again be an enormous dStour to go by Sardis. The name Tpu£.

Kovra is important : it obviously means the thirtieth mile from Ephesos.

Names of that kind are very common, as may be seen in the index to

Parthey and Finder's edition ofthe Itineraries under " Vigesimum," " Tri-

censimum." The railway has a station, Trianda, but not actually at the

village; the distance of this station from Ephesos is 23^ English miles,

say 25 Boman; the modem village seems to be quite 3 Boman miles

to the north of the station. The total is still only 28 miles ; but the

ancient village may have been situated a little more towards Smyrna,

and been slightly moved towards the south, though the name remains.

Allowing for the change, it still appears necessary to measure 15 or 16

miles on to Smyrna, so that the total distance f is 45 or 46.

The road from Smyrna to Ephesos still leaves Smyrna by a gate on

the south-west, and passes on the west side of Pages : this was also the

line of the ancient road, and with the best measurements I can make the

distance must be given as 45 miles.

Strabo gives 200 stadia from Metropolis to Smyrna, 120 from Metro-

polis to Ephesos. The latter number is clearly wrong, as the distance

is fully 20 English miles; if we take it as 160, we have the whole

distance Smyrna to Ephesos 360 stadia or 45 miles.

A milestone (Le Bas, No. 6), stated to have been found at Bumabat,

* Fhemenio, PergamoB, Argesis, are all ablatives,

t Hypsele, near the ancient Lebedos, is still called Ipsili Hisar.

X Owing to the great ddtoor on the railway, the distance, 262, measured from the

Smyrna station to Trianda, is of no nse for estimating the Boman road.

Il

H
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but really, as I have been informed by M. Weber, fonnd beside the sea

where it approaches nearest to Bumabat, bears a number M., which may
indicate any number from 41 to 49. The point where it was found

must be quite 3 miles from the *' Ephesian Gates " of Smyrna, so

that M[H] or M[©] is the probable reading. The distances between

Smyrna and Pergamos seem to be accurate, so far as I can judge. The
distance to Elaea from Ephesos, then, is 99 miles, and it is hard to see

how the reading 11 H, 88, can appear on the milestone above mentioned.

M. S. Reinach informed me that the stone is so large that the idea of

its haying been transported cannot be entertained.* There is, therefore,

no apparent solution except that the number was carelessly inscribed,

and that the true reading is 98, which is exactly correct, as the stone

is a little south of Elaea.

3. At Pergamos the road forked, one branch to Adramyttion and the

Troad, one to Oyzicos, and one to Miletopolis. A milestone found near

Dikeli, on the former road, has the number PAA, cxxxi. As we have

seen, the distances Ephesos to Pergamos are correct on the Table, and the

total distance is 115 : the milestone gives a number a little greater than

we should expect, and therefore proves that our estimate of the distance

to Pergamos is not exaggerated.

The numbers given in the Table between Pergamos and Lampsakos

are so utterly discrepant from those in the Antonine Itinerary that

nothing is to be gained from a comparison except by one who knows the

country far better than I do.f

4. Two roads led from Pergamos across country to the Sea of Mar-

mora, one to Cyzioos, the other to Miletopolis. They are given in the

Table as

—

(1) Pergamo xxxv Argesis xxz Phemenio—Cyzico.

(2) Pergamo vni Hadreanuteba xxxiii MilepoIL

Galen mentions that Ergasteria was 440 stadia (say 55 miles) from Per-

gamos on the road to Cyzioos. It must be placed in an intermediate

position between Poimanenon and Argesis of the Table. Poima-

nenon was 280 stadia from Cyzicos, which gives the distance omitted in

the Table as xxxv. The sum of distances point to point is then 100 M. P.

:

and the distance in an air-line on Eiepert's recent map is about

95 English miles. We should expect therefore a larger total of Boman
miles, for the proportion to air distance in the best known cases is

decidedly greater. Perhaps restore

Pergamos 35 Argesis 20 Ergasteria 20 Poimanenos 35 Cyzioos

:

total 110. See Addenda.

* The doubt which I formerly expressed as to the reading is now set at rest, and

M. Fontrier's copy is justified.

t Mr. J. T. Clarke's restoration (' American Journal of Archseology.' 1888, p. 296)

is "Adramyttion xvi Antandros xxi Oargara vim Assos xt Sminthion." The
distance of the Itinerary from Pergamos to Adramyttion, xxxi, should probably be

increased by x. Tlie Table gives two roads, one direct, and one along the coast Ou
the Intter, Attalia should be clianged to Attaia, as M. Radet has correctly observed.
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Neither of the diatanceB on the other road is oorrect: possibly it

should be

—

Fergamos liii Hadiianoutherai xxxxiii Miletopolis,

but the total distance must be rather greater.

The position of the towns on these roads is disoassed under Helles*

POMTUS.

5. The direct road from Miletopolis, or rather from Lopadion, which
was the more important point in later time, to Thyatira and the Hermos
valley, is frequently mentioned in Byzantine writers, but is not given

in the older authorities. It passed by Akhyraous. References to

it are made under Stratonicea Lydiae and Akhyraous Hellesponti,

also F 10.

6. The road Pergamos by Oerme, Nakrasa, and Sardis, to Laodioeia

on the Lykos, is given both in the Antonine Itinerary and the Peutinger

Table, and is Jiistorioally a very important route. As the two autho-

rities agree almost perfectly, they may be accepted as fairly correct

—

Fergamos xxv Germe zxxiil Thyateira xxxvi Sardis xxviu Phi-

ladelpheia xxxm Tripolis xii Hierapolis vi Laodiceia,*

Only one of these numbers is certainly wrong. From Germe to Thya-

teira should be xxiii, not xxxni.

The Table also gives a direct road from Thyateira to Philadelpheia

with the distance xxv. This road is a mere error arising from bad

drawing. The road vid Sardis is really direct.

7. The distance given by Strabo, 300 stadia or 37j^ miles, between

ApoUonis and Pergamos, is measured along a direct hill-road. He gives

the same distance between Sardis and ApoUonia, which is correct.

8. The direct road from Ephesos to Sardis passed through Hypaipa

(beside Odemish) at the southern end of the pass over Tmolos. Between

Hypaipa and Ephesos the Table gives a place Ana<^ v.\o, which is clearly

a cormpt form, perhaps concealing a name ending ii- xiifitj.^ If, as the

Table implies, Anagome was a village at the fork of the roads to

Metropolis and to Hypaipa, it would be near Eos Bunar, 9 miles

from Ephesos, and xxxiui from Hypaipa. The numbers on the Table

would have to be transposed; the xx between Sardis and Hypaipa

appears to be correct.

9. The road Smyma-Temnos-Magnesia, forking there to Thyateira

and Sardis is very badly given in the Table, Temnos being transferred

to another road, and Magnesia being omitted. The distances approxi-

mately are

—

Smyrna 25 Temnos 18 Magnesia (25 Thyateira or) 36 Sardis.

10. The direct road from Smyrna to Sardis, passing near Nym-
phaion, is omitted on the Table, but a number of milestones on it are

* The Tabic omits xxvin aftor Sardis, and has a dislocation after Hierapolis; it

has also xxxini before Tripolis.

t In Greek the name was perhaps of the form ai>^ mi/tq.

VOL. IV. H
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preBerved (L« Bas-Wadd., 6-9 ; 0. 1. O., 3170, 3180). The diitanco is

about 64 miles.

11. No record is preserved of a Roman road from Sardis by Maionia

and Batala to Temenothyrai, Trajanopolis, and Akmonia, perhaps also

forking at Satala to Eadoi and Aizanoi. The pass between Satida and

Temenothyrai is very diflBoult, but in 1881 Sir C. Wilson and I observed

remains of two Roman bridges over the Hermos in it. One lies above

the modem path when it first reaches the Hermos after leaving Koula

;

it is a mere rain. The other much further on is still in use, and the

repairs do not wholly hide the Roman work.

12. The roads in Phrygia are all determined by the fixing of the

cities which they connected. Dorylaion was the most important road

centre in the north. The road from the Bosphorus and Fropontis to

Eotiaion (see Bithymia) is not known to have been used in early time,

and all communication with the north probably passed thro^^gh

Dorylaion and thence radiated south, south-west, and south-east.

13. The Feutinger Table gives a road, which] may be completed

thus

—

Dorylaion xxxv Eotiaion xxx* Appia xvi Hierokharax xii

Akmonia xv Aloudda xx Elannoudda (near Blaundos) xxxx

Fhilad«lphia.t

The eleventh milestone north of Akmonia, and several between Apia

and Eotiaion are known and published (C. I. L., III., Supplem.,

No. 7170 and CB., § xovm.).

A milestone near Altyntash and other evidence stated) below under

Orkistos make it probable that the road Akmonia—Hierokharax—Soa

—

Meros—Fessinus was constructed in Roman time.

14. The Table gives a road which may be restored thus— . - > i

Dorylaion xxvi Nakoleia xvm Meros xii Metropolis vi Eone

XI EidyessoB xii Brouzos iv Hieropolis vii Eukarpia xv

Aurokra viii Apameia.

The Table omits the completion from Eukarpia by Aurokra to

Apameia, but this must necessarily be restored. In place of this part

of the line, the Table, owing to bad drawing,^ carries on the route straight

to Eumeneia and Apameia. But the road Eukarpia—Apameia really

diverges from the other at either Brouzos or Hieropolis, and thence goes

* Called Gooleo in the Table.

t Akmonia ia about five miles off the direct road, \rhich passes [through Keramon

Agora (Islam Keui). Blaundos is about six miles south of Klannoudda. Perhaps Alia

should come between Akmonia and Aloudda. There is no evidence that a road

Kotiaion—Aizanoi—Synaos—Ankyra—Makestos-valley—Stratonikaia—Pergamos, or a

road Kotiaion—Aizanoi—Kadoi—Sat»la—Maionia—Sardis, iras in use. But the exis-

tence of two ancient bridges (see § 11) makes it probable that the road Akmonia—Tra-
janopolis—Temenothyrai—Satala—Maionia—Sardis was constructed.

X Or, as Prof. G. Hirschfeld puts i^ " weite Ausladungen erscheinen als direkte

Wege," n. 411, 412.
. ; ^
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to Enmeneia, Feltai, LonncU, and Laodioeia. Of this road the Table

gives the line only as far aa Eameneia, and then adds the name of Feltai

(under the comiption Fella). The exiatenoe of the complete road ii

proved both by the name Feltai, and by the following mileitone, copied

by Hogarth and myself at Ba\jik Hisar, about its original position

between Eumeneia and Feltai :

—

AfAOH rixv
AYTOKPATOPI
KwCAPI r M€OCia)

-.'
( KvlNTU) TPoi -' i'

t ^ v/ ANU) A6KIU) KAI
CP6NNIA »TPOYO
KIAAp CeBAOTH

:,, (•* >.','
I Y-i ;. ,

.

', M
This milestone was probably erected in 249 A.D., and later there were

added in smaller letters, irregularly engraved round the number, the

names of the two CsBsars, [Kjv&np 'Epcw^[<p] AcK[t]y koX *E[rp]m5iTK[if ?]

Kvivnf, neither completely nor accurately given.

The connection, Eumeneia xn ad Yioum xiiii Apameia, given in

the Table is clearly only part of a road giving a route from Apameia

to Fhiladelpheia and the Hermos valley, but no other evidence exists to

prove it.

15. The Table gives a third road

—

Dorileo—Fl. Sagar—^Dooymeo xxxn Synnada Asynnade Yforbio

mil. XXXVII. Euforbio. Ab Euforbio. Ab amea Mil. xxxvi

Apamoa Oiboton.

This road is a false one, due to incorrect drawing of the lines, one of the

commonest sources of error in our oopy of the Table. This road should

go to Fessinus, and not to Dorylaion. The position of the river Ssn>

garios shows this, and a consideration of the possible routes led me long

ago to this conclusion (GB., § XXXYL).
Frof. G. Hirschfeld, in his ' Beport on our Geographical Knowledge

of the Ancient Greek World,' advances a different opinion as to this and

the preceding road. He considers that the road Synnada-Dokimion-

Dorylaion coincides in more than half of its length with the road

Eucarpia-Nakoleia-Doiylaion. He therefore apparently holds that the

road Dokimion-Dorylaion tamed westwards to Metropolis or north-west

to Meros, and thus coincided with it through Nakoleia to Dorylaion.*

The point is one which cannot be determined ; I cannot prove that there

was not a Boman road from Dokimion to Metropolis or to Meros. I can

only say that I for a time held the view that this road joined the other

* Unless this road joined the other a good way south of Meros, it could not coincide

Trith it for more than half its length.

N 2
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at Mero«,* aud was, aftor careful examination, obliged to give up thii

opinion: as to a ruad Dokimion-Metropolis-Meroi-Nakoleia, I hardly

think that Prof. Ilinohfeld can have thought of it. Moreover, the

simplest and easiest way of bringing the names and lines in the Table

into harmony with each other aud with the facts is to suppose that

the Hue Dokimion-Sangarios-Pessinus had been drawn awry, so as to

touch the line Dorylaion-Pessinus, &o., at the wrong place. Then two

names which should fall between flumen Sangarioa and Dolnmion, viz.

Amorion aud Abroetola, got out of their right position : they continued

to hold their place near Pessinus, but as the line Pessinus-Dokimion

had ceased to exist, they got into the line Pessinus-Archelais.

10. The route from Dokimion to the coast is commercially almost

the most important in Asia Minor. The road along which the enormous

monolithic columns of Dokimian marble were transported as early as

the time of Strabo must have been well-constructed and carefully kept.

Its course is now quite certain. It passed through Synnada, where the

central ofHce for managing the quarries was situated, and which gave its

name to the marble. Between Dokimion and Synnada was Prymnessos,

a little west of the direct and easy path, but yet necessarily included in

the XXXII miles placed by the Table between Dokimion and Synnada.t

The road went straight south from Synnada to Metropolis by a route

viA Baljik Hisar, crossing a lofty ridge by a finely engineered path, the

cuttings and curves of which can still be observed.^

The approximate distances are : Synnada to Metropolis xvui miles,

Metropolis to Apameia xxiv.

This road was, as I believe, constructed by the Romans. Before

their time the case was probably the same as at the present day : there

was a horse-road over the mountains, and a waggon-road round the

detour by Uzun Bunar. Manlius, who was accompanied by an army
heavily laden with plunder, must have taken the waggon-road, and

Diniae, through which he passed, must be sought on it. Alcibiades, on
the other hand, was more likely to travel by the direct horso-road, and
Melissa, where he was killed, was on the road between Synnada aud
Metropolis,§ and may be sought at Baljik Hisar, where there are said to

be remains on a hill round which the road winds.

* At an earlier time I bad fancied that the road Dokimion—Dorylaion joined the

other at Nakoleia. This opinion also I had to abandon, or rather it is a bad way of

snying tliat the road Dokimion—Feasinns intersected at Bayat the road Dorylaioa

—

Nakoleia—Polybotos—Jtdia—Philomelion—Ikonion, so important in later time.

t The actual distance is about xxv miles at most, but if Prymnessos and the

de'tour be counted in, we have 15 + 17. M. Ghoisy took seven hours to the journey

from Aflom Kara Hisar to Synnada, and estimates the distances from 25 to SO kilom.

(15 to 18 miles) : I took fire hours ten minutes to the jonmey, and estimated tLe

distance at 17 to 18 miles. Prymnessos is about two miles nearer Synnada.

X I wrongly believed formerly (GB., LXL) that the road made a long detour to the

east to avoid this lofty ridge. Until I crossed it, I thought that the monolithic columns

could not liavo been carried over it. § Athenieus, XIII. p. 574, F.
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17. Strabo dosoribos, nftor Artemidorni, the great caravan-ronto

from Ephesos to Apameia to the east. Between Metropolia and the

borders of Paroreios Phrygia at Holmoi it did not take the route by
Synnada, whioh the Soman governors preferred. Now the natural

path is by Oinan and Oeneli. Thia path is singularly easy and in

throughout practicable for carriages at the present day. Artemidorus

probably wrote before the direct road Metropolis to Synnada was mado

:

but even after that road was built it is hardly conceivable that

merchandise should be carried round Lysias—Synnada—Metropolis,

when there is a far shorter and more level road Lysias—Oeneli—Oinia

—Metropolis. Even without any artificial causeway, this natural path

is perfectly easy for vehicles. Ehelidonion then is to be sought about

either Oeneli or Oinia. The route by which Manlius marched co-

incides with this road until it enters the Oinan Ova, and then turns off

to the north. Dinia, through which Manlius passed, seems to be the

second part of Khelidonia (for the difference of vowel is paralleled by
the two forms Siblia and Soublaion), and therefore Dinia—Kheli-donia

must be in the south-western end of the Oinan Ova.

19. The line Dorylaion 20 Nakoleia 12 Santabaris 9 Eakka-

bokome 18 Etsya 16 Polybotos—Julia—Philomelion—Hadrianopolis

—

Eaballa—Ikonion became important after Constantinople was made the

capital, but it is very doubtful whether it existed in the Roman period.

It may, however, have been represented on the Table, which gives the

routes radiating from Constantinople, for part of it, viz., the direct road

Philomelion—Eaballa—Ikonion was given on the original from which

our copy is taken, and this part bos no importance except as the com-

pletion of the shortest line from Constantinople to Ikonion.

The observation, which Frof. Hirschfeld made, that circuitous

routes are often given on the Table as direct (and, I will add, direct

routes as circuitous) is a valuable one, and many examples of it occur

in this paper. But a zigzag route on the Table serves as a proof that

the complete roods, of which parts are given in the zigzag, already existed.

20. The route Smyrna— Sardis—Philadelphia— Akmonia—Hiero-

kharax—Aristion—Eidyessos—Prymnessos has been one of the important

trade-routes in modern time, but apparently it was not constructed in

Soman time. The trade of Dokimion and Prymnessos passed to the

coast by Synnada and Apameia.

21. The Boundaries of Boman Asia arc traced with approximate

correctness by M. Waddington in Chap. II. of his ' Fastes des Provinces

Asiatiques,' p. 25. His words are : " Commen^ant par le nord, le coui s du

Rhyndaous servait d'abord de limite (Plin., H. N., V., 142) jusque un

peu au-deU de la ville d'Hadriani, qui appartenait k I'Asie et non k la

Bithynie ; la fronti^re se dirigeait ensuite & Test, passant au nord de

Dorylaeum [atteignait probablement le Sangarius],* puis redescendait

* Omit the words in brackets, which are due to the bad representation of the

Sangarios in old maps. ,,
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au midi, en passant & Test de Midaeum,* d'Amorium et de Fhilo-

melium,'!' qui 6tait la ville la plus orientale de la provinoe." The rest of

his desoriptioa can be given more accurately. The boundary passed

south of Hadrianopolis, and there turned north-west along the Sultan

Dagh, leaving Neapolis and Antioch out, till it reached the long ridge

which separates the valleys of Earamttk, Oinan, and Tchul, from the

country that drains into the great lakes Hawiran and Egerdir, which,

as Hirschfeld has suggested, were probably known as Limnai. The
boundary ran along this ridge till it came to the valley of Dombai
(Aurokra), when it turned south to include the valley in Asia. One of

the boundaries is still preserved in this part. The road from Apameia

to Apollonia, after passing close over Aurokreni Fontes, reaches a small

village Tohapali, and ascends a long steep slope. At the top of this

slope there is a large pillar, square in plan, with base and capital of

very slightly ornamental type: the pillar is now Ij'ing flat on the

ground, but originally stood on a low circular basement, which still

remains in a fragmentary state. On one side of the pillar is the

following inscription :(
:

—

10

15

VnEPTHCAYTOKPA
TOPOCKAICAPOOeE
OYTPAIANOYHAPei

OYN OYAYI
OYTPAIANOYAAPI
ACTOYAPXIEPE

MEnCTOYAHMAP
OYCIACTOIO

YnATOYTOrnATPOCHAT
OC lACKAIAICON

CAYTOYTEKAI
nANTOCOIKOY

OYHBOYAHKAIO
AHMOCOAnOAACjJNIA

AYKIU)NKAI0PA
a)NU>N0EOIC

NOPIOIC

iwip T^t abroKpd'

ropos Koltrtipos, 9c-

oS TpoMnov Xlapti'

Kov vlov, tffJoD N[f/)]oiva vt-

itfi']oD, TpotwoD 'A.tpt[a-

vod aiff]turTov, iipxi*pi-

wi] luyloTou, Srinap'

XiK^t iQovatea rh <9',

iwirov rh •/, tmrphs irar'

plS2os, [fftinipJUa ko) tduv-

lov 8ia/(oi^3» alirov tc koI

rov iriii}wiwTos oTkov

a&r]oif, il fiov\ii ica\ 6

i^/MS 6 'AiroXAcDVio-

T&y]t AvkIuv Kol Sptf ]

K&P KOXJtil'WI', 9«0iS

This dedication is dated in a.d. 135.

From this point the boundary ran to the village of Baradis, where

the following boundary-stone was copied by me in 1882 :

—

Finis

Caesaris N
This stone probably indicates the boundary of an imperial estate, which

included the rich valley of Eetchi Borlu and Eilij, and which was

* For Midaeum read AkkilaioD, and add "de Trokoades, d'Orkistos" before

" d'Amorium."

t For Philomelium read Thymbrion-Hadrianopolis.

% I saw it first in 1882, when travelling with Sir Charles Wilson. It was in such a

position that it could not be read. In 1888 I returned to the place, and after five hours'

work, got the stone turned ai^d the inscription copied.
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included among the Phrygian estates directed perliaps by the Procurator

Fhrygiae. South and east of this boundary the territory belongs to

Galatia, in which the city Konane was included.

The lake of Buldur (Askania) was probably the boundary, and near

its south-western end at the villagti of Deuer, we find another boundary

(which I copied in 1884), ra /ucv iv 8c^t^ ttvai Saya\a(ro-ca>v, ra 8i iv

apiartpq, Koi/iijs Tv/x)3p(avao'(rov N^tovos KXavStov Kaurapos. This imperial

estate immediately adjoined the territory of Takina, which belonged to

Phrygian Asia. It is therefore probable that it, like the other estates*

Alastos and Ormeleis,. was included among the Phrygian estates. The
boundary, therefore, must have passed between Lysinia and Tymbrian-

assos, and between Olbasa and the Ormeleis. We can then understand

why a mile-stone at Hedje gives the distance from Eibyra. The whole

line of this road f from Kibyra to Apameia by Ormeleis, Alastos, and

Tymbrianassos, was in the province of Asia. The division between

Asia and Ghtlatia (after 74 a.d. between Asia and Lyoia-Pamphylia) lay

along the centre of a valley, a remarkable line.}

After passing Olbasa the boundary turned south, probably along the

upper waters of the Lysis, and included Lagbe in Asia. It then turned

west, passing through the lake Earalitis, until it touched the river

Indos, down whose course it went to the sea. See Addenda.

The boundaries of the Byzantine provinces have been given in the

discussion of the cities in each province.

22. It will be useful here to recapitulate the imperial properties

whose existence in the Boman province of Asia has been established on

certain or probable grounds. First may be mentioned the great estates,

probably continuous with each other, of the Ormeleis (afterwards called

Maximianopolis), including Alastos, and Tymbrianasa.§

The inscriptions of this district are dated as a rule according to an

imrpoiroi, frpay/Mirevrat, and lutrOutTai, i.e. a procurator Augusti, negotia-

tores, and conductores.|| The population of such an estate had a peculiar

standing in Boman law, and the inscriptions show that the Ormeleis

also had a pectiliar organisation. Their magistrate or official is called

* Sco § 22 and Addenda to A, 42.

t This corrects some details in ASP.

\ It is paralleled by some of the later divisions : Byzantine Garia and Lydin aro

separated by the Maeander, and take each half of the valley; Byzantine Lydia and

Phrygia also are separated by the Maeander, Tripolis, which is in full view of Hierapolis,

being part of Lydia. 8o on the south the Lysis may have been the line separating the

two provinces.

§ In ASP., D 22-5, 1 described the general character of these estates. Franz on

C. L G., No. 4366 w, and MM. Duchesne and GoUignon in 'Bull. Gorr. Hell.,' 1878,

misunderstand the character of the inscriptions, and speak of the pragmateutes as a

sort of Archon Eponymos. The help of Mr. Pelham has enabled me to add greatly to

the number of points which prove that the inscriptions were erected by the coloni of

three imperial estates.

II
The rendering aotores would be more accurate for wpo.fiMrtvrol ; see Addenda.
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«/>o iy<iiv, perhaps a translation of praepositns.* A Proagon occurs also in

two inscriptions of Fisidia, now widely separated, but perhaps origin-

ating from Bindeos (Sterrett, II. 89 and III. 465) : see § 26.

The little information that we gather from the Ormelian inscriptions

i-elates to their contributions for the benefit of the community; and

usually the inscription begins with a vow for the health of the emperor:

compare " pro salute imp. Caes. etc. : coloni saltns Massipiani aedificia

vetustate conlapsa s(ua) p(ecunia) r(estituerunt), item arous duos a(ere)

p(uo) f(ecerunt) " (C. I. L. VIII. 587).t Similar constructions at the

expense of coloni are often alluded to: "pro salute imp. Gordiani, etc.

:

murus constitutus acolonis eius castelli Cellensis" (Wilm. 756); " porticum

ex pecunia saltuariorum " (C. I. L. IX. 3386). The frequently recurring

phrase in/Arja-e tov oxAov is perhaps equivalent to *" contributed for the

benefit of the community." 'Eti/xitwc tov o)^ov apurrov koi aTTiKos to',

" contributed a breakfast and 380 Attic drachmae," occurs.^ The com-

munity is called o^Xos : this seems to be a translation of populua plebeius,

which was the proper term for the inhabitants of an estate (saltua:

cp. Frontinus, ed. Lachm., p. 53 ; Fustel des Coulanges, ' Recherches sur

quelques Frobl^mes d'Histoire,* p. 27).

There was in the provinces a procurator or rationalis, who adminis-

tered the estates and revenues of the emperor. He was the official who
exercised all real power, even that of life and death, in an imperial

estate, and hence the Ormeleis date their inscriptions by his name. He
let out the imperial properties in the province to conductores ; and there

were apparently three lots of property, let to three conductores, in the

country of the Ormeleis.

The proper marking of the bounds of an imperial property was of

course a duty of the procurator, and he was also bound to prevent

disorderly persons from entering the estate (Dig. I. 19, 3). Among
the Ormeleis the duty of protecting the boundaries and acting as

guards was discharged by different corps called 7rapa<f>vXaKiTai : ol iv

'AAaoTw TTopoi^vXaKiroi were the corps who guarded Alastos, one of the

three properties. We also hear of individuals called 6po<f>v\aK€i. These

correspond to the " saltuarii qui finium custodiendorum causa " ( Dig.

XXXIII. 7, 12), who were under the orders of the procurator.

About the three conductores we can gather very little from the

inscriptions that are preserved. The conductor was close to the coloni,

and his power must have been almost greater than that of the distant

procurator, so long as he paid his rent and kept on good terms with tho

Unless wpodyuv, or npoaytiv, be President of tlie Games, which are a feature of

Pisidian life and coins ; but " Praepositus vect. ferr." (O. Hirschf., ' liom. Verwalt.-

Gesch.,' p. 86): for •praepositus pagi' : see C. Tiieod. xii. 1, 49, xii. 6, 8,
'
pracpositura

horreorum et pagorum ' : Voigt, Drei Epigr. Constitutionen, p. 182.

t »r(efecerunt)"Bnd"aB(olo)" (Henzen, 5313).

X Wrongly transcribed Apiarov koI 4[f«]iico<rT<([TOToi'] by Mr. Sterrett, ' Epigr.

Journey,' No. 52, 1. 9.
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latter. Hence at Lagbe, fines for violation of the tomb were sometimes

made payable to the local conductor (t<P Kara Ton-ov fiurOttn-g), so as to

ensure his aid in the prosecution of any violator. One of the conduc-

tores of the property at Alastos, M. Calpumius Epineikos, was a

freedman a ci^iculo of a Boman named M. Calpumius Longus. The
latter may perhaps have been procurator, or was at least closely con-

nected with the district, for we find a dedication to Dionysos by one of

his dispensatores or stewards,* with the inscription ['Ap]r</bia>v M. KaX-

irovp[vt]ov Aovyov 8ovAos otKovo/xos,] in the same neighbourhood.f

The oonductores, as being permanent residents, were naturally also

brought into relations with the Horophylakes ; and probably issued

orders to them in the absence of the procurator. This may perhaps be

gathered from a fragmentary inscription, which I copied in 1884 in a

deserted cemetery below Hassan Pasha :

—

€TOYCAC€niMICeQ
TOYAYPTPO gONAOYN

AYPTPOKO
ICKOYANE

TOYMicenroYrE
0«t>YAAKnNAISECTh

EIKAIA

crovs X<r' • iirl fwrOut-

Tov Avp. Tpo[^K]6v8ov N
Aip. TpoKo-

v8ov ivKov 'Avc-

. . . ToB fUvOlOTOV (w)7rJ-

p op]o^vA[a]Ka»v dvc(rT[ij-

The date is probably according to the Cibyratic era, and corresponds

to A.D. 255.

Negotiatores (TrpayfiaTevTaC),^ as defined by Labeo (Dig. 32, 65),

are slaves " qui praepositi essent negotii exercendi causa veluti qui ad

emendum locandum conducendum praepositi essent." These pragma-

tentai were perhaps imperial slaves under the orders of the procurator,

who were stationed on the estates to look after the imperial interests.

The dispensator mentioned lielow (§ 27) was probably an official of a

similar kind, an imperial slave. It is not possible that they were
" middle-men," corn-dealers who bought up the grain from the con-

ductores.§ The fact that there were special negotiatores, apparently

the same in number as the conductores, points conclusively to the

former view. Mere traders in com would hardly be selected to date

an inscription by: for this purpose some definite official position is

required. The names of the negotiatores also are suitable for slaves,

Abascantus, [A]nthinus, Marcellion, Aeithales, whereas the Froagontes

are free-born with a pater, and the misthotai are libertini (Claudius

Abascantus) or ingenui. In one inscription (Sterrett, No. 46) there are

three negotiatores and three conductores, apparently one for each estate.

* Sterrett, Epigr. Journ.', Nos. 78, 79.

t An imperial slave, dispensator, at Tembrion-Eudokias, § 27.

% Perliaps analogoas to the probatorea or vectores connected with mines and

quarries (see O. Hirschfeld, ' Rom. Verwaltungs-Qesoh.,' i. pp. 80, 83). But on the

proper sense of irpayixartvral see Mr. Pelham's note in Addenda.

§ Like negotiatores in the saltus of Apulia and Calabria (see Gassiod.Var., ii. 26, &c.)
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A boundary-stone of the estate Tymbrianasa has been published

(ASP., D 22-5) : as it is erected by the legatns and the procurator

of Galatia, it might seem that the estate -was at that time part of

Galatia. But when almost the whole of Pisidia was taken from Qalatia

and annexed to Lyoia-Pamphylia, apparently in the year 74, it would

appear that Tymbrianasa was joined with the other Phrygian estates

and put in the province Asia. The river Lysis was in all probability

the boundary between Asia and Pamphylia. The three great estates

seem to have included all the country on the left bank of the Lysis, and

the dates on their inscriptions appear to be as a rule reckoned from

either the Asian era, September 85 b.c., or the Eibyratio era 25 a.d.

A road passed through them from Eibyra to the east, and the distances

along it were reckoned from Eibyra. Crossing to the right bank of the

river we find the Pisido-Pamphylian cities of Olbasa, Lysinia, and

probably Palaiapolis; and in the last a double reckoning,* by the

Eibyratio era and by the formation of Pamphylia-Lycia in a.d. 74.

The former was used as being familiar in^ the district, and the latter as

being the provincial date.

One peculiarity may be remarked about many of these Phrygian

estates: they received during the fourth or fifth century an imperial

name and a bishop. This was the case with Maximianopolis, Eudokia,

Augustopolis,t Theodosioupolis, and perhaps Yalentia, Theodosia, and

Pulcherianopolis. We should gladly know whether this indicated that

some new organisation with greater freedom and more rights was
granted to these estates at this time. That privileges were sometimes

granted to the inhabitants of an imperial estate is shown by C. I. L.

VIIL No. 8280, 'Ephem. Epigr.' II. p. 273, which records the bestowal

of the ttw nundinarum. On each estate there was at least one village,

and a head man (magiater vici) is often mentioned, who seems to corre-

spond to the proagon in these Phrygo-Pisidian estates. The proagon

has a Greek name, and seems to be a native Pisidian.

23. At Lagbe (Alifachreddin, or Alifaradin, Yaila) there must have

been another imperial estate. This results from the following inscrip-

tion, already twice published, but not correctly restored J—Irovs tur'

Avp. Kc[ gap of uncertain dimensions] Karc<7-[Kcvacrcv to iivrfnetov

{avr<p] Kcu tQ [ywaud Avp. , irtpif 8i ovjBevi i$ov iarai cirur-

[cvci'Kat mwf/La, intl Ivo^os fjarai 6 ^t[x*']p^[*'''*5] '^V '^PTf Tolyrtf rvfi-

I3uipiv\i(j. kI BuuTti Tff /i]cv icpo>[T]ar({> rafieuf (Brfvapia) fitfi, ry St KifivparSiv

TToAa (Srivdpia) ci]<f>\ koX t^ [K]aT[a Toirjoi/ /jLurOmry [t]ov xwpiov (8i;vapia}

* ASP., D 16 : I have there reckoned the second era aa 73, bat 74 is equally

possible : the dates are 102 and 150. The latter gives a.d. 175-6, and if the Kibyratio

era began in the autumn, July 74 is probably the Pamphyliun era.

t The name, though not found in Hierocles, is older than Gouo. Seleuc, a.d. 359,

when *i\(KaSos Abyovvrdiuv ^pvylas 'Ewapxtta is mentioned.

t A. H. Smith, in < Journ. Hell. Stud.,' 1887, p. 253, and Petersen and von Lusohan,
' Reisen in Lykien,' &o., p. 168.

la
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it • ct 8^ Tt PavKtva\u>, raSJra in ([wv hriypd^w. The restoration of the

latter part is given by an inscription, side by side with the above,

which the Austrian travellers omitted. It is engraved in faint and
worn letters. I have published it in ASP., D 14 ; but the end must be

read T«p Kara Toirov iu<r0m[Tg (Srpfdpia ^')].

These references to a local /lurdiat^ have already been explained.

Dr. Petersen, who restores r^ Kara ySfiov nurOtarfj, misunderstands

(as I think) the passage, considering that the land was hired from the

local community. The fines are payable to the Boman treasury, to the

city of Eibyra as chief of the oonventus or as possessing some rights

over Lagbe, and to the imperial conductor, who represented to the

rustic mind the majesty of the emperor. He, having something to gain

from protecting the tomb, might be expected to prosecute any one who
violated it. Khorion or Rome is regularly applied to an imperial estate

as distinguished from a city. It is remarkable that a coin AArBHNQN
should exist.

The date 215 must be reckoned from the Eibyratio era, and is

equivalent to a.d. 240. Dr. Petersen reckons from the creation of the

province Lycia in a.d. 54 ; but it is an error to place Lagbe in Lycia.

The reference to Eibyra shows that it was in the conventus of Eibyra *

and in the province of Asia.

24. Phylakaion or Xupia narpt/iiovta[Ata], between Eriza, Eibyra, and

Themissonion : ASP., B 4.

25. It must be left doubtful for the present whether the Yalentia of

Hierocles and of Concil. Nicaen. II. was an imperial estate.

26. The estate called Bindeos: the form of the name is always

6 BtVScos (BtvSatos) or to "BivStw (with xSipos or j(<u>piav understood). It

seems to be the Theudosioupolis of early Byzantine time,')' and to have

been made a bishopric by Theodosius, probably the second emperor of

that name. The two inscriptions, found at Sparta and at Bayat, and

published by Prof. Sterrett,{ which mention both an ip('y«rMrTa'njs)

[compare IpyeTnardrrj^ rov Xaro/uov, 0. Hirschfeld, ' Bom. Yerwaltungs-

€lesch.' p. 83], and a irpoiywv, may have been brought from Bindaios.

A boundary-stone of this estate has been mentioned above.

27. Between Apia, the Praipenisseis, and Eotiaion, we find a district

called by Hierocles Eudokias. In it are two inscriptions which seem to

prove that it was an imperial estate. One of these (C. I. L. Supplem.

No. 7002) is the epitaph of Dionysius, Augusti dispensator. He was

evidently a slave of the emperor, stationed in this district for some

fiscal purpose, as described above. His friend Aelius Trophimus may

* See aboTo, Aigai Asiae.

t Hieiooles has Eudoxioupolis, perhaps only an error for Theudosioupolis.

X ' Epigraphic Journey,' No. 89 ; ' Wolfe Exped.,' No. 465. In both the beginning

(as Mr. Hogarth detected) should be Ot]ov irw4o(yov) Kal Xpio'T(ov) koI 'Ayiov nv(*i-

uaros).
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have been a freedman. The other inscription (C. I. L. III. Supplem.

No. 7004) is, I believe, one of tlie boundary-stones of this estate. The
explanation which formerly occurred to me, and which was printed in

'Ephem. Epigraph.' Y. n. 1452, that the stone marked a boundary

between Apia and Aizanoi does not now satisfy me. We desire some

reason why an imperial procurator should take the duty of marking the

boundary, and this can I think only be explained by the supposition of

imperial estate. The river Tembris, Tembrogius, or Thybris (Porsuk

Su) flowed through or along this estate, which therefore may safely be

identified with the imperial estate called Tembre or Tembrion (Const.

Porph. vol. I. p. 488) in the Opsikian Theme, whence fishermen were

taken to accompany the Emperor on a march. Stephanus gives the

name as Tembrion, Tymbrion, or Tembrieion. r

28. The imperial estate of Dipotamon, whose existence has been

proved in the Byzantine period, can perhaps be traced as early as the

third century by the following inscription, found at Kara Agha, one

hour north-west of Doghan Hisar, near the site of Hadrianopolis. It is

an epitaph on a tomb dedicated by parents to Sovo-ov v!^ opo^vAoKt

ur^yci^rt vtto Xj/otwv.* Sousou was a saltuarius on this estate. I know
no other examples of Horophylakes except here and on the other great

imperial estate of the Ormeleis. The situation of Kara Agha shows

either that the inscription -has been carried, or that Sousou was employed

on an estate at some little distance from his parents' home, or most

probably that the estate was a very large one, reaching to the south of

Ak Sheher Lake and Fhilomelion.

29. A large estate in two divisions, Eleros Oreines and Eleros Poli-

tikes, i.e. Praedium Busticum f and Praedium Urbanum, has been traced

in the country >etween Prymnessos and Dokimion (CB., §§ LIII., LIV.).

It appears in most of the Byzantine lists as Augustopolis, but is named
Eleroi at the Council of a.d. 869. The passages which prove that

Augustopolis was an imperial property are in 'Vita Eutych.,' 'Act.

Sanct.,' April 6, pp. 550-1 : wpfiaro /liv iK t^s twv *pvyGv x*"P*'> totou Si

vnijpxfv ijTM \<i)piov, 0eiov "Ktifirii, ovro) irpocrayopevofuivov ©eta; koj/ui;;

Tis ovv q avaOpaj/afifvr) koi tov fxiyav Evrv^iov i8a)/;iev * AvyovoroTroXt; ovto)

KaKovpihn}. A conductor of this estate, or at least of the praedium

rusticum, is mentioned in an inscription quoted in CB., § LXYI, The
head man among the coloni of the estate is there called KwiMpxpi.

30. Theodosia, whose existence is inferred at Shap Ehane in CB.,

§ CVI., was perhaps an imperial estate. This may possibly be gathered

from the name and from the alum-mines and works, which have caused

the modem name, "House of Alum." Mines were usually imperial

property.

• Sterrett, •Epigraphio Journey,' No. 156, where the prothetic iota of laipayivri, is

misrepieBented. Bead also Aou8a Xovaov for AouSSs OCaov.

t Unless it be " fundus saltucnsis."
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*^31. Fulolierianopolii or Motella was perhaps an estate. Ezoept the

name, no other evidence is known ; but nothing inconsistent with the

'hypothesis is known. Claudius Clemens, whose slave Rouphion is

mentioned in an inscription,* was perhaps a Roman connected with the

estate.

F. Cities amd Bishoprics of Bithtnia.

While it does not lie in my purpose to discuss carefully the topo-

graphy of Bithynia, a country which I have never seen, it is necessary

to study closely the line of one of the roads, and as a preliminary to this

I must give a sketch of the general topography of Bithynia and a more
detailed study of the country along the line of the road.

The ecclesiastical lists are given in the accompanying Table,

"^^l. Chaloedom. Hierooles begins, not with the actual metropolis of

the province, but with Chalcedon. This city was, in the ecclesiastical

organisation, not subject to Nikomedeia, but an independent metropolis.

2. NiKOMEDEU, which still retains its name as Isnimid or Ismid f (cic

NiKo/i^ciav), was a foundation on the site of Astakos or Olbia. It was

one of the greatest cities in Asia Minor under the Boman Empire.^

Diocletian made it one of the capitals of the Roman World. In the

tenth century it was the chief city of the Optimate Theme.

Hierooles then goes along the south coast of the Gulf of Astakos or

Nikomedeia, reaching

3. Frainktos or Prietos, given as Frinetos in his text, whose
situation is discussed more fully below. It was the third city in the

Optimate Theme.

4. Helkkopous, second city in the Optimate Theme, is discussed

more fully below.

5. NiEAiA comes next in his list. It retains its name as Isnik

(c2s N/Katav). It was not subject in the ecclesiastical arrangement to

Nikomedeia, but was an independent metropolis. § Its original name was
Helikore or Ankore (Notitia III. and Stephanus).

6. Basileinopolis is to be looked for between Nikaia and Eios,

probably at the western end of Lake Ascania. The contest between the

bishops of Nikaia and Nikomedeia at Concil. Chaloed. (451 a.d.) as

to which was metropolitan of Basilinopolis, was finally settled in favour

of the latter. This suits a position towards the western end of the lake,

while the arguments adduced in favour of Nikaia show that Basilinopolis

was not far from it. It is named after Basilina, mother of the emperor

* ArtemiB-Leto, &c., § 14, in ' Joam. Hell. Stud.,' 1889.

t In early Turkiah the form is lanigimid.

X rls obK ol8« rii¥ Nuconitovs, Sirit /tiy 0i<riis r« Kol ittyiOovs turns Si \aiatpiryfros ««}

iip&v fx*'i *("' i>* "^^^ ^iBw&v nimts uShttiv (iifrpiwoXts iariv aSni (AA. SB. April 27,

add. p. LX., Tit. Anthimi, episcop. Nioomed.)

§ Bithynia Secunda is not a civil, bat an ccolesiastical, province.
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Jnlian, and wm raised to the rank of a city by Jolian about 866 (Oono.

Ohaloed., Actio xiii.) : op. Na 08.*

7. Eios, at the head of the Gnlf of Bfyrlea or Kioi, waa called

alao Frouaiaa ad Mare. It if an independent metropolis in the ecdesi-

astioal lists.

8. Apambu, Burnamed Myrlea, was on the same gnlf, and is usually

placed beaide the modern Mudania. It is an independent metropolis in

the eoolesiastioal lists.

0. Frousa still retains its name as Broussa. It is distingnished as

FronsA ad Olympum from Prousias ad Mare, i.e. Eios, and from Frousias

ad Hypium in Honorias.

Hot springs beside Frousa, sometimes called Fythia, were famous in

antiquity: see 'Act. S. Menodorae,' Sept. 10; Tillemont, *M£m. p.

servir,' &c. v., art. 62 ; Theophan., pp. 186, 471 ; Nioet. Chon., p. 701

;

Frocop., 'Aedif.,' p. 315. In Act. S. Fatrioii, April 28, p. 676, 'Julius

proconsul, cum, ingressus Thermas, sacra Asolepio et Saluti perogisset.'

The famous monastery of Medikion, near Frousa, was founded by

NicephoruB, who died a.d. 810, and was succeeded by Nioetas, ' Act.

Sanot.,' May 4, p. 500.

10. Kaisareu strikes numerous coins as Oeesareia Oermanica. The
coins seem to show that it was a seaport and near Mount 01ympos,t but

these conditions are hardly consiBtent with each other. Dio Ghrysostom

places it beside Frousa, which agrees with the coins reading OAYMUOS.
Fliny calls it Helgas-Germanicopolis. Helgas is perhaps the old native

name. If we could accept M. Imhoof-BIumer's opinion that the coin

reading OAYMnoC should be attributed to Gei'manioia in Eommagene
(Monn. Or., p. 439), some of the difficulties about the situation of

Geesareia would be eliminated. The coins, together with Chrysostom,

seem to represent it as the port of Frousa, i.e. Mudania, where Apameia

is usually placed. A passage in ' Act. Sanct.,' May 9, p. 362, seems to

confirm this situation; it mentions that CodratUB and others, under

Decius, were taken by the Froconsul Ferinius from Nikomedeia to Nikaia,

then to Apameia, then to Csesareia, then to Apollonia, and thence to

Bhundaca et Hermopolim (apparently the river Bhyndakos and Mile-

topolis) : this seems to describe the great road from Nikaia to Mileto-

polis f (E. § 5), and suggests that Apameia was nearer Eios ; and Strabo

also says that Apameia and Eios were near each other. But the

importance of Apameia corresponds to that of Mudania, and probably

* It is also possible that Basilinopolis geta its name from the estate which was

bequeathed by Basiliaa to the chuiob, and which Chiysostom was accused of having

sold for his own benefit (Act. SancL, Sept. 14, p. 548). The refeienoe in Cono. Ohalced.

is not inconsistent with this. I have not the opportunity of consulting the other

passages quoted by Yalesius in his notes to Ammianus, xxv. 8, as bearing on the point.

t Head, < Hist. Num.,' p. 438 and p. 653.

% This was the important road from Lydia to Kios and Constantinople, as well] as to

Nikaia and the east. ,
.

; ;.
.

•.; .
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OnMToia ! to be sotight on the (jOMt between Apameia and Daaky-

lion.

11. Afollomu i(4 fixed by the lake called Apolloniatis or Artynia.

The town is atill oallud AbuUiont. It io called Theotokia at the

OounoiU of 680 and 002.

12. Daskylion lay between the two larger lakea Apolloniatis and

Miletopolitis and the aea, on a amall lake called Daskylitis (Strabo, 575).

18. Neocaesarkia appears only in the Byzantine liatf. The order of

Hieroolea and the Notitise show that it is to be looked for about Bolat.

The only other places that could suggest themselves are Kirmasli

Kassaba (but Germe was probably situated there) and the neighbourhood

of Egri Q5z and Amed (but Tiberiopolis Phrygiae seems to have been

thore). Bolat remains without a name, after HelloBpontus and Fhrygia

are completely mapped, and, as its situation and importance mark it as a

bishopric, it must have belonged either to Bithynia or to Lydia. The
north-eastern border of Lydia is not quite certain, but the province can

hardly have extended to include Bolat, which therefore must belong to

Bithynia and be the site of Neooaesareia. From about 787 onwards

Neocaesareia was replaced by Ariste or Eriste ; it is therefore omitted

from Notitia I. On the other hand, Notitiea III., X., XIII., which are

founded on a different register, forget entirely that Eriste is the old

Neocaesareia ; and III. even confuses the latter with the metropolis

Neocaesareia, which belongs to Fontus. They simply repeat the old

register and add Eriste or Ariste at the end. If Balikesri is the true

name of the modem town near Hadrianoutherai, we might imagine that

IIoXoi^ Kat(r<i(pcta was opposed to Neocaesareia ; but the name is doubtful

(see D 6).

14. HADniANi still retains the name Edrenos, which denotes a

governmental district.

15. Beqio Tataios, also called Tottaion and Tatavion,* was a district

immediately to the east of the Sangarios adjoining the territory of

Nikaia and Nikomodeia.

16. Beqio Doris was another district in the eastern part of Bithynia.

There can be no doubt that it became a bishopric along with Regio

Tataios, but appears only under another name. If it was south of

Tataios, it would be under Nikaia, and is probably to be identified with

Numerioa. Now, if it were north of Tataios, it would be connected

naturally with Nikomedeia, and could hardly have been a regie under

Nikaia, as is expressly mentioned; therefore its southern position is

established, and its probable appearance as the bishopric Numerica.

Doris Begio, then, lay probably between Begio Tottaion and the Galatian

frontier. In this part we find in older authorities the name Dableis.

The two names are apparently two attempts to render in Greek a native

name, in which there was a sound, probably like English Y or W, that

* In Ptolemy naruaiioy, an error for Taroo^iov : see Addenda.
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oould not readily bo pronounced or written by Greeks. This sound

may have been rendered sometimes by 6, sometimes by or OY.* This

view, probable in itself from the more sound of the names, is proved by
a passage in Cod. Theodos., XII., 1, 119, where we read of the curiales

Claudiopolis, Prusiadis, ao Total et Yoridis f oppidorum sive mansionum
per Bithyniam. We must here read Tottaei et Doridis, and we see that

they are the two mansiones on the road to Ankyra, mentioned in the

Itineraries, Tataion or Tottaion and Dableis. As there were ouriales

resident in them, they must have been places of some importance,

which is natural considering their position on a great road. In ' Acta

Cone. Chalced. ' (Actio xiii.) we road : Tarroios koX AmpU pcycuvcf cio-tv

iwo T^f NtVaiav, and they seem at this time (451), not to have had bishops,

though we must suppose that they still had curiales. j; Hierocles

mentions them as Begiones. The later Notitise gave Tai'on, i.e. Tataion,

as a bishopric, and, though Doris or Dablis is not mentioned, it must be

meant either by Noumerika or by Maximianai ; but the earliest Notitise

YIII. and IX. (YII. is mutilated) omit these three bishoprics. Taking

into consideration what is said about regio Tarsia, No. 78, we see that

the three regiones east of the Sangarios were elevated to the rank of

bishoprics along with Daphnousia at a comparatively late period : to

judge from tho order in the list. Tarsia is Maximianai, and Doris is

Numerica, but certainty as to the correspondence is impossible. Tho
incompleteness of Hierocles's list is obvious. He got Regio Doris and

Kegio Tataion perhaps from the * Act. Cone. Chalced.,' but omits Regio

Tarsia, which was not mentioned there. He gives the bishoprics, and

supplements the list where he can from any other source of information

;

but he had not a government list.

17, 18, 19. Gallos, Lophoi, and Kadosia were probably three places

near each other on the road between Frousa and Nikaia, on the upper

waters of the river Gallos.§ They are subject to Nikomedeia, but do not

appear in Hierocles.

20. Daphnousia was an island in the Euxine, on the Bithynian

coast. It became a bishopric, but is not given in Hierocles. It was ono

of the group of bishoprics instituted at a late time. Notitiee I., III., X.,

XIII. mention it, and III. also gives it in HcUespontus. It was 1000

stadia from Constantinople (Nic. Greg, iv., 85 ; cp. Pachym. ii., 138

;

* Compare the Pamphylian Lagbe, Lagoc, and the ethnic Aayyiivuv in Byzantine

lists.

t Oothofrcdus understands that Kios-Pruaias is meant, and says that Yoris niny

perhaps be the BopiCa, wiKis Iloi^iiuc^, of Stephanus. I think that Prousios ad Hypiuni

is meant when Prousias is named simply by a later writer.

t It is rc-maikablo that in the same passage the institution of curiales (irpayyuarcu-

6ii(voi) at Basilinopolis should bo mentioned as equivalent to raising it to tho rank of a

S The Gallos, which Leake placed rightly, is put by Kiepert on the wrong side of

the Sangarios (sec Modrenc).
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Aoropol, 192). S. Sabas, biuhop of Daphnousia, ia mentioned in ' Aot.

Sanct.,' May 2, p. 282. Ptolemy has Thynias quae et Daphnousia ; Pliny,

H. N., v., 32, Thallusa quae et Daphnusa (see 86).

21. EiusTE or Ariste is beside Neokaisareia, and is included in the

same bishoprio with it at Cone. Nicaen. II., where Leo Eristes or

Aristes is also called Aiwv NcoKaurapcias ^oi 'Apion/t, Leo Neocaesareae

Thraoiae aut Aristes. It is added at the end of the list in Notitias III.,

X., XIII., as distinct from Xeooaesareia ; this is perhaps a mere error,

arising from Neocaeeareia having lost importance, and its identity

with Ariste having been forgotten: I. omits Neocaesareia and gives

Eriste.

22. The country in the south-eastern part of Bithynia was made
into a series of bishoprics subject to Nikaia. It consisted originally in

all probability of a vast territory belonging to Nikaia, and of two

districts (regionea) which are said to have been to a certain extent

subject to it, Tataion and Doris. The bishoprics of this district are

—

23. MoDBENE, which, like the following,

24. Mela, will be fully discussed in the fjllowing Chapter G.

25. LiNOE, 26. GoRDOSERBA, are in all probability to be placed on the

two important roads leading from Nikaia to Eotiaion and to Dorylaion.

One is probably Sugut, and one Bilejik or Inn Ongu. The district

Gordos, in which Gordoserba is situated, lies along the Sangarios (see

below, Modrene and Mela), and perhaps Gordoserba is Sugut.

27. The whole territory of Byzantine Bithynia beyond the Sangarios

was divided into three regiones, which at a later time became bishoprics

(see 16).

The district which lies along the roads from Chalcedon to Niko-

medeia and to Nikaia is so important for my purpose, that I must
discuss it accurately.

I take first the road from Chalcedon to Nikomedeia, already well

discussed by others, and comparatively free from difficulty, though

opinions are even here far from unanimous.

28. Pantichion is still called Pandik, 4^ hours from Scutari.

29. Nasses is half-way between Chalcedon and Pandik. The form is

doubtful.

30. PoNTAMUS is between Pandik and the following.

31. LiBYSSA is to bo sought at some point near Malsum, but probably

a little nearer Nikomedeia : it is famous for the tomb of Hannibal, but

is never mentioned in Byzantine times.

32-38. Brunoa has, by Wesseling, been taken as perhaps an

erroneous form for Bryas.* But Bryas was a harbour on the Bithynian

coast, where Yezid lay when besieging Constantinople in a.d. 717.

His ships occupied the harbours (34) Satyros and Bryas, and ext^ided as

* The error would come through a Greek text, Bp^vra being written Upiwy,
Theophanes, p. 397 .has ancus. Sfx/ov ; CcdienuR, I., p. 789, Bptfovro.

VOL. IV.
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far as (35) Eaktalimen, which is perhaps the modem Kartal, marked by
Eiepert close to Pandik. Theophilns built a palace at Bryas in a.d. 836

in the Saracen style, nsing for it the stones from the monasteiy of

Satyros, the name of which was derived from the pagan worship of a

satyr practised there (Theophan. Contin., p. 28). From the nearness of

Bryas and Satyros, the palace is called Satyios by Constantino Por-

phyrogenitus (vol. I., p. 497), who mentions four palaces on the Bithynian

coast not very far from Constantinople, as at Satyros, at (36) Poleatikos,

at (37) BoPHEMiANAi,* and at (38) Hiereia. The second is unknown to

me, the third was in a famous suburb of Chalcedon, and the fourth was

a frequent landing-place at the shortest crossing from Constantinople.

It must be confessed that these references seem to place Bryas and

Satyros, at the furthest, about the narrow entrance to the gulf, and not

where " Brunga " ^was situated on the gulf near Nikomedeia. The
same opinion results from Nicephorus Patr., p. 61, who says that

39. Ealos Aqros was a harbour on the Bithynian coast near 'Axral

Sarvpov, while Niketiata was between Ealos Agros and Dorkon. Now
Niketiata can be placed with some accuracy, it was beside Dakibyza

(Ghevse), but on the side towards Chalcedon, on the sea-coast. The
identity of Brunga and the harbour Bryas cannot therefore be accepted.

40. Dakibtza has been identified with Ghevse by Leake, and there

can be no doubt of the identity of the two names [Da]kibyza and Ghevse.

Moreover Frocopius mentions that Justinian destroyed the road between

Chalcedon and Dakibyza, and compelled all the travellers [to Nikaia, in

place of taking the land-road to Dakibyza and there crossing the

narrow ferry Aigialoi to Eibotos,] to sail direct from Constantinople to

Helenopolis [beside Eibotos].!

41. Niketiata. The fort of Dakibyza is often mentioned by the later

Byzantine writers on the road between Nikomedeia and Chalcedon.

G^rge Acrupolita (p. 64) distinfruishes it from the fortress Niketiata,

which was a little further west, while (42) Eharax was a little to the

east of Dakibyza. But Pachymeres speaks several times of r^ vpos

OaXaaaav TSfv N(Ki}rtar<i>i' r^ AaKi/3v{[i;s tjtpovpuf, as if there were a pair of

fortresses both called Niketiata, the eastern of which was distinguished

as Dakibyza.^

43. DoRKON. The famous monastery of Niketiata, founded by Saint

Sergius, who was bom at Niketias, a place beside Amastris in Paphla-

gonia, is thus described in a Greek synaxarion quoted in Acta Sanctomm

* T^ t^ 'Pov^wtayais iroKixi'un' Svaiiax<iraroy h» Kol (rT6/ui rqs fuyaKow6K*«s Ktlnwov,

* Attal.,' p. 268 : op. Sozom., 8, 17.

t Hist Arc., § 30. I have enclosed in brackets my explanatory additions to the

words of ProoopioB. Compare Socr., < H. E.' 4, 13 ; Sos., 6, 14.

X This explanation, given in the ' Obserrat. Pachymer. Petri Possini,' p. 646, teems

correct. He gives the accent VunrriAvmv, which can hardly be correct (though it occurs

also in Pachymeres, vol. I., 192, 198, 307, II., lO.S), as the singular is Niinrru(ri}t of fira

declension. But the form VtKnrlairw may perhaps be used also.
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7

(Juno 28, p. 385), ft,ovip/ t^s 0cotoxov ri)v ovtws inovofuuraiUinjv * t^k

NtK^riarov r^^ cc t^ KoXinp r^s NtKO/iijScias /icra^ roti' 8vo iftvopuay KaXou

Aypov *cai AdpKwvos.

The harbour of Ealos Agrosf is mentioned as on the Bithynian coast,

not very far from the promontory Satyros or 'AktoI iSarvpov, by Ni-

cephorus Fatriaroha (p. 61), which confirms the above account of the

Synaxarion, yet Finlay says this is a mistake, and that Ealos Agros is

Buyuk Dere on the Bosphorus, referiing to Ducange (' Constant. Chritit.,'

177) and Gyllius ( de Bosp. Thrao.' II., oh. 18, p. 301). Nioephoms, how-
ever, expressly declares that Ealos Agros was not on the Bosphorus,

and if Ducange is right, there must be two harbours called Ealos Agros,

one on the Bosphorus, and one on the Bithynian coast near Ghevse.

The Synaxarion is not strictly correct in saying that Niketiata was on

the gulf of Nikomedeia ; it is really outside the entrance to the gulf on
the Bithynian coast.

44. Philokrene. 45. Bitzion. 46. Pelekakoit. Several other places

in this neighbourhood are mentioned by Cantacuzenus (vol. I., p. 360)

;

Philokrene, Niketiata, Dakibyza, and Bitzion were the places to which
the Byzantine army retired from Pelekanon, where a battle had taken

place with the Turks, who had been besieging Nikaia, and who had

advanced to meet the relieving Byzantine army. Bitzion is also

mentioned by Cinnamus (p. 194) as on the Asiatic coast, not far from

Chalcedon. Philokrene was perhaps the nearest to Chalcedon, for the

whole army finally concentrated there and marched back to Skoutari.

Pelekanon has perhaps the same name as the Phrygian or Fisidian

Piliganon. Beside Pelekanon was a place Mesampela, with a shrine

of S. George (Anna, II., 75).

47. Galakrene, which is also mentioned as a monastery in this

quarter of Bithynia, may be connected with Philokrene. Nicolas the

patriarch (elected 895) was disgraced by Leo for opposing his fourth

marriage : per Bouooleontem ductum, lintrique impositum, in Hieriara

traiecerunt, e qua pedes ad G«laorenos usque (monasterium a se con-

ditum) pervenit, ' Act. Sanot.,' May, vol. III., 510.

48. Eribolos. On the road from Nikomedeia to Nikaia, the first

station is Eril)olos, called by Ptolemy Eriboia : both names are grecised

forms, adapted to give a meaning in Greek. Eribolos, as Xiphilin aayf>4

was a harbour opposite Nikomedeia, i.e. on the south side of the Gulf of

Astakos. The distance from Nikomedeia is probably ten, not twelve,

miles.

49. Aer. a passage of Anna Comnena (vol. II., pp. 312-3) mentions

a place Aer, on the south coast of the gulf of Astakos. It lay near the

east end of the gulf, for the Empress sailed from Aer to Conctantinoplc,

* iwtiyoitatriid^y is an obvions correction.

\... .,_ t • Gyll- od Dionya. Byz., fr. 44 ; Mttller, • Geogr. Or. Min.,' U., p. 64.

% 'EptfidKou roC iwiftUtv rov K»ravriitpi> r^s r&f JiiKOiirfiittv w6Kfws 6mos.

2
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but on the way was detained for a time at Helenopolis by contrary windn.

It was also apparently near the road to Nikaia, and is by these considera-

tions placed beside Eriboia or Eribolos. It is possibly a shortened

form of the same native name, which is grecised in these two forms.

50, But travellers to Nikaia would make a great d4tour in going by
Nikomedeia : the direct road does not touch Nikomedia. Now, during

the Byzantine period, by far the most important road that led from

Constantinople into Asia, passed through Nikaia to Dorylaion, and there

forked in several directions. The direct path to Nikaia therefore

acquired immense importance, and is very frequently referred to, while

we rarely hear of the stations near Nikomedeia.

The land road to Nikaia coincided for some distance with the road to

Nikomedeia. Travellers crossed the Bosphorus by one of the ferries,

most commonly taking the ferry which went to Damalis. They then

went through Pantichion and Dakibiza to Aigialoi, where they crossed

the narrow entrance of the gulf of Astakos to Eibotos, and continued

their journey by land to Nikaia.

61, 62. The ferry from Aigialoi to Kibotos is described by Anna
Comnena (vol. II., p. 279). There might otherwii<e be a temptation to

identify Eibotos with Eibyza, the shortened form of Dakibyza and the

modem Ghevse. But it is clearly necessary to place Eibotos on the

south side of the ferry, near the narrowest part of the entrance to the

gulf of Astakos. This ferry is still in use, and is de^scribed by Leake,

who has not observed the ancient names, and errs in placing Libyssa

where he ehould put Aigialoi. Ducange (tiotae in Alex., p. 683), fol-

lowing the reading of the editio princeps, gives the name as Aigylloi, and

identifies it with Aigilos, but the latter is the second point from Argeos

in the line of beacon-fires from Loulon to Constantinople, and must be

in the north of Phrygia.

63. In place of the land-road and the ferry it was often found more

convenient to sail from Constantinople direct to the south side of the

gulf of Astakos, and Procopius sneers at Justinian (Hist. Arc., 30) for

encouraging this method, and allowing the road between Chalcedon and

Dakibyza to fall into decay. In the fourth century Prainetos was the

usual port to land at, and it is the only one mentioned in the Peutinger

Table. But Constantino founded a new city, Helenopolis, at a place

called previously Drepana, which became the usual harbour for landing

at throughout the Byzantine period. Justinian, who encouraged this

method of making the journey, beautified Helenopolis by many fine

buildings, as Procopius relates (de iEdif., v. 2). The emperors seem to

have had some private landing-places at some imperial estates in this

neighbourhood, for in a.d. 1068 Bumanus Diogenes ol 'served a bad omen

* Leake calls the north end of the ferry Malaum. Kiepert Aoen not give the name.

It is 2} hours south of Pandik. It is often meutiouod as Oivitot in the Latin histories

of the Crusades.
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in the fact that, when he did not land at Neakomos, but at Helenopolis,*

the vulgar pronunciation of the name was Eleinopolis. Attaliota reports

the matter with some difference, and apparently more oorrectl}'. Boma-

nus did not land at Pylai, where there was a royal palace, nor at Neon

Kome, another imperial estate, but at Helenopoli8.t

54. Nea Kome is probably the true name of the village on the

imperial estate, called Neon Kome, or Neakomos, in the passages just

qnoted.

55. Ptlai X was a coast town of Bithynia, west of the gulf of Astakos,

probably near the promontory Poseidion, to judge from the Peutinger

Table. Manuel Comnenus (a.d. 1146), settled there the Christian popu-

lation whom he carried off from Philomelion ; but Oinnamus is .quite

wrong, when he says (p. 63) that Manuel gave the place the name

Pylai. The name is at least as old as the fourth century : it occurs in

the Peutinger Table. It is mentioned in 1068 by Attaliota § as an

imperial estate, and evidently Manuel in 1146 gave the estate to the

refugees. This passage of Attaliota also proves that Pylai was between

Poseidion and Helenopolis. Pylai, Prainetos, and Nikomedeia, maritime

towns (Attal., p. 268).

Constantino Porphyrogenitus mentions that Pylai was the usual place

for the emperors to land when they were going to the East, and describes

all the ceremonies of their reception (de Cerimon. vol. I., p. 474, and

p. 493).

56. A hill called Mokilos, or Moukilos, above Pylai, was one of the

line of beacons between Loulon and Constantinople. It must be Samanli

Dagh. Then Eyrizos may be Eaterli Dagh, and Olympos perhaps some

point on the south-eastern skirts of Eeshish Dagh rather than the main

summit.

57. Helenopolis was founded in the year 318 at Drepana by Constan-

tino, and named after his mother Helena. It was built in honour of

LucianuB the martyr.
||

It continued, according to Procopius, to be a mere

village, till Justinian gave it a water-supply by building an aqueduct,

* ovK iv N(aK(i/MU ouSt iv {ntarlai x^p'o" ^'^^ jSacriAiKoTj wpooupuliraTo iW' iv

'E\tvo\nr6\tt (Scylitz., p. 689).

"f o69 yhp iv rats Xl6\aK Kai rois Pa<n\tlots 8d/ioii ovS' ii> Ncaiv Kw/tji, X*>pW
Tivl x''PV'^"'V /SairtAiKqs iopwpopias f) iirarftas, aW' fh 'E\tv6iroXiv (p. 144). The Bonn
text prints wiKus for n^Aai^

X Pegai, a port on the Hellespont near its eastern end, must be distinguished from

Pylai 'Both are frequently mentioned : 'Airb Kv(iKov tis niiyits w6Mv t^v kot^ rhv

'ZWiiffKovTov iK9iLv (Gantacuz. I., 339). Gedren., II., 310, mentions the Church of the

Virgin at another Pege, close to Constantinople.

§ See the passages of Attaliota (p. 144) and Scylitzes (p. 689) quoted and compared

above.

II
J^pfwavav rhv iv NiKOfiriStl^ iriKrlaas tls ri/iV AouKiavov rov {km* fiapTvpij<ria>Tot

(Gedren., I., p. 517, cp. Theophan., p. 28, where Di Boor accents ^ptiriii'ai', but quotes

the variants Aptnca/iiv and t^ptiravav). Act. Sanot. Jan. 7, p. 362, gives a very interesting

account of the foundation and population.
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and oonstmoted baths and public buildings. According to Prooopius,

who actually sayH that Helena was a native of the place, Justinian's

motive was to do honour to the founder of the empire ; but the discussion

of the Byzantine military road will show that this city was only part of

his general scheme in making that great road. Malalas, p. 323, says

that its original name was Suga.

Helenopolis was near the river Drakon, and Leake has shown that

the Drakon was the river of the Forty Fords (Kirk Qetchid). Helen-

opolis therefore was near the narrowest part of the entrance to the gulf

of Astakos.

58. Pbainetos, said by Stephanus to have been founded by the

Phoenicians, is not mentioned till the Byzantine period, when it shared

in the development of the country between Chalcedon and Nikaia. It

waa on the south side of the gulf of Astakos, and east of Helenopolis,

as is proved by the Table and Hierocles.* It lay on the march of

Nicephorus Botoniates from Nikaia to Constantinople in 1078,t but he

may have diverged a little from the direct road to ensure its adherence

to his cause. It is also mentioned on the route by which Taticius

retreated from Nikaia towards Constantinople in a.d. 1085 (Anna, I.,

805 ; see No. 73). The Peutinger Table also gives it on the coast zxviu

miles from Nikaia, which agrees very well with the situation assigned.

If it were west of Helenopolis, it would be more than xxviii miles from

Nikaia. Its position on the Peutinger Table shows that it was one of the

ports to which travellers from Constantinople to Nikaia were in the habit

of going by sea. The native name was perhaps Prietos or Prinetos. X

It will be best here to discuss the situation of some other places

beside or on the road to the important city of Nikomedeia.

59. SsMANA is mentioned as a village not far from Nikomedeia (Act.

Sanct. April 27, p. 484, vit. S. Anthimi).

60. Sabandja Dagh, east of Nikomedeia, on the south side of the lake

Sabandja, and overhanging the road to Ankyra, which passes between

the mountains and the lake, has long been recognised as the Byzantine

Sophon (tov Xcyd/tcvov Xo^iom to opos (Attal., p. 189 ; Scylitz., p. 710).

61. 62. SoBEOi, and Lihnai, were two neighbouring places on the

south coast of the gulf of Astakos. They are mentioned only in the

Acta S. Autonomi, Sept. 12, xiopua rivl £ rowofia fiiv Stopeot, Kcirai 8t iv

8c^t^ T^ cunrAcoi'Ti tov r^s HiKojiijStiai k6\vov, and again koucci^cv (ev At/ifais

ytvcrat, yi^pvov 8i rovro Sopeois K\y]<n,a.l^ov.

* npdofTos, iiiwSpiov KcerayriKph rns NiKOjui}Sf(as Ktifuvov (Socr., 'Hist. Ecoles.,' VI., 14).

NiKOM^'cta, U^rtTos, 'E\ty6woKii (Hierooles).

t Compare Boylitzes, p. 731, vitli Nicepli. Bryen., p. 124, and Attal., 267.

X irphs UpltTov, firit Upaivtros irapk r&v iyxupiuv iitwv6niurrai (Theophan. Goutin.,

p. 464). The above is probably the intention, though the words mean the converse

;

npUrof should probably be corrected to Xlplvtrov. The passage goes on to mention

that the place was named after some irctrpios Bf6s of the Bithyniuns. Stephanus calls

it Pronektos near Drepane (i.e. Helenopolis). The Table has Pronectoa or Pronetios.
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63. S. HypatiuB, of the monastery Rufiniana or Drys, three miles

east of Chalcedon, went to vinit the brothers in the interior of Bithynia,

cu the river Rhibaa :* it happened to be the time of the annual feast of

Artemis, called 6 KdXaOot, at whioh time it was not right to undertake

any long journey for fifty days (' AA. SS.,' June 17th, p. 343). The
festival Kalathos may be accepted as a true part of the religion of

Artemis. See Curtius in * Arch. Ztg., 1853, p. 150, and other passages

quoted in my Graeoo-Roman Civilisation in Pisidia, ' Joum. Hell. Stud.,'

1883.

64. Baanes, the lake now called Sabandja Q5l, is often alluded to by
Byzantine writers.

65. OxiA, a mountain about ten miles from Chalcedon, * Act. Sanot.,'

Feb. 14, p. 772.

66. SiorA, another hill between Oxia and Rouphenianai, ib.

G7. Hemerum, emporium Chalcedonis, ib.

68. Atroa, mentioned by Theophanes (p. 466) is perhaps the same

place as Strabo's Otroia. The situation on lake Askania, which Strabo

assigns to Otroia, would suit Atroa very well. Leo Diaconus (p. 177)

speaks of t^v t^ '0\v/uiir({i irapoMtinhnjv r^t *Arp<oas 7rc8ia&x, which is quite

consistent with this situation : it lay on the march of John Tzimiskes

in 975 from the Cilioian Gates to Constantinople along the military road.

John Tzimiskes diverged a little from the road to enjoy the hospitality

of one of his officers in a private estate at Atroa, near lake Askania

(compare Drtzion). Otryai, which is mentioned by Plutarch (Yit.

Lucull., 8), should probably be read 'Orpotat,! and identified with Otroia

or Atroa. The identity of the Greek Atreus with the Phrygian Otreus,

was accepted even by G. Curtius, and is oonBrmed by the identity of the

derivatives 'OrpoCa and 'ATpwa,X which have replaced older forms 'OrpoFta

and 'Arpofia. Compare the personal names Attalos and Ottalos, and the

Bithyniau village called indi£ferently Tataion and Tottaion. I have

described the cultus of Aeneas and Ascauius, which can be traced both

at Otroia in Bithynia and at Otrous in Phrygia, in " Trois Yilles Fhry-

giennos " (Bull. Corr. Hell,, 1882). It is probable that Otroia may be

in the same district as Basilinopolis.

69. Kabaia, a fortress beside the Sangarios (tjkpovptoc Trpos tQ Sayyopci

KtLfievoy iroTo/[*<5, Pachym., i., 419), may have been one of the forts near

Pithekas (G. 8).

70. Symbolus Surius is mentioned in Vita S. Platonis (Act. Sanct.,

Feb. 21, p. 267) in the parts towards Olympos, locus Symbolus appella-

batur Surius.

71. Hyakjntuos; a monastery of this name, mentioned by Aoro-

polita, p. 20, was probably at or near Nikaia.

• Not. BoUanJ. ; Rhibas qui et Rhebas et Rhoesus.

t V for 01 is a common spelling in later inscriptions and manuscripts.

i 'Arp'fas should be read in Leo Diac. 177 on the authority of Theophanes, 466.
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72. FouzAMEs, a castle in the Oiisikian Theme, where Artavasdes

took refuge in 743 (Theopban., p. 420). It was probably south oS

Nikomedeia and Nikaia.

73. Basileia was a place twelve miles * north of Nikaia. Tatioius,

commanding the Byzantine army, which was operating against the

Turks of Nikaia, resolved to retreat to Constantinople by way of Niko-

medeia. Tbe Turks followed him, and overtook him at Prainetos (a.d.

1085), but were repulsed. This seems to imply that Prainetos was on
the road from Nikaia to Nikomedeia, a little south of Eribolos ; but
Anna' has probably merely made a slip, and means the road through

Bithynia, as she says on the following pago.f Nikomedeia was at this

time in the possession of the Turks, and Anna immediately proceeds to

describe the operations undertaken to recover it. The road in question

is Nikaia-Basileia-Prainetos.

74. EissAioN, a place near Modrene, according to a very doubtful

statement of Anastasius, * Chron.,' p. 272, 7 ; compare De Boor's note on

Theophan.,' ii., p. 638.

75. KouBOUKLEiA, a fortress near Mount Olympos (iftpavpuf nn koto

T^v Mwriav Trjv iv TJp 'Okvfiinf, Pachym., ii., 680), sent for aid to Lopadion

when attacked, and must therofore have been on the west side of

Olympos.

76. Daoouta is placed by Ptolemy in Greater Mysia ; and perhaps

Forbiger is not far wrong when he says that it was situated at S5gut,

though he has evidently no other reason than the accidental similarity

in the names.| Ptolemy in the group of towns Dagouta, Fraipenissos,

Alydda, is probably following some authority who used Mysia in tho

wide sense already defined (see C, 85), though he absurdly adds Fer-

gamoB to the group. I know no other reference to this place till Con-

stantine Porph., de Them., p. 25, who places in the interior of Bithynia

a people Dagotthenoi, connecting them with the Mysian Olympos and

with ProuBa.§ He, however, conceives that the Dagotthenoi live between

Olympos and the sea, towards Frousa. This situation is not consistent

with Ptolemy, who has, however, very hazy ideas about Dagouta, and

cannot rank so high as an authority in this case. The bishopric Gallos-

Eadosia-Lophoi was perhaps the country of the Dagotthenoi.

77. Agrillon ur Agrilion is unknown except in the Feutinger Table,

and in Ptolemy. It was 24 miles from Nikaia on the road to Dorylaion,

from which the distance was 35 miles. It may be Aigialos (see F, 51).

Tbe name Aigialos (Aigyllos in Ducange, notse in Alexiad., p. 683) is

* Anna saya stadia ; Nicepb. Br., 160, says over 40 stadia : cp. pp. 251, 258.

t Vol. i., p. 306. Perhaps Niko^^Sovs is a false reading on 305.

J Sogut, a very common Turkish name of places, means " willow."

§ He uses Tlpovvids for Prousa. He distinguishes tho country of tho DrwoHlmnoi

from that of the Mysians, south of Olympos. In late writers Prousias should probably

not be taken for Kioe (Prousias ad Mare).
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obviontly a native name greoised bo as to have a meaning in Greek,

and it may have been misplaced in the Peutinger Table on the road

Chaloedon-Mikaia-Dorylaion.

78. Begio Tarsia was a district on the east* bank of the Sangarios

immediately adjoining the regio Tataios on the north, and therefore

opposite and near to Nikomedeia.f It was in the Optimate Theme, and

formed part of the Nicaean empire of Theodore Lasoaris (Aoropol., p.

173). It was on the road between Herakleia Pontioa and Nikomedeia

(Nicet. Chon., p. 319). The chief village centre of the regie is to be

looked for on the important road which led from Nikomedeia to Krateia

and Paphlagonia in general. It was in later time probably raised to the

rank of a bishopric along with Daphnousia, Tataion, and Doris, and

was named Maximianai (see No. 16).

79. Ehexai or Ehele was a promontory 180 stadia west of the

mouth of the Sangarios, and a score of stadia east of the island Thynias.

It is mentioned also by Anna Comnena, vol. ii., p. 26, and is described

by Pachymeres, i., 419, 476.

80. Ealpe, a little west of Thynias, is mentioned under the name
Karpe (or Earpis) in Martyrium S. Agathonioi (Act. Sanot., Aug. 22)

;

KoriXAfis BiSwCaaf c!s iiAir6piw Xcyoficvov Kdffinv (perhaps read Kopm^v).

81. The Roman province, Bithynia, was instituted on the death of

the last king, Nikomedes III.,f who bequeathed his sovereigpaty to the

Bomans. To it Pontus was added by Pompey, who in 65 b.o. annexed

the westei-n part of the kingdom of Mithradates but left the eastern

parts to native dynasts. The Boman part of Mithradates's kingdom

was divided by Pompey into eleven cities (iroAirciat). Marquardt con-

siders that the eastern boundary of the Boman district was the Halys,

and that the frontier was frequently altered so as to include at some

periods even Amisos ; but this view presses too closely the passage of

Strabo to which he refers (p. 544). According to this passage, Paphla-

gonia extends along the coast from the Halys to Herakleia, and in the

interior reaches even east of the Halys. Of inner Paphlagonia Mithra-

dates ruled over the nearest part (r^v cyyvraro)), while the rest was ruled

by dynasts. As to the bounds of Bithynia-Pontus, the evidence is not

sufficient to show the exact frontier line, but the following facts are

known. As much of Paphlagonia as belonged to Mithradates was made
into the Boman Province Pontus by Pompey (/icxpt 8cvpo rois 'Pw/xatots r)

* S. Eloutherius, cubicularius of Moximiun, was beheaded at bis estate on the cast

bank of the Sangarios in Bithynia, in the district Tarsia, Act. Sand., Aug. 4, p. 821-5.

t T^v iyxoopov NutojuqS«C<r( Tapvlay, Nicet. Ohon., p. 553. Eustratina e Tarsia (fcic

indigitata regio est Optimatum ordini subjecta), vioo Bitziano, Act. Sanet., Jan. 9,

p. 598 (transl. from Oreek Menaia).

X Marquardt, following Waddington on Le Bas, No. 409, gives the date as 74 B.a,

and makes the Bithynian era identical with the Pontic, 297 B.o. ; Mommsen in ' Zft. f.

Numism.,' 1884, p. 158, fixes the era used during the Roman period as 281 b.o. See

Addenda. .

.
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Uovruc^ iimpxioL d^aipiorat) :
* tho rest of Faphlagonia continued ai

before to be ruled by dynasta even after the final defeat of Mithradatea.

Strabo then goes on to doHoribo the country ruled by Mithradatei, and
called Poutus [by the Romans], while he postpones till p. 561-62 the

description of the interior of Paphlagonia, which was not ruled by
Mithradates [and was not called the Boman Pontus]. He then describes

Amastrip and Sinope, and orosses the Halys to Amisofi. He mentions

that part of the country, Qazelonitid, between the Halys and Amisos,

was under the power of that city, and part was given by Pompey to

Deiotaros, tetrarch of the Galatian Toliatobogii. If we compare with

this the passage on p. 541, where he says that of the whole kingdom of

Mithradates, including Pontus and a portion of Paphlagonia, Pompey
gave the parts towards Armenia to the dynasts who had helped him,

while the rest he divided into eleven politeiai and added to the Boman
province Bithynia, we can hardly doubt that Amisos wad included

among the eleven politeiai. This is confirmed by the fact that two
governors of Bithynia-Pontuti, C. Papiiius Carbo, 61-59 b.c., and C.

Caecilius Oomutus, 56 b.c., are named on its coins.

Inner Paphlagonia was ruled by kings till 7 b.c., when it was
incorporated in the province Galatia. Of several kingdoms into which

it was at times divided, the chief seems to have been the eastern, with

Gangpn as capital, ruled by a great-grandso/.' of the elder Deiotarus,

viz,, Deiotarus, son of Eastor. If so, Andrapa (2<feoclaudiopoli8) was
also probably given to Deiotarus, because it goes naturally with

Gangra, and because Gangra and Andrapa were in the same year,

7 B.a, taken into the Boman province Galatia, and date their coins

from that event as era. Amaseia uses the same era : it had also been

ruled by a series of kings,t and it was absorbed in Galatia in 7 B.c.

82. The lot of Pompeiopolis is doubtful. Strabo, taken literally,

implies that it was not included in the Boman province by Pompey, for

he describes it, not in the parts of Paphlagonia which had belonged to

Paphlagonia and were taken as a Boman province (p. 544), but in that

part of Paphlagonia which he postponed to a later occasion (p. 562),

and which was ruled by native dynasts. But it seems impossible that

this city, on the direct and essential route from Pontus to Bithynia,

should have failed to be part of Mithradates's empire ; and, if it was not

in the Boman province, there would remain to the province none of the

interior of Paphlagonia but only the coast-land. Perhaps it is for the

sake of avoiding the natural inference from his arrangement that Strabo

* It is doubtful whether /if'xpt Stvpo means "up to the Halys," or "as far as the

Mithradatio part of Paphalognia extended." Marquardt unhesitatingly takes the

former view ; I incline to the latter. Strab., p. 544.

t t860ti a Kol 1i 'KixAoua, fieurtXivai, vvy S* jirapx'a 'o"''^ Strab., p. 561. Marquardt,

p. 359, gives a different account of these cities; but cp. Strab., pp. 541, 544, 562. Still

Marqubrdt's view that Gangra and Andrapa were given to Pylaimeues's family may
be true.
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cuUh the diatriota about Pompeiopolia i^ tK-rht *AXvo« x<^ f^ IIoitm^

iirapxiat,* a very peculiar phrase, whose exact aenae ia not clear. If it were

17 ivrbt K. T. k,, wu might underatand in the natural way, " the diatrict

of the (Boman) province Fontua that lay weat of the Halya," aa dia-

tinguiahed from a part that lay to the east. But ixrot *AXvoc impliea that

Strabo ia speaking from the Pontic point of view, and in that oaae he can

hardly be speaking of the Boman province, but of Mithradaiic Pontua.

All doubt about Pompeiopolia would be at an end if Prof. G. Hirach-

feld'sf interpretation of the Pompeiopolitan era aa 64 b.o. could be

accepted. But the inacriptiona which he givea do not contain any

internal evidence to aupport thia view, and he aeema not to have

observed that another inacription (0. 1. G., 4164^ ia dated by a diflferent

era, which muat fall between 17 b.c. and 2 .d.| If Borgheai, Y. 429,

is right in making the era 7 b.c, then we should have to admit that

Pompeiopolia, like Gangra, Andrapa, and Amaaeia, waa added to Galatia

in that year, which would rather favour the view that, like them, it

had been hitherto governed by dynasts and had not formed part of the

province Bithynia-Pontus. Another piece of evidence ia quoted under
' 0. 1. G.,' 4157, where an unpubliahed inscription ia said to speak of a

UovTopxtji at Pompeiopolia as at Sinope and Amaatria; the date ia

unknown, but ia moat probably later than b.c. 7. The preaence of a

Pontarch would ahow that Pompeiopolia waa in the province Pontua,

but this reported inscription is a suapicioua authority.

83. Part of the interior of Paphlagonia waa given by Pompey to the

desceudanta of Pylaimenea ; but we cannot be certain aa to the aituation

or limita of their territory. Marquardt asaigna to them the country

round Olgassys, with the cities Pompeiopolia, Gangra, and Andrapa,

about which I have already spoken. Pliny, VL, 2, speaks of gena

Paphlagonia, quam Pylaemenia aliqui dixerunt, inclnsam a tergo Galatia,

without naming any town in it.

84. The preceding paragraphs show how difficult it ia to determine

the eleven politeiai of Pompey's province Pontus; the following are

certain—Amisos, Sinope, Abonouteichos-Ionopolis, Amastria, Tion, and

Herakleia, and p'.rhaps we may add Dadybra,§ Sora, Krateia, Pompei-

opolia, and the town which was afterwards called Hadrianopolis.

* A temple dedicated to Zeus Bonitenos, similar to the Itpit rov Upous roirov

(Olgassys) irai^axoS NoOiSpv/t^fo, has recently been discovered by H. Doublet, 'Bull.

Corr. HeU.,' 1889, p. 811.

t 'Sitzungsber. Berl. Akod.,' July, 1888, p. 863 ff.

t It is dated in the year 178, and mentions M. Aurelius without adding Otis^ which

proves that he was still living.

§ Either Dadybra or Sora may be Bebaste Paphlagoniae, which struck coins in the

second and third centuries after Christ, and which Mr. Head, ' Hist. Num.,' p. 434, can

hardly be right in identifying with Sivas, the ancient Sebasteia Armeniae. Ptolemy

has both Sakora and Sakorsa, one of which should probably be corrected to Sora.

Erateia and Tion were reckoned to be Paphlagonian, not Bithynian, Justin, Novel,

zzix. Kuhn and Marquardt are wrong on this point. See Addenda about the coins

of Sebaste.
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Somo ooini of Hadrianopolis add the title 2CB. This might 8Uggoat

that it i« to he identified with Sehaste Faphlagoniae, but coins of the

latter city occur under Caraoalla, while Iladrianopolia began to coin

under Hadrian. If any of the above places be found hcroafterwards to

be uniuitable for the liat of Pontitey's ])oliteiai, 'I'imolaion might be

HUggested : it struck coins in the time of Mithradates, and may have

been ranked as a city by Pompey, though it disappeared from history

soon afterwards.* Mantineion has no claim to rank among the eleven

politeiai : it is mentioned by Socrates, * H. E.,' 2, 38 ; it was in Hoiiorias

(Act. Sanot., Aug. 24, Martyr. 8. Tat ion), and is mentioned along with

Claudiopolis.t

85. Amisos, which belonged to the province 63-56 d.c., was made
a free city by Caesar, passed through various vicissitudes, and was

liberated by Augustus from the tyrant Straton in SO. X It was perhaps

nominally free when Strabo wrote (19 a.d.), but was certainly attached

to Bithynia-Pontus in 111-3, when Pliny governed the province (ad

Traian., 92, 93, 110). It was still a free city then.

It is usual to give b.o. 33 as the era from which the Pontic city

Amisos reckoned its chronology, and to say that the tyrant Straton

was expelled in that year. But Strabo (p. 547) implies that Straton

was put down by Augustus /icra ru 'Aktioku. Eokhel, II., 340, supposes

that Straton must have been put down by Antony in 33, and that

Augustus only confirmed their freedom. It is, however, not quite safe

to set aside Strabo's authority in this style. When we investigate, we
find that the authority is a coin of Diadumenianus with the date CM0.
Now let us follow Strabo implicitly : we shall suppose that the people

of Amisos, in gratitude for their deliverance by Augustus from the

tyrant, adopted as their era the victory of their deliverer at Actium on

Sept, 2, 31. The usual beginning of the A&iau year was the autumn

equinox. Then the year 1 of Amisos ended Sept. 21, 31 b.c., and the

year 249 would end Sept. 218 a.d. Diadumenianus reigned nearly t>iz

months in 218, and we might therefore veiy naturally have his coins

with date CM0.§ The result is the same if we suppose that Amisos

followed the Boman fashion and began its year with January. The
era 31 must therefore be substituted for 33 B.c. at Amisos.

84. From b.c. 7 onwards several Paphlagonian cities, possibly even

Pompeiopolis, were included in Galatia. Hence the governors of Galatia

are said in some inscriptions to be governors of Paphlagonia ; but it is

* Wrong I Timolaion did not strike coins. Sec Addenda.

t Vit. 8. Autonomi, in Act. Sand., Sept. 12, where the words iw \rh MavTivtiov koI tIji'

KXavSioviroXti' oCrot Mw\*i cannot be taken as a proof that either place was on tlie coast.

J Strabo, p. 547.

§ A coin of Aelius Caesar is dated PZ0 : the year 169 ends 21st Sept., 138 a.d..

and Aelius Caesar died on Jan. 1, 188. A coin of Galba is dated PA, but was apparently

struck after his death as it reads 0EOC1 CEBACTOC. Eckhel seems to err in

thinking that the years were reckoned to start from the era : I think that the current

year in which Actium was fonght was reckoned. See Addenda.
, , ,
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not oorreot to infer, as is lometimM done, that the whole of Paphlagonin

waft attiiched to Galatia at the time in question.* Marqunrdt'i worde,

p 359, n. 10, mnst not be undentood in the wider Mnm, when ho quotes

rtutemy to illuslrato this phrase in insoriptions. Ptolomy assigns to

Oalatia oven tho entire coast of Paphlagonia, including Abonouteichos

and Sinop. Pliny certainly proves, ad Traian., 90-2, that Araisos and

Sinope were attached to Bithynia-Pontus in a.d. 111-3. The question

may bo raised whether Ptolemy has been inaccurate, putting the whole

of Paphlagonia into the province Gulatia when he should only have

put a part of it, or whether liis authority may be accepted that the

remainder of tlie country was attached to Galatia between 113 and 160.

The fact tltat Ptolemy generally gives a very accurate account of the

bounds of the Roman provinces f tells in favour of the latter view,

which Marqtiardt adopts, p. 361. It is possible that the widening of

Galatia to include the Paphlagonian coast took place in Trajan's reign,

as a compensation for the separation from Galatia of Cappadooia,

Pontus Galaticus and Cappadooicus, and other districts, which were

made a distinct province.^ But either this arrangement was again

disused and the older system reintroduced about 160-200 k.v., or else we
must admit that Ptolemy is entirely in error, for Abon )uteicho8 used

the Pompeian era in a.d. 210.§ Fresh evidence, whicii would almost

certainly be discovered by a careful epigraphio exploration, is needed to

dear up all these doubtful points.

85. It may be mentioned that Marquardt, p. 359, rightly observes

that Gangra, &o., were added to Galatia in b.c. 7, but on p. 491 he

retains by mistake the old view that they wore added to Bithynia-

Pontus in that year. Insoriptions give the proof that Amaseia was

governed by the legate of Galatia, Pomponius Bassus, in a.d. 98, and by

the legate of Oappadooia, Arrius Antoninus, in the middle of the second

centur}'. An inscription of Andrapa (Iskelib) also mentions Pomponius

Bassus ; and the description of the Galatian roads, which is given below,

shows that these towns along with Gangra are critical points in the

military system of roads.

86. The boundary between Bithynia - Pontus and the province

Galatia can be more accurately fixed on the western side. The river

Hierus or Siberis divided them, according to Pliny, v., 149. Tliis would

leave Juliopolis-Gordoukome and Dadastana to Bithynia, Laganeia to

Galatia : but Ptolemy assigns even Laganeia, which is about a dozen

* For example they are alao said to be governors of Fhrygia, but only a very imall

part of Phiygia was actually attached to Oalatia.

t Except irhere, as in Lykaonia and Gilicia Traoheia, he goes wrong through
combining authorities of different dates.

X This probably took place finally under Trajan, see '0. I. L.,' ili. Supplem.
Ko. 6819.

§ Hirachfeld in • Berl. Jahresb.,' 1888, p. 887. '
' . .
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miles east of the Hiems, to Bithynia.* In Bithynia there were zii.

oivitates, aooording to Pliny, v., 143. They may be enumerated as

Nikomedeia, Nikaia, Ohalcedon, Kios-Prusias (ad Mare), Apameia-

Myrleia, Caesareia-Qermanioa-Helgas, Frusa (ad Olympnm), Frusias

(ad Hypium), Bithynion-Hadriana-Claudiopolis, and Juliopolis. There

remain two: one of these is Daskylion, which is expressly included

among the XII., though it did not strike coins ; the other is probably

Dia or Diospolis, on the coast between Daphnousia-Thynias and the

mouth of the Sangarios.f Dia struck coins in the time of Augustus,

and must therefore have been a civitas,! but it seems to have sunk into

decay and to have struck no coins later than Augustus. Its territoly

must have been poor and confined, and its importance can never have

been great. The bishopric Daphnousia, in later time included the

territory of Dia. It became a bishopric earlier than 879,§ but probably

later than 7d7. It probably was instituted at the same time with

the group of bishoprics, Tataion, Noumerika, and Mazimianai; and

the elevation in dignity of Juliopolis, under the new name Basileion,

probably took place at the same time. A bishop of Noumerika, named
Oonstantine, is mentioned at the Council of 869 ; and Ignatius Julio'

polls, or Ignatius Basilii, occurs at the same Council. This change in

the whole district along the east side of the Halys was therefore

probably due to Basil, and must in that case be dated 867 or 868.

87. The southern and western boundaries of Bithynia were modified

in the end of the third or the fourth century. Laganeia and Juliopolis

were transferred to Galatia, a change which is older than the death of

Jovian, 364,|| and is also implied in the Jerusalem and Antonine Itine-

raries, (a.d. 336 and 300-30). Apollonia and Hadriaui were taken from

Hellespontus and added to Bithynia, and a territory near Bolat on the
'

south-west of Hadriani was erected into a bishopric of Bithynia under

the name Neocaesareia or Eriste. .,y>^.. .

88. The history of Bithynia-Fontus in the fourth century presents

some difficulties. Bithynia and Faphlagonia are given as separate

* Pliny similarly gives the Bhyndakos as the border between Asia and BithyniA,

yet both Apollonia and Hadriani, which are east of the river, belonged to Asia

(H. N. v., 142). We must therefore follow Ptolemy and iuolude Laganeia in Roman
Bithynia. On Juliopolis v. Plin. ad Tr., 77.

t Harqnardt (following Knhn, with some changes, but not improving on him) omita

Piousa, Gaesareia-Oermanioa, and Dia, giving in their stead Tion and Krateia. Now
Heiakleia t» Uitntf is included in Roman Pontns as is clear both from the name and
from the express testimony of Strabo, p. 544 ; and Tion, wliich is east of Herakleia,

mutt necessarily also be in Pontus, and is, moreover, assigned by Pliny to Pontus or

Paphlagonia. Marquardt's statement that Frousa was a kome till Trajan's time is

incorrect ; Protua coined money from Nero onwards. Justinian, 'Novel. XXIX.*
anigns Kiateia to Faphlagonia.

X This proves that Kuhn is wrong in inferring ftom Ptolemy that the territory of,

of Ohalcedon extended to the river Hypios. But see Addenda.

§ Antonius Daphnousias and Damianus Daphnntii both occur at the Oonncil of 879.

I Ammian. XXV., 10.

?
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Hleroclea, 630.

npovaa

Xlplvtros

'ZKtv6ieo\is

Bao'iAfivoviroAis

'KwoKKuviAs

NtoKaiirdptm

'ASptcwol

Kanrdptm

N/icaia

'PtytlUipus

'PtytTordtoi

XaXmiHv

'Airdntta

Klos

vni., n.

1

I

\tov

tios

Hros

01 KoSoaias

1

^TOi McAivuv

p/9wf

^

Kj

8 a Co (t.e. Cio) was {

Kotltu L

1 N<koju7iS((m

2 Tlpoimis

8 TfpatvJrMv

4 'Z\tvovir6\*«)s

5 BturiyovwiKtus

6 Tov AaaKv\lou

7 'AiroWwvidSos

12 'Epiarris

8 'ASf>tai't»i>

9 Kaiiraptias

10 ToXXov ffroi tii^y

11 Ao^vovofas
f

1 ViKalat

2 MoS/Hv^s ffroi Mc^lv£v

3 Aivdrjs

4 ToioiripPuv

5 NOVjUCpiKWf

6 TOV Taiou

7 al Ma^tniaval

1 XaAKtiJI^foi

1 'Awantlas

1 K(ov

To faee page 197.
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BITHYNIA.

Bosun Ooini. Ptolemjr.
Roman Civil

Amngement.
Cone. NIcaen, 33S.

Cone. ConstbDt, 381.
Cone. Cbalcedon, iSl.

.
HteTOolea, 530.

NIKOMHAEnN NiKO/u^Scia Bithynia I. Nicomedieusia KiKOftiiStlas 2 Nuco/t^Sfia Nikoi

npoYZAEnN • n • OAYMnn Tlpoi-ffa nphs 'OXi/jortf Bithynia II. Prusiadis juxta Olympum •• 9 Xlpovira Proua

• • •• Bith. vious • • « 8 Xiplytros Prain

• • •• Bith. vicua •• (Palladiua Helenopolia, 400) 4 'Z\w6iro\u Helei

• • {'Orpola Strab.) Bitli. vicua • • (BatriAtvoinrdAfws) 6 Baffi\*woiwo\n Basil!

• • AaaKiMov Bithynia III. .. 12 Aainc6\io»'

AnOAAnNIATON • HPOZ • PYNA (in Asia) Asia Apulloniensis, 325 • 11 AwoMMvtds

• • • • Asiae vious Xcocaesariensis, 381 • • 1; 13 NtoKourdptm Neoci

AAPIANnN • nPOE • OAYM.,
AAPIANEON

(in Asia) Asia ,, Hadrianopolia or Hadrian-
ensis, 325

(in Hellespontuti) 14 'ASpiavol

KAIZAPEIAZ • TEPMANIKHZ Kaurdptia 2juvf>[\]iai^ Bithynia IV. Caesariensis, 325 .. 10 Kaurdptia Gacsa

• • Adyovra Bith. vici »- • • ••

••

NIKAIEON

Bvinds

KIkom Bithynia V. Nicaenus

• • ••

5 : N/xotaUtKaias Nii<ai

• • • • Bith. Ticns •• •• Nova

•' ** Bith. vicua
•

.. • •

«•
i

• • Bith. vicua .. • •

.. Aafi\tis (p. 44S) Bith. vicus Regie Doris 16 'PtytUpus

•» .
[Tjaroo^iov Bith. vious Segio Tottaion 15 'Ptytrardtos

it-'
••

i ,

-

,, -^

1 XaJuniUi/

8 'AwdpLtM

7 K(oj

•i;M

\ - .

KAAXAAONinN

ARAMEON

KIANON

• •

'Airct/x(ia

Ilpovmds

Bith. vious

Bithynia VII.

Bithynia VIII.

Bithynia IX.

CalchedonenBia

Chius, 325

••

KoKxt^ifOt Caloh

'Awafitias Apan

Klov (a Co) ^ Eioa

Notitiae III., X., XIII., give both 8 NeocaeEareia and 13 Eriste as separate bishoprics. Julianus a Ck) (i.e. Cio) was preee
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HleiwslM, 530. Cone. 536, SS3. Cone. 680, 693. Cone. NlcMD. n.. 161 Notltiae VUL, IX. NoUtUL

2 Nuco/(^8«ia Nikomedeia Nikomedeia Nikomedeia 1 tfuco/tiiSlas 1 NMco/ti)8((<u

9 IlpoSffa Prousa Theopolis Pronsa 2 Upoians 2 Upoinis

3 nplvtrot Frainetoa Frainetoa •• 8 Upatvdrou 8 XfptuHdrMu

400) 4 'E\w6iro\is Helenopolis Helenopolis Helenopolis 4 'Z\wovk6\*c»s 4 'Z\n>owK6\ttcs

6 Ba<ri\*tyoiiro\it Basilinopolis Basilinopolis Basilinopolis 5 Bao-iAifovirtfAfwt 5 Bcurtvovwdhttis

12 Atune6\to»' •• Daskylion Daskylion 6 rod AavicuKiov 6 rod Aa<rKv\lov

il 'AtroAAwcuCf .. Theotokia ApoUonias 7 'AiroWwyiiSos 7 'AieoWwytdSos

13 KtoKcuiriptM Neocaesareia Neocaesareia Neocaesareia or Ariste 8 KfoKouraptlns 12 'Ep/(rTi)s

14 'ASfuafoi (?) Hadriani Adrian! 9 'ASpuwuv 8 'ASpiavfiy

10 KawdptM Gaesareia Caesareia Gaesareia 10 Kaurapflas 9 KaiO'af>c(at

• • • • '
:_ Eadosia Lophos 11 TcUXov liroi KoSoatas 10 roAAou ffroi A^v

- • • • • ' ,i'-V '•• '".".:" •• 11 Aa^voualas
,

5 N/Koia Nikaia . Xikaia Nikaia 1 Nucalas 1 NtKatas

• • Nova Justiniana, 553
Nova Justinianopolis

Gordi or Nova Jus-
tiniana (M^Aa)

Mela

1

2 MoSptvrjs 4|T0i McAivfif 2 MoSptf^t <T0i McAivSv

• • .. Linoe Linoe 3 Aiv^s 3 AifJTit

.. .• Oordoserba Oordoserba 4 ropSovaripffuv 4 ToSoffdpfiuy

16 'f€yftApus • • .•
• , -

" •• 5 Vlovntpuc&v

15 'P(7craT<(iot .. . ts
'"

'

' .»»- •• 6 ToS Tatou

1 Xa)ucnUv

8 'Airdnua

7 K(o»

•• •• •• •• 7 ol Ma^ifiuo'cd

Calchedon Calchedon Ghalcedon 1 Xa\ictiS6vos 1 Xa\Ktii6vot

Apameia Apameia Apameia 1 'Airaiiflas 1 'Awantlas

KioB Eios Kios 1 Klov 1 Klou

B. Julianus a Co (t.e. Cio) \t B8 preEont at Cone. Chalced. : he also wrote to Leo Imp. in 458 as Julianns < >}ens!8.

• -IV,. ; :-; - '*<

To face. pagelVJ.
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tad PAPHLAC

Civil Amuigw
after 636. tiae YIIL, IX.

Paphlagoiiia Bfo„,dA«»j

» \tias n6i>rou

a$

tV0V1t6\fUS

\vw6\tois

frpiios

fiOvirjAeais

Notltiae I., m.. X.. XIII.

1 K\avSiovw6\*us

3 llpoviruUios

2 'HptucXtiea lidiTov

4 Tlov

5 KpaTfias
J

>

6 'ASpiwoinrjAfcDS

1 Tdyypuv

4 So'pwi'

2 'IvfouirdAcws

3 AaSiPptiv

1 'A/u(<rrpi8of

1 IIo/tiniiowjAfatt

.

To /ace page 197.
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HONORIAS aod PAPHLAGONI

Bomrn Coins. Ptolemy.
CItU Amuigement,

A.D. 100.

Civil Arrangement,
297-380.

CItU Arrangement,
380-636.

Civil Arrangement
after sae.

BIOYNIEnN . KAAYAIOnOAEITHN Claudiopolis Bithynia XI. Bithynia Honorias Paphlagonia

npoYziEfiN • npoz • vnin Pronsa p. Hypio Bithynia XII. » II »

HPAKAEQTAN • EN • nONTQ

TIANflN

Heracleia Ponti

Tion

Poatus I.

Pontus II.

1* i>

i>

ii

•1Paphlugonia

KPHTIEnN • AAOYIOnOAirnN Erateia Flaviopolis Pontus III. » II II

AAPIANOnOAEITON • ZEB

/PArrpnN • apx • ha* •

irEPMANIKOnOAEnZ • APX • nA«t»

• •

Oangra

Pontus IV.

Oalatia

II II

IIPaphlagouia

ZEBAZTH • MHTPO • HA* • ? Sakora? Sakoraa? Pontus V. »» II II

ABQNOTEIXEITnN, inNOnOAElTON Abonon Teiohoe PontuB VI. i» II II -, -

• • • • Pontus VIL It II II '

AMAZTPIANQN (MHTPOnOAEITON) Amastris Pontus VTTT. » |»--' II ,

.

nOMRHIOnOAEITnN MHT • nA*A • Fompeiopolis Pontus IX.? II [':n''' -.A II •

»'•
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>RIAS u><l PAPHLAGONIA.

rrangement,
)0-636.

CWU Amngement
after 030.

Cono. sas-sse. Uierocles. Ctonc 653-787. NotlUaeVin.,IX. NoUtlaeI..in..X.,XIU.

8 Paphlagouia Glaudiopolis 1 KAavSiOviroAit Glaudiopolis 1 K\aviloux6K*us 1 KKaviiovK6K*oi$

t» Prousias 2 Upovvuls Prousios 3 TlpovaniSos 8 Ilfrava-uiSos

n Herakleia .' 8 'HpiiK\tM Herakleia in Ponto 2 'HptucXfiM nJfTOV 2 'H/MUcAf^M novTov

•

M Tion 4 Tlos Tion 4 Tlov 4 T/ou

t> Erateia 5 Kparia Erateia 5 Kpartas 5 K/iarc/M

1 Hadrianopolis 6 'ASpicofoiwoKts Hadrianopolis 6 'ASpi<woifir6\fas 6 'ASptavouvSKtus

ouia Gnngra 1 rdyypa Gangro 1 r<(77/)«i> 1 rdyypwv

It Sora 8X6pa Sora 5 So/Kic 4 Swpwi'

f% lonopolia ,
' 5 'lovv6wo\is lonopolis 8 'lowouit6\tws 2 'IvvoinriSAcctff

»» Dadybra

AmaatrU

Fumpeiopolis

6 AJXvfipa

4 'Andvrptop

6 no/iiniio(}iroAu

Dadybra

Amastris

4 AaSifipon'

2 'A^trrpiSos

8 Aa8</3paic

1 'A/M(<rrpi8os

Pompeiopolis 1 no/iiir(iovird\cciis 1 no/iin)iovir(SA(wt

To/aeapasie 197.
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provinceH in the Hits not only of FuloniinH Silvins bnt also of the older

Verona MS.
;
yet we have about a.d. 341 a oonsularis Ponti et Bithyniae,

0. 1. L. yill., 5348. But tho probability ia that the name Pontua hero

donotea only tho city Heraoleia in Ponto, which had formed part of the

Roman Pontua, and doea not include the entire province Pontua.* It ia

quite couHiatent with the exiatenoo of two provinces, Bithynia iuoluding

a araall part of Roman Pontua, and Paphlagonia including Tion, Krateia,

Hadrianopolia, and all the country up to the Halya (aee Addenda).

89. Theodosiua I., aome time before Polemiua Silvius'a Hat (which

datea about A.n. 386), made a new province Himoriaa, by taking out of

Bithynia Prusiaa (ad Hypiuro), Herakleia, and Claudiopolia, and out of

Paphlagonia Krateia, Hadrianopolia, and Tion.

90. About 630 A.n., Justinian united Honorias and Paphlagonia into

one province, with twelve oitiea; but the metropoleis of the two aeparate

provincofi, Claudiopolis and Gangra-Gormanicopolia, fttill continued both

to be metropoleia, and the eooleaiastioal oonatitution waa unchanged

(Novel. 29). Theae changea in the arrangements of the provinces are

illustrated by the aooompanying Tables of Bithynia and Paphlagonia.

91. Two important roada, not counting the road to Ankyra and the

path which skirts the aea, crossed Bithjoiia and Paphlagonia. The first

of theae, which played a great part in the Mithradatio wars, paaaes

through Pompeiopolis (Tash Keupreu) ; the other passes through Krateia

and Gangra.

v 1

G.

—

The Byzantine Military Road.

The chief routes from Constantinople to the East are as followsf :

—

1. The Pilgrims' Road.— This road is described more frequently

than any other in Asia Minor. It is given almost complete, and with

very little interruption in the Peutinger Table. It is described in full

in the Antonine Itinerary, and with even greater detail in the Jerusalem

Itinerary. Many references occur to it in Byzantine writers, especially

of later date ; and in the section Constantinople—Ankyra it is still one

of the most important trade-routes in the country. It is described below.

2. Malagina, Dorylaion, Polybotos, Fhilomelion, Ikonion, and thence

to Cilicia either by the Gates, or over one of the Tauros passes.

—

This is still much used as a post road, and in the Byzantine period was
used especially in later time. It is probably the one which Romanus
in A.D. 1030 followed, when he marched from Constantinople to Syria

by Philomelion (Cedren. II., 91). The Crusaders under Conrad took

this road (Cinnam. p. 81 ). Alexius Comnenua went as far as Philo-

* These honorary inscriptions often seek to add dignity by giving the name of a

oonntry as governed by the official concerned, when in reality his province included

only a small part of the country. Heracleia was then in Bithynia.

t It is uncertain to which of the following routes we should assign Khelidon, a river

on Uie road Arom Constantinople in partet Orientii, ' Act. Sanot.,' March 26, p. 677.

'.*»•*•!
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melion, and his march is described in some detail by Anna (Vol. II.,

p. 324). This route is not so good between Dorylaion and Ikonion as

the following, and is rarely referred to until a late period. It is perhaps

given in the Peutinger Table, but it only rose to importance after

Ikonion became the Seljuk capital and a great road-centre.

(3.) Malagina, Dorylaion, Amorion, and the Cilician Gates.—This

road is perhaps the easiest and most direct for single passengers or

small parties, yet few examples of its use can be found; and it has

hardly been recognised (so far as I have observed) by modern writers.

Beyond Amorion there is a choice of routes, either by Laodiceia

Combusta and Ikonion,* or by Archelais, or direct across the plains

west of Hassan Dagh towards Tyana. The latter route is the shortest,

and the line of beacon fires which was maintained by the Iconoclast

Emperors to give warning of Saracen invaders passing the Gates passed

along it, but, owing to the want of water it is not practicable for armies

but only for small parties. Moreover the country is so sparsely

inhabited, and villages are so distant from each other that travellers

without a guide may readily stray. Hence, though much the shortest

way, it was not the ordinary " Pilgrims' Boad." It was, however,

sometimes used by pilgrims on foot, e.g. by S. Sabas, who died at

Amorion while making the pilgrimage from Byzantion to Palestine.f

In the year 791 Constantino YI. advanced by this road as far as

Anydroi Pyrgoi on an expedition against Tarsos. He turned back from

Pyrgoi, and it is uncertain which of the possible routes he intended to

take. Tbis march has been referred to (see p. 346) as proving the position

of Pyrgos or Pyrgoi ; J possibly the difficulty of watering the aimy, if

the season were dry, may have caused the premature and inglorious

end of the expedition.

This route is given in great part in the Peutinger Table, and I believe

that the original intention of that map was to give the road in full with

the two branches to Ikonion and to Archelais. A slight dislocation

has occurred in the southern part, and a rather more serious one in the

north, where the intention was to represent the road from Dorylaion

as going to Amorion and there forking to Dokimion and Synnada,

to Laodiceia Eatakekaumene, and perhaps § to Pyrgoi, but in place of

this the road goes direct from Dorylaion to Dokimion, and a separate

road goes from Dorylaion to Amorion.

** This is the araba route of the present day from Eonia to Eski Slither (Dorylaion)

and Constantinople.

t '{^fX*^"' ^<'*' BvCu^'oi' M TtdKaiVTliniy, m^g rV wopt(ai> woiointyos koX 8)) ^Bivas

rh 'Aft6iuoif irtKtirrifft (SaLoe Yita in Coteler. Ecdes. Oraeo. Monum. III., p. 369).

X TLeophan., p. 467, where Di Boor has wipyovt in place of nipyms, and in the index

gives the name under Anydroi. The above description shovs that he is mistaken in

describing it as near Tarsos.

§ It is doubtftil whether Pyrgos on the Table is a Latin accusative plural, or a nomi-

native singular.
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4. Nikaia, Linoe (Aine Gol), Eotiaion, Akroenos (Aiiotn Kara
HiBar), and Ikonion.—This road is described by OinnamuB,* p. 4C, on
the march of Manuel Comnenns; and Alexius Comnenus traversed it

on his return march from Ikonion. It became important only at a very

late period as an alternative route between Constantinople and Ikonion,

when the latter was the Seljuk capital. It is not given in the Feutinger

Table.

5. Dorylaion, Fessinus, along the west shore of lake Tatta to

Archelais.—This route is given in the Feutinger Table, with no

interruption, but with several interpolated names. It is not a useful

route, and I know no historical example of its use.

6. The preceding are the great routes to Cilioia ; but when the

intention is to go to Ankyra, Tavium, Caesareia, Armenia, or Eom-
magene, the pilgrims' route is on the whole the best for light travellers,

but it traverses a mountainous country, and although the natural

interest that belongs to it has caused its importance to be much
exaggerated, it was not one of the great through routes of the Byzantine

Empire. The military history for many centuries depends on another

road, longer but more useful and easy. This road went by Nikaia and
Dorylaion, crossed the Sangarios by the bridge Zompos, and the Halys

at the modem Tcheshnir Eeupreu, and then forked to Sebasteia and

Armenia, to Caesareia and Eommagene, and to the Cilician Gates.

This gi'eat military road of the Byzantine Empire was maintained

with the utmost care for many centuriei). It fell into disrepair under

the weak sovereigns who succeeded Heraclins, and who brought the

Empire to the verge of ruin. But under the vigorous rule of the

Iconoclast Emperors the defences and communications of the Empire
were again brought to the perfection in which they had been left by
Justinian in the sixth century, and although we can trace the history

of this road only in obscure passing references, there is no doubt that in

general attention was paid to its maintenance until the eleventh

century. Almost all the military expeditions of the vigorous emperors

passed along this road. In the emperor's progress from Constantinople,

he found the contingent of troops furnished by the diifercnt provinces

awaiting him at stated points near the roads. These stated points were

called a7rXr)KTa : they were no doubt large standing camps, such as the

old Bomans called Stativa. They are enumerated by the Emperor

Constantino Forphyrogenitus in the tenth century.

This main military road of the Empire was longer than the pilgrims'

road. Its advantages lay in its greater ease and in its passing near the

most convenient military stations for the defence of the provinces. But

when these advantages disappear, when all roads fall alike into neglect,

and when a foreign army which had no contingents to draw from the

provinces invaded the empire, then the directness of the pilgrims' route

* The route is Fithekae, Akrounos, Philomelion, p. 88.

VOL. IV. P
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must again bring it into prominence. Siich has been the case since the

eleventh century.

The course of the road was determined by considerations of easy

concentration of the forces of the different provinces along the road, and

it was defended at intervals by strong fortresses. Those which I have

seen are as a rule of the same general character. They are perched on

lofty precipitous rocks, which are of immense natural strength, but

which could not be provisioned against a long siege, though they were

practically impregnable against a short siege. Such fortresses were well

suited to the desultory character of the invasions to which Asia Minor

was exposed from Sassanian or Saracen armies : these were, as a irule,

mere predatory expeditions, which retired at the end of autumn. A series

of forts which could not be captured except by blockade and star-

vation formed an admirable system of defence against such enemies.

Hence these forts became the nucleus of new cities, and their importance

grew steadily during the Byzantine period, while cities in defenceless

sitnatious were deserted or reduced to mere villages. Even cities whose

strength depended on artificial fortifications and disciplined garrison

troops and the observance of proper precautions, were not suited to

protect a country, which was often ruled by careless and incompetent

emperors, and <vhose defences were therefore often allowed to fall into

disrepair.

Although the great stations on the road are expressly described by

Constantino in a passage which I shall quote and emend below, I am not

aware that any modern writer has connected this passage with the road,

or has shown its extreme importance for the understanding of Byzantine

military history. It is therefore necessary to prove my theory, step by

step, as regards both the route and the importance of the " Byzantine

Military Eoad."

7. With regard to the time when this road was first organised, we
observe that no less than four different cities, founded by Justinian and

named Justinianopolis,* besides a paved causeway many miles in length,

which was constructed by him, occur on this road. Four separate points

showing his work may be taken as sufficient proof that he organised the

whole route, and its creation may be fairly adduced as one of the most

striking proofs of the skill with which he planned and renovated the

government of Asia Minor.f I shall now proceed to discuss the road in

detail, point by point, so far as the evidence I have been able to collect

reaches.

Starting from Constantinople, an emperor using the road might either

* I have regarded it as certain that all these foundations date from Justinian I.

;

even where they are not attested by Procopius, most of them can be prored to have

existed before Justinian II., a.d. 685.

t The road towards the east, on which he took chre to maintain the postal gcrvicc in

high order, though he neglected it on other roads according to Procopius (' Hist. Arc.', 30),

was certainly this road.
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cross tliei Bosphorus and take the land route from Chaloedon to Aigialoi

and cross tbe ferry to Eibotos, or he might take ship to some harbour

suoh as Helenopolis, or Prainetos, or one of his private landing-places*

on the south coast of the Gulf of Astakos. It has been already remarked

that Helenopolis was the usual starting-point of the land road, and that

the great series of buildings with which Justinian beautified it was part

of his general scheme for this great road. Eibotos was close to

Helenopolis. In later time at least the emperors themselves usually

landed at Fylai, but this involved a dStour, and was practised by the

emperors alone. Bomanns in 1076 is mentioned as an exception :

perhaps being in a hurry he took the direct and usual course, and landed

at Helenopolis. Hence the road went to Nikaia.

From Nikaia the road apparently went to Leukai on the Sangarios.t

It passed first a village Gaita, which bears tbe same name as a Phrygian

village on the horse road between Philomelion and Ikonion. We hear

more than once about Christians from the neighbourhood of Philomelion

being settled in Bithynia, and perhaps the name may have been carried

in this way.J

8. PxTHEEAS is the next point mentioned on the road. There was a

bridge beside it (t^v Kara toj' HiOrjKav ytt^vpav, Anna, 1. c). Strong for-

tifications at this place are mentioned by Nicetas Ohoniata.§ Haase,

in the art. Phrygia, in Ersch and Gruber's • AUgem. Enoyolop.,' p. 274,

inaccurately supposes that Fithekas was in the neighbourhood of Phila-

delpheia. Manuel Comnenus, marching from the lower Ehyndakos,

crossed the Mysian Olympos (Keshish Dagh) before reaching Pithekas.

He strengthened the fortifications in order to protect himself against

the Turks of Konia. This shows how widely the Seljuk power was
extended at the time. Only in the later years of his life did Manuel
seize and fortify Dorylaion. In his earlier years Dorylaion was com-

pletely in Turkish power, and Manuel always in his earlier campaigns

preferred the road by Kotiaion (which also passed through Pithekas).

Eotiaion was further west and longer in the Christian possession than

Dorylaion.jl

Abmenokastrox is perhaps one of the forts in the neighbourhood of

Pithekas, which have just been mentioned (cp. F. 69). Anna Comnena
mentions it on the march of Alexius between Pithekas and Leukai.

. fi * These have been described above (F. 53) in discussing the road to Nikaia. ' ' 'J

,f t Anna Gommena, XY., vol. II., p. 322.

. X The village south of Philomelion is still called Agait ; it is mentioned by Ginnamos,

p. 42. Ghristians wero brought in this way by Manuel Gomneuus some years later, and
settled at Pylai in Bithynia. Alexius also brought back Ghristians from Philomelion.

•s 1 . § ri, wtpl rhv niOqKai' ipi/Mra (Nioet. Ghon., p. 71 ; cp. Ginnam., p. 38).

II
It is clear that in the disgraoefid treaty of 1074 between Suleiman and the Emperor

Michael, Dorylaion and Sugut, but not Kotiaion, wero included in the country recognised

OS Seljuk. I have discussed the southern frontier in the American ' Journal of Arohteo-

logy,' 1886, and have shown that Apameia-Golaenae, but not Soublaion, was included in

the Seljuk country. t,-- i
•/ . ,

.- :-•= t r.:^" >j v*-

p2
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Leukai retains its name as Lefke. It is beside tbe junotion of tfa»

river Gallos with the Sangarios. The suspicion suggests itself that the

bridge of Fithekas, just mentioned, is the bridge over the Qallos, and
that Fithekas, Leukai, &o., are all in the same neighbourhood. The
fortifications by which Manuel strengthened the district of Melagena
(Nioet. Chon., p. 71) would then be identical with ra irtpl rw IIi^Kav

ipifMra (ib.).

9. Malagina, Melagina, Melagena, Melangia, or Mela, are different

names given \o the first great station on the military road. It was an
&irki)KTov, where troops from the sirrounding country concentrated to

await the emperor's arrival, and to accompany his march to the east.

Unfortunately the account of the airkriKra given by Constantino, our sole

authority, is so confused and inaccurate that its value is greatly impaired.

He makes the troops of the Thrakesian and Anatolic Themes concentrate

at Malagina ; he omits to tell what troops concentrated at Dorylaion,

the second S.v\-qKrw, and he repeats the Anatolic Theme as concentrating

at Eaborkion, the third avk-qitrov. We are therefore obliged to tru6t to

our own judgment in the matter. The Optimate troops would naturally

concentrate at Malagina, the Opsikian and Thrakesian would concentrate

at Dor^'laion, the Domesticus Scholaium would come either to Dor^laion

or to Eaborkion, the Anatolic troops would come to Eaborkion, so would

the Seleukeian troops.

10. It will be convenient as a preliminary to our whole investiga-

tion to give here the text of this most important passage of Constantino,

vol. L, p. 444 :

—

Eio-t ra an-XijKTa' irpwrw airXtjierov cts rot MaXdywa, Btvrepov to AopvXnov,

rpiTW CIS TO KafiopKiv, riraprw eli Kokiiviav, vc/itttov < s Kcutraptuiv, Iktov

els 'Ap/ACvtoKovs eJs Tov Aa([(/ui)va* ore 6 orpoTi^yos twv ®paKi}0'&>v #cat 6

orpan^os tIov 'AvaroXiKmv 6<f>eikov<Tiv vn-air^v tw jSactXct cis to MaXdyiva.

o 8o/«c(rT(Kos T&v o';(oXa)v Kal o orpaTi^yos tcuv 'AvaroAtKoiv KOt 6 orpan/yos

ScXcvKuis oifttCKownv {mavr^v tw jSoatXci cis to KajScSpKif* ore ct /ucc cort

to To^ctStov cts Tapo-ov, Ta Xotira Oip-ara 6<fniX.ov<riv airoawpev€<r$ai, ets

KoXuvtav, «J Bi irpos to p,ipri rrji 'AvaToX^s, o0ciXovo-tv wrowjiv t^ fia<riX(i 6 fiiv

KamraBo^ koI 6 Xapo-tavtTi}s kqI o BovKcXXotpis els KoXmrtav, o Bk 'Ap/icctaKos

jcoi o UatliiKaytov Kal 6 ScjSaorc/as cts Kaurdpaav. ore Ta 'Ap/uviOKa Oipara

o^ciXovo-tv hiroatoptvtvOai cts TttfipiKrjv cts roi' paQvv 'Pvauca. The text is

evidently in a very bad state, and I believe that the passage is to be

restored as follows : my reasons will be given in detail below. The

fourth airXyiKTov is not cts KoXuvetav, but cts Samvav. Then the writer

continues: (lorcW) ori 6 arpariifyoi twv 'Oirrt/iaTtuv o^eiXct vnaan^v T<p

/3ao-tXci CIS Ta MaXaytra, 6 frrpanfyoi twv 'O^tKtW Kat 6 arparqym t!!>v

dpoKiNriuv els TO AopvXatov, 6 SopcortKOS ra*K o-^oXSv Kat 6 arpanfyoi twv

*kvaTo\tKvv Kal o orpanjyos ScXcvKctas els ro KafiopKutV Sri, el /t^ i<m to

Ta^ctStov els Tapo-ov, Ta Xoiira dipara ^ciXoixrtv diroo'tDpcveo'^at els Savtiavav,

cl Si rrpos Ta piprq rrjt 'AvaToX^, o^tXovatv xnrayrfv t^ fiaviXtl i p.h^
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rmv

Tail'

t TO

ivai',

KainraSo^ km 6 XapaiaviTiji xai & BovKcXXoptc koX 6 Ila^Xaytov els %avlavav,

o Si 'ApfitviOKW Kal 6 ^ScjSacrrciat c{$ Katcrapctai', ci Sc cts Tc^puc^,* rot

*Ap/icvtcuca Bifuxra itfttikovarw i,iro<rmp€vt<r6ai cts tov Botdtv 'Pvcuca.

Beiske, in his oommentary, snggests that this, with the rest of the

first part of the Appendix to lib. I. de Oerimoniis Aul. Byz., was written

during the fourth or fifth century, and is not the work of Constantino

Forphyrogenitus ; he argues that the term. Kaia-ap denoting the emperor

had been disused in favour of BacrtXcvs before his time. This opinion

oap^ot be oorreot, for the passage implies the division of the empire into

Tuemata in place of provinces, and the language is of a much later type

than the Greek of the fifth century. It is, however, highly probable

that Constantino used such an older document, and that some of his

errors are made in the attempt to accommodate this authority to the

changed circumstances of his time. This document may have been

early, for Constantino has probably adopted from it the term Kaitrap.

If Koloneia is not a mere clerical error, it must come from the older

document: the military importance of Koloneia Archelais miist have

disappeared when Mokissos was recognised as the great city of western

Cappadocia by Justinian, but Constantino, finding the name in one of

his authorities, retained it (see Addenda).

11. I shall now discuss the various forms of the name Melagena and

the chief places in which they occur, and prove that they all denote one

single place. Their identity has rarely or never been observed, and the

situation of the place has not even been guessed at.

Malaoina was a very important station on the road to Dorylaion.f

It is very frequently mentioned in the Byzantine wars.

In the year 786 the Byzantine troops advanced against the Arabs as

far as Malagina. In the year 798 the Arabs made a rapid incursion,

penetrated as far as Malagina, and captured the horses of Stauracius,

the court favourite, and the emperor's own saddle (vpofUHriXKav). The
royal stables at Malagina (required for the imperial post service) are

mentioned in the route described by Edrisi, from Amorion to El Ebalidj

(see under Saktabaris), and on this occasion the Arabs evidently

captured them with all the horses.:^ In S5&, also, the Arabs are said by
some authorities to have again captured the imperial post-horses at

Malagina (rijv /Sao-tXcw; iTnroTiv <rvray<oyiJv, Genes., p. 114 ).§ These

stables were the great horse-station of Asia Minor, and are frequently

mentioned in the Appendix to Book I. of Constantino's ' Ceremonies of

* On the frequent exiKditiona against the Pauiicians, referring especially to the

campaigns of Basil, who broke their power.

t In the narrative of events precediag Goncil. Nicaen. n., Mansi, XII., p. 992, cum
fecissent isti viam usque ad Malagenam (Sait t&v ttaXayivttv).

X Weil, 'Gesch. der Khalifen,' II., 157, note, and Muralt both speak of Mangana
here ; Mongona is a very different place, beside Constantinople.

§ Compare Theoph. Contin., p. 198. Symeon Mag. (p. 660) mentions that Malagina

was in tlie Opsikian Theme.
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the Byzantine Court,' where their whole organisation is deeioribed

(pp. 469, 476, 486).

In 803 Bardanes, -who had rebelled against Nicephoras, advanced to

Gbrysopolis on the Bosphorus, bnt retired immediately as far as Mala,

gina : he was strategos of the Anatolic Theme, where he had rebelled,

and towards which he naturally retired again. His march, therefore,

must have been towards Doiylaion (Theophan., p. 479).

The Faulioians, under Chrysochtir, penetrated as far as Malagena in

872 (Genes., 114). All the recorded campaigns of the Paulicians pass

along the military road.

12. The forms Melangia and Melagina or Melagena, as already

recognised by Ducange, are clearly equivalent to Malagina ; but I add

some proofs of the position of Melangeia on the same road. Constantine^

bishop of Melangeia, is mentioned as late as 1269 by Paohymeres (vol. I.,

p. 102). Melagina is mentioned as an archbishopric in an unpublished

Notitia Episcopatuum, in the Biblioth^que Nationale, Paris. It is given,

last in order, as No. 39, among the dpx«T((rK07ra(. This Notitia belongs

to the same class as Parthey's No. X. It is in a MS. marked No. 960, a

codeas bonAyeinus of the end of xni or beginning of xiv century ; and it

begins on fol. 89 r°. The reference of Pachymeres seems to imply that

the bishv/p of Melangeia was already raised to this dignity : be is men-

tioned along with the bishops of Aukyra, Ephesos, &c.

Melangeia is also mentioned as on the road from the Bosphorus to

Dorylaiou. Conrad crossed by the ferry Damalis, and advanced towards

Philomelion by Melangeia and Dorylaiou (Ciunam., p. 81). The em-

peror Manuel Comnenus, 1175 a.d., crossed at Damalis, advanced through

Melangeia, where he collected the troops which concentrated there from

Bithynia on the east, and from the districts along the Bhyudakos * on

the west, i.e. the Optimate and Opsikian Themes, and then proceeded to

Dorylaiou. Melangeia here is shown to be on the same road as Malagina,f

and like it to be an avXi^icrov, where the troops of the Optimate Theme
met the emperor on his march. There can, therefore, be no doubt of

the identity of the two places.

After the preceding and following paragraphs were finished, I

observed that Zonaras asserts the identity of Melangeia and Malagina,

saying that the latter is the more rustic name.:^

13. The form Melagina seems to have led to another corruption

Melaina. Melaina is mentioned by Ducas as a village on the road from

Amasia towards Prousa (lyyvs irov IIpowjjs, p. 129). I think there can

be no doubt that Melaina = Melagina, § and we have thus a proof that

* Cinnam., p. 294 (cp. pp. 36, 127).

t The form KoKiyytva sometimes occurs for Maxiyiva.

t Zonaras. III., p. 129 (Basel, 1557).

§ Melagina becomes Melaina, either through the operation of popular etymology,

seeking a word with a meaning, or through the tendency of modem Greek pronunciation

to weaken g before i into y.
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the plaoe was at the orossing of the roads from Frousa to the east and

from Nikaia to the south, which exactly confirms the conclusion to he

drawn from the fact that Malagina was an AwXrjKTov where the Optimate

troops concentrated. After Dorylaion had passed into Turkish hands

Melagena was the natural iirXriKTov for the Opsikian troops also.

14. Mela, which does not occur in Hierooles, is mentioned as a

biuhoprio in all the Notities. It must, therefore, probably have risen to

this rank after 530 A.o. In the Council held at Oonstantinople in a.d. 680,

the bishop of Mela was present, and the names Mela and Justinianopolis

Nova are used as equivalent. Mela therefore was refounded by
Justinian and raised to the rank of a bishopric. Frocopius, though he

wrote his account of the buildings of Justinian not earlier than 560 a.d.,*

does not refer to the building of Justinianopolis Mela, but the passage

in which he describes the building and paving of the road from Bithjnia

into Fhrygia may fairly be connected with the foundation of the city,

and may serve as a proof that the city was situated on the road.f It

may, of course, be confidently assumed that the road described by
Frocopius is the imperial poft-road to Dorylaion, the great artery of

communication with Fhrygia. Frocopius mentions his care of the road

to the east (Hist. Arc, 30).

15. The situation of Mela is further determined by the usual entry

in the NoHtiee, Moiprp^ Trot McX^s. Mela was Bufficiently near Moclra

or Modrene, for the two to be included in one bishopric. Modra was

situated on the upper waters of the Gallos. If the text of Strabo

(p. 543) is to be trusted, the Gallos joined the Sangarios a little over

300 stadia, nearly 40 miles, from Nikomedeia, and this distance, as

Leake mentions, proves that the Gallos is the river which flows past

Leukai,^ rising in the little Lake Aine Gol ("Mirror Lake"). The
probable inference then is that Modra was about the village Aine Gol,

and Mela about the point where the imperial highway crossed the river

Gallos. Strabo knew the distance from this point, the junction of the

Sangarios and Gallos, to Nikomedeia, from an itinerary, and hence he

* He refers to the Sangarios bridge as in process of building. It was begun in 560.

t "EflTTi 8^ ris iv Bitfuvois iihs is rck tpvy&v IjOii iv04v9t iVvri, tvOa 8^ ivOp^on t«

lufopiOnois Kol (<fOii Mpots x<'M<3>'0* ^Pf StoXvA^vai ^vviPuvt ' yt^Sris yiip 6ir*pdy<u> 4
Xcipa ottra, ftii Sri 6iifipt)¥ ^(oto'W Kcerappaydnrtiy 1l x^^"*" iroKKuv imKtxvixii>»iv rt koI

SM\v6*i<rSv iv iffx^rtf, &AAeb Kol ificKc(8ci)i' /iriirfirTWKUitiiv, tiv oSru rix<>'} ^* fi^iut fiaSii Kai

iirSpturov ivvurrctnivri, ras rt iSobs rtvay^Stis ipya^ofitini, rohs rpSc Uvras iK rov iwl

wKftarof iwim/iyfy, i,\\h ko) tovtov abris re fityaXotppoiriiq) ^uxvs "oi ^ $ain\U

Btoiiipa rhy kMvvov rots itaptoviri biiKvacw. is iiiJiipas yiip 6iov tifuav tb(iycf iytpl Kidois

iraHntyiOtoi aKtiras t^ KfOKftopip kittpywiAiktvoi iir\ irrippas rrjs SSov waptiyai SiteKfvdaayro

robs rfSt Uvras (Procop. Aedif. V. 3).

X Texier says that this river runs from Aine Gol, and Kiepert's later map agrees.

His older map mokes the rirer of Aine Gol run south of and parallel to the river of

Leukai. Texier says that the river of Aine Gol is called Bedre Tchai : he would

probably have observed that the name Bedre is the ancient Modra, but for his extraor-

dinary error about the site of Modra, which he places at Mudurlu. Kiepert follows him

in this, and is obliged to put the Gallos east of the Sangarios.
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gives it, though there is really a much shorter interval between tl^e

Sangarios and Nikomodeia farther north. But Strabo had no statistics

of this shorter distance, for the route Ankyra-Nikomedeia, along which

it might be measured, was of no importance in his time, whereas the route

from Nikomedeia and Nikaia to Leukai, Dorylaion, Kotiaion, Smyrna,

and Ephesos, must have been a most important road then (see E. 12).

The inference just drawn as to the situation of Mela cannot be con-

sidered quite certain ; the conditions would be fairly well satisfied by a

situation between Lefke and Vezir Khan, 10 or 12 miles farther south.

But the description which Leake gives of the situation and surroundings,

combined with the importance of Lefke, show that Mela is to be sought

not far from it, probably at some more defensible point.

16. The natural route from Fronsa to Amasia would pass by Lophoi

down the Gallos and across the Sangarios to join the other ruad from

Nikomedeia to Amasia. A point in this neighbourhood would also be

a good meeting-place for troops concentrating from the Optimate Theme.

Malagina, Melagina, or Melaina, is therefore to be placed in the same

place as Mela-Ju8tinianopolis, and the importance of the city is to be

connected with its situation at a meeting-place of roads. All Justinian's

foundations owe their importance and lasting character to the skill

with which they were placed. He simply recognised and gave pre-

cision and name to the places which by the force of natural circumstances

were attaining importance amid the steady improvement and develop-

ment of the northern parts of Ajsia Minor in the two centuries after the

foundation of Constantinople.

In the name Mt»lagina the termination -iva should really be •nfva ; it

is adjectival and extraordinarily common in Anatolian names. McA^,
McAii^, and McXtvwv (all genitives), in the Notitiae, have lost the y, like

the form Melaina. Like MtXi-r^ in Cappadocia it is really an adjectival

form, denoting the district, in which there was no true city. MaXaytra

has altered its character and accent when it became a noun. The native

name must have been Melag-a, and the adjectival character of the name
Melagina or Melangia, as denoting a district and not a single town, is

proved by a passage in Ginnamus (p. 127), where he speaks of Manuel

as living at a place (xuipos) named Motabole ^i' McAayyctots.

Leuke or Leukai (the White Town) is to be considered as a village in

the district Malagina, and perhaps popular wit or popular superstition

sought a definite purpose in opposing the name to the ill-omened

Melaina (Black Town).*

Modrene was the scene of a battle described by Nicephonts

Fatriaroha, p. 68.

1 7. Angelokome is by Tezier (As. Min., p. 91) and You Hammer iden-

tified, on account of the resemblance in name, with the modem Aine Gdl.

* Compare Greek MoAoffd, MnKoFima, Apple Town, iu Latin Maloventum, changed
to BeneTeutura.
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This view is not oonsiatent with a passage of Anna Comnena, aooording

to whioh An{{elokome would seem to have been situated on one of the

rivers that flow out of Mount Ida. Anna (vol. II., p. 280) mentions that

the Turks orossed a river Barenos between Kyeikos and Farion. This

river, whioh must be either the Qranikos or the Aisepos, flows out of

Mount Ibis, where rise also the Skamandros, the.Angelokomites, and the

Empelos. The Angelokomites is obviously called after the town (often

mentioned in late Byzantine time) past whioh it flows. Similarly the

Burenos is obviously the nver that flows by Baris, a town mentioned in

all the Notitiae (sometimes as Sasabarie) and by Hierooles.* Other

considerations incline us to place Angelokome as far oast as possible,

which would show that it was on the Aisbpos, and Baris on the

Orauikos. It may, however, be doubted quite reasonably whether

Auna's geography is trustworthy, when she makes the Angelokomites

and Skamandros rise in the same mountain. Perhaps she has confused

the two mountains, Ida and Olympos. f The enumeration of towns

near Nikaia captured by the Turks, whioh is given by Fachymeres, X

seems conclusive. Belokome is Bilejik, Angelokome is Aine G5l, Ana-

gourdes and Flatanea are unknown villages in the direction of Melagena.

It would not be correct to say that Aine G5l, whioh means " Mirror

Lake," a natural and poetical name for a lake among the mountains, is

got by popular etymology from thn Byzantine name Angelukome. The
fact seems to be that Belokome and Angelokome are Greek representa-

tives of the Turkish names Bilejik and Aine Gol ; and that these two

places, having been for some time in the hands of the Turks, are

deflignated by their Turkish names, while Melangeia, fnrther north and
close to Nikaia, has still its Greek name, whioh is retained even by
Edrisi.f Then the Angelokome that gave name to the river, would be

a different place from this later Angelokome, a name coined out of the

Turkish Aine Gol, and Anna's account of the four rivers flowing from

Mount Ida (Ibis) may be accepted: her Empelos remains doubtful,

perhaps the Satnioeis.

18. Modra or Modrene is by Texier placed at Mudurlu, far away on

the other side of the Sangarios, though he agrees with Leake's identifi-

cation of the Gallos. His sole ground is the modern name, whioh he

considers to be a modification of the ancient name. But Mudurlu is a

* Hierocles has the form Sofiimi, a iciibo's clerioil error. Wesaeling, however,

wrongly suggests 'A(Ua$ri as the proper reading. Baphwri arises from a dittography,

8ap» waptoy t)eing written fiapis wamputv, and the words being afterwords wrongly

divided. Compare hapls, ethnic Baptiv^*, in Fi^idia. See D 3, 13, G 83, which shows

that the Barenos was the Granikos.

t Other similar errors are given, under Mopsonestia Gilioin and just below in

connection with Melagena.

} vvK fiif Bi;X^KW>M, yvv V 'Ayy(X<(«cw/<a, n!*' 8* 'Avcejfovpiiis ml nAarWa «ca) rjk

MtXityycta ko) rk ir/pij wiyra (vol. II., p. 418).

§ See the route given under Galatia Salutaris, Santubaris : there Hnlawwen perhaps

corresponds to Bilejik-Belokome.
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good Turkish "name, and has no connection with Modra. Kiepert

in his latest map follows Texier.

10. Gallofl, which appears as a bishopric, united with the other places,

Kadosia and Lophoi, must probably be placed on the Gallos, if there is

an arm of that river which rises far away to the west. Gallos-Kadoai

was in Bithynia Prima, subject to Nikomedeia, while Modra was in

Bithynia Secunda, under Nikaia, which included the whole south-

eastern part of the province from Aine G6l and the Nicene lake.

Gallos-Kadosia is to be looked for north-west of Aine Gol, and the

boundary of the ecclesiastical provinces passes between Kadosia and

Aine Gdl.

20. The operations of the year 1113 * are very hard to understand,

but, after fixing the site of Malagina, it becomes possible to put them
more precisely. The Turks who were ravaging Mysia divided at

Kyzikos. One division under Mohumet retired through Lentiana and

Poimanenon (Maniyas), and thence doubtless along the Bhyndakos

towards Kotiaion and Dorylaion, the latter of which was entirely in

the hands of nomadio Turkish tribes, f The emperor sent orders to

Kamytzes to march against the Turks. He must have gone through

Proiisa and round the north side of Mount Olympos (Keshish Dagh)
till he reached Aorata, obviously in the Bhyndakos 'valley at a point

near Poimanenon. Here he attacked the Turks suddenly, dispersed

them, and recaptured all their booty, but, instead of retiring on Poi-

manenon, he lingered at Aorata, and the Turks, rallying in a plain

beneath Aorata, surprised him in turn, defeated his army, and captured

himself with all the spoil. In the meantime the emperor had crossed

the ferry from Constantinople to Damalis, and marched in three days to

Aigialoi,^ at the narrowest part of the entrance to the gulf of Astakos

or Nikomedeia, whence he crossed the ferry to Kibotos on the south

side of the gulf, and then again took the land-road to Nikaia. When
he learned in Nikaia of the ill success of Kamytzes, he advanced by a

difierent road to intercept the Turks. He went by way of Malagina

and Basilika. Basilika is described as a narrow and difficult glen on

the (south-eastern) skirts of Olympos : it is probably to be sought

somewhere about Inn Ongu in crossing the watershed. § He then

* Anna Gomnena, vol. II., p. 279 ff.

t This is mentioned in the survey of the history of Dorylsion, given by Nicctas and
Oinnamns, when Manuel set about refounding the city.

X The hurry which Anna mentions does not correspond well with the three days

between Damalis and Aigiuloi (Aleiius, however, was unwell), for Leake only gives

12 hours, 86 miles, from Scutari to Malsum, which must correspond to Aigialoi. One
might feel tempted to identify Kibotos with the modem Ghevse, the ancient Kibyza or

AaK^jSu^o, but Dakibyza was on the north side, 9 miles west of the ferry, whereas severnl

passages in Anna show clearly that Kibotos was on the south side (not far from

Helenopolis-Drepanon).

§ See Addenda to p. 23a
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;

descended to Alotbina, whioh must be between Kotiaion and Dorylaion.

Meantime Mahumet had already reached the neighbonrhood of Dorylaion,

but Alexius, ignorant of this, advanced on Akrokoa, in the direction of

Kotiaion. He came upon the other division of the Turkish army, which
had advanced from Kyzikos over the river Barenos or Qranikus, by
Parion, Abydos, Adramyttion, and returned by theKaikos valley through

Khliara (which was east of Pergamos) and Qerme (called by Anna,

Karnie). Its further march must have led by Synaos (now Bitnav),

Aizanoi, and Kotiaion, until they were suddenly attacked by Alexius.

During the battle the Byzantine rear-guard was suddenly attacked by
Mahumet, who, learning of the emperor's arrival, had collected a force

of the nomad Turkmens round Dorylaion, and followed in pursuit of

the Byzantine army. Alexius was thus caught between two forces, but

still he gained the victory after suffering considerable loss. He then

retired to Constantinople.* The description of this route, when com-

pared with Edriai's account of the road Amorion-Kotiaion-Chalcedon

'

(H 25), shows that Alexius followed the road by Bilejik (Mulawwen) to

Kotiaion.

21. The route between Malagina and Dorylaion is nowhere described

carefully, but I find a probable reference to it in a passage of Anna
Comnena, pp. 312-315.

The Castle of Saint George was near the Ascanian lake, west

or north-west of Nikaia. The Turks penetrated to it in the

year 1116, while Alexius was at Aer (Eribolos, ten miles south

of Nikomedeia). He at once advanced to Nikaia and the castle of

Saint George, and even to Sugut,t which lies south of Malagina on the

road to Dorylaion. The regular modern road to Dorylaion passes

through Sugut, though there is another way through Bilejik, and this

passage of Anna makes it probable that the ancient road took the same

course.

The Castle of Saint George was on the lake of Nikaia, a little to the

west or north-west of the city. It must be distinguished from the Castle

of Saint Gregory on the south side of the gulf of Astakos or Nikomedeia

(Fachym., II., 103), though the Bonn translation of Anna always renders

Gregory instead of George.

22, Justiniauopolis-Mela is several times at the Council of 680 a.d.

called Nova Justinianopulis Gordi, which probably means of the country

* Anna's reference to Piiiladelpheia shows lier vague idea of the situation.

t KufiSwoKli/ riva ^ayovSdovi iyxvpltas KaKovfidiniv. The fact that the Tiurkish name

Sugut, " willow," was already so attached to this place that Anna uses it and calls it the

native name, is a striking proof of the extent of the Seljuk power along the Dorylaion

route. The Kotiaion route was not so completely in their hands during this or the

following reigq. Sugut soon after became famous as the original home of the Ottoman

Turks in Asia Minor : 'Eim Soyoirri wapa Vlvviea^ KUfiri o^u Ka\ovit4i>rt tiiSalimy Kal

•Koranhs KOf) oirp oSrw KoAoJ/ufvos. . . .KoKoiro S' ftv aSri) 'Ir^ar Kiiiai. It is about 250

stadia from the Euxine, according to Laon. Chalcoc, p. 13.
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Gordoa. I havo elsowhere * oonneoted this with the namoa of tho

biahoprioa Gordoaerboi in Bithynia, anbjeot to Nikaia, and Gordorounia,

or Gordorinia, in Pbrygia Salutana, and with Gordon Kome, the old

name of Juliopolia, in Galatia ; and have drawn the oonoluaion that the

country along the Sangarius (eapeoially the left bank) from Leukai

upwarda for a great diatauoe, was called Gordoa.

23. Tho river Molaa, which ia mentioned by Paohymerea M a

branch of the Saugarioa near the bridge built by Juatinian over

tho Sangariox, can hardly be oonneoted with Mela-Malagina. No auoh

river ia indicated in the mapa, though it ia expreaaly mentioned by

Fachymerea (II., p. 331).

24. A.TZOVLK ia an unknown place on the unexplored course of the

Sangarioa aouth of Nikaia. Botoniatea, in 1078, wiahed to go from

Kotiaion to Constantinople, but knew that the Turks, having concluded

an agreement witli the Emperor Michael, wore trying to intercept him.

He had only a email company with him, and they avoided the direct

roada and went by by-patha. Thua they reached aafely Atzoula on

the Sangarioa, which ia aaid to have been 200 milea from Nikaia : the

distance ia auoh an absurd exaggeration aa to auggeat the correction

tiKocri for 8taKd<rta.t Atzoula ia probably the aame place that is called

Azalas by Anna, II., 79, and Nic. Bryonn., 34 ; Azalas seems to be on

the hills that lie between Nikaia and the Gallos. Anna gave the

diatanoea from Nikaia in atadia, but the number is lost. There was a

monastery Alypos on the south side of Azalas.

25. It may be laid down beforehand that all the Air\iiKTa must havo

afforded suitable camping-ground for great armies, where water and

food for men and horsos wore easily procured, and that all must have

been natural centres, easy of access from the districta whose troops con-

centrated there ; in short, each airXtiKrov is likelj' to have been a natural

road centre. We cannot, however, be certain that each aTrXi^Kroi' was
actually on the road, for a place at some distance from the road might be

a more suitable standiug-oamp for an army.

Melagena might fairly be supposed to be a gathering-place for part

of the Opsikian Theme, as it certainly was later in the time of Manuel.

But as Dorylaion was in the Opsikian Theme, I have made the troops

concentrate there. The division between the Themes is very confused

and difficult in this part of Bithynia. According to Constantino the line

of division between the Optimate and Opsikian Themes began on the

coaiit between Helenopolis and Pylai, and passed between Nikomedeia

and Nikaia. South of Nikaia the Opsikian touches tho Buccellariote

* ' Cities and Biahoprics of Phrygia,' part II., § lxxxiii. The situations mentioned

there must be slightly modified, since I have now been forced to place Jostinianopolis-

Mela further north than I did in that paper.

t Niceph. Bryenn., p. 119. Astytzion on the Scamander (t.e. "townlet"), where
Theodore Lascaris kept his treasure, is to be distinguished from Atzoula (Paohymer., I.,

68/
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Theme, which extended ai far west aa Modrono. If Modrene waa in

the BuccoUarioto Theme, the line of division must have paaaed between
Nikain and Lefko, and Molagona would be in the Buooellariote Theme.
It seemH, however, to bo an absurd division for military purposes, that

the great militury road should pass through first the Optimate Theme at

Helenopolis, then the Opsikian Theme, then the Buooellariote Theme,
and then again the Opsikian Theme at Dorylaion. We must, therefore,

take the other sense of Oonstantine's words,* that Modrene was the

frontier town of the Opsikian, and that the Buccellai iote begins at the

east side of Modrene, i,e. at the rive- T'angaries. The linn dividing the

Opsikian and Buccellariote Themes rnr i froia the Sangi.rios about the

junction of the GuUos to a point east ot Mid&ion. The entire military

road from Fylai to Dorylaion and Midaion then Ity in the Opsikian

Theme. Thereafter it touched the Buomllariote Iheme almost tt its

southern frontier, where it bordered on the .-inatolic i neme near

Kaborkion.

26. The Opsikian Theme included probably the etue Troad, it

touched the Tlirakcsian Theme on the north side ' ^ 'h > Eaikos valley . nd
further cast it extended southwards to include t'le ua <le of Eoula, which
is several times mentioned by the Byzantino writers. Eoula was the

Turkish name, and was adopted even by Byzantine writers after it had

passed into Turkish hands. Faohymeres (II., 426, ff.) describes how, in

1306, Boger, with his Catalans, marched by Germe, Ehliara, and Aulax,

to Philadelphcia, whence he made an excursion to Eoula, which he cap-

tured, and then returned to Philadelphia. The castle Fhoumi, which

he captured on the same excursion, is probably Magidion, near Saittai.

But the Byzantine name for Eoula was Opsikion, as wo may argue

from the fact that it was included in one bishopric with Maionia, three

hours to the west of Eoula. Moreover, Magidion (beside Saittai) and

Opsikion are mentioned as TrXaytV ^yKiljitva from Ehliara, Pergamos, and

the country down to the Cayster i'' y (Qeorg. Acropol., p. 30).

The word Eoula is explained by Duoange (* Notsein Alexiad.,' p. 621)

as a term applied by the Greeks to all acropoleis. But the fact that the

acropolis of Antioch on thvi Orontes was called Eoula by Anna (II.,

pp. 89, 90), and Eala by '"icylitzes,! shows that it is simply the Arabic

Eale or Eala, which has been adopted by the Turks as their commonest

term for a strong place. I have explained the term fully, because Prof.

H. Eiepert X criticised my brief statement to the same effect (' Cit. and

Bish. of Phryg.,' part II., § cvn.), and considers that Eoula is an old

Turkish word, meaning " city." I quite grant that this is so, but it

* Of the Buccellariote Theme, (orw ipxV"-*"^ M^" '''VS itttnow6\*vs Mot/niinjt

t Ms r&u Tphs iiiriy rrjt 'A>YWX((as wipiyttv KoXS roSvoixa (Soylitz. in Nioeph. Phoc.,

quoted by Ducange ({. o.).

J In a letter which he kindly sent me on the subject.
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means really " fortified city," and is taken from the Arabic. It is still

used in Turkish in the sense of a single house standing apart among

the fields away from a town, and therefore like a oastle. The

boundary of the Opsikian Theme, passing south of Eoula, ran north-east

to Meros (now called Kumbet), and a point east of Midaion on the

Tembris.

27. The next important point which is mentioned on the road was

the famous city of Dorylaion, an airXijKTov, where the troops of the Thra-

kesian and Opsikian Themes met the Emperor : it is still a Turkish

military station.

It is mentioned that Soholarii, the guards commanded by the Domei-

tictts Scholarum, were stationed in Nikomedeia, Kios, Frousa, Eyzikos,

Kotiaion, Dorylaion, and one other place, until the time of Justinian,

who removed them from the first six stations, and placed them in the

cities of Thrace.* But though the Soholarii were removed, there can be

no doubt that Dorylaion still continued to be a military station. In the

time of Constantine Forphyrogenitus, however, the Domesticus Scho-

larum seems to have been stationed in Anatolic Phrygia, as he meets the

Emperor at the third a7rXi;KTov, Kaborkion ; moreover, Joannes Eurkuas,

the famous general who reconquered the country from the Halys to the

Tigris, was Domesticus.

Dorylaion fell into the hands of the Seljuk Turks in the latter part

of the eleventh oentury.t along with the line of the military road to a

point further north than Sugut, but the line of road to Kotiaion by
Malagena, Basilika, and Alethina, still remained in Byzantine possession,

and attained great importance in the campaignsof Alexius (1115), John,

and Manuel Comnenus. At last, in the year 1175, Manuel made a great

effort to break the Turkish power, and reopened two of the old military

roads, one by Soublaion in the south of Fhrygia, the other by Dory-

. laion. He advanced to Dorylaion by the ferry Damalis, collecting his

' troops at Melangeia. Cinnamus gives an interesting account of the

1 situation of Dorylaion, its former importance as one of the very greatest

cities of Asia, the delightful climate (which is even yet praised in

. the country), the fertile soil, the river full of fish,f the numerous popu-

. lation, the baths, and of its utter destruction by the Turks. About

2000 nomads camped in the neighbourhood of the deserted city. Manuel

did not rebuild the old city, but selected a new site at a little distance.

The site which he chose was apparently that which is now called Eara-

dja Sheher, a deserted fortress about six miles south-west of Eski Sheher

(Dorylaion). It is a fortress of the later Byzantine style, built on an

• Theophanes, p. 236. ..^ . 'i :-:iil .'.:,•=

t Probably in the year 1074, as already stated.

X Fish Bwarm in the Tembris, but I was disappointed with those which I tried to eat

:

the flesh is soft, tastes like mud, and proved uneatable to a very hungry man. I found

that the natives also considered the fish that were brought me hardly fit for food.
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almost isolated spur of the plateau that borders the Tembris valley on

the south, of great natural strength, but difficult to supply with water.

After the defeat at Myiiokephalon, in the following year, Manuel

promised to destroy the new city, and, though he broke his word, he

could not retain his hold on it, and it went to decay.

28. The imperial estate, called Tembrion in the Opsikian Theme,
whence fishermen were taken to accompany the Emperor's expeditions,

and catch fish for his table,* may have been beside Dorylaion or Midaion.

The river Tembris flows past both cities. It is called Thybris by Cin-

naiuus, who mentions also that the Bathys (which must be a tributary

of the Tembris) flowed past Dorylaion.

i The Byzantine writers give interesting accounts of the Turkish

nomads who inhabited the plain of Dorylaion when Mamiel reoccupied

the city. Anna Comnena calls them Turkmens (twi/ Kara ttjv 'Atriav

oiKovvTMv TovpKOfiavoiv, vol. II., p. 284). I add other two passages : oo-ot

TToXvOpifxiiovti ofTCs AvaSupSkri n'das ras Xct/tcunriSas f Kal Tovrmv cvcKa rmv

otKctiwr/ rjOwv airavuTTaiicvoi iroyyevel ra 'Pw/ttoiW ivturiaonv opia. (Nicet.

Chon., p. 166). Tore 8k Ilcpcrai afitfii SurxiXiovs irepl ravrrfv (the plain of

Doiylaion) vo/biaSes ws i6o<i eo-c^ow (Cinnam. 295).

29. From Dorylaion the road perhaps followed the lino of the old

Boman road to Fessinus as far as Trikomia-Troknada. It is mentioned

that the Emperor Basil II., in the year 880, when returning from an
expedition into Eommagene, passed through Midaion. Presumably he

travelled along the military road. Were it not for this passage, I should

have supposed that the road went along the modem track direct to

Troknada (Kaimaz) ; but the terms in which Midaion is mentioned do

not permit the supposition that on this occasion Basil diverged a little

from the direct road for some special reason in order to visit it. When
he reached Midaion he halted, reviewed his troops, distributed rewards,

and dismissed them to their winter quarters.^

30. Troknada was the nearest point on the road to the third

aTrXi/KTov, Kaborkion, and probably the troops who had collected at

Kaborkion joined the emperor when he reached Troknada. The
distance is about twelve or fifteen miles. Kaborkion, a bishopric of

rhrygia Salutaris in the latest class of Notitise, was probably in the

Anatolic Theme. It was the place where the troops of the Anatolic

and Seleukeiau Themes collected, together with those commanded by

the Domesticus Scholarum. Its situation at the great fountains of the

* See last note, p. 212. The estate is expressly mentioned as roG xf^P^o" "f^ov T^fiPpri

(Const. Porpb., I., p. 488). But, since the above was iu type, I liave observed that

this place (which is called Tembrion, Tymbriou, or Tembrieiou by Stepbauus) is the

imperial estate called Eudokias by Hierocles, see £. § 27.

t This expression adds probability to the identification given below (see Galalia,

Bantabaris) of Edrisi's Libadhia on a navigable stream with Dorylaion.

X Cedren., II., p. 216 ; Theophan. Gontin., p. 283. Kitisos was also on the Military

Road (see p. 435), which probably then went to Jusiinianopolis.
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Sangarios has been described, CB, § lxxiv. The splendid water-supply

in a thirsty land, and the fine fertile plain aronnd made it an excellent

camping-ground for an army. It is still a good horse-breeding centre,

an imperial estate, and a military station.

31. The road went on to a very strong and important fortress,

Justinianopolis Falia, {situated at Sivri Hisar, whoso lofty twin peaks

afford an impregnable citadel. Dr. Mordtmann was first led by the

name to suggest this situation : the course of the road proves his acute

suggestion to be correct. Its strength as a fortress, and its situation on

the road soon made it the chief city of Galatia Salutaris. It became

first a bishopric, and afterwards the actual metropolis and the residence

of the metropolitan bishop, though he still retained the title 'bishop of

Peseinus.' It still retains its rank as chief city of a Sanjak, and is an

important centre of roads and commerce (see Galatia Salutaris).

32. The course of the road across Galatia is very uncertain. The
rarity of references to Ankyra in the military history of the Byzantine

Empire, combined with the fact that it lies to the north of the direct

route and that the road Sivri-Hisar-Ankyra is waterless except at the

crossing of the Sangarios, suggests that the military road passed to the

south of Ankyra. In that case there can be no doubt that it went by
Beinam (Gorbeous), where it joined the new road from Ankyra to

Justinianopolis-Mokissos and Csesareia, still one of the most important

routes in Anatolia. This road went nearly straight east to the Halys,

which it crossed at the bridge now called Tcheshnir Eeupreu, and

besides which was probably situated the fortress Saniana, the military

centre of the Turma Saniana. The route from Sivri Hisar to Gorbeous

(Beinam) is very difficult to trace.

33. The bridge Zompos or Zompi spanned the Sangarios at the point

where the road crossed the river. This point must have been south of

the modem Kawunji Keupreu and near the mouth of the Ilidja Su, if

the view which I take of the subsequent course of the road is correct.

Widely different views, varying from near the source of the Sangarios

(Texier) to near its mouth (Ritter), have been expressed about the

situation of this bridge, which is of great importance in Byzantine

military history owing to its situation on the military road. It will,

therefore, be convenient at this point to examine the question of the

Byzantine bridges over the Sangarios, Pontogephyra, Zompi, and perhaps

Tantaendia. The first of these was built by Justinian, a.d. 560, to

replace a bridge of boats (which was frequently destroyed by floods) on

the important roads from Nikomedeia to Ankyra and to the whole of the

north provinces. This bridge is described by Procopius (de Aedif., V., 2)

as still building while he was writing his book. Justinian diverted the

course of the river to build it. The fame of this bridge grew as time

passed, and it still stands, a really great work, described by Texier as

429 metres long and composed of eiglit arches. Pachymeres (II., 330)
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mentions its true name Pontogephjra, and says that it no longer

spanned the Sangarios but a smaller stream called Melas, as the Sangarios

had changed its course. The Sakaria still flows some distance to the east

of the bridge. The name Pontogephyra, apparently a hybrid, Greek and

Latin combined, vras corrupted to Fentegepbyra, and explained as bridge

of five arches, though according to Texier it is of eight arches.* This

error occurs in Cedreuus (I., 678), and Theophanes (p. 234). Agathias

composed an epigram on the bridge, which is quoted by Zonaras

(III., p. 53) and Oonstantine Porphyrogenitus (de Them., p. 27). The
latter, misunderstanding his authority, says the epigram was engraved

on a stone in the bridge, and the misstatement has often been repeated.

34. Bitter, in his ' Erdkunde von Asien,' vol. XX., p. 558, identifies

this bridge of Justinian with the bridge Zompi, but this is a quite mis-

taken view.'f The situation of Zompi is defined with sufficient clearness

by the many references that occur to it. At first sight something is to be

said for Texier's view| that the bridge of Zompi is Tchandir Eeupreu, a

few hours below the great springs at Tchifteler in which the Sangarioer

rises. Anna Comnena refers to it as lying east of Santabaris (Bardakchi)

and Amorion, and Nioephorus Bryennius speaks of it as near the sources

of the Sangarios. Texier declares it to be a stone bridge of Byzantine

work, and the case seems very complete in his favour. In 1883 I made
a long detour in order to see the bridge ; and in 1886 I again crossed it.

It seems to me to be a Turkish bridge, built to carry the important

route from Sivri Hisar to Azizie (the earlier Turkish Jirgin) and Afiom

Kara Hisar. A road to the east from Dorylaion could not possibly go

by Tchandir Eeupreu, and, if it be Zompi, then the military road must

have crossed the Sangarios by a di£ferent bridge. Bat a passage in

Michael Attaliota (p. 184) forces us to look elsewhere for Zompi. In

the year 1073 the Caesar John marched (evidently along the military

road) from Dorylaion to the east, and crossed the bridge called Zompos,

which spans the Sangarios, and connects the Anatolic and Cappadocic

Themes. Now, I have stated above that the military road did not even

touch Tchifteler (Eaborkion), where are the fountains of the Sangarios,

but keeps away to the north of it without touching the Sangarios. But,

even supposing that it did make the detour to Tchifteler, it would never

make a further dStour down the right bank in order to need a bridge to

cross by some 12 miles down. It would go straight across from

Tohifteler to Sivri Hisar (Justinianopolis). Moreover, it cannot be sup-

posed that the Cappadocic Thome extended to the sources of the

Sangarios at this time. It might, of course, be argued from Constantino's

* I am aaauming Texier's accoant to be correct. But possibly be is wrong, and the

bridge has five arches. Iii tliat case Fentegepbyra would be correct, and Pontogepbyra

tlie corruption.

t There seems to be here some strange misconception of the great geographer, as in

the same sentence he speaks of the plains of Dorylaion on the east of the Sangarios.

I Texier, ' Asie Mineure,' p. 391.

VOL. IV. (i
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description of the Cappadocio Theme tliat it oould uot have

reached to an^ part of the Sangarioi-, hut waa confined to the east side

of the Halys; but his description applies to the older form of the

Theme, and about 890 the Cappadocio Theme was actually extended

as far west as the mountains east of Sivri Hisar (Gunusu Dagh, the

ancient Dindymos?). ,i ^t »./:-..<

35. It is necessary at this point to discuss the limits [at di£ferent

periods of the Cappadocio Theme. Constantino identifies the Cap-

padocio Theme, which was one of the three divisions of the great -.

Armeuiao^ Theme, with the old province Cappadooia Secunda ; but this

is a mere slip, for in the earlier part of his account he defines it dearly

as adjoining Lykaonia on the one side and reaching to Caesareia on the

other, and in another direction bordering on the Bucoellariote Theme on ^

one side and reaching to Loulon and even up to Podandos on the other

side (' de Them.,' p. 19). But his description of the Buccellariote Theme
shows that it extended to the Halys, and that it was divided from the

Cappadocio Theme by the Halys. A passage, however, in his treatise

* de Administrando Imperio ' (p. 225) shows clearly that, though originally

the Buccellariote Theme did extend along the Halys as far south as

the frontier of the old Cappadocian province near Famassos, yet a modi-

fication took place subsequentlj*. About the year 890 four military

districts of the Buccellariote Theme, Bareta, Balbadon, Aspona, and

Akarkous, together with three of the Anatolic Theme, Eudokias, Saint

Agapetos, and Aphrazeia, were transfer!ed to the Cappadocian Theme.

These seven districts comprise all the southern part of Galatia, from

Aspona, near the Halys, to the Sangarios and even to Eudokias, and are

called the Turma Eommata.t The bridge Zompi crosses from Eudokias

to Saint Agapetos or Myrika, and apparently either a third change must

have occurred and Eudokias been again attached to the Anatolic Theme,

or else Michael refers to the fact that the Anatolic Theme included all

the country south of the Sangarios, and must have come close up to

Zompi.

, 86. Of these seven bandai or topoteresiai, Eudokias, Saint Agapetos,

Aphrazeia, and Aspona, have (H, 5-12) been p]ac<>'^ approximately or

exactly. The precise sites of Bareta, Balbadc , ad Akarkous, can

hardly be fixed, but Akarkous is probably a ff<.lse reading for Akarbous,

and is a variant of Gorbeous.^ Bareta and Balbadon would then

comprise the central parts of the Haimane (Bareta on the north,

* tV r&y 'Aya/roKuc&u koI KawwaSoKuv iiri(tvyiiiti Iwapxiiw (Mioh. Attal., p. 184).

t Kommata is poasibly the Latin oomoto.

I GorbeouB, Akaibous, compare Loulon, Halala, vbioh have been identified in an-

other part of this book. K for B is a common error ; compare Ikria for Ibria in Not L,

Yin., IX. I misinterpreted Ikria in my * Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia,' part L, but

put.it correctly in the Table, part II. Since then, I find my correction confirmed by the

Bodleian manuscript, Baroo. 185, fol. 16, which reads Ivplw, and which invariably

writes v for 0,
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Balbadon on the south), and 'Akarbong and Aspona similarly the eastern.

Haimane np to the Halj-s. Akarbous would be a fort commanding the

military road, and siiuilavly we may look for Bareta or Balbadon on or

near the military road at a point south of Ankyra, and near the road

from Ankyra to Ferta and Archelais Colonia.

A comparison of the account given (E 15) of the Kharsian Theme
shows that this later Cappadocic Theme must have been practically

oonfined to these seven bandai. It was bounded on the north by the

Bncoellariote Theme, which is mentioned a.d. 1035 by Cedrenus, IL,

p. 514, and Glycas, p. 588, as still in existence, on the east by the

Halys and the Kharsian Theme, on the south and west by the Anatolio

Theme. Its importance, in spite of its small size, lay in its being on

the line of the great road.

It is certainly true that the expression of Michael Attaliota about

Zompi connecting the Anatolic and Cappadocic Themes suggests that

the river separated the two Themes, and a great river is certainly the

natural boundary between two military districts, just as the Halys was
on the east. But on the other hand Eudokias seems necessarily placed

at Yiirme, and the baths of Saint Agapetos equally necessarily at the

Hamam near Kadi Keui. Eudokias borders on Germa, and even if we
could place Eudokias east of the Sangarios, separated by that river

from Germa,* it would then be almost necessary to place Saint Agapetos

at Yiirme, and the diflSculty would still remain. :-vxh-Hi

In 1068 Bomanun Diogenes, marching to the east by the usual road

vid Helenopolis, crossed the Sangarios by the bridge Zompos, and

afterwards the Halys.t This passage also proves that Zompi was on

the military i-oad.

37. Another bridge called Tantaeiidia, evidently over the Sangarios,

or perhaps one of its tributaries, the Tembris or the Siberis, is mentioned

in the life of Theodorus Sykeota.:]; It lay between Colonia Germa and

Sykea, and must be either over the middle course of the Sangarios,

south of Sykea and Lagania, or over the Tembris near Germa. It is

just possible that it is identical with the bridge over the Siberis built

by Justinian (Procop., • .^dif.,' V. 6). ,
' ^ .'

38. To cross Galatia with a large army from east to west, there are only

two roads which afford a water-supply. One of these would keep abng
the Tembris (Forsuk Su), cross the Sangarios, and ascend the Ankyra river.

The military road appears not to have taken this course, and it must in

all probability have taken the other. In that case, from Justinianopolis

* The position so far north is, however, impossible, for the seven bandai are clearly the

Bouthom part of Galatia. The Anatolic Theme, to judge from Gonstantine's descrip-

tion, could never have included Eudokias, unless it was pretty far south; and nothing is

left for tho Buccollariote, if the Anatolio extended to the river of Ankyra, vhich in

ihat case would be the northern border of Eudokias.

t Soylitz., p. G39, and Attal., p. 139.

i Act. Sanct., April 22nd, p. 53.

Q2
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it went to Eudokias, crossed the Sangarios south of the present

Kawunji Keupreu, ascended the Ilija Su, which flows with a fine stream

throughout the summer * from the central Haimane. The road would

pass under the walls of Eizil Hissar Kale, which I suppose to be

Aphrazeia, and which overhangs the river. It would then cross by
Bareta or Balbadon to Gorbeous-Akarbous, and descend a stream which

flows eastwards towards the Halys.

39. The Halys must have been crossed by a bridge, and Toheshnir

Eeupreu is admirably situated, where the river is narrowed to enter a

gorge in the mountains. A bridge over the Halys is indeed never

mentioned by Byzantine writers ; but it can hardly be the case that

the Turks were the first to construct a bridge thercf

In A.D. 905, Samonas, the Saracen favourite of Leo YL, on pretence

of going on a visit to his own monastery Speira, which was situated in

Damatry beside Constantinople, fled to his native country, and, in order

to avoid pursuit, hamstrung all the post-horses as lie passed. He was,

however, refused permission to cross the Halys, and was in consequence

overtaken by his pursuers. A doubt might be raised whether this

refers to the passage of the Halys at Tcheshnir Eeupreu, or to the

other crossing between Justinianopolis-Mokissos (Eir Sheher) aiid

Caesareia. He had already long passed Speira, and was going onwards

towards the east, when he was arrested, so that it was clear that he was

fleeing. He then pretended that he was going to the Timios Stavros,

the Holy Cross, at Sirichas or Sirachas.^ When we remember that one

of the fortresses in southern Galatia which we have (E 12-6) seen reason

fo place on the military road, was called Timios Stavros, there can be no

doubt that Samonas was arrested at Tcheshnir Eeupreu, and then

pretended that he was going to the Holy Cross for religious purposes.

The incident incidentally confirms in a general way the situation which

has been assigned to Timios Stavros.

40. Another place on the road west of the Halys was Ara. In a.d.

906 Enstathius Argyrus was banished to his own house in the Eharaian

Theme, but on his way died at Ara, and was buried at Spynin, a high

point beside Ara.§ His sons, however, exhumed the body and carried

it to the family monastery of S. Elizabeth in the Eharsian Theme.

There is no clue to the exact position of Ara and Spynin.

41. There must certainly have been a fortress near the bridge to

protect the crossing of the Halys. This fortress, as I shall try to prove,

was Saniana.

In the first place, the defending fortress was on the east side of the

* I have gone along it in the middle of September.

t ^he present bridge may be only a repaired Byzantine bridge : it has a single

pointed arch.

X Sirichas Leo Grammat., p. 278 ; Theophan. Gontin., p. 369 ; Sirachas, Cedren., II.,

p. 264.

§ is rh Sirvfti' rov "Apa r^v Kobv^f (Theophan. Gontin., p. 874). •
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Halyg, for Romanas Diogenes, in 1068, built for the first time a fort on

the west bank at the crossing (Attal., p. 140).

In the second place, the tliree bandai in the south of Qalatia beyond

the Halys, which once belonged to the Buooellariote Theme, but in 890

were transferred to the Ebarsian Theme, were united in the Turma
Saniana. During the following century Constantino mentions tbat the

Buccellariote Theme extended to the fortress Saniana The fortress

Saniana is also mentioned in the year 824 as being surrendered by the

insurgent chief vvho occupied it. Now it is clear that the Buccellariote

Theme eztonded to the Halys, and it w therefore probable that the

limiting town was on the Halys. Moreover, the principal fortress of a

Turma may very suitably be placed at such an important point as the

crossing of the Halys and a triple fork of the military road.

Another argument may be drawn from Strabo (p. 562), who mentions

Sanisene apparently as a frontier district on the south of Paphlagonia.*

Just as we find the two forms Fimolisa and Fimolia, or Eolose and

Eoloe, used to designate the same town, so Sanisene and Saniana are

clearly the same name. Now it is certainly impossible to place Saniana

as far north as Strabo implies Sanisene to have been ; but remembering

how vagpie were the limits of countries in Strabo's time,t we may,

perhaps, consider that Sanisene was partly absorbed in Oalatia, and

partly left in Paphlagonia. In that case Sanisene would be originally

a province or district along the Halys on both banks, south of Pimolisene,

aztending as &r south as Tcheshnir Eeupreu, near which stood the

Byzantine fortress Saniana. Originally, of course, Saniana was an

adjectival form, but it has, like Malagina, become a noun.

42. Now it is obvious that the bridge of the Halys would be a conve-

nient avXi^KTov for the Buccellariote troops. Constantine, however, says

that the Buccellariote troops always met at Eolonia, i.e, Archelais. It is,

however, a patent absurdity that when the emperor is marching to the

east, the Buccellariote troops should concentrate 100 miles south of the

road, and 60 miles south of their southern frontier, in order to join him
ooiiT«niently. Substitute Saniana for Eolonia, and the description is

clear and accurate. The order of enumerating the airXi^Kra is then

natural. Saniana is then the place where all the eastern themata meet

the emperor if his march is towards Cilicia. But if he is going towards

Eommt^ene the Buccellariote, the Faphlagonian, and the Eharsian

troops meet at Saniana, while the Cappadocian, Armeniac, and Sebas-

teian X meet at Caesareia.

* The text seems not satiafuotory. The meaning probably is that southern Paph-

lagonia (ruled by several kings) wos divided into Timonitis on the Bithynian frontier,

and the kingdom of Gezatorix including Marmolitia and Sanisene and Potamia : omit

one iral (see Addenda).

t He quotes the proverbial uncertainty, " the bounds of Phrygia and Mysia."

% One necessary transposition is here made between Paphlsgonian and Gappadooiaife
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T«t anothtt argument might be brought to ihow the utter abrardity

of the reading Eolonia. A glance of the map will show that if Kolonia

were an iwXijKni', it would in every ease be by far the moat oonyeuient

ftw the Seleukeian, and lometimes for the Anatolio troops, yet these

troops go to Kaborkion : on the other hand, as the ^Xi^icra have been

coireoted, Kaborkion is the proper Atrkijicrw for them.

48. At Saniana the military road forked, and one branch went straight

east, probably through Myriokephaioi, Timios Stavros,* Baailika

Therma, Siboron, Hypsela, Agrane or Agriane, Sialos, Bathys Bhyax,

and Sebasteia towards Armenia. This part of the road will be dis-

enssed below. It only remains to add that Justinian fortified several

points on the road in Armenia, Satala, Eoloneia, and Theodosiopolis, and.

built the walls of Sebasteia (Procop., Aedif., III.).

44. It is to be observed that the last SirXriicray is Daaimon, but that

the troops who must have assembled there are said to meet the emperor,

not at Dazimmi, but at Bathys Bfayax. The situation of these two
places, as fixed L 20, explains this peculiar langui^. Dazimon is the

i^lendid plain called the Eaz Ova, west of Tokat. The Armeniac troopa

oolleoted here, and when the emperor was approaching, they came to

meet him at Bathys Bhyax, '^irhioh is mentioned as a convenient place

for going off the road into the Armeniao Theme.t Bathys Bhyax baa

been placed at Sialos or Siara, now Teai Khan, where the roads from

Tekat and from the west meet before they go on to Sebasteia. Thirty

miles beyond Bathys Bhyax, and therefore near Sebasteia, was a hill

by the road called Kwarcarrinv Bawis.X (^^ P* 267.)

45. The other branch of the road, going south-east from Saniana,

passed through Justinianopolis-Mokissos, now Kir Sheher, which, from

its refoundation by Justinian, has octntijaued down to the present day

to be one of the chief cities of eastern Anatolia. I have described, in

discussing the roads east of Ankyra, the alteration that ooonrred in the

roads across north-westem Oappadooia in the fourth and fifth centuries,

and the consequent rise of Justinianopolis to importance.

46. At Justinianopolis the road again forked, one branch went south by
Zoropassos (Yarapson §), Soanda (near Nev Sheher), through the Turma
Eases or Easin in the plain of Yenasa (about the modern Melegob and

fiassa Eeui), to Tyana and the Cilioian Gates. During the centuries of

Saracen warfiure, the country between the Gates and the Halys was

* Snoh names aa [n]\ifTii«f for Troknades, S. Agapetoa foi Myrikti, &a, show the

inflaenoe of leligkm on nomenolature in Byzantine time. Another tart, colled

Myriokephalon, stoodon the important Kleiaoura, leading east from Sonblaion.

t Gompiure Geneaias, pp. 122-4, wbioh is quoted in fixing the position of Agrane and
Baihjs Bhyax.

X Oenes,, p. 124.

f The name is always given in the maps, Arebsnn; bat the spelling Yarapson

corresponda far more closely to the local pronunciation. The initial y is always

andiUe.
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•Imott oontiiniftlly infeited by SarMen iMndi. Henoe on raoh an
expedition the wliole Byiantiue army was oolleoted by the time the

emperor reached Saniana. It would have exposed the army to be oat

off in detaohments if it had oonoentrated Airther south.

It is possible that the old pilgrim's road along tho left bunk of ibe

Halys may appear to some readers to be a preferable route. In that

case the fork would occur at Akarbous, and an expedition against Cilioia

would pass through the fortress Aspona (also a bishopric), would touch

the Halys and past through Fbrnassos and Nyssa, would then diverge

from the Halys and join the other route at Soanda. But in addition

to the arguments which have already led as to the view given above,

I may add that vhe utter desolation of this route and the almost complete

ftilure of Byzantine ruins on it, seem irreconcilable with the idea that it

was one of the greatest imperial roads throughout the Byzantine period.

47. When the emperor was marching towards Eommagene or

Melitene, it was most convenient that the Armeniao, Sebasteian, and

Oappadodan troops aihould meet in CsBsareia. The march led from

Justinianopolis-Mokisscs south-east to the Halys, which it crossed by
the bridge described below (L 2), and probably then passed through

Jastinianopolis-Kamoulianai to Caesareia. The road from Csesareia,

across the rivers Karmalas or Onopnictes (Zamanti Su) and Saros to

Arabissos (Yarpuz) and Germanioeia (Marash), has been described

N 1 ; but it will be convenient to add here a note on the chief

campaigns against the Arabs. In Section B. I have described the

chief passes across Taarus, and corresponding to these Kleisound there

are in the Saracen Wars two chief lines of attack, used at different

periods. The Arab armies at some periods cross by the Ciliclan

Gates, at others they come from the Anti-taurus reg^ion. In the

former case the operations take place chiefly on the road by Tyana,

partly also on that which leads through Heraklea-Eybistra and Lyka-

onia. In the latter case, they take place on the roads that lead north

and west from the river Saros. As a general rule, the operations of the

period before 840 are on the Oilioian route, and after 840, under Michael

and Basil, they are almost always on the Eommagenian route.

I and

H. Cities and Bishoprics of Galatia Salutabis.

This province was formed between 386 and 395 by the emperor

Theodosius (Malalas, p. 348),* by taking the south-western part of

Galatia, with the bishoprics Gterma, Myrika, Eadokias, Fessinns and

Fetinessos or Fitnisos, and adding to them a part of Fhrygia Salutaris,

containing the bishoprics Amorion, Orkiatos, Elaneos and Troknades.

* 886 ia the apiurtslinate date given for Polemins Silvias, who mentions only <me

province, Galatia: 412-3 is the date given by Seeok to the *Notitia Uignitatain,* which

mentions two Galatias.
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FewinuB was made the metropolia of the new province. The name

"Salutaria" was perhaps due to the hot springs, which abound in western

Galatift and eastern Pbrygia, and which have always been great

medicinal resorts. See p. 437. A comparative list of the bishoprics is

given in the accompanying Table.

1 and 2. FESsiMua and Justinianofous.—This pair of cities is so

closely connected that they must be treated together. Sivri Hissar, the

modem capital, has succeeded to the honours of Pessinus, and is in

great measure built out of the ruins of the Qneco-Roman city. A
church of S. Suphia at Pessinus, and a church of the Holy Angels

outside the walls, to which the bishop George went forth, are men-

tioned in 'Acta S. Theodori,' April 22, p. 52. Two inscriptions of

Pessinus, still unpublished, mention fine garments (two fibulatoria, two
pairs of Sifura), sent as a present to the Emperor Trajan: it wm
doubtless this kind of cloth that is mentioned as being made in Galatia

and as forming an important article of trade, in the Greek geographical

tract published by Gothofredus (Geneva, 1628, p. 24), and dated by him
A.D. 847-8. The pig was held to be an unclean animal at Pessinus,

according to Pausanias, YII., 17, 10.

The situation of Pessinus has long been known at Bala Hissar,

about 12 miles S.S.E. of Sivri Hissar. Tezier publishes a beautiful

plan of the ruins of Ptssinus; but his plan is almost a pure in-

vention, and has only the very faintest resemblance to the features of

the place. The city sank into decay as Justinianopolis (Sivri Hissar)

rose to importance ; but it has always been inhabited, and the present

inhabitants appear to me to be descended from the ancient population

with not more than a very slight admixture of Turkish blood.

Justinianopolis was refounded by the emperor Justinian. Its older

name seems to have been Palia or Spalia,* but the spelling varies so

much that the correct form is quite uncertain. As Mordtmanuf first

divined, Justinianopolis is the impregnable fortress of Si^Ti Hissar. It

was evidently built as one of the chain of strong places on the Byzant-

ine military'road,! and its military importance soon made it the real

centre of tJie province. In Not. I., dated a.d. 883, we have the entry

6 Hurwowntv lyrcu 'lowmvavomroXtiatf which proves that it had definitely

become the metropolis of the province, and the archbishop of Pessinus

was now merged in the metropolitan of Justinianopolis. Yet, in all

the Notitiee, even in Not. I., which alone preserves in one of its entries

the truth, Justinianopolis is mentioned as separate from Pessinus and

ranking last among the bishoprics subject to that metropolis. When

* It is possible tliat Spanio, which also occurs, is the best fonn. See p. 168.

t I am glad to have the opportunity of quoting Dr. Moidtmann, who did much good

work, with few positive correct identifications. His papers axe buried in old jonnuds,

eqpeoially ' Milnohener Sitsungsber.' and ' Gel. An»iger.'

X SeeGSl.
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founded by Jnatinian it was made a bishoprio, and placed at the end of

the existing list of biahoprios ; but when it became (probably about

700 A.D.) the real centre of the province, the Archbishop of Fessinus

transferred hia residence to the fortress, and, while continuing to bear

the title 6 Uuraivawrlm' ^oi 'lovmtviavavirSXtm), became practically the

archbishop of Jastinianopolis.*

Jnstinianopolis is wholly ignored in the Councils, because it was
not founded when the Oounoils before 553 were held ; and when the

later Councils were held the metropolitan of Fessinus is identical with

the bishop (archbishop) of Jnstinianopolis. Only in the Council

A.O. 553 he might have appeared, but of the whole province only

Fessinus and Qerma were represented in that Council.

3. OntifA, a colony of Augustus, Colonia Julia Augusta Fida Germa,'

is often called Germokoloneia in Byzantine documents. All writers

have hitherto accepted Leaice's view that it was situated at Tilrme, and

that " yttrme " is the modem pronunciation of " germe." I have shown,

J, § 1, that the view is mistaken, that conclusive epigraphio evidence

places (}enna near Masut Keui, on the lower course of the Tembris, and.

that the road-system of Galatia demands this situation. The deriva-

tion of Germe from the Phrygian correspondent to Greek 0(p/«(«,

Sanskrit gharnuu, Latin formm, is probable; but it is not known
whether any hot springs existed nearer than Mousgon.

Hierooles has the name Tip/ua, which he gets according to a practice

common with him from the ecclesiastical 6 Ttp/uw (jir/o-Kon-os). The
same form occurs in the Latin translation of the ' Acta S. Theodori ' and

occasionally in the ecclesiastical lists.

4. Mymamoeloi was a name given to Genua in Byzantine times : its

origin is obviously from tho chief church, which must have been

dedicated to the " hosts of angels."

Germia of Galatia is regularly mentioned as an archbishopric in

several of the Notitisa of all olasses.'f' Germokoloneia is regularly

mentioned in the same Notitiae as a bishopric subject to Fessinus.

We might believe that the archbishopric is the same place as the

bishopric, which had been left uncorrected in its old place, when it

was elevated to be an archbishopric. Such examples of carelessness

in keeping the registers are common, and in this case the double

name facilitated the error. But the remarks, p. 822, show that Germia

the archbishopric is perhaps in Bithynia.

Two monasteries at Genua are mentioned at the second Council of

* I have shown that the same occurred (1) at Perga and Attalia : see " Antiq. of S.

Phrygia," in * Amer. Jonm. of Arch.' 1888, t.v. Perga ; (2) at PrymnesBOg and Akroenos,

«Oit and Bish. of Phrygia," in • Journ. of Hell. Stnd ' 1887, s.v. Akroenos; (3) at

KoloMai and Ohonai ; and at numerous other places.

t Tipfua TaKariat, Not. I., II., YL, X. ; Tipfiia Ta\arias wpAnis, Not. YIII. ; W/>fU»

TaKarlas ttvripas, Not. YII.
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of

NioMa, A.D. 787 : X^iot ^mifuvot rwv Ttpidmv and 'Win^f w/HtrPrSrtpot

ToS 'Ay/ov Xtpy^ rw Ttp/Uuv,

6. EuDOXiAS is a name given to lome town or Tillage of Oalatia in

honour either of the mother or of the daughter of Theodoaius II. It

belongs to a large group of oity names, which seem all to belong to the

period of Yaleus, Theodoains I., and Puloheria Augusta : in Fhrygia

Fkcatiana, Yalentia, Eudokias, Theodosia, and Puloherianopolis ; in

Fisidia, Theudosiopolis (Eudoxiopolis in Hierooles); in Asia, several

different plaoes were named Theodosiopolis, and Arcadiopolis ooours

;

and many other examples might be ooUeoted.

Eudoxias and Qerma were oonterminous bishoprios, as is shown

by a passage in the life of S. Theodorus Sykeota.* There whs a

feast of the Virgin tn Mutgi oppido, at whioh it was customary for the

bishops of Qerma and of Eudoxias to be present. Musgum was, therefore,

probably a village on the frontier of Genua and Eudoxias, and the

Ohristian custom perpetuated an old religious connection of both cities

with some holy spot between them. Such a connection is not likely to

have existed between cities on opposite sides of the Sangarios, and no
other territory in Galatia Salntaris, conterminous with Gkrma, remains*

except on the south of that city and on the east of Pessinus.

There is, therefore, every probability that Eudoxias was situated at

Tfkrme, where there are considerable remains of a Byzantine bishopric,

and in that case

6. M0U8G05 was probably situated at the fine hot springs about

six miles N.N.W. of Yiirme.

7. Synodion. It appears that the bishopric whioh is named (in

genitive case) "Siwva&av, "iwoUw, SwoStbv in the late Xotitiae III. and X.,

and in the Council of Constantinople, 692, must be identified with

Eudoxias ; but the reason of the name is quite unknown, unless it be

derived from this great gathering at the hot springs ^ad Musgi

oppidum.

8. GoRDiON. The famous city Gordion is apparently to be identified

with Eudoxias. Manlius, after crossing the Sangarios south of Pessinus,

marched in one day to Gordion; and Alexander the Gi'eat, marching

probably by the same road to Ankyra, passed through Gk)rdion. It

was an important commercial city of the early period, and the situation

at Yttrme explains this importance, because it is on the "Boyal Boad
"^

from Pessinus to Ankyra. The identification seems fairly certain, for

there is absolutely no other city within a day's march of the place

where Manlius must have crossed the Sangarios.

9. Akkilaion is wrongly identified with Eudoxias, and the frontier

of Asia consequently pushed too far east, in the map attached to my
" Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia," part II. The false situation assigned

to Genua by all authorities and accepted by me, threw the whole

* ' Acta Sanctorum,' April 22Dd, p. 47.
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topography of the district into confusion. Akkilaion has now been

properly placed on the Tembris, between Midaiou and Germa. So long

as Gterma was placed at YUrme, since Eiidoxius was certainly adjoining

it, there vas no alternative except to place Eudoxias on the lower

Tembris. Then Akkilaion and Eudoxias wei'e side by side, and, as

Akkilaion never occurs as a bishopric, I supposed them to be actually

included iu one bishopric. The name Akkilaion, like Midaion from

Midas, Dorylaion from Dorylas, Tataion or Tottaion from Tataa or

Tottes, is obviously derived from a personal name Akkilus, and there

can be little doubt that this is a variant of the very common Phrygian

personal name Akylas.* Akkilaion is perhaps Gratianopolic, on which

see C. B., LXXXIIL, Act. Sanct., Apr. 2:?, p. 42, and Cone. Ephes.,

A.D. 431, where Fhiladelplius, bi»hop of Gratianopolis, was present.

Akkilaion was iu the province Asia, as is clear from its coins.

10. Mybika. The situation is proved with certainty by the hot

springs, mentioned in a signature at the Council of Chaloedon. Besides

the hot baths between Germa and Eudoxias, the only others known in

Galatia Salutaris are at the Merkez of the Haimane, near Kadi Keui, at

the head-waters of a stream which flows into the Istanoz Su not far above

its junction with the Sangarios.t The exact form of the name is

uncertain; the adjectives formed from it arc MvpiKtos and Mvpuojvos.

Hierocles has ytvpiKioiv, which is apparently adapted from a list of

1'3hoprioa (6 Mv/strnW). In one entr}- at Council. Chaloedon ^ we read

" Elpidio (episcopo) Thermensis majoris," which implies a distinction

from some other Thermae of less importance.

11. Saint Aoapetos. Iu the later Notitieaand in the Council. Quinis.

A.D. 692, the bishopric changes its name, and is called after Saint

Agapetos, to whom its church was doubtless dedicated. This seems to

have been a real case of change of name, and not a change of situation.

The common phrase with the double name (connected by ijtoi) does not

occur, but the new name is substituted for the old one and the entry is

© pfML ToC 'Ayi'ow 'AyaTnjTov.

An important passage of Constantino Porphyrogenitus (' de Admiz^.

Imp.,' p. 225) is clear and readily intelligible, when Eudoxias has been

placed in its proper position. About 890 the handai or topoteretiai of

Eudokias, Saint Agapetos, and Aphrazeia wore transferred from the

Anatolic to the Cappadocio Theme, and the latter (with four additional

handai) was made to include all the territory now called Haimane,

bounded by the Halys on the east, lake Tatta on the south, and the

* For the variations between t and u :n Phrygian cp. SibHa and Boublaion, hdkin

and kakoun,Ao, ; Beo my paper on the Phrygian ingcriptions in ' Zeitschrift fiir vergleioh-

onde Sprachforscbuug,' 1887, and Fick, ' Ehemalige Spracheinheit,' conneets AkrisiM

and okristis with the root krus.

t The flow of the water is wrongly indicated in some uf Kicpert's maps of this

country.

X Ed. Labbe, p. 87.
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mountains Letwceii Sivri Hisiiar and YUrme (which are now called

GunuBU Dagh, probably the ancient Dindymus *) on the west.

The seven bandai constituted the Turma Kommata.t The general

situation of this Turnia, as it has now been placed, is confirmed by a

passage in Genosius, p. 122, who says that the Faulicians of Tophrike

under Chrysocheir advanced as far as Ankyra and Kommata (fiixP''

'Aykvpai r^ ttoAccus koL avrStv rwv Kofindnav !(). The Paulicians besieged

or captured Ankyra, and even the military stronghold Kommata. It is

doubtful whether this word is here to be understood as a definite

ft^rtross, the centre of the Theme, but more probably it denotes only the

whole military district, with seven divisions and seven fortresses.

12. Aphrazeia. Nothing is known about it, except that it must
have been a fortress adjoining Saint Agapetos, and in the Anatolic

Theme. Pjobably it was the fine fortress now called Kizil Hissar Kale,

on a hill about three or four hours south-west of the hot springs of

Myrika. On the termination -a<[io9, -a^i'a, in Phrygian, Lycian, etc., see

Kinch in Zft. f. Numism, 1389, p. 192.

13. Petinessos or Pitnisos, Its situation in the salt desert west of

lake Tatta between Lykaonia and the Haimane is made clear by Strabo

(pp. 567-8). The exact situation remains to be discovered by explora-

tion of the southern frontier of Galatia. I have as yet made only one

rapid journey across from Myrika to Philomeliou. The site of Pissia

(Piri Begli) would suit the indications of Petinefsos fairly well, but

a site further to the east would agree still better with Strabo. It seems

diiBcult, in consisteuc with the order of Hierocles, to put any other

bishopric on the Lykat lian frontier of Galatia Salutaris.

14. T tOKNADEs, a people with an apparently Gaulish name, in-

habited the country on the norihern or left bank of the Sangarios.

Their chief town was apparently situated at Kaimaz (See C. I. L., In.

Supplem., No. 6997). Hierocles has the name llegetnakade, i.e. Begio

Troknades. In Not. III., X., we find instead of 6 TpoKvdSiov the strange

name of o AoinVov : this is probably derived from the name of a saint

—perhaps Plotinus, like Saint Agapetua for Myrika.§

* Strabo, p. 5G7, gives the name. Ho also agrees (p. 626) with Herodotus in giving

the name Diudymos to Murad Dagh, where the Herraos rises. A third Dindymos lay

over GyzicoB. Kybelc is often uaraeil Dindymene, for which the variant Zizimene is

known (compare Naziiinzos, Xadiundos), which suggests that Dindymos and Didyma
are two forms of the same nnmc (see Athen. Mittheil., 1888, p. 237). The reading

Didymos in Ptolemy therefore netnl not be altered to Dindymos.

t Perhaps comata, as a title of some body of troops ; the Latin word may have been

misunderstood and turned into rd K6ixfiaTa ; op. Perikommata Lydiae.

X The Bonn text piints Koitudruv without a capital.

. § Examples of tliis are numerous, and prove the power of the Ciiurch in the

country ; so we have Myriangeloi for Gorma, and prolably this cause has produced

many modem names : Elias has given hl^ name to Adada, Stephen to Maximianopolis

(see my 'Antiquities of Soutliern Phrygis'); Aitamas (S^iot 6»;uat) is a Mohammedan
village three hours east of Nigde; Yogounnes ('Iwiyyns) is the ancient Seioua;
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I

On the whole, then, the probability is that Pitnisos was the bishopric

of the district now called Djihan-beg-li, and that its territory was

conterminous with that of Fsebila-Yerinopolis on the east and Amorion
on the west, and that it reached to the regio Orkistena, the Sangarios

and Aphrazeia on the north. This gives an enormous stretch of very

sparsely inhabited country; but no doubt the territory of Amorion

stretched far away to the south and east of the actual city. Con-

siderable remains occur at Tcheltik, but I should prefer to connect

Tcheltik with Amorion and to place Fetinessos further east.

15. Trikomia is, mentioned by Ptolemy, and occurs in the Peutinger

Table between Midaion and Pessinus. It is an old observation that the

distances place it at Eaimaz.* It is not certain whether Trikomia is a

Grecised fonn of Troknada, or whether three villages of the Troknades

were actually united in one state (see my " Cities and Bishoprics of

Phrygia," part ii., § xcv.). The Eegio Trocnadensium was originullj''

in Soman Asia and Byzantine Phrygia, and was, doubtless, transferred

to Galatia, along with Orkistos, between 386 and 396.

16. Orkistos. The site, discovered by Pococke, is at Alikel Yaila.

Alekian is the name given by Pococke and Mordtmann, and it is under-

stood, though not commonly used, by the people of the district. It was

part of the diocesis Asiana in a.d. 331 ,f and must, therefoie, have

belonged to Phrygia. In a.d. 451 it was in Galatia Salutaris. There

can be little doubt that it was transferred from Phrygia to the new
province of Galatia Salutaris at its formation, probably about

386-95 A.D. (See Amorion.)

The territory of Orkistos extended to the eastern skirts of the

Phrygian mountains. An inscription found at Baghlije, the ancient

Petara, shows that it was in the territory of Orkistos, unless the stone

has been carried : ©tov Kd/x/aoSof 'OpKi(TTr]vwv o Brjfioi koI ^ ytpovata

(Athen. Mitthcil, 1889, p. 91).

The name " Orkistos " does not occur in Hierocles, though all the

Notitise mention it as a bishopric, and it was elevated to the rank of a

city in A.D. 331. The name in Hierocles which seems to < orrespond to

it is 'PfyefiavptKLov, i.e. 'Piytljiv Aipe/ciov. In this name av is to be taken

Yo»» alar (" Johns ') is the oncient Vaeada. Ayassaluk took the place of EpbesoB,

which woB early deserted : Ayassaluk is 'At-i'ou &foK6yov, from the g'eat church of S.

John, built by Justinian, aud not 'A710S AovKas, as Mr. Wood, followed by Prof. G.

HirBclifeld, thiuks.

* Kaimaz cannot, as i» usually said, be a survival of the old name Trikomia

:

because (1) Trikomia was not the popular name, but Troknades; (2) Kaimaz is a good

Turkish name, occurring ilmiwhere: it means, "it does not slip." Names of this class

are found occasionally: ey,, VH yemez, "he docs not eat flesh;" Bulduk, "wo fiave

fOUDd,"

t Compare the great inscription, tl.o Charter of Orkistos, which may now be read

more correctly in Bruns, 'Fontes juris Roniani,* or in a paper by Mommsen in

'Hermes,' 1887, p. 317, and which will soon appear as No. 0007 in the Supplement to

C.I.L.,iiL

!
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to

as a rendering of o ; and c is inserted between two consonants. The name

is then equivalent to 'Peyewv "OpKiov, i.e. " the region of the tribe Orkoi."

17. Orkoi. The Orkaorkoi are mentioned three times by Strabo

{pp. 567, 568, 576) as inhabiting the vast treeless plains on the eastern

frontier of Fhrygia. The reference in p. 568 seems to place them north

of Fitnisos, and that in p. 576 sonth of Fessinus, while that in p. 567

implies that they are between the Galatian Tektosages and Fhrygia.

The great plains extending along the right bank of the Sangarios from

its source are the locality indicated by these references. Now, the name
Orkaorkoi, if the form is correct, is a reduplication; and within the

district where Strabo places them, is the city Ork-isto-s, ''•which is

obviously a sort of superlative of the tribal name. lostead of Orkistos

Hierocles gives 'Pey«/*ovp«Ktov, i.e. 'Ptyewv "OpKiov. In the north of the

country of the Orkoi or Orkaorkoi, at the source of the Sangarios, I have

proved that there was situated a bishopric, Eaborkion, i.e. Kaov-opK-w-v,

which probably contains the same tribal name with a prefixed word.*

Thus our investigation brings together on the map these three words,

occurring in such different periods of history and with such slight topo-

graphical indications, and when they are brought together they are

found to contain the same tribal name.

The great inscription, the Charter of Orkistos, mentions that the

town had once been a station (rnanaio) where four roads met, but that

recently these roads had sunk into decay. At the time, x.x>. 331, it is

quite true that the old Eoman road-system was in a state of transition.

Beads leading to Constantinople were now taking the place of roads

leading to Home.

Tho coincidence between the words of the inscription and the known
facts of history is so striking that we must accept the conclusion that

the position of Orkistos was more important under the Roman system of

roads than under the Byzantine system. But it seems difficult to accept

the account which the Orkisteni give of the former importance of their

town except after large allowance for exaggeration due to local

patriotism ; for most of the evidence accessible to us tends to show that

no great roads of the Human period could go by way of Orkistos. It is

quite clear that no road mentioned in the Feutinger Table passed

through Orkistos. The only routes which naturally pass through

Orkistos are (1) a route from Fessinus straight to the west like the
" Eoyal Road " ; (2) a route from Amorion northwards through the

Troknades (Kaimaz) to Midaion and Bithynia or Juliopolis and Faphla-

gonia. Neither of these is very important, but they seem to be meant
in the petition of the Orkisteni, in which the four roads were
enumerated, but which is now imperfect. Three are mentioned in the

part that remains to us :

—

* It has even occurred to me that OPKAOPKOI in Strabo is a corruption of
KAOTOPKOI. Compare also my " Cities and Bishoprics of Ptirygia," ii. § \xxiv.

Nis-a
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• (a) The i-oad to Pessinus, xxx. miles. This is an OTer-eetimate, for

the modem track can hardly be more than 25 miles. The only way in

which the distance xxx. could be made up is that the road made a

detour to a bridge over the river. This bridge must have certainly

been on the direct road between Pessinus and Amorion, which is a far

more important route.

(6) The road to " civitas aitanorum xxx. miles
:

" the firtt

letters of the name are lost, but Mommsen s restoration [Midjuitanoruni

seems to be very probable, although (1) Midaion is very much moro

than 30 miles from Orkistos; ('J) the order of enumeration seems to

require here a road to the south-east, between the Pessinus road and tlio

Amorion road.

(c) The road to Amorion. U • v

There can be little doubt that the fourth road led to Nakoleia.

It is clear that the route Pessinus-Orkistos-Nakoleia corresponds

on the whole to the "Koyal Road," and that the route Amorion-

Orkistos-[Trikomia-]-Midaion is the other of the only two routes,

which, as I have said, can pass through Orkistos. It is, on the wholo,

true that these routes lead in a westerly and south-westerly direction,

and therefore they are more encouraged by the set of trade to Ephesus

and Borne than to Constantinople.

We must, then, accept the evidence of the inscription that these two

roads were considerable trade-routes under the Boman empire, even

although no other evidence confirms their existence. But I think that

a milestone, which was long a puzzle to me, so long as I accepted the

Peutinger Table as a fair picture of the Boman rond-system, becomes

intelligible as soon as we accept the road Pessinus-Orkistos-Nakoleia

as a Boman road. In ' C. I. L.,' iii., Snpplem. No. 71 69, a milestone will

shortly be published which I copied in 1884; it is in a cemetery

1^ miles S.W. of Altyntash. It gives the number a E, i.e. 35, and there

seems no possibility of understanding this except as the distance from

Akmonia. But a road from Akmonia to Altyntash cannot end there

;

it must go on over the Phrygian mountains towards the east, and

would finally reach Orkistos and Pessinus.

18. Amorion : the site near the village Haniza Hadji was proved by

Hamilton.* Amorion was in the Boman Province of Asia, and at one

time took the name Vipsania. During the fourth century it must have

been part of Phrygia, for it could not have been included in Galatia

when Orkistos was in Phrygia. Between 386 and 395 f therefore it

must have been transferred along with Trokaades, Elaneos and Orkistos

to form the newly created province Galatia Salutaris.

* The plain stretching to the east is still called Hadji Omar Ova, which is perhaps a

rominiscence jf Amorion. Hamilton calls the now quite deserted site Hergan Kale ; uo

name cxcep'; Kale was known to any of tlie surrounding villagers to whom I talked.

t Wl-cu Theodosiua made the new province Gulatia II., see p. 221.
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In the feeble parody of the fine syHtem of defence organised by the

older Byzantine emperors, which was kept up in the eleventh century,

the district between Amorion and the Sangarios was dignified with the

name of the "Theme Cappadooia." Thus Theme and that of Khonm
were, under Alexios Eomnenos, entrusted to a toparohes Bourtzes

(Anna,!., 171) ; and the country towards the Sangarios was under his

government (Anna, II., 325, 327).

Fankaleia appears to have been a name applied to the wide plain

east of Amorion: the only reference to it is: Kara t^ IlayKaXctai'. . .

.

iinrjKarov rovro irtBiov, rif 'AiJMpuf irpoatyyiov, Leo Diac, p. 170. But
Cedrenus (II., p. 431), describing the same battle, says : ^ IXayKoXcta TrcStov

avaircirrajuci'ov re Kal hnrrjXaTov, iyyurra irov tov irora/xov *A\vos Kti/uvov.

Byzantine writers often speak so ^oosely that it is difficult to decide in

this case, but Leo Diaconus describes the events of this period with

infinitely greater topographical accuracy than Cedrenus, and is to be

preferred in this case. Moreover Zonaras also confirms Leo, saying that

the battle took place near Amorion.

Amorion was fortified in the reign of Zeno (474-91 ; Cedren. I.,

615). It had an eventful history during the Arab wars. It was
captured a.p. 666 by the Sai-acens under Yezid, and recaptured by
Andreas, general of the Emperor Constans in the same year (Cedren.,

I., 763, Theophan., 3fl). It was again besieged unsuccessfully by the

Saracens in a.d. 716, 778, and 789.* In the first siege it was saved by
the vigour of Leo tbe Isaurian, afterwards emperor, who fortified it so

strongly that it was able to resist the Arabs for a long time. But it

was captured by the Saracens, a.d. 838, through the treachery of a

citizen, and the most splendid city of the Eastf was reduced to ashes.

Monasteries at Amorion are mentioned at the Second Nioene Council,

787 A.D. : BaaiXio; fiova^^o^ tov 'Afiopiov tiji ayi'as ©coroKov, and @e6S<opo%

rjyovfuvo% tov 'Afiopiov. ^

Amorion became a very im))ortant city under the Iconoclast

Emperors in the eighth century, and was infamous among the orthodox

for its heresies.^ It was three days' journey from Dorylaion (Cedren., II.,

132).

19. Lalandos was a district of Amorion, as is proved by the two

inscriptions which I have published in the ' Revue des !^tudes Grecques,'

1889, p. 21. I hav3 there established the probability that Amorion was

divided into a series of local tribes (<f>vX.ai), and that the district

Lalandos belonged to the tril^e of Zeus (*uA^ AiJ?). The mystio

* Theophanes, 88G, 452, 470.

t r, ruv iifuv iiawpfKtoripa (Cedreu., II., p. 137).

{ 'loutaluv Kal 'MiYyivuv koI iripuv i-crtPuv ir\ri6oi 4ieird\cu ruv XP^"^" ^'VKaroiK/^crcu*

Kal rtf ii vSptais iK rrjs ^WijXuv Kotvwvias Kal Sir/WKoOj 6ni\ias inifivfrai (Cedren., II.,

p. 69). On Eudoxius, bishop of Amorion under Leo the Armenian (813-20 a.d.), see
• Act. Sanct.,' March 8, p. 788.

VOL. IV. R
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worship of Mithrab flourished here, according to an inscription, as early

as the first century after Christ

20. Alandri FlumEn, mentioned by Livy, XXXVIIT. 17, is

probably, as I have shown in the same place, to be corrected Lalandi

Plumen. But the old correction "Alandri fontes " in Livy, XXXVIII. 1 5,

is definitely to be rejected : the MSS. read " Mandri fontes," and a series

of fountains, near a village still called Mandra, exist on the route of

llanlius, which Livy is describing.

At some unknown time later than the Council of Constantinople

(in Trullo) in 692 A.D., and earlier than the second Council of Nikaia in

787 A.D., Amorion was raised to the rank of an independent bishopric

(a^oK<(^aAos), and ceased to be subject to the nietropolitau uf Fesninus, or

rather of Justinianopolis. In the later Notitiw Amorion appears as

metropolis of a district carved out of Phrygia Sahitaris, Pisidia and

Galatia, the bishoprics in which are given as
-

NoUtia I.,

roXar/ot tmripas.
Notitia m. NoUtia X.

Hierocles and Not.
VII., VIII., IX.

i TOV 'Afioplov .

i *i\oii,ri\lov .

6 TOV AoKi/u'ov .

6 KKiyS ' •

i Uo\v0^ov .

6 Xtiatrlca .

Ty 'Afu>fAov ^pvyiat

a'. 6 ti\onit\lou .

ff, 6 TOV AoKiiAov .

y. 6 KXwfoG . .

ff. 6 Ho\vfi6Tov ,

c'. 6 Uuraias . . .

fry 'Afiwpitp Tns'i

\ *pvyias . ./

h ti\onriMov
6 AoKtulov . .

i KXaBtov . .

6 Tlo\v$&Tov

6 Ttiffalat ,

Galatia Salutaris.

Pisidia.

Phrygia Salutaris.

K\dvtos Galatia Salutaris.

Phrygia Salutaris.

Not mentioned.

' This new district was formed under Amorion as metropolis

a considerable time after Amorion was made autohephalos, for the

order ex enumeration at Conoil. Nicaen. II. (a.d. 787) shows clearly

that Amorion was independent, but that the bishoprics afterwards

Bivoject to it were still in their original connection. The refei'ence to

ihe dignity of Amorion in 858 a.d. is indecisive as to its exact position,

whether as avroKc^oXos or as metropolis with subject bishoprics. lu

that year the Pf tiiarch Photius sent the archbishops of Amorion ^nd

Ehonai as envoys to Borne, dignifying the latter for tho first time with

the title of archbishop*: this implies that Amorion was already an

archbishopric. Klionai and Amorion are both metropoleis in the later

Notitise, but not in the earlier, viz. vii., viii., ix.

In the above list, PhUomelion (Ak Sheher), Dokimion (Itchja Kara

Hisar), and Polybotos (Bolowodun, as Leake detected) are well known,

and their situation makes it plain that, as in several other cases, the

whole set of bishoprics formed a well-marked district along the roads

leading from Amorion to the south and the west. This consideration is

important in determining the situation of the two remaining bishoprics,

Fifisia and Elaneos.)

•
' Vit. S. Ignntii,' in Mansi, 'Act. Concil.' XVI., p. 235.
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18

21. PissiA was probably situated at Firi-bey-li on the road from

Amorion to Fbilomelion, about twelve hours from the latter and six from

the former. The remains here are sufBoient to mark it as a place

sufBciently important to be the seat of a bishop, and its situation on the

road between Fhilomelion and Amorion proves that It must belong to

the same local group of bishoprics. This last consideration shows that

my former view was wrong, and that PetinessoB cannot be placed here.

According to my former view Pissia was placed at Bayat between

Bokimion and Amorion, but closer study shows that Elaneos was in all

probability situated at Bayat.

22. Elaneoc (usually KXavcos*) is placed by Hierocles between

Amorion and Troknades. This order points to a situation north, north-

west, or north-east of Amorion, and agrees admirably with a situation

on the road from Amorion to Dokimion. On this road there are two
places where a bishopric might be placed—-at Geume, and at Bayat.

The latter place, at the crossing of thin road with the important post-

road Constantinople-Borylaion-Ikonion, is in all probability the site of

Klaneos. Geume is a place of much less consequence, and the inscrip-

tions that are found there have probably been brought from Amorion,

though, being on an important road, it was always a village of some

consequence, and a coarsely-built mediseval ruin, perhaps of a church,

stands half an hour west of it. The topography of the Bayat valley

must detain us a little. .

"f- '"'

23. Kedrga is proved in a former paper to be the name of the fine

pld Turkish fortress about two miles west of Bayat.f It is mentioned

by Anna Comnena fXV., vol. ii., p. 324) on the march of Alexius by
Dorylaion to Fhilomelion. He foUowed the regular and unmistakable

post-road by Bardakchi, Khosrev Pasha Khan, and Bayat. After Dory-

laion, Santabaris is the next place mentioned on his route. It must be
either Khosrev Pasha Klian or Bardakchi : the only other place on the

road is Seidi Ghazi, the ancient Nakoleia. There is no distinct proof

which of these two places was Santabaris, but as that place was near

Nakoleia, and as Kakkabokome was at Khosrev Pasha Khan, I have

placed Santabaris at Bardakchi.

* It is sometimes accented K\wf6s, and many other varieties occur, the most reniark-

able of whicLi is KAc(7(, a form which proves that none of the Greek spellings represent

the true character of the name.

t " Prymnessos and Metropolis " in the ' Mittlieilungen Athen./ 1882. I am glad to

be able to point to the identifications of Eedroa, Akroenos, and Augustopolis, as con-

clusirely proved, in this my first attempt to discuss the complicated problem of Phrygian
topography, written when I had little knowledge of the country, and was impeded by a

false idea of the line of the roads, by a false reading of the distance of Prymnessos on
a milestone, and by who false situation proposed by previous scholars for Lysias. The
account given in that paper of the march and return of Alexius seems to me still to be

quite correct. The] line of march is ngain referred to, and Ampous and other places

fixed, in my ' Cit. nnd Bish. of Phrygin,' Part II., § 40.

E 2
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From Santabaris Alexius sent one of hii generals, Kamytzes, against

Kedrea,* and another, Stypeiotes, against Amorion. Kedrea is described

as a iroXixvtov tpviurArarw, which suits admirably the fortress Assar

Kumbet Kale. Eamytzes, fir ding Kedrea deserted by the Turks, forth-

with marched i^inst Folybotos. The emperor, learning of his success,

proceeded to Kedrea and Folybotos. No doubt is left by this description

as to the situation of Kedrea.

Kedrea is mentioned by Edrisi,! under the form Kidros, as a station

one day's journey from Amorion on an alternative route to Nikaia.

The route is thus given :—From Amouria

1 day to Kidros

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

;t
I

river of Maderi

Castora

Massissa village

Libadhia, on a navigable river

Batransia, ".bourg bien peupl^"

river of Mastara

Nikaia

The name Libadhia might make us inclined to place it at Sugut, but as

the river of Mastara must be the Q«llos, there seems no room for

Batransia between. Moreover the navigable river can hardly be any

other except the Tembris, so that Libadhia must rather be identified

with Eski Sheher, while Batransia would correspond to Sugut. Between

Kidros and Eski Sheher it is certainly difficult to place three stages,

i.e. four days' journey. The distances are seven hours to Khosrev Pasha

Khan, seven to Seidi Ghazi, and nine to Eski Sheher. Nikaia to Dory-

laion, 28 hours, is a three days' journey, so that Dorylaion to Kidros,

23 hours, can hardly take four days. Probably the road is not a

direct one. X

It is difficult to determine whether the valley of Bayat belonged to

Byzantine Phrygia or Galatia. It could hardly, during the early

Byzantine time, be included in any of the Phrygian bishoprics except

perhaps Dokimion. After the group of bishoprics subject to Amorion

was separated from Phrygia and Galatia Salutaris, the valley of Bayat

must have beeix included in this group.§ Only two possibilities remain

;

either it was now for the first time raised to the rank of a separate

bishopric under the name Pissia, or it had all along been the bishopric

* Anna uses the name Kedrea twice, and Kedros once.

t Transl. Jaubert, II., p. 305.

X One of the difficulties in using the Arab geographers lies in the extraordinary

zigzags which they give as routes. I have found them pmctioally useless.

§ Its position marks it as a place of importance in Byzantine time, and its relative

Importance would certainly increase in the later Byzantine period.
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Klaneofl. Now KUneos is put by the order of Hierocles in thii part of

Golatia, and there seeiuB no room for a bishoprio between Dokimion and

Amorion unless it includes the valley of Bayat, while the name Pissia

seems required for a bishopric south of Amorion, and it therefore seems

necessary to place Klaneos at Bayat. Moreover, Bayat seems to be tho

only place ia this country which could have been important enough to

be a bishopric, and as situated at a crossing of two great roads it ia

likely to have been the seat of a bishop.

24. Etsya was a village in the valley of Bayat, which is kno^n
only from the following inscription, copied by me in 1884, and verified

in 1886. It is before a house in Bayat.

ETZYHNOIAI
rAAAKTINOK
ATAEniTArHN
llinOAAONOZYr

S WKAPnnNEYXHN*

'Erotnifol Ai[t

roAoirrd't* !»•

crrJk /triTayj^v

ip] Kdfnrtiy cix^**'

The god to whom this dedication is made is the same who is mentioned
in the following inscription, alno of Bayat, which I copied in 1884 : f

—

Ad Mcytory Kapiro8or27 2[<o- <

•njpi 'OAwirup Fatos rc/xtVt-

.0$ OvoXqs fv^a/itcvos Ka0[i-

ipwrtv.

This second inscription belongs to the fourth century, as the very rude

lettering and the name of the dedicator shows. Zeus the Milk-god is

novel ; the adjective yaX&KTwot, milky, occurs elsewhere. The religion

in the two inscriptions is that of a pastoral and agricultural community.

At one time I thought that a letter might have been lost at the

beginning, giving the name [Il]cT(rva, which might be the Byzantine

Pissia; but when I revisited Bayat in 1886 to verify this conjecture

(which I printed in the * Athenische Mittheilungen,' 1885, p. 848, as con-

vincing), I found that it could not be sustained. No letter is lost, and

the balance of argument is against Pissia having been situated here.

25. Santabaris (Bardakohi) is very rarely referred to. The

accounts given of Theodorus Santabarenus in the life of Photius, and in

the life of S. Nicolaos, show that it was near Nakoleia, and therefore

within Byzantino Phrygia.^

A route between Amorion and Malagina, given by Edri8i,§ furnishes

a probable proof that Santabaris must be further north than Ehosrev

* HN in lines 1, 3, and 5, and NE in 5, are liSe.

t I published it in the ' Athenische Mittheilungen/ 1882, p. 134, from an incomplete

copy by Sir Charles Wilson. I now give the complete and accurate text. In the other

inscription of Bayat (Beyad), p. 126, for XKlii ?Jfiov read XJlpnov.

X Zandapa of Mysia mentioned by Theophanes belongs to Moesia on the Danube.

§ Transl. Jaubert, II., p. 305.
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Pasha Khan, aod therefore must be a. Bardakohi, where there are great

remains. Edrisi gives the route from Amorion as

—

15 miles to village of fish, and 2 to river . . . . = 17 r.

12 „ toFandj =12
^

15 „ to Calahi-ol-Ghabe (of the Forest) . . . = 15 '_

12 „ to Jew'H Fort, and 18 to Sendaberi . . . = iiO , _j

30 „ to Merdj djama el Melik Baderwana . . . = 30 ^^p,

5 „ to Gharoboli, and 3 to Churches of the King = 8 '.

25 „ to Mulawwen (Bilejik) =25
15 „ to El-Agradh, and 15 to Meladjena . . . = 30

, ^.

6 „ to King's Stable = 5

30 „ toElA'bra > ^IV V . . = 30

24 „ toElKhalidj "VU-' i . = 24

Total 220

Many of these names are uncertain, but the route appears to be one

from the Canal (el Khalidj), t.e. the Bosphorus, to Amorion by a

circuitous routo through Melagena (Meladjena), Basilika, Dorylaion, and

Santabaris. Thence it goes to Amorion by a zigzag route, perhaps

through Sivri Hisar, and across the Sangarios (river of fish). Jew's

Fort may be Tohifteler: Tohifut means a Jew, Tohifte, a pair.*

Merdj djama would then be Dorylaion, Churches of the King would

be Anna Comnena's Basilika. The passage in which Anna mentions

Brifilika and Alethina (vol. II., p. 281 ff.) has been discussed (Gt 20).

The omission of Xikaia before El A'bra is remarkable : El A'bra must

be at the ferry from Eibotos to Aigialos.

26. FoIMANENO^f is mentioned as a place on the road from Santabaris

to Amorion. Stypeiotes occupied it when detached towards Amorion, as

was described above under Eedrea. "So other reference occurs to the

place, but the text is clear. It is doubtful whether it was in Byzantine

Fhrygia or in Galatia Salutaris. The name is interesting, as con-

stituting another link between central Phrygia and Hellespont ine

Phrygia. The town of Poimanenon (now Maniyas) in Mysia is well

known.

27. Petara is proved to have been at Baghlije by an inscription,

which I have published in my * Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia,' II,,

§ Lxx. It was probably actually a village in the territory of Orkistoe,

according to an inscription found in the village, a dedication to Com-
modus by the Orkisteuoi (see No. 16).

28. AsBOSTOLi. is mentioned only in Ptolemy and in the Peutinger

Table. The latter gives it twice, on the road between Amorion and

* Fandj then ia Fessinus, and Gulahi-el-Gliabe the strong ooatlo (Kale) of Sivri

Huar. Jaubert must be wrong in taking Agradh as Aorata, which is in quite a different

direction. See Addenda.
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Peminus, and on the road Amorion to Arohelais. One, at least, of theie

positions must bo wrong, for these two roads go from Amorion in quite

di£ferent directions. The error must arise from bad drawing of the line*

representing the roads, a frequent cause of error in the Table.* Pto-

lemy's authority is in this ease valuable ; for his lists, though in many
respects bad, are generally so correct in assigning the cities to the

Boman provinces, as to show that he used an excellent authority, perhaps

an ofiBcial list of the cities of each province. Abroetola is in the province

of Asia, and it is not possible to bring it into the province of Asia

except by placing it between Amorion and Pessinus on the right side of

the Sangai'ios. The total di8t>">oe from Amorion to Pessinus is about

thirty Boman miles, and I el oxpeot to find Abroetola either on the

left bank of the fine stream that rises at Bunar Bashi, two or three miles

east of Amorion (vi miles from Amorion, and xxiv from Pessinus, as in

the Table), or on the right bank of the Sangarios (xx miles from

Amorion, xi from Pessinus). I consider the former position mora

probable.

J. Boman Boads in Galatia and Koutuern Puryqia. ;

I. The Boad from Dorylaion to Aukyra is given in the Antonine

Itinerary as :

—

Dorylaion xxx Aroelaio xx Germa xxiv f Yiuda xxxii Fapira

XXVII Anoyra.

Modem views as to the course of this road have always been distorted

by a false idea, started by Leake, as to the site of Germa. It is supposed

that Germa still retains its name as Ytirme or Yiireme, and that the

road makes a ddtour to the south in order to pass through it. But for

this misapprehension, no doubt could exist in the mind of any person

as to the natural course of this road : it must descend the Tembris

(Porsuk Su) to the Sangarios, cross the Sangarios, and then go stmight

to Ankyra, passing a little to the north of Basri. This is both the

easiest and the shortest route.

Now, there is no evidence to place Germa at Yiirme, for the re-

semblance of the names is purely accidental. Yiirme is a Turkish

village name, which I have several times found elsewhere, and there

* To avoid an argument which is likely to be advanced against me, I may say that at

first I tried to reconcile the two positions by supposing that a road went from Amorion to

Archelois along the east coast of lake Tatta, and that at the point where this rood passed

nearest to Pessinus it was joined by a road from Pessinus, and tliat Abrostola was the

).oint of junction. Were tliis road a real one, it would partly reconcile the positions given

to Abrostola on the Table. But I had to give up this view when I visited the country

east and south of Amorion. In the first place the rood from Amorion to Arohelais is aa
important route both now and in ancient time, it posses along the western skirts of the

Salt Desert ; and in the second place Ptolemy is decisive, for he places Abrostola in

Fhrygia and in the Roman Province As'

~

t The reading XXXII. also occuri 'jt XXIV. in the Itinerary, pp. 201. 202.
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la no reoflon to think that the modem word ia a auTTival of the old

name Germa.

The remains at Yiiime are not thoae of a Soman Colonia, as Gtorma

^raa, but of a Ohiiatian city of the early Byzantine type.* On the

other hand, the Latin inaoriptions found at Masat Eeni on the lower

Tembria leave no doabt that Qerma waa situated in that neighbourhood

('0. I. L.,' UI., 284-6): they give the Latin name of Colonia Julia

Augusta Felix, known also from coins. Mareover, other epigraphic

evidence aa to the course of the road has been discovered at various

points, and probably only the fact that the modem loads follow dif-

ferent routes has prevented the discovery of much further evidence.

We already have :

—

(1) An inscription which I found at Basri, and which will be

published ' 0. L L.,' HI., Supplement, No. 6770. It is a dedication to

Julius Mazimns Osasar, A.i>. 235-8, by the soldiers of a Boman cohort,

probably a detachment stationed at Basri. A military station must be

on a Boman road : and several other inscriptions show that Basii is

near an ancient site, which must clearly be Vinda.

(2) An inscription found on an ancient bridge, about three hours west

of Balyk Eoyunji, and published by me, " Inscr. de la Gkilatie," in ' Bull,

de Oorresp. HellSnique,' 1883, p. 22!.
' It records the building ofthe bridge

by a bishop Paul, probably him that was bishop of Ankyra in a.d. 570.

(3) A milestone of Aurelian, copied by Domaszewski five hours

west of Angora on the road to Sivri Hissar (' C. I. L.,' III., Suppleiii.»

No. 6902;.

(4) A milestone fuur hours west of Angora (* C. I. L.,' III., 817).

(5) A milestone one hour west of Angora (* 0. 1. L.,' III., 316).

The situation of Fapira is still unknown : it is to be looked for in

the country near Balyk Eoyunji.

The distance from the point where I suppose Gtorma to be (near

Hasnt Eeui, but perhaps lower down the river) to Dorylaion is more

than fifty miles. But the road must pass through Midaion (see below),

and there can therefore be no doubt that one station is omitted,

and that the road must be restored on the authority of the Feutinger

Table i

Dorylaion zvm Midaion xzx Akkilaion xx Germa xxiv Tinda

(Yindia) xxxn Fapira xzvu Ankyra.

The distance from Germa to Ankyra is here too great. There must

be some error in the numbers, but it is uncertain where the correction

should be made. If one of the numbers be diminished by x. the

xeault would be nearly correct, for the sum of distances station to

* Among the raiiia ia the best pieierTed facade of an early ohmroh that I have aeen

in Aaia Minor. None of the inacriptiona are Latin, and many are of the Bysantine

period.
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station is of oonne greater than the direct measurement g^ven on the

milestones from Germa to Ankyra, which was apparently ahont uciii.

IJ. The road from Pessinus to Ankyra is given in the Antonine

Itinerary as :

—

Pessinus xvi Germa sxuii Yinda, &o. as before.

The previous exposition shows what must have been the course of

this road: it went north from Pessinus (Bala Hissar) to Germa on the

lower course of the Tembris. A milestone has been preserved firom

the road Pessinus-Germa. It was copied at Miilk by Hamilton ; and

I have in vain, in 1883, searched through the village for it. As the

road has now been determined, the position of this stone, is quite

natural, but according to the old view as to the site Cf Germa, its

position is quite inexplicable. It is LXXI. miles from Ankyra, giving

the distance Ankyra-Germa about LXI. to LXV., which is about the

actual distance from a point near the mouth of the Tembris to

Ankyra.

III. The road from Dorylaion to Pessinus is given in the Peutinger

Table

Dorylaion xxvni Midaion xxviui Tricomia xxi Pessinus.

Coins of Midaion show that it was situated on the river Tembris

(Porsuk Su). The remains at Earadja Eyuk on the south bank of the

river, about eighteen miles from Dorylaion, must be those of Midaion,*

and the number in the Table must be diminished by x. Tricomia is

apparently to be identified with Eaimaz, which was the chief centre of

the tribe Troknades (* C. I. L.,' III. Supplem., No. 6997) ; and the Greek

name Trikdmia was probably applied to it as a union of three villages.t

The distances from Eaimaz to Bala Hissar and to Earadja Eyuk are

correctly given in the Table.

A mere cross-road from Midaion to Pessinus would be too unim-

portant to find a place in the Table. There can be no doubt that this

is only a part of a great through route, which is rightly given in the

Table as leading to Arohelais Colonia. The rest of the stations have

been discussed under Lykaonia. The roads in the Peutinger Table

were originally drawn by one who thought of all roads as radiating

from Constantinople, and in this case he had in his mind a road leading

fix>m Constantinople by Dorylaion, Pessinus and Archelais to the

Cilidan Gates. Similarly he had in his mind another road by Dorylaion,

Amorion, Laodioea Combusta, to Ikonion and the south coast; but in

both cases the line is broken in the copy that remains to us as the

Peutinger Table.

* < Cities and BiBhoprics of Phiygia,' in ' Journal of Hellenic Studies,' 1887, § Izxx.,

where I have omitted to state tliat the distance xtui. is a oorrection.

t ' Cit. and Bish..' § xcv.
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IV. The road firom the Boephortw to Ankyra is given in onr

•Qthoritiee as follows :

—

FaoUngcr Table. Antonlne Itinerary. JeruMlem Ittnererr.

Oouttantinopolia
OkloedonU .. ..

Bynntlo OonttantinopoU
ColcedoniamCalomloniaiin .. ,', ..

)
mutatio Naaaete tii.

1

Pantloioxv manaio Pandicia vii.

mntatlo Pontamua xiii.

UTiaMXxXTn LibiamxxiiH maniio Libinn viiii.

mutatto Bruncn xii.

Nioomedift Xxni .. NicomedU XXII .. .. oivitai Nioomediu xiii.

mutatio Hyriboluiii x.

nian«io Liouin xi.Eribnlo Liboxxi .. .. .. ..

1
mutatio Liada xii.

Mioeax^cxnx. .. Nidftxxm i .. .. . oiTitM Nioia viiL

mutatio Bohino viu.

MoMlo-Ortefa itXTI.. .. mamio Mido tii.

mutatio Ohogen vi.

mututio Tluteso x.

TateabioxL .. .. TotUio xxviii

1

mutatio Tuta'o vim,
mutatio Prutunioa xi.

1
mutntio Artemis xii.

Vablia xxnt .. .. Dabliaxxviu

1. .

mausio Dnbln vi.

maniio Ceratm vi.

Cenon Gallioanon xviii mutatio Finia x.

DadaitanaxL Dabnstanaxxi .. .. mansio Dudastana vi.

1

mutatio Trans monte vi.

mutatio Milia xi.

[laiopoU zxix
V«lMtohln .. ..

Fines OUioiez

luliopolim xxTi .. .. dvitaa luliopolis Tin.

mutatio Hyoronpotamum xni.

LagMiia xzTin Laganeoa xxiT .. .. maniio Agannia XI.

mutatio Ipetobiogen Ti.

Miiagoxxxvin Miniioxxni

Hanegoido xxvm .. ..

maniio MniEoa x.

mutatio Prasraon xii.

mutatio Cenaxem palidem xm.
[Ancyra] xxvm Ancyraxxiin ciTitai Anoliira Galatia .... ,

As I have never traversed any part of the road, I oannot speak about

it in detail. As far as Nikomedeia it follows the direct road to the

East through Pandik. From Nikomedeia, instead of going straight

on along the lake Sabandja to Geive, the road makes a d6tour to

Nicsea. The reason probably is that it was common to take ship

to the ooast opposite Nikaia, land at Frainetos, and take the land-

route through Nikaia. Probably the two roads vid Nikomedia and

vid Nikaia would meet at Geive, which 'may be supposed to be close to

Tottaion.

ToTTAiON is an important name. It appears in Ptolemy as Ua-

Tooviov, obviously a fault for Taraovtof. Uierooles has 'Pcycraratoi', and

Tottaion, Tataion, Tateabion occur indiscriminately in the ecclesiastical

lists. The name therefore contains the sound of digamma, which is

commonly omitted in Greek writing, but is sometimes given as ov or
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B ifl formed from a common penonal name Tataa or

Doiylaion from Dorylaa.

Kotyaion „ Kotys.

Kadoi (for Kadooi) „ Kadyg.

Otroia (Otrya) „ Otrens.

OtrooB M Otreiis.

Anaia „ Anei.

Attaia „ Attefl.

Akkilaion „ Akyka.
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Dablis is probably to be sought near Terekli aa indicated in

Eiepert's old map.

Dadastana waa the border town of Bithyniaand Galatia, in the

latter province. The emperor Jovian died there in 364 A.D., when
marching towards Constantinople along this road.f The Itineraries

agree about the boundaries between the provinces, but Ptolemy places

Jnliopolis, Laganeia, and Dadastana, as well as Dableis and Tatavion,

in Bithynia. Apparently, therefore, the boundary of Qalatia was
altered when the new arrangement of the provinces, attributed to

Diodetian, came into existence. Ptolemy's apportionment of the cities

among the Boman provinces is in general far more oorreot X than the

positions which he assigns to the cities.

The discrepancy between the authorities in regard to the section

Dableis-Dadastana is probably to be explained by the omission of a
station in the Jerusalem Itinerary between Fines and Dadastana.

JuLiOPOLis was certainly situated by the river S a little west of Nalli

Khan : it is described at greater length below. Twelve miles east of

Juliopolis the roiad crossed the river Siberis (Hierus in Pliny,||

Ryoronpotamum in the Jerusalem Itinerary). The village of Sykea or

Sykeon was situated at the crossing of the river, and Justinian built a

bridge over the stream (Procop. * Aedif.,' V., 4). Theodorus Sykeota was
bom there in the sixth century, son of a woman of loose character,

who made a profit from the travellers along the road (Act. Sanct.,

April 22, p. 32). Anastasiopolis was situated twelve miles east of

Sykea, and must therefore be a Byzantine name of Lagania, which

* So SuuMM or AnaTa hM the ethnte Sanabeniia in lome eoelesiaatioal Itota.

t AmmUn., XXY., 10, 12; XXVI., 8, 4. Zosimui, III., 84, p. 178, mjt r9* Bi«vWa*

ip Aal««T<bwit, retaining ttie old Boman division of Bitliynia and Qalatia.

X Iiolated ezoeptions ooonr : Hiigalassos lio puts in Lyoia, bat Ljoia and Pampbylla

were one province. Strstegia Antioclitane hejgivee in Oappadocia, ndsled by an

authority of older date.

S Ita ancient name is Scopas or Soopins.

n 'Upis is a Greek form, adapted Arom the native name to {^ve a word with a

meaning. The omission of an initial v and of a diganuna are natural in Oreek.
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oooupiM the Mine position in the Itineraries.* The Peutinger Table
falsely inserts two stations between Juliopolis and Lagania.

Half-way between the river Siberia and Bei Basar the site of

Lagania-Anastasiopolis most be looked for. The little mutatio oalled

Petobroge, which bears a Gallio name like Eooobriga, AUobroges or

Allobriges, Ac., has now become the chief town of the district, Bey
Baser, unless better maps prove Lagania to be there.

Ifnisos was apparently situated near where the road crosses the

Emir Tchai. Manegordos, which is a more probable form than Malo-

gardis, was in all probability situated near Girindos about midway
between Mnixos and Ankyra : inscriptions have been found there. It

is omitted in the Jerusalem Itinerary, where it should probably be
inserted after Prasmon. Lake Cenaxis should be easily found (see E 1).

The distances in this part of the road seem too great. Girindos is at

meet 20 miles from Ankyra. Mizago in the Peutinger Table is the

result of mixing up Muiso and Manego[rdo]; compare Gomitanasso

mixed of Coropasso and Pamasso.

This road of course became far more important after Constantinople

became the capital of the eastern empire, and it is still a great trade-

route. But even before 330 its existence can be traced. As soon as

Nicomedia was made by. Diocletian into one of the four capitals of

the Roman world and the seat of one of the four rulers, the road

must immediately rise into groat importance. It is described in the

Antonine Itinerary, which belongs to the period 300-330 A.D.f But its

chief interest lies in its being the natural land-route for pUgrims from

Europe to the Holy Land. The cheapest way for western pilgrims to

reach Jerusalem on foot was by way of Constantinople, then along a
road of the Roman system to Nicomedia (or occasionally by ship to

Niceea), and thence through Ankyra (Angora) and Tarsos. This road

is in some respects the most interesting of all the later roads of Asia

Minor: it was carefully kept up, and the stations and halting-places

continued to be the same as they were in the time of Constantine. In

the sixth century after Christ the publica regii cursus via is referred to

(Act. S. Theodori Sykeotae).

K. Cities and Bisbopbics of Galatia Piima.

It would perhaps have been a better arrangement to discuss these

cities along with those of Pontus, but there is also a certain convenience

in keeping the two Galatian provinces together. The basis of a topogra-

phical discussion must as usual be sought in the Byzantine lists.

* Wetsellng hM obserred this correctly.

t Compare prm/atio to Parthey and Pindar's edition. It ia written bom the point

of view of a person who thinks Nicomedia the oapitd. Dr. 0. Miller (• Die Weltkarte

van CsstoTias,' p. 119) givps the date os 800, which seems to me too early.
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OALATIA PRIMA.

A48

UteroelMCSaitiidCono.
, OlMlOMl. Ml. NoUito I., VII., VIU., IX. I(otlltoUI.,X.,XIIJ.

1. 'Ayyyp* * itvrpiwQKH. 1. 'Ayitiifmt. 1. 'AyHipn,

9. TmfiUu 2. 'Arr»Btmi,r»ttimt. 2. Ta/Bf<«t.

a. 'Avwiim. 4. 'Anr^i^t. T« A^irvifyf*

4. Mnm. 7. Kimit. Ktmit. 7. K(wi|t.

8. 'AKMTMtwnntXtwt. 8. 'AMwrariovrJAawf.

6. r*y4tutiiC»i. 6. M(CC«v. Mpl(»y. 6. MtlCty.

7. 'HJiutnKu. 8. 'HMamr^Awt. 8. 'IAMMrtfA«w> 4fr« B«viX«Iav.

9. Ka\ovijJi>ris. KaXoifttniit.

1. Anktba. The lituation of Ankyra has never been a matter of

doabt : it ii still called Engnri. A nunnery named Petria at Ankyra is

mentioned in Acta 8. Theodori, April 22, p. 88. Saint Plato was
ezeonted «'n Oampo Amoeno outside the walk of Ankyra, nnder Mazimian,

praeaide Agrippino (Act. Sanot., July 22, p. 284). The lake mentioned

in the paasio S. Theodoti, cap. 2, near the dty, may be the Cenaxis palus

of the Jerusalem Itinerary (Act. Sanot., May 18).

2. Taouion, Tavium. llie vexed question as to the site of Taviumi

bas been set at rest by the discoveries of Prof. J. R. S. Sterrett. The
eitnation at Xefez Keui, proposed by Texier, was long accepted : but

Prof. G. Hirsohfeld in 1883 published an elaborate memoir in the 'Sitz-

tingsberichte ' of the Berlin Academy, in which he attempted to prove that

Tavium was situated at Iskelib on the west side of the Halys. Prof.

Kiepert replied f to this memoir, but tried to place Tavium in the

THlley of Alaja, about 20 miles north-east of I^efez Keui. Their

reasoning did not alter my opinion, and I asked Prof. Sterrett to bunt

Tory carefblly through the country about Kefez Keui for evidence. His

search produced the evidence of a milestone that Nefez Keui was the

site of a caput etas, and no other city in this part of the country but

Tavium could have been a caput vitB.

3. AspONA was situated on the road from Ankyra to Pamassos. Its

precise situation cannot be determined without more careful examina-

tion of the country. The description of this road which has been given

'(p. 265) shows where it must be looked for. Its territory must have

included all the southern part of Gktlatia ei$ Halym, touching the

territory of Ankyra on the north, Cappadocia, lake Tatta, and Lykaonia

on the south, and perhaps Myrika on the west.

* The spelling and aoeentnation are clearly true to the local pronunciation, as is

shown by the modem form Enguri.

t ' Ctogenbemerkungen su Piof. Hirsohfeld ' in the ' Sitzungsbcrichte ' for Jan. 1884.
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4. Mnizos wm about 60 milei firom Ankyra, and is to be looked for

abotit 26 milee west of Girindoa (Manegordoe).

6. Laoania (Begenagalia, it. regio Lagania, in Hierooles) was re-

named Anaetasiopolia, evidently under the Emperor Anaataaini (ld.

491-518). Obnrohea ofSaint George and of the Archangel are mentioned

in it (Aota 8. TheodOri, April 22, p. 46).

6. Stkeon was a village on the Sibnis, 12 miles west from Lagania»

and the imperial highway (pnblioa regii oiirsns via) passed through it.

There was in it a ohuroh of Saint Oemellns.

7. JuuoFOUS was thename given to the older T6p8m) Kmiuj. It again

changed its name in the later ByEantine period to Basilaion or Basileon.

In Not. X., Xin. it ooonn as 'louXtoiroXic ^<m Boa^ctoi', as a bishopric

snbjeot to Ankyra. In Not. II., X., XI., XII. (which belong to the lato

Byeantine period), Bmvikauoy or Bao-tXcov appears, not as snbjeot to the

metropolis Ankjnw, bat as an independent (a^roic^^aXoc) bishoprio.

Not. X. therefore ocmtaina two separate bishoprics named Basileont and

Parthey on this ground distinguishes them (see his index, $. v.). But a

passage firom a Novella of the Emperor Alexius Comnenus (am. 6595,

.D. 1086) * shows that this is incorrect. The bishops of Heradeia and

Ankyra appealed to the XIL Cmjon of Chaloedon, which provided that

the metropolitan bishop of a province should retain his rights over any

bishoprio in his diocese which migbt be raised in dignity {rtftrfitirff

ixfcXijo-if), in order to prevent tlfo province from being dismembered {rh

liiil Karari^m&M ripf ^tlifv twapxiay *h Svo). Alexius decided that tho

emperor migbt do as he diose in the way of raising bishops to a higher

nuD^, and that when he did so they ceased to be in any way subject to

their former metropolitan, and were referred straight to the patriarchal

obnrph at Constantinople. It appears therefore that there is only on&

ohuroh Basileion, and that even after it became autokephalos and

independent, the Notiti» remained uncorrected and enumerated it

among the bishoprics subject to An^rra, as well as in its proper plaoo'

pf dignity.

Basileion is evidently named in honour of one of the emperors BasiL

Now Notitia II. appears to contain the list of metropolitans and

anUokej^loi in the order of precedence fixed by Leo the Wise (886-912) ;

it follows that Juliopolis had changed its name not later than his reign,

and therefore that it was called after Basil I. (867-86). But a»

Notitia I., which is dated in 883, does not contain Basileion, that namo
might appear to have been introduced either in the last year of Basil I.,

* Lib. 11. Nor. It. in LeonoIaT., ' Jus OraBco-Bomanum,' p. 180 : tioKaitfii^w &s r^s

fi,tirpow6K*t»t Tov Haai^atov koI r^t fitirponontus Mttfirtty xvp*''0''<f>ii' • • • • iuwitmttrav ol

latrpontoXtrtUf i 'HptutXtlas Kol i 'Ayitipat, Kal clircii' fiii 6^tlK*u> r&t rotairctt inKKiitrlaSy

litw iriiilfiiiow rf r^t /ui|rp(wtfA*«f UtiiMri, wapit toD iiipovs r^t /tfy«Ui|f iiaeX-nalas

'Ayiiipta.
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or more probably under Leo (886-012), being giren in memory of
his father. Bat the name Basileion oooun at Cone. 869, and tlds i»

an osampld of the freqnent omiasion to correct NotitiiB np to date.

It is evident that some changes were introdnoed in the city simnl-

taneously with the change of name, and that its importance was raised.

In the later historians Basileion is not nnfreqnentiy mentioned. The
reason why Jaliopolis became so much Inore important in this later

time is probably to be fonnd in the fact that the great military read,,

which will be described below, was not maintained so careAilly, and tho
direct road from Constantinople to Ankyra wottld in that case become'

more important, and with it Jnliopolis, as a half>way station, must rise

in consequence.

The original name of Jnliopolis recnrs in a iai? doonment of the

Eastern Church, where a monastery Iv rf x"^ ""h T^opl^ao Kw/ti}c is said

to be under the control of rod Mip-pom^iTov rov ^yCrCij.

8. Pbtobrioa was a -village on the road 12 miles east from Lagania.

It is mentioned as Petos or Peton in the Acta S. Theodori, April 1^2, p. ^6.

9. EiNNA. After all the other bishoprics of Oalatia are placed there

remains a great district west of Ankyra, in the north-western {Art of

the rich com-^wing district now called Haimane. The order of
Hierooles seems to show that Einna is to be placed there, but the exact

situation can be determined only by further exploration.

Einna is to be sought in the country between Mnizos, Myrika,.

Ankyra, and Oorbeous (Beinam). A passage in the * Acta S. Theodori,*'

April 22, pp. 45-6, agrees with such a situation, but is too -vague to afford

any accurate evidence. Theodore, returning from a pilgrimage tO'

Jerusalem, after entering the borders of Galatia, stopped at a monastery

called Druina (apud Dminomm monasterium). Here it was soon found

out who the visitor was, and he healed various sick people. He th'u

went to bless a neighbouring monastery of S. Stephen. Then Amiantus,

bishop of Einna, heard of his presence, and induced him to visit Einna..

He returned from Einna to Dmina, and thence proceeded on his road to-

Anastasiopolis. The question is by what road Theodora would traveL

None of the names mentioned make this certain. In the fourth or fifth

century the probability would have been all in favour of the usual

pilgrims' route by Ankyra and Pamassos. But this road had in hia

time (600 a.d.) ceased to be an important one, and the road by Ankyra
and Mokissos (Eir Sheher) had supplanted it. But the difference is not

important in this case. The roads coincide between Sykea and Gorbeous-

(Beinam), and the probability is that Druina lies north of Gorbeous,

between it and Anastasiopolis.

10. A great number of places, generally near Sykeon and Anastasio-

polis, ara mentioned in the Acta S. llieodori. Such ara Dugaria (p. 45),

Euchraes (p. 46) or Eucraa (p. 56), Beace (p. 44), Tzidrama (p. 35)

;

Euarzia, 8 miles from Sykeon, is perhaps the same as Euchraes (p. 44),.
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Bona or BniuM and Hynk (p. 65). Fidram wm a town in the territoiy

of Juliopolit (called by a common Byzantine error Heliopolie), near

whioh waa a place Ambrena with an oratorium Arehtmgeli (p. 49).*

Bnaaa waa in the territory of Qratianopolia in the regio Gordiana,

ontaide the bounda of Galatia (p. 42).t Trapexna waa 10 milea from

Sykeon (p. 86). Area, 8 milea from Sykeon, waa a pagan holy place,

protected by Diana. Alectoria (pp. 62 and 67) waa dearly near Sykeon.

Arannia waa a town five milea diatant from Sykeon on the road to

eivitoB SdKUkit which ia a translation of inSXtc Xtfiwrnj, and may mean

either Ankyra or Conatantinople. An arohipreabyteroa Andreaa lived

at Araunia. Scndra waa beaide the Sangarioa not far from Sykeon

(p. 60). Xeroniaoa waa a ralley near Sykeon (p. 48). Oppidum Sandi

ia within a day'a journey of Sykeon (p. 64), and oppidnm Permetaniee

ia a little fiirther away but in Galatia (p. 66). Permetania aeema to be

the aame aa Permetaia (p. 48). .Santium aeema to be near Permetania

(p. 67). The hill Brianea (p. 43) with a monaatery of S. Theodoma

(p. 64) waa eight milea from Sykeon. Konchaa, a amiCl town, and

Eniatratoa, a village, were alao near Sykeon (p. 88). Ma/Amea or

liasania, on the upper Siberia tub eUmate Mnouenite, poaaeeaing a church

of S. Euenicna (p. 40), waa evidently in the territory of Mninw. The
Siberia muat drain a large are4,' since one of ita branchea rises in the

territory ofMnizoa. Placea to whose situation no clue is given are Potamia

Galenirum (p. 43), Apocomensis vioua (p. 43), Mons Draconis (p. 43).

The Pinlia ia a river of Bithynia, west of the Artanea. Oppidum
JEantium and oppidum Silindioonense^ (p. 57) are perhaps in Ghtlatia:

Oolonosaua reg^one Lycaoniw (p. 43). In Caria ftuvius Ccpa$ ia probably

a falae reading (p. 44) : the river Scopas or Scopius flowed past

Juliopolis into the Sangarioe. lopolia (p. 35), 16 miles from Sykeon, is

clearly a mistake for Juliopolis.

The 'Acta' of Theodore Sykeota are very important, as giving a picture

of the state of north-western Ghtlatia in the end of the aixth oentury.§

Unfortunately only a Latin translation ia published in * Acta Sanctorum,'

and the names and perhaps also the sense have been sometimes very

badly represented; but we may believe safely that all topographical

details are faithful. All the places which we know from other sources

are mentioned with correct descriptions, though sometimes under

distorted names—Mnizos, Petobriga (called Peton), Anastasiopolis,

Juliopolis, and the rivers Siberis and Scopas. The numerous topo-

* Pidnun mut be in the Baooellariote Theme^ and ia to be diatingnLdied from
Fidia, an unknown place in the Anatolic Theme, roC ['Ai'ttraAucoS] M/mto* iwl rm r6it^

nttpf wpo9o¥0iJM(Qfi4p^ Oenee., p. 8; mi/Miv Xllipw KaropoiAa(on4m¥ iwh rh M/m rf\ov<rw
T«*r 'AiwoAmAi' (Theophan. Gontin., p. 6).

t OmtiaoopoliB ia a temporary name of some town, perhaps Akkilaion : aee H 0.

X Silindioonenae mnat surely be a mis-translation of SiAwSoiui^i) ; compare Kokko/Bo-

Kifni, &C. It is unfortunate that the Greek original is not accessible. With Silindos

compare Lydian Silandos. Apocomensis vicns must also contain the element -mi/iii.

$ Theodore died a.d. 613. See Addenda.
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graphiotl deUila whioh we oftnnot oontrol by independent testimony

may be aooepted with oonfidenoe for the oonntry within • modente
diitanoe; but, in regard to remoter citiee, the author's geographical

knowledge ii defeotive. For example, he has no idea of the distance

firom Amorion to Sozopolis (p. 68), but he knows that the road from

Sosopolis to Sykeon passes through Amorion, G^rma, and over the

bridge Tantaendia.

One other probable reference to Einna is to be found in the ' Acta

8. Theodoii ' (p. 44). Theodore was made bishop of Anastasiopolis in

succession to Timotheos, and by order of the bishop of Ankyra he was
consecrated by the bishop of Kinara. The word Oinara in the Latin

version is certainly incorrect, and, as the bishop in question was under

the jurisdiction of Ankyra, he must be of Einna.* This certainly

suggests that Einna was not distant from Anastasiopolis, or was even an

adjoining bishopria The previous indications, combined with this,

place Einna about Balyk Eoyunji, or even nearer the Sangarios, and

assign to it the territory whioh is bounded by Myrika, Qerma,

Anastasiopolis^ Mnizos, Ankyra, Aspona.

Eaoosia, the bishop of whioh was brought to Theodore (p. 53) on a
litter to be cured of his sickness, belongs not to Galatia, but to Bithynia.

We find the entry ToAXov t^ot KoSoo-ms, or ^oalat in the earliest NotitisB,

and at the Council held 680 a.d., Qeorge bishop of GkJos or of Eadosia

was present. In the later Notitisa, I., III., X., XIII., the entry is always

VdKXov ^ot A<^v (see p. 182).

11. YxBiNOPOLis rose to importance in the Byzantine period. It is

not mentioned by Hierooles, and yet it was evidently refounded and
renamed before his time during the lifetime of the empress Yerina.

The late Notitiao mention it along with Stavros, showing that these

were two neighbouring towns included in one bishopric. These were
two fortresses, which became important stations in the Byzantine

military system, but had apparently not been raised to the rank of a
bishopricwhen Hierodes made his list, about 530 a.d. In all probability

they became a bishopric in the re-organisation of the Byzantine empire

by Justinian within a few years after Hierooles wrote. The history of

the Byzantine changes in the comparative importance of Anatolian

towns Ax>m the time of Justinian onwards turns on military oonddera-

tions. The forts (roironjpiTo-uu), situated on military roads, often in

different situations from the Boman cities, grew into bishoprics and
finally often into the capitals of provinces. Any place which became a

* Oompaie Hieroolea't Lyiinara in Famphylia. Both iiames have been formed
in the Mune way. The expiession i K^vimp, or Kwivimy, iwlvitowos, written with
the common mis-Bpelling Ku^atv, Awuftdmw, has been miaread Kipdpmi^, Kuattiipmv,

and interpreted .** Bishop of Cinara, Lyrinaia." The expreadon really means, in

aooordance with the aUnost unlTersal formula, "Bishop of the people of Oina,

Lysinia." ...-.^, , .• r. •- . - ^ir"',-

VOL. IV. 8
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blahoprio after HitroolM ii prMumably » fortreM of the ByiMitine ijpe»

itiwtad on • high, pndpitona hill.

The greet importance of Enagina aa a meeting-place of roada be<

cornea apparent in onr examination of the Boman roade leading eaat

from AiUcyra. Though I hare not riiited ita site at Oflne, I have

heard in the country great reporta of mine near it. How, then, ahall

we accovnt for ita apparent omiauon in the Bycantine liata? We mnat
belieye that, if any town in Eaatem Qalatia grew into a biahopric in

Bysantine time, that town waa probably aitnated at GOne. In ihort,

everything pointa to the conolnaion that Yerinopolia waa the name
given to Enagina when it began to riae, in the growing development of

thia diatrict, to be a place of importance (aee p. 261).

12. Stavbos ia apparently of equally late development. NoUtiaB III.,

Z., XIII., which alone mention it, are the lateat claaa of liita, and the

only other reftirence which I have found to the place dates about a.d.

890. I therefore underatand that Stavroa waa on the military road of

Jnatinian (whoae courae ia diacuBsed in aeot. G), and that it became

important only after the formation of that road. Being united with

Yerinopolia in a aingle biahopric, Stavroa muat have been not far

distant firom it, and ia to be looked for a few honra to the aouth.*

18. Mtbioksphaix)! ia apparently another of the fortreaaea ofJnatinian

on the great military road. The name occnra alao in Fhiygia, denoting

a fortreaa eaat of Soublaion on a military road, which also waa organiaed

by JuBtinian.t Myriokephaloi was west of Stavroa. Yerinopolia,

Stavroa, and Mjrriokephaloi were three fortreaaea, which together

formed the Tourma Saniana. They belonged to the Buccellariote

Theme, but were, about 890, transferred to the Kharsian Theme. They
may be safely taken to include the whole southern part of the province

Galatia on the east aide of the Halys. The important passage of

Oonstantine Porphyrogenitus (* de Admin. Imp.,' 225), which mentions

the modifications of 890, wiU be more fully considered below.

14. Ealocmnk is named aa a bishopric in the latest class of Notitias.

It is perhaps the same place that ia mentioned under the name Kaddmna
as a biahopric of Kuygia Salutaria in Not. I : Eademna and Alopez are

certainly quite erroneoualy appended at the end of the list. Nothing is

known about it. Was it Eotch Hissar? (see Addenda).

15. Before concluding the discussion of Galatia Prima it is necessary

to attempt to define the limits at diffierent times of the Kharsian Theme.

Oonstantine Porphyrogenitus says the name was derived from some

general named Kharsios, who flourished when the Theme was formed in

tiie time of Justinian or some other emperor: this derivation is

* We find "P«Miiiiu or Jnitinianopolia" u a tingle bishoprio: the diatanoe

between BalaHiMr and Sivri Hiaar ia four boun (about 12 milea). Stavros ia alao called

Timioi Btayros, and waa a name of the place called alao Siriohaa or Siraobaa, O 89, 43.

t See 'American Journal of ArohaBology,' 1888, p. 282.
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IB

Doe

lied

43.

oVrionily a men gatM of Oonstontine'i. It hM been itAtod abore that

the name ia probably derired fVom the town of Ghini or Kariaia, at the

important road centre of Ali^a.* Originally thia place, called r&

XofKriaviv itiffrpw, waa one of the bandu or topotereaiai of the Tail

Armeniao Theme. Then the Theme waa diyided into three parte, and
the name Khara^an waa giren te the central one. The bonndariea of

thia Theme vary conaiderably. In the time of Michael (843-867 a.d.),

there waa only a Kleiaouraroh of Kharaiana, ao that aa yet it hardly

ranked aa co-ordinate with the great Themea.t

In A.D. 780 Moalemah invaded Oappadoda and captured theKhanian
fortreaa. | The paaaage ahowa that the fort waa in Cappadooia rather

than in Pontna.

In 882 Theophilna defeated the Saiacena at Kharaianon. |

In A.D. 860 a battle took place at Ponon in the diatrict Abyaiannm on
the bordera of the Armeniao and Paphlagonian Themea, about 600 milee

from AmiatiB, and some of the defeated Araba eacaped acroaa the Halya,

but were aoon afterwarda captured in the Khamian Theme (Oenea., p. 99).

The Strategoi of the Kharaian Theme and of the Armeniao troopa

are mentioned under Baail I., and Agrane and Siboron are aaid to be in

the Kharaian Theme, while it ia implied that at Siboron there wa»
ready acoeaa to the Armeniao Theme.

||

When Joannea Kurkuaa began hia career (under Leo VI.) the

bounda of the empire on the eaat were the Kharaian Oaatle, the town of

Hypaela, and the Halya : he carried ita bounda to the Euphratea and
the Tigria (Theophan. Oontin., p. 427). Here the distinction ia made
between the fortreaa Hypaela and the central Kharaian fortress, and
the line indicated agreea admirably with the lower Halya, Ali^a, and
the lofty rook Mushalem Kale.

In A.D. 887 the town Hypaela in the Kharaian Theme waa captured

by the Saracen8.T

Inthe year 906 LeoYLexiledEuatathiuaArgyroa to hia house inKhar*

aiana. On hia way thither he waa poisoned at Ara, and buried at Spynin

(etc rh Xwvviy roC *Apa r^ Kopv^). Hia Bona exhumed hia body and car*

ried it to the family monastery of S. Elisabeth in the Kharaian Theme.**

* 4 ^ipra roD Xapclou at Ckmitantinople (t. Theophanes paasim) ints opposito

Blaoheina, and perhaps henoe geU iti name (m if Kapvtov).

t I find mentioned in MiohMl'i reign the Armeniao, Bnooellariote^ Kploneiaa

FAphlagonian, Thrakesian, Anatolic, Opeikian, and Oappadooio Tfaemea, and the

Kleiaonraiohai of Beleokeia and Kharaiana.

t rh Xapvua>hw ttdarpov (Theoph., p. 409; Cedren., i. p. 800>.

§ xark rh Xap<riai^r (Cedren., ii. 128 ; Oontin^ P- 114).

II
r6y r« toS Xa^iwoS Kol rhi^ rmp 'ApiMPUUtiw [vrpttrny^y] (Oedzen., IL 210

Oenea., 122).

Y 4 mnrA rh Xapvwfhp tuutttiiitni w6\tt 4 't^niXi^ (Oedren., iL 250, cp. Theophan

Contin., 854). The Bonn text of Oedrenna ptiaia t^Kti aa an epithet (Finlay, by a
miaprint, baa Hyaela for Hypaela.)

•» Tbeopbaa. Contin., 374 Cedren., ii. 269. .. i /

S 2
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Another referenoe may be quoted to this older furm of the Eharrian

Theme. *' S. Eudokimos—genus quidem duzit e Cappadocibus—eleotus

ut prseesset parti ezercitus Cappadooum et moraretur circa id quod

vocatur Oharsianum." *

16. About 890 occurred a reorganisation of the eastern Themes, and

five topoteresiai which constituted Oalatia tratu Halym were transferred

from the Buccellariote and Armeniac Themes to the Kharsian Theme.

At the same time the southern parts of the Cappadocio Theme, viz.,

the Tourma Eases (which probably includes Tyana and the plain of

Venasa) and thetopoteresia of Caasareia and Nyssa, were also transferred

tc the Kharsian Theme. The Cappadooic Theme now included the

country from the mountains near Sivri Hissar (Dindymos) to the Halys,

and the Kharsian Theme all the country from the Halys to Osesareia on

the east and Loulon on the south,f

For topographical purposes it is important to observe that thn

topoteresiai of Tavium and Komodromos, whiuh had belonged to the

Armeniac Theme, and which included the northern parti of Oalatia

trans Halym, were added to the Tourma Eharsiana, while the three

topoteresiai which had belonged to the Buccellariote Theme, and

which included the southern parts of Oalatia tratu Halym, constituted

the Tourma Saniana. The Tourma Kharsiaua, therefore, was the

north-western part of the Kharsian Theme, and this confirms the view

already stated that Garsi or Karissa, situated at Alaja, was the original

centre from which the name Eharsia spread over the entire Theme.

Originally it was only a part of the Armeniac Theme ; then this great

Theme was divided into three, Cappadocio, Kharsian, and Armeniac,

and finally the reorganisation which I have just described was
made.

An objection may be urged that Alaja, where I have placed Kharsia,

falls more naturally into the Buccellariote than the Kharsian Theme.

But originally the line of division was inade between the Armeniao and

the Buccellariote, and in that case the line of separation between Gone
and Alaja is not so earprising. Moreover, the arrangement of 890,

which united Kharsia with Tavium and Komodromos, clearly requires a

close geographical connection between them.

Another Tourma of the Kharsian Theme was named Kymbalaios.

It was perhaps the country about Kir Sheher, to the east and

north.

The powerful castle on the loffy isolated rock of Mushalem Kale

must have been a very important point in the Saracen wars, and was

perhaps centre of another Tourma or at least a Topoteresia. It is

* Act. Sanot, July 80, p. 812.

t It is after this enUoifement of the Khanian Theme, in a.d. 978, that Baailiks

Therma is mentioned (Cedren., ii. 481) aa in the Khanian Theme. See Constant.

Porph., *de Admin. Imp.,' p. 225.
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referred to only in a.d. 887 * as Hypsela. This Hypsela mnst be

diBtinguished from the town of the same name, which appears as a

bishoprio of Pontns Folemoniacus in the latest Kotitiee, unless (as is

probable) geographical connection is violated.

17. DiUHMiA, whioh occurs in the Jemsalem Itinerary, x miles

from Ankyra on the road to Pamassos, under the form Delemnia, and

which is perhaps corrupted to Olenos in Ptolemy, is also mentioned in

an inscription, published by Domaszewski, in the Archaeolog. Epig.

Mittheil. aus Oest., IX., 1885, p. 115. It was a village situated perhaps

at the northern end of the Lake Mohan Gdl, or on the hill between it

and Ankyra.

18. Malos (MoAds) was a place a little over 40 miles from Ankyra.f

on the western bank of the Halys. Theodotus came to the place at the

time when the remains of Yalens (roS iv Mi^SueSkriv Bta iroXXStv iXdovros

luurriyiov) were thrown into the Halys. Theodotus saved them, and

carried them to a rock on the bank, about two stadia | from the village.

There were there grass and trees (SccSpa ipKeSOwa xal Popdrwa), and at

mom the sound of grasshoppers and the song of nightingales. Several

of the brethren by chance found him here, and were sent to bring the

presbyter from the village. The presbyter, coming out of church at

the sixth hour, saw them coming, and the village dogs barking and

troubling them; he went with them, and was told by Theodotus to

prepare on the spot a receptacle for the relics (Act. Sanct., May 18, IV.,

p. 165).

Of the three roads that lead from Ankyra to the Halys, the one that

is probably meant here is that whioh goes to Ealejik (Eccobriga).

The distance from Angora is at present given as 13 hours, and
may be fairly reckoned as 40 Boman miles. The distance by the

straightest road due east, to the Halys and Tavium, is decidedly less

than 40 miles.

19. Proseilehmene was a term applied to a district of Galatia, south

of the three Gaulish tribes (vtto toI tlprifiwa iOvii), and north of the

Bizenoi and the part of Lykaonia oontaining Petinessos, Egdaumana,

lanna, &o. The name is probably to be explained on the analogy of

Epiktetos Phrygia, § as indicating the entire district of Lykaonia whioh

was added by Pius (p. 377) to Galatia. Ptolemy
||

is the only author

that mentions this name. The Bizenoi inhabited what Pliny calls

Lycaoniae partem Obizenen (Y., 32, 147). Probably the Greek form

* See also Theoph. Contin., p. 427.

t iat^mvitivov ariiulvi' /iiKpov irpht rWffapdKOVTO.

X The term stadia probably means miles; oompaie Anna's statement as to the

distance of Basileia from Nikaia, and see also L, 5.

§ Compare Stiabo, p. 563, who says that the name Epiktetos given to Hellespontine

or Little Phrygia dates from the Attalids.

II
Wilberg in his note gives the strange derivation of upovftKnintivn from irpo^ctXfik

instead of wpovKofifiifti.
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of this name should be OliZrivoi, and the name of the town OUvltXa

given by Ptolemy twioe, in . Galatia among the Tektosages and

in Fisidia, is connected with it. The contradiction, which on this

theory is involved in placing O^tV^cAa among the Tektosages, is due to

the fact that Ptolemy ufies a different authority for his paragraphs about

the tribes in the different provinces from the one which he uses to

make his lists of cities. It is, however, possible that OvivitXa among
the Tektosages is a fault for OiivBia.

20. The boundaries of the Boman Province Galatia varied greatly at

different times. The province was formed on the death of Amyntas in

B.C. 25. The bounds towards the north and west have already been

discussed. On the south it included the whole of Pisidia, with Milyas

and Kabalis, and must have reached down almost to the southern limits

of Taurus, where it rises from the coast lands of Pamphylia. Komama
and Eolbasa, colonies of Augustus, must have belonged to it, and prove

how far it extended. When Vespasian instituted the province Lycia-

Pamphylia, he must have detached a great part of Pisidia from Galatia

to make the new province ; and the southern frontier of Galatia then

took the line indicated by Ptolemy, including the valley of ApoUonia,

but not that of Eonane, Seleuceia, and Baris. Further east Neapolis,

Amblada, and the Orondeis, with Misthia and Pappa, were left to Galatia,

but the south-eastern end of Bey Sheher Lake, with Earallia, Eolybrassos,

Lyrbe, &c, along with all the parts south of this line, were assigned to

Pamphylia. That this enlargement of Pamphylia belongs to the re-

organisation by Vespasian is shown first by the fact that no other

occasion seems reasonable for the change from the older arrangement,

which prevailed as late as Nero (* C. I. L.,' III., Supplem., No. 6872), to

the later arrangement, which at Komama had come into force as early

as 141 A.D., when Voconius Saza became governor of Lycia-Pamphylia ;*

and secondly by the date in an inscription of Palaiapolis Pisidiae, which

appears to be reckoned from 74 a.d. as era.t

The boundary on the south-east will be treated under T, 47.

21. The boundary between Galatia and Cappadooia is indicated l^

the list of bishoprics and by the discussion of the strategiai of Cappa-

dooia. The limits of the Boman province on this side varied greatly.

In 70 A.D. Cappadooia was placed under a consular legatus Augusti, and

at some time not later than 78 it was united with the province Galatia.

This arrangement lasted until the time of Trajan, but in the later

* See Benndorf, &o., ' Reisen in Lykien,' ii., p. 132, * 0. I. L.,' in^ Supplem.,

6885.

t Marquardt anigna the year 74 as a probable date for Vespadaa's reorganisation

of Lycia-Pamphylia, on tiie authority of Suetonius and Eusebius ; see ' Staatsverw.*

i., p. 376. Tills date is now confirmed by tlie above-mentioned inscription, which is

commented on A. 8. P., D. 16, and in Addenda to p. 194, and which proves that the new
system began with the governor who was sent in the summer of the year 74.
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yeaxB of that emperor * the vast province had been divided, and Gktlatia

was entrusted to a praetorian legatus (as it had been before 78), while

Cappadocia was governed by a consular legatus (as the united provinces

had been since 78). Previous to 78 b.c. Fontus Polemoniaous, Fontns

Oalatious, and part of Faphlagonia, were connected with GkJatia. This

had been arranged apparently in the years 7 B.a and 63 A.D. Hence the

inscription of Sospes, < 0. I. L.,' IIL, Supplem., Q818, gives an enume-

ration of the country governed by a legatus of Qalatia, which was

true between a.d. 63 and A.D. 78, and probably was never before or

afterwards true : the enumeration is Galatia, Fisidia, Fhrygia, Lycaonia,

Isauria, Faphlagonia, Fontus Galatious, Fontus Folemoniaous. Of these

eight countries, the first five were the original province of b.c. 25,

Amyntas's kingdom : Faphlagonia and part of Fontus Oalaticns f were

added in b.c. 7, and Fontus Folemoniaous was added,in a.d. 63.

In the period 78-100 X the combined province is Galatia, Cappadocia,

Fontus, Fisidia, Faphlagonia, Lycaonia, Armenia Minor (* C. I. L.,' m.,
312, 318). The omission of Isauria and Fhrygia here is due to their

being only small districts, included under the terms Galatia and Fisidia.

When under Trajan at some uncertain date the province was again

divided : Fontus Gahiticus and Folemoniaous went with Cappadocia, as

is proved by inscriptions of Arrius Antoninus at Amaseia and of Arrian

at Sebastopolis, as well as by the inscription of an unknown governor

of Galatia, 'C. I. L.,' III., Supplem., 6819, which enumerates the

countries governed by him as Galatia, Fhiygia, Fisidia, Lycaonia, Faphla-

gonia; the contents of this inscription date it under Trajan, and
probably in the second half of his reign.

A further change in the list of countries ruled by the governor of

Galatia is indicated by ' C. I. L.,' III., Supplem., 6813, where the enumera-

tion is only Galatia, Fisidia, Faphlagonia. The omission of Fhrygia is

doubtleEs due only to the fact that so little of Fhrygia was included in

the province ; it is here summed up under Fisidia. But the omission of

Lycaonia is clearly to be connected with the enlargement of the province

Cilicia so as to include the three eparchiae Cilioia, Lycaonia, Isauria,

which took place under Antoninus Fius (see p. 378).

22. The following Table gives the changes in the dimensions of the

Boman province Galatia :

—

* *C. I. L.,'IU., Supplem., 6819. The refinements of obangedescribod by Marqnwrdt,

p. 362, must probably be discarded, for Bospes has to be substituted for SoUers,

and the date for the govemment is uncertain: ib. 6818. Still it is not definitely

proved that the proviuoes were united between 88 and 96. On the date of 6818, see

the following remarks.

t See Addenda.

X The period may be proved to be longer by farther discoveries. It may be noted

that 'C. L L,' III., Supplem., 6818, must probably date between 70 and 78, if the

Sarmatian expedition referred to is that of 70 a.d. The date 90 or 92 for the expedi-

tion, approved by Mommsen, ' Hermes,' IIL, 115, and Marqoardt, p. SG2, cannot, in view

of the preceding exposition, be accepted. vr .
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IS B.O.—7 ti.a Gftl. Plitd. [Phryg.] Lycwon. [iMur.].*

7 aa—Oil A.a Gftl. Pttld. [Phryg.] Lyoaon. [iMur.] Pftphlag. Pont Gftl.

03 A.D.—78 A.D. Gftl. Piitd. [Pliryg] Lyonoii. [iMur.] Paphlng. Pont. On I

Pont Puloin.

78 A.D.—100 A.D. Gftl. Piitd. liyoAon, Pftphlng. Pont. [Gftl, et Polem.]

Oftpp. Arm. MIn.

100 A.D.—140 or ISO A.U. Gftl. Pitid. [Phryg] Lyofton. Paphlug.

140 or ISO A.D.-207 a.d. Gftl. Piaid. [Phryg.] Pnphlng.

23. Tho oxaot botmdary-liuo on tho oastoru siilo oannot bo fixod, but

tho dosoriptiou of tho cities and biahnprios nhows approximately thu

line that aoparatee Galatia from PontuB QalatioUH and Oappodooia.

24. AlH)ut tho ond of tho third century the province was divided

among throo now provinces, Paphlngonia, Qalatia, and Pisidia, and,

about 880-05, Thoodusius subdivided Qalatia into two, taking part

of Phrygin to form tho wostorn province, with tho motropolts Possinus.

Tho two Oalatias woro distinguished sometimes as I^ima and Seounda,

sometimes ns Great and Little,! Oftlatia. The namo Salutaris was often

applied to Possiuuntine Qalatia, as to oastcm Phrygia. An ooolcsiostioal

division, which was probably made in the ninth oontury, but whioh wa»
never a civil division, may al^o be noticed. Tho cities south and west

of Amorion were pltiood under it as metroi)olis ; as the old oivil division

into provinces had long siuoo boon disused aitd Thomos been substituted,

no regard was paid in this now arrangement to the boundary between

Phrygia and Qalatia.

L. Roman Roads from Ankyra to thr East.

1. First, I take tho roads Ankyra-Arohelais and Ankyra-Cossareia t

the former appears in four forms in our authorities as follows :

—

AntonlM ItlMnury, p. 305.

Anoyrft .. ..

GorbeouB XXIV.
Onologiooo XVIII.

§ABponftX

iXXII. ..FivnrjM:
NynXXIV...
OiiuDft XXXII. ..

Sftooftsena XXVIII.
Onaaieia XXX. ..

JcniMlatu IttiH<r«r]r.

Anoyro
Diliiunia X.
Gorbeous XI. ..

Ito8oI«idia(<o XII.
Aliaasua XIII...

Aspoun XVIII. .

.

Galoa XIII. ..

Andropft IX.
PamuHoe XIII.
IngolnXVI. ..

Nitftlis (?) XVIII.
AreuBtana XIII.
Goloiiia Archelaio
XVI.

Antontne lUnaraiy, p, 14S. ' Peutlngrr T«bl«,t

Anoyra

\,Oorbounoa XX.
Koaolooiaoo XII.

Aapona XXXIII. ..

Pamasso XXIV. ..

OzzalaXVII
Nitftzl (?) XVIII. ..

Goloniam Arcilnida
XXVII.

[Auoyrft.]

Oorveunto X.

Ganniaa XIII.
Aapoiift X.

Aapaai XIL

N{ta...ioXXXI.

[Aroheluia] XXX

* Names in braoketa aro amnll diatricta whioh might bo omitted in nn inacription

without canaing any doubt oa to bouiida.

t Theophftn., p. 71. Tho aonae of rwv Hirtt TaKaT&», Act, Sanet., May, vol. i., p. 780a,.

is donbtnil.

X In tho Poutinger Tftble the atationa are put in the reveno order, ao that Correunte

is next to Archelaia.

$ The Antonine Itinerary in both caaoa perhopa omita a atatioa between Aaiwuft and
Pftmaasoa.
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Few roads have been ao muoh diiouNHed im <hii, which fortni • part

of the pilgrim route from EuroiH) to tho Holy Land. The uentral

oritioal point ii the determination of the alto of Pamaaooa, which haa

been varioualy placed, by Hamilton (whom Kiopert foliowa), at Kotch

Hiaar on the aalt luko Tatta, and by Mordtmann at Kir Shoher on the

oppoaite aide of tho Halya. I boliuvo that tho argument given below

(p. 208) ia auffloiont to determine within narrow limita the aituation of

ramoaaoa, ao that I need not apend time in examining and atating the

argumenta which might be brought forward againHt older viowa. Par*

naaaoa waa on the right bank of tho Halya, between Tchikin Aghyl
(pronounced Tohikinal) and Keaaik Keuprou.

The flrat part of the ouurae of thia road ia not doubtful. It went

along the east aide of Mohan Q6l to Gorbeoua, near Boiuam.* The exact

aituation of Qorbeoua ia unknown, but the route ia clearly marked, and,

moreover, I aaw in 1880 a part of tho old pavement, Iloman or Uyasantino,

beaide Aghaboz. Tho road wont on in a fairly atraight line to the

Halya at Tchikin Aghyl, which ia aitnated at the point where itie river

makea a bend to the north from ita previoua courae, W.N.W. A little

above Tchikin Aghyl there arc forda, and I doubt whether any other

ford oziata on the Halya till we roach tho upper part of ita courae. The
aituation of Parnaaaoa on tiio Halyn ia certain, but the argumenta given

below do not auffloe to place it accurately without much oluaer examina-

tion of the country than haa yet been made. But aa we ktiow from

Polybiua that Parnaaaoa waa at a croHaing of the river, and aa it ia in

the laat degree improbable that a bridge exiatcd there in tho time of

Polybiua, it seema probable that Parnaaaoa waa aituated at the forda»

Moreover, according to my route in 1880, tho diatance from Aghaboz to

Tohikinal f ia, in an air-line, 60 atatute milca ; and, according to my
oatimate, tho diatance by road ia 60 atatute milea. Now, the diatance

from Gorbeoua to Pamaanoa is 78 Roman milea according to the Jeru-

aalem, and 68 according to tho Antonine, Itinerary. There ia therefore

quite aatiafaotory agreement in regard to diatance if Parnaaaoa ia placed

a few milea higher up tho river than Tchikin Aghyl. The intermediate

atatioua must be placed according to the diatanoea given in the autho-

ritiea. Tho diacrepancioa between the four different accounts afford a

convincing proof how little we can trust to any one. The Jeruaaleiii

Itinerary is probably the beat authority in thia caae.

According to thia view the boundary between Cappadocia andOalatia

waa near the place where the Kara Seuir Dagh approaches eloae to tho

Halya about six miles north of Tchikin Aghyl.

2. At Parnaaaoa the road forked. One branch went by Ozizala,

Nitalis, and Argustana to Archelaia Colonia. The other went i)y

* I should look for Gorbeoua Bomcwhere botwcon Boinam and Agha)>oz.

t Tchikin Agliyl is 'communly pronounced in^ this way, m tho gutturul usually

disappeara between vowels in/rurkish.
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Ifyna to Oesflareia. There is a natural probability that it would in

the latter part of the way ooinoide with the road Arohelais-Soandos-

Sadakora-Ctesareia, and I diall examine the latter stages below. Nyasa

was on the river Halys, as I will show in detail below.

We see, then, that under the Boman Empire the road from Ankyra
to OsBsareia never crossed the Halys, but skirted it for a long way
through Parnassos and Nyssa. This is not the shortest road, but it

avoids a double crossing of the Halys, a river which is liable to great

winter floods. As long as Bome was the capital, and all imperial

business came from and went to Bome, intercourse between Ankyra and

OsBsareia was confined to provincial intercourse, and the inhabitants

probably used the short road when it was open and the Boman road in

winter. But when Cionstantinople became the capital, the road between

Caasareia and the capital passed through Ankyra: intercourse along the

road must have grown enormously, and the shorter path must have

become much more important. Moreover, civilisation was spreading

and intercourse increasing rapidly at this time in these parts of Asia

Minor. The inconvenience of having the direct path blocked in

time of flood must have been felt with growing impatience, and at

last caused furmal [representation to the Emperor. A lucky accident

has ' preserved to us the contemporary record. A letter or petition

addressed to the Emperor Theodosius has been attributed to Basil

of Oeesarda, and been transmitted to us probably through this

mistake.* The writer describes the great floods in the Halys and its

tributary the Kara Su, which had rendered the Halys impasaable and

so cut off communication between Oassareia and the three provinces,

Oalatia, Faphlagonia, and Helenopontos. Tillemont,t the only writer,

so far as I know, who has commented on this document, has

strangely misunderstood it. He sbys that the intention of the letter is

to beseech the Emperor to restore a bridge across the Halys, which had

been carried away by the recent inundation. But the writer only says

that the swollen waters rendered the Halys impassable and out off all

communication across it. He entreats the Emperor to build a bridge

and set free the tra£Sc from dependence on the uncertain crossing of the

river.J

3. It is not known whether Theodosius complied with this request

and built a bridge ; but latex history implies the existence of an easy

communication across the Halys, and it is highly probable that the

bridge was built soon after this letter was written, the first since the

old bridge on the " Boyal Bead."

* It is published in Cotelier, ' Eocles. Orso. Monnm.,' II., p. 97.

t Tillemont, * H^moires pour gervir k I'hiatoire de I'Egliae,* IX.

X Incidentally he mentions that there was no ford over the Halys. Traffic was

dependent on a ferry. There is a ford over the Halys during the htte summer near

Tchikin Aghyl, in Galatia, which I have crossed, but I know of mo other on the central

part of the river's course. There are bridges near Gmsarcia and a ferry at Yarapson.
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A new era in the history of Oappadocia began when the bridge over

the Halys was built. Before that time the road from Ankyra to Oseaareia

avoided the uncertain crossing and followed the course of the Halys.

Pamaasos, situated on the Halys at the point where this road intersected

the road leading from Oolonia Archelais and the south-west countries to

Tavium and the countries of Pontus and Armenia, had hitherto been an

important town, frequently alluded to as a crossing-place of the Halys,

but it henceforth lost its importance, and at last disappeared from

existence. The road from Ankyra to Oeesareia sought a new route,

taking the short road, which involves two crossings of the Halys. This

new road opened up the country north of the Halys. The modem Kir

Bheher is situated at a point on the road, where paths from the north,

from Colonia Archelais, and from Tyana and Cilicia converge. This

point became a very important one as soon as the direct road ftom

Ankyra to Oassareia was formed, and Eir Sheher is still, and must have

been for many centuries, one of the greatest commercial centres of Oap-

padocia. Accordingly, about a century and a half after Theodosius, the

emperor Justinian recognised the change that had been wrought in the

country, formed the whole north-western half of Cappadooia, which had

hitherto been subject to Tyana, into a new province, and made Mokissos

its metropolis under the name Justinianopolis. From what has just been

eaid, it follows that Mokissos must have been situated at Eir Sheher.

4. Ankyra to Tavium and Amasia, and Ankyra to Gangra and

Amasia. Authorities (a) Peutinger Table.

[Ancyra] xxxvi Aoitoriziaoo xxxiii Eooobriga xxv Lassora

XVII Stabiu. Tavio xiii Tonea xxx Garui xxz Amasia.

Gkkngaris occurs on a road Nioomedia-Gangaris-Amasia, but this

Amasia is separate from the Amasia of the other road, and Leake has

already observed that a confusion seems to have occurred between

Amasia and Amastris ; the stations Otresa and Yirasia, given on this

road, do not aid us here.

(b) Antonine Itinerary (p. 203).

Ancyra xxiiii Bolegasgus xxiui Sarmalius xx Eoobrogis xxiiii

Adapera xxiiii Tavia.

These roads are so confused and corrupted that a certain restoration

is at present impossible. The following may be given as the most

probable, though the stations are in several cases uncertain. I give

some weight to the evidence of Ptolemy, as far as (1) hb division into

provinces, (2) his quotation of names ; but the situation in which he

places the names on his map cannot, in the beginning of our investi-

gation, have any weight whatsoever.

Prof. G. Hirsohfield, in his paper on Tavium, differs in regard to

this last point, and contends that Ptolemy's map may be used as an

important and even decisive criterion in cases where our other
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authoritiee diflfer; but his oontention ia disproved both by Prof. Kie-

pert's * Gegenbemerkungen,' and by the asoertained inaoonracy of the

podtions which he maiutained and supported by the authority of

Ptolemy.*

I do not, of course, contend that Ptolemy's positions have absolutely

no value, bat for our purpose, in an unknown country, they would be

more injurious than helpful. After the investigation has established a

number of results, Ptolemy may be used more freely ; but at present the

extent to which I value hia authority must be restricted within the

limits stated above.

The most valuable evidence about these roads is a set of Trajan's

milestones, which reveal a system of roads planned about the end of tbe

first century.

6. It is not certain from the evidence that there was a direct road

along the shortest line from Ankyra to Tavium ; other routes, which are

still often used, go by Ealejik and by Gorbeous (Beinam). But there

is a natural probability that there was a direct road between two such

important cities. A milestone at Orta Eeui (' 0. I. L.,' III. Supplem.

6901) is now situated on a road which went due east up the river from

Ankyra, and its position can hardly be explained unless there was
such a direct road.t

Now a road from Oangra-Germanicopolis to Ankyra, though it is

omitted in the Fentinger Table, is necessary, and is mentioned

in the tale of Saint Oallinicus, who walked from Gangra to Ankyra,

a distance of 70 stadia, shod with iron spikes: when he had gone

60 stadia he reached Matrica, where he called forth a fountain

which still flows.^ If we- read miles for stadia, we get a fair

approximation to the distance vi& Ealejik, where two milestones are

known, and through which the modem road—and, doubtless, also the

ancient road—to Gangra passes. Ealejik is about xxxvi miles from

Gangra. By a direct road it is indeed not so much as xxxvi miles

from Ankyra, but two milestones of Trajan and of Hadrian found at

Ealejik read xxxv and xxxviii, and it does not admit of doubt that these

distances are measured from Ankyra. § They can be accounted for only

by a detour : the road joined the road Tavium-Ankyra some distance out

of the latter city. The distances xxxvi and xxxiii on the Table olose to

* PlofesBor Hiisohfeld still adheres to his opinion, 'Berliner Woohensohrift,*

19 Mai, 1888, p. 629 :—'* In Ptolemaice glaube ioh eine KontroUe fiir die Biohtigkeit der

Tafel gefnnden zu haben ('Monatsber. Berl. Akad.,' 1883, 1260 f.)."

t Insoriptions are, of course, often carried. Milestones, from their shape and oum<

brons size, are less often carried, and, as a rule, ouly to be used as gravestones in the

cemetery of a town.

X Act Sanct., July 29, p. 41. On stadia in tlie sense of miles, compare F 73.

§ ' C. I. L.,' III., 309, asserts that Anoyra cannot be the caput via, as the real distance

is not so great as the numbers ; but the supplementary part of III., 6898, gives up the

objection.
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Ankyra seem so appropriate to this road, that I a'^oept them and

restore

Ankyra xxxnii Aoitoriziaoo xxzvi Gangra.

Acitoriziacum,* then, was a station near Ealejik, perhaps a little to the

north or north-east.

6. The road Ankjra-Tayium is given both in the Itinerary and

in the Table : they agree in a station Eooobriga, and Lassora may be

identical with Adapera (A and A being interchanged in a Greek

original). If we follow the Table and read xviii between Lassora

and Tavium, Lassora would be at Ishakli, and Ecoobriga a little east

of Takshi Ehan, xxvi miles fi-om Lassora. There remains only about

43 miles to Ankyra, in whioh distance there cannot be room for more

than one station.

We must follow the Itinerary, and restore

Ankyra xxnii Sarmalius xx Ecoobriga xxuii Lassora xmi
Tavium.

One station too many, Bolegasgus, with the same distance zxiin, is

given in the Itinerary : it indicates either a transference or a corrup-

tion. Lassora is probably Ptolemy's Laskoria, and must be corrected

accordingly. Matrica, with its fountain, should be looked for about ten

miles from Ankyra towards Gangra.

7. The milestones of the road constructed by Trajan are found at

Amaseia, Iskelib, and Ealejik, and the distance at Iskelib is, as Professor

Q. Hirschfeld rightly saw, reckoned from Amaseia. It is therefore not

open to doubt that the road Ankyra to Gangra went on to Iskelib,

Tchorum, and Amaseia. It may be thus completed :

—

Gangra xlv Iskelib xxvii Tchorum f xx Etonia xxx Amaseia.

8. There is a milestone of Trajan at Tavium, which was therefore

included in the same oonstrnotion as Amaseia, Iskelib, and Ealejik.

The road Ankyra-Tavium went on to Sebasteia and to Amaseia, forking

at Tavium, as is clearly given on the Table. The latter road must paHS

by Alaja, an obvious Boman site ; geographical considerations leave no

doubt that this is the route. Thence it goes by Hadji Eeui, or else falls

into the Iskelib-Amaseia road at Tchorum. The former course is more

natural, and suits the distances given in the Table :

—

Tavia xiii Tonea xxx Garsi xxx Amasia.

It would at first appear that Tonea is at Alaja, and Garsi at Hadji

Eeui. But Ptolemy puts Etonia in Pontus Galaticus and Earissa, which

is obviously equivalent to Garsi, in Galatia : and though his authority

is not high, still it has some weight. Moreover, it is perhaps confirmed

by the Byzantine records. This country north of the Ak Dagh and east

of the Halys was the Turma Eharsiana. The name Eharsiana is an

* Probably a oorrupt name.

t Eukhaita waa situated at Tohomm (p. 819) ; Audiapa at Iskelib.
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•4J«otiTe, derived from a town Khania, which we can hardly refose to

identify with Garai of the Table. Ftolemy'ii form Karisaa looks like a
Oreoised form of the name. Now, the Theme aeems more likely to be

named after an important point like Ali^a than auoh a plaoe as Ha^ji Keui.

The important and central situation of Alaja so impressed Professor

Kiepert, that he wished to place Tavium tiiere (* Qegenbemerkungen

EU "Pxot, Q. Hirsohfeld' in 'Berlin Sitsnngsber.,' 1884.) Moreover,

Hadji Keni was certainly not in Eharsiana, but in the Armeniac Theme
(using Armeniac in the narrower sense). I therefore place Earsia near

Alaja, * Etonia at Hadji Keui, and restore

Tavium vu Tomba zxiii Earsia xxx Etonia xxx Amaseia.!

In regard to Ptolemy's placing Etonia in Pontus Qalaticus, I quite

admit that decisive authority cannot be attached to his geographical

separation between Galatia, Pontus Galatious and Pontus Polemoniaous.

He places Amaseia, Sebastopolis (Sulu Serai), Choice and Pida (which are

between Amaseia and Neoceesareia), and Eomana Pontioa in Galaticus,

and yet Zela, equally with Neocaesareia and Sebasteia, is in Polemonia-

ous.^ But on the whole, the towns which he places in Polemoniaous are

Airther east, those in Galatia further west, than those of Pontus

Qalaticus. Hence, though there are one or two exceptions, and though

his authority is not conclusive, yet his assignment of the cities to the

several provinces must be accepted, unless distinct reasons can in any

case be brought against it ; and all other considerations tend to conifirm

him in this case.

9. Tavium to Zela, Sebastopolis, Eomana, Sebasteia, NeocaBsareia.

Authorities (a) Peutinger Table.

Tavium xxxvi Bogroor § xxxvi Aegonne xxviii Ptemari xxvi

Zela XXXII Stabulum xxii Seramisa xv Neooeesareia.

Tavium xvi Tomba xxii Eugoni Ad Stabulum xxii Mesyla xv

Comana Pontica continued to Nikopolis.

Tavium xvi Euagina xxiiii Saralio xxii Zama xxxv Aquas
Arauenas continued to Caesareia Mazaoa.

No connection with Sebasteia is shown in the Table. '

^ t" -

(b) Antonine Itinerary

given in detail below. y:, ;> ; ; ,

* I place the town two or three miles N.W. of the Tillage Alaja.

t Another example of the stations on a road in the Peutinger Table being given in

the wrong order may be found in Ankyra-Archelais. It was facilitated by the assonance

Tomba Tonea, see § 10.

X After the above remarks have been long in print, further study makes me add that

I now see no ground to doubt Ptolemy's accuracy here: the frontier line is confirmed by
Btrabo, p. 559, and may be safely accepted. His lists of Pontus Galaticus, Gappadocicus,

and Polemoniaous, are perhaps taken ftom a high authority.

§ The fault is a characteristic one : Tavium [T]rocmoi[um] is divided into two
stations and the number XXXVI. is given twice.
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In regMrd to theie roada, whioh are obTioosly Tory oornipt, it i»

oMential to obserye the importance of the point now called GSne, where

there are said to be numeroiM remaina (I have not yiaited it, but apeak

from report heard in the neighboarhood at Ali^a and Terzili Hamam).

Gdne ia on the ordinary road Tusgat-Sivas, whioh most coincide with

one of the two ancient routea Tavium-Sebaateia.

10. In regard to the road which goea due eaat from Tayinm, the

Feutinger Table in the triple

Tavium xxxvi [T]rogmor[um] xxxvi ^gonne to Zela.

Tavinm xti Tomba xxii Engonia to Komana.

Tavinm xvi Euagina

repeata and oonfirma itself. I have mentioned that the anm of diatanoe»

atation by atation is always greater than the total distance measured

atraight along the road, ^gonne, Eugonin, Euagina, 86 milea from

Tavium, may be unhesitatingly identified with the modem G5ne. The
roada to Zela and to Eomana Pontioa must naturally agree for part of the

distance, and fork at Gone. From iBgnnne to Zela the distances seem

accurate in the Table, and Ftemari ia confirmed by Ptolemy'a Fleumaris.

^gonne xxvin Fleumaris xxvi Zela.

The name of the intermediate atation Tomba, though auapicioualy

like another station Tonea on another road, and not confirmed by
Ftolemy, ia certainly to be accepted on account of the modem Tamb»
Hassan. The modem villag^e is on a different road, between Tavium
and Alaja (Earisaa), but the name may have shifted on the Feutinger

Table. On account of this probable confirmation, I would gladly assume

a transposition in the Table, putting Saralos (Saralio on the Table next

to Tavium on the eastern road, and Tomba between Tavium and Earissa.

The name of the station at G6ne is variously given ^gonne, Eugenia,

Euagina, Fuagina, Eudagina. *

The form Eugenia seems to be a mere attempt to give a Greek form

with a meaning to a native name ; the hot springs suggest such a form.

The resemblance to the modem name Gone ia apparently accidental

;

G6ne is elsewhere known as a Turkish name. The trae native name ia

probably more correctly reproduced in Euagina.

11. The road Tavium-Sebastopolis (Sulu Serai) -Sebasteia is a road of

the first importance. It is given in the Itinerary up to Sebastopolis as :

—

Tavium xxx Magoro xxiiii Daorano xl Sebastopolis.

This is obviously utterly corrupt : the road must pass through Euagplna,

which is omitted; and Magoro or Mogaro, and Dorano, are clearly

corrupt names, beyond the reach of emendation. It is just possible that

Rogmor, as a separate station on the Table, i. e. [Tavium T]rogmor[um],

* The last haa been transferred to the Sebaateia-CoBareia load. Euagina, falsely

written Fuagina, has produced Ptolemy's *omPdywa, which affords an interesting proof

that Ptolemy used some Latin authority.
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hM ariien from the Mme error that produced Megoro. The station

Seruniie or Sermiua oooun twioe on the Table : if ita real aitnation waa

between Eaagina and Sebaatopolia, it might readily be tranaferred on

the one aide towarda Komana, on the other aide towarda Cnaareia.

Ptolemy'a Sermonga, which beara obvionaly the aame name, ia ao placed

by him aa to agree admirably with thia position. I restore the road

:

Tavinm zxxvi Eaagina xxiiii Sermonaa * xxn Sebaatopolia.

12. Beyond Sebastopolis the road ia given in the Antonine Itinerary

:

Sebastopolis xxiiii Yerisa xii Siara xxxvi Sebaateia.

The diatanoea on thia road are far too great for the direct distance

from Sebaatopolia to Sebaateia. We muat therefore either correct them,

or aaaume that the road ia oiroaitoua. The latter alternative ia correct.

Yeriaa ia a station on the important trade-route Sebaateia-Komana-

Amaaeia-Amisus. The road Tayinm-Sebaatopolis-Verisa is intended to

form a junction with thia great trade-route. The road Sebaatopolia to

Sebaateia probably went direct through Siara (Teni Khan), but the

Itinerary, depending on a map not perfeotiy accurate in proportion,

gives what is really a circuit as the direct road.

18. The inter-relation of these roads, and the origin of the errors in

our authorities cannot be understood without the restoration of one of the

great trade-routes. The existence of this trade-route aa a Boman road,

though not atteated by a single trace in the Itinerary or the Table, is

vouched for (1) by a mileatone, which I copied in 1881, at Ahmed Serai,

between Amaaeia and Amiaoa.! It is marked Kr, 23, but the caput viae

ia uncertain, and it has perhaps been carried.|

(2) Komana waa on an important trade-route ftt>m the interior of

Aaia, (ifiwoptov roic iiro r^c 'Apfuyias d^toXoyov Strab. 569), which haa been

briefly referred to above.

(3) The road from Amaaeia to Komana ia described in the Acta of

Saint Baailisous, who was led on foot along it by the soldiers. He passed

through a village, Oamialis, reached a village, Daoozae or Daknai or

Dakai, where he atayed a night. He crossed the Iris by a bridge ad

locum Vari$morttm,% and reached a village Sacs or Saon. At this point it

is mentioned that it was the third day since he had eaten. He spent a

night at a village, and on the next day at the fourth hour reached

Komana. The bridge was evidently near Turkhal ; and the road was

much the same as the modem road Tokat to Amaaeia.

* Sennim xtL and SenuniM zvi. on the Table.

t I pnbliahed it in Journal of Philology, 1883, p. 156. It is No. 6894 in * 0. L L.,' HI.,

Supplement

X It is one of the smaller kind of milestones, and is now built into the wall of a

liouse. The older milestones are larger than the later.

§ Can this be a oorruption or mistranslstion for *' the bridge on the road to Yerisa"

—

Varismommforyerissorum? Thepreaent text would then be due to the misundeistand-

ing of the story by the writen v '
- ,.. . -

• .
i. .. v . ,
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The oonne of thia road cannot be doubtful. It is dearly marked by

nature, and ia still one of the iuiportant tr«<l«^routea of Aiia Minor,

pawing by Sivai, Ten! Khan, Bolus, Tukat, Turkhal, Aniaseia, Ladik,

Ahmed Serai, Amiani. A mileetone at Ahtnfd Sorai, marked KF, proyea

the line of the Roman road ia oloaely followed by the modern road. The
ancient namea hare already been given for the moat part, Sebaatein

Siara (oormpt), Veriaa, Dazimon (in the territory of Eomana Pontica,

which liea on the river a little off the direot road), Ibora, Amaaeia.

Laodiceia lies slightly off the modem route, but the ditonr ia very

slight, and the ancient road mast have passed close to it.

14. The road Zela-Keoc«Bsareia in the Tablo is obviously false, for it

must pass through Komana Pontica. One of the stations, Seramisa, has

already been referred to another road. The probable and natural

route is by Turkhal (Ibora), after which it coincides with the road

mentioned above to Eomana. Komana is g^ven in another line on the

Table without any connection to Neooeasareia. But a road from the

west to Neooaasareia must pass through Komana, and the arrangement

in the Table, which makes Komana a terminus, is obviously absurd.

As Ibora, an important point on the road, is never mentioned in the

Table, flill as it is in this part, the suggestion is natural that it is the

station, Stabulum, which is given twice—Zela-Stabulum-Neooaesareia,

and Tavium-Stabulum-Komana.

The roads from Zela and from Sebastopolis to NeocsBsareia may be

thus restored :

—

Sebastopolis xxiv Verissa xx Komana xxi Xeoonsareia.

and
Zela 16 Ibora 24 Komana 21 Neociesareia

15. The road given in the Table as

Amaseia xv Palaloe xii Ooloe x Fidis xvi Mirones x Neocesaria

seems to be nearly correct. Ptolemy has Ooloe as XoXdi; rj XoXoyi, and

Pidis as IKSa ; and he puts them between Amaseia and Neooaesareia on

his map. Oolonel Stewart (of Khartum memory) gave me the following

route from Amaseia:

—

5 miles, Zane (Sene K., Kiep.), cross Yesbil Irmak by bridge.

Idj^, Gusgus Eilisse.

\'t 26, Kalagalla (1090 feet above sea-level) in Tash Ova. _ v j

82i, Kizilduan, Greek village.* ^q / s a:^ ,: t^ ^f- ^ •, /;

^ 87,Kushuff: :v « ^; ^

.• 43, Fidi. -
''''\

' :u"'-
'

49J^, Heunk (Herek, Kiepert). x • 'v
, 73, Niksar.

Gusgus Elilisse corresponds to Palalce, Kalagalla to Koloe, and Pida

to Fidi ; but the distance of Pida is wrong, and it is necessary to read xx

* Kizil Doghan, Bed Falcon, must be the real form of the name.

VOL. IV. T
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instead of x. The x before NeooaBBareia also seems a very small stage.

If we read xv we should have the whole distanoe, stage to stage, 78,

which corresponds very well to Colonel Stewart's estimate, 73 English

miles. The measurement direct from Amaseia to Neooassareia would, of

course, be less than the total, reckoned stage by stage.

Mirones seems corrupt. It is perhaps Ptolemy's Mesorome of Fontus

Polemoniaous, which the Table also gives as Mesorome, on the road

Sebasteia-Nikopolis.

16. A road in the Autonine Itinerary which, at the first glance, is

most suspicious is

Tavium xxi Corniaspa xxv Parbosena xxv Sibora xx Agriane

XXX Simos XL Sebasteia.
.U .

Kiepert has suggested that Sibora is identical with the bishopric

Ibora, and at first sight the identification appears so natural that it must

be accepted (Oegenbemerkungen m Hirschfeld iiber Tavium : Berl. Sitxungt'

ber., 1884, p. 57). Now, Ibora is fixed at Turkhal on the Iris by unex-

ceptionable evidence, so that this identification of Sibora and Ibora would

prove the road to be quite erroneous. But the road is corroborated as

regards Corniaspa, Sibora, and Agriane by passages hitherto unnoticed

by geographers, and it must be accepted as a correct description of the

real path.

Eomiaspa was a district within the borders of Cappadocia, but so

close to the Oalatian frontier, that Eunomius, who was born at Oltiseris,

a village of Eomiaspa, was scornfully called by Basil a Galatian (Greg.

Nyss. c. Eunom., pp. 259, 281). As Eomiaspa is, according to the

Itinerary, just xxi miles from Tavium, the two passages confirm each

other completely. Now Euagina and Earsia are, according to Ptolemy,

in Galatia, therefore it is not possible to i-each Cappadocian territory in

XXI miles from Tavium, except by going south. The road on which

Eomiaspa is situated must, then, be probably the direct road Tavium-

Csesareia. Now a point on that road which is xxi miles from Tavium
would be about xxv from Aques Saravense (Terzili Hamam). The
second station on the road is Parbosena (vv. 11. Barboscena, Pardosena),

which seems to be a form of Tarbasthena,* mentioned by Gregory

Nyssenus (c. Eunom., p. 263). Now Eomiaspa is the name of a district,

and we may conclude that Tarbasthena is also the name of a district.

Aquse Sarvenee is obviously the name of a single place, and the possi-

bility is suggested that Aquee Sarvena) was a bath in the district of

Tarbasthena, which became the chief town of the district, and, as will

be shown below, seat of the bishopric.

17. In the year 873 the Paulician leader Chrysocheir invaded the

Byzantine dominions and penetrated as far as Ankyra (/Mcx/ots 'AyKvpas

TTji ir6\€m KoX avTwv -mv KofifiaTutv, Genes., p. 122). As he returned he

* Compare Perbona-Trebenna, Tarbnssos-Gorbasa-Ciolbassoa.
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was cautiously followed by Joannes Domestious, who ^.^Tefully concealed

his movements and kept a day's journey in the rear.* At length

Chrysocheir encamped at Agrane in the Eharsian Theme, and John

remained at Siboron. These places must, therefore, be on some road

leading from Ankyra to the Faulioian capital Tephrike, and Siboron

must be a good day's journey west of Agrane. This precisely agrees

with the Antonine Itinerary, in which Sibora is xxv miles west of

Agriane on a road leading from Tavium to Sebasteia.

18. This Sibora, or Siboron, on a road from Tavium to Sebasteia, must

be diffomnt from Ibora, a bishopric of Helenopontus. The road on which

it was situated was appt^rently the direct route from western Galatia to

Tephrike (passing of course by Sebasteia). Basilika Therma was on the

road, as may be gathered from a passage in Cedrenus, which shows that

Basilika Therma was in the Theme of Eharsiana, and on a road leading

to the east. In the year 978 Phokas was defeated by Skleros at Amorion.

He retired in good order into the district of Kharsiana (roi/ Xcyo/tccov

Xapo-tacov KarctXi}^$). Skleros followed him, encamped at Basilika

Therma, and challenged him to a second battle. Phokas was again

defeated and fled into Iberia (Cedren. II., 430-2). This account leaves

only two possible positions for Basilika Therma, at Gone and at Terzili.

Now Basilika Therma was a bishopric of Cappadooia Prima, and we can

hardly suppose that Cappadooia extended so far north as Gone, and

moreover, it has been shown that Ptolemy's authority places Gone in

Galatia. Basilika Therma must, therefore have been situated at Terzili

Hamam, as I conjectured years ago,f judging from the importance of the
'

remains there and from the popularity of the baths with the Christians

of Caesareia.

19. This road became a most important one in the Byzantine Empire.

It was part of the military road from Constantinople to Sebasteia and

Armenia, and was in constant use throughout the Byzantine campaigns.

It crossed the Halys at Tcheshnir Eeupreu, and was of course the great

road of the Thema Kharsianon. The Eleisourophylaz of that Theme was
probably stationed on the military road, and in that case there can be

little doubt that the lofty castle now called Mushalem Eale, which must
have been a central point in the defence of Eharsiana, was his head-

quarters, and on the military road. It is probable that it is the
" Lofty Castle " ('Y^ijXiJ) mentioned in the Saracen wars.

It is probable that Sibora was the city beside Mushalem Eale. It

became a bishopric in later Byzantine time, not apparently before the

ninth century. This is precisely the period when we hear most about

• This is probably the true explanation :—Qenesius says, SiturrrnxaTl^uv jufXiov iv.

Theoph. Cent., p. 272, and Cedrenus, ii. 209, have Aire! rtvos SiatrT^/iaros. John's

iDOvements were unknown to Ohrysooheir, and there must therefore have been some
considerable distance between them.

t ' Bulletin de Correspondance Hellc'nique,' 1883, p. 304.

T 2
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the military importance of this road. There can be little doubt that

during the troubled Byzantine time the city at Mushalem Kale was
the chief town of the district. Moreover, it is near the mines now
called Ak Dagh Maden, and derived additional importance therefrom.

In that case, for xxv of the Itinerary between Parbosoena and Sibora we
must read xix or even xxxv.

20. In the above quoted passages of Genesius, &c., the further course

of the road is thus described. John sent part of his army to follow

Ohrysooheir lUxpt tov BadvpvaKos, and to observe whether he detached

any troops to operate in the Ebarsian or the Armeniac Theme. Chry-

Booheir [starting from Agrane ?] in the evening encamped on the slopes

of the hills* (j(r«n}v<o(rc Kara), Genes. ; Kara t^v tov opow {nrdptuiv, Cedren.^,

while the Byzantine troops encamped on a ridge overlooking his camp,

at a wooded difficult spot called ZdgoloSnos. At dawn the imperial

troops suddenly attacked the Faulicians, some of whom were attending

to the baggage animals (ra <f>6pTia roi« viro^vyiois iKovtftil^ov), entirely

defeated them, and pursued them 30 miles (iirb tov Ba$vpvaK09 Sus to?

KaruvofuurfAivov Kiavcrravrlvav fiomov).

Bathys Rhyax, or Bathyrrhyax, is also mentioned by Constantino

Forphyrogenitus as one of the airktiKra on the great military road which

we have described (seeG .). It should therefore be looked for at a junction

of roads where troops from different quarters could conveniently con-

centrate on the military road, to be in readiness to swell the army as it

marched eastwards. This consideration places it in the valley about

Yeni Ehan, a very important point.

21. Now, all roads from Sivas towards the west or north must pass

through Yeni Ehan, as Sir C. Wilson asserts positively after long

familiarity with the country. It follows, therefore, that the roads from

Sebasteia to Yerisa and to Agriane must have coincided as far as Yeni

Ehan. In that case, considering the frequent corruptions in the

itineraries, it would seem probable that Simos is a false reading, and

is in some way to be identified with Fiarasi and Siara of the other road-t

The distances, xxxvi in two cases, xl in the third, are rather too great

;

XXX is the utmost distance of Yeni Ehan from Sivas.

22. The road from Mushalem Eale to Yeni Ehan is 16 hours (by Eara

Eaya 10 hours). This confirms the Itinerary, and Agriane must be

looked for about Ekkayi. The road is to be restored

, V; ^
Tavium xxi Eomiaspa xxv Tarbasthena [x]xxv Sibora xx

-'_. ^ Agriane XXX Siala XXVII Sebasteia.

AccotdiDg to another account, the Faulicians reached the place called Bathyrrhyax

in the evening, and the Byzantine troops encamped on a hill above them.—Theopbau.

Contin., p. 272. [No statement here shows how long the detached troops followed the

Faulicians.]

t Perhaps 2IAA02 has become XIMOS. Bialos and Siara are practically identical.

Fiarasi is probably caused by a correction si being added to a false form Fiara.

t;
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v....

From the preceding exposition it may be inferred that an important

road, already shown in part, has to be completed as follows :

—

Amasia xxzu Zela 20 Sebastopolis 24 Siala or Siara 27 to 30

Sebasteia.

23. The ro8td Sebasteia-Nikopolis-Satala, &o., is quite unknown to

me by actual inspection, and, as it is unusually well described in our

authorities, I need not go through the task of applying the ancient state-

ments to the modern maps. I have no new material to contribute, and

I content myself with quoting the description of one march along the

military road from Constantinople to Armenia. In the year 1069 the

Emperor Bomanus marched from Helenopolis on the Bosphorus, crossed

the Sangarios by the Bridge Zompos, crossed the Halys, and avoiding

Oeesareia, came to an excellent camping-place named Cool Fountain

(Kpmv UffYJv) and thence to Sebasteia.* After crossing the Halys on this

march he traversed the province of Eharsiaua (rg tov Xapo-tavov iinipxi<t)

(Mich. Attal., pp. 145-6; Scylitz., p. 690). At Sebasteia two roads

parted, and again converged in the theme of Coloneia: Bomanus took

the left road. At last he reached Theodosiopolis, and finally Manzikert.

On his return he passed through Theodosiopolis, then through

Coloneia, then through Melissopetrion (KMrrpov 8c rovro ^rt rti'os Xo^u
Kci/ucvov), then advancing into the Armeniao Theme, he encamped at

Dokeia (Mich. Attal., p. 168).

The castle of Kara Hissar, near the line of this road, is a Byzantine

not a Boman stronghold. It is once called Mavpoiccurrpov (i.e. Kara

Hissar) : tov MavpoKoorpov ^povpiov, cts hm rStv 'ApiitvuixZv tottuv hrl

Xoffiov KfCfitvov iiln/iXov koX Sva-Karipyo^Tov (Mich. Attal., p. 125; cp.

Scylitz., p. 679). It is perhaps Eoloneia.

M. BOLiAN BOADS IN CENTRAL CaPPADOCU.

1. The Peutinger Table gives a road :

—

Tavium xvi Euagina xxiiii Saralio xxii Zama xxxv Aquse

Aravensa xx Dona xx Sermusa xvi Siva xxii Cambe xvi

Mazaca Ceesareia.

The distance from Tavium vi& Aquee Sarvenee (Terzili Hamam) to

Csesareia is not more than 120 miles: the distance on this road is

191 miles. The road is therefore much too long.

Prof. E. Hirsohfeld has discussed this road at length in his paper on

Tavium in / Berlin. Sitzungsberichte,' 1883, p. 1260, and has come to

the conclusion that it is the surest guide amid the tangled and

* This deaoription becomes much clearer from the discnssion of the Bj^cantine

military road ; after crossing the Halys he avoided Caesareia, i.e. he took the left fork

of the road, not the right : before Sebasteia he came to a fine camp at Cool Fountain,

i.e. the camp at Bathyrrhyax. At Sebasteia he took the left road to Zara, not the right

band road to Tophrike.
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oontradiotory aooounts of the roada and stations iu the border-lands of

Pontus, Galatia, and Cappadocia, inasmuch as it is guaranteed by two
independent authorities, Ptolemy and the Peutinger Table. But Prof.

Eiepert in his ' Gegenbemerkungen ' has proved that Hirschfeld's

view of this road is mistaken, and as it depends on a theory of the site

of Tavium which is definitely disproved, I need not discuss it.

I have (see L 18) shown that the Aquas SaravensB were the hot

springs now called Terzili Hamam. The road of the Table, then, is not

a direct road, but a dStour. Euagina is at Gone, and we have therefore

a part of a great north route from Caesareia vi& Aquaa Saravenae,

Euagina, and Earsia (Alaja), to Amaseia and Amisos. Sir 0. Wilson

informs me that this is at present the great road from Caesareia to

Amisos : it is the only road that is practicable fur arabas, and must

always have been a great trade-route. It passes through Tchorum
(Eukhaita). It is possible that from Alaja there was a connection vi&

Iskelib and Boiabad to Sinope, which is a junction of four roads on the

Table ; but this difficult mountain path cannot have been important.

The road on the Table needs further correction. Between Euagina

and Tavium a station is omitted ; and between Euagina and Caesareia

the numbers are far too great. Zama is a town of Khamanene, and cannot

possibly be on this road. It has been transferred from the road Tavium-
Mokissos, which is defective in the Itinerary and omitted iu the Table.

Saralos (Saralio) is, I believe, transposed (see L 10), and we have

Tavium xvi Saralos xxii Euagina xviii Aquae Saravenae.

Between Aquas and Oaesareia the distance is given as 94 miles,

which is too much. The stations, however, cannot be correct, for Dona
(Dora) can hardly be separated from Ptolemy's Odoga or Dogra, which

is evidently the Doara of the Byzantine lists. This was one of the

bishoprics in Cappadocia Secunda under Tyana, and afterwards iu Tertia

under Mokissos, and cannot therefore possibly be placed on the road

between Caesareia and its subordinate bishopric Aqua) (i.e. Basilika

Therma), for that road must have been wholly in Cappadocia Prima.

Moreover, such a number of short distances as are given on this road is

unusual in the Table, and most improbable in a country like Cappadocia,

thinly peopled, with few cities, and only slightly civilised. Dona has

therefore been transferred from another road, probably Caesareia—

Mokissos.

Sermusa is given a second time in the Table as Seramisa, between

Zela and Neocaesareia, and it is clearly identical with Ptolemy's Ser>

mouga in Pontus Galaticus. The other position in the Table must

therefore be preferred, and there remains

Aquae xx Siva xxii Cambe xvi Caesareia.

Siva is the modem Yoannes (Kiepert), or Yogounes, where the name of

the saint to whom the church was dedicated seems to remain. Eambe is
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Eemer. The only oorreotion needed ia xxxii for xxii between Siva and

Cambe.

2. The Antonine Itinerary gives a road from Tavium by Therma,
Soanda, &o., to Ceeaareia. The mention of Soanda proves that this is

not a direct road (per compendium), but a circuitous road by Soanda.

Soanda is known as a station between Archelais and Csesareia. The
mention of Therma gives a further clue. Therma denotes the hot

springs of Kir Sheher (Mokissos), and the Itinerary is really giving the

route Tavium to Mokissos, and thence by Soanda to Ceesareia ; but the

loss of several names at the beginning has obscured the account.* The
two roads cannot meet except at some point near Nev Sheher, where

therefore Soanda must be placed. The route Mokissos to Soanda must

certainly go by Hadji Bektash (Dogra) and Zoropassos. An intermediate

station is omitted. A comparison of this road with that from Nyssa to

Csesareia shows a remarkable similarity. They are thus represented :

—

Nyua.
Oaiana, 32.

Bakasena, 28.

Gtesareia, 80.

Therma.
Soanda, 18.

Sakoeua, 82.

Ochras (Aorai T.I.), 16.

Cffisareia, 24.

There can be little doubt that the road from Nyssa to Csesareia passed

by way of Nev Sheher, and about that point it would join the road

Archelais to Caesareia. Thirty-two miles is about the distance from the

position we have given Nyssa to Nev Sheher.f Osiana then must be

about Nev Sheher, where we have placed Soanda, and it seems necessary

to consider Osiana as a corruption of Soanda.

The next station on each road appears in a great variety of forms in

the MSS.—Siccasena, Sacoasena, Accasena, Saoasena, Seccasena, and

Sacena, Sacona, Saconna. There is great probability that all are

corruptions of one name, and the distance 28 or 32 suggests that the

station was near Inje Su, which is an important junction of roads.

But a few miles north-east of Inje Su are the ruins called Yiran Sheher,

and near them Major Bennet tells me there is a village Snksun, which

has preserved the actual name Siccasena. Hence we may confidently

identify the site of this station as Yiran Sheher, and prefer the distance

32 between Soandos and Siccasena. f

From Yiran Sheher to Ceesareia is too short a distance for the

numbers on the Itinerary. Even if we correct xxx to xx, the estimate

* Another example of names omitted in thia Itinerary is in the road Ankyra to

Dorylaion. Prof. Kiepert has rightly seen that this route is likely to have been given

in some of the Itineraries, but makes the error of identifying Aquae Sarvenae as Kir

Sheher, and thus applies the \rrong names to the road, see his * Gegenbemerkungen zu

Prof. G. Hirsohfeld.'

t The total from Pamassos to Soaudos (56 Roman miles) agrees well with the actual

distance firom the situation a few miles above Tchikin Aghyl to Nev Sheher.

X Strabo's route by Sadakora takes a more southern path, see p. 306.
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seems great enough, as tho distanoo can hardly be more than sixteen

English miles : but tho numbors in tho Itineraries oan never be pressed.

It is clear that Oohras or Aoras is inserted here wrongly ; and it also is

evidently a corruptitm. Perhaps it is [Odjogra misplaced, and then the

road is to be restored

Tavium—Zama xviii Therma xviii Odogra xvi Soanda zxxii

Sakkasena xv Cassareia.

It hus been suggested above that Zama belongs to this road.

3. The direct road Tuvium to Oeesareia is apparently omitted in the

ancient documents,.but in reality every station on it is given:

—

Tavium xxi Eorniaspa xxvi Siva [xjxxii Eamoure xvi Oeesareia.

4. The road Sebastoia-Csesareia is given in the Antonine Itinerary

as:

—

Ciesareia xxvi Eulepa xxiiii Armaxa xxviii Marandara xxx*
Scanatus xxvm Sebasteia : total cxxxvi,

and in the Peutinger Table as :—
Oeesareia xiii Sorpara xiiii Foroba xiiu Armaza xvi Eudagina

XXXII Magalasso xxxii Oomaralis xxii Sivastia.

Tho total distance is about cxxv miles,t which agrees fairly well

with the Antonine Itinerary. The road passes through Falas, obviously

an ancient name : we shall see that it is probably the bishopric Aip-.-Moi.

Eulepa seems to be another form of the same name : X the consonants

being transposed as in Capatiana for Pacatiana, Morea for Romea
(i. e. 'Po)fiaui), &o. The distance is fairly correct : Palas is about xxx

miles from Ceesareia, but the ancient site may have been different from

that of the modem village, a common phenomenon.

Armaxa is guaranteed also by the Table, and is probably a correct

name. Marandara is also given as Malandara and Marandana. It is

perhaps Ptolemy's Mardara. Eudagina is Euagina transferred to a

wrong road. Oomaralis is Carmalis, and belongs to a different road

(O II). On Scanatus see O II. Magalassos is perhaps a form of Daga-

lassos, Ptolemy's Megalossos, between Sebasteia and Nikopolis.

N. Roman Roads over Anti-Tauros.

1. In the roads between Ceesareia and Melitene, the Antonine Itinerary

is extraordinarily full, but so full of contradictions and errors that it was

quite unintelligible till a suries of milestones threw light upon them. §

* y.l. xxxviii., which is nioro likely to be corrupt. Gfflsareiaxvi. Eulepa alao ocoura

t According to Major Binnet : Sivas 13 Yildiz Su 7 Sural 28 Karadj Euren 25

Tchepne 11 Stone bridge over Hulys 12 Palas 30 Kaisari.

X Palas, of course, is an accusative form. Aipolioi is greoised to get a form with a

meaning.

§ The first was discovered by Mr. Clayton in 1881 ; I added several in 1882 ; and
Mr. Sterrett has copied and published a fine series.
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Strangely enough, the continuation of the great Boman highway,

Ephesua and Cfesareia to the Euphrates, is quite obscured and only part

of it is given in the course of a different road. There are two pouible

routes for this road. (1) The first is

Ceesareia 24 Zerezek 10 Zamanti Su 80 Kara Kilisa.

This is the most important of the modem roads which cross Anti-

Tauros from Caesareia. It is practicable for wheeled traffic throughout,

and in all probability it is the route which was taken by the Boman
road from Eokussos or Komana to Caosaroia. The only other route

which can be thought of goes by Mardin and Tomarza. There it forks,

having a choice of routes over Anti-Tauros ; the southern route goes by

Keuseli (where it is joined by a road from Ferak Din, Argya Sheher, &o.)

over the Gez Bel, past Bumlu, to join the Komana-Eokussos road south

of Keklik Oglu, while another route goes by Suwagen (Sc/Sayi^ca) on the

Zamanti Su, crosses Anti-Tauros by either the Dede Bel, or the Geuk
Bel, or the Kuru Bel, to Elimenli and Komana (Shahr-Dere-si).

I can trace no probable reference to the Tomarza route in ancient

writers, and the identification of Arasaxa as Zerezek (mentioned first, I

think, by Major Bennet, many years ago) seems to prove that the Boman
road followed a more northern route.

The precise route east of Zerezek is by Kulete, over Zamanti Su,

near a recently built Mohajir {i.e. Befugee) village, past Tass, over

Anti-Tauros by the Kuru Tchai pass to Kara Kilisa on the Saros.

Thenceforward the road coincides with the road from Sebasteia and

Ariarathia to Kokussos or to Komana. There is indeed a path leading

more directly to Arabissos, Melitene, and the Euphrates, by Tovla,

Tcharshak, and Dali Kavak, to Maragos and Tanir (Tanadaris). It is

about 21 miles from Kara Kilisa to Maragos : but the path is quite im-

practicable for wheels, and cannot have been used as the Boman road.

(2) The other road is

Caesareia 26 Karadai* 6 Ekrek 8 Yore Getchen 4 Zamanti Su 24

Keui Yere 15 Maragos 4 Ehurman Kalesi 7 Tanir 12 Arabissos.

This is also still a road of some importance, and wheeled traffic can

traverse it. It crosses Anti-Tauros, between Zamanti Su and Keui
Yere, by the pass called Yedi Oluk,')' which is also the pass leading

from Azizie (Ariaratheia) to the Saros valley. This road has also a

continuation direct towards Tanir and Arabissos, which is just barely

practicable for wheels. It is probably the trade-route which Strabo

describes as leading by Erpa, on the Karmalas, to the Euphrates at

Tomisa, which is doubtless, as Kiepert puts it, due east of Melitene. It

is more difficult to decide whether the Boman military road followed

* Karadui is about a mile north of Zorezek

t Tliere is an altoruative pass more to the vieit by Kavak Tepe, uot practicable for

wheela.

m
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this route or took the pass by Kuru Tchai. Tho numbora that aro

given certainly suggest that Codusabala was at Keui Yere, and that the

road Kokussos-Caeiareia coincided with tho road Kokussos'Ariaratheia for

a greater distance than is possible by the Kuru Tohai road. Moreover,

the frequent appearance of Ftaiiadaris (Tanir) in the Antonine Itinerary

proves that it must have been a station of some oonsequonoe ; it is

always put by the Itinerary on the wrong road, but the explanation of

the mistake would be easy if there were two roads, Codusabala-Kokussos-

Arabissos and Godusabala-Ftanadaris-Arabissos. We may thou probably

say that a Roman road went along the Yodi Oluk route that has just

been described. The road is described in the Antonine Itinerary as :

—

Caesareia xxiiii Arasaza zxiiii Codusabala.

The mention of Arasaza is not oonolusive, for, although I have not

given Zerezek on the Yedi Oluk road, yet that place lies hardly a mile

south of the shortest path, and may quite well be taken on the road.

It is clear that either the second xxiiii must be corrected to xliiii, or

thut a station has been omitted. Strabo gives the station Erpa on the

Zamanti So, and we may conjecturally insert it. The whole road might

then be restored as follows

:

Gaesareia xxiiii Arasaza xix Erpa xxiiii Codusabala xxviiK

Ptanadaris (Tanir) zzii Arabissos.

The Feutinger Table gives

Caesareia xziiii Sinispora xiiii Arasaza x Larissa xxiii in Oilissi

XX Comana.

I give this as a typical example of corruption.

Sinispora xiiii must bo eliminated : Sinis is perhaps Sinis near

Melitene and pora is perhaps Erpa. In Cilissi should be in Cilicia, and

belongs to the road through the Cilician Gates to Tarsos.* But, in regard

to Larissa, the Feutinger Table is confirmed by Michael Attaliota in

describing the march of the Emperur Bomanus, who, in the year 1067

starting from Constantinople, marched by Ceesareia and came to Larissa

{^tv €h r^v Kaurapiiav, cTra koI rg Aapurcry; Trpoaifu^i) : then, advancing

further, he encamped at some distance from Melitene (Mich. Attal., p.l23).

Larissa is also often mentioned as a Turma, originally belonging to the

Cappadooian Theme, but transferred by Leo YI. in 890 to the Theme
of Sebasteia.

This weighty coincidence must be accepted, but the distance x. from

Arasaxa is probably too small, and in the present state of the Table it is

impossible to say anything more definite about the position of Lari.«sa,

* The roads on the Feuthiger Table from Eomana to Melitene and to Samosata,

thongh very long, do not contain one correct station : e. g. Gatabola is Kastabaln, brought

from the road Iconium-Pylae Cilicitie-Tursos ; Arcilapopoli is Archelais Colonia, trans-

ferred here from the road Laodicea-CiBsnroia ; Sagalasso and.Sama are Dagalassos and
Zani, brought from the road^Stbasteia-NicopoIis.
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than tbat it wan on tb » diroot road to Molitone, not very far east of

Arosaza and probabh aoar Erpa on the river Karmalas.

Maroga, now Muragoa, was also on this road xii miles from Tanadaris^

but I omitted it in the list given above in order to retain one more

number from the Itinerary.

The possibility must of course be left open that both the Euru
Tohai route and the Yedi Oluk route were used by the Romans, and

Larissa may have been on the former, Erpa on the latter.

2. The rest of the Anti-Tauros roads would be quite unintelligible

without the recently discovered series of niileotones. In studying

the milestones the first principle to observe is that stones in the

cemetery of a town are carried from all quarters : hence the mile-

stones of Eokusos vary from PA to PMA. But five miles oast of

Goksun the number PKB occurs, and 12 miles north the number PAH
occurs, and 17 miles north the number PMA. The distance Kokusos to

Melitene along the Roman road then must have been in all probability

127 Roman miles. The distance of Arabissos cannot be determined so

certainly, but is near 100.

In Uie roads which are given in the Itinerary, the most striking

feature is the constant introduction of Ptanadaris. There can

be little doubt that Ptanadaris is Tanir, and in that case it

is introduced in the most absurd and impossible way. It belongs

to the road Arabissos-CeBsareia, and should be eliminated from all other

roads. If we cut it out we have the road in the Itinerary Melitene to

Arabissos 104 M. P., Arabissos to Eokusos 28 M. P. Now, the sum of

separate distances, station to station, is always greater than the direct

distance from end to end. We may therefore conclude that the follow-

ing stations are accurately given in the Itinerary :

—

Melitene xxviii Area xxi Dandaxina xxiiii Osdara xxviii Arabissos.

Osdara must be looked for between Demiiji and Alhazli.

What route did the Roman road follow between Melitene and

Arabissos? Mr. Sterrett says that between Albistan (12 miles east of

Arabissos) und Malatia " no milliaria were found. I am wholly unable,

to account for this fact, as there are only two possible roads from Albistan

to Melitene, one of which we traversed on the way out, and the other

on our return. It may be safely affirmed, however, that the Roman
road did not go by way of Edz Agha and Pulat, since this whole road

is much too difficult. Had the Roman road gone this way it could not

have avoided the abrupt pass of Ola Eaya, and it is exactly this pass

that makes it necessary to look for it elsewhere. The only other route

is that by way of Derinde, and thence down the Tokhma Su to Malatia."

There is, however, another road, apparently unknown to Mr. Sterrett,

of which I have been told by Major Bennet, who has traversed it. It

passes through Arga, crosses the mountains in a nearly direct line, and

reaches the valley of the Sogutlu Irmak near Alhazli. The road may
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"be thus desoribed :—Arga, 3600 feet above sea-level, at 8 miles crosses

summit 4680 feet, at 14 miles crosses summit 6270 feet, and soon after

another summit 6250 feet, at 30 miles reaches Sogutlu Irmak, at 66 miles

reaches Arabissos. By this road the distance. Area to Arabissos, would

be about 70 Roman miles : let us say 71 miles. We have the distance

Melitene to Area 28 M.P., and from Arabissos to Kokusos 28 M.P.,

giving a total Melitene-Eokusos of 127 miles. The Bomau road then

must have followed this route. The road was formerly an excellent

one, practicable for wheeled carriages; but it has in recent years fallen

into disuse and disrepair.

3. To understand the rest of the Itinerary it is necesary to observe

the exact position of Eomaua, which lies in a glen right off the main

road, and can be reached only by a detour from the direct road. The
direct road Eokusos-Sebasteia passes by Kemer 24 miles, Eeui Yere 35,

to Azizie about 55, and thence to Tonosa and Sebasteia. The distances

Azizie-Tonosa and Tonosa-Sebasteia seem about 42 Boman miles. Eemer
is certainly a Boman site, and if so it must be Sirica : placing Codnzabala,

by conjecture, near Eeui Yere. The road, then, may be

Eokusos xxiiii Sirica xii Coduzabala xx Ariarathia xlii Tonosa

XLii Sebasteia.

The direct road Eokusos-Eomana diverges at Yalak from the road

Eokusos-Sirika : measuring along this road, the distances are about

Eokusos XXVI Eomana vi Sirica xii Ooduzabala.

But it is more probable that there was only one Bomau road to Eomana
diverging at Sirica : the distances then would be

Eokusos XXIV Sirica vi Eomana vi Sirica xii Coduzabala, &o.

Between Sirica and Eomana the milestones P N B and PN P (152 and

153 are found) about two or three miles from Sirica. These agree so

well with the latter system of measurement, that it may be provisionally

Adopted. If hereafter milestones be found between Sirica and Ariarathia,

reckoning without the detour to Eomana, so as to give about 162 miles

Melitene to Coduzabala, the proof will be complete.

4. A Boman road of great importance led direct from Arabissos to

Sebasteia. There can be no doubt about the course of this road. It

passed Aristil 5, Ehui-mau 7, Eashanli 14^, Almali 18, Gorun 39.*

The rest of the distance can be calculated only roughly, but if, as is

probable, it passed by Kangal, it would bo about 80 Boman miles.

Between Eangal and Arabissos it must coincide with the road Nicopolis-

Arabissos, given in the Itinerary (181-3) :

—

Arabissos xxvii Tonosa xxv Zoana xxiii Gundusa xxx Eumeis

XVIII Zara xx Dagalasso xxiv Nicopolis.

* Gorun retains the name of the ancient Gauraina.
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Between Sebasteia and Eangal it is perhaps given in the Itinerary^.

(177):-
Sebasteia xxiiii filandos xxviii Euspoena xxnii Aranis xxviiii

Ad PrsBtorium xxxii Fisonos xxii Melitena.

The direct road Sebasteia-Melitene passes through Eangal, but the

distances in the above route are so much too great as to show there'

is some error. If, however, we suppose that Euspoena is Eangal, and

that X has been added between Euspoena and Sebasteia, we have a fair

approximation to the proper distance, which is about 40 from Sebasteia

to Eangal, 100 from Eangal to Melitene.

5. The roads are too corrupt, and the localisation of every point toO'

uncertain, to justify any scheme of reconstruction. It is sufficient tO'

show here what the routes must have been. But a few words must be

devoted to the extraordinary corruption of the road Arabissos-Nicopolis-

Batala. It is represented as a direct road, and yet it passes throughi

Tonosa; but the name Tonosa* is certainly false. If we suppose an

intermediate station on the way to Gorun, we should have the following,

road:

—

Arabissos xviii near Almali xxiii Gauraina xxxviii Euspcena.

Gundusa is perhaps Ptolemy's Godasa, and Doana Ptolemy's Dagona,.

and Eumeis is surely a corruption of Camisa. It may, however, be

doubted whether there was any direct road Euspoena-Camisa. The sys-

tem of defence was probably content with the road Euspoena-Sebasteia-

Camisa-Nicopolis.

6. As to the road Satala-Melitene, which completed the circle of
military roads within the province Cappadocia, I cannot speak, but I

may add the following note about one station, given as Arauracos,.

45 miles south of Satala.

Arauraka is mentioned also: (1) in a gloss on Theophanes (p. 7,

1. 19, Di Boor), 6 aytos E^orparios 6 aTro t^s 'ApavpaKivmv opfiw/jitvos irdAtws;.

(2) Ptolemy has the name in the form Xapd^paKa ^roi ^aXafiPpia ; and

(3) Constantino Porphyrogenitus de Thematibus, p. 31, calls it Arabraka.

Arauraca seams too close to the name of the Gallic tribe Bauraci to be

unconnected with it, yet no ala or cohors Bauracorum is known which

might have been stationed there as ala Auriana was at Daskousa, legiO'

XII at Melitene, legio vii at Samosata.

This road is given in the Itinerary as

Satala xvii Suissa xxviii Arauracos xxiv Carsagis xxviii Sine-

ruas XXVIII Analiba xvi Zimara xvi Teucila xxviii Sabus xvi

Dascusa xxxii Giaca xviii Melitena.

Eiepert places Satala at Sadagh, seven geographical miles north-east

oi Melik Sherif, and 15 east of Sehabhan Eara Hisar. Legio XY
* It has been corrupted through recollection of Tonosa between Sebasteia and

Ariarutliia.
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Apollinaris was stationed here (' C. I. L.,' III. Supplem., 6744). Daskousa

was on the banks of the Euphrates opposite Penga. Ala II. Ulpia

Auriana was stationed here (' C. I. L.,' III., Supplom., 6743).

Ptolemy assigns Daskousa, Zimara, Sinibra to Armenia Minor on the

hanks of the Euphrates, and mentions Analibla west of the Euphrates

in Armenia Minor. He puts Ciaois (which he seems to have derived

from an itinerary where it was given as an ablative), and Dagousa

(which is probably a dittography of Daskousa), in Melitene.

7. Three passes, leading across the eastern part of Tauros into Eom-
magene, can be traced in the ancient records, one from Eokussos to

Germanicia, a second from Arabissos to Germanicia, which is far more

frequently mentioned and evidently much more important, and a third

leading direct south from Melitene to Samosata. These three passes

correspond with the three chief modem routes, Guksun to Marash,

Albostan* to Marash, which is by far the most important, and Malatia

by Pulat to Adiaman and Samsat. The statement of these facts leaves

little doubt that Marash is near the ancient Germanicia. But, as this

situation has been disputed by Bitter and Eliepert, I must examine it

more closely. Eiepert, having sacrificed all the north-western part of

Kommagene to the two Strategiai Saravene and Laviansene, which he

follows Ptolemy in misplacing, is obliged to set Germanicia and other

Eommagenian towns much further south and east than their true

position. First, however, I may describe some of the marches of

Byzantine emperors across Tauros.

8. The march of Basil from Caesareia into Kommagene, in 877, is

described in great detail by Cedrenus II., p. 213, and Theoph. Contin.,

p. 278. It is the same route which Bomanus Diogenes afterwards took

in A.D. 1068 (Scylitz., p. 671). After leaving Caesareia, the advanced

guard captured Xylokastron (Psilokastron, Cent.), and Phyrokastron

(Paramokastellon, Cont.). Then the castle of Phalakron surrendered.t

The Saracen army fled before the emperor, who captured Kasama

(Eaisosf or Eatasamas, Cont.), Earba (Bobam or Endelekhone, Cont.),

Ardala (Andala, Cont.), and Erymosykea (Erymosykaia, Cont.). Then
Basil crossed the rivers Oaopniktes and Sardos (Saros, Cont.), and

arrived at Eokussos or Eoukousos, whence he penetrated through the

defiles of Tauros, cutting his way through the forests, by Eallipolis and

Padasia to Germanicia. He chose this uncommon route evidently

because the regular route by Arabissos was in the hands of the Saracens.

* This pass has been described to me, and its importauce most strongly emphasized,

by Sir Charles Wilson, Colonel Chermsido, and Major Bennet. Albostan, " the Garden,"

has taken the place of the ancient Arabissos, as the northern key to the pass : the site

of Arabissos is the modern village Yarpuz, which retains the ancient name.

t This place, whose name is given in the same form by Cedrenus and Contin., must

be distinguished from the mountain Phalakron, mentioned by Coustantine Porph., de

Them., p. 31, as on the northern or nortli-western frontier of the Theme Koloueia.

X On Eaisos as an Arab personal name, see Muralt, p. 151, 307. See p. 280.
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All the forts which are mentioned on this passage must be strong-

holds commanding the roads between Caesareia and Erpa, for they

are all mentioned before the Onopniktes (Karmalas). Melitene and

even Arabissos appear to be at this time in the hands of the

Saracens.

After devastating the outskirts of Germanioia, but not venturing to

attack the walls, within which the Arabs remained, Basil besieged

Adata in vain, and finally returned to Caesareia.

9. To appreciate fully the evidence of this campaign, it is necessary

to examine the frontier between the Arab and the Byzantine power at

this time. It is hardly possible to fix the exact date when Germanicia

passed into the Saracen power.* The Byzantine records are silent, till in

745 Theophanes mentions that it was recaptured by the Christians. On
this subject we may collect the following facts. In 668 Arabissos and

Melitene were both still in Byzantine hands : Arabissos was a military

station and residence of the Eleisourarch who guarded the eastern

passes of Tauros (Theophan., p. 350). The Arab historians declare (see

Weil, 'Ehalifen,' I. 471) that Marash was evacuated by the Greeks in

095 ; but this was perhaps only a temporary withdrawal, as in 700 the

Greeks defeated the Arabs near Samosata. But most probably the cam-

paign of 700 was a single great effort, and Eommagene now passed into

Saracen hands. In 712 Theophanes, p. 382, apparently implies that

Melitene was outside of the dominions of Fhilippicus. Amaseia was
conquered in the same 'year, and in 726 Caesareia of Cappadocia was

taken. In 716 the theatre of war was about Amorion, Akroenos, and

«ven Fergamos. In 717 the Arabs crossed by Abydos into Europe, and

even besieged Constantinople. But this rashness cost them a severe

defeat. It is practically certain that at this time the passes of Tauros

were entirely in Arab power. The Kharsnian fortress was captured in

730 by the Arabs. But from this time their power diminished. In 740

they were defeated at Akroenos, and were trying to capture Tyana,

which they had taken in 708, but which must again have passed under

Christian power. In 746, according to Cedrenus, II., 7, and Theophanes,

p. 422, Constantino Copronymos, taking advantage of the dissensions

among the Arabs, captured Germanicia and laid waste Doulichia (i.e.

the country near Doliche). in 752 he captured Melitene and Theodo-

eiopolis, in Armenia. The great pass was thus in Christian hands for

aome years, till in 770 Germanicia was recaptured by Al Mansur, and

incorporated in Palestine, i.e. Syria.! In 778 a great Byzantine army

* The dates given by different authorities vary considerably. I follow Muralt for

conveuieuco in every case where he mentions the events.

t Fiulay wrongly understands that the inhabitants were transported to Palestine

:

/utTfiroi^flTj €Ji na\oi(rT(i/7)v is Theophanes's way of saying that it was separated from the

Byzantine sway, and made part of the Arab dominions. Palestine ought to be translated

Syria here.
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liesieged it in vain. The Arab historians say that at this time they

captured Adata (Hadath, Weil, II., p. 98), but Theophanes does not

mention this fact. We may, however, safely assume that the northern

entrance to the pass had been held by the Christians since 746 at latest.

In the next year the Saracens restored the fort Hadath, and made an

nnBuccessful attack on Dorylaion and on Amorion. In 780 they

captured Semalouos in the Armeniac Theme. The tide of conquest now
turned once more, and the Greek arms were probably never seen again

in eastern Cappadocia till Basil's expedition in 880. Basil did not

venture to advance by the usual route, which was doubtless strongly

defended. He advanced by Eokussos, and opened up an unused and un-

defended route. He ravaged the country up to the walls of Germanicia,

and closely besieged Adata.

10. These references show that Adata was nearer the Byzantine

frontier, and more accessible to them than Germanicia ; in other words,

Adata was a fortress a little north of Germanicia defending the pass to

Arabissos. Basil's plan was a bold stroke to capture the Syrian end of

the pass, even though the northern end was not yet in his power ; but

be was not successful. A foolish prophecy and legend is related in

connection with the siege (Contiu., p. 280). Adata, the famous city

(ircp(j3o>;ros), remained in Saracen hands till 946, when Bardas, the

general of Constantine, captured it. Melitene, called a city of Syria,

i.e. of Saracen land, had previously been taken by John Kourkouas, in

934 (Theoph., 416).

11. Adata and Germanicia are, therefore, two distinct places, but

not far from each other on the same great eastern road. They were

no doubt, under the same bishop, who may have been styled o FcpftanKctas

^ot 'ASarwv. Hence Glykas, p. 549, makes the mistake of actually

identifying them.*

Weil, II., p. 98, is probably wrong in inferring from the Arab
geographers that Hadath was south of Marash.f The preceding

reasoning is confirmed by the enumeration of Mohammedan border-

fortresses, Mulatia, Hadith, Marash, Harunie, Kenisa, Ainzarba, Massissa,

Adana, and Tarsos.:( Heraclius in 640, evidently marching by the pass

that leads to Arabissos, passed Adata after Germanicia.§

12. Almost all the military expeditions which we can trace as crossing

eastern Tauros, most probably followed the route Arabissos-Germanicia.

So in 668 Andreas, the envoy of Constans, returned from Damascus by
Arabissos and Amnesia.

||
Unfortunately no account gives a list of names

* TtpnavutiiroXiv rtya \tyonivy)v 'ASaro, p. 549.

t They give Hadith between Marash and Membitch.

X Istakhri, liber cUmatum, translated by Mordtmann, Hamburg, 1845, pp. 33, 38, 42

,

44, quoted by Bitter, Kleinasien, ii. 57.

§ Theophanes, p. 313, where the reading 'ASafa must be corrected.

II
If Amnesia is connected with the river Amnias, we may say, with confidence, that

he returned by Sebasteia, Eukhaita, Pompeiopolis, Kastamon, &c.
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42,

hat

ttlong the road ; either the northern or the southern end of the pass being

always omitted. But the military importance of Arabissos (see p. 311)

and the frequent military references to Germanicia, show that they were
* the two critical points on the great Tauros pass. The Antonine Itinerary

does not give any road across Tauros, except that which crosses the eastern

pass from Melitene to Samosata : but it is evident, from its Syrian routes,

that Germanicia was a critical point on the great road to the east.

13. From Marash two important roads lead to the Euphrates and

Edeasa, one by Samosata, the other by Doliche and Zeugma. These two

roads are given in the Antonine Itinerary as

—

(1) Germanicia xv Catabana xvi Nisus xiiii Tharse xiii Samosata

leg. vii. XII Edessa.

(2) G&i'uanicia xx Sicos Basilisses x Dolioha xii. Zeugma xz

Bemmaris xxv Edessa.

These routes are most probably correct, but the numbers are wrong:

«uch small numbers are improbable in Syrian roads, and the Antonine

contradicts itself, giving on the next page

—

Germanicia xv Sicos Basilisses xv Dolicha xiiii Zeugma.

14. The evidence of Ptolemy is certainly in favour of placing

Germanicia at Marash. He places it further west than any other city

of Eommagene. Though Ptolemy's authority is not high, it counts

for something when it agrees with all other indications from ancient

authors. The order of Hierooles and of the Notitiae, practically the

same, gives no clear evidence, but puts Germanicia among the five

northern cities of Eommagene.

15. Germanicia was formerly placed at Marash. Bitter* mentions

that several writers of the Middle Ages held this opinion, and that the

Armenians call Marash G^rmaniki. But he and Prof. Eiepert identify

Marash with Antiocheia ad Taui*uiu, while they consider that Ger-
manicia must have lain further south or east.

In the first place,' Bitter and Eiepert have to answer the question,

what was Marash called in the early Byzantine period. They trace its

history down to Ptolemy under the name Antiocheia, and then resume
it towards the beginning of the ninth century under the name of
Marash: had it no importance and no Byzantine name in the inter-

mediate period ? It certainly existed, and must always have been an
important place, as it commands the southern entrance to the most
important pass across the eastern part of Taurus. It is known f to

the later Byzantine writers by its native name Maras : this probably
proves that the native name had been preserved in local usage, while
officially the city bore a name of the Grajco-Roman type, and that the

* ' Kleiiiosien,' ii. p. 47.

t Marash is mentioned oaMapdirioy byCinnamus, 216 ; and as Mapdurii', Anna ii. 115
(see Duoange's note, p. 633). Similar examples are Xipwort h MtTowoTafi((f Ket/iwor
Cedren., ii. 419 ; Sis, V. Flaviab Ciliciaa. ^ ^ '

VOU IV. ©
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native name at last expelled the official title.* I believe that this official

name was Germanikeia. Bitter, who maintains that it was Antiocheia, is

bound to show what Byzantine bishopric included within its bounds this

city of Antiocheia.

In the second place, Bitter gives as one of the reasons for placing

Gkrmanioia further south than Marash, that Stephanus says it was in

Euphratesia, "also im Siiden von Eommagene dem Euphrates nfther

geriiokt." But aooording to the provincial division of Diocletian

Euphratesia bordered on Melitene, and even Ferre is included in it, and

is named by Hierooles next to Qermanioia : Euphratesia included the

whole of Eommagene, and Eommagene extended to the borders of

Melitene and Eataonia. Perre is well known to have been beside the

modem Adiaman, north of Samooata. s

Again, Altyntash Eale, where Eiepert would place Germanioia, in

pronounced by Fuohstein to be a purely mediieval ruio, without any

trace of ancient importanot.. Its situation and its remains are both

alike inadequate to explain fhe importance of Germanicia, and the route

Germanioia-Zeugma-Edessa in the Itinerary is ridiculous if Germanioia

is at Altyntash Eale.

16. Almost the only reference to a third route crossing Taurus from

Melitene to Samoeata is the account of the military road in the Autonine

Itinerary. ^i :*s:,ff?f n-

Melitena xii Maisena xxviii Lakoteua zxvi Perre xxuii

Samosata.

This route is fairly certain. It goes by Elemenjik, Ehan Bunar, Yiran

Sheher or Surghy (near which Lakotena must be placed), and Adiaman

(Perre). We should gladly place some of Ptolemy's names on this road.

Maisena or Maiasena does not seem a correct name, and Lacotena should

perhaps be altered with some MSS. to a Coteiut. But some new evidence

is needed before any conjectures are justifiable. i:hfmmit

In Theophanes, p. 350, it is shown that the ordinary route from

Damascus to Melitene was not by this pass, but by that of Arabissos.

This pass is mentioned along with that of Germanicia and Adata in the

treatise de Yelit. Bell. Nioeph., p. 250, where the names Melitene,

Ealoudia, Eaesonn, and Daoutha, are connected with it. Eaesoun must

be distinguished from Eaisos (see § 8).

17. The road from Eokussos to Eastern Cilicia is given in the Peu-

tinger Table as follows :

—

i pi- j? :>.:i;t tM-fAn h nr^ :ii'f:'ifmen

Coouso xviii Laranda xviii Badimo xxn Praetorio xxii Flaviada

XVIII Anazarbo. Total 98 miles.

' This is a route of considerable importance : it has been described to

me by Colonel Stewart and Major Bennet.

* Frakana replaced the official Diocnsareia in laanria about 7B7, and so Kardabounda

and Sibilia replaced those of other Isaurian cities.
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len-

to

knda

t.

Miles.

Guksun, 4500 feet above eea-level. ^

6. Adji Alma plateau, 5690 feet. t
"»>

13. Kara Eilisa ruin, 5400; then cross canon of river SaroH

exactly 1000 feet deep.

21. Hancha Dere, 3900 feet.

31. Hadjin, 3200 feet, near BaduaoQ, c^ r..'

40. Qenk Su (Saros), 2300 feet. l-J^r
"

47. Kiraz Bel, 6130 feet.

64. Tapandere, 3000 feet, near Fraetorium.

68. Qirgen Su, 940 feet

76. Sis,* 600 feet, Flavias.:
; ; . »;'

90. Anazarba. •;

113. Osmanie. .4

124. Geuz Ebana (Epipbaneia, Benndt). .

^

130. Beach sea.

J-

p. s

>>. M I ^ I

1 !?
» "

ikr*

i^';.- W

a*!

*v \

0. Cities and Bishoprics of Gavpabocia.

Generally, the lists of Hierooles and of the Notitiee Epiacopatuum form

the best starting-point for the discussion of the topography of a province.

1 annex a comparative table of these lists, but it is of little use in this

case, because the organisation of Cappadocia was apparently very

peculiar. The other provinces were for the most part divided into

cities, each possessing a certain territory; a few districts or demoi

mentioned in each province form exceptions. But Cappadocia was
divided into large districts, in each of which there were many villages,

or even towns. The district under the Bishop of Ceesareia was so large

in the fourth century, that he had fifty chorepiacopi to help him. The
name of the district often differs from that of the most important town

known in it, and sometimes the bishop gets his title from the town

(Sasima, Basilika Therma, Doara), while the district in which that town

is situated is mentioned by other writers under its own name. < Hence

many of the names in Cappadocia have an adjectival form (Melitene,

Sakasena, Sobagena, Sebagena, &c.). Kuhn, Yerfassung des rdmischen

Beiches, ii. p. 23 i ff., gives an excellent account of the Cappadooian

political system. Strabo says there were only two cities—Greek cities

in a Cappadooian country, according to Philostr,, Vit. Apoll., i. 4

—

Eusebeia (Ceesareia) and Eusebeia Tjana, but it would appear that a'.,

least Archelais and Ariarathia should be added as centres of Hellenistic

organisation. Elsewhere there were no citizens, no assemblies, no city

magistrates.t
^.;,^, .

* Other distances are Sis to Adana 44, Adana to Missis (Mopsouestia) l^, Adana to

Ayas 84, Missis to Osmanie, 35.

t Ifax't? i"S 7Ai$TT]) Koi &s KmrwMimis iiirt)9ts, l^uyKpoitti/ ftiy rii vi/i^va r&v

9rotx.*i*>*t vwritjMV i\ TJb fiiiKm>6iiwa koI intiKiyvv rh fipax^ti.—^FliiloBtr.,Vit. Soph., ii. 13.

U 2
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1

ti B

3fe1

It ia impossible to group the di£Perent towns and villages under the

bishoprics to which they 'Were subject, as evidence is altogether wanting.

I therefore prefer to discuss Cappadocia under the Stralegiai. The classi-

fication into bishoprics, however, often gives important evidence in par-

ticular oases, and I shall often have to appeal to the Byzantine divisions,

an account of which is necessary as a preliminary.

In the winter of 371-2 the Emperor Valens divided Cappadocia into

two provinces, with the intention of injuring Basil, Bishop of Gsesareia,

by reducing the size of the province subject to him ecclesiastically.

Podandos, a mere hamlet, was first made metropolis of the new province,

Cappadocia Seouuda, but afterwards Tyana was made the metropolis.

Then arose a struggle between Anthimos, Bishop of Tyana, and Basil,

the latter trying to retain his authority over Anthimos and the other

bishops of Secunda, the former claiming to be independent and Metro-

politan in his province.

Cappadocia Secunda was again divided into two by Justinian about

A.D. 536. He made Mokissos the capital of Cappadocia Tertia,* giving it

the name Justinianopolis.

The account which Strabo gives of the ten Slrategiai differs very

much from the position assigned to them by Ptolemy. Eiepert follows

Ptolemy, and places Laviansene and Saravene south of Melitene on the

frontier of Eommagene, along the Euphrates. I shall follow the authority

of Strabo, and in tracing out the map after him I hope to show so many
incidental confirmations as to prove that he is more to be trusted than

Ptolemy. Strabo divides the Stralegiai into two groups of five each.

The first lie in a series extending along the southern side of Cappadocia

(i.e. towards Taurus), from the Euphrates on the east to Lykaonia on

the west; they are Melitene, Eataonia, Eilikia,')' Tyanitis, and Gar-

sauritis. The other five extend along the northern side, from the

eastern limits of Cappadocia to the Galatian frontier ; they are Lavian-

sene, Sargarausene, Saravene, Chamanene, Morimene.

Pliny (vi. 3) agrees partly with Strabo, partly with Ptolemy:

CappadocioB pars praetonta Armenie majori, Melitene vocatur ; Comma-
genaa, Cataonia; Phrygied, Garsauritis, Sargarausene, Cammanene;
GalatiaB, Morimene. ; . ;/•

Ptolemy agrees fairly well with Strabo as regards the general

position of Tyanitis, Garsauritis, Eilikia, Chamanene, Eataonia, and

Melitene, though even in their case he has frequently made serious

errors; but he has placed Sargarausene where Saravene should be

(Pliny makes the same error %), and Mouriane (i.e. Morimene) where

* I find no instance of this title in ancient documents ; both Mokissos and Tyana
being called metiopoleis of Secunda Cappadocia.

t I distinguish Kilikia as the Strategia of Cappadocia, Cilioia as the country south

of Taurus.

X The error is probably due to tUe likeness of the two names: So^miviii^ and

2«vC(V7>i;[<r]iji^.
. ,
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Bargaratuene should be, and bai put Sarayene and Lavianaene in

Kommageno, either omitting most of their territory, or putting it in

Armenia Minor. Hi* map of Cappadooia and Armenia Minor ia there-

fore inexact to a degrt a entirely beyond his representation of the other

provinces of Asia Minor. The reason appears to be that the Strattgiai

were an antiquated institution, belonging to history, not to political

reality. He could therefore not have access to Roman official lists, but

was obliged to trust to the maps. The authority which he followed

appears to have given him in most of the Strategiai the names of several

of the chief towns.* These he places together, sometimes first, in his list

of the cities of the Strategia, and their known position disagrees in many
cases with the situation which he assigns to it, while it agrees perfectly

with the situation which Strabo assigns to it. He then added a few

other towns in each Strategia, which he derived from the authority of

oxisting maps or itineraries of the district where he placed the Strategia,

and which therefore seemed to him to agree with his position for it.

I. Garsaocria is fixed by Garsaoura, which has been recognised by
Leake as the old name of Colonia Archelais, now Ak Serai. It therefore

bordered on Lykaonia. Ptolemy, Strabo, and Pliny are agraed in this

position.

The cities of Gkirsaouria are given by Ptolemy as

4'p/ara AtoKauropcia

'Ap\t\aU *"*'""" '

HiokafiPpia f) koi ^opdfipaKa

Nayeacros TtTpairvpyia. ' — ,i ..i-..

i,\r- Phreata is never mentioned elsewhere. The immense depth of the

wells in the plain of Hassa Eeui and Malakopaia may have caused the

name. But this plain seems to belong to Morimeue, and wells are

characteristic of many villagesf in the plains of Cappadooia and

Lycaonia. Very deep wells existed also at 3avatra (Strab., p. 568.)

Archelais was founded, as its name denotes, by Archelaos, king of

Cappadocia. Leake has shown that it is the same as Strabo's komopolie

Garsauira (p. 537, 539) on the great eastern highway, and we might

infer that the foundation of Archelais is later than Strabo's time, were

it not that his information can be traced down to 19 a.d., whereas

Archelaos died aud Cappadocia was made a Boman province in a.d. 17.

Probably therefore Strabo's information about Garsauira was not up to

date. Strabo mentions that, though a more kcmopolis in his time, it

had been formerly a metropolis. It was made a Boman colony by

Claudius.{ It struck no coins under the empire, a remarkable character

* I shall show under Isaubia that Ptolemy gives a name to the eleventh Strategia

which oould be used only during the reign of Antioohus IV., a.d. 87; his authority on

the Strategiai must therefore have been living at that time.

t Most of the places mentioned by Ptolemy are mere villages. Strabo mentions that

there were only two cities in Gappadooia, Mazaka, Tyana (p. 537 : see p. 281).

X Pliny, ' Nat. Hist.,' vi. 3, who makes the mistake of placing it on the Halys.
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Bgia

on

that

which it shares with Claudina's other colony GUudiopoliB in Oilioia

Tracheia (Byzantine Isauria). It was an important city throughout

Byzantine history, and even more important under the Seljuks of Konia.

Nicetas Ghoniata mentions that it was called Tdiapa by the Tarks in the

twelfth century. Ta^apa is apparently a Greek writing of the Turkish

Ak Serai.* It is very often mentioned in Byzantine authorities as

KoXuKCia.

Nanessos must be the same place which is called Momoasson in the

Jerusalem Itinerary, 12 miles east of Archelais on the road to Tyana.

It still retains its name in the form Mammasun, about three hours east

of Ak Serai, and this form shows that the Itinerary is more accurate in

the name than Ptolemy.

DiocJBSAREiA was the name given under the Roman Empire to the

small town of Nazianzos, the birth-place of Saint Gregory TheologOB

Kazianzenos. Many passages prove the identity : e.g.

rprffopiov fiviioaiTo rhv trpt^i KtmwaUKtffffiy

'H AioKaiaapiwy iKlyii ir6\ts,—Qreg. Naz. Poem., p. 1121 Higne.

About 876-80 A.D., Diocsesareia, for some act of insubordination, was

threatened with degradation from the rank of a city. Gregory

interceded bnccessfuUy on its behalf with Olympics, the governor of

Cappadocia Seounda (Greg. Naz., Ep. 141.)

By the Emperor Romanua Diogenes (1067-71) Xazianzos was raised

to the rank of a metropolis (Scylitz., p. 705 [845]).

Nazianzos was on the road to Tyana, 24 miles f from Archelais. It

still retains its name as Xenizi, six hours east of Ak Serai. In the

Jerusalem Itinerary it is corrupted to Anathiango, and in the Antonine

it is written Xantianulus. Philostorgius (ap. Suidam, a. v. Tpiiyopios)

mentions that it was a station on a Boman road (orad/bios).

The forms NaStavSds and Na^iav^los are given as equivalent by

Philostorgius {Hist. Ecclea., viii. 11).

Eabbala was the name of a village in the territory of Nazianzos,

heside which was an estate Arianzos, the hereditary property of Gregory

Nazianzen. It still retains its name in the form KaXfiapij in Greek, and

Gelvere in Turkish. Gelvere is a Christian village, 2^ hours south of

Kenizi, containing numerous rock cuttings (churches, houses, &c.), and

a church full of relics of S. Gregory Nazianzen. The inhabitants are all

aware that Nazianzos, the city of their saint, was at the Turkish

Nenizi.

In some references a doubt is left whether Earbala was the village,

and Arianzos the estate, or vica verad ; but it is distinctly mentioned in

one passage (see Mansi, Act. Concil. ix., pp. 256, 258), that Arianzos was

* Compare Cinnamas, who has 'AKcriopq aud Tlty<riaf>n ; Turkish, Ak Sheher and

Beg Sheher. Taxara is for rh 'Ak 3api : compare Ghalcocond., p. 243, who speaks of

Konia as 'VoK6vtiov. See also p. 279, 290, and Addenda.

t XII. -r XII. M.P, The distances are seemingly rather too great.
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a farm (prmdium) in Iho diHtriot of NaKiaiiisoa, belonging to Qregory

Nax.,* whore ho was born. Tiio oxproHsion KTTJfia iv 'Apiav^otf oocura.

At ArianKOB a festival of the holy martyrs ou tho twenty-second of the

month Dathonsa is mentioned by Gregory Naziaczon (Ep. 125). Thi»

village Karbala is called roC ;(<ii/mov Kairpakim (Greg. Naz. Ep., S08),

whore tho spelling cither varies or tho reading is corrupt* Gregory

writing to tho governor [of Cnppadooia Soonndu], says that when the

latter happened to be present [at Nazianzos], Gregory had tho oppor-

tunity of talking with him (irapowrifi r^ rifiwrrfroi vov, BitXixBrpi) : ho wa»
at tho time living on the family property at the village Karbala.

Salambkia, or Sarabraka, is a very doubtful place. Sarabraka cannot

bo separated from Arauraka (i.e. Arabrakaf) of Armenia Minor, whose

position is a£snred by the Antonine Itinerary (208 and 216) as 60 miles

(or 47 miles) west of Satala on the road to ^ikopoIi8. Two alternatives

are open : either that Ptolemy has misplaced Sarubraka, or that the

identification of Salambria and Sarabraka is incorrect. Salambria seems

to be the same as Salaberina, which is placed on the Peutinger Table

between Archelais and Tyana, but which cannot belong to that road, all

whose stations are well known.

TxTBAPTRQiA scems to occur twice on tho Poutinger Table, once as

Tetra, between Kybistra and CoQsareia, and again as Tvtrapyrgia, between

Ikonion and Pompeiopolis. Either situation is irreconcilable with

Ptolemy, but neither has the slightest real weight, and tho last place in

one of Ptolemy's lists has equally little weight : hence we may say that

nothing is known of Tetrapyrgia except the name. The Acta Sanc-

torum f aids us by preserving the record of a station Tetrapyrgia in

northern Syria. Probably this station has been falsely transferred to

Cappodocia; though it is possible that two places of the name may
have existed. There was also a Tetrapyrgia in the Oyrenaica.

To these wo may add

Argu-'tama, XVI. miles north of Archelais on the road to Parnassos.

Argustama is a more probable form.

Ohcba, zii. miles west of Nazianzos, on the road to Tyana : the name
is suspicious.

The towns or villages of Garsaouria are

Colouia Archelais (Garsauira) Naziauzos Diooeesareia

Mammassos
Arianzos

Argustana (Argustama)

Karbala

Chusa

Mataza ? (see (Kilikia).

Nora or Neroassos (see Kilikia). Argos or Argaios (see Lykaonia).

• Cfc Greg. Naz., Ep., 203, 125. ^v ,
v-

t The form Arabraka ia uaetl by Constant. Porpb. de Them., p. 31.

X I cannot give the exact reference, which I have lost for the time. Tho name of a
Syrian Tetrapyrgia ooonrs also Act. Sanot., Jon. 26, p. 341, but another more speciflo

reference occurs. Bee belov, p. 857.
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II. MoRiHiKX is doBoriled by Slrubo (p. 537), as tho part of Cappadooia

which adjoined Lake Tatta : and (p. 534) as the wostern $traUgia on the

northern Hide of Ouppodooia. IIo alao says that Venata in a diatriot of

Morimeno (p. C87), and I nhall prove below that Venaaa was tho plain of

Melogob. Henoo wo boo that Strabo makes Morimone tho district along

the southern bank of the Halys, from tho frontier of Qalatia to Melegob.

It is bounded by Qulatia, tho Halys, Kilikia, Tyanitis, Qarsaouritis.

riiny agrooB, saying that Morimene is on the Phrygian border (prmtenta

Phrygiu, vi. 8).

Morimone is called by rtolemy Mouriane, and placed botwccn Kata-

onia and Armenia Minor. Some of the towns which he places in it,

however, demand a very different situation, oxuotly in tho position Strabo

places Morimone. Thin proves that Ptolemy had aocesu to an authority

which gave a more accurate account of the Siralegtai than he himself has

produced. His list is

XivBira 'Apdaa(a

.
'' Koraica Tapvanctj

Zopowacnrot ' KapvoXig

"..^ ,.; , Nwrco *. " •',
,

' ;,-:r ;,•.'''...'_''">' "'.'^"^v-'"^

SiNOiTA and Eotaina are, according to the principle laid down above,

perhaps derived from Ptolemy's authority on the Strategiai*, and are,

therefore, towns of the real Morimeno. If so, they are either absolutely

unknown otherwise, or else the names are corrupted. It is useless to

advance conjectures such as that Sindita may be Soanda, and Eotaina

may be [Malu]kopaia, as they cannot be proved. (See also Lacotena or

a Cotena, N, § 16.)

ZoROPASsos has retained its name as Yarapson (Arobsun on Eiepert's

map), on the southern bank of the Halys : the ferry ovor the Halys on

the direct road from NevSheher (Soando8)to Hadji Bektash (Doara)and

Eir Sheher (Mokissos) is at this point, which is, therefore, of some

consequence.

Nyssa is fixed on the bank of the Halys by the description of Gregory,

bishop of Xyssa. In Epistle vi. he describes his return to Nyssa about

A.D. 378. He passed through Earsos and Yestone and down the course of

the river (whioh can be no other than the Halys), through a number of

villages, which lay close to each other along the stream, to Nyssa

:

Nyssa was on the road from Caesareia to Parnassos. If, as is probable,

Gregory was coming from Cassareia, his road led through Soanda (Nev

Sheher), and thence through Ears s and Ye^tene: from this point he

mentions that his road led down to the riverside. Yestene, then, must

be near Tuz Eeui. Nyssa is to be looked for 24 miles from Parnassos, on

the south bank of the Halys, about 10 miles above Eessik Eeupreu. I

* They oome at the begiDning of his list, but see Sargarausene, Saravene, and

Laviansene.
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have obseryed in this neighbourhood a great many curious cuttings in

the rocks at the river's brink. • '^;: ^ . .; v,;i:ii Kotil/.'

Nyssa was not far from the Qalatian frontier : hence Gregory says

(Epist. p. 1075 Migne), ol irp6a-x<i)poi rrji iiirji 'EkkXi^o-uis roAarac The
garden on the banks of the Halys, from which Oregory wrote his

twentieth epistle, was doubtless beside Nyssa; and he mentions that

the name Yanota was Galatian, and that it deserved a name more in

accordance with its beauty than a mere Galatian word.*

Nyssa, though away from the proper territory of Ciesareia, and in

Cappadocia Secunda, was retained by Gregory for the diocese of his

brother, Basil of Cassareia, at the time of the dispute between Basil and

Anthemius (see p. 100). It was also included in the same Turma with

Caesareia, obviously for defence of the south bank of the Halys. This

Turma was transfeiTcd to the Eharsian Theme about 890 by Leo VI. «

Arasaxa has retained its name as Seresek or Zerezek.'j' six hours oast

of Caesareia. Its situation cannot be reconciled with the real Iklorimene

of Strabo and Pliny, but it suits exactly the Mouriane of Ptolemy on the

east of Eilikia. This, therefore, is a clear example of a name inserted

by Ptolemy from a map or itinerary to suit his position of Mouriane.

It belongs really to Kilikia.

Eabnaus and Garnaks are otherwise unknown. Their position after

Arasaxa makes it probable that they have been taken by Ptolemy from

an itinerary as lying in the district which he considered to be Mouriane.

Earnalis may be a mbtake for Earualis, and be connected with the

river Earmalas, now Zamanti Su. It must then be derived from an

Itinerary, and must have been a station beyond Arasaxa, at a crossing of

the Earmalas, either on the road Caesareia to Eomaua and Melitene, or

on the road Eomana to Sivas. Now the Peutinger Table has Comaralis

on the road Sivas to Caesareia. Comaralis may safely be corrected

Carmalis. The stations on this road in the Table are all false, with the

exception of Armaxa (see_ p. 270) ; and Carmalis has been transferred

from some other road.

In order to place Earmalis, it is necessary first to examine the

evidence about the river Earmalas. The Earmalas is supposed by
Eiepert to be the Tokhma Su, a tributary of the Euphrates, flowing

through the Strategia Melitene. This opinion is contrary to two passages

of Strabo. In p. 539 Strabo mentions that a temporary obstruction of

the upper Earmalas produced floods in Cilicia, in the districts near

Mallos; and in p. 537 he says that the Earmalas traverses Cilicia as

* Therefore the Cappadocians scorned the Galatians. So the heretic Eunomius com-
plained, as of an injury, that Basil hud called him a Galatian, whereas he was a Cappa-
docian of Oltiserls, a village in the district of Korniaspa, near the Galatian frontier of

Cappadocia.—' Greg. Nyas. c. £unom.,' pp. 259, 281.

t So far as I know, Major Bennet was the first to notice this Burriral of the ancient

name.
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well as Cappadooia. These passages point unmistakably to tbe great

river, now called Zamanti Su, which rises far in the north of Cappadocia,

and, uniting with the Saros, flows into the sea near Mallos. It is true

that the river Pyramos passed olose to Mallos, whereas the Zamanti and

Saros are a little further off. But the lands on the latter river may very

well be described by Strabo's words, twv KiXiKmv nvh. xt^pta ra vtpi MaXkov,

and there is no other river except the Zamanti Su which can by any

possibility correspond with Strabo's description (p. 537, 539, 663) :
" The

Earmalas was a river of Sargarausene, which flowed into Oilioia, and it

was crossed at the small town, Erpa or Erpha, by the road from Csesareia

to Melitene."

In the ninth century the Earmalas bore the strange name, Onopniktes.

In CedrenuB (u. 213-4) and Theophan. Oontin. (p. 278-80), a march of

Basil from Osssareia to Eokussos is described. He crossed the rivers

Onopniktes and Saros. There are only two rivers on this march, the

Zamanti Su, or Earmalas ; and the Saruz Su, or Saros.

The modem name Zamanti Su is perhaps derived from the fortress,

TsamandoB, which is sometimes mentioned by Byzantine historians

(e.g. Cedrenus ii. 423). Its situation is uncertain, but references

suggest that it was in the region of Cappadocia through which the

Zamanti Su flows ; and we may now say with confidence that it was

situated on the river. The name Zamanti Su, when compared with

Gediz Tohai, Gebren Su, Porsuk Su, clearly means " the river that comes

from the town Zamanti;" and the name Tsamandos or Zamanti, as applied

to a fort or town, must have survived into the Turkish period. There are

two places which might very naturally give name to the river ; one now
bears the name Azizie, having been recently made the seat of a kaimakam

for the Circassian country, and re-named after the Sultan Abdul Aziz.*

It is situated in a very remarkable, impressive, and important situation,

where a magnificent series of fountains rise from the hillti that fringe the

Zamanti Su, and form a stream which much more than doubles the water of

the river. It might well be that the river derived its name from this

fountain. Similarly the Sakaria is considered to rise in a vast series of

fountains near Tohifteler, and not in any of the long streams which join

these fountains within a few miles of their source. Another place that

might give its name to the river is Viran Sheher, through which the

Zamanti Su flows a little distance from its source.f One or other of

these must be the site of Earmalis. Now Tsamandos was on a lofty

hill, which is quite inconsistent with Yiran Sheher, but may suit Azizie

:

therefore Earmalis was probably Yiran Sheher.
, .

i

•

* Its older name appears to hare been Biraar Bashi (Bitter, * Kleinnsien,' ii. 139).

t Kiepert and Bitter make the Zamanti Su rise at Bunar Bashi, and place Viran

Sheher on the Saruz Su. This is an error, and is corrected in Kiepert's latest map. The
vater that flows through the centre of Viran Sheher flows to Azizie. Ainsworth makes
Viran Sheher a Turkish fortress, but on this opinion see pp. 290, 1.
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There is, indeed, another possibility, that Earmalis may have been

the older name of a place, which, in Byzantine times was called

Tsamandos. Perhaps even Zamanti may be a foreign name, probably

adapted from the Turks by the Byzantine writers: though the other

examples known to me of Turkish names employed by the Greek

historians are all later.* In that case both Tsamandos and Earmalis

might be the names for the modern Azizie. But this view seems to me
very improbable. Tsamandos has something of a native Anatolian

sound about it. There is indeed an identification, which, if it were

possible, would decide against the latter alternative. Strabo (540)

mentions a fort Dasmenda. Dasmenda is exactly the sort of form that

might be modied by later pronunciation into Tsamand-os. But
Strabo places Dasmenda much further west, in Ghamanene, at the

western extremity of the ridge which bounds Cappadooia on the north,

and it is therefore quite impossible that Dasmenda could be on the

Zamanti Su. It is, however, quite possible that there might be two

places Dasmenda, just as we have two places Eomana, two places

Metropolis in Fhrygia, two places Ankyra &c., and this is the view to

which I incline.f

The probability is, then, that Earmalis was at Yiran Sheher : if

so, it would be beside the station ad medium of the Antonine Itinerary,

half-way between Tunusa and Ariarathia, and it would be either in

Laviansene or in Sargarausene. A fortress called Dasmenda or

Tsamandos was at Azizie, and the magnificent fountains there led to the

river being called Zamanti Su.

The list of places said, by Chamich, II., 53, to have been given to

Gaghik, about 1064, in return for the district, of Yaoand (with its

capital Ears), comprises Amaseia, Eomana, Larissa, and Tsamandos, as

Finlay mentions. Einlay himself tsays that it was only the district round

Tsamandos that was given, and he apparently includes Sebasteia '^ and

Larissa in that district. I have not access to the authorities necessary

to follow out this line of reasoning. On Larissa, see p. 272.

It ought to be added that Yiran Sheher is said by Ainsworth § to be

u Mohammedan fortress, of later construction even than Byzantine. He
identifies it with Edrisi's Shohai'r, placed by Eennell 18 geographical

miles from Tonosa, and 57 from Eaisari. The opinion at which Sir

Charles Wilson and 1 arrived in 1882 was very different. We observed

a cross in relief on one of the gateways, certainly coeval with the

* Tdiapa for Ak Serai, T(vfipiT(ii K\ftvoipa, T{vPpfiXir(nnavt in the twelfth century,

"AKtrtofiti and niyeriapii, MapcEa-tf, Ms, ToKid'ftoi', Xdpwort, MifiirtrCt (Leo Diac, 71).

t The variety in termination is, of course, quite common. Tlie prefix Das appears

in Dasmenda, Dastarkon, Dasteira. Cf. Mous in Mousbanda, Moustilia ; Las in

Laskoria.

{ He wrongly calls it Sebaste. Tsamandos is also mentioned in Attnl., pp. 121-22

(Tsamantos), and Const Porph., de Them. Lycand.

§ Joum. of B. Geograph. Soc., 1840, z. p. 814.
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building. The place must be Byzantine, but its open situation on

comparatively level ground, marks it as rather a rendezvous (AvX^ktov)

for troops than a kastron for i^ontier defence. According to the Byzan-

tine style, kastra were built on lofty and hardly accessible rooks.

Bennel, ' Western Asia,' II., p. 169, mentions that the Arab geogra-

phers say that Zapeti-a bore also the name Zamaneni. He therefore

identifies it with Tzamandos, and places it between Marash and Samo-

sata ; * and he considers that the description of Tzamandos as being on

a high steep hill, which would be quite inconsistent with the situation

he assigns, is " heightened."

Constantine Forphyrogenitus describes Tzamandos as being on the

frontier of the Theme Lykandos. The question, then, is to determine the

situation of this Theme. Lykandos was a country previously desert,

and uninhabited (in other words, made unsafe by Saracen depredations,

but not completely and peacefully under Saracen rule), which was made
a Theme by Leo VL, about 890 a.d. f This suggests the Anti-Tanros

regior rather than Eommagene, which was never trod by a Byzantine

army f. ^ 745 till 877, and then only for a single raid. The pass

into ( < '.. a, me was not definitely gained for the Christians till 946

(see N. ;y. In the 'Treatise de Velitat. Bell. Niceph.,' p. 260,

Lykandos and Cappadocia are said to be divided by Tauros irom Cilioia

:

it is there implied that certain passes cross Tauros from Cilioia to

Lykandos and Cappadocia. Now, as the pass to Germanicia and Adata

is mentioned as different, the passes which are meant must be the

important one from Anazarbos and Sis (Flavias) to Hadjin (Badimon)

and Eokussos, and possibly also the diflScult passes from Cilicia to the

country immediately south of M. Argaios. Lykandos then probably

included whatever the Byantine troops held east of the Zamanti Su, and

perhaps also the country immediately west of the Zamanti Su and south

of M. Argaios.

Lykandos was the name also of a city in the Theme. It is men-

tioned as being three days' journey from Csesareia, and in Cappadooia.:(

A town like Eomana is three good days' journey from Caasareia, and we
can hardly reckon Lapara-Lykandos as further distant. Moreover, it is

implied that this place was in a.d. 976 in Byzantine possession, and it

is highly improbable that any part of Eommagene was at this time in

Byzantine hands. Leo Diaconus also says Lapara was on the Armenian

frontier.§ Bardas, after his victory at Lapara, a.d. 976, immediately

proceeded to Tzamandos. The description suits a site near Eomana as

Lapara, and Azizie as Tzamandos admirably ; and Lapara is described

* He seeras to mean the ruins called Altyntash Kale,

t Compare Const Porph., de Them. Lycsndo, with de Admin. Imper., § 51.

I S(ck rpuiv iifttpuv ica,Ta\afiPdvti ri/p Aawdpay • r&noi Si oZros n4pos rqf KaTwaXiutlas,

t6 vvv \ty6iityoy Avicavi6if, Cedren. II., 422 ; compare Const. Porph., 11. co.

§ l^tOSpwv T^f X^^f"* ''*'' 'Ap/icvW, p. 169.
'

J*
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as being a rioh country, whioh suits the upper Saros valley. Oou>

stantine, ' de Admin. Imper.,' p. 228, also speaks of the kleisoura that

lies between the city Lykandos and Tzamandos. This is the well-

known and important pass by whioh the Boman road crossed from

Ariarathia to Eoduzabala, and we may therefore -confidently place

Lapara-Lykandos in the Talley near Eeui Yere and Eoduzabala.

It would be long to discuss the other references to Tcamaiidos,

such as Soylitzes, p. 677 (cp. Attal., p. 121). But the description of the

campaign of Romanus Diogenes, in 1068, shows dearly the situation of

the Theme Lykandos. His design was, after spending the summer in

Lykandos,' to cross into Syria in the autumn. In pursuance of this plan

he entered Syria by the pass from Eokussos to Germauicia, whioh there-

fore leads from Lykandos into Syria (see Attal., 104 ff. ; Soylitz., 660 ff.).

Yenasa is a district mentioned by Strabo in Morimene (p. 537).

There was at Yenasa a sanctuary of Zeus (Itpov roC cv Oiitpfdrots Ato«),

which ' possessed 3000 hierodouloi and a large and fertile country,

producing 15,000 talents annual revenue to the priest. The priest held

o£Bce for life, and ranked next to the priest of Eomaua. In a former

paper ('Bulletin de Corresp. Hell6n.,' 1883, p. 322) I published an

inscription relating to the worship of this deity: Mryas Zcvs h
ovpav[^ coT(o?] tiXxm ftjoi Aij/iMfTpu^ It was engraved on a fla.t stone

lying on the top of a hill near a village called in Turkish Suvermez

and in Oreek OXot/ra. A well and a hole with traces of building around

exist on the hill-top, whioh commands a splendid view of the plain.

Being embarrassed by the erroneous position for Morimene, accepted by
Eiepert on the authority of Ptolemy, I there stated that this inscription

could not refer to the Zeus of Yenasa. But when Morimene is rightly

placed, the greater part of this plain is in it, and then the inscription

may be taken as evidence that Yenasa was the ancient name of the

plain. This position is confirmed by a quaint and interesting episode

in the history of the Christian Church in Cappadooia.

t. A certain Olycerius was ordained by Basil as deacon of the church

of Yenasa (Ov^vco-av, I^tWao-av, Ovi^vara). He misbehaved in this capa-

city, and despised the authority of his presbyter, of the chorepiscopus,

and of Basil himself. At last he took the opportunity of a great

gathering at Yenasa {(jvvoSos, obviously the Christian substitute for the

old festival tov Atos tov iv Ovr/vda-oit), when a great multitude was col-

lected from all quarters, and before the whole assembly he brought

forward a band of virgins, who followed his ministrations, and danced

in public. Finally he fled from Yenasa, accompanied by his devotees,

and sought refuge in the diocese of Gregory. Basil, finding that

Qlfoerius had thus gone beyond the sphere of his own authority, wrote

to Gregory and begged him to send back the women to their parents,

and if possible also to force Glycerins to return. But Gregory rather

took the part of Glycerins, and evidently considered that he was truly

I I
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religious ; and finally Basil agreed to overlook the past entirely if they

would all return.

The episode is quaint and interesting. It is clear that Glycerius

introduced something of the wild enthusiasm of the old Oappadooian

religion, analogous to Montanism in Fhrygia, and there is much
probability that if the mildness of Gregory had not prevailed over the

persecuting energy of Basil, the movement might have grown stronger.

Apparently a little judicious leniency quieted the disturbance.

For topographif*o.l purposes it is necessary to discover who was the

Gregory into whose diocese Glycerius fled. Tillemont considers that

either Gregory of Nyssa or Gregory of Nazianzos is meant. But the

tone of the letter is not what we might expect if Basil were writing to

either of them. It is not conceived in the spirit of authority in which
Basil wrote to his brother or to his friend. It appears to me to show
a certain defe.'ence, which, considering the resolute, imperious, and
uncompromising character of Basil,* I can explain only on the supposi-

tion that he is writing to the aged, and venorable Gregory, Bishop of

Nazianzos. Then the whole situation is clear. Yenasa was in the

district of Malakopaia, or Suvermez, towards the limits of the diocese of

Cassareia. The adjoining bishopric was that of Nazianzos. Venasa
being so far from Cessareia, was administered by one of the fifty chor-

epiacopi whom Basil had under him.f and the authority of Basil was
appealed to only in the final resort. Glycerius, when Basil decided

against him, naturally fled over the border into the diocese of Nazianzos.

The great plain which extends from Sasima nearly to Soandos is full

of underground houses and churches, which are said to be of immense
extent. The inhabitants are described by Leo Diaoonus as having been
originally named Troglodytes.^ Nicephorus traversed their country

A.D. 963, during his march along the Byzantine military road vi& Tyana
to the Cilician Gates. Easin (see p. 250 and p. 356) may therefore be

probably placed in this valley. For example, every house in Hassa

Keui has an underground story cut out of the rock; long narrow

passages connect the underground rooms belonging to each house, and

also run from house to house. A big solid disc of stone stands in a

niche outside each underground house door, ready to be pulled in front

of the door at any alarm.

Sasima (the length of i is proved by the line quoted below) was

on the road between Nazianzos and Tyana. The distances point

certainly to Hassa Eeui. At this the road to Soar ''os diverged

* Seen espeoially in bia behaviour to Gregory Nazianzen in the matter of tbe bishopric

of Sasima. I find it necessary to explain for the benefit of classical scholars that

Gregory Naz. was son of Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzos.

t Tillemont, < Mem. p. servir, &c,' ix., p. 120.

X TptayKoiuTai rh tSms rh irp6a9ty Karwyo/tii^cTO r^ iv rp<&y\aii Kai x*>poMO'^ «'
Kafivpiv9on, iioavA ^vXtots KtA (ntu»yM, iwoSitaSta,—Leo Diao., p. 35.
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horn the road to Arohelais. The situatioQ is well described by Gregory

Narianzou (' Poem.,' p. 1059, Migne) :

—

s

T?j Ka»ira8o«tfii', ftf (rxtffT* fJ» TfurirJji' iJrfi',

"Ayuipot, lixAovs, oil' SAwt iKtiBipos,

Aufis inr*vKrhy Ka\ ar*yhy Kuitiipioy,

K6dis rk fdiira, Ka\ i^6^i, Kci ipitara, K.r.K,

Adrti ^curiiitty rAy ifiiSy iKK\i)oia.

An absolutely unhistorical modern legend about St. Makrina is

related at Hassa Eeui. Becently a good-sized church has been built in

the village, evidently on the site of an ancient church ; it is dedicated

to St. Makrina, who, as the village priest relates, fled hither from

Eaisari to escape marriage, and to dedicate herself to a saintly life.'

The underground cell in which she lived is below the church.

Basil, during his conflict with Anthimus of Tyana, made an attempt

to retain the district within his diocese by raising Sasima to be a

bishopric, and consecrating his friend Gregory Nazianzen as bishop.

The attempt was frustrated, partly by the reluctance of Gregory to live

in such an unpleasant place, and partly by the determined opposition of

Anthimus, supported by the civil authority. Sasima was always

attached in subsequent timo to Tyana.

Near Sasima there was a place called Limnai, which Anthimus

occupied, in spite of the opposition of Gregory Nazianzen, during the

quarrel with Basil. The incident is described by Gregory Nazianzen,

Ep. 50, where Xifivai is usually regarded as a common noun ; but there

was no reason why Anthimus should occupy the marshes, and great

reason why he should seize a village Xiiirai in the district of Sasima

(Koriirxt Atfivas). This is the village, one hour east of Hassa Eeui, now
called Goljik in Turkish and Aiftva by the Greeks of the district.*

This obscure village Limnai is once referred to in the contradictory

accounts given of the exile of the usurper Basiliscus and his wife

Zenonis. As several of the original authorities are not accessible to me,

I quote Yalesius (ad Theodor., Lect. I. 36) :
" De loco in quo Basiliscus

tyrannus interiit, dissentiunt antiqui scriptores. Marcellinus quidem

in Ohronico, et ex illo Jordanes in libro de Successione Begnorum,

Basiliscum in oppido Cappadocia Limnis periisse tradunt, quibus oon-

sentit Auctor Ghronici Alexandrini ; sed Victor Thunouensis in Chronico

Basiliscum Sasimis CappadocisB mortuum esse scribit cum uxore ac

liberis. Quod quidem propius accedit ad scripturam Theodori nostri

(Bovo-a/uois). Theophanes vero in Chronico pag. 107 Basiliscum una

cum uxore et liberis Cucusum Cappadociae deportatum fuisse scribit."

The seeming contradiction now disappears almost entirely with the

above exposition of the situation of Limnai. All the authorities are

* See my paper in ' Bull, de Correspoad. HelHn.,' 1883, p. 324.
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Agreed except Theophanes, who must be in error. In Theodoras

Lector the name is oorrnpted from %a<riiMK to BowdfioK.*

The greater part, probably the whole, of this plain belonged to

Morimene, except perhaps Sasima and Moustilia. Sasima was apparently

included in Strategia Tyanitis by Ptolemy, in whose list it has been

corrupted ; the first syllable has dropped, and SIMA has become SIAAA.

Moustilia of Ptolemy's Kilikia is the modern Misti, of the same

valley, part of the bishoprio of Sasima.

Since the position of Morimene has been recognised, we may place

in it the following.

SoANDA or SoANDOS (corrupted Osiana in the Antonine Itin., p. 206) was
' the point where the roads from Pamassos and from Archelais to Csesareia

met ; f it must therefore have been situated not far from Nev Sheher, a

situation which must in all periods have had some local importance.

. We might have expected a bishoprio in such a fine and central poEition

;

and in the latest Notitisa, III., X., XIII., a bishoprio, Matiane, occurs

under the metropolis Mokissos. Matiane has sti\l retained its name as

Matchan, a small village a few miles east of Nev Sheher, beside one of

the most striking groups of rock-out houses, churches, and tombs that

exist in Asia Minor. Matiane and Soandos are practically one bishopric.

Soandos must be read in place of Scandos, which is mentioned as a

village of Cappadocia subject to Caesareia, three miles from Moutalaska.

(%dfiai irarpiSoi (ifv vir^pxey KairiraSoKia^ xmpai MovraXao-io^ re KilifLTf^

inro iirfrpoiroXtv TtXownjs t^v KaurapcW). A monastery called Flavianae was

20 stadia from Moutalasca. (Compare Yita SabsB in Cotelier, Eccles. Or.

Monum., iii., p. 222-3). The monastery was perhaps among the wonderful

rook remains of Matchan, which is called Martchan in some maps.

The fact that it was subject to Caesareia proves that this Scandos

of Cappadocia should not be identified with the Scandis mentioned by

Justinian, Novel., XXVIII., as a town among the Lazi, in the most eastern

parts of Pontes, beyond Trapezous.^ The place Scanatus, mentioned in

the Peutinger Table, near Sebasteia, on the road to Csesareia, is probably

a misplacement and misspelling of Justinian's Scandis.

Malakopaia is mentioned in the Saracen wars at the end of the

eighth century. It retains its name as Melegob. The late Dr.

Mordtmann observed this in an interesting paper.

OzizALA is given in the Antonine Itinerary as Ozzala, in the

Jerusalem Itinerary as logola, and in the Peutinger Table Nitalis

Ozizala have perhaps been run together into Nitazo. The correct form

is given in some letters of Gregory Nazianzen to his friend Amphilochius

the

are

* iitrovna was, doubtless, a real variety of Offina (ia which iota is long) : compare
Siblia and Soublaion. Sonsama and Bousama may be corruptions : the latter is a mere
clerical error. Asuma for Sasuma, see p. 282.

t See p. 269.

X See also Prooopius, B. Pers. II., 289 ; B. Goth. IV., 526.

VOL. IV. X
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(Ep. 25 to 27). There is some friendly joking in the letters, turning on

the fact that Ozizala abounded in vegetables, while Nazianzos was a

oom-growing district. It was 16 or 17 miles south of Pamassos. While

it must be left in dotibt whether Parnassos was in Ohamanene or in

Morimene, there can be little doubt that Ozizala was in Morimene.

An estate, which belonged to the family of Amphiloohius, in the

territory of Ozizala, is frequently referred to. Its original native name
is unknown : it was renamed Euphemias after a brother of Amphiloohius

who died there. The father of Amphiloohius, however, was bom at

Nazianzos (Greg. Naz., Poem., p. 1121, 1161). Gregory Nazianzen went

(from Nazianzos) to pay a visit to Gregory Nyssenus, and stopped by

the way at Euphemias (Ep. 197). Basil (Ep. 217) writes to Amphiloohius

of loonium, delighted at the prospect of seeing him again. If Amphi-

loohius comes to the house at Euphemias (ci KaroXa/Sois rdv oTkov tov iirl

TTJi Ev^/ua8os), it will not be difficult for Basil to go there, and more-

over, he may at any rate be obliged to go to Nazianzos.

NiTALis is given in the Jerusalem Itinerary, 84 miles south of

Parnassos. The Antonine has Nitazi, and the Feutinger Table has

Nitazo, which seem to be corruptions arising from the next name Ozizala.

The towns or villages of Murimene are

:

Nyssa. Yestene.

Zoropassos. Earsos.

Soanda. Malakopaia.

Ozizala. Yenasa.

Euphemias. Sasima.

Matiane. Limnai.

Nitalis.

Parnassos is doubtful: it may be either in Morimene or in

Ohamanene, probably in the former.

III. Ohamanene is placed in much the same position by Strabo and

by Ptolemy, adjoining Qalatia on the west and the north. Pliny's ex-

pression Phrygite praetenta may be interpreted in the same sense. It is

uncertain whether Strabo considered that Ohamanene was confined to the

right bank of the Halys, or whether he considered that it embraced some

territory on the left bank north of Morimene. But as Ptolemy begins

with Zama andAndraka, he has probably got them from his authority on

the Strategiai, and in that case Ohamanene lay on both sides of the Halys.*

Ptolemy's list of towns in Ohamanene is

ZdfM. OvaSara,

'AvSpaKa. ^apovTjva.

TaZiava (v. 1. TaBaxniva). "OStaypa.

* The position of Gbamanene on the Ghtlatian frontier explains the words of Basil,

Kiiliol rls iari ler^int ircpl Xo/ioKqi^i', in a letter addressed Cetuitori, apparently Cmaitori

Oalatite. In Ep. 313, also addressed to a Galatian official, he says, (<m yitp K&/tol oIkos
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lys.*

Zama is placed by the Feutinger Table on the road between Tavium
and Csesareia, but more probably it was a station close to the Qalatian

frontier, between Taviniu and Therma-Mokissos. No other reference to

it is known to me.

Andraka is called Andrapa in the Jerusalem Itinerary. It was

12 miles north of Famassos, on the frontier of Qalatia and Cappadooia.

A city of Faphlagonia is also known of the name Andrapa ; Ftolemy.

has it "AvSpava 17 koI NcoKAavStoTroXtf, and it was the birthplace of a saint

named Hesychios (Act. Sanct., March 6th, p. 456). The correct form of

the Cappadooian name is uncertain.

Gadiana is an adjectival form, and Qadia may be the 9alea of the

Jerusalem Itinerary ; Galea was 9 miles north of Andraka or Acdrapa,

on the Galatian side of the frontier. Perhaps Ftolemy is wrong in

assigning it to Cappadocia, or else the frontier may have varied at

different times. It is probably to be identified with Strabo's Eadena,

the capital of the usurper Sisines, as Nora-Neroassos was his treasure-

fortress (Strab., p. 537). The two places are therefore probably not far

distant from each other : see Eilikia.

OuADATA is mentioned only by Ftolemy. The name seems corrupt.

Ouadata appears to have been taken by him from an itinerary which

placed it on a road south of Andraka. In that situation Ozizala lay, and

delta for zeta is allowed by the form Nadiandos (soe Nazianzos). It is

possible that OAIAAAA has been corrupted into OYAAAAA and

OYAAATA.
Sarvkma is by its name identified with Aqute Sarvenae* of the Feut-

inger Table, and marked as a part of the neighbouring Strategia of

Saravene. I have elsewhere (^Btdleiin de Correspondance HellSnique, 1888,

p. 820) identified it with the Byzantine bishopric Baa-iXixa ®€pfid, and

placed it at the hot springs now called Terzili Hamam.
Odoora is probably the same as Doara which became a bishopric in

the fourth century. It is also probably the same as Dona (to be corrected

Dora) in the Feutinger Table on the road between Caesareia and Tavium.

The following considerations enable us to localise it near Hadji

Bektash :

—

(1) When Cappadocia was divided by Valens in a.d. 871-2 into

two provinces, Frima and Secunda, Doara was in the latter under the

metropolis Tyana.t It could not, therefore, be situated on the most

direct road from Caesareia to Tavium, for that road seems to have beeii

entirely in the diceeesia of Caesareia, but must have lain on a road that

goes further to the west, i.e., on the road that goes by Eir Sheher

(Mokissos). Frevious to this it had been subject to Caesareia, and Basil,

Bishop of Caesareia, did not give it up without a struggle. He made it a

bishopric, and consecrated, by the hands of Gregory Nazianzen, the first

* Aquas Aravenas in the Table : see above, pp. 265, 268.

t See Mansi, ' Acta Conoil.,' ix., p. 258.

X 2
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Bishop, in 878 a.d., in the hope that he would attach the see to his side

in his controversy with Anthimus, Bishop of Tyana.* The passage just

quoted from the Acta Conciliorum shows that ho did not succeed, and

that Doara continued to be under Tyana, and that its Bishops were

consecrated by the Metropolitan of Tyana.f

When about 486 a.d. Justinian raised Mokissos to the rank of a

metropolis (metropolitana jura dediuet), he named it Justinianopolis and

placed Doara, Nazianzos, Pamassos, and Colonia Arohelais under it

(Mansi, I.e.).

(2) An incident in the church history of the fourth century

confirms the situation assigpied to Doara4 ^^ *^'^- ^^^ ^ certain Bishop

Bosporius was accused of heresy. It is mentioned § in the business of

Council V. (Constantinop., a.d. 668) that this Bosporius was Bishop of

Doara. Tillemont, however (MSm., &o., iz., p. 683 and 727), rejects this

testimony on the gi-ound that no other reference to a Bosporius of Doara

occurs, and considers that the person meant is the 'cU-known Bosporius,

Bishop of Colonia. But the fact that an obscure Bishop of Doara should

rarely be mentioned has nothing surprising in it, and a consideration of

the circumstances shows that Tillemont is wrong. At the request of

Gregory Nazianzen Amphilochius, Bishop of Iconium, came as far as

Pamassos in order to befriend Bosporius. In coming to Pamassos Am-
philochius necessarily passed through Colonia ; and if Bosporius had been

Bishop of Colonia, he would have stopped there. Ho went on, however,

towards Doara, until he came to Pamassos, on the road from Iconium

and Colonia to Doara. Here he was close to the diocese of Bosporius, at

a central and important city by the crossing of the Halys. The only

other road to Doara would have gone round to Zoropassos.

The exact site of Doara can hardly be determined. It was probably

either Mudjur or Hadji Bektash. The latter is the central establishment

of the Bektash Dervishes, onco such a powerful body ; and the continuity

of religious history suggests that it is the modem representative of the

old bishopric of Doara.

Pabnassos, a town of great importance, has been very variously

placed by geograx^hers. Mordtmann, in a paper that contains much
interesting matter, has put it at Eir Sheher (Mokissos-Justinianopolis).

Hamilton, followed by Eiepert, has placed it at Eotoh Hisar, a village

near the Salt Lake, Tatta. According to this view, the road follows the

shortest line across country from Ankyra to Archelais, but makes a long

detour so far as concerns the way from Ankyra to Ctesareia. I shall

prove that the road between Csesareia and Tyana ran along the southern

bank of the Halys for a long distance, and that Pamassos was situated

* See Greg. Naz., or. 13, or * Vita Baailii ' in the Migne edition, I., p. 95, \?here

Tillemont's errors (' M^moires, &o.,' iz., p. 394) are made clear.

t Ordinationem Epiacoporum Tyanensia episcopua faciebat.—^Mansi, ix., 258.

J Greg. Naz. Ep. 181 . ,._ § Acta Oonoil., y., p. 477.
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on the river, at a point where the road fi'om Colonia Arohelais, loonium

and the south-west in general to Fontus, Eastern Galatia and the north-

east in general crossed the river. In the thirsty country of Cappadocia

it was convenient to keep close to the only river which flowed

perennially.

I know no authority which expressly places Parnassos on the river,

but it can be proved that the road to Gidatia touched the Halys about

12 to 20 miles north of Parnassos, and that Nyssa, which was 24 miles

from Parnassos on the way to Cnsareia, was also on the river.

The first point is proved by a passage of Polybius (xzv. 4, 8, 9).

When Phamakes invaded Cappadocia, Eumenes and Attalos advanced

into Galatia against him. From Galatia they reached on the fifth daj

the Halys, and on the sixth day Parnassos. Ariarathes, king of Oappa-

docia, presumably marching from Caesareia, joined them at Parnassos,

and the combined armies entered the territory of Mokissos.* Parnassos

was the natural rendezvous for the armies coming from Galatia and from

CsBSoreia, for it is given as a station nearly half-way on the road from

Csesaveia to Ankyra. The only fords of the Halys known to me are a

little above Tchikin Aghyl, and Parnassos was probably beside them.

The second point is proved in the discussion of Nyssa (see Ntssa).

Parnassos then being situated on the direct road between two points on

the Halys, must also have been on the Halys. At Parnassos the roads

from Ceesareia and from Arohelais met. There can be no doubt, as a

glance at the map shows, that a road here crossed the river, and went

to Tavium and to Pontus in general, by Therma or Mokissos. The
situation is further determined by Polybiuti's statement just quoted,

which shows that Parnassos adjoined Mokissos, now Eir Sheher (see

JUSTINIANOPOLIS MOKISSOs).

The exact point where Parnassos stood can only be determined by an

actual inspection of the localities,'!' but we may approximately fix it.

The army of Eumenes and Attalos must have reached the Halys some-

where near Tchikin Aghyl, and next day they marched to Paruassos,

which was therefore about 10 to 20 miles further on. This would bring

us to a point on the river opposite Mokissos. Again, the distances given

are, Parnassos to Ankyra, 84 m.p. or 99 m.f.^; Parnassos to Caesareia,

114 M.p. A point on the Halys beside Tchikin Aghyl would be about

half-way from Ankyra to Caesareia. The uncertainty of the numbers

in the Itineraries must, however, prevent this argument from having

any great value. ' ''

* Tlapaytv6iitvoi Si iK KaXtrtrov itifiirratoi wphi rhv 'AAi/v iroTaftJv, JKTaioi irciAii'

ivfCtv^'tt' *if naf)va<r(r<Si>. Thence 1i\9ovtls riiv VlwKiffffiwi/ x'ip'u' (jt^o reading KuKttrffiwv

is an old correction of the text).

t lu a very hurried journey I crossed the ford and went on by Tchikin Aghyl to Ankym.

X The Jerusulem Itinerary makes it 99 h.p., and is probably more correct. The
Antonine has 84. I have shown that the distance Paznassos to Gtesareia is probably to

be reckoned 10 miles shorter.
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In the diaouMion of the roads it has been shown that the changes of

the fourth century tended to reduce the importance of Parnassos. It

ceased to be a road-oontre, and became a mere station on the road from

Arohelais Oolonia to Justinianopolis Mokiesos ; and it was so near the

latter that it gradually sank into decay, and has now ceased to exist.

Justinianopolis, refounded by Justinian, and made metropolis of a

large division of Cappadocia, was one of tho chief cities of Cappadocia in

the Bysantine period. Kir Sheher, a city in a fine situation, is the

modem metropolis of tho same division of Cappadocia. The description

given by Prooopius of Justinianopolis so accurately represents Elir Sheher,

that when I read it I recognised the situation immediately: ^v Bi n
iftpaivputy if KainraSoKatt yimtaiwii 6vofM iv fiiv T<p i/taX<i Ktifitvov, <m9p6v

Bi, omp 'lovoTU'tavot fiatriXtw KoBtXity, rtixpt tfKoSofu^aro

KOfuSfl fUya h ra vpbs itnripav tov iroXai <ftpovp(ov, iv xiopuf Avdvrti t< km Xmlv

6p$lif Koi i^rixayf vpoatKBtw (de ^dif. V. 4). There is in the outskirts

of Kir Sheher, a very large mound, apparently aiiificial, with high steep

sides, and a large extent of level surface on the top,—a Mound of Semi-

ramis, similar to that of Tyana.

Independently of this description, which is too vague to be absolutely

convincing, our consideration of the road-system has shown that

Mokissos-Justinianopolis was situated at Kir Sheher, and that its central

importance was due to the revolution of the road-system, caused by tho

transference of the governing centre of the Empire from Rome to

Oonstantinople.

The insignificance of Mokissos as a city, previous to the re-foundation

by Justinian, is proved by its title in Hierooles, FcycKovKovo-os: it was a

mere regio without any central town. The same is the case with tho

neighbouring Doara, called Bege-Doara in Hierooles.

Under the emperor Michael Palesologus, when Mokissos had long

been inpartibut ii\fidelium, the Bishop of Mokissos acted also as Bishop

of Prokonnesos.*

The towns of Ohamanene are :

—

Parnassos? Therma or Mokissos Justinianopolis

Andrapa or Andraka Zama

Qalea or Gadia Doara, Dogara, or Odogra.

ly. Sabavbmb has had all its towns taken away by Ptolemy, who has

placed it away down on the Euphrates with the cities

—

Juliopolis, on the Euphrates.

Barzald, on the Euphrates.

Serastere

LakriossoB

Enteleia

Adattha.

* i Mw«n)7<r«u wpo*ip»iiM> rjr* r^t iKK\iiirla$ TlpotKoi'i'livov Karjk \iyoif iwtUirtms.—

Georg. Paohym., i., p. 286.
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Thoae are, ao far as known, towns either of Melitene or of Kommagene.

Ptolemy apparoiktly felt that the towns mentioned in his authority on

the Stratcgtai as belonging to Saravene were inoousistent with the

position Qn the Euphrates which he assigns to Saravene, and therefore

omits them entirely, or transfers them to Obamanene.

Adattha or Adata is frequently mentioned as near Gormanioeia hy

the Byzantine writers.

In the year 880 the emperor Basil advanced from Eukusos, clearing

the road as he went. Having reached Callipolis and Padasia, he himself

cheered his men by marching on foot through the di£Bcult defiles beyond.

Thus he reaohc' Qermaniceia, ravaged the country > >t id, but not

venturing to besiege the city, he proceeded to Adata and k<' ' siegu to it.

He could not capture Adata, but having destroyed a little 'x)wn named

Geron (Geronta) in the neighbourhood, returned again over IMaunt

Argffius to CtBsareia, and thence by Midaion to Byzantium.* The par^:

through which Basil marched seems to have been that which leads from

Guksun direct to Marash (Qermaniceia) : the usual road across Taurus

into Kommagene was fron> Arabissos by Albostan to Marash : it was

probably in the hands of the Saracens, and Basil took another ro'uc

Oedrenus (p. 214) and Theophan. Contin. (p. 278-80) agree in all resp ots

in the description of Basil's campaign in Euphratesia or Kommagene. He
vainly besieged Adata (Adapa in the Bonn text of Cedrenus t), which

was long afterwards captured by his son Constantino, took a little fori

named Geron or Geronta, and returned over Mount Argceus to Ctesareia.

Hadath, a fort between Marash and Membitch is frequently mentioi vx!

by the Arab writers. It must be the "ASara of the Byzantine historians

(v. Weil, Khalifen, ii. 98, and Edrisi, Jaubert, ii. 189.)

The position of Saravene is determined by Strabo, who puts it on

the north side of Cappadocia between Khamanene and Laviansene.

The position of Basilika Therma has been fixed in the examination of

the roads at Terzili Hamam. These baths therefore t r^i in Saravene,

and must therefore be the Aquae Saravenae. We l ', then safely

assign to Saravene the towns on the road Tavium to Ceesareia viu

Aquae Saravenae, in so far as they do not belong to Galatia in the

north, and to Kilikia in the south. Saravene vvaa in great part in

Oappadocia Prima under the Byzantine Empir^. It was then bounded

by Galatia on the north, Laviansene on the east, Kilikia on the south

(the Halys probably being the boundary), and Khamanene on the west.

The boundary with Khamanene apparently lay east of Zama and Doara.

The whole country of Ak Dagh was in Saravene.

* The conclusion of thia march shows that the direct road from GsBsareia to Dorylaion,

Nikomedeia, and Constantinople passed near Midaion.—Theophan. Contin., p. 280-2.

t Finlay, in his * History,' ii., p. 216, makes the mistake of fancying that Adana of

Oilioia is the place in question. Olycaa (p. 519) actually identifies Adata and

Germanicopolis, but this is erroneous.
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SiBORA is obviously identical with the biHhopric Seberias, or Seuarias,

of the later Notitim, called Tiberias at the Council of a.d. 692. Sobara,

placed by Ptolemy in Strategia Ktlikia, is probably the saiuo place ; it

occiirs lost in his list, and is therefore not got from his authority on

the Strategiai. Probably it is really in Saravene. Seuarias looks like a

form adapted so as to suggest a meaning in Greek, a common reason

for the modification of Anatolian names ; it was construed as the " town

of Severus."

It would appear that this district must have been subject to Oaosareia,

and when seven new bishoprics were added to the four original bishoprics

under Cacsareia, one of them must have been up in this remote district.

Sibora, being the town near the mines, would be the most important in

the district, and therefore the scat of the bishopric.

Basilika Therma, Korniaspa, Oltiseris, Parbosena or Tarbasthena,

SiBORON or Sibora, Agrane or Aoriane, have all been fixed in the

examination of the road-system.

810UA or Seioua has in the same place been fixed at Yogounnese or

Yoannes. Ptolemy places it in Strategia Ktlikia, but it is more probable

that Eilikia did not extend across the river Halys. The Halys forms

the natural boundary both of Morimene and of Kilikia.

The regiones or villages of Saravene are

Basilika Therma or Aquee Sarvenae.

,• Korniaspa.

Oltiseris. '

• Tarbasthena, or Parbosena.
' Sibora, or Siboron.

Agrane, or Agriauo, and Siara (see p. 308).

Sioua, or Seioua ; or Euaisai, or Euasai (see Kilikia).

v. Laouiniane is placed by Ptolemy on the Euphrates between

Melitene and Saravene. He places Rome, Meteita and Claudias on the

Euphrates, and then adds in the country west of the Euphrates

:

KairapK(\i<!. Sa^ayi/ra (see VII 2o/8ayjjvo).

Zt^oarpa. Noo-oXi/n;.

Hatrdpvri, AavaTa(rcu

Thcio is a certain probability that one or two of these, probably

those at the beginning, are derived from his authority on the Strategiai,

and the rest are inferred from his view of the situation of Laviniane.

The three on the Euphrates are of course inferred in the latter waj'. It

may bo suspected that Caparcelis (Caparceis ?) is an ablative (compare

Ciacis, N 6). The place is, like Tetrapyrgia, transferred erroneously

from Syria. The Itinerary gives Capareis 16 miles from Epiphania on

the road to Beroea, but ' C. I. L.,' III., Supplem., 6814, shows probably

that the name begins Caparc.
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Strabo gives the name as Laviansene (Aaovtav(n}i/i7)> ^^^ plaoos it

at the north-eastern extremity of Cappadocia (p. 640), bordering on

Eolopene and Eamisene (p. 660), and containing the head waters of

the Halys, inasmuch as that river rises in Cappadocia (p. 646). It

therefore included the country south and south-east of Sebasteia, and

was bounded on the west by Saravene, on the south and south-west by

Sargarausene and Melitene, on the east by Lesser Armenia. In Ptolemy

this whole district is included in Lesser Armenia.

The roads from Sebasteia to Csesareia, and to Ariarathia, were pro-

bably for the most part in Laviansene. On the former were the

bishopric Aipolioi (the latter probably within the bounds of Eilikia),

and the stations mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary, Armaxa and

Malaudara or Maraudana. On the latter were Tonosa and Earmalis

(the latter probably within the bounds of Sargarausene).

VI. EiLiKU was fixed by the situation of the capital Caesareia-Mazaka,

and Ptolemy agrees with Strabo about it. It was probably bounded on

the north by the Halys, and on the west by the Earmalas (Zamanti Su,

see Earnalis).

Ptolemy gives the following list of towns in Eilikia.

MovcrrtXux.

Siova (^ Sciova).

Ko^Tat.

Ma^d i) Mdl^aKa ij koX Kaurdptia.

Kv^torpa.

'Efidyrjva (rj ^t^dyrp/a).

'ApxoAAo.

MousTiLiA has retained its name in the form Misti. It must have

been the next station to Andabalis on the road from Tyana to

Caesareia. It lies on the borders of Morimeue at the edge of the district

Yenasa.

C^bsabeiaMazaka. The old name Maj^axa is said to be derived from

MoBoch the ancestor of the Oappadocians (Philost., ' Hist. Ecoles.,' ix.

12'; Joseph, 'Antiq.,' i., c. 7, p. 186). The city was refounded by

Claudius, who gave it the name of Csesareia: the refoundation is no

doubt coincident with the same Emperor's foundation of Colonia Archelais,

and marks a general reorganisation of Cappadocia and Lykaonia.*

Other writers say that Tiberius gave the name Csesareia : that is,

perhaps, a less trustworthy account, founded on the fact that Tiberius

made Cappadocia a Boman province, and, aided by the prseuomen Tiberius,

which is common to both Emperors (Euseb., Chron., in a.d. 21, and Hieron.,

Chron., p. 184 ; Eutrop., Vit Tib., p. 77). Socrates (' Hist. Eodes.,' v.

4) is the only authority who vouches that Claudius gave the name
Ceesareia, and modem writers have always accepted the authorities in

* Compare Claudiopolis Golouia in Gilicia Tiacheia, Arcbelais Gulonia in Oappa*

docia, Glaudio-derbe, Glaud-ioonium, Claudio-Iaodicea in Lykaonia, which attest a wide

reorganisation of this part of the empire by Claudius. The date was probably 41.
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favour of Tiberius. But Socrates is confirmed, not only by the proofs of

a general reorganisation by Claudius in 41, but also by the evidence of

coins. The name Caesareia never occurs on coins of the city earlier than

his time : those which read EYSEBEIAS EAISAPEIAS belong probably

to his reign,* before the new title had ousted the old.

The name of Caesareia was taken from the city, and it was expunged

from the list of cities (Jk toO KaraXoyov tuv ttoXccov) by the Emperor Julian,

who hated it on account of the strength of the new religion in it. The
whole city was Christian {iravBrnjiv. Xpumavt^on-as) ; and the great temples

of Zeus Foliouohos and ApoUon Fatroos had long ago been destroyed

(Sozom., ' Hist. Eccles.,' v. 4).

When Basil was engaged in the struggle with Anthimus of Tyana he

raised a number of places to the rank of bishoprics. These were,

however, for the most part not recognised as having the rank of irdAcis.

They are omitted by Hierocles, except Sasima, Doara, and Fodandos.

But in the sixth and later centuries the number of bishoprics increased.

The earlier Notitias give more than Hierocles, and the later Notitias

add still more. The steadily growing importance of Cappadocia under

Byzantine rule accounts for the steady growth iu the number of

bishoprics. It will facilitate the subject to examine the whole list here

at once. The bishoprics subject to Caesareia are given iu the accom-

panying Table (p. 282).

These bishoprics would naturally be situated on the great lines of

road which connected Caesareia with other important centres. So, for

examjile, we have found that Matiane on the road to Archelais Colonia,

and Sibora, an important fortress on the military road from Constanti-

nople to Sebasteia, appear as bishoprics in these later Notitiae.

Eahouua can hardly be distinct from Eemer, for Eamoulia and

Eamouria are equivalent forms. Now Eemer has been shown iu the

discussion of the roads to be the site of Eambo : j3 in the Byzantine lists

and iu Oreek later than the second century commonly takes the place of

ov, and Kaiwvt) (or possibly Kafwvprf) may be corrupted to Cambe in the

Feutinger Table and Ea/xn-ai in Ftolemy. Ftolemy has Eamouresarbon

(cp. Gordo-serba) in Fontus Cappadocicus.

In the lists of Concil. Constat' t., 553 a.d., Eamoulianai is called

Justinianopolis.

EiSKisos still retains its name as Eisken, a government centre, seat of

a Mudir, south-east from Mt. Argaeus.

EuAissAT, EuABAi, EuoisAi, may, perhaps, be Ftolemy's Sciova, Siva

in the Table, which has been placed on the road Caesareia-Basilika

Therma at Togounes. A bishopric seems very suitably placed on this

road : the ohuroh must have been sacred to St. John, probably the Evange-

* I am indebted fur this stateinent to Mr. Head, who bos kindly given me bia opinion

on tbe point.

\ -Ii»-
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list, many relics of whom are still shown in an Armenian monastery

east of Cassareia. The place retains the name of the saint.*

Seiona or Siva may' probably have lost a final -sa, and Seiouasa

approximates closely to such a form as Euasai or Eubisa.f The initial

S is dropped also in the following name, and the equivalence of v and

ov appears also in Savarpa, Saovarpa, Soarpa. Basil of Caesareia,

Ep. 251, writes to the inhabitants of this town as Evai(Tr)vot, Evaanvot,

Evfiurrivoi, in Latin Evaseni or Evaiseni. The contents of this letter,

e.g. the influence which Eustathius of Sebasteia has tried to exercise

on the Evaiseni, the allusions to Galatia, Amaseia, Zela, suggest a

situation in the northern part of Cappadocia : and the later Notitisa

show that it was subject to Caesareia. Basil's letter also shows that it

must have been a place of some consequence in the fourth century,

which establishes the probability that it was situated on an important

trade-route, such as that which leads from Caesareia to Euagina,

Eukhaita, and the coast.

Yogounnes, where we place Euasai, must be in all probability in

Saravene, not in Eilikia, anless the latter extended north of the Halys.

Sebaoena or Ebagena is probably the modern Suwagen near the

crossing of the Zamanti Su, east of Tomarza, on the road from Oaesareia

by Tomarza and the Euru Bel to Eomana. We may confidently assume

besides ^(ftdyTjva the forms ^tvdyriva and Scovayijva, in which the resem-

blance to Suwagen or Seuagen is Tinmistakable.

Tbeodosiopolis Abmeniae is a clear example of a city attached

ecclesiastically to the metropolis of a distant province. Justinian made
it the capital of his Armenia Prima, but his redistribution of the

provinces was long disregarded by the ecclesiastical lists.:]: Notitisa

YI£., YIIL, IX., and I., continue to attach Tbeodosiopolis to Ceesareia,

and only in the late Notitise III., X., XIII. is his arrangement followed,

and Tbeodosiopolis ceases to be under Caesareia, though, owing to the

incompleteuess of these lists in the eastern districts, it is not given as

an Armenian metropolis.

The bishopric of Nyssa, as compared with Sasima and Doara,

exemplifies the way in which an ecclesiastical connection might aiise

between a bishopric and a distant metropolitan. Nyssa was more

clearly than either Sasima or Doara a part of Cappadocia Secunda ; it

always retained its ecclesiastical dependence on Caesareia, but politically

it must have been subject to Tyana from 372 to 536 and afterwards to

Mokissos. All three were apparently places to which Basil consecrated

bishops during his contest with Anthimus and the civil power. His bishop

* 8o we find a village Aitaiuaa, now purely Turkish, some distance east of Nigdo

:

Ait&maa ^'Aytot eun&s. See pp. 220, 227.

t B shows the consonantal value of u. .-...:;.-, j i.sjr^ t*£.

X Some instances of confusion between Justinian's arrangement and the usual

ecclesiastical order are quoted, p. 326. Theodosiopolis is Kamacha-Ani.
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of Nyssa, bis own brother Gregory, was ejdoted by the dominant Arians,

but the eminence and vigour of Gregory secured his reinstatement and
triumphant return. Basil's appointment was thus suoceseful, -id the

connection always continued. His appointment at Sasima was unsuc-

cessful : Gregory Nazianzen would not maintain the contest, and Sasima

passed tinder the metropolitan of Tyana. At Doara, in like fashion,

Basil's nominee was expelled, and apparently never reinstated (Ep. 239

;

Gregory Naz., Or. 13, consecrated Basil's bishop).

The other connections of this kind which can be traced with more
or less probability are :

—

Podandos of Cappadocia Secunda with Caesareia. ,

Argiza of HellespontuB with Ephesos.

Amblada of Pisidia with Iconium. '

« ^^

Lamos of Cilioia with Seleuceia. ; •
.' ;

;
r ^;.i;.:,

AiPOLioi seems to have retained its name as Pallas on the road

Caesareia-Sebasteia. Eulepa in the Antonine Itinerary seems to be

situated at Pallas, and to be a transposed form of the same native name,

which is hellenised Aipolioi to give a word with a meaning in Greek.

Arathia is perhaps Ababaxa, mis-written on the analogy of Ariarathia.

Arhaxa, MALANDAr.x or Mabandana, were stations on the road between

Sebasteia and Aipolioi.

Etzistra. As to the other names in Ptolemy's list, Leake has sug-

gested that the road of the Table, Tyana xzxvii Andabalis xv ScoUa xxii

Oibistra ix Tetra—Gsesareia, is a real road, and that Oibistra must be

corrected to Cizistra on the authority of Ptolemy. This is paying too

great deference to the authority of the Table. I regard Oibistra as simply

transposed from another road, and feel great doubt whether any road

Tyana-Oaesareia was given by the ultimate authority from which the

Table was derived. Such cross-roads existed, but are out of keeping

with the scheme of the Table, which gives only great through-routes.

Kyzistra, mentioned as a bishopric at the first Oouncil of Nikaia, is merely

an error for Eybistra, and a similar error may be suspected in Ptolemy.

Sebaqena, or, as it might have been written, Scovayi^va or Scvayijva,

still retains its name as Seuagen ; see p. 305.

Arkhalla is still called Erkelet.

SoBABA is unknown, unless it be Sibora in Saravene. The Peutingtsr

Table has Foroba on the road Gaesareia-Sebasteia : it is out of pli.C3; and

is perhaps also a corruption of Sibora.

Sakasena has retained its name as Suksun, beside the ruins named
Yiran Sheher. It is corrupted to Sacoena in one place in the Antonine

ItiLcrary, and given more correctly in another. It was the first station

on the road to Soandos.

Sadakora is mentioned by Strabo as on the road between Soanda

(about Nev Sheher) and Oaesareia. It is probably the same place that

is mentioned by Philostorgius as Dakora or Dakoboa. Eunomius, the

!
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heretio, had an estate there. He was sent by Eutropius to reside in

retirement at Geesareia, but being unpopular there on account of his

enmity to Basil, the late Bishop of Cfesareia, he was allowed to go to

his property at Dakora. There he died, and his body was removed to

Tyana.* Philostorgius gives no oluo to the exact situation of Dakoroa,

but Sozomen, who calls it Dakora, says it was a village of the territory

of Ctesareia vpbi 'Apycuw.^ Sozomen, but not Philostorgius, says that

Ennomius was bom at Dakora (varpd * KUfir] S' avrq EaTnraSoKtas AaKo/m).

This is probably merely a false inference of Sozomen from such words

as occur in Philostorgius, roixi iavrov iypoiSs. Eunomius, as Gregory

Nyssenus mentions, was born at Oltiseris, a village of Korniaspa on the

borders of Cappadocia towards Oalatia.

Demakella (or Makellon), a place near Geesareia Gapp., where G alius

and Julian were sent to be educated, Theophan., p. 35. Sozomen more

correctly calls it Makellon, and says it was an imperial estate with

baths and splendid fountains.

According to Vitruvius, VIII., 3, "est in Capptidocia, in itinere

quod est inter Mazacam et Tuanam, lacus amplus," in which reeds or

wood are petrified in a day. It is not known what Vitruvius is here

alluding to.

I add here a list of places, of which we know only that they were in

Gappadocia.

MooARissos is mentioned only in the biography of Saint Theodosios

:

Kiifiti Tis ^vcyM Tov fJLaKopiov, ovofia Moyapurtros Kara ttjv tw KainraSoKmv

X(opav K€ifihnii [vv. 11. Magariassos, Mogariassos, Mdgarisos, Marissos],

^ Torc fiiv TOis iroAAois ayvaxrros re koI atnjfioi ^v, wvi Sk Koi TrScri (r;(c8ov

&' avTuv yfupi/xos. (Metaphrastes, I., p. 469, ed. Migne.)

Apekzinsos is mentioned only in the will of Gregory Xazianzen:

TO KTijfia ro iv 'A7np'fiv<rw, property of Enphemius, wrongly occupied by
Meletins.

Eanotala is mentioned only in the will of Gregory Nazianzen:

u)vrp/ rov \ii)piov ^avoraXu>v.

Mataza, an estate belonging to Philagrius, a friend of Gregory

Nazianzen and of his brother Gaesarius. There is no clue to its position,

except that it was far enough from Xazianzos to require a journey for

the one to visit the other, but near enough to require an apology when
Gregory came to Nazianzos but did not visit Philagrius. (Greg. Naz.,

Ep. 30-6, 92.)

Navila (jitxpi NavtAd)!/), a place near enough to Nazianzos for

Gregory to go there on a visit, but far enough for the visit to be a
matter of some difficulty. (Ep., 204-6.)

* Pbilostorg., z. 6.

—

AoKopotivol ii roh iypois ri Byo/M, Gf. xL 5.

t This expression is misunderstood by the writer in Smith's ' Dictionary of Christian

Biography ' (8.T. Ennomius), who says tiiat Dakora was under the shadow of ArgsBua.

Oieaareia ad Argteum is the distinguishing title of Cnssreia-Mazaka.
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BoRissos, a village (kw/ii;) of Cappadooia, where Earterios and Eu-
lampiun, the parents of Fhilostorgios the historian, lived. (Philost.

H. E., IX. 9.

Getasa: to Trfraaa tov Aypbv tov Oco^iXcorarov hrurKAirov M«\erfov.

(Greg. Naz. Ep., 99.)

Nora or Neroassos has been placed by Hamilton at Zengibar Kalesi.

Sterrett also says, " There can scarcely be a doubt but that the higher

peak of Zengibar Ealesi is Nora." But the only distinct topographical

statement about Nora is that it was on the borders of Lycaonia and

Cappadooia, which requires a situation very much further west. More-

over, Strabo mentions that Sisinas kept his treasure in it, and that

Eadena was his capital. Now Eadena is probably on the western

frontier (see Ohamanene). Moreover, the context in Strabo shows that v

Ai:go8 and Nora were a pair of forts on the western frontier, and he goes

on, " Garsauira aho is on the Lycaonian frontier." Nora was probably

further north than Argos, perhaps on the skirts of Ikejik Dagh, or at

Halva Dere on the northern spurs of Hassan Dagh.

The following names occur only in the Feutinger Table, and are

untrustworthy :—ScoUa, Asaiinuro, Pagrum.

The towns and villages of Eilikia then are
|.

Caesareia Mazaka.

Saccasena.

Sadakora, Dakora.

Arkhalla.

Eamoure, Eamoulia.

Arasaxa.

Sebagena.

Eiskisos.

Aipolioi.

Demakella, Makellon.

VII. Sargarausene (or Sargabrasene) is placed by Ptolemy on the

Galatian frontier, and by Pliny on the Phrygian frontier, which may be

treated as almost an equivalent definition. Ptolemy's error may have

been produced by the similarity of the names %apavrjviq and ^apyavpa-

mprfi, for he has placed the latter exactly where he should have placed

the former.

Strabo places Sargarausene on the side of Cappadooia towards Taurus,

between Eataonia and Eilikia. Its exact relation is fixed by the course

of the Earmalas, which flows through it, and by the town Erpa or Erpha

on the road from Csesareia to Melitene at the crossing of the Earmalas.

The towns named by Ptolemy agree with the situation as defined by
Strabo. The boundaries, then, are: on the north Laviansene, on the

east and south Melitene and Eataonia, on the west Eilikia.

Ptolemy gives the following towns in Saragausene:

—

9tapa. 2a)3aXa(r(ro$.

"Xahayuva, 'ApiapaOipa.

Tavpaxva.
'-'

- Mapwya.

Fhiara may perhaps be the Siara or Fiarasi of the Itinerary, at Yeni
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Ehao, north-west of Sivas.* In Ptolemy's map Phiara appears in this

position, north-west of Sebastoia. If the identification is true, Phiara

must have been placed here by Ptolemy, not from his authority about

the Strategiai, but by inference from his conception of the position of

Sargarausene.

Sadaoeka seems to be a false reading for Sobagena, which, as Professor

Sterrett has discovered, is the fortress now named Khurman Kalesi. Here,

again, Sobagena is doubtless the name of the district, and Ehurman is

probably the ancient name of the fortress still preserved. The in-

scriptions which enabled Profeasor Sterrett to fix the site of Sobagena

and Sarromaona are so important for topography that I quote them here:

I received, two years before Professor Sterrett travelled, a copy of these

inscriptions from Major Bennet, and reached the conclusions stated hero

before Professor Sterrett's copy was known to mo. They are engraved

on a rock near Ehurman Ealesi to the north-west.

(1) Ai;(da8i27S Ku/iigo-i *iAtir7rt'ov 'Apo-ivoov re

ovTos apiywyroi IIpciW opo$ Surrwftfkueroi.

SirXtTO 8' 'Apaivwf iiiv cficdXta %appoft.ayfva,

' ^ T^ b' ap* CTTt irpo\ofi(n 8v'<o irorapMv %ofidyi\va.

(2) 'Ewca TOi irirpnfiev iir\ Kprjvrjv So/SoyiJvMv

KoAAtpoov OToSuH KopoKoi wora/idio Trap' o\0ai.

The inference drawn by Professor Sterrett is clearly correct, that

Eorax was the old name of Ehurman Su.

Marooa retains its name as Maragos or Malagos. In regard to this

I have to differ from Professor Sterrett,'f who infers from the above

inscription that "it is dear that Sarromaena must have occupied the

site of Maragos, which name may even be a corruption of Sarromagna."

As to the name, it seems to me obvious that Maragos is the ancient

Maroga, and that it cannot possibly be a corruption of Sarromaena. But
it is not impossible that the position of Sarromaena may be reconciled

with this identification, if it be the name of a district and not of a town.

The termination marks it as an adjectival form. Sarromaena, then, was

the district on the Maragos Tchai, containing the small town or village

Maroga.

G-AURAiNA has retained its name as Gorun or Gurun. It is situated on

the Tokhma Su, near the borders of Melitene, and on the important road

direct from Sebasteia to Arabissos. Not far east of Gauraina is the

modem Derende, which Eiepert ingeniously conjectures to be a form of

the ancient Dalanda.^ But there are two objections, neither of them
oonclusive, but having some slight weight. (1) Ptolemy places Dalanda

* Like (povfiiyiiva (p. 261) it seems to be derived from a map with Latin names.'T^It

probably was in Saravene, which Ptolemy confuses with Sargaransene. See p. 266.

t ' Epigraphioal Journey in Asia Minor,' p. 232, a work full of material gathered with

much labour and skill, in the ' Papers of the American School at Athens,' iii.

X Ibid., p. 305, where Delendis is given. The form given by Ptolemy is Dalonda.
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on the Euphrates, but he may err in position. (2) It is doubtful

whether the reading Dalanda occurs in any MS.
Sabalassos may be the same town, which is named Codu-sabala* in

the Antonine Itinerary. Codusabala was situated between Eomana and

Ariaratbia on the upper waters of the Saros about Kizil Bunar or Eeui

Yere.

Ariarathia is fixed by a consideration of the Roman roads of eastern

Cappadocia. It was situated at AsiEie. It derives its name from one

of the Kings Ariarathes (338 to 97 b.c.), and probably dates from

the second or third century o.c. It owed its importance to its situation

on the high road from Eomana to Sebasteia, Eomana Pontioa, and

Amisus. In the eighth or ninth century after Christ the name Tsamandos,

perhaps, came into use, having been popularly preserved from ancient

timet i jus^ ^ Prakana, obviously the old Isaurian name, supplanted

Diociesareia in the eighth century.

Ariarathia is mentioned by Gregory Nazianzen in a letter (Ep. 310)

"written to the governor [of Armenia SecundaJ.

The towns which we can assign to Sargarausene are

—

*Hpiro or'Hp^a. So/3ay)}va.

'Aptapa^ta, T^a/iiavSos (= A^/iCv8a?). Map(oya and Soppo/Miijva.

Kop/toXis (perhaps in Laviansene). Eoduzabala or SajSoXao-o-os.

'Apoo-o^a (more probably in Eilikia).

ym. Eataonia is extended by Ptolemy in the most absurd fashion

to include Mopsoukrene in Cilicia, between Tarsos and the Pylea

Oiliciie,! Dalisandos in Lyoaonia, and Olaudiopolis in Isauria. It is

traversed by the Saros, and extends south to the mountainous region of

Tauros and Amanos (Strab. 521, 527), in which lies the border between

it and Cilicia and Eommagene. The Earmalas probably bounded it on

the west, dividing it from Strategia Eilikia. In a larger sense Eataonia

included Melitene, as Strabo mentions (p. 533), and he uses the term in

this wide sonse (528) when he says that once Akilisene of Armenia was

reckoned as part of Eataonia. It included the Anti-tauros with

Eomana.

Ptolemy enumerates in Eataonia the following cities (I omit Kvfiurrpa,

KXavStoTToXis, AoXurai'Sos, IlaSvavSos, Md^ov Kptjvri) :

—

KajSoo-o-os.

TvWo.

TtpoXAis.

Kofiava.

TavaSapis.

AcavSts.

4>

' * The varieties of reading are great : doduzabala, eoduzabala, dodacabala,gudazabaIa,

<loduzalaba, ooduzalab*, eodozalaba, codozabala, oodolaba.

t See above, Kabmalis or Kabmalib, O, II.

t The reason lies in the great extension given to Cappadocia for a time after 17 B.O.,

when the Eleventh Strategia, extending from tlie Isaurian coast to Kybistra, was
Added to it
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Eabassos. There is some temptation to alter this name into Eo-

kuBsos. The oonfusion of K and B is frequent, and Eokussos (now

Guksun) was a very important station on the Boman road in Eataonia.

But Eabassos is mentioned by Stephanus Byzantius as a village of

Cappadocia [on the road] between Tarsos and C«)sareia. He probably

refers to a road by Sis, and not to the direct road through the Cilician

Gates, to Cessareia, for Eabassos is also mentioned as a bishopric of

Cilicia Secunda (see p. 386).

Tynna and Tirallis are entirely unknown.

Lgandis is no doubt identical with Laranda of the Antonine Itinerary,

18 miles from Eokussos on the road to Anazarbos. Mr. Sterrett, in his ' Fre-
~ liminary Report of a Journey in Asia Minor,' p. 19, places it at Eilissejik,

five hours west* of Eokussos, but in his complete account of the joumeyt

seems to have given up the identification. I think, however, that it is quite

right. Eilissejik is on the road Eokussos to Anazarbos, about 13 miles

from Eokussos. Major Bennet tells me that the name is Eara Eilisa.

Takadaris, the Ftandari of the Antonine Itinerary, has retained its

name in the form Tanir.

Arabissos is not mentioned by Ptolemy, though it was a very im-

portant place. It was the military centre of Eataonia, and a station

for troops, and has retained its name as Yarpuz, In modem time, the

central point of the district has changed from Yarpuz to Albostan,| a

few miles south east ; but the importance which now attaches to Albostan,

as guarding the entrance to the most important pass by far across

Tauros into Kommagene, formerly belonged to Arabissos. - The fpass

which is most frequently mentioned in the Byzantine frontier wars, is

that from Arabissos to Germanicia or Adata (see N. 12, 0. 4), and

one or other of these towns must correspond to the modern Marash.

The latter name occurs in Byzantine history in the form Mopcurtv,

Mapdinov,

In the year 640 a.d., Heraclius, starting from the country about

Amida and Martyropolis (about the sources of the Tigris), crossed the

river Nymphios, and reached the Euphrates at a point where there was

a bridge of boats. The enemy had destroyed the bridge, but he

succeeded in crossing by a ford in the month of March. He passed

through Samosata, and crossed Tauros by Germanicia and Adana
(error for Adata). § Afterwards he crossed the Saros by a bridge ; he

must therefore have taken the regular road Arabissos to Ceesareia, on

which alone there is likely to have been a bridge. He then turned

north to Sebasteia (Sivas).

* By a slip Mr. Stenett says " soath-east" "
- ;

-

t ' Papers of the American School at Athena,' toI. 11., p. 239. i-

X Al Bostan, the Garden.

§ ndXiv rhv Tavpoy iwtpPiiS tit TtpiuwlKtiay kpUtro, Kol wtpiras Tiiv''Aham^A9*wpls

rhyaV—^eophaaes, SIS. Bead 'ASara (see BABATxm).

VOL. IV. t
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Audreas, tho enyoy of the emperor Oonstans, went from Damaaona to

Melitene. When he reached Arabissos, he met the Eleiaotirophylax

and inatruoted him to keep watch for Sergius, the envoy of the rebel

Sapor, on his road back from Damasous; Sergius, while returning

through the Kleiaourai, was found and taken prisoner, and carried to

Andreas, who had gone to Amnesia. The pass here alluded to must

certainly be the pass from Marash to Albostan, and it is plain that the

officer charged with its defence resided at Arabissos (Theophan.,

p. S60). Amnesia is otherwise unknown, unless it be connected with

the river Amnias beside Pompeiopolis in Faphlagonia.

The military importance of Arabissos is also attested by a passage in

the life of Saint Eutychius (' Act. Sanct.,' April 6th, p. 664) ; accidit ut

ii quibus Moderatianas legionis commissa ei*at cura venircnt ex Arabisso v

(to visit Eutychius at Amaseia).*

It was placed in Armenia Seounda at the reorganisation of the

provinces by Diocletian,f and Justinian (a.d. 536) changed tho name of

the province to Armenia Tertia, without altering its limits.

Badimon and PBJrroRiUH on the road from Eokussos to Anazarbos,

which went by Eiraz Bel, Tapan Dere and Flavias (now Sis).

See N. 17.

Dastarkon is mentioned hy Strabo as (p. 637) washed by the river

Earmalas, and in the Strategia Eataonia. It must be sought on the

Zamanti Su below Ekrek. Dastarkon was the seat of the Eataonian

Apollo, who was reverenced over all Cappadocia. It was on a lofty

rock surrounded by the river. Das-tarkon (cp. Dasteira Dasmenda)

contains an interesting name, seen also in Tarkondimotos, Tar-

quinius.|

AzAMORA is mentioned along with Dastarkon in such a way as to

leave its position doubtful between Melitene and Eataonia.

Osdara, 24 miles east of Arabissos, near Alhazli.
. w •

Sirica, on the Saros, six miles east of Eomana. This Sirica can

hardly be identical with Siricha, which seems to be situated nearer

the Halys. Samonas, on pretence of going to his monastery Speira,

which was in Damatry, fled from Constantinople to Melitene. Just

before crossing the Halys, he was seized by Nicephorus Eallonas ; he

pretended that he had come on a pilgrimage to the cross in Siricha (cv

T$ 2t/Hx^. Theophan. Contin., 369. See G. 39). It may, however, be

identiciJ with Stephanus's Xdpixa, irokit KamraSoKiai. * *' • *^ \. f-

* Ambessoi, mentioned by Menander, p. 395, cannot be the people of Arabissos :

they belong to Armenia, further east.

t Cf. Philostorg. ap. Suidam, s.v, EiSJfiot : <{ 'Apafitartrov rrjs Mmpas Ap/iwlas.

X An example of this name has been misunderstood, both by Professor Sterrett, who
publishes it ('Wolfe Exped.,' No. 181), and by W. Gurlitt, in 'Berl. Phil. Woohenschr.,'

1889, p. 730. Sterrett corrects his copy to Tdpicvvla] Bippw. Ouilitt corrects to

TapKuvifppav. The copy is correct, TapKwifiippav, ^rhere j3 is to be understood (as often)

as equal to digamma. Compare 'ZarFfiuvs for 'AovcVSiOT.
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f Eataonia aro:

—

Eomana. Leandis, Laranda.

Sirica. KokusBOB.

TanadariB. Badimon.

ArabisBOB. Pnotorium.

Oedara.

313

IX. Melitene is placed similarly by Strabo and by Ptolemy. It is

bounded on the cast by the Euphrates, on the north by Lesser Armenia,

on the west by Sargarauseno and Kataonia, and on the south by
Eommageno.

Perhaps some of the towns assigned by Ptolemy to Laviansene and

oven Saravene should be included in Melitene ; the remainder belong

either to Eommagene or to Eataonia, but they are for the most part so

little known, that it is impossible to place them.

According to the reorganisation of Diocletian, Melitene became the

metropolis of Armenia Secunda, a province which is governed by a

prmaes in Notit. Dignit. (ab. 413 a.d.) and in Hierooles. Justinian, Novella

xxxi., named the province Armenia Tertia, made its governor a Come*

JusUnianeus, and remodelled the organisation in various ways ; tho

passage gives an interesting account of the province :—Ad haao tertiam

Armeniam instituimus, earn qu<e prius secunda dicebatur, in qua prinoi-

patum tenet Melitena urbs insignis in pulchro solo clementique oaelo

posita, nnque multum distans a fluentis Euphratis fluvii. Hanc nos in

presentia et augendam et ad formam speotabilium traducendam

putavimus : preesidem quoquo hujus comitem Justinianeum nominandum,

dandosque ipsi pro annonis solidos 700, eius assessori solidos 72, et

cohort! eius solidos 360, et ut omnia habeant quoe eiusmodi thronomm
propria sunt. Et qui prius Cohortales nominabantur, turn omnia faciant

quae etiam prius, et maxime circa publicam exactionem occupentur;

tum ad Comitianorum appellationen transeant, perinde omnibus eis con-

servatis ac si Cohortales existorent. Urbes vero ei partim Arcam et

Arabissum, partim Ariarsatheam, et alteram Comanam (quam etiam

Chrusam appellant), et Oucusum subdidimus, quas et prius habebat

e sex omnimodo consistens urbibus.

An excellent species of wine, oTvos Movapmjs, is said by Strabo to

grow in Melitene (p. 535). He also says that Melitene was the only

part of Cappadocia that abounded in fruit-trees, and modern travellers

also speak of the orchards.

Melitene should perhaps strictly be called Melita, it was the central

city of a district Melitene ; but the form Melita never occurs. Tho
city was not in existence in the time of Strabo : it gradually grew up
as tho centre of the people Melitenoi and the country Melitene. Hence
the name is strictly an adjective," 17 MtXinjv^ iroXts. It still retains its

name under the form Malatia.
, , ,

Y 2
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The strength of the fortroM ii often praised by Byzantine historians :

—

r6 iirioiifiov koI c^aKovorov koI wdw 6\vpov xat Swarov Kutrrpov, McAtrtv^v

6voiAa(,6fin'ov, or again r^ difm;Tov Kai Afidxtirov Kaarpov, Thoophan. Contin.,

p. 415; Cedren. ii., p. 268. According to Mr. Storrett* there are now
two towns, Old Malatia, which was abandoned during the Turco-

Egyptiau war, which occupied the site of the ancient city, and New
Halatia, seven or eight miles to the south-wost.

Ptolemy assigns to this Strategia the following towns: on the

Euphrates Adyouo-a (read perhaps Auo-kovo-q), Smt koAuvm, MiXiTrjvq

;

and further west, ZvDirdpurrm, Ttrapuraos, KtavtKa, ^owindpa, "Eixrindpaf

'Iao-o-o«, Kiam, Acvyaura, KapfuiXa, %rifu<Tm, Aa&HVcpit.

Dascusa at Penga (* C. I. L.,' iii. Suppl. No. 6743). Sinis Colonia,

probably Pisonos of the Itinerary, xxu miles from Molitene, on the

road to Sebasteia. Eiakis is Ciaca of the Itinerary, xviii miles north

of Meliteno on the Euphrates (Craca of the Table). Semises seems,

perhaps, to correspond with Maisona (i.e. Mesena) of the Itinerary.

Probably Ptolemy gets such names as Leandis, Ciacis, Caparcelisf, from

an itinerary in which ablative cases were used, as sometimes in the

I'eutinger Table. The following names also occur in Basil, and may be

referred to Armenia Minor : a district Orpanene or Orphanene, with two

villages, Eorsagaina and Attagaina (Ep. 278): Fhargamous, where a

great meeting in honour of certain martyrs was held every year (Ep. 05).

Ptolemy does not mention Area, now called Arga, a Roman station and

a bishopric, which must have belonged to Melitene.

X. Tyanitis will be most conveniently discussed along with Lycaonia

and the Eleisourai or passes over Taurus.

XI. The precise boundaries of the Roman province Cappadooia can

hardly be fixed more accurately than results from the description of the

Strategiai. One of the boundaries towards Galatia, near Pamassos, is

given exactly. Again, Pliny says that the river Eappadox divided the

provinces. This river is probably one of the tributaries on the right,

i.e. east, bank of the Halys, for no tributary on the west bank seems to

suit the description. Pliny's words must not be pressed, for he gives

the Rhyndakos as the boundary of Asia, and the Siberis or Hieros of

Galatia, but the frontier only approximates to these rivers. Hence

Eiepert is probably right in giving the name Eappadox to the Delije

Irmak. Lake Tatta was apparently part of the western frontier.

Hassan Dagh was for the most part in Cappadooia, but it is doubtful

whether the western end did not extend into Lykaonia. Eybistra

certainly, and Eastabala probably, were included in Cappadooia. The

Pylse CilicisB were the southern limit, and probably a line along the

great ridge of Tauros marks the frontier. The eastern Strategiai

* Epigrapli. Jonra. in Asia Minor, iu ' Papers of the American School of Athens,

ii. 330.

t On GapaioeliS; probably a Syrian town, see p. 302.
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aro assigned by Ptolomy to Armenia Minor, but Armenia Minor and

Cappadooia were one Roman Province. The bounds of Cappadooia on

the oast and north cannot be indicated more precisely than is done in

the discussion of the Strategiai. Several of the cities which Ptolomy

assigns to Armenia Minor, in the narrow sense, certainly belong to the

Strategiai.

The bounds of Cappadooia on the north must have varied at different

times. The district of Bibora, Komiaspa, and Basilika Therma, can

hardly havo been reckoned in Cappadooia by Strabo, who mentions

(p. 540) that the boundary between Cappadooia and Pontes was a

mountain chain, which extended parallel to Mount Tauros (i.e. cast

and west) from the western extremity of the Stratej^ia Khatnnuono to

the eastern parts of the Strategia Laviansene. This chain is certainly

the ridgo which in its central portion is called Ak Dagh, and which

towards the west forms a watershed between the Halys and the Delije

Jrmak, while towards the east, under the name Tchamli Bel, it clotcs

in the northern side of the upper Halys valley. The southern provinces

of Pontos, which border on Cappadooia, are Zelitis, Kolopene, and

Kamisene. The situation of these provinces is accurately indicated on

Kiepert's map : Zelitis is fixed by the capital Zela, now Zille ; Kamisene

by the fortress Kamisa, a little way east of Sebasteia (Sivas) on the road

to Satala and Nicopolis ; and Kolopene by Sebastopolis (Sulu Serai) and

Sebasteia (Sivas) which Pliny places in it, vi. 3.* The mountain ridgo

is therefore a boundary between Pontos and Cappadooia only in a loose

and general way ; as in truth it is not a single well-defined ridge, but a

broad irregular elevation. The Halys, which flows along the southern

side of the mountain ridge, is understood by Strabo to flow from east to

west : it rises in Cappadooia close to the frontier of Kamisene in Pontos,

flows through Kamisene, and then tot a long distance traverses Cappa<

docia (Strabo, 546).

Homan Cappadooia probably extended much farther north than the

bounds assigned by Strabo. Probably the Byzantine bounds, which are

indicated by the situation of Komiaspa, Basilika Therma, and Sibora,

are much the same as the Roman bounds. Ptolemy even includes Phiara

in Cappadooia ; but this is perhaps not true, if his Phiara is identical

with Siara-Fiarasi of the Antonine Itinerary.

It is necessary to describe briefly the themes into which the eastern

parts of Asia Minor were divided in latoi* Byzantine times, beginning

probably from the reign of Heraclius, 610-41. By far the most important

of these themes, during the eighth and following centuries, was the

Armeniac, while those names which indicate a situation still further

east, Khaldia and Mesopotamia, were of small size and little importance.

But this cannot always have been the case. Apparently the design

* Strabo says Mcgalopolitis, the district round MegalopoIis^Sebasteia was oon-

terminous with Kolopepe. 4. . . '
'
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of Heraolius was similar to the scheme of defonco of the early Eoman
empire. The largo provinces of the earlier empire had boon controlled

by generals who commanded armies, exercised great power, and had the

defence of the eastern frontier in their trust. The emperors, from the

end of the third century onwards, carried out a different policy. They
made the provinces small and multiplied their number. Thoy greatly

increased the number of provincial governors and diminished corre-

spondingly their individual po v/er. The government was more centralised

and less was trusted to the commanders of the provinces. With a series

of weak emperors this policy reduced the empire to the verge of ruin.

The vigour of Heraclius restored it; and his policy inaugurated a new
system of military governors, ruling over vast districts and commanding
large bodies of troops.

The names Khaldia and Mesopotamia were used in the tenth century,

but Ehaldia denoted the country near Trapezous. In the ninth century

Khaldia included Keltzene, but Leo VI. transferred Kwltzene to the

theme Mesopotamia.* Comparing the known history of^the theme

Cappadocia, which was originally the country of that name, afterwards

the country between the Sangarios and the Halys, and at last, in the

lime of Alexius Comnenus, only the plains round A morion, we may
believe it probable that the name Khaldia had changed in a similar way
its denotation ad the boundaries of the empire shrank. Under Heraclius

the name Khaldia may have denoted the south-eastern frontier theme,

and may have had sc <ne pretension to be geographically true. It is not

impossible that Khaldia and Armeniaca were the two frontier themes

of Heraolius, but evidence is too scanty to give confidence to any

opinion.

Mesopotamia, on the other hand, is said to have been instituted for

the fiist time by Leo VI.,t who took Kamakha from Koloneia, and

Keltzene from Khaldia, tu form it.

It is probable that the Armeniac theme, in the same way, got its

name from the fact that it included Armenia and the northern part of

the eastei-n frontier. But in the tenth century it had ceased to include

any of Armenia, and denoted the countries of Cappadocia and Fontus,

and extended even wegt of the Halys, to include Dokeia and Andrapa.

The themes were purely military divisions, and their names denoted

Bections of the army. These sections retained their old name as they

were driven back from their old stations, and soon their names were

applied to the districts in which they were stationed within the nar-

rowed limits of the empire.

The shrinking of the Byzantine bounds coiased. The Iconoclast

emperors stemmed the tide of Mohammedan invasion : the Macedonian

* The chief authority on the themes is Goustautiiio PorphyrogenituB, both iu his

treatise de Themutibus, and in tlie fiftieth chapter of his ' de Admin. Imper.'

t Const, 'de Adm. Imp.,' p. 226; ry rht Kaipy 8^;iio ovk Ijf.
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dynasty rolled it baok. The great general, John Kourkonas, advanced

the frontier of the empire from the Halys to the Tigris.* New themes

were created out of the newly conquered districts ; and their gradual

creation marks the gradual advance of the Byzantine anus. The
remarkable account of tho transference of the name Cappadocia, which

is given, p. 216, 250, on the authority of Constantino, is not the con-

sequence of an arbitrary defiance of geography by the Emperor Leo VI.

It marks one of the first stages in the reorganisation of the reconquered

country. The centre and south of Cappadocia had been either in

Saracen hands or exposed to continual inroads, and the name of the

country had been carried west of the Halys by the soldiers who had

been stationed in it. Leo YI. did not carry back the name to its old

country. He arranged that the name should continue to denote the

country and the soldiers between the Halys and the Sangarios. The
Kharsian Tourma in the north of Cappadocia and the south of Pontos,

on the other hand, had not so utterly ceased to exist, and the name had

been extended to include the country as it was conquered; and Leo

arranged that it should denote all the country up to Ceesareia on the

cast, and to Tyana on the south.

The theme of Koloneia must have been originally a part of the

Armeuiac theme, if we can trust the statement of Constantino, p. 21,

that Neocaesareia was in the Armeniac theme, for that city certainly

was afterwards in the Theme Koloneia (id., p. 31). This theme is older

than 860 (Theoph. Contin., p. 181).

Sebasteia was similarly formed into a new theme out of part of the

old Armeniac theme, at some time la )r than 860. Originally it was

only a turma of the ^.rmeniac theme, and it became a theme under

Leo VI., when the turma of Larissa was placed under it.

The theme of Lykandos was also originally a part of the Armeuiac

theme, before it passed into the hands of the Saracens. This is implied

by Theophanes, who mentions no other theme to which it could belong,

and speaks of Sapor, general of the Armeniac theme, as residing at ono

time in the parts round Melitene (p. 350). He also speaks of Kokussos

as a city of Cappadocia (p. 124), and Cappadocia was in the Armeniac

theme. Lykandos was fonned into a theme under Constantino later

than A.D. 913.t

P. The Ponto-Cappadocian Frontier. -
' i

1. "With regard to the topography of the provinces along the Black

Soa, Honorias, Paphlagonia, and Pontus, I am glad to be able to resign

* The expression, which is slightly exaggerated, is taken from Theophau. Contin.,

p. 427.

t Finlay wrongly says it became a theme under Leo VI. ; see Gonst. < do Adm.,

p. 228.
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the difficult task to Prof. G. Hirschfeld, who made a long journey

through them in 1883. Hierooles' list in Honorias agrees exactly, even

to the order of enumeration, with the Notitiea. In Faphlagouia he

gives six cities, whereas the Notitife give only Gangra, lonopolis,

Dadybra and Sora; but of the two which Hierocles adds, Amastris

was made an autokephalous archbishopric about a.d. 800 between the

date of Hierocles and of the oldest Notitise,* and the same was the case

between 536 and 553 with Pompeiopolis. Justinian (Novel., xxix.)

restored the original unity of Paphlagonia, out of which a part had

been taken to form Honorias ; but adds that it would be pedantic to give

back to Bithynia the cities Frousias, Herakleia, and Claudiopolis,

which had been taken from it to complete Honorias: these cities,

therefore, continued attached to Paphlagonia. The ecclesiastical division

into two provinces continued as before, for the principle was kow
established that the Church should not follow the political changes of

organisation. We may infer that Hadrianopolis, Tios and Erateia were

in the eastern part of Honorias. The Parthenios was probably the

boundary between Honorias and Paphlagonia in the narrow sense, and

possibly Hadrianopolis was at Safaramboli, unless that be the site of

Germ'a-Theodorias.

2. The accompanying table includes the provinces that bound Cappa-

docia on the north. It is unnecessary for my present purpose to examine

them completely, and I have travelled so little in them that I could not

venture to do so. But with regard to a few towns which lie near the

Cappadocian frontier and have been used in discussing the roads, it is

necessary to prove their position.

3. Elxhaita was a bishopric of Helenopontos. It was always con-

sidered a city of that province (Justinian, Novell., xxviii.), and its

bishop was originally subject to the metropolis of Amaseia (' Act. Sanct.'

Feb. 7th, p. 24). It was made autolcephalos apparently at an early time

:

hence Hierocles, who simply took the lists of bishops in Helenopontus

under Amaseia, omits it. This honour was probably accordod to it, at

least partly, on account of the great sanctity of its patron saint Theodore,

who killed a dragon in the district of Eukhaita.f It was a station on

some road; henre, when Eutychins was recalled from Amaseia to Con-

tantinople, his journ'^y lay through Eukhaita and Nicomedia ('Act.

Sanct.,' April 6th, p. 66.0). He travelled probably via Tchorum and
Gangra. This route is the most direct, and its use is proved by the

following incident.

Diring an invasion of the UufW lUto Pwtus and Cappadocia,

* Notitia VII. is incomplete, but it does not mcnlim ^mnstris in the archbialioprics,

and doubtleBs agreed with /fierocles.

t The Acta Theo<lori (Feb. 7th) contain little or no local colouring. His history is

divided between EuVhaito, Nikomcdeia, and Hnracleia [Pontica], wliioh ia aaid to bo a
city near both the others I
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Eukhuita was on the point of being oaptnred, and Macedonius fled from

Eukhaita to Gangra (Theophan., p. 161);* this points very probably

to Tchoioim as the site of Eukhaita.

Helenopoktcs, Pontds Polemokiaous, Abhenia Pbiha.

Illerocleg. Notltte I. Vm. IX. KoUtias III. X. Xni.

'A/uairia I. 1 'A/io(re(oi 1 'A/iofftlas

"Ifiwpa 4 '\fi{)pV<DV 4 'ip6pa)y Ifroi nt/io\(ai

Zrj\a 7 ZijASi' (om. viii. ix.) 7 ZijXwi'

HKtov ZoXfxi" 6 XoKixav 'fyroi A.(ovrovir6\tus 6 ZoAlxov ^Toi AcovToirJXcwi

"AvSpaira 5 'AvSpairSSuv 5 'AvipAituv

"Aixtaos 2 'A/UKTiroS 2 'A/^ivo-ou '

'

'Siviiirri 3 itviwiis 3 Sivciiirqs

— II. Zvxalr'ov II. EuxafTftii/

NfOKataiptta 1 StoKaiaaptlai I. 1 N(OKai(rapc(at

K6/iava 5 Kofidvaiy 4 K-oiiAvuv

HoXfiuii/toy 4 XloXtfiuvttov 3 noXc/iaii'fou

Ktpaffovs 3 KtpaffovvTos 2 KfpaCoSi^os

Tpawt^ovs 2 Tpav((ovvTos II. lpairf(ovs.

— — 5 'AKvas

.— — 6 'PjCo^u

_ — 7 K(iKKav

— — 8 EuvifKJU

— — 9 'ApaSdurri

— — 10 Maprupoir<(A.(Ciil

— — 11 4 'r^ri\6i u

26j3a(rr(ia 1 itflaffrelas I 2c/3a(rr(ra»

NiK<!iroAi$ 3 StK0ir6K«us 3 KiK0'ir6ktus

KoAovIa 5 KoKuvlas 5 Ko\ciivc(as

StiraXa 4 ^ardKuv 4 SariXrvi'

SEjSairroi^aXiv 2 "iffioffTovirdKfws 2 Sc/SaoToinrdAccDS

— 6 Btj/jfo-ffijs 6 Kriplavris

4. Since the preceding paragraphs were in type an article has

appeared in the 'Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique,' 1889, p. 297,

on Eukhaita. It is written by M. Doublet, who, however, merely

expresses the opinions communicated to him by M. I'Abbe Duchesne.

He argues from an inscription of Safaramboli that Eukhaita was situated

there. But the inscription on which he founds this opinion merely

shows that the church at Safaramboli was dedicated to Saint Theodonis

* Compare Cedren., i., p. 633 : riiv 'Aputvtav iliSpofiov, KairiraSoKlav rt kcX VaXa/rlav

Kdl Tl6vrov \riX(6nfvot, i>s Kal ri EiixdHra fiiitpov vapaffT'fia'ouTOaf Sdcc Kal <pvytiav & Uphs
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and that the city was, according to the commonest of Byzantine oustoms,

spoken of sometimes as the "city of Theodorus." It does not prove

that the city was ofiGoially designated Theodoropolis, but merely that

in a religious dedication the city was called after its patron saint. It is

not improbable that Theodorus was worshipped as patron saint of more
than one city in the north : the legend connected with him does not

confine his influence to a single city.* The further proof is still wanting

that Safaramboli was within the bounds of Helenopontos, in which
province Eukhaita was included. A glance only at the map is needed

to show that Safaramboli was far west of Helenopontus, and near the

boundary of Honorias and Paphlagonia ; surely M. Doublet had never

consulted the map when he proposed the identification.

5. In the first place, Eukhaita was a city of Helenopontos. Notitia I.

gives under the avroKt'^oAoi, as No. |^', 'Eirapxiw 'EXevotrovrov o EuxaiTtov.

Now there are perhaps, I admit, some rare cases where, throiigh some
unknown ecclesiastical bond, a bishopric is attached to some province in

defiance of geographical situation ; but this is not a case in point, for

Eukhaita, though not subject to the Metropolitan of Helenopontos, is

said to be a city of the province. Moreover, it happens that the

government list of the cities of Helenopontos under Justinian is known,f
and Eukhaita is among them.

Secondly, the bounds of Helenopontos are settled by those of

Paphlagonia, which included Gangra, Pompeiopolis, and lonopolis. The
western boundary of Helenopontos was, therefore, east of these cities. It

may be defined still more exactly. Helenopontos included three cities

on the west side of the Halys, viz., Sinope, Leontopolis, commonly called

Zalikhos or Saltus Zalichenus, and Andrapa, which is by Ptolemy said

to bear also the name Neoclaudiopolis. The last of these is identified

by Eiepert with great probability | as the modern Iskelib. The second

* Compare, e.g., the invocatioa to the Archangel Michael at Akroenos, l/ivov ttiV

ir6\i(y) ffov; see Prymnessos and Metropolis in ' Mittheil. Athen.,' 1882. It hf.ppens

that from single paasages wo know that both Qermia and Koloneia were known occasion

-

ally by the name of their patron Theodorus: at Cone. Const., 553 a.d., Joannes episcopus

Colonensium sive Theodoriadis civitatis : on Germia, see § 6. Similarly the fact that

Safaramboli (Madrianopolis, or perhaps Germia) was protected by the patrr n saint

Theodorus is known from thii. inscription only.

t " Helenopontimi quidem octo urbes implent, hoc est Amoeia, Ibora, Euchaita,

insuper et Zela et Andrapa et Aegeum ad climacas, hoc est gradus, situm, Siuopa ct

Amisus, antiquaa urbes, sed et Leontopolis, quto et ipga jam inter urbcs rumeratur :

alisB vero quinque Polemoniacum Pontum continent : Neocfesarea, et Comana, Trapezus

et Cerasus et Polemouium: Pityus enim et Sebastopolis inter castra potius quam
urbes numerandse sunt " (' Novella ' xxviii.) The Latin tes^t has a curious mistrans-

latioii, aX yt Ttphs to7s /cXf^offi icef/ttvo* iivtiirri t« Kal 'Ari<r6s being rendered " Aegeum a 1

climacaa " : on it\ina see Isauria.

t Kiepert in ' Sitzungsber. Berl. Akad.,' 1884, in his ' Gegenbemerkungen zu Pro-

fessor G. Hirschfeld.' The lattev identified Tavium with Iskelib. I fmd no definite

passage to localise Andrapa, lut general considerations make me accept Kiepert's

assignation with confidence. A city is wanted at Iskelib and there seems no other to
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is obviously the glen of the little river Zalekos, 210 stadia west of the

Halys. * Sinope is well known. A line between these three and the

three eastern cities of Paphlagonia marks the bounds of Helenopontos

on the east. The assignation of Dokeia to it in the following paragraph,

if ooiTeot, marks it still more narrowly.

Thirdly, Eukhaita was in the Armeniac Theme.f It is absolutely

impossible to think that the Armeniac Theme, which included the whole

of Cappadocia from the Cilioian Gates to the Black Sea at Amisos

should extend so far west as Safaramboli, leaving to the Paphlagonian

Theme the little comer between that and the borders of the Buccellariote

Theme, which extended to the sea at Herakleia. I need not linger to

enforce this^point. It is, however, obvious that, if Dokeia was in the

Armeniac Theme, it must have been in Helenopontos, and in that case

we may say that it must have been very close to the frontier. Dokeia,

now called Tossia, is recorded to have been in the Armeniac Theme : %
it was occupied by Bomanus Diogenes on his return from captivity in

1072. Alexius Comnenus returned from Amaseia by Dokeia (said to be

in Paphlagonia), Eastamon, and Herakleia (Niceph. Bryen., p. 92)."

Fourthly, Eukhaita was probably east of the Halys. The passage

quoted above from Theophanes shows that in a.d. 508, when the Huns
were ravaging Pontes and Cappadocia and Galatia, Macedonius fled

from Eukhaita to Gangra. If Eukbaitf. were at Safaramboli, he would

be going right into the hands of the fee in fleeing to Gangra. He was

at some place such as Tchorum, and then naturally escaped west-

ward to Gangra. Moreover, the words of Theophanes suggest that

the Huns did not cross the Halys, and therefore that Eukhaita, which

they besieged, was on the east side of the river.

These passages show that Eukhaita was on a road from Amaseia to

Nikomedeia. ii> easy communication with Gangra, and east of the Halys.

Tchorum ib the site that suggests itself from a study of the map,

without actual knowledge of the country.

6. The only passages known to me that tell in favour of MM.
Duchesne and Doublet are (1) that quoted in § 3, footnote, from
* Acta S. Theodori ;

' but the biography appears to rue, as I have there

place there except Sora and Andrapa. Sora was probably further west, and M. Doublet

IB probably right in identifying it as the modern Zora, half a day south-east of Sapha-

ramboli (a very loose and inaccurate waay of describing the situation), Bull. Corr. Hell.,

1889, p. 311 : we must therefore abandon Mannert's proposed identification of Sora with

Kastamon, the modem Kastamuni (Nicet. Chon., 28; Cinn., 13-15). Andrapa was

clearly in this neighbourhood. ^{ avrns ruv 'Avipairrivwi' yris 6 fiandptos ('Hin5x«os)

iKipis (Act. Sanct., Mar. G, p. 456).

* M. Doublet says (i. c., p. 297), " Je u'ai malheureuscment pu identifier ni Ibora ni

Zaliche."

t Theophanes, p. 489, mentions that L^oii, governor of the Armeniac Theme, was

at Eukhaita with the military chest: De Bor r rightly infers that Eukhaita was in the

Theme.

X OvTos ix yivovs t&v 'Apfiti/taKuv Ijv iirh A6iciuv xnapiov AapiSiSovf (Theophan

.

Contin., p. 426). For ^6kmv perhaps read AoKiaKoC.
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stated, to want local colouring, and therefore not to be written by a

person who knew the district. It is really one of the most contemptible

documents in the entire ' Aota Sanctorum.' * It is quite clear that

nothing whatsoever was known about Theodore except his name and a

tale that he had elain a dragon. He was worshipped in several places

in Paphlagonia and Pontes, and the legend brings them together : he

killed a dragon at Eukhaita and he lived at Herakleia. The example

of Makrina at Sasiiua, and of the coffin of Seidi Ghazi at Nakoleia, show

how readily stories about saints, Christian or Mohammedan, grow up at

places where they are worshipped, f (2) A quotation given in § II. of

the BoUaudist preface to ' Acta S. Theodori ' may also be held to favour

MM. 7>uchesne and Doublet : the bishop of Hadrianopolis, seeking for

Aly|)io(:, KaTakaiifidvfi tovtov iv Evxoirois {jBij rrj^ iravqyvptw', t«A,ov/acVt;s

toto^ ')pov Tov Mdprvpoi, These two references do not seem to me worth

wei
. liing against the arguments which have just been stated.

A giiin, even if it be admitted that Safaiamboli bore the official name
Tlieciioropolis, this does not agree with Eukhaita, for M. Duchesne

hirusulf states that the name Theodoropolis was given to Eukhaita

069--73 on the occasion of a victory ovor the BuBsians, but this

inscription belongs to the fifth century. We must look for some place

which was called by religious people by the name of S. Theodorus in

the fifth century. Germia perhaps fulfils this condition, and may
possibly have been situated at Safaramboli.

Germia is mentioned as a metropolis in Notitiae I., II., VI. VII.,

VIII., X., generally as belonging to Galatia, in VII. as belonging

to Galatia Prima, and in VIII. to Galatia Secunda. This might

appear conchisive as to its situation. But in the Quinisexta Synod,

A.D. 692, there occurs among the archbishops at the beginning of

the list Mitwa-TJs dvo^ios iniVKouro^ t^S ©eoSwpiaTui' tjtol Ttpniarmy [ttoXcws]

T^s Bidvvtov iirap\ia<;. Besides him we find, among the bishops of

Hellespontns, Ilav^o'; t^s TtpfitivStv ttoXcws t^S 'EAjij/ottovtiW «wap;^ta?.

Now Germocolor 5a, a well known city of Galatia Secunda, mentioned in

all the Notitia- as a bishopric subject to Pessinus, cannot be the same as

this Germia, ior the former bears the ioligious name Myriangeloi, the

latter of Thoodorias. Except tho rame Gtirmias in the Peutinger Table

between Ankyra and Pamassos (which is certainly an error, as this

road is very well attested by other authorities), I see no other reference

to this Germia. If we can trust the lists of the Council in preference

to the Notitiae, Germia might be situated at Safaramboli. It is tiue

that Safaramboli is rather to be assigned to Paphlagonia than to

Bithynia; but Justinian expressly says (Novel, xxix.) that Claudiopolis

* Three versions, all equally poor, are published under Feb. 7.

t " Portaverunt eum ab Hcraclia in Euchaita " (Add. p. 894 D.). Ou Makrina, sec

S.iSiHA. It is, of course, an insult to Mohammedanism to speak of the worship of

Stiidi Ghazi : the dervishes, indeed, who kept up the memory of Seidi Qhazi, are below

the standard of Mohammedanism, but even they cannot be said to worship Seidi Ghazi.

II

tl

id
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and Herakleia were, strictly speaking, Bithynian cities, and Safaramboli,

therefore, is not far east of the boundary between Bithynia and Faphla-

gonia. A certain vagueness always existed, as is well known, in regard

to the boundaries of provinces other than the Boman ofiScial divisions.

8till, I lay no stress on the identification, except that it is not impossible.

I on the whole prefer the conjecture that Hadrianopolis was at Safaram-

boli.* But Germia, certainly in the seventh century, and probably

in the fifth century,f bore, religiously, the name of S. Theodorus, and

the evidence is not conclusive against Germia being at Safaramboli.

Eukhuita is recorded to have received the name Theodoropolis in the

tenth century, and the evidence appears to be conclusive that it was

east of Gangra, and probably east of the Hulys.

Tho frequent references to Eukhaita show its importance. Why,
then, is it omitted by Hierocles and all older writers, as well as by the

modern geographers ? :{; Under the Roman empire the district in which

Eukhaita was situated was not penetrated by the Graeco-Boman

civilisation: hence the silence of writers older than Hierccles is only

natural. But the growth in importance of the cities along the north of

the Anatolian plateau is one of the most marked features during the

two centuries 350-550, and during this time Eukhaita became one of

the iroXeis of Helenopontos, If Hierocles had used a government list of

cities, he could not have omitted it : the reason why he has omitted it

must be that he followed the ecclesiastical lists, in which this city,

being avTOK€<pa\oi, was not given among the bishoprics under Amaseia.

The earliest proof that Eukhaita was avroKc^aXos is at the Council of

A.D. 680, where the order clearly implies that Leontopolis and Eotrada

in Isauria, as well as Eukhaita, are metropolitan bishoprics.

There is one other possible situation for Eukhaita. It may have

been, not on the road Amaseia-Gangra, but on the more northern route,

Amaseia-Vezir Keupreu-Tash Keupreu (Pompeiopolis), &c. But the

flight of Macedouius to Gangra certainly suggests the southern route.

Some MSS. of the later Notitiee § give four bishoprics as subject to

Eukhaita, viz. Gazala, Eoutziagros, Sibiktos and Bariane. Of these

Gazala might perhaps be identified with Gazelon (chief town of the

district Gazelonitis), which Is conjecturally placed by Eiepert at Vezir

Eeupreu. But the majority of MSS. assign these bishoprics to the

metropolis Neai Patrai in the Peloponnesus, and add t(5 EixaCrtov $p6vo<i

* If the situatiou for Sora assigned by M. Doublet is correct, Hadrianopolis must be

further west, for it was in Houorias ; and Safaramboli seems a peculiarly suitable site.

Eastamuni was in Paphlagonia, as it was separated from Honorias: it may be that

Dadybra and the later Kastamon were a sin^^e bishopric.

t The incidental allusion proves that the name was current among the people, and,

therefore, of some antiquity.

X M. Duchesne is, I think, almost the first writer since Lc Quien who has

mentioned it.

§ Not. X., and a Paris MS.

^^1
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v)roKct/icvo« ovK tiTTi, aud Nilus Dozapatrius agrees with them. It is,

therefore, more probable, so far as the evidence of the Notitioe goes,

that these four bishoprics belong to the Peloponnesus : perhaps some

authority on the topography of Greece will decide tho question.

After the preceding paragraphs are in pr'nt I find further confirma-

tion in Act. Sanot., June 5, p. 586, where a quotation is given from

Acta Theodori Tironis of Amaseia, to the efiect that a noble matron

Eusebeia transported the body of the martyr "in possessionem suam,

quae distat a oivitate Amasia via unius diei, in locum qui vooatur

Euohaita." Tohorum strictly is two days' journey from Amaseia, but

an estate within the territory of Tchorum might quite well have been a

day's journey distant. On the same page another quotation is given

from a MS. Vita S. Barbarae, -^v 8i iv -rg x<^P? 'T 'AvaroXocp, tjJ

KoXov/LiciT} 'HAtoviroAct, &vi]p KaToucdv iv X'^P^t iviXtyofiwif FcXao'cots wi iiro

/yitXtW 8cKa8v(i> EvxaiTuv. There is no city named Heliopolis, which is

evidently an error. If we correct to [Ow]i7pt[v]ovirdA«, wo have placed

Yerinopolis at Geune, and a farm in the northern part of the territory

of Verinopolis might very well be twelve miles from Tchorum. The

two passages prove that Tohorum was Eukhaita.

With regard to the four bishoprics, Mr. Tozer informs me that he

can trace none of the names in Greece. The probability therefore is,

either that they must be assigned to some third metropolis, or that they

belong to Eukhaita. The district which would naturally be subject to

Eukhaita is the country along the Halys on the east. The northern part

of this country beai-s the name Qaselonitis, and its chief town may
perhaps occur as one of the four bishoprics.

7. The ancient city at Safaramboli, then, was not Eukhaita : I leave

it to Prof. G. Hirschfeld to specify its name with certainty.f The modem
name, is perhaps, derived from ®to8u>piav iroXiv. It is a very common
occurrence that the modem name of a city should follow that of the

patron saint. ® becomes S, as in Ayasaluk from *Ay(o ©coXoyo : the dis-

syllables 0CO and lav are regularly run together into one syllable in the

common pronunciation of Greek : the only difficulty is the change of S

to f, but the modem pronunciation of 8:( solves much of the difficulty.

The accusative form is the common one, e.g. in Baliamboli, IlaXatdy

7rdXt(i').

8. It will be useful to give at this point a comparative table of the

changes introduced into the provinces of this district by Justinian

(Novel., xxviii., xxxi.). From it we see that Zela was on the

I have no opportunity of consulting the original. Theodorus Tiro is postponed

from Feb. 17 to November in ' Act. Sanct.' M. Duchesne, who quotes from ' Acta
Theod. Tir.,' does not appear to have noticed this important passage, vrhioh demolishes

his topographical theory.

t Before I noticed the reference to Qermia Theodorias, I had thought of Hadrian-

opolis.

X English th in tliat.
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frontier of the older Helenopontos adjacent to Armenia Prima

(Sebastiana) ; Komana on the frontier of FolemoniakoB adjacent to

Armenia Prima Sebastiana ; Satala, Nikopolia, and Colonia on the

eastern frontier of Armenia Sebastiana, forming a convenient new
province with Trapezous and Eerasous of Polemoniakos.*

PoNToa AKD Armenia.

Jiutinltn'i Re-orgtnlutlon. OMer ByMotlno Arrangement.

Armenia Prima

••

f

M

Bazania or Leontopolia

Theodoaiopolis

Trapczoua

Keraaoua

Satala

Nikopolia

Golonia

Unknown

Oappadooia Prima

Pontoa Polemoniaicoa

Armenia Prima i

Armenia Seounda

•>

»

Sebaateia

Sebaatopolia

Komana

Veriaa , •
, r

Zela

.' ;• ":•»•;'
:

' .'' '"
V .' ^'':

n , r-- ',^

Pontoa Polemoniakoa • •*

Armenia Prima v ,-..' <

Helenopontos -• .

Helenopontos

»»

"... ^ 17 . , *

It

-M

»l

If

»

»

Amaaeia urba

Amiauaurba '

Iboraurba

Eukhaita urbs

Andrapa urba

Sinope urba

Tiflontopolia urbs

Neooaeaareia urba

Polemonioa urba

Pityoua phrourion

Sebaatopolia phrourion

n

Pontoa Polemoniakoa '
'

'

n - '

» '
»»

The confusion caused by the fact that Armenia Sebastiana was
Prima before Justinian and in the Notitiae, Secunda in the civil

* Juatlnian, Novel., xxxi., formed a new province of Armenia Prima with the

metropoiia Lbontopolis. He adda : Urbea illi adaignavimua, Theodoaiopolim, quam etia

priuB haloH. : Satalam, et Nioopolim, Golonea quoque ex prima (ut ante vocabatur)

Armenia aaaumpta : item Trapezunte, et Geraaunte ex Polcmoniaco priua dicto Ponto.

He made Armenia Secunda out of parta of the old Prima and of Pontoa : Secundum
vero ordinem tenere iussimua eam Armeniam quae ante prima dicebatur, in qua caeteras

praecedit Sebastea urba, attributa illi, et Sebaatopoli, quam priua quoque habuit,

et insuper Gommana ox Polemoniaco priua Ponto dicto ; et Zela ex Helenoponto : neque
non Beriaa. Armenia Tertia waa the old Secunda unchanged ; 'see O. 2. Armenia
Quarta waa formed out of varioua tribes, including the diatricta Tzophanene, Anzethene,

Balabitene, etc. It contained the city Martyropolia and the castle Kitbarizon.
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I i

diviaion after Justiniun, is often apparent in the eooIesiaBtical lists

:

e.g. at Synod of 680, VerisHa Socnndto Armenioo ; and Notitia I. spealrs of

Armenia Quarta (evidently that of Justinian, for it mentions Eithai izon,

though it places Martyropolis, part of his province, iu Mesopotamia),

and yet it has no Armenia Tertia.

9. Sebastopolis, n so called Heraclcopolis, was situated at Sulu Serai.

This is proved hy an inscription ou llio Homan bridge beside the town,

which has been published by Renier (' Rev. Archroolog.,' 1877, p. 200)

and by Roehl (' Beitriige zur grieoh. Epigraphik ') from a copy so bad

that their transcripts differ widely. It was afterwards published by me
from the accurate copy of Sir Charles Wilson (' Journal of Philology,*

1883, p. 154). It is erected by the archons, senate, and people of

Sebastopolis Heraoleopolis, under the governor of Cappadooia, Arrian

(the historian), A.i>. 137.

10. Amasia, Amisos, Sinope, Neocj!;sareia, Komana, Sedasteia, have all

retained their ancient names with more or less modification to the present

day. Komana is now a small village on the Iris, above Tokat, which is

said to be called Gomenek : I have not seen it. Strabo (p. 557) mentions

that the Iris flowed through the city of Komana. Sebasteia was called

Megalopolis after Fompey, and under the early empire took the name
Sebasteia. Its walls were rebuilt by Justinian.

11. Ibora. The position of T]x)ra can be determined with approximate

accuracy by the letters of Basil and Gregory Nyssenus. The family

estate whore they wero born, where they often went to live, and where

their sister I«Iacrina died, wrs on the banks of the Iris, at a village

Annesoi. The road by which Gregory returned from Annesoi to Nyssa

after the death of Macrina passed through Sebastopolis, which was

apparently not far distant. In his youth Basil retired from the world

to live as a hermit close to Annesoi, but on the opposite side of the Iris.*

It is frequently mentioned that Annesoi was in the diocese of Ibora.

Emmeleia, the mother of Basil, Macrina, and Gregory, had brought the

remains of the Forty Martyrs to Annesoi and built a church there to

receive them.f HcTice, when the Bishop of Ibora died, Gregory took

temporary charge of the church, as he folt to be his duty.:( Here

delegates from Sebasteia, the metropolis of Armenia Secunda, came to

visit him. Now Ibora was a bishopric on the frontiers of Pontus, and

not far from Dazimon (Tokat) ; therefore it was probably that bishopric

of Pontus which adjoined Sebasteia.

^Gregory Nazianzen (Epi»t. iv.) describes the hermitage to which

* Basil Epist., 3 and 223.

—

M. rq* /uovqt rqt M rfIpiSt iroroftf.

t K($/i?)t T^s ifuiX itpoanKoimit, iv ^ rbt r&v rpKrfuutaplwi' roirvv iyairiiravTai Xtl^ava,

tan Tit ttoKlxvyi h ytlrtty, "Ifiupa KoKovirif ain'fiv.—(Greg. Nyss., in ' Quadr. Hart.,'

p. 783.)

X "iPvpa icSMs im\ roTs 6p(ois rov nSvrov Ko/rtfKtaiiivti, tx"^^'^ *P^* ^M"* '( &f>X<>/'ov

.... iirtfi^Ss.—Greg. Nyas., ' EpiBt.,' p. 1075, kotA rhv upoa^Kovra t^i irop* ofrrois

I i
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Basil retreated as Bitnated in a narrow glen among lofty mountains,

which keep it always in shadow and darkness, while far below the river

foams and roars in its rocky, narrow, precipitous bed. (Ep. iv.) This

description can hardly refer to any other part of the river than the rocky

glen below Turkhal. Ibora cannot be placed further down, because it is

the frontier bishopric of Fontus towards Sebasteia ; and further up there

is no rocky glen until the territory of Komana is reached.

Gregory Nysscnus, in his treatise on Baptism (irpm rovt fipabwovrat

cl« r6 fidimtriia, iii. p. 415, Ed. Migue), speaks of Komana as a neigh-

bouring city.* Tillemont, thinking that the treatise was written at

Nyssa, infers that Nyssa and Komana were near each other. The truth

is, that Gregory must have written his treatise iinesoi. We may
therefore infer that the territory of Ibora adjoii. ihat of Komana on

the east and that of Sebasteia on the south, and touched the Iris from

the boundary of Komana down to a point below Turkhal. The boundary

was probably near Tokat, and Ibora itself may have been actually

situated at Turkhal.

If thin reasoning be correct, how are we to explain Basil's letters

86 and 87. A certain presbyter's com had been seized by the public

officers (twv ra Srj/waia SioiKtlv irtirurrwfiivotv) at Yerisa (^v Bi^ptVcrots, iv

KijpiWoit). Letter 80 is written to the governor of the province in

which Basil had been bom and brought up (t^ apxovn i% varpiSoi and

Tip ^c/xovi), i. e. the governor of Fontus, and complains of the conduct of

the officials at Yerisa. The second is addressed to the officer under

whose instmctions the officials of Yerisa claim to have acted : this

officer is informed that Basil has already written to the governor of the

province, and is exhorted to compel restitution of his own accord, as

Basil will otherwise take the matter into the court of justice. From
the expressions used in the second letter, it is certain that this officer

was stationed at no great distance from Basil's residence, Annesoi. The

writer of the note in Migne concludes that therefore Annesoi was in the

district of Yerisa. This is incorrect. Yerisa was one of the towns

in the district administered from Ibora, where the chief civil and eccle-

siastical officers of a "city and bishopric" resided. The farm from

which the corn of Dorotheos, brother of Basil,t oo-presbyter with the

officer of the Ibora district, had been seized, was in Yerisa, in the

district of Ibora.

In the task of explaining the false inferences hitherto drawn from

these two letters, wo have at the same time gained a valuable indication

of the site of Yerist t

* M T$)t Kojuavafwi' [i.e. Koiuaiiuv] w6\tus rairris tLoruyttrovos (p. 423).

t 6 noBuv^aroi &SfA<^%s AwpciOcos : not an actual brother of Basil, but rather a

friend, called emphatically " my very dear brother."

X The notes in Migne explain the first letter as written to the officer in Yerisa, the

second as to the prases of Cappadocia 1

VOL. IV. a
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It imghjt aeem mconsiatent with the situation assigned to Ibora that

Basil sometinies speaks of it as near Neoonsareia (Niksar). In Epistle

210, Basil writing from Onsareia in Cappadoda to the people of Neo-

o«Bsareia, may very well say that he will he near them when he goes to

Anneeoi, even though Annesoi is beside Turkhal. Epistle 216 is to be

interpreted in the same way. On a oironlar journey for dinroh purposes,

Basil oame from the south-west to Dazimon (the Kaz Ova between Tokat

and Turkhal), and then visited his brother Peter, whom we may assume

to have been living on the family property at Anneaoi. The first and

more natural interpretation is that Peter, tiie brother of Basil, lived at a

place further up the Iris than Paumon, in the direction of Neocnsaieia

(Bas. Ep. 216 &a to TrpomyyUttv rote KonJi NcoKOMrapctov rmrots). But on

more careful consideration it is obvious that after the troubles in Dadmoo,
Basil went to take a holiday with his brother Peter, and therefore he did

not necessarily continue his journey onward from Dazimon. The ex-

pression of neighbourhood to the district of NeooaBsareia is doubtless

only comparative: Basil's usual residence was Oaesureia. Moreover,

as Ibora has now been placed, its territory probably touched that of

Neoonsareia.

As Ibora is now placed, its situation also suits the statement of

ProoopiuB, Hist. Arc., p.' Ill, that Amaseia and Ibora were both

destroyed by an earthquake under Justinian. The most correct form

of the name is "Ifitipa.

The place to which Naucratius, brother of Basil and Maoiina, retired,

and where he died, was three days' journey from Annesoi, in a wooded
hilly district on the Iria It must have been three days' journey down
the river towards Amasia, as this distanoe measured up the river would
take us beyond Eomana far into the province of Polemoniacus (Greg.

Nyss., vit. Maerin., p. 967).

Arasius was bishop of Ibora at the time when Maaina died ; the

date of her death is by some authorities givim as July 19th aj). 380, by
others November—^Deoember 379. Another bishop, Uranius, probably

earlier, is mentioned in 'Act. Sanct.,' April 6th, p. 553 (qui Ilwrorum

oathedram exomavit ibique oonditus est).*

The territory of Ibora extended perhaps as far as the Halys. In

Not. III. occurs i 'ipopuiv ^frot Eli/toXtas (with the variant UtfuAunrtit)'

Pimolissa and Ibora were therefore two towns under the same bishop.

According to Oedrenus, ii., 626 and 642, Pimolissa was a fortress on
the Halys (to ^povpiov t^ IIi7/bio\wnrav. virpa Si ^ ni/fuSAurcra irapck t&

Xct\os MifLivri tov *AXvos iroTa/u>v), and Strabo refers to the district

of Fimolisa as situated next to Ohiliokomon, in the northern part of the

* Uronius, along with Meletiiu and Selencoa, biahopa of Amaaeia, built a
mouasteiy at Amaseia. Melelina and Seleuona were buried there (ib.). The monas-
tery ia mentioned by Theophanes, p. 228. It waa named Viaria (' Act Sanot.,' t6

p. 601).
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on

inot

the

territoiy of Amaseia, bnt extending to the river Halys.* Eiepert'a

position for Fimolisa at Osmanjik seema highly probAble.

12. Ybbisa or Verissa was originally in the diooese of Ibora. It was

afterwards dignified as an independent bishopric under the Metropolis

of Sebasteia in Armenia Priina.t This makes it probable that the

territory of Ibora was inoonveniently large, and the southern part, with

the town of Yerissa, was constituted an independent city and bishopric.

This took place after the time of Basil and before 458 a.d. Yerissa

was assigned to Armenia Prima both in the Notitise and in the Epistola

Prov. Armen. I. ad Leonem.

These considerations .unite in pointing us to the site of Bolus, which

fulfils all the conditions ; and we see that Bolus actually is the modem
form of Yerisa. Two passages quoted in L. 13 and P. 12 perhaps mention

the direct road from the sea-ooast as passing through Yerisa.

12. Dazimonis was the name of the rich plain now called Eaz Ova,

through wiiich the Iris flows after passing through the middle of

Eomana (Strab., p. 647). Dazimon, which seems to have been a fortress,

must have been the modem Tokat, with its strong oasde. In the year

860 the Emperor Michael led an army against the Saracens, encamped

in an open grassy plain Oellarion (xoprotftopov rcSiov) in the district called

Daximon.^ To understand the events that follow, it is necessary to

know what had been the previous movements of the Saracens. The

Byzantine writers give no information on this point, but Finlay infers

from the Arab historians that they were returning from Sinope.

Instead of marching by the regular road (t^ rcr/H/i/tno^s 6Bov) which

led to ZSelisa (perhaps a mistake for Belisa, a form intermediate between

the older Berisa and the modem Bolus §), they turned aside and marched

to Chonarion. Chonarion was near the Byzantine camp, and in the

battle which followed Michael was defeated, and fled six miles to a

rugged hill called AnzSs. The Saracens after vainly attacking Anz^,

retired to a grassy plain named Dora (jtym iroj^f^ipm xupi^o-etv Theoph.

Contin., p. 179 ; of. Genes., p. 93).

In the year the Saracen army was encamped at Daximon (Kara rov

Aa^ftum), Theophilus collected an army from all quarters and encamped

* Compare also Nioepli., p. 148, Xenbner edition.

t Hieiocles, if his list is quite complete, oonaiden Teriaaa as a part of Ibora ; bat

Jutinian (Novella, a.d. 636) mentions it as an independent city of Armenia under

Sebasteia, and it is given under Sebasteia in Bpist ad Leonem in 458. Justinian placed

Zela and Komana in the new province of Armenia Seounda along with Sebasteia, Sebas-

topolis, and Verisa, but the ecclesiastical division remained as before. Probably

Hierooles is defective, and ought to contain Yerisa.

{ Ko) KCfroKafiAy rtca x<^f""' f iirimiMr ^t^qiiv, tntitrt aienvovrM eft ri \i/9<(Siok

Karmfoiuurn^yoy KcWciptov.—Qenes., p. 92. Perhaps ( should in this word always be

oorreotied to (, but the same variation occurs in the name Moxeanoi of Fiirygia (Ptolemy

and an inscription), who are MOZEANOI on coins.

§ Perhaps it may be preferred to consider Zelisa as an error for Zela, but the story

will be equijly inteUigible.

z 2
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at AozM (xflA rdv 'Aviqy). A Iwttle took place immediately : Theophilii»

was defeated and fled to Chiliokomon, near Amasia ((JenediiB. p. 67-8

;

Theophan. Ciontin., p. 127-8 ; op. Strab., p. 561).

It is olear from the Arab aooounts (Weil, Ohalifen ii., p. 812) that

the Saraoens had invaded Anatolia by way of Melitene.* At AnsBea.

Theophilns could ascend a hill and survey the Saiaoen army in its.

position.

Daiimon (r^t ^oii/iuvt) is mentioned as a town or a district ofPontnty

visited by Basil (Ep. 212, 216) on a dronlar tour, in order to oonnteraot

the Arian influence of Eustathins, Bishop of Sebasteia. It was therefino

near enough to be under the influence of Sebasteia, and the oootezt

shows that 'it was quite close to Ibora (see Iboba). The sitnatioii at

Tokat illustrates admirably the circumstances rdated in the letter

Darimon was not a bishopric ; it must have been subject to the Bishop

of Eomana. La the Byzantine wars it must have become &r more

important than Eomana, and the title 2 Ko/iokuv ^froi AoCt/iwvoc might

be expected, if the lists were completely true to historical fitot

18. Eudoxiana is placed by Eiepert at Tokatt The only refer«no»

to Eudoxiana that I have observed is in the Latin version of Ptolemy,,

where it is inserted betweep Sermuga and Comana in Pontus Galatious.

This could be accepted only as a Byzantine interpolation in the text

:

some city must be meant which temporarily took the name. But
Wilberg's supposition that Eudoixata or Eudoxata of Armenia Minor ia

meant is veiy probable. The latitude and longitude of Eudoxiana are

hardly consistent with Pontus Oalaticus, and agree almost exactly with

those assigned to Eudoxata.

Q.^LTKA0iaA AND TyANITIS.

1. The roads of Lykaonia and ofsouthern Cappadoda will be most con-

veniently treated together, and I have therefore separated the disonssioa

of the southern part of Cappadooia from the rest of that country. In

the vast level plains of Lykaonia and southern Gappadocia, roads may
run in any direction. We therefore get no help from the natural road-

lines in determining the sites of cities, but on the contrary we must first

fix the cities and then lay down the roads that connect them.

Lykaonia was first formed into a separate province about 871-2 aj>.

For some time previously it seems to have been divided between Pindia

and Isauria.

In later Byzantine times Lykaonia was entirely included in the

Anatolic Theme. This is mentioned by Oonstantine (de IiImi.), and his

* The fortNH Loolon, which commanded the load thiongh the Cilician Gatas, was

at thia time in Bynntine hands. Ftom Melitene the Araba would probably advanee

through Sebaitaia.

t In C. L O., 4184, the statement aim appears.
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tatement is oonfinnoil by another authority, who montions that tho

Anatolio Theme bordered on Cilioia.*

I now diacuBS the cities in detail, taking first Lykaonia and then the

southern part of Cappadooia, and finally tho passes across Taurus. The
foundation of suoh a discussion must as usual be a comparative table of

the ancient lists; see p. 331.

2. IcoNiUH. The site of Iconium has never been uncertain ; it ha»

preserved an unbroken history and a single name down to the present day.

According to tradition Soaipatros, one of the Seventy Disciples, was
bishop of Iconium, and was succeeded by Terentius, also one of the

Seventy (' Act. Sanct.,' June 20th, p. 67). Tomutus, bishop and martyr*

in Act. Sanct., Sept. 12.

Iconium was selected by the Seljuk sultans as their capital, moved
partly by its central situation, and partly perhaps by the amenity of

its surroundings, unusual in Lycaonia. The gardens and orchards on

the west and south-west ofEonia are still a pleasant feature ; they depend

on irrigation, ofcourse. The irrigating channels are mentioned in Nicetas

Choniata, p. 542 (ra rwv xipnov raf^ptvfutrd re koi roi>s Siutpv)(as, ot awtxtis

fl<n ir«pi TO 'Ikoviov).

3. Lystra is proved to have been at Khatyn Serai by the following

inscription, found on the site now called Zoldera, a mile north of the

village, by Prof. Sterrett ( Wolfe Expedition,' p. 142) : Divum Aug(tts-

tttni) Col(onta) Iul(ia) Felix Oemina Luatra conteeravit d{ecreto)d{ecurionum).

This situation for Lystra was conjectured by Leake in 1820, but subse-

quent writers had inclined to other views, till Prof. Sterrett's dis-

covery confirmed Leake's guess.!

Artemas or Artemius, one of the Seventy Disciples, is said to have

become bishop of Lystra in the first century (Act. Sanct. June 20th, p. 67).

4. MiSTiiu or MiSTHEiA. The evidence with regard to this city is

scanty. It was on a Boman road, for it is mentioned by Anon. Bavenn,

It was in the territory of the Orondeis, who had another city named
Fappa. Misthia was in Lykaonia, and Fappa was in Pisidia ; therefore,

the territory of the Orondeis was divided by the boundary between

Byzantine Pisidia and Lykaonia, and the two cities must have lain near

each other on the frontier. These conditions point unmistakably to

the north-eastern extremity of the Bey Sheher Lake. For Misthia there

is practically no choice ; it must have been situated at the site called

• De Velit. Bell. Niceph. Phok. prtef. (p. 185 Bonn).

—

iv roU ytirovowri r^ Tapir^

04fuuri, r^ rt KawraioKla km rf 'AvaroAiKf. Still later Seleukeia became a separate

Theme, between Cilicia and the Anatolio Theme.

t My own error as to Khatyn Serai (* Bulletin do Gurrcsp. Helle'a.,' 1883, p. 318)

was duo to my observing that the ruins were evidently those of a Boman colony;

and us it was not known in 1883 that Lystra was a colony, the proof seemed complete

that Lystra could not have been situated there. A year later the first evidence woa
published that Lystra was a colony, viz. a coin belonging to' M. Waddington. MM.
Badet and Paris identify Zosta with Lystra (Bull. Gorr. Hell., 1886, p. 511).

I:
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MonMtir between Rhiuk Dedo and Kirili Kassaba, on the Roman road

Antiooheia-Neapoli8(Kara Agatoh>Miathia-Karallia(Bey Sheher). The
niile-Btones at Khiak Dede, Kirili Kaaaaba, and near Bey Sheher, also

the insoription of a trraTiutvdpwt * at Kirili Kassaba, prove the course of

the Roman road,

Misthia is very rarely mentioned. It was captured by the Arabs in

712, but probably not long retained by them (Theoph., p. 882). In tho

reign of Leo (about 900 a.d.) a Saracen army invaded the Anatolic

Theme, and laid siege to the castle of Misthia (ro Kotrrpov Mio^ciat), but

were obliged to retire when they heard of an inroad made by the Byzan-

tine general Nioephorus Phokas into Oilicia. The castle of Misthia may
be situated on one of the hills beside Monastir, or may even be the actual

city Misthia.t

Misthia is given in the earlier NotitisB YII., YIIT., IX., as a bishopric

under loonium. But in all the rest it is an archbishopric.} It was

apparently raised in dignity at the same time as the neighbouring

Xeapolis of Fisidia, and this must have taken place not later than tho

middle of the eighth century.

5. Yasada nnd Misthia were adjoining bishoprics, so that it could be a

question to which of them certain ground belonged.§ The northern

territory between Misthia and loonium still remains without a bishop-

ric, and at Yonuslar there are the remains of a large and fine church.

Tonuslar was therefore the centre of the bishopric which extended over

this hilly but well-watered and, in many parts, very fertile region, and

its ancient name must be Yasada. Yonuslar means Jonases or Johns.

This suggests that the church was dedicated to St. John, and that, as

is very often the case in Anatolia, the religious name has supplanted

the civil name in popular use, and has thus passed into the modem
language. See also pp. 220, 227, 305.

Saint Eustochios belonged to OusaHa [read Ouasada]. He was

liaptized by Eudoxios, bishop of Antiocheia. Ho then removed to

Lystra, where he converted Gainos, hia cousin, with his entire house-

hold. He was arrested in the time of Maximian, carried before the

* Published by me in ' Bulletin de Gorr. Helle'n.,' 1883, p. 316.

t The Byzantine habit of making castles on precipitoua rocks suggests that this

haatrm was not on the actual site of Misthia, but on some lofty site. It is even possible

that the kale about a mile west of Selki Berni is meant : it stands on a lofty hill, and is of

great natural strength. I did not ascend it, and saw no traces of walls through a glass,

but the natives of Selki asserted that it was an ancient fortress. Theodore of Misthia,

Cedren., II., 398. I do not know why Misthia and Koloneia are united in Notitia X,

unless it be that Koloneia was in partibus infidelium and the title was conjoined with

Misthia.

X In Not. VIII. it occurs twice, first as an archbishopric, and then as a bishopric under

Iconium. This is an example of a common kind of error in these registers, arising from

carelessness in correcting them.

§ rhv iiyphv iKttvov, rhv intoKtinwov rfj Vlr^arttif, f iirticripix^ ^ &v9pt>wos, K4\tv(rcv

Obcur6Sois 6iroTt\tiv.—Basil. £p., 118 ; quoted by Wesseling ad too. Read OhwriHott.
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fnuei Agrippiniu, and finally lent to Ankyra, where he wee ezeonted

(Act. Sanot, Jnne 98. p. 472).

6. Amblada, aooording to the order of Hieroolea, ii beaide Ifisthla and

Onaaada ; aooording to the NotititB, it i« beaide Homonada and Ouaiada.

Thaae indioationi wonld be excellently satisfied by a aitnation at or a

little to the north of Selki Serai, if there were any indication of ancient

life there. None, however, ia known to exist, and thia district belongs

to Misthia, while other reasons point to a situation for Amblada, further

west, beyond Misthia. Amblada is placed both by Ptolemy and by

Strabo (p. 670) in Pisidia ; the latter mentions it as on the frontier of

Fhrygia and Pisidia, and the former as being (with ApolIonia, Antiooheia,

and NeapoUs) in that part of Pisidia which still remained in his time

attached to the province Galatia. These particulars are sufficiently

explicit to warrant us in pladng Amblada on the eastern side of the

Limnai (Egerdir Gdl) near Oalandoa.* This situation ia confirmed by

the statement of Strabo that Amblada was renowned for its wine ; now
the shores of the Egerdir Lake have always been renowned for their

grapes, and, in reply to my questions, the inhaUtants of Antiooheia

(Talowaj) and the neighbourhood unanimously declared that the country

about Gklandos was covered with vineyards, and supplied grapes to

their markets. In the middle ages it was said that thirty-six different

species of grapes were produced on the southern shores of Egerdir Lake.f

On the other hand, grapes, though not altogether wanting, are very

little grown on the east side of Bey Sheher Lake, about Misthia and

Selki Serai, which fhmishes a new reason against the attempt to place

Amblada there. I have, therefore, no hesitation in placing Amblada at

some place not far from Oalandoa on the eastern side of Egerdir Lake.

Philostorgius, Hist Ecoles., Y. 2, mentions that Amblada was in an

unpleasant and unhealthy situation, that the soil was barren, and that

the inhabitants were rude and uncultivated. The name occurs in a

great variety of forms, Amlada, Amblada, Ampelada, Anpelada,

Amilauda, &o. ; the native form was probably Mlad-a, or Mlad-oa, which

is hellenised in various ways. The name occurs also as Blaundos, or

Mlaundos, or Blades, or Fhlaudos in Lydia. Many members of the

Society called Xenoi Tekmoreioi X belonged to Amblada, and this fact

suggests that it was not far from the north-east end of the Limnai

(Hoiran 061). This situation makes it difficult to explain why the

* I placed Amblada here in a paper published in 1883 (< Joum. Hell. Stnd.,' vol. iv.,

p. 37). Professor Sterrett, who explored the district, mentioned (on my request that he
should examine for the purpose) that there were no traces of ancient life there, in

his Preliminary Report. This forced me to retract my opiniou ( Mittheilungen des

Instituts zn Athen,' 1885, p. 349), but since then he has published both Greek and
Latin inscriptions found by himself in the district (' Wolfe Expedition,' pp. 277-8).

t Bitter, ' Kleinasien,' ii., p. 484, after Hadji Khalfa.

X See Sterrett, 'Wolfe Expedition,' p. 240, and my paper in ' Journ. HelL Stud.,'

188S,p,23«: ^ ...,,.... .. .
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I
or

the

fact

mnai

the

bishop of Amblada wm under the metropoliUn of Ikonion; bnt the

examplei of Argiza and TheodoaiopoUa (E. 2 and p. 305) show that

biiihopa aometimei were oonneoted with a distant metropolitan, for some

unknown reason. The sitnation of Pappa and Misthia, in Ptolemy,

seems to be south and east of the district whioh contains Amblada,

Neapolia, and Antiooheia ; and, when Ptolemy confirms other evidence,

he may be accepted as raluable.

7. HoMONADis were a tribe occupying the mountainous region east

and north of Trogitis (Seidi Sheher L(\ke). This situation is clearly

demanded by the description of Strabo,as on the Pisidian border, on the

northeastern side of Gilicia Traoheia, and near Isaura (pp. 668, 679),

and as adjoining the territories of Selge and Katenna* (pp. 669, 570)

among the mountains of Taurus.

There can hardly be any doubt that the inscription (Sterrett,

* Wolfe Expedition,' No. 240), in whioh the Demos of the Sedaseis speak

of i^^c KoX TO&C 6fioc0mc ^iiMv, proves that the Sedaseis were one of the

demoi into whioh the ethnos of the Homonadee was divided. This

inscription was found at Namusa, in the district which has just been

assigned to the Homonades.

Xo coins of the Homonades are known, and this failure can hardly

be an accidental one, due merely to the deficiency of our collections.

The reason, I think, lies in the subdivision of the ethnos into smaller

parts. Hence in later time the Homonades are enumerated in the

lists both of Pamphylia and of Lykaonia ; some of their villages or

towns were in one province, some in the other. One of these towns

was, as I believe, Dalisandos, whioh was a member of the Eoinon

Lykaonon, and which must therefore be distinguished from the other

IMisandoB, a member of the Dekapolis of Isauria in the valley of the

Ermenek Su. In a paper recently published in the 'Athenische

Mittheilungen des Instituts,' I have argued that DaUsandos was

situated at Fasiller, and this localisation seems to me to be correct ; but

I had not then learned that a second Dalisandos must be assumed in

Isauria. I then thought that a border city might have been mentioned

in both provinces, but I now find that the authorities for placing

Dalisandos or Lalisandos in the Dekapolis are conclusive.

The Homonades, being thus broken into small demoi or towns,

formed no political unity and did not strike coins. Dalisandos did, and

perhaps such places as Eolybrassos have also developed out of mere

villages or demoi of the Homonades. Strabo's account makes them
extend from Eatenna and Selge on the west to Cilioia Traoheia on the

south-east and Lykaonia on the east; and strictly taken this would

imply that Lyrbe and Earallia also were towns of the Homonades, not

to mention Gorgorome. Possibly even Farlais, if I have correctly

* Selge at Siitk has long been an accepted position, and Professor G. Hirsohfeld

detected Kutenna in the modern name Godena.
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assigned it, was a colony founded on the edge of their tetritory by
Angnstns in order to keep down this people who were in his time a
real danger to the pacified provinces. Similarly Lystra on their

eastern frontier served the double purpose of a fortress against the

Isauiians and the Homonades.

8. Ilistba retains the ancient name in the form Ilisera.

9. Laranda is still called Laranda by the Ohristian population, as

well as Earaman, which is the official and usual name.

10. Debbe. In fixing the site of Derbe, the first preliminary is to

understand what is meant by Ptolemy's ' Strategia Antioohiane,' which

he places in Cappadoda, and which contains the four towns Derbe,

Laranda, Olbasa, and Mousbanda. In studying any statement of

Ptolemy, the first essential is to determine his authority. In this case

there can be no doubt that he refers to the same historical fact as Strabo

does (p. 685), when, after describing the ten Strtitegiai of Cappadoda,

he adds that in the first century before Christ theie was an eleventh

strategia consisting of part of Lykaonia, Cilicia, and Cappadooia

(irpoccy^ttTO S* vorcpoi' napa 'Pw/uuW ck r^ KnXucUis TOis irpo *Ap;(cAaov Kot

ivSutdrri urpanffui, ^ mpi KcurrdfiaXa koi Ki{^9urrpa iiixpt t^ 'Avtivarpov

Tov AgoTov ^ipfiip)*. This, like the other Strategiai, had ceased to eziat

long before the time of Ptolemy; but we may accept his list as a

valuable testimony as to its limits. His list contains only four names,

Derbe, Laranda, Olbasa, and Mousbanda ; but Appian and Strabo both

add Eastabala, and Strabo also adds Eybistra. Of these, Olbasa, or

rather Olba, according to the necessary correction of M. Waddington

('Voyage Nnmismat.,' s.v.) and Mousbanda, are cities of Byzantine

Isauria, which was in earlier time called Cilicia Tracheia. Laranda has

been already mentioned, and the situation of Eybistra at Eregli is

certain. Accordingly, the general position of this eleventh Strategia is

certein. It extends from the original frontier of Oappododa at

Eybistra westward and southward as far as Derbe {/tcxpt ^ipfirp, Strabo),

which must therefoie be west of Laranda. Considering the frontier

line and the position of Ilistra and Laranda, there is hardly any choice

left. Derbe must be placed about Zosta.f The situation agrees

admirably with the order of Hierodes and Not. I., YII., YJU., IX. It

is demanded also by another passage in Strabo (p. 569), who defines

Lanrica as conteining the two Isauras and many other villages, and

proceeds : r^ 8' Imivpue^ inrnv iv irXcvpats ^ ^ipfiij. His next words,

ftaXurro ry Kainra8oKia hnireiftvKOi, refer to the fact that it was on the

frontier of the eleventh strategia, an external addition which had been

attached to Cappadocia.

* He nfen to the game district (p. 537) as riiv iwUenrrov (i. c. arparxnUai) : rhs

V iwutrifrovs ob owofiOitm raiirws, (1) rk Kairr«(/9aAa icol t^ Kv/Surrpa, (2) KtH rd, &p.

Appian (BelL Hithr., 105) merely says, "several cities of Gilioia Traoheia, amongf

which waa Eastabala."

t This situation was first suggested by Profetsor J. B. S. Sterrett.
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Strabo (p. 585) is clear that this district of Eybistra, Eastabala,

Derbe, &o., was in the province Cappadooia, constituted by Tiberins

A.D. 17, when the last king Arohelans died, but in later time Derbe and

Laranda appear as part of Lykaonia, cities of the Kotvdv AvkouWv.

It is not recorded when they were transferred from Oappadooia to

Lykaonia, bat it is highly probable the title Olandio-Derbe was insti-

tuted by Claudius, when he arranged the transference, a.d. 41. After-

wards, when Cappadocia and Gkdatia were united by Yespasian, the

whole of Lykaonia was included in this vaat province. Hence Ptolemy

is confused in his division of Galatia and Cappadocia, putting part of

Lykaonia in the one province and part in the other. The Strategia

Antioehiane he derived from an old source ; for there is no probability

that the Boman province was administered according to the Strategiai.*

If the Bomans had kept up this division, Ptolemy's list of the cities in

the Strategiai would probably not have been so bad as it is.

11. Barata is very rarely alluded to. The following is the only

reference known to me in literature. A saint, named ' Joannes in the

Well,' lived in Eybistra with his mother Julia and his sister Themistia.

He ohose the life of a hermit, and with his mother's consent went out at

the age of thirteen to live in the wilderness (r^v ipvifutv ohajviu yijv). An
angel met him and guided him, and he went a journey of one day till he

found a well, in which he lived ten years. Then a certain Ohrysias,

tn^ iv rg vX-g rwv Baparc«ov,f was brought by an angel forth into the

wilderness and buried Joannes (Act. Sanct., March SOth, p. 830 and

iMM.43).

The locality is dear. Joannes went forth from Eybistra (now

Eregli) into the plains north-west, which lie between Eregli, Eara

Bunar, and Eara Dagh. Barata must be one of the towns on the edge

of this desert, and the order of the Byzantine lists, which place it along

with Laranda, Derbe, and Hyde, is more in favour of a site in the Eara

Dagh, while Hyde was at Eara Bunar, and S. Joannes lived in the

treeless level plains between them.

The Feutinger Table confirms this situation. It mentions Barata

fifty miles from Iconium on a road leading to the east. This coincidence

of authorities places Barata at Bin Bir Eilisse or Maden Sheher | in

Eara Dagh.

If I am correct in placing Hyde at Eara Bunar, the order of the

Byzantine lists points conclusively and inexorably to this site for Barata

;

but the conjectural position of Hyde is too much in need of external

confirmation to be able to afford any support to other identifications.

* Euhn, ' StadtsTerfasBung des torn. Beiohes,' considers, on the contrary, that the

Boman administration was conducted according to the strategiai.

t One might snspocfTS]; for SKp, for there are no trees in Lycaonia, and Hyde was

in this country. Perhaps the original text was'YS]} [wKrialov] rZr BapaWwy.

X Maden Sheher means " City of Mines." No mines are now known.
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Still it is important that these positions should in their entirety confirm

the order of Hierodes.

As this site, though rather &mous, has heen very little explored, I

may briefly mention the remarkable series of churches, which are well

worth a carefbl examination by students of ecclesiastical antiquities.

Sir C. Wilson and I copied the following inscription, which ran along

the side walls of the naye of one of these churches : a syllable or two

were engraved over the keystone of each of the arches. The remaining

part of the inscription began from the east end.

+TOKOAAHniN tA ito\X^y]iv

GNKOINb) hf Kotv^

€Y3A t6H-

M€NOI fMVM V

€T€W *•€[»..

The inscription must have begun at the west end, on the left hand

as one entered the church, and, after running the whole length of the

ohurch, continued on the right side, back to the entrance.*

On the walls of a church, outside the ancient city, there are a

number of pilgrims' marks, aU of the same type.

6YXHNH0I > t^x^NijiT^

OYTIB€PIOY ovTifi^tiav.

CYXHTeVKPOY €«x^ TtvKpm

HAniOY nainov.

6YXHN6Y fvxv' Ev[ym<w?].

Similar inscriptions from Bin Bir Kilise are given by Davis, p. 310,

€YXHIN tlxn 'HywoAii?}

6YXHA0METI0Y cv^^ Ao/mtcov.

and by MM. Badet and Paris, 'Bull. Gorr. Hell.,' 1886, p. 612, which

may perhaps be restored l*vx\v Ttop{yCov xk Zb>]i;« [k^] murds [o7kov

I should be glad if somo ;ittention could be given to these ruins,

which are perhaps the most interesting in Asia Minor for church

antiquities.

12. Ubinnaca, in the Feutinger Table, near Arohelais, is certainly

a corrupt form. Hyde suggests itself as perhaps the original name.

According to the following restoration of the Koman road, Hude and

Canna were adjoining stations, and their names may have been coirupted

into the single Ubinnaca.

* The correction koAA^Qy]!* seems necessary, bat the reading seemed dear on the

walL I do not understand in what sense mXAqyii', a well-known form = oollegiam,

is to be taken, unless it be " the church of a collegium."

t The three other iuscriptions fW>m Bin Bir Kilise, published on the same page, are

badly explained, and perhaps not well copied. One seems to begin atfni 4 «taT(o()K(i)MO*

M(ai)v[<r]qt ToG 'liaroyot. Another endsMnKO Jfo4fipov t'. The third begins [i Suva . . . .]w

i8io||t]t iMtXci/icwi, tea.
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18. Htok. Of this oity nothing is known. Fliny says it was a oity

of Lykaonia, situated on the borders of Galatia* and Cappadooia, and it

struck ooins as a member of the Koinon Lyoaonon. Hierooles mentions

it after Derbe and Barata, and NotitisB I., YIII., IX. have it also after

Barata and Derbe, and before Savatra and Eanna. These considerations

agree well with the neighbourhood of Kara Bunar. Now Notitin III.,

X., XIII. omit Hyde and mention Thebasa. It is a natural supposition

that the omission of Hyde was not accidental, but that Hyde was

merged in Thebasa.

14. Alterations were frequently made in the situation of cities during

the Byzantine period f : in such oases the lists sometimes, but not always,

give the names of the old and the new site side by side. I shall now
proceed to show that everything recorded about Thebasa points to a

situation in the country about Kara Bunar.

In Not. III., X., XIII., Passala and Tibassada { occur as 13 and 14.

Thero can be little doubt that these two names are a dittography, and

that they denote the strong fortress Thebasa in Lyoaonia. Thebasa is

said by Fliny, v., 27, to have been a Lykaonian dty, situated in Tauros.

It is also mentioned in the account of the Saracen inroads during the

eighth and ninth centuries, when it was a critical point. It was,

therefore, situated on one of the roads by which the Saracens were in

the h'^bit of invading the Byzantine territory, i.e. it was one of the

two 'iroads which met at Fodandos (one by way of Tyana, the other by

Herakleia-Eybistra), and went south to Tarsos through the Cilioian

Gates. § Herakleia-Eybistra was another of these critical points at the

time ; Malakopaia (north of Tyana) another.

Thel>asa belonged to Lycaonia, whereas Herakleia-Eybistra was pifft

of Cappadocia at all times ; therefore Thebasa must have been further

west, and perhaps on the direct road thence to Iconium. We should

then look for it in the neighbourhood of Eara Bunar ; there are there

both water and suitable points for fortiiSoation. A convenient water

supply in this dry plain was of course an object of the first importance

for the Saracen invaders.

It was a pleasant confirmation of my work that, when independent

reasoning had led me at different times to place Thebasa and Hyde as I

have done, I then observed that the result explained the omission of

Hyde in Not. Ill, X., XIII. We have one of the numerous cases of

* He naee the name in the aense of the province Chdatia, in vhich Lykaonia waa

included.

t Le. a new centre grew ap, and the masa of population collected there.

X Tibaasada; with the termination compare Tymbriada, a form of Tymbrias.

nxaSAAA = TI[B]A3eSAAA.

§ Loubn waa in Saracen handa at the time when Thebaaa is mentioned, and oonae*

qaently invaaiona were as a rule made through the Gilician Gates (see below).
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oorrespondenoe between a city in the low ground, Hyde, and a strong

fortress on a rock, Thebasa. Corresponding examples are

—

Frymnessos and Akroenos

EoloBsai and Ohonai

Fessinos and Justinianopolis-Palias

It is possible that some MS. Notitia may yet be found with the

entry 'Y&j ^w 0i}/3ao-a.

15. It must be acknowledged that the above conditions are not very

definite, and that they would be fairly well fulfilled if Hyde and Thebasa

were situated further north-west at Eara-ang-Eapu, where there is a

very strong castle on a lofty hill, rising on three sides right out of the

Lyoaonian plain, and close to the Cappadooian frontier. This might

seem to suit the position of Ubinnaoa on the Peutinger Table much
better ; for Ubinnaoa there seems to be placed on a road from Archelais

to Tyana, passing west of Hassan Dagh, and therefore through Eara-ang-

Eapu. The only difficulty in the way of this is that Argos or Argeos

seems to be the name of the castle above Eara-ang-Eapu, and that I feel

very doubtful whether a road west of the Hassan Dagh can ever have

been in use. My opinion, after traversing the road, was that it can at

no time have been the route from Archelais to Tyana, and that no

Soman road passed through this rocky, dry, and barren country on the

western skirts of the Hassan Dagh. Moreover, it is hardly an admis-

sible supposition that a city striking coins could have existed in such a

miserable situation as Eara-ang-Elapu.

The conditions would not be well fulfilled if Hyde and Thebasa are

supposed to have been situated at Ambararassi : (1) I think there is

no hill there which could become a Byzantine fortress : (2) Eastabala

was more probably situated there
; (3) the corruption Ubinnaoa in the

Peutinger Table then remains unexplained.

Thebasa was fortified by Nicephorus aj>. 805, along with Ankyra and

Andrasos. In 806 EEarun-al-Bashid occupied Tyana, and built a mosque

there ; he then captured Herakleia, Thebasa, Malakopaia, Sideropalos,

and Andrasos, which in the Arab account are given as Herakleia,

Sakaliba (Byzantine AovXov, called by Joan. Chald. Hisn Assakaliba, the

bulwark of Tarsos), Dabesa (apparently Thebasa), Safssaf, Eunia or

Malkunia (apparently Malakopaia), and Dsu-1-kaIa.* As soon as Harun

* As I quote this list, I may here give a diacussion of the names, vhich might more
suitably be given below in B. In this list Safssaf and Dsu-l-kala seem to coi-reepond

to Andrasos and Sideropalos. Bafssaf means " willow," and in Turkish Sogud (Snyut),

which has the same meaning, is a common village name.

Safssaf was taken by the Saracens in a raid, a.d. 797, when Harun penetrated aa far

as Ankyra (Weil, • Oesch. d. Khalif.,' ii. 470). Theophanes mentions a raid of the

Saracens in 796, which reached Amorion (p. 470). The two are possibly the same,
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retired, Nioephorus refortified the same places, and even ravaged

Cilioia about Mopsouestia and Anazarbos; but Harun again sent an

army, and once more captured Thebasa.

Theodosins, bishop of the Catholic Ohuroh in Ide, signed the will of

Gregory of Nazianzos. He is, doubtless, Bishop of Hyde.

Pliny mentions the Thebaseni in Galatia, i.e. the Boman Province,

which included Lykaonia. Mordtmann, not observing this, distinguishes

the Galatian from the Lykaonian Thebasa, and identifies the formdr with

Reria (' Mlinch. Sitzungsber.,' 1860, p. 178, S.).

Here is the most convenient place to discuss the south-western comer
of Cappadocia, which is properly a part of Strategia Tyanitis, but is by
Ptolemy separated from it. It contains two cities, Eybistra and
Kastabala.

16. Etbistba was situated where the modem Eregli stands, in an
open well-watered situation, a very city of orchards. Such a situation

was not suited for the troubled times of Byzantine warfare, and during

the eighth and ninth centuries we often hear of a fortress Herakleia,

which is proved to have been close to Eybistra, and united with it in one

bishopric by an entry in Notitia X., 96 : rot Ki$/iurra ^oi to. 'HpoxX^ovs.

The name of the fortress has been preserved in the modem form Eregli

;

its precise site is to be looked for on some hill in the neighbourhood.

Eybistra is mentioned by Cicero {ad Fam,, xv. 4) as in Cappadocia,

near the boundary of Cilicia, and not far from Taurus.

Herakleia-Eybistra was captured by Harun in 805, and by Almamun
in 832 A.D.

Eybistra-Herakleia was originally a bishopric under the metropolis

Tyana, but it was formed into an archbishopric under the Patriarch

Oonstantine (1059-64, Not. X. 96). It is mentioned in the list of arch-

bishoprics in Not. X.* and XI. This event probably marks the recog-

nition by the Church of the fact that great part of Cappadocia now passed

into Mohammedan hands, but Eybistra still remained in Byzantine

possession, and it therefore became an arohbishoprio ; though the names

lyut),

but I prefer to distinguiah them, for my principle ia (p. 845) to follow oor authorities as

far as possible, and not try forcibly to identify every raid mentioned by Arab historians

in the unceasing frontier wars with some event described by Bysautine writers. We
shall therefore regard the obvious resemblance of the names Sideropalos and Dsn-1-kala

aa accidental; we shall distinguish the raid on Safssaff and Ankyra from that against

Amorion, and take the former as a probable proof that Safssaff was on the road from

the Gilician Gates to Ankyra. Andrasos (p. 368) then was not Safssaff, and must
therefore be Dsu-l-kala. Of. Theophan., p. 482; Weil, 'Oesch. d. Khalifen,' ii. 160 ;

Edrisi Jaubert, ii. 801 . But see Addenda.
* It therefore occurs twice in Not. X., as an archbishopric, 96, and as a bishopric,

129, a typical instance of the carelessness with which these registers were kept. The
actual words of Not. X., 96, might apply to another Oonstantine, 1153-5, but the

explanation given in the text shows that this date is unsuitable, aa Cappadocia waa

entirely in Tarkiah hands at that time. Nazianzos was made an archbishopric by
Bomanus Diogenes 1067-71.
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of Tyana, &o., were retained as bishoprics, yet they were really tn parttbu$

In the year 1069 Bomanus IV. advanced from Sebasteia (Sivas)

against the Turks who were ravaging Ijykaonia. He came as far as

Kybistra-Herakleia (rqc Xcyo/xri^ , 'HpaxXcovs Kco/xoirdXcox). The road

whioh he took must have been by Cresareia and Tyana. Here he heard

that the Turks, after capturing Ikonion, had gone away ; and he altered

his plans, and sent part of his forces into Cilicia.

17. Eastabala. Ptolemy mentions Ehasbia in Lykaonia : this is an

obvious oomption ; and Eastabala is the probable correction. Strictly,

Eastabala ought to be in his Strategia Antiochiane, but different au-

thorities are followed by him in the lists of Antiochiane and of

Lykaonia.

Eastabala is mentioned by Pliny, Y1. 3, without any precise indication

of locality, as a city of Cappadocia. It is mentioned by Ptolemy in the

corruption Ehasbia as of Lykaonia. It must therefore have been on

the fhmtier west of Eybistra, whioh was always reckoned in Oappadooia,

and east of Laranda. This agrees with Strabo, who twice mentions

Eastabala (p. 635 and 537) along with Eybistra, as a pair of towns, not

far from Tyana, but nearer Mount Tauros. When Eybistra is fixed at

Eregli, it is a natural and probable conclusion that Elastabala is at

Ambararasn.

Another Eastabala was situated on the Pyramos, and bore also the

name Hieropolis. The lucid statement of M. Imhoof-Blumer (Monnaie$

6reeqHe$, p. 353) points to a different conclusion from that which he

draws. The coins which he there describes were probably all struck

by a dty of Cilicia proper, situated near the river Pyramos : the exact

site of the city still remains to be discovered, and the Antonine and

Jerusalem Ituioraries are unfortunately confused and inaccurate in this

part. I should look for it on the Pyramos near Osmanie.

A cutting conducts the road across the rocks immediately beyond

Eastabala, two miles before reaching the end of the lake, and about

19 miles from Eybistra.

Eatabatala (rqv r&v Manxouov ir6Xiv), which was captured by Basil's

generals (aj). 876) at the time when he himself was taking Loulon and

Melouos, can hardly be Eastabala (Theophan. Contin., 278), but is more
probably in Armenia, near Tephrike, Argaous, and the other Paulician

cities (Lokana, Tauras or Taras, Amara: Theoph. Cont., 267, 278»

Cedren, ii. 164, 207).

If Eastabala was a fortress in this situation, why is it never mentioned

as an important point in the Saracen wars? The reason is, I think, as

follows :—Eastabala was a fortress of the kind which was usual in the

time of the Greek kings and of the Roman empire, conveniently situated

near a great road, and depending for its strength mainly on artificial

fortification. But almost all the fortresses which were important in the

t
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Saracen wan were perohed on lofty and hardly aooeMible rodki ; anoh

were Loolon, Khonai, Akroenos, Socopolis, Jostmianopolu • Paliaa,

Khanianon Eastron, and many others. KaatabaU waa not raffioiently

defensible, and fell into decay early in the Byzantine period.

18.' IsAUBOFOLis is mentioned by Hierooles and at the Oouncil of Ohal-

oedon (a.d. 530 and 451). It is never mentioned in any of the Notitin.

But Zeno, providing in one of his laws.that every dty should have

the right to be seat of a bishop made a special exception of IsauropoUs,

which went along with Leontopolis.* Leontopolis is mentioned as an

autokephalons diocese in the Notitise.

Isaura was situated on the high and strong hill now called Zengibar

Kale ; it was discovered by Hamilton. MM. Badet and Paris wrongly
infer, from an inscription which they have published in * Bull. Oorr. Hell.,'

1887, p. 67, that Isaura was a Roman colony. The words on which

they rely, 'Imuipimv ^ fiavXii xol i S^/tos of re ovfMroXircwi/ici'ot 'Ptt/uubc,

do not, as Professor Mommsen informs me, justify such an inference.

Hilarius, bishop of the Catholic Church t^ Kark 'hravplw (not h,

which is used in the same passage with regard to the town of Hyde
£lSi}]), signed the will of Gregory of Nadanaos.

19. EoBNA is mentioned by Ptolemy and by Hierooles, and a bishop of

Soma (Ootneusis) was present at Concil. Constantinop. 381, and another

at ConciL Chalced. 451. It never occurs in the Notitin. The order of

Hierooles suggests a position either between Derbe, Isauropolis, and

Lystra, or a little to the west of Iconium ; the authority of Ptolemy

leans in the same direction. No other evidence is known to me. No
reason for its disappearanoe after Justinian's time is known: it may
have been merged in another bishopric Similarly, Isauropolis dis-

appears from all lists later than Hierooles. It is possible that the two

phenomena are connected, which would lend additional probability to

the situation of Eoma near Isaurropolis.

20. SAVATBAiOr SoATRA, is fixed with a degree of certainty unusual in

Lyoaonia : it was on the direct road from Laodioca Katakekaumene to

Archelais, as has been shown above; it was not far from Arohelais-

Garsaoura (Strab., p. 568) ; it was in the waterless Lycaonian plains,

supplied by deep wells with water which was sold. These indications

point dearly to the ruins, four hours south-west from Eskil,f which

are extensive. It cannot be so far east as Sultan Ehan or Eshaja,

where there are abundant springs of water: and it can hardly be

further west than the site above-mentioned, since it was not far from

Archelais.

Professor Sterrett has placed Savatra at Obruklu ; but that situation

contravenes the conditions, for it is not on the road Laodioca to Archelais,

* The law b quoted above, in the intioduotion.

t I examined theae raina in 1886, when tmvelling with Mr. H. A. Brown. We took

the atraighteat poaitible road from Tyriaion and Laodioeia Katakekanmene to Azohelaia.

VOL. IV. 2 A
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and it derive* it» water, not firom irelle, but from a Ialie;.inoi^eoyer,

Obmklv -wovld rathsr be called near loooiam than near Arohelaia.

21. EoiwPAaBM, a Lyeaonian village, 120 itadia from Arohelaia on the

Toad to Sayatra, Laodioea, and Epheaoe (Strab., p. 668, 663). It is also

mentioned m the Fentinger Table in the oorrapt form ComitantBsoe,

whioh perhaps results ifrom a oonfiision with Pamassos on a neighbour-

ing roadi It should easily be fonnd between Saltan Khan and Ak Serai.

Koropassos is probably to be read in place of the corrupt name Adopissos,

which Ptolemy places precisely in this north-eastern comer of Lycaonia.

Koropassos is to be distinguished from the city Koropissos of Ketis

in Isauria (Oilicia Traoheia), whose situation is disouswd below.

22. EAMiA is placed by tiie order of the Byzantine lists in north-

eastern Lycaonia, in the neighbourhood of Savatra and Porta. Ptolemy

agrees, pladng it near Adopissos to the south. These considerationspoint

to the south-western skirts of Hassan Dagh, south of Kara-ang-kapu, on

the hUl over which is the great fortress Argos. A bishopric is required

for this districtk and aU the conditions agrte iHth the View that Kanna
was 'that bidiopric. ;«»*«'»'.: ir^jn-i n'Mi.t.-ft -

23. Ardistaxa is placed by'Ptolemy in the north^wbsterti j^art of

Lycaonia. It still retains its ancient name in the form AriSMma (whioh

should probaMy be spelt Arrissama), north-west of Kara Bunar; and

not very fiur from Kara-ang-kapu. it was not a bishopric, being

probably' merged in Kanna (or possibly in Hyde).

24. vPbrta is by an examination of the very uncertain road Archelais-

Pessinns-idaeed af Eakil, but, in the uncertainty as to the number and

order of the stations on this roed, tbe possibility must be left open that

it was dtuated at tome other site in the north part of Lycaonia; It is

apparency 'intended in the Table to be 82 miles IVom Arohelais; A
'Situation near Eskil would agree admirably with the order of Hierooles.

The NotitiaB always place Porta last, which prevents any infeTende"from

thdr order.

26.'QtJkVAitA appears to be the<correotformof a namewhioh appears

«B I^;dana, TXoAiim, TdXfidva, r<£Xfutva, TdXfiavtn, *EkSa^pMvA> In the

HotitiaB it appears always with the addition Eddokias ('^frot EdSoKids).

An examination of the r(md Archelais-Pessinus on the Pent. Table leads

US to pliBce'it at Inevi, and the order of Hierooles and of the N^tise

fikYOurs a situation on the northern frontier of Lycaonia ; but, considering

how very uncertain are stations on this road, it must be left quite open

to place Glauama at some other site on tbe west side of Lake Tatta.

The double name makes it probable that there were two sites included

in one bishopric, and that Eudokias was a foundation of the fifth century,

in a situation of the later type,* while Glauama was at a site oi the

Soman type.

26. Vkrinofous or Psbbila is mentioned in the ' Notitiee,' but not in

* The &Tonrit6 Byzantine aitaation was on a lofty or a precipitona bill.
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not in

Hieroolei^ Theodoans, bisbop t^ Bt^p^vAv iniXcow, r^t 4r(/9tjXuv iniAMt,

WM preaent at Oonoil. Oonstantfnop. iii., a.d. 680, and at Conoil. QainiMzt.

A.D. 693. Tbe dty mutt be distingiiiBhed from Yerinopolis or StanrOs

in Galatia Prima, of wbicb tbe bishop Stepbanns was present at tbe

same Oonnoil, 692.

Verina was wife of the emperor Leo (457 to 474), and we abonild

expect that Yerinopolis was raised to the rank ot a city and bishopric

during that period, or else during the reign of Zeno, husband of her

daughter Adriane, when she retained some influence (474 to 491 aj>.).

It ought in tbat case to be mentioned by Hieroolee; its failure- may be

due to the loose way in which the ecclesiastical registers were kept.

Leontius of Sibila, Bibilla, or Sibdla signs among the Isaurian bishops

at Ooncil. Nicaen. ii., a.d. 787. This place seems to be the same as Sybala

or Syballa, mentioned in Isauria by Notitiee ni., X. The question arises

whether this Isaurian liishoprio can be identified with the Lyoaonian

Fsebila or Psibela ; and, considering how loosely the lists were kept, the

mere fact that NotitisB III. and X. mention both, does noi absolutely

disproye their identity. If they are identical, the dty must be placed

on the frontier of the two prorinces. Le Quien takes this view. It is

indeed cleat that Sibila was in the northern part of Isauria (see T, 24),

and therefore near the Lykaonian fi>ontier ; but my rule ie to accept the

authority of the Notitise where no clear reason is seen to discredit

them. It is therefore more probable that Notitise III. and X. are to be

followed, and in that case the order of all Notitise suggests a situation

for Fsebila in the northern part of Lykaonia. No other evidence is

availnble, but it is worth while to allude to the possibility that the

otherwise unknown Pegella, mentioned in the Feutinger Table north of

Ferta, may be a corruption of Psibella. ''
-jhrnw. <

The fh>ntier between Byzantine Galatia and Lykaonia lies between

Olauama and Petinessos. Now, the furthest north point to which

Lykaonia can ever have extended on the west is between Atlan and

Piri-Bey-li (the latter in Qalatia Amoriana), therefore it is veiy unlDcely

to have extended further north on the east side than Inevi. The country

and the roads near Lake Tatta are almost unknown, only a part of it

having been seen by Ainswortb.

27. Seiouata, placed by Ptolemy in the north-west of Lykaonia, is

otherwise unknown. Possibly it is a corruption of Saouatra, which is

wrongly given by Ptolemy in Isauria : he also gives Olba and Antiooheia

twice.

28. Ftbgos occurs on the Feutinger Table between Savatra and Ico-

nium, or perhaps between Savatra and Laodiceia. A bishopric of I^goi

is mentioned, Not. III., X., Xm. Hierocles has 'Piyvav, which is probably

a corruption of the same name, and his order would suit admirably a

situation in the north-western part of Lykaonia^ Now the great extent

of territory north and north-west of Laodicea seems to require a bishopric,

2 A 2
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and in this qnartor, a little off the road Sanatra-Laodioea, is a place

Orhngh,* which aeemB to preeerve the ancient name. The town

Anydioi Fyrgoi, diaguiaed in Theophanea, p. 467, according to the text

and index of De Boor, as Anydroi, on a road leading from Amorion to

Oilida, ii evidently the bishopric in question : it was clearly situated

in this district

Another place named Pyrgos is mentioned by Tagenon on the march

of Frederick Barbaroesa from Iconium to Laranda. The details of the

march are as follows :

—

May 23. Went ont of Iconium to a hortns regius, and stayed there in

plenty. This hortus is one of the gardens described above.

M 26. Started thence and came to XL Fontes.

„ 27. Beached large stream of potable water; the stream is now
called Tcharshembe Su.

„ 28. A large village, with vineyards.

„ 29. Pyrgos.

H 30. liaranda, quae dividit Oilioiam, id est, Armeniam, a Lycaonia.

Thence they crossed the mountains after reaching some

Christian villages, and on the mountains the Prince of

Sibilia came ;to meet them: est autem Sibilia castmm
munitissimnm, et Marohia Ohristianomm . . . defensatnr.

June 6. Bridge over Selephica stream ; they cross, and thence difficult

road lies before them : the bridge must be over the river

south of Mat.

„ 10. Selefke. The Emperor is drowned.

This route seems to follow the modem track from Eonia by Cassaba,

near Ilisra, to Laranda, and Pyrgos must be Oassaba, the walls of which

are still a remarkable monument. We cannot identify this pyrgos with

the Bysantine town (see Addenda).

It is most convenient to allude at this point to the Strategia Tyanitis,

and the cities which it contains.

29. Ttaka has long been known at Eis Hissar, called by some writers

Eilisa Hissar. It is certainly a various form of Xenophon's Dana ; the

two varieties being attempts to represent in Qreek an Anatolian namcf
30. Cmsa. and Halala-Faustiitopolis, are to be looked for at due dis-

tances on the road from Tyana to the Cilioian Gates. FaustinopUs must
be near Pashmakji ; it derived its name from the elder Faustina, who
died there.

31. Andabalis is still called Andaval, 16 miles north of Tyana on the

road to Sasima, Csssareia-Mazaka, Colonia Archelais, and Mokissos.

* It ia called Obmklu in maps, bat Orbugh appioximatea nearer to the looal pro-
> unnciation, and the Salname has Obruk. Obruk is a Turkish word meaning water-jar,

and perhaps the true old form Orbugh {nifiyos) has been modified by popular etymology
Mouto give a name with a meaning.

t Galled also Eusebeia, and Colonia Antouina. . . /
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82. Paba or Fabpasa was near Tyana. Gregory Nasianien (Ep. 163;,

montiona a certain George, with the epithet Ilaoinunp^,* and

Enphrantea, bishop of Tyana, Btatedat Gonoil. v., that this George waa
head of the monaBtery of Pasa, 12 milea from Tyana (Acta Ckma t.,

pp. 447-8, ManBi, iz. 268).

83. Xanxarm. The hot baths of Xanzarisf are mentioned only 1^
Gregory Naiianaen, who visited them in a.d. 881. He was residing at

Ariancos, his farm near Naaianzos ; and he speaks of his visit to the

baths as having led him rather far from home (ircpair^ wpoi^yw).
His visit to the baths gave him the hope, almost the certainty, of

meeting Olympius, the governor—this, of oourse, means governor of

Oappadooia Seounda.

This proves that the baths of Xanxaris were a usual resort of the

people of Tyana, and were not very far from that city. Thoy are still a

favourite resort of the inhabitants of this diotriot; they are situated

between Bor and Nigde, a little off the direct road (on the north aide,

I think), and are called simply " the Hamam."
At the baths there was a monastery, and Gregory mentions that the

head was much troubled rg rov Spo/tov ^povn'Si, which seems to imply that

he had to look after the service of post-horses on the public road. Thu

Hamam lies beside the road from Tyana to Andabalis, and must be about

10 or 12 miles from Tyana ; the monastery, therefore, is evidently that of

Pasa. Beside Andabalis was an imperial estate, where the fine Oappa-

dooian horses were bred, called " equi Palmatiani " in the fourth century

after Palmatius, who apparently was the lessee or superintendent of the

estate. Pasa or Xanxaris was apparently on this estate.

84. Bazis, given by Ptolemy in Tyauitis, is an interesting word. The
feminine personal Cappadooian name Bazeis is certainly connected with

it. It is derived from Old Persian baga, "god," Phrygian Bagaios,

" Zeus," and is the seat of Zeus Asmabaios, near Tyana, described, by

Strabo, p. 537 ; Philostratus, Yit. ApolL, i. 4 ; and Ammianus, zziii. 6.

85. Dragai : Aparoi and Aaypeu are the readings of Ptolemy. Com-

paring Tracias of the Peutinger Table, we see that Apayoi is probably the

correct reading. It was situated near Tyana, on a Boman road ; but the

Table is here so confined, that we may hesitate to accept its authority

that the road in question led from Tyana to Archelais. This seems to

be false, for we know all the stations on this road very well, it being

described, stage by stage, in the Pilgrims' route4 But I shall proceed

to show that Dragai is probably the name of the imperial estate near

Andabalis, and therefore lay on the road from Tyana to Archelais.

* Yar. led, ntunrturtfit, n<Kin\yis, ncumivis, navffffvis. See Addenda.

t Some edd. read Za»{apaos, Greg. Naz., Ep. 123, 126.

X The view I formerly took, that the Table ahowa a road going from Tyana to

ArobelaiB by Canna and Dragai on the west side of the Hassan Dagh, seemed to mo to

be ontonable when I traversed that rood (see Htds).
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Driaw or Dridon is Mreral times mentioDed bj the Bynuitine writen,

•nd, if it oftu be proved to be in thii neighbourhood, the Tarioni fornM

of the name umj be identified u rendering! of • single native nune.*

The first referenoe to Drizion or Drises might perhaps seem on •

oursoiy glance to demand a situation farther south. In tho year 075

John Tsimiskes returned from Syria to Constantinople : on tho march he

was extremely annoyed to see that the rich estates, Longias and Driees,

which had been recovered from the Saracens by long and bloody wars,

had been seised by the chamberlain BaaiLf But most authorities speak

of AnasarboB and Podandos instead of Longias and Drizes, and it would

therefore appear that Longias was an estate near Anazarbos, and Drices

near Podandos. Longinias is olsowhere recorded | to have been a

Oilidan estate, and probably Longinias should be read for Longias in

Leo Diaconus. As to Drizes there is no possibility that a rich and fertile

estate existed in the pass of Podandos, and we must look for it at the

north end in the plain of Tyana. The details show that these two

estates had formerly been imperial property, illegally seized by Basil,

and hence arose the anger and bitter reproaches of the emperor against

him. The imperial estate of Drizes may probably be identified with

the Villa Palmati, which was near Andabalis, probably lying between

it and Tyana (see Addenda).

The position which I have assigned to Drizes is confirmed by the

only other reference which I have been able to find to that unimportant

place. In 964 Nicephorus marched against Oilicia, taking with him the

Empress Theophano and her children. He left Theophano outside of

Oilicia Ik nvt ^povpltf Apt^tiu koXov/i^. This shows that Drizion was

not far from the Oilician frontier, and near or on the road to the Pylse,

through which he entered. The Byzantine military road, by which be

must ofcourse have marched, passed by Tyana ; and at Dragai, or Drizion,

a few miles from Tyana, perhaps as being a more pleasant country

retreat than the large city Tyana, he left his wife to wait his return

(^nieophan. Oontin., 361). Another account says that he encamped somo

time in Oappadocia before entering Oilicia (tq Kamro&iKotv hmv\t^6fi€voi

X^tpf), aud returning after his expedition, spent the winter in Oappadocia,

preparing for the next campaign (Leo Diao., 61 ; op. Zonaras, ii. 201).

36. Podandos is well known, and frequently referred to by the Byzan-

tine writers. It occupied a very important position in a deep valley in

front of the Oilician Gates (r^ olxov/t^n^t to fiipaOpov, Basil., Ep. 14).

Podandos has retained its name as Bozanti. Oomparing the equiva-

lent forms Nadiandos and Ill'azianzos (Philostorg., Hist. Eooles., xii. 7),

* Oompara Baga and Bazis, Dragai and Drizea.

t Leo Diao., p. 177.

I I have read about Longinias in AoL Sauot., but have unfortunately destroyed

the reference vhioh I made at tho time, but which afterwards seemed too trivial for

preserTation. Oinnamus, p. 180, nicntious it as a place near Anazarbos. See also

Anna, ii., p. 126, and Ducange'a nolo, p. 6!Ui.
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w* MS that th« *' c " in Boauti incliQat;«« an Mioi«Dt Tftriety in th* name.

Th* regio Podan^ i« mealloti<»} by Hieroolei, bnt nArer ooonn m a
Uihoprio, and it ia in^lead diiBouU (o aee where unid the moontains of

TanxM oonld be the population that would require a biehop. Moreorer

after Oappadooia was divided by Valeui into two proyinoee, Prima and

Seoanda, Podandoe muat have been politically ia Seonnda ; but daring

the etnigglea that followed, the Uahopi of Omwreia retained, for at leaat

a abort time, eooleaiaatioal jnriadiction over the district of Mount Tavxoa,

and Anthimvs saw the revennea of the monastery of Saint Oreatea in

Tanroa carried past Tyaua to Oteaareia. It is qnite probable that thej'

marked this jurisdiction by consecrating a bishop of Podandos, the

oentral point of the Tauros region, but before the earliest *' Notitia," thia

bishoprio had disappeared. Podandos had been taken by the Arabs as

early as the aeventh century. In 680, Hierocles, being under the

influence of the ecclesiastical lists of his time, placed Podandos in

Oappadooia Prima I had he followed the civil lists, he would certainly

have put it in Seoanda, for, when Cappadocia was divided in 871--72t

Valens made Podandos the capital of Socunda, but soon changed the

capital to Tyana.

87. SiALA is mentioned in Tyanitia by Ptolemy. It has been already

discussed in Cappadocia, where I have mentioned that 2IAAA is probably

a corruption of [SA]2IMA, a city and bishopric some miles north of

Andabilis.*

38. Baoadaonia is described by Strabo (p. 639) as a plain in the very

south of Oappadooia, underneath the very shadow of Tauros, barren, the

haunt of wild asses, hardly producing a single fruit-tree. The descrip-

tion applies, not to the plain of Tyana, as has usually been understood,

bnt to the plains north and north-west of Kybistra. Stephanas mentions

Bagadaonia aa the aouthernmoat part of Oappadooia.

The only other reference to thia district ia in Nioephorus Bryennius,

p> 63, where the name is Gabadonia. In 1078 Isaac and Alexius Oom-
UMius advanced from loonium to Ceesareia, and they were defeated by
the Turks not far from Csesareia. Alexius escaped with difficulty,

and reached after some wandering rb iv TafiaSovi^ iroXlxvuiv. This

town, mentioned apparently aa a fiamiliar place, is in all probability

the well-known fortress of Herakleia-Eybiatra. Alexius must have

tried to escape in the direction of loonium.

B. The Passes over Taubus.

1. At this point it will be most convenient to describe the passes of

Mount Taurus, which were under the general charge of the Eleisour-

aroh, or Ouardian of the Passes, in the Byzantine system of frontier

defence. The chief passes over Taurus are the Pyl» Oilicim, through

which led the main road from all parts of the plateau of Asia Minor to

* Oompare Siara or Simos of the Itineraries, near Sebastoia.
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Oilioia in all periods of history. The regnlar approach was by way of

Tyaua, as we know from Xenophon and from all later authorities ; but

there are other two approaches, from Eybistraand from Caesareia. Other

passes, all more or less difficult, lead direct from Lycaonia, to the ooasli

at Anemourion, at Eelenderis, and below Seleuoeia. The most important

of these is the One which is frequently mentioned as the pass of Andraso»

or Kylindros, i.e. the pass leading viA Andrasos, or Adrasos, to

Keknderis.

The treatise on the tactics of Nioephorus Fhokas, the results of hi»

expei;ienoe in a long oour&e of successful war against the Saraoens,

enumerates in chap. 23 the chief passes by which the Saracen armies

oould retire from a foray in Bysantine territory into their own country,

i.e. Oilioia or Oommagene. They are (1) the passes which lead into

the Anatolio Theme out of the Theme of Seleuoeia, crossing from

Cilioia into Cappadooia or Lykandos, (2) the passes crossing from

Eommagene to Melitene and Arabissos, (3) the Armenian passes beyond

the Euphrates.* The first head includes the pass of Adrasos, the

Gilioian Gates, and the pass from Anazarbos and Sis by Hadjin to

Eomana and to Eokussos.

2. In the expedition made by Nioephorus (before 060 a.d., see under

MiSTHiA Lyeetonia) into Cilioia, he advanced by the pass of Maurianon,

ravaged the country towards Adana, marched down as far as the sea,,

and encamped on the banks of the Eydnos, beyond the bridge on the

road to Adana. The Saracens who were besieging Misthia, hearing of

the raid, raised the siege, and marched in all haste to intercept the

Bysantine army on its return. But Micephorus having stayed only a

day or two in Oilicia, retired in safety by the pass of Earydion. There

cannot be the slightest doubt, from the places in Cilioia mentioned, that

Nioephorus advanced through the Cilician Gates. The Saracens returned

from Misthia, by way of Yasada, Eonia, Eregli, towards the Gates to

intercept him. Nioephorus, however, heid already retired in safety.

What, now, was the pass by which he returned ? I have no doubt he

retired through the Cilician Gates. A few miles north of the Gates,

the road divides into three ; the left leads to Eybistra, the central to

Tyana, the right direct to Caesareia-Mazaka.')' Now Nicephorus cannot

have advanced by Eybistra, for, as he must have traversed Lykaonia to

reach that pass, there was every chance that the Saracens would hear of

his raid too soon, and be able to intercept him. Moreover, it is ex-

pressly mentioned that the Anatolic and Opsikian troops were left to

* P. 250.—S(' olas yitp 6Sov SuKBttv /3ov\i|9£irit>, inr6 rt r&v h S«\(VKftf Khu<rovp&v

«ral ToS rfif 'KwwroKutiv Hitaxos, ica9Jk rik TavpiKJt tfpq r^v r« KiXMcfw Hioft^ovvi Kainra-

2o«(a>> rt mo) Avmu^^r* itftts voirots Si Kal rk wapoKtlntna Ttp/iafliuidy rt kciI 'A9ariu>, wa)

rh KaifO'Avr icol Tov Aa«v9S, Vlt\ir1irti» rt, Kol rii Kti\oittv wo) rck wipaSty rov Zb^pirov-

wtraiuv K.r.X.

t The Onsareia road Beparates from the other beside Podandos (Bozanti Khan) ; the

other two fork at Takhta Keupreu, six milea further north.
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oppose the Saracen myanon, lo that the troops with Nicephoms muBt
have been mainly those of the eastern Themes, Kharxiana, Armeniaoa,

&o. Hence Nioephorus must have advanced by one of the other passes,

and certainly by the regular military route by Tyana, which, therefore,

is the pass Manrianon. On his return the pass of Eybistra is obviously

even more out of the question than on the advance ; hence the name
Earydion remains for the pass leading to Eaisari by Bereketli Maden.

After writing out this argument, I turn to my map, and find that

the road from the Pylas Cilioiss to Csesareia passes by Bozanti Khan
(Podandos) and Fnnduklu; Funduklu is the Turkish translation of

KapvStov.*

The point whore the passes Maurianon and Earydion forked was
perhaps called Gytarion or Typsarion. In 1068 the Byzantine army
crossed the passes of Mount Tauros from Gilicia, iiunkn 8' ^/uv cis rt

XiopUnr Ttfi rov Ilo&ivrov Kkturaupa^ {kt6^, Twjfdpiov koXoviaxvov. The
emperor went thence direct to Constantinople; hence there is every

probability that Typsarion is noc on the Eregli pass, but on the direct

road from Podandos to Tyana. Mich. Attal., p. 121.

Scylitzes, p. 677, differs from Michael as to the name and the

position,—(Jc n xmpiov t^ IloSavSov KAc«rovpas, Tvrdpmv Karovo/iofdficvor.

At this point the army heard reports from Melitene : there is there-

ore only one point which suits all the conditions,—that point is where

the direct road from eastern Cappadocia joins the Tyana-Tarsos road.

Here news would naturally reach the army ; and it is a point out of tho

pass in one sense, yet it would be equally correct to say that it is in

the pass.

The pass Maurianon was guarded by the strong fortress Loulon,

which had been captured by Basil in 878, and the route was therefore

open to NicephoruB.

3. LouLON, called Sakaliba or Hisn Assakaliba by the Arabs, was a
frontier fortress of primary importance in the Saracen wars. It com-

manded the main pass loading north from Tarsos, and its possession was
a critical point. Its critical importance is often mentioned,t and the

references, if taken strictly, would show that Loulon was close to Tarsos

;

but a study of its history shows clearly that this is quite impossible, and

* The three roads may be thus given, with approximate diatanocs :—(1) Pyla 12^

PoilaudoB 4i Yoaunlu 2 Funduklu 5} Kamuahli Khan Si Soldukli 121 Kaya Alii 8}

Kavlak 5} Frenk 2} Enebil 3} Ashlama 5 Oerdeliz 3 Arapli 8 Develi Kara Hissar 19^

Indje 8u 19 Kaisari. (2) Podandos 3 Ak Keupreu 3 Takhta Keupreu 19 Pashmakji

(near Faustinopolis) 18 Tyana. (3) Takhta Keupreu 13 Tchifte Khan II Ulo Kishla

12 Tchapan 15 Eregli (Kybistra) 20 Kastubala. Most of these estimates I owe to Major

Bennet.

t rb wKtiara riir 'Pw^wkV iiriKpirttay ii^tKovy ixvpiiraToi/ mdrrpov (Theoidian>

Gontin., 277), the bulwark of Taraus (Jo. Ghald.), <ppoipi6v n rf Tdpvif iyx^^vp^" M
TWOS in^KoTirov \6^v Ka\ ipvufov (Cedren., ii. 174) ; fpvfii rt koI ^potfpiof rf Karii

Kt^tictw Tipa^ irKriffdiov Ka\ ytiroyov» (Theophan. Gontin., 197).
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that Loulon w»8mudi farther north. It oommanded the most importaint

route to Tarsos, and was thus the key whioh opened and closed the road

to TaiBos. This great road must of course be the road from Tyana
through the Oilician Gates. Over the actual Gates themselves there

are the remains of a fortress, and it is possible that is Loulon ; but even

this position, 40 or 50 miles from Tarsos, seems too far south to suit

history, and I should look for a site nearer Tyana.

4. The Thema of Lesser Oappadocia, which lay south of Eharsiana,

bordering on Lykaonia and Buccellarii and including Csesareia-Mazaka,

extended on the south as far as the fortress of Loulon, and even to

Fodandos.* The terms imply that Loulon was north of Fodandos.

5. Loulon is mentioned as the first point in the line of beacon fires, by
which news of a Saracen invasion was telegraphed to Constantinople;

this line of communication was discontinued by the Emperor Michael

(842-57) in one of his foolish freaks (Theophan. Oontin., 197). It is

impossible that a point on the southern slope of Taurus towards Tarsos

should be the beginning of this line. This shows that it must have

been situated on the northern skirts of Taurus, and its commander was
charged with the watch of the passes. The beacon fire must have been

lighted on some peak south of Faustinopolis, and we might look for

Loulon in this neighbourhood.']'

The description of the line of beacons is the critical passage to fix

the site of Loulon. The second beacon, on the hill of Argaios or Argea
(i.e. Argaia), might at first sight appear to be Argaeus beside Ceesareia-

Mazaka, the loftiest mountain in Asia Minor. But it is obvious that

such a line for the beacons is quite impossible, not to mention that a

fire, even as far north as Tyana, could not be visible on Argaeus.

General considerations made me quite certain that one of the beacons'

must be on a peak of Hassan Dagh, and in 1886 I went round the

'

western side of the mountain. At the extreme western or south-

western end, an almost isolated peak rises direct from the plain of

Lykaonia about 1000 feet. The summit commands a wonderful view : to i

* Oonstant. Porph. de Them., p. 19.

—

piKpk Si KmnroSaKfa 4 I've Xf>*>A>«''''C<»''A •'''

tiftm, 4t<* iiiop6t iirri Auicaovha koI iiafialfti i^ixP'* avf^f Kauropffai, irAar^vcrai St ?wt

i^X^t TiSf BovKtKKaptaiv, KaroK^ti St wpht i^aroKiis ft^ixp^f n^r^i 'PoSci^ov koI toS <f>povpto»

Tov Ka\ovii4yov AoiJXov Kcd abr^s IloStySov. If, aa I think probable, 'PoSd^oS is a mis-

taken form for TloStySov, perhaps suggested by a Latin form Fodentos, the inference in

the text that Loulon was north of Fodandos cannot be pressed.

t The line of beacons is given as follows (Theophan. Gontin., 197):

—

SA ^woS
SqXovo'ti' rots Karh rhf 'Apycuoit fiovv6v, koX ol aSSit rois Korii t))i' 'laiiiov, icol ol rois Kvrit

rft KiyiKoVf Koi roSro rols kot^ rhv Vlifuunn iriKtv fiovvhv cFra rovrov b Kifi^os Sia-

Scx^MO'Off tal aiOif rovrov 6 VldiKiKot , iic rovrou ii 6 rov kylou Kb^ivrlov Bovvhs

rois if ry (ttydhif iroXarfy Karii rh ^Xtaxby rov tJlpovM rotrou Situraplon h^mpioiiivots

if fipax** i*o\u 81) ^a¥*pd. The same stations are given by Gedrenus, ii., 174, Loulon,

Argaios hill, Isamos hill, Aigialos (sic), Mamas, Kirkos, MdktUos, hill of St. Auxentios,

and the palace. Oonstantine Porphyr. (de Cerim., i. app., p. 491) gives them as Loulon,

Aty^M fiow6s, Samos, Aigilon, Olympos, Kyrizos, VloiKtXos heJ^tt r&o IIvXwi', hill of

Saint Auxentios, and the palace.
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the north lies the great Bait lake Tatta, backed by the hills of Galatia

;

south extends the huge wall of Taurus, and between lies the hollow

Lykaono-Oappadocian plain. A fire at the northern end of the pass

would be clearly visible on this peak of Hassan Dagh, and the view

extends thence far away north-west in the direction of Constantinople

over a perfectly flat plain, on the horizon of which one' or t^o peaks are

visible. As the third peak from Argaios is Olympos, obviously the

Mysian mount, it is impossible to place Argaios too far to the southi

while the evidence about Loulon being the bulwark of Tarsos restricts

us to a point not too far removed from Taurus. Not a shadow of a doubt

can remain in the mind of any one who ascends the peak which I have

described and surveys the country round, that it is the only point which

makes the short line of beacons a possibility. On this peak are the

rains of a strong fort, whose masonry seems to be in part Hellenic and

in part Byzantine restoration. Standing here, and thinking of Strabo's

expression, "Argos, a lofty fortress towards Taurus,"* I recognised

that the Byzantine name Argaios is the same as Strabo's Argos, the

latter form being only a little more greecised.

When Argaios is thus fixed, it would be an easy matter for an

explorer to discover the next points, Isamos and Aigilos. The name
Argaios, whioh is given to two of the most striking mountains in

Cappadocia, is probably a Cappadocian word meaning mountain. From
Argaios the view extends to the mountains north of the salt lake Tatta.

If we put Isamos at some peak in the desert west of the north end of

the lake, Aigilos must be looked for somewhere near Troknades, perhaps

between Eaimaz and Dorylaion, in a point of the hills south of the

Tembris. It is more difficult to flash the news across the broken country

between Dorylaion and Constantinople, tmd hence more beacons are

needed in the latter half of the way. See F. 56.

6. It has now become clear that Loulon is a fortress commanding the

pass between the Cilician Qates and Tyana. Now precisely in this pass

lies the bishopric Faustinopolis ; the city of Faustinopolis was built by

Marcus Aurelius and named after the Empress Faustina, who died there.

Its original name was Halala. It appears probable that the second

syllable of Halala is long, and that it is the same word as the Byzantine

Loulon.

7. Loulon is called by the Arab historians Sakaliba, or Assakaliba.

Prof.^Bobertson Smith informs me that the word means " Sclavonians,"

and that, " according to Beladhorl, p. 150, many Sclavonians were placed

by the Caliph Merwan II. along the frontiers." Hisn Sakaliba, there-

fore, is the Castle of the Sclavoniau guards." Theophanes, p. 348, men-

tions, that in 664 5000 Solavinoi joined the Saracens, and were settled

in Seleukobolos near Apameia. In 691, 20,000 Sklaboi, who had been

* P. 537, in describing the Cappadocian fortresses, 8 rt 'Apyos Ipv/ia i'^Khv wpht

rf Taiptf,
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enrolled in the Byeantine army, deserted and joined the Arabs (Theoph.,

p. 866).

8. Loulon was captured by Harun-al-Rashid, when the Saracen power,

reviving under the Abbanside Ehalifate, was a second time beginning to

press hard on Asia Minor. According to Weil (' Oesoh. der Ehalifen,'

ii., p. 160) the Arab historians place the capture in 806,* but the

Byzantine historians do not mention it at all ; and the history of the

wars from 782 onwards makes it probable that Loulon was in Saracen

hands during them. The Saracens could not invade by the CSilioian

Gates unless this fortress were in their hands. It was probably taken in

782, or soon after.

Loulon remained in Saracen hands at least as late as 811. We do
not hear when it was recovered by the Byzantines ; but Weil mentions

that, after capturing Herakleia-Eybistra in 881, the Ehalif Al Mamun
in 832 besieged Loulon unsuccessfully for a hundred days. In 888 ho

began to rebuild and fortify Tyana, perhaps to aid his designs against

Loulon; but he died in this year, and his successor gave up the

intention of refounding Tyana. It is apparent that if Al Mamun was
not master of Loulon in 831, he cannot have invaded by the pass which

it commands, but must have crossed Taurus by another way to attack

Herakleia-Eybistra and Tyana.

The great invasion by Motassem in 838, when Amorion was captured,

must have passed through the Cilician Gates, and Loulon was probably

captured as a preliminary. But still, in the campaigns of 856-68, the

Saracens seem always to invade by the passes leading from Eommagene
to Eataonia, which makes it probable that Loulon was then a Bysantine

possession. It is recorded that Michael (843-67) discontinued the line of

beacons from Loulon to Constantinople,! and apparently Ijoulon passed

into the power of the Saracens between 863 and 867 (Cedren., ii. 174).

9. In A.D. 878 Basil captured Loulon, " which had been, by the neglect

of preceding emperors, allowed to pass into the hands of the Saracens,

and was held by them as a fortress, strong both by natural situation and

by its garrison." Thereupon the fortress Melouos voluntarily surrendered

(to McXovos Kourrpw, Theophan. Contin., 277-8). It is highly improbable

that Basil penetrated into Cilicia at this time, for the Saracens were still

too strong ; and this fact confirms our previous conclusion, and shows

that both Melouos and Loulon must be placed on the north side of

Taurus. About the year 900 it can be proved that Loulon was still in

Byzantine hands,t and it probably remained in their power till the

Turkish conquest.

• The other fortremes captured at the same time were Thebasa (Dabeaa, Arabic),

Andra«M (Dsu-Ukala), Halakopaia (Kunia or HalknniaX Sideropaloa (SafssaQ. Loulon

is not mentioned by Theophanes, but is mentioned by the Arab historiana.

t Mumit, ' Essai do Ohronogr. Byzant.,' i., dates this event in 866.

X See the description of the inroad made by Nicephorus Phokaa into Cilicia abont

896, quoted above in describing the pass.
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10. Mblouos, or Melok, It is clear from the passage just quoted that

MelouoB WM a frontier fortress on a pass of Taums. There can be no

doubt that it is identical with the Meloe mentioned in Isauria by

Hierooles and the NotitisB. The references to it may be taken to imply

that it was on an important pass ; and it was probably on the pass from

Laranda by Adrasos and Germanicopolis to Eelenderis. Adrasos was

further south than Meloe, to judge from the general probabilities of the

Byzantine allusions. Hierodes mentions them together, and apparently

Melouos has still retained its name as Meliss Tepe, while Adrasos was

probably on the Ealykadnos, a few miles further south. The evidence

is more fully discussed below.

Melouos cannot be the same place that is called Semalouos by

Theophanes (p. 453). which was besieged for a whole summer by Harun-

al-Bashid, and captured in September 780, for Semalouos was in the

Armeniao Theme. But perhaps Melouos is to be identified with Milos

or Milios (see § 11).

I add here a few fortresses which are mentioned during the Saracen

wars, apparently in these parts, but which cannot be placed exactly

with our scanty information.

11. Milos. In 781 Irene sent all the Asiatic troops to guard the

JdeUourai, and prevent an invasion of the Saracens. A battle took place

at MSlos or Milos * in which the Byzantine troops gained a complete

victory, according to Theophan. (p. 455) ; while the Arab historians say

merely the Saracens did not 'venture to face the great Byzantine force.

Milos is, therefore, in or near one of the kleiaourai leading from Oilicia

across Tauros.

12. Eoron is mentioned in Theophan. Contin. (p. 360, etc.), as having

been captured by the Saracens in the year 892. No clue to its situation

is given, except that it was a fortress of Cappadocia. It was in Cappa-

docia Secunda under Tyana (Constant. Forph. de Them., p. 21). This

suggests that it was either in the plain of Yenasa, or more probably at

the ruined fortifications now called Yiran Sheher, some hours south-east

of Ak Serai (Colonia Archelais), on the outskirts of Hassan Dagh.

13. Tyropoion is occasionally mentioned as a strong fortress; but

in the few casual references to it hardly any clue is given to its

flituation. When Phokas, who had rebelled against the emperor John

Tzimiskes, a.d. 971, and had occupied Cesareia, found that Skldros was
• advancing from Dorylaion against him, and that his own followers

were deserting him, he fled to Tyropoion (Cedren., ii. 390, cp. 443).

Bomanus Diogenes, being dethroned in 1072, and being defeated at

abont

* Muralt, ' Esaai de Chronogr. Byzant.,' vol. i., quotes also the form Milios from

another authority, to which I have not access. Milios has a singular resemblance to

Melouos or Meloe, the Isaurian fortress and bishopric ; for great varieties exist in the

for^is of proper names in these late timet;. It is, therefore, not improbable that Milos is

to be identified with Melouos.
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Bokeia (now Toeaia) in the Anneniao Theme, retired into Cappadocia,

occnpied a fort Tyropoion, iwl Xiifiov Ktliuvm iyypm, and finally retreated

into Oilioia, [of oouree by the Cilioian Gates]. The enemy, advancing

against him, avoided the pass of Podandos (i.e. the Oilidan Gates), and

crossed Mount Tauros by one of the Isaurian passes.* These passages

show that Tyropoion lay in the country south-west of Caasareia, and

between Dokeia and mount Tauros.

After this was in type, the identification of Dipotamon has shown

me that Tyropoion is Tyriaion (see Fhbtqu).

14. Ma<raXaid« or Mao-oAauSv is mentioned by Theophanes (389-90) as

in the Anatolic Theme. The only other reference to it known to me is

* Act. Sanct.,' April 8, App. p. xzx, where it is mentioned as a fort in the

fi^ T$s 'AvaroX^ to which Saint Nicetas 'was exiled. Being in the

Anatolic Theme it cannot have been in Cappadocia. It may have been

either in Lykaonia or Phrygia, but the events narrated by Theophanes

agree better with a position in Lykaonia on the road from Oilioia to

Akroenos. A town Theodosiana, otherwise unknown, is to be sought

on the same road nearer Akroenos.

15. Eopidnados, where the Saracens were victorious in 788 (Theoph.,

463), in the Anatolic Theme, is possibly the same as Apadna in Isauria,

where Justinian built a monastery (Procop., Aedif., Y., p. 328).

16. Easin, a great cave or underground stronghold, culled Matmurah

by the Arab historians, which was captured by the Saracens in 776, by

smoking out the inhabitants. There can be little doubt that Easin was

in the plain of Yenasa, about Sasima and Malakopaia ; great underground

residences are a special and peculiar feature of this plain, which lies on

the direct road north from the Gateaf In 776 the Saracen invasions

were beginning anew, and as yet they did not penetrate very far into

Bysantine territory. The Arab accounts, indeed, say that they captured

Ankyra in this year ; but the Bysantine authorities do not confirm this

;

and it appears incredible, unless there be some place near the frontier

whose name is confused by the Arabs with Ankyra of Galatia. Some
other references at this time certainly are more naturally interpreted of

an Ankyra in the south of Cappadocia, but perhaps they are only

mistaken references to the Qalatian Ankyra.

Easin is clearly the same as the military district Eases, transferred

from the Cappadocian,Theme to Eharsiana about 890. This fact implies

a situation south of the Halys, as I have shown in speaking of the

Theme Eharsiana.

* AiJk Tqi Twf '\9iiApvv fit Tai^Ti)!' Mpa\ty, SvfftfSttvroi 8' 6yTfS Hal rpaxtts koX

hiAmut Kol \lw> ffTwiwopoi ol Siarfix^Co*^** ^''i' ^pt'" o'^X**'" '* ^V KiXtKfoy ob fttrplay

iirolov¥ oiV fffoSov rf vrpirif rV «iV^A«vini' (Mioh. Attal., p. 174).

t Theophan., 449 ; Weil, ' KhaUfen,' ii., 97. It is poosible that Kasin la a corruption

of Baaima, mldwAj between the old form and the modem Hassa EenL

:\iy,': u'"' ".'•• i!,j ul, •
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S. BoMAM Roads in Ltkaomia and Tyanitis.

After thus fixing the cities of these districts, it becomes possible to

attempt to trace the roads.

1. The road from loonium to the Cilician Qates is not given in a direot

and complete way in the Table, but it cannot have been omitted, and
most of the stations on it are given in a scattered way. It may be

restored from the fragments, talten in conjunction with the following

road, as

loonium 50 Barata 21 Kastabala 20 Eybistra 54 Podandoe

{Paduando in the Table) 13 Pylsa Cilioiee (fines Cilieiae

in the Table)—[Mopsoukrene (omitted on the Table)]

—Tarsos.

It is probable that the Tetrapyrgia, which is mentioned twice in the

Table, as Tetra between Cibistra and Mazaca, and in full as Tetrapyrgia

on the road Iconium-Olaudiopolis, has been transferred here from Syria.

Tetrapyrgium is mentioned in the tale of Saint Sergins,* who was
carried from castrum Baibalissos (on the Euphrates) to castrum Soura,

and then made to run, shod with iron nails, to castrum Tetrapyrgium, a
distance of nine miles, and thence nine miles more to castrum Buzaphata.

The latter place is obviously Besapha, afterwards called Sergiopolis.

Prooopius (Bell. Fers., ii., p. 99) says that Sergiopolis was 126 stadia

from Soura, and was situated in the southern part of the eatnpua

Barharieus, which must obviously be the territory of Barbalissos.

,4 ;,2. A road is given in the Peutinger Table:

—

loonium l Barata xxxix Tyana. i

The course of this road is determined by the probable situation of

Barata at Bin Bir Eilisse. It is therefore really the road to the Cilician

Gates, from which the road to Tyana forks at Eybistra. There seem to

be some stations omitted : Kastabala and Eybistra, which lie immediately

east of Barata, are mentioned in the Table, but on wrong roads.! ^^
road then is to be restored.

loonium l Barata xxi Eastabala xx Eybistra xxxix Tyana.

* This reference should be added to 0. 1, when I was unable to insert it

t It puts Kybistra between Tyana and Oiesareia-Mazaka, Kastabala between
Eomana-Capadocite and Melitene. Another view is taken by the older geographers.

Leake, followed by Kiepert, &c., corrects the Cibistra of the Table to Kyzistra, which
is mentioned by Ptolemy in the Strategia Kilikia, and accepts the road Andabalis-

Kysistra-Tetra-Cesareia as a real one. I believe that Gibistra must be understood

to be the important station Kybistra in a false position. I am very doubtful also

whether Ptolemy's Kyzistra ii to be accepted as a real city, for in the Nicene Council,

A.D. 325. Ky^stra is given as a bishopric, which proves that it is merely an error or a

various form, due to local pronunciation, of Kybistra. ! ^rolemy, misled by the variation

in the name, puts one in StraUgia Kataonia, and one in Strategia Kilikia : in a similar

way he doubles Olba as Gibasa, and puts one in Keti$, the other in Strategia Antioehiaiu,

being ignorant that the latter includes Ketie.
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8. The TOftd from loonium to Seleukeia of Isauris ooincidei with the

iMt to Barata. Then it pasaei by Laranda (omitted on the Table),

ad fineM, Koropiaeoe in Eetis (Coriopio on the Table), Glaudiopolia

(omitted on the Table), where it forks, one branch (probably not

mentioned on the Table) going to Eelenderis, the other to Seleukeia. •

The Table makes this road go to Pompeiopolis instead of Seleukeia.

This is probably a mere fault of drawing complicated by the triple

oocurrenoe of this city in the Table, twice Pompeiopolis, and once Soloi.

This road then may be restored

:

loonium l Barata—[Laranda]—Eoropissoa—[Olaudiopolis]—

>

Seleukeia.

At Seleukeia it joined the coast road, given on the Table (after some

oorreotions are made) as

Selinus— Anemourion— Arsinoe — Eelenderis— Seleuoeia—
Eorykos—Pompeiopolis-Soloi—Zephyrion—Mallos—Aigai

—

Issos—Alexandreia xar *I(r<rov—Bossos.

The Eatabola on this road, beside Issos, seems to be transferred from

the road Issos by Eastabala to Eommagene.*

4. The next road went

:

Iconium xx Lystra (Taspa on the Table) xxiiii Isaura (Isaria)

This road may have gone on by Oermanioopolis and Anemourion

to join the coast road, but, considering thu difficulty of the country

south of Isaura and the late date at which it was civilised, the pro<

bability is that it went no further than Isaura.

5. The next road has almost wholly disappeared from the Table.

There remains only the coast end. It must have passed by Dali-

aandos (? Fassiller), Earallia (Bey Sheher), Farlais, and Eatenna (Godena).

It will be again referred to below.

6. There remain four roads whose existence is probable or certain

(1) loonium to Yasada (Yonuslar) and Misthia (Kirili Kassaba), where

it joined the road Antiooheia-Neapolis-Misthia-Earallia : this is a probable

.

route, but is omitted in the Table. (2) loonium to Laodioea Gombusta

:

this road is certain, but is confused on the Table with a route of very

doubtful character from Iconium to Archelais, which seems to be

described as

loonium xx Fyrgos xxiii Savatra,

the continuation to Archelais being missed. Such a road, however, is

impossible, for it would not go by Savatra, but would join the road

Luodioea-Arohelais either at Sultan Ehan or at Eoropassos. Moreover,

it is in the last degree improbable that a direct route Iconium-Archelais

oould have been of such importance at this period as to find a place in

the Table. Such a route rose to importance only when Eonia became

* See above, Kastabala.
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tbe Seljuk capital, and A1c-Serai-Arob«lais, one of their chief cities, was

connected by a direct road with the capital.

(3) The Table gives a road Laodiceia-Oaballuoome-Savatra. This

road also is quite falsely giyep, for we are fortunately able to place

Oaballucome with definite certainty on a different road. Joannes

Oinnamns comes to our aid, and mentions KdfiaXka (which is evidently

the same as Ka^SoXAovKcltfii} *) on the direct road from Iconium to

rhilomelion.

0. The passage of Cinnamns (p. 42) is as follows :—Manuel advanced

against the Turks of Iconium by way of Akroenos (Afiom Kara Hissar),

where he defeated part of their army, the rest being with the Sultan

Masut at Fhilomelion. The Sultan retreated to a place Andrachman (M
Ttva \Zpov 'Av^paxfiav UtpiriKm [i.e. in Turkish] otvofiatrfiivot'), Mannel
now advanced to Hadrianopolis, and encamped at Gaita (still called

Aghait), where he again defeated the Turks, and the Sultan fled to

Iconium. Manuel advanced again to Eaballa, while the Sultan relied

on the defence of the mountains which separate Kaballa from Iconium.

Kaballa, therefore, could not be on the road Iconium-Laodicea-Tyriaion-

Fhilomelion, as that road goes through the plain the whole way ; and

there is no alternative except to place it on the Tchigil road ; and the

coincidence of name and the existence of remains point to the situation

of Eaballa at Tchigil. The di£Bcult pass Tl^ifiptiXtrtrnuwl by which

Manuel continued his march is either the crossing of the mountains

a few miles west of Iconium, or the pass beside Devrent Eeui. The
road from Tchigil to Eonia traverses both. Manuel did not advance

beyond Tchivrelitzemani,t but retired by the road that leads to Lake
Pasgusa, formerly called Skleros. This lake is the ancient Earalis,

Bey Sheher Qdl, and Skleros is evidently a Byzantine variant of Earalis.

Eabala is also mentioned by Cedrenus | as a fortress above Iconium

(^povptov &vo>6tv ToD 'Ikoviov StaKCl/iCVOv).

The only other reference to Eabala which I have observed is in

A.D. 824, when Choireos, governor of Eabala, was implicated in the

insurrection of Thomas against Michael II. Eabala is an important

point in the Byzantine military system, for the governors of Eabala and

Saniana are both in situations of great power § (see Saniana in Galatia).

7. Colonel Stewart describes this route, Ak Sheher to Eleveras 6, to

* Compare Kukkabas or Kakkubokomc, see my ' Cities and Bishoprics,' pt. ii.

sec. Ixviii.

t Nioetas Choniata (p. 72) says he laid siege to Iconium, but this is a pure

exaggeration. But even Cinnamus's account suggests thut he came very clo^e to

Iconium, and his line of retreat suggests that he advanced beyond the junction of the

road Misthia-Vasada-Iconium with the road Fhilomelion-Kaballa-Ioonium ; the

junction is between the two passes described in the text.

X Cedren., ii., p. 2G6. Georg. Mon., Sym. Mag., and Thcoph. Contin., all mention the

name Kabala, in tolling this incident, the flight of Andronicus fiom Leo lY., in 808, but

do not specify its situation. Cp. Zonaras, II., p. 180, cd. Par.

§ Cedren., ii., p. 90; Thcophan. Contin., p. 71.

VOL. IV. -28
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Aghayit 7, to Breii * 9, to Doghan Hinar 17, to Bus 21, Tohir (correct

form Tchigil) 29, Derwent 37, Kavaklu 48, Eonia 64]^. Hence we may
restore tLo road on the Table aa

Philomelion xzx Kaballa xzxvi loonium.

8. After patting this road on the restored Table, we hare also to

form the connections Iconium'Laodioeia and (4) Laodlcea-Savatra-

[Eoropas80B]-Arohelais, both of which may be taken as quite certain.

One other Lycaonian or Oappadooian road is represented in the Table

—

[Archelais] xx Salaberina xvi Oasna xvi Traoias xvi Tyana.

Salaberina is unknown. Csena is given by the Jerusalem Itinerary on

the road from Tyana to the Cilioian Gates, and has therefore been

falsely transferred to its place in the Table. Traoiae was an imperial

estate near Andabalis, 16 miles from Tyana on this road.

The road Iconium by Kara Bunar to Tyana is desoribcn by the late

Oolonel J. D. H. Stewart as :

—

Iconium 12 Dedem 7j^ Earkhu (stone bridge ever a stream) 7

Ismil 11 Yerokli Devrent 15 Kara Bunar 21 Bektek 7^

stone bridge over a stream 11 Tchayan (15 Tyana).

This road falls at Bektek into the road from Eybistra to T^ana, and

there is no reason to think that it ever was a Roman road.

9. A fragment of the Table still remains unaccounted for—

Iconium xx Pyrgos xxiii.

and probably some of the far too numerous names between Pessinus and

Archelais belong to roads in the west of Lycaonia. It is quite possible

that there was a station Pyrgos between Laodioeia and Savatra, and it may
be assumed as certain that one or more stations were mentioned on the

road which is given as

Amorium xx Laodioea.

The existence of this last road is certain.

10. The road Arohelais-Pessinus appears on the Table thus :

—

(Archelais) xii Oomitanasso (i.e. Coropassos, mixed with Par-

nassos on another road) xx Perta xx Conguso xx Pegella xx

Egdava xv Yetisso xx Bagrum vii Tolosocorio xxiiii Abrostola.

Of these, Abrostola may be at once dismissed as being Phrygian in

the province Asia,! and Yetisso seems to be the same as Ptolemy's

Ovcrforrov in Galatia. The distances on this road may be estimated as

follows :

—

Archelais xii Coropassos 20 Eskil 35 Inevi 70 Sangarius bridge

25 Pessinus.

* Stenett givra this name Beghis; the correct form ia Egri Guz, "Squint Eye," but

the pronunciation approximates to Ereghoz.

t Abrostola is given by Ptolemy as in Phrygia, and tliere seems no reason to doubt

hts statement, which gives a valuable clue to its situation.
i ,
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On the road m it appears in the Table a station Oongonstoa is given,

bat Ptolemy places it far west, and it probably belongs to one of the

western roads. There remain, then

—

Archelais xii Ooropassos xx Porta (Eskil) xx Pegella xx
TAAYAMA (Inevi).

Here the road forks, one branch goes to Ankyra : the other, which is

shown on the Table, goes to Pessinns and Dorylaion. We may restore

its ooarse

TAAYAMA XV Pitnisos xx Bagrum — Tolistoohora xxiiri

Pessinns.

T. CiLICU TrACHEIA or IsAURtA.

1. The map of Isanria, though much improved by Professor Sterrett's

journey in 1886, is still too uncertain to permit anything like a proper

study of the ancient topography. As I have never travelled in any
part of the country, I cannot do more than put down a few notes about

scattered points. The beginning of a study of the country should be

made firom the great roads which lead across Taurus from Laranda to

Eelenderis, to Anemourion, and to Seleuoeia. The first of these was a

Boman road, and it must in all ages have been an important route

between looniam and the sea. But the other road« are also of import-

ance. In ancient time the road Laranda-Seleuceia apparently passed by

Olaudiopolis, but another road has recently been made practicable for

wheeled vehicles in furtherance of Said Pasha's scheme to connect Eonii

with a harbour on the coast. It goes direct from Laranda through

Maghra, and traverses a desert country. A study of the list of Hierocles

has led me to the belief that he arranges his cities with an eye to these

roads. This view can be proved only by a careful exploration of the

country, which still remains to be made. Professor Sterrett's exploration

in 1885 was very far from exhaustive : he traversed none of these roads,

and, though he acutely detected several ancient names in the modern

village names, yet no epigraphio evidence to fix any city * was added by

him. In brit-f terms r>y view is that the three chief roads are—

(1) Laranda Koropissos Olaudiopolis Eelenderis. ,., .

(2) Olaudiopolis Diocaesareia Seleuceia.

(3) Laranda Melouos Adrasos Germanioapolis, where it forked, one

path leading to Eelenderis, and one near Eirenopolis to Anemourion.

The grounds on whiob this view is based are rather difficult to put

clearly.

2. The following statistics as to these roads were given me by tlio

late Oolonel J. D. H. Stewart.

* Astra and Aitanada were not cities.

2 B 2
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(1) AUioum (harbotir ofSelouoeia) to Mai (OlandiopolU), 54^ milii

AklimMi, lea level. 88 Zehne.

10^ alt 2100 feet. 45( TareTeliler.

22^ Geuk Beleo. 54^ Mot, 1000 feet.

81^ Noghreen, 1700 feet.

(2) Mut (Olaudiopolii) to Karaman (Laranda), 61 milea.

Mnt, 1000 feet. 31 Watershed, 1500 feet

0| alt. 4650 feet. 44;^ Fnaandeen.

14 Sammit, alt. 5250 feet. 51 Karaman,

20 RestelYaila.

(3) Kilindria (Kelenderis') to Krmonek (QermanioopoliH), 50 milei.

Eilindria or Qulnar, over 26 Taah Ogla, 4500 feet.

Belli Phbb. 46 Zeve, 2896 feetf

17 EleribM, 3300 feet. 50 Ermenek, 4442 feetf

(4) Ermenek (Germanicopulia) to Karaman (Laranda), 59 miles.^

Ermenek, 4442 feet. 81]^ Bostakohi Sn.

16 Eanish Boghaz. 36^ Meliaa Tepe.

10 Boundary ofVilayet Konia. 47 Boyalar.

30 Bostan £u Eeui in Kaza

Ebadim.

59 Karaman (Laranda).

Another eatimate by Colonel Stewart, taken from anotherjonmey, ic

Kilindria to Ermenek, 63,^ miles, time, 25 hours, 10 minutes.

Ermenek to Meliss Tepe, 48} miles, time 16 houra 3 minutes.

Meliss Tepe to Karaman, 5 hours.

(5) Laranda to Selefke \\& Maghra.*

Laranda. 50]^ Maghra, 4590 feet.

21 alt. 5500 feel. (?) Akliman.

29 alt. 6100 feet.

Colonel Stewart could not give me any estimate of the roads Akliman

to Maghra, and Kilindria to Mut. The latter is stated by Leake as

18 hours, and the former by my friend Mr. Hogarth as 11 hours $,

—

about 40 to 45 miles. The road Ermenek-Anamur (Anemourion) seems

to be very little used now, and can never have been a route of any real

consequence.

3. The most direct road from Laranda to Kelenderis passes through

Mut, and it is generally agreed that Leake is right in identifying Mut
as the ancient Claudiopolis, which is described by Theophanes as lying

in a plain between the two ridges of Taurus (/icra^v riSv Svo Tavpwv iv

* I think that Colonel Stewart's estimates of distance ere too small, owing to liis

reckoning tbat a horse's pace is slower than I believe is the case. His time of march is

Akliman-Geuk Belen 9 hrs. 20 mius., Geuk Belen-Mut 6 lira. SO mins.

t Heights of /eve and Ermenek tiiken according to boiling-point.

X Time, Ermenek to Karaman 22 brs. 55 mins.

§ Eleven hours in an araba going down bill.
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Coins. PtoleuT'. Hl6T0elM (•!>. 530). Condi. 33S-BS3. Coneil. Obtlowl. 461. Ep. ad Leontm 4S8.

ZEAEYKEON SfXcv^Mia ScXf^cia ' 825, 881, 481, 536, 553 Seleuoeia Seleuoeia I 2««

KEAENAEPITON Kt\wt*ptf KtKwUfni
'

381 Eelenderis Kelenderis 2 KO

ANEMOYPIEnN 'Av*no6ptoy 'Aftfioiptw .. Anemooriam Anemorium 8 'A.

TITIOnOAEITflN • • TiTtoiwoKts 881 Titipoli8(8io) • • 4 Tn

AAMOY MHTPOnO Aduos Adfios .. Ohaiadra? Latmi et Galendri 5 Ad

P 'AvTi6x*M 'At>Ti6x*M 325, 381 Antiooheia Antiooheia 6 'Ai

P li*<pfKis 'lovXtwrtParrii .. NepheliB Sebastia 7 'h;

K€CTPHNnN KdOmpos K4irrpot .. Getestoroonsis Kestros 8 K^

TPAIANO • ZEAINO • Xt\i»oSs it\i»ovt 381, 481 Selinus Hellinostt 9 2c;

IWTAnEITWN 'luriwv 'lordmi .. Latapia Zotape 10 'I«

AAPI • AIOKAIZAPEON MH • KEN • AtoKcu<rdp*M AioKaurdptM 381* Diocaesareia • • 11 Ail

OABEnN • MH KH 'OXjScura 'Ohfiri » 881 Olbasaa Olboa 12 'OJ

• • KAavSWoXis KAovSiO^mAM 325, 381, 431, 536 Claadiopolis • • 16 KA

KbPoniccewN • kht • mhtp- • • 'UpdiroKis KoiopisaoB 325 Hierapolia Herapolis 13 'It

• • AaKiaai>96s Aa\ur€wS6s 381 Dalisandos Dalisandos 15 Aa

AAPIANH • TEPMANIKOnO- • • Ttpftayuciwo\ts .. Qennaniceusia • • 18 r«

P ElpriviroMs Eipiiy6wo\tt 381, 431 Iranopolia HeimopoliB 17EJf

<l>IAAAEA4>EnN • KHTIAOZ ti\aS4K<ptta *(AaS^\4>(ia 381 Fhiladelpheia Fhiladelpheia 21 «<;

• • • • Mt»K<&ti • • .. • t 23 Mi

• • • . AapturSs AdrasoB 558 .. .. 22 'A

KENNATflN .. Zt4in • • Bide:lBis Zibida. Libyas 20 SjS

AAAAZEON NffiKa? NccdroAif 'A»diro\u 347 .. • • 14 N«

.. • • AavfaSof • • Daniel Anagnoeti ? • • 25 Na

IZAYPflN • • ['ItravpdiraXis] SilvanuB metropolitanus ia

laaiito 825
Leo-manditua? • • II. A(

.. «• .. • • • • .. 19 Zc

• AofUTtiroMs . • 536, 558 Domitiopolis Dometiopolis 24 A<

KAZATnN • • .. [Pampbylia, 431,553] • • •• 26 Ko

• • • .. • • • * • • 27 Ba

• • • • «• .. .. 28 Bo

AAKANATQN • • .. • • •• • • 29 K<

AAEPTEITON •• •• GoradA553? •• •• III. 1
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Ml. Ip. ad LeonMn 4S8. NoUtlal. NotltUUL ConcU. 680. •92. OondL78},8T». (Scl«iwdaMKMiMlta>

Seleuoeia 1 2«Af^ic«ia 1 2fA*vicf(a> Seleuoeia Soleuoeia, 787 Seleuoeia

Kelenderis 2 KiXMinit 2 Kt\fiv<f>/wt Kalenderia Eelenderis, 787 •

Anemorium 8 'Avtft^piou 8 'Kvtitinns Anemorion Sykai, 787, 879 • •

•• 4 TiTioviroAif 4 T(rvovir((\«(tft Titiopolis • • TiUopoIis

Latml et Calendri 5 AcEjuot 5 KiiiMV • • Lamos, 787 • •

Antiocbeia 6 'AvTi6x*tn 6 'AvTioxctas Antiocbeia (Theophanes, 879?) • •

Sebastia 7 'H\«ou<r«j8curT^ 8 'HAiov(rfj3a(rT^r .. • • •

Kestros 8 K4<rTpa •« Eitidion? • • t«

HellinosU 9 :if\rii/oivrris 7 ScXiroSi^oi irdXcws "iiKovaum .. •

Zotape 10 'IftioTetin) •• « • • • • •

i

• • 11 AiOKaKri(f>tia It AioKcuo-apcfai • • Prakana, 787 Oaesareia

OlboB 12 'OAA. 12 '0A/9ai Olba • • • •

• • 16 KAauSiO^oXtf 13 KAavSiOUirjAcctfS Eitidion? • • Olaudiopolis

Herapolia 18 'UpiwoKis 22 ^vfiiKwv • • Bibila; Sibela, 787 • a

Dalisandos 15 Aa\uTairi6t 15 AaAKravSoD Dalisandos Dalisandos, 787 Dalisandos

• • 18 r«piiwiKo6wo\is 20 TtpnainKovir6\t«s • • Germanicopolis, 787 Oermanioopolis

HeimopoliB 17 Zi/nivoiiroXis 19 EifMifoinrdAcwt Irenopolb Irenopolis, 879 Fiirenopolis

Philadelpheia 21 «tA.a8c'\^((a 16 «t\aScA^c(as • Pbiladelpheia, 787 ..

• • 23 Mf\(Si| 18 Mc\((>>9 Patdos ? 692 • • • •

.. 22 'ASpcur^T 17 'ASpaerov Adiasos • • • •

Zibida. Libyas 20 miv 24 -ivvifitiv Ibidiuge • • ••

• • 14 NcairoAtt 14 NccnrtfAfws • • • • Neapolis

i? .. 25 SM(aS4ou 10 Aavo-tiSctti' • a Lauzados

•• II. A(oiTovir((\«tfS (II. Acoi«Tovir({\ews in

Not. X.)
Leontopolis Leontopolis? 885-91 ••

.. 19 Zfvuv6ito\is 9 Znvoit6Mfai Zenopolis Zenopolis, 787 Zenonopolis

Domettopolis 24 Ao/i(Tio^o\<f 21 AojutrioinrJAcws Domitiopolis Domitiopolis, 879 Domitiopolis

.. 26 Kiurativ KX(/m .. • • MouBbada,787,879? • •

.. 27 Boyet/Swi' KA(/m 23 KoiiKuv • • • • ••

'

• 28 BoA/3o<raC KA(/m • • • • Eardabounda,787? ••

" ' .. 29 KoffrpdSos KKifia • • • • • • ••

•• III. KortdSwi' (III. K<JTpo8« in Not. X.) Eotrada Eotrada, 787 • •

To/OM pagt 862.
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w€8uf KtiiUmfi p. 138). Tbe description is understood by Leake to

denote the Ealykadnos valley, which is obvioasly correct. The identi-

fication, though universally accepted, is a mere guess, founded neither

on actual knowledge of the country nor on positive evidence. . The
story of Papas (§ 7) might suggest that Diooeesareia w&s at Mnt, but at

present I refrain from making a change.

4. Glaudiopblis was a colony of Claudius.* No coins of this city are

known. Perhaps, like Arohelais in Cappadocia, also a colony of Claudius,

and Culonia in Lesser Armenia, it had not the right of coinage ; for the

entire failure of its coins, colonial or otherwise, can hardly be due merely

to our imperfect knowledge. The situation of the colony was chosen

where the great route from the north enters the valley of the

Ealykadnos.

6. Ruins are mentioned by Leake at a khan on the road from Mut to

Laranda ; but at the present day there is not even a village on the road.

1 shall proceed to show that Koropissbs was situated on this road,

perhaps at the ruins observed by Leake.t The Peutinger Table places

Eoropissos (under the form Coriopio) on this road, and the situation is

probable, for both the importance of this city with its coinage, which is

rich in comparison with other cities of this mountainous district, '

suggests a situation near a great road, and its title. Metropolis of Eetis,

agrees. The precise limits of the district Eetis cannot bo determined,

but the following considerations enable us to place it approximately.

6. Eetis, according to Ptolemy, contains the city of Olba in the

interior, and extends along the coast from Anemourion to beyond the

mouth of the Ealykadnos. Basil of Seleuceia, according to the inter-

pretation of M. Waddington, seems not to agree with this, for he says

that the river Ealykadnos rises in the recesses of Eetis (airh -nfi Ki^riSos

lixxoxranov \>apiiav)\ unluckily it is quite uncertain whether the name
Eidykadnos was given to the northern or the southern branch of the

river. M. Waddington assumes that the Ealykadnos was the southern

branch, and this is also the opinion of Bitter and of Eiepeit|; if

80, Basil is in flat contradiction with Ptolemy, who clearly makes

Selentis the coiintry where that branch rises. But I believe that Basil's

words § must b understood to refer to the northern and much longer

* Deduxit ooloniam Claudius Gffisar, Amm. Marc., xiv., 25.

t I find a note tLat Mr. Davia mentions the ruins of an ancient city at Kestel.

between Latanda and Mut : this may be the site of Koropissos, and the remains men-

tioned by Leake may come from it.
'

X Kiepert in his latest map has changed Lis opinion, and agrees with the view here

•tated.

§ KaA^Ka)Syo* tfyo/ia ry voro^, ipxa/iifv M^" iffOty leMtv iath r&tr rqt KnrOof

/ivxatrctrMi' x*^'*'*'* ftapatitlfiom 8i X'^P'^ "'^ it6Kus o'vx'^f, "^ ty *f^* 4m<>* ir«pc(f

irapa^o^/Sdd'orrt ko) Mpout KVTafxohs iit riv i^' iKdrtpa X^P"" "o^ rimtv iirnvt6ma$

(I. p. 275 P.) It receives Ermenek Su on right and Maghra Su on left U. Waddington,

making Ermenek Su Ealykadnos, has to face the difficulty that it leoeirea no affluent

of any consequence from the light
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branch of the river, and that the name Eetis is applied to the eastern

parfB of Isauria or TraoheiaCilicia, on both sides of the river Ealykadnos

fiom its source to its mouth. According to this interpretation, Basil and

Ptolemy are in perfect agreement. Three cities of Isauria, Eoropissos,

Olba, and Philttdelphia, are proved by the legends on their coins to havft

been situated in Eetis, and Ptolemy agrees about Olba, but omits

EoropissoB, and puts Philadelpheia in Lalassis.

7. Olba was situated (1) in Eetis, (2) not very far from Seleuceia, to

which it is said to be darvyciruv ttoAis, (3) in the mountainous tract above

Soli (Strab., p. 672). These references demand a situation east of

Claudiopolis, and north or north-west of Seleuceia. Another argument,

of a somewhat complicated character, may be drawn froia the legend on

a coin of Diocsesareia, AIOKAICAPEON OABOC. The native name of

Olba was apparently Ourba, or Orba.* The form Olba was grecised to

suggest the sense given by the analogy of 6\fiia, okfiuK, Skfiot. Vying
with the name '0X)9a, Diocaesareia invented the above legend. Such

competition in legends is very common in the coinage of Anatolian cities.

This explanation has any probability only if Diocaesareia and Olba are

neighbollring towns : Hiorocles mentions them side by side. Where, then^

* was Diocaesareia ? Diocaesareia is known to have been another name for

the Isaurian Prakana from the lists of bishops present at the Second

Nicene Council in 787 A.D., when Manzon is mentioned as bishop, some-

times of Diocaesareia, sometimes of Prakana. Now Prakana was captured

by the Turks of Iconium, a.d. 1144, and restored to the Byzantines by
terms of the treaty of 1147 (Cinnam., 39 and 66; Nicet. Chon., 68).

Seleukeia was in Byzantine hands throughout this reign, and Ptakana

must therefore be further up the country on the boundary between

Byzantine and Seljuk territory, which, however, at this period, is quite

uncertain, but the circumstances suggest that Prakana was between

Seleukeia and Lykaonia, and a frontier town, and it is expressly said by
Nicetas to be not far from Seleukeia (r^s ScXcvKctas ^d/ucva i^vrat, p. 68).

His authority ifa confirmed in this case by the order of the Byzantine

lists, which always connect Diocaesareia with Olba, Claudiopolis, and

Hien^olis. I should look for Prakana on the lower Ealykadnos between

Claudiopolis and Seleukeia, and near it, but east of the river, also Olba,

which would thus be in the mountainous district above Soli.

Diocaesareia is also proved to have been on the Ealykadnos by the

^faot that it was one of the cities of the Deoapolis, whose limits and cities

will be treated below. Saint Papas was forced to run from Laranda to

Diocaesareia and Seleukeia before the horses, ' Act. Sanct.,' Mar. 16,

p. 420. The road was probably vi& Claudiopolis.

8. Another proof of the situation of Eetis is derived from the legend

on coins, nOAEMONOS BASIAEOS [OABEjQN AAAAZgSEQN KAI

* Ooibanopolis in Acta S. Baitholomeci, Aug. 25th ; Ourba, with v. L Orba, iu

Theophanea. Olba lurrvytlrwy ir6\is, Basil of Seleuceia in Vit. 8. 'HWcIm.
,
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KENNATON. These three oountries must have adjoined eadi other.

Now the difltriot Lalassis seems to be fixed with certainty on the upper

watera of the Ermenek Su by Prof. Sterrett's acute observation that

Lakhlas has preserved the old name Lalassis.

9. Eennatis is known only from ooins, as bordering on Eetis and

Lalassis. We may perhaps infer that some of the Byzantine bishoprics,

which are unknown to the numismatic lists, were cities which grew np
in Eennatis daring the gradual progress of civilisation in Cilioia Traoheia

in the third to the fifth centuries. It probably included the region

between Eetis and Lalassis, and may have formed part of the Deoapolis.

Eennatis and Lalassis were made independent for a time, as is

proved by a coin struck under Domitian with the legend KOINON
AAAAiSEON KAI K[EN]NATnN. These indications, vague in them-

selves, leave little or no doubt as to the general situation of Eetis, east

of Lalassis and Eennatis, and along the course of the Ealykadnos.

10. The third city of Eetis is Fhiladelpheia. No evidence remains of

situation except (1) what can be derived from the order of the Byzantine

lists, and (2) the fact that it is not one of the cities of the Decapolis

Isaurite, i.e., it is not on the Ermenek Su.* Hierocles places it next to

Eirenopolis.

11. EiBENOFOLis has retained its name as Imebol to the present-day,

opposite to Germanioopolis (Ermenek) on the south side of the Ermenek

Su valley. It is called Isnebol on Eiepert's map, but Prof. Sterrettf

has observed the proper form, Imebol, though his identification of

Imebol as Neronopolis is impossible, because there is no such city

i-eoorded in Isauria or Cilioia Traoheia. Neronias, which occurs as a

name of Eirenopolis, is referred by all lists which mention it to the other

Eirenopolis of Gilicia Campestris nearAnazarbos and the Fyramos; and

I think that all coins EIPHNOnOAEITON belong to the latter and not

to the Isaurian Eirenopolis. Leake's attribution of Eirenopolis to the

coast of Cilioia Tracheiawas founded on a coin reading IPHNOnOAEITON
ZE^YPIOTON ; but thiscoin cannot be acceptedas genuine,depending only

on the testimony ofYaillant ; and moreover Leake's situation is disproved

by the evidence given above that Irenopolis was on the Ermenek Su.|

Philadelphia then is to be placed probably north of the Ermenek Su,

on the road from Germanioopolis to Laranda, and in the country of

Eetis.

13. This city Eirenopolis must be carefully distinguished from the

Cilician city, Eirenopolis, a bishopric of Cilioia Secunda, an inland city,

to be looked for not very far from Anazarbos. In all probability the

* I shall prove in a following paragraph that the name Decapolis was given to the

tlistriot along the Ermenek Su and the Kalykadnos helow the confluence.

t ' Wolfe Expedition' in Papers of Amer. School of Athens, iii. p. 81.

( It is one of the cities of the Decapolis, or valley of the Ermenek Bn. Isnehol,

about which Prof. Sterrett (I.e., p. 81) makes no suggestion, is probably ZenonopoUs

Isauiite.
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ooinB whioh read EIPHNOIIOAEITON simply, belong to the Cilician

city. ItH era on coins is a.d. 52. It was on a river, probably the

PyraniOH, as a coin shows the Good Fortune of the City with a river-god

at her feet.

14. All evidence as to the situation of Eetis therefore agrees with the

Peotinger Table in regard to Eoropissos, and it may be considered ver>-

probable that Koropissos was on the road between ClaudiopoHs and

Laranda, probably near Kcstel.

15. Eoropissos, metropolis of Eeti^, must have been an important

town. It appears as a bishopric at the Nioeno Council, a.d. 326 ; but it is

not mentioned either by Hierooles or in the Notitiae. The only explanation

can be that it is concealed under another name. It is not improbable

that Hieropolisis the name that replaces Eoropissos : that the metropolis

should also be the holy city of Ketis is quite in accordance with the

analogy of the cities in this district, where the dynauts were priests.

16. '^he Decapolis of Isauria is mentioned, and the ten cities Germap'-

oopolis, [DioJCaasareia, Eirenopolis, Neapolis, Lauzados, Zenopolis, Dometi-

opolis, Titiopolis, Claudiopolis, Dalisandos, are enumerated by Constan-

tino Forph., Them., p. 36. In the life of Gregory Decapolita Isauricus the

expression occurs fua twv -t^s AcKaTrdAcus, tw irp6 rrji 'Io-avpta«, irdXts ^ ovofin.

Eipi^voiroXts (quoted in 'Act. Sanct.,' April 18th, p. 583: but the day of

this Gregory is Nov. 20th). The expression vpo r^ 'lo-avptat suggests

that they were all in the same district, and this is corroborated by Con-

etantine's remark that they were " over Seleukeia," i.e. higher up the

river in the inner country. The title Decapolis is obviously applied to

a well-marked district in which there were ten cities. This district

must have been along the Ermenek Su. Many of the ten cities are

placed there by other evidence, and for the re&t the same locality is fixed

by this title.*

Of the ten cities, Claudiopolis and Germanicopolis have been fixed at

Mnt and Ermenek by Leake, and in the preceding paragraphs it has been

shown that Diocsesareia, Eirenopolis, Zenopolis,t and Domitiopolis were

on the Ermenek Bu.

17. Dalisandos is mentioned by Stephanus Byzantius as an altered

form of the older AaA«ra»^. The connection of AoAto-arSos with the name

of the people AaXao-o-cis is too obvious to be passed by. But another

AaXuravSos which is mentioned among the bishoprics of Famphylia, must

be distinguished : it cannot possibly be situated among the Lalasseis, for

it was a member of the Eoinon Lykaonon, and must therefore have been

situated near the plain of Lycaonia and on the frontier of Famphylia. It

seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that there were two cities Dalis-

* Another Decapolis in found in Palestine, a third in the Katakekaumcne of Lydin.

To the laanrian Decapolis belong Gregorius Isanr. Decapolita and Theodoras Deca| u-

liU (Sipith's Diet, 34).

t The proper form Zenonopolis ia commonly abbreviated Zenopolia. . >::.:;
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ando8. OAe belonged to the Eoinon Lykaonon, and was afterwarda

attached as a bishopric to Pamphylia Prima. It was perhaps situated at

Fassiller on the Roman road from Iconium to Earallia and Side. The
other was properly AaXto-acSos, and was a town of the Lalasseis on the

southern arm of the Ealykadnos : the order of the Byzantine lis'a and
the fact that it was included in tho Decapolis alike demand this

position.*

18. Three cities, Titiopolis (with coins), Neapolis, and Lauzados,

remain, and may confidently be assigned to the Ermenek Su valley, and

Prof. Sterretthas once more well observed that Lauzados has retained its

name to the present day as Lavdha. As to Titiopoliei, the order of

Hierooles causes some difficulty (see § 31).

19. The Deoapolis gives important negative evidence. All cities not

included in it are not on the Ermenek Su from its source down to Claudio*

polie : and none of the three cities of Eetis are included, therefore Eetis

was not the district on the Ermenek Su, which consequently cannot be the

Ealykadnos. Again the evidence is conclusive that Lalassis was the

district along the upper Ermenek Su. Finally, all cities omitted from

the Deoapolis are to be sought in other parts of Isauria.

20. Comparing the order of Hierooles with the list of the Deoapolis we
find confirmation of our previous results, and a suggestion of more. Dio-

ctesareia is on the lower Ealykadnos above Seleuoeia, and Olba is next to

it but away from the river, perhaps on a branch road Eoropissos-Olba-

Seleuoeia. Next comes Olaudiopolis on the middle Ealykadnos, and

then Hieropolis, which we have identified with Eoropissos and placed

north of Olaudiopolis on the road to Laranda. Then Hierooles gives

three cities of the Ermenek Su, and thereafter three cities of the north,

Philadelphia, Meloe, and Adrasos.

21. It has been shown above that Melouos or Meloe (M61dd in

Hierooles) was situated on one of the passes leading fron Lyoaonia

into Cilicia, and that the ancient name Melouos remains under

the modern form Meliss Tope nearly twenty miles south-west of

Laranda.

22. Hierooles mentions Adrasos and Meloe side by side. This order

suggests that Adrasos is to be looked for on the same road, and the

inference is confirmed by the accounts given of the great Byzantine

victory of 960 a.d., over the Saracens, which was fou^'ht in the kleisoura

leading to Eelenderis or Eylindrus. This battle is twice referred <o,

though the name is not mentioned, in ' Nioeph. Phok. de Yelitat. Bell.,'

pra/. and c. 3, p. 191. The latter passage tells that the Saracens were

defeated when, on finding one pass blocked (perhaps the pass leading

direct to Olaudiopolis) they made a detonr to take another. Some of

* Thia Daliaandos was w6Ktus MuKov tn koI Sfofia if rots i^aviiri iiin Kcd iftminots

inrt^iUfiimi in time of Basil, bishop of Seleuceia 418-158, ed. Migno, p. 580.
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the authoni who mention this victory give the name as AndrasaoB or

AdaraBBOB ; * but one account deBoriberi it more accurately, and says that

the Byzantine army occupied r^ Kkittrovpav rrjv ovr<o xaKovfiivriy, and

attacked the Saracens as they were returning through the EleiBOura

from a plundering ezpedition.f The Eleisoura Kylindros is the great

paas that led to the coaet at Eelenderis (a name subjected to great

ariatiouB by Byssantine writers). The name, therefore, may be given

to one or other of the two routes from Laranda to Eelenderis, the one

passing by Olaudiopolis, the other by Meloe (Meliss Tepe) and Germani-

copolis. The order in Hierocles leaves no doubt that Adrasos is on

the latter road, and it is confirmed entirely by Notitias III., X., and less

thoroughly by Notitia I.

23. Next in Hierocles comes Sbide (miBspelt Zeede). We should

therefore look for it in the north, and perhaps on the same road, or at

least in the same district as Meloe and Adrasos. This presumption is

confirmed both by the order of the ecclesiastical lists, and by a passage of

Theophanes. In a.d. 475 the Emperor Zeno, with his wife Ariadne,

were expelled from Constantinople by his mother-in-law Yerina, and

her brother Basiliscus. They took refuge in Ourba (v.l. 'Opfia) of

Isauria, the native country of Zeno Trascalisseus. Orba is described as

^pmpiov Tt Urxypov. Here Hlos and Trokoundos laid siege to them,

whereupon they changed their quarters to Sbida or Sbide, where they

were pressed by the enemy till 477. This suggests a situation for Sbida

more inaccessible than Olba or Orba, and therefore suits a position

among the mountains west of the Ealykadnos, and north of the

Ermenek Su.

The name Sbida suffers many transformations in the ecclesiMticAl

documents, but the best form seems to be Sbida. The variants Zeede,

Sbide, Sbeda, occur; it frequently is spelt as a trisyllable,} Syneda

[for Sybeda], &o,

Ibidinge, mentioned at Synod. Quinisexta, seems to be for Sibidinge,

and to be the name Sibide with a sufSz, which occurs in the Isaurian

name Ninilingis (Theophan., p. 138). This Isaurian suffix perhaps

corresponds to -nda or -dda in other parts of Asia Minor.

Sibidonda (Fhrygia) Sbida (Isauria)

Attoudda (Fhrygia) Attaia (Lydia), Atys

Aloudda (Phrygia) Alia (Phiygia), Ala, " horse
"

Elannoudda (Lydia) Eelenai (Fhrygia).§

* These variationB of the name Adraaos occur in the eccIesiaBticnl lists alsa On the

Arab name Dau-I-kala, applied to Adiasos, see p. 841 and Addenda.

t Anon. Yat 60 b. quoted in notes to ' Velitat. BelL Niceph.'

t Oompare the Phrygian Sibidounda, which obviously contaius the same word with

the common Anatolian suiBz, "onda."

§ Kelenai is usually called Kelainai, to suggest a meaning in Greek : but the coins

and inscriptions always give Zeus Keleneus.
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24. The principality of Sibilia on the borders of tho Mohammedan
and Christian territory, which ie mentioned on the ronte of Bar-

baroBsa in 1100, is clearly to be identified with Sibela (which is not in

Hierooles). Immediately after leaving Larauda the Gnisadeiti entered

the territory of the Christian Armenians, and the prince of Sibelia,

who had the control of their road, came to meet them. Unfortanately

the details given of the march between Laranda and Selenkeia

are insufficient to show what route Frederick followed; but it is at

least clear that Sibelia was in the northern part of the mountain

country.* Sibyla, which was captured by Eilij Arslan in 1166 along

with an unknown town Funura,t is evidently the same place : Manuel

in reprisal made an expedition into Cilioia ; the Armenians of Cilicia

evidently took Sibyla between 1156 and 1100. The probable limits of

Seljuk power at this time agree with the conclusion that Sibyla or

Sibilia was between Laranda and Mut. It was either near Koropissos

or possibly a late name given to that city.

The possibility, already referred to under Psebila of Lykaonia, that

a city on the borders of Isauria and Lykaonia was assigned to both

provinces, as Sibila in Isauria, and as Yerinoiwlis-Psebila in Lykaonia,

must for the present be left open. But this seems to me not to be

probable.

25. Mousbanda is mentioned by Ptolemy as a town of Strategia Antio-

ohiane. There can be little doubt that it is an equivalent form to the

Bousmadis (Bowr/MSit, 'laavpuc^ irdXts) of Stephanus Byzantius. The
bishops of Mousbada (tie) and Sibilia or Sibela were both present at the

Second Council of Nicsea a.d. 787. Musbanda must be identified with

Musanda, mentioned along with Anemourion and Eorakesion by Pliny,

y. 03 (Myanda is the common reading there, but Musanda has manu-

script authority). Forbiger is perhaps right in identifying Myanda
with Mandane, given in the Stadiasmus (see Leake, p. 203) between

Anemourion and Eelenderis near Sykai. It is remarkable that Sykai and

Mousbada are both bishoprics in 787, and have each a bishop named

Sisinnius. Some of the lists of 787 omit Sykai, but so many lists

mention both bishoprics that the occasional omission of one of

them is probably accidental. One of the two is probably equivalent

to the bishopric Anemourion, which is not mentioned in any of the

lists.

26. Leontopolis was very near Isauropolis, for Zeno ordered, in ex-

ception to the usual rule, *' one city, one bishopric," that Leontopolis

* I use, not the original authority ahout Sibelia, viz. Tagenon, but tlie account

given by Bitter, ' Kleinasien,' ii. 817, and the brief reference of Yon ^Turalt. [But, since

the preceding was printed, I have had the opportunity of reading Tugenon. I give the

itinerary on p. 346, uid hive no doubt that Frederic marched by way oi Clandiopolis.]

t Cinnam., p. 176 The index gives the name as Funsura.
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and Isauropolia should have the aamo biahop. It was doubtloHs the

modern Siriatat, and may bo the town mentioned as the birthplace of

Oonon (* Aut. Sanot.,' March 5th, p. 300) ; ex villa Bidana [itiifir) BtSavij]

<riundu$, and one MS. adds xviii. stadia ab urbe Isauria.

27. Earuabounda, a bisliopric in the Second Council of Nicaea (787 a.d.)

is the native name of some bishopric, which commonly bears a QrtBOo-

Roman name. The cities which have retained their QraBCO-Roman

name till the present day, Zenopolis, Domitiopolis, Eironopolis, are of

course excluded by this fact.

28. Lauzaoos. Continuing the list of Hierocles we find, after Sbida,

that he mentions two cities of the Dccapolis, Noapolis and Lauzadoa. Ho
has in his list traversed the Ermenek Su valley from east to M'est ; the

presumption then is that the two cities are on the head*waters of the

Ermenek Su, and in this neighbourhood Prof. Bterrett has acutely

detected Lauzados in the modern Lavdha.

29. Neafolis may probably be the Ninika, which Ptolemy places in

Lalassis, and may be localised at Lakhlas (Lalassis) in the same

neighbourhood.

30. The principle of Hierooles's enumeration has now become clear.

He first enumerates the coast cities, then ho traverses the valley of the

Kalykadnos to the junction, and thcrafter continues along the Ermenek
Su. After each group of cities along the river he mentions the cities

on the road which traverses the country from north to south, and

reaches the river in their neighbourhood. One difficulty occurs in this

list

31. TiTioPOLis is a city of the Decapolis, and must therefore be on the

Ermenek Su, or else on the lower Kalykadnos. Either in this singlo

<;ase there is a dislocation in Hierocles, and Titiopolis is misplaced, or

else Tit'opolis was situated on the mountains between the Ermenek Su
and the coast.

32. A comparison of Hierocles with the NotitieB reveals some

remarkable omissions in his list. The most striking of these is the failure

<ji Domitiopolis and Zenopolis, two cities at the upper end ofthe Ermenek
Su valley, which have both retained their name to the present day.

Domitiopolis is mentioned by Ptolemy, Zenopolis certainly is named
after Zeno the Isaurian (474-91),* and was therefore in existance when
Hierocles wrote. These cities are probably omitted only because, in the

earlier Byzantine period, mom than one city in the narrow upper valley

were united under one bisnop, and Hierocles is greatly urder the

influence of the ecclesiastical lists of his time. The other omissions are

olearly due to the fact that the towns lay in mountain tracts west and

* His Isaurian name was Tnwkalisaeus or Tarasikodtsa Bousoumbladeotea : the

sooond word ia perhaps an ethnic from a local name Bousoumblada, which is compounded
with a name like Amblada.

•':^-
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north-west of the Kaljkadnoe, and were of slight oonsequenoe, except

Leontopolis-Isaaropolis, which Hierocles assigns to Lykaonia.* The
Elimata of Kasai, Bolbosos, Kostras, and Banaba, are only districts

and not cities.! Eodaka of Notitits III., X., is probably a corrupt

name.

33. EoTRADA is not mentioned by Hierocles. The Notitin give it as

an independent archbishopric, and this arrangement has probably misled

Hierocles, and made him omit the city; similarly he omits entirely tho
important cities Eukhaita of Helenopontns and Kotiaion )f Phrygia
Salutaris for the same reason.

34. It is unfortunately impossible to attach much weight to

Ptolemy's description of these districts. He fieoms to confuse Lalassis

with Selentis X Tracheia, which, as he eays, contains five cities, Seleuceia,

Dioctesareia, Philadclpheia, Domitiopolis, and Eaystros. Of these,

Domitiopolis is on the upper Ermenek Su, Philadelpheia to the north
in Eetis, Seleuceia and Diocajsareia on the lower Ealykadnos, and
Eaystros on the coast. Eaystros is given in the ecclesiastical lists as

Eestros.

35. Ptolemy mentions Eirenopolis in Lakanis, which should be
perhaps Acufovark. Coins were struck between 40-70 a.d., with the
legend AAKANATQN, and, as the name is not found in later time, it

is clear that one or more cities were founded, whose names are subisti-

tuted for that of the people. It will be shown below that Lakanatis

lies south of the Ermenek Sn. Ptolemy places Lalasis oast of Eetis

instead of south-west, and mentions in Lalasis a city Ninika, but the

name is not found elsewhere.

36. Some additional light is thrown on the topography of Ibauria (or

Gilicia Tracheia) by a study of its history. M. Waddington has made it

highly probable ('Mel. Numism.', ii., p. 121) that from 43 till at least 29
B.C., a principality extending from Iconium to Olba was held, first by
Queen Aba 43-39, then by M. Antonius Polemon. Now we know th^t

a part of Cilicia Tracheia was given by Augustus to Archelaos in 20 b.c.,

and Strabo defines this part as embracing ^ Tpaxcia ircpl "EXmouavav
KiXiKta KoX iraa-a ^ rot irttpan^pia av<m]<rafiivti, p. 535 ] to. iv rg Tpavet'n

KtXtKtfi Iv 5 T^v 'EAotoC(r<rav vrfviov v&Kapirov <rw€KTto-ev 'Apj^tXaot d^toAdyuf,

p. 687. For some years previously we know that Amyntas possessed

the whole of Lykaonia, including Derbe, and parts of Isauria. He must
have taken Iconium from Polemon of Olba, and Derbe he seized from

Antipater. When he died, in 25 a.d., most part of his kingdom was made

* A law of Zeno mentions that they wore under one bishop.

t The teim Klima perhaps denotes a slope towards tho sea (compare Jnstinian,

Novel. XXTIII., aT 7c wphs roTs HXlfiaai Kiliuvai Siviin; re Ka\ 'Afudds), but the ordinary

sense ' regiones ' is quite probable.

X Selinuntis would be a more correctly formed name. • I

'
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by the Romans into the prorinoe of Qalatin. but apparently Derbe,

Laranda, and Oilioia Tracheia were giren co Archelaoe, as haa been

shown above (see Dskbi.)

37. The Cappadooian part of Archelaos's vast kingdom was taken by

the Romans at his death in a.d. 17 ; but part of Oilioia was left to his

son, Arohelaos, comprising the otherwise unknown people named Klitai.*

Arohelaoa 11. was still reigning a.d. d6 (Tao., Ann. vi. 41.). There is

no record as to what was done by the Romans with the rest of Oilioia

Tracheia in a.d. 17, and even the full extent of the first Arohelaos's

kingdom is unknown. Now, fortunately, Strabo, in calling this

extra-Oappadooian territory of Arohelaos IvStKarri vrpartfyia and

iwiienirot, has giren us the means of identifying it with Ptolemy's

^parrfyta 'Avrtoxtavi) ; and we thus learn that it embraced also Olba and

Monsbanda ; in short, we may safely infer from a comparison of Strabo

and Ptolemy that it included Eetis, and all the ooast and the eastern

interior parts of Oilioia Tracheia. The western part of the interior of

Tracheiawas not included in this 5/ra<ej/ia, for about ll-15A.D.thiswestern

region (not, however, including Olbaf) was goyerned by a dynast Ajax.

His realm included the districts Lalasis and Kennatis, which were, as we
have seen, along the Ermenek Su. We have no more information about

Kennatis and Lalassis till a.d. 41.

38. How much of Oilioia Arohelaos II. retained is unknown, but it is

not impossible that he was allowed to retain great part of the Oilioian

territory that his father had held. Seleukeia, however, strikes Imperial

coins under Tiberius, and must, therefore, have been temporarily or

permanently attached to the province. But the Romans appear to have

taken little or no interest in the country. In a.d. 38 we again gat a

glimpse into the condition of the country. In that year a district,

including Oilioia Traoheia and part of Lykaonia, was given by Oaligola

to AntioohuB lY. and lotapo. Ooins prove that his dominion extended

from Elaioussa-Sebaste westwards to Anemourion, and northwards to

Lykaonia.^ There is, therefore, every probability that this was practically

the same province of Oilioia Traoheia which had belonged to Arohelaos,

and this conclusion is made quite certain by the fact that Ptolemy calls

the Eleventh Straiegia of Oappadooia, which consisted of part of Lycaonia

and Oilioia Tracheia, and which had belonged to Arohelaos, by the name
Antioohiane. This name evidently dates from the year 38, when it was

governed for the first and last time by a king Antioohus. In this

* Can Klitai be an error for [La]kanatai or Kennatai?

t M. Waddington maintains that it did iuclndo Olba, but the coins omit Olba.
Strabo'a aooount does not expressly inolade it, and Ptolemy asserts the contrary.

X He struck coins at Anemourion, Lakanatis, and Sobaste, and also with the legend
AYKAONnN, according to a coin recently acquired by the British Museum, as
Mr. Head informs me.
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year Antioohui probably founded the two oities, Oermanioopolis and

Philadelpheia, naming them after his imperial benefactor, Oalignla

Qermanioa8,*and his own wife, lotape Philadelphos. This adds a nlight

additional probability that Philadelpheia was situated on or near the

road leading from Oermanioopolis to Laranda. Soon afterwards

Antioohus lost favour, and was deprived of his kingdom.

39. In 41, Claudius again restored the kingdom to Antioohus and
lotape, who ruled until 72 a.d. It would appear that any part of Lykaonia

which had previously been included in the realm of Antioohus was
henceforth attached to Galatia ; Ikonion henceforth strikes coins with the

name Olaudeikonion. At the same time Derbe and Laodioeia receive the

title Olaudioderbe and Olaudiolaodiceia, though no coins are known till

a later date. The central part of Oilicia Tracheia also was not restored

.
to Antioohus, but was given* to Polemon of Pontus in exchange for the

Bosporian part of his own kingdom. His new kingdom included Ketis,

Eennatis, and Lalassis. The foundation of the colony Olaudiopolis

belongs to the same reign, and perhaps even to the same year (Olaudi-

opolis quam deduzit coloniam Olaudius Caesar, Ammian. xiv., 25). The
foundation of a colony shows that the Bomans were now taking more
interest in this remote mountAin district.

40. Claudiopolis is situated at the lower end of the central Ealykadnos

valley, before the river enters the narrow mountain gorge which conducts

it to the coast-lands, and this situation suggests that it was on the

frontier between Eetis which was given to Polemon, and the coast-lands

which were given to Antioohus. Eennatis and Lalassis on the Ermenek
Su, part of Eetis in the north, all belonged to Polemon; the coast-

lands belonged to Antioohus and lotape ; the middle and lower Ealykadnos

valley from Claudiopolis to the sea, attached to the Roman province

Cilioia, extended like a wedge between the two kingdoms. It is remark-

able that Claudiopolis, like Claudius's other colony, Arohelais of Cappa-

docia, struck no coins.

41. In 74 Vespasian united part of Cilioia Tracheia to the pro-

vince of eastern Cilioia. He still left to the daughter of Antioohus,

named lotape, and to her husband Alexander a small kingdom, con-

sisting of an island (Josephua, Ant. 18, 5, 4, says merely injiridSoi t^ iy

KtAiKtigi).

It has been generally agreed that this moans Elaioussa, but the

possibility that it was lotapa may be considered. lotapa began to

strike coins under Hadrian. It was on the coast west of Selinus, and
may possibly h&\ ' once been an island, as Elaioussa also is now

* Our authority (Dio Cass., 59, 12; 60, 8) says only "part of Cilioia"; it is a very

prolwble conjecture of M. Waddington tlint a coin nOAEMnNOZ BAZIAEOZ
vhioh reada [OABE]nN AAAAZEQN KAI KENNATON, apeoifies the district of

Cilioia assigned to him. It is probable that [KHT]aN rather than [OABE]nN
should be restored in this case.
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joined to the coast.* This part of the oonntry was apparently left

out of the empire as a frontier district till the time of Trajan or

Hadrian.

42. It is uncertain what was the fate of Eetis at this time. Perhaps

certain autonomous coins of Olba belong to this period. Under Antoninus

Pius Olba struck imperial coins, and was therefore included at that time

in the empire, as part of some proyinoe. That this province was Oilioia

appears dear from Ptolemy, who assigns Ketis with Olba to Oilioia.t

But as Fhiladelpheia of Eetis strikes imperial coins under Trajan

and Eoropissos under Hadrian, Eetis must have been united to Cilioia

not later than the very beginning of the second century.

43. The upper part of the Ermenek Su valley was left autonomous for

some time longer, as a sort of frontier district. Under Domitian a coin

o^ the KOINON AAAACEQN KAI K[EN]NATON occurs (Head, 'Hist,

Num.').

44. Imperial coins are not known of any of the cities included in the

district, which we have been examining, earlier than Trajan. Those of

Syedra indeed begin under Nero, but Syedra was in Famphylia Provincia,

which was organised much earlier. Seleuceia coined imperial money

under Tiberius, and therefore must have been in a Roman province for

some time during his reign ; and with Claudiopolis Colonia it was in a

Roman district from a.d. 41 onwards. The Irenopolis which struck

numerous coins, was probably a city of Gilicia Campestris, not far from

Anazarbos, and near the Pyramos. Sebaste-Elaioussa strikea imperial

coins under Augustus.

45. It may be convenient to bring together, in brief terms, the most

probable facts with regard to the government and bounds of Cilicia

Tracheia and Lykaonia in the Roman period.

B.C. 67. The Teucrid dynasty of priest-kings of Olba rule a oonsidor-

able principality after the destruction of the Isaurian or Cilioian pirates.

Aba, daughter of Zenophanes, married into the family, and finally suc-

ceeded in seizing the power.

B.C. 43. Aba is confirmed queen of Olba by Antony and Cleopatra.

B.C. 30. Aba is deposed. M. Antonins Folemon, probably a membei*

of the Teucrid family, becomes king: his power extends even over

Iconium, besides Olba, Lalassis, and Eennatis.

B.C. 29. Polemon still reigning.

B.C. 29-27. Amyntas seizes Iconium and part of Isauria, and also

takes Derbe from Antipater Derbetes.

B.C. 25. Amyntas' kingdom left -to the Romans. Augustus Eoon

after gives to Archelaos, king of Cappadocia, the eleventh stiategia.

* The island lotnpn, vi<rov 'latrdjSiir, Cone. A.D. 556, seems to be in the Erythraean

Beo.

t His second mention of Olba as part of the eleventh Strategla Antiooliiane is due

to his use of an old authority for the 5<rj<«(;iai.
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inoludingEybistra, Derbe, Eetis, and great part of the coast of Tracheia.

The rest of Lykaonia and the country Isauria in the narrow sense are

attached to the province Galatia.

The western parts of the interior of Tracheia, including Eennatis

and Lalassis, seem to continue to be an independent kingdom under

members of the Teucrid dynasty ; probably a king named Teucer reigns

about this time.

A.D. 11-13. Ajaz, son of Teucer, begins to reign over Eennatis'and

Lalassis.

A.D. 16-17. Fifth year of Ajax.

A.D. 17. Archelaos dies, and the Bomans take possession of Cappa-

dooia, but leave to his son, Archelaos II. [part at least, or, more pro-

bably, the whole of] his kingdom in Lykaonia and Cilicia Tracheia.

Kybistra, however, probably is taken as part of Cappadocia.

A.D. 15-37. Seleuceia strikes imperial coins, and must therefore be in

Boman possession, as part of the province Cilicia daring some part at

least of the reign of Tiberius.

A.D. 36. Archelaos II. still reigning.

A.D. 38. Fart of Cilicia Tracheia and Lykaonia (obviously the same

territory that was called the eleventh strategia) is given to Antiochus lY.

and lotape Fhiladelphos by Caligula Germanious. Antiochus founds

the two cities Germanicopolis and Fhiladelpheia, and strikes coins

—

AYKAONON, AAKANATON, ANEMOYPIEQN, SEBASTHNON. The
strategia acquires the name Antiochiane.

A.D. 38-40. Antiochus loses favour, and is deprived of his kingdom,

the disposal of which is uncertain.

A.D. 41. Antiochus is again made king of part of Tracheia, including

only the coast-lauds. Derbe is attached to Lykaonia. Iconium, Derbe,

and Laodiceia receive the title Claudian. Claudiconium begins to strike

coins. Eennatis and Lalassis, whose fate since 17 a.d. is uncertain, are

now formed, along with the interior of Eetis, into a kingdom which is

given to Folemon, king of Fontus. The colony Claudiopolis is founded,

and probably the eastern part of the Ealykadnos valley, from Seleuceia

to Claudiopolis, is attached to the Roman province Cilicia.

A.D. 63. End of the kingdom of Fontus. The Fontic part of

Folemon's kingdom is attached to Galatia : the fate of the Cilician

part is unknown. Olba seems to have become independent, as

autonomous coins exist of style later than Ajax, 11-15 a.d. Eennatis

and Lalassis also independent.

A.D. 74. Vespasian adds part of Cilicia Tracheia to the province

Cilicia, including probably Eetis and Lakanatis. Fhiladelpheia strikes

imperial coins under Trajan, Coropissos under Hadrian. Olba bears the

titles Hadriana Antoniniana, but no coins earlier than Antoninus are

known.

A.n. 82-96. Coins of the Koinon of Lalasis and Eennatis.

vou IV. 2
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A.D. 117-188. About this time the province Cilioia, including

Traoheia, is an imperial province, under a preetorian legatus August!

;

its previous government is not certain, as it was perhaps under the

governor of Syria.

A.D. 138-161. Lykaonia and Isauria are separated from Galatia and

attached to Cilicia ; the governor of " the three eparohiai " is a consular

legatus.* Tarsos assumes the title, " metropolis of the three oparchiai."

This arrangement perhaps lasts till Isauria and Cilicia are divided into

separate provinces in the latter part of the third century. Still later,

Oilicia was divided into Prima and Secunda by Honorius.

46. The remarks of M. Clero, 'Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1887, p. 351, give a

different account of the division of the provinces. On account of

an inscription reading— Kap/xmov *A6r)vay6pov ivOvTrdrov AvKtas Kot

Ilavi^vXias KM 'lo-avpiat, he maintains that, after the time of Tins,

Isauria was separated from Cilicia-Lykaonia, and attached to Lycia-

Pamphylia ; and that it was again separated from the latter and

attached to the former by Severus. This view seems wrong, because

Cilicia and Lykaonia are not continuous with each other, but are

separated by Isauria (which must from this time onwards be understood

in the larger sense of Cilioia Tracheia). It also seems unnecessary, for

a part cf Isauria always belonged to Famphylia Frovincia ; and it was

•oharacteristio of such honorary inscriptions to give additional honour

by a long enumeration of names of countries governed by the official in

question,even though he governed only a small part of some of- the

countries. (See Addenda.)

47. With regard to the boundary between the new province Cilicia-

Isauria-Lykaonia and the province Galatia, it seems probable that the

entire Eoinon of Lykaonia was included in the former province, while

the other cities which did not belong to the Eoinon were attached to

Fisidia, except Lystra, Farlais, loonium, which were in Lykaonia,

but, being Roman colonies, could not stoop to enter a union

-of native cities. This may be inferred from the list of Ftolemy,

who is later than the new arrangement. He still includes, in the

* M. Clerc, in 'Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1887, p. 851, says a "legat praetorien," but tlio

inscription of Etrilius Begillus Laberius Priscus, < Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1885, p. 435, shows

that he wm a consular legatus. M. Clero's remarks contain an inaccurate account of

the facts described in the text following. It appears possible that the change vas

coincident with the accession of Pius. Pactumeius Clemens was praetorian legatus in

the last year of Hadrian, 138. He was made consul in his absence in the week that

Hadrian died, and was continued as legatus of the new emperor. Possibly his unusual

consulship in absence was owing to the new system of consular legati being now
inaugurated. M. Waddington first fully explained the "three eparchiai," but dated

the arrangement from the reign of Severus, ' Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1883, p. 290. Mr. Btenett's

copy of the Etrilius inscription ('Wolfe Expedition,' No. 189, and AppendixX which

seems to be more complete than that of MM. Radet and Paris, shows that Etrilius was

legate for the second time, which implies that he had previously been legatus and had

come back to the province a second time. . ,
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'tolemy,

in the

province Oalatia, Tyriaion, Laodioeia, Vasada, and the cities on the west

of Tatta, from Savatra northwards. But his account is certainly partly

wrong. He is right in saying that a /lipm rrji Avxaovias belonged to

Galatia,* and in separating from it another part, which, on the whole,

is the south-eastern district of Lykaonia. But he is clearly wrong, at

least as regards Lystra, Savatra and Isaura, in the line of demarcation

between these two parts ; and he is also wrong in assigning the south-

eastern half to Cappadocia. The origin of the latter error lies in his use

of an old authority on the Cappadocian stratogiai : this authority, writing

after the eleventh strategia had been formed about 25 B.C., f described

the whole of thorn as constituting the eleven divisions of Cappadocia.

Ptolemy, finding in one authority that the eleventh division of Cappa-

docia included part of Lykaonia, and in another authority that Galatia

included another part of Lykaonia, was betrayed into his absurd division,

which was never true at any period of the history of the provinces.

48. It may be added that this same view explains how Ftolemy

assigns so many Cilioian cities to Strategia Eataonia. He had the

view that Cappadocia included a considerable part of Cilicia Tracheia

. nd Igauria. He used an authority who gave no complete lists of

jities in the several strategiai, an has already been shown; and he

did his best to apportion the cities according to the map which he had

constructed.

^» ' 49. The coins, then, are probably our best authority. I should con-

jecture that Pius organised a Koinon of the part of Lykaonia, which he

assigned to the province Cilicia-Isauria-Lykaonia, similar to the Eoinon

of Cilicia, which had existed since the reign of Augustus. No coins of

the Eoinon are knovm earlier than the time of Pius ; and though this

does not constitute any real argument in cases like Derbe, which struck

no coins until that time, it does in the case of Savatra, which struck

coins from Trajan onwards, but only began to add KOL AYKAONIAC
in the time of Pius. Moreover, there was evidently a general impulse to

coinage of the Eoinon under Pius and Marcus, when the coins of all the

cities begin.|

50. The following Lykaonian cities strike coins, but not of the

Eoinon, Iconium, Laodiceia, Lystra, and Parlais. Lystra, Parlais, and

Iconium were Coloniite Bomanae before the time of Pius, and thus

were of a more honourable rank : Laodiceia almost certainly continued

to be in the province Galatia, as Ptolemy declares. It became probably

a Colonia Bomana under Maximin. -"• - —

;

* It may have been at this time that the title itpofftiXriiJLiJiivri, which has not been

rightly understood by any geographer, was given to the Qalatian part of Lykaonia.

t Either this authority wrote after the eleventh strategia received the name
Anttoohiane, or perhaps a marginal note added the title Antioohiane to a writer who
described the eleven strategiai of the kingdom of Arohelaus.

X The emperor on the coin of Hyde is not mentioned by Mr. Head, * Hist. Num.,'

p. 695; Barata, Dalisandos, Derbe, Ilistra, and Savatra begin under Pius or Marcus.

2 c 2
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51. Towards the end of the third century the province Galatia was
broken up into Paphlagonia, Galatia, and Pisidia, and the province

Cilicia-Lykaonia-Isauria was broken up into Cilicia and Isauria. The
new province Isauria included also the southern part of Lykaonia : the

new province Pisidia included the north-western part of Lykaonia.

The line of division between Isauria and Pisidia in the first half of the

fourth century must probably have been much the same as the dividing

line which Pius drew. But any hope of aid from a comparison of the

later line with the older is frustrated by the fact that (1) the authorities

for the later division are both scanty and unsatisfactory; the chief

authority, viz. the list of Bishops present at the First Nioene Council,

though a useful document, is not to be implicitly depended on in

details ; (2) slight modifications of the boundary-line may have taken

place.

52. Ptolemy assigns Savatra to Galatia: this is certainly wrong,

because it struck coins of the Eoinon Lykaonon. He also places

Savatra* in Isauria, which is absurd. He assigns to Galatia the three

cities of Isauria, Lystra, Isaura, and Savatra, yet gives Parlais and

Iconium to Cappadocia (for which name we must of course substitute

Provincia Cilicia-Isauria-Lykaonia). One or other of these assignments

must be wrong, and poseibly all are wrong, for Iconium is put in Pisidia

by the Nicene lists. Isaura is proved to have been in the province

Cilicia-Lykaonia-Isauria by the inscription dedicated to Etrilius, 'Bull.

Corr. Hell.,' 1885, p. 435, and Parlais can hardly have been in any

province except either Pisidia or Pamphylia. It is, however, remarkable

that, in the case of Parlais, Ptolemy is confirmed by the Nicene lists.

These lists are given below V. 7 : a comparison with Ptolemy shows that

the points of uncertainty are only (1) Iconium, (2) Pyrgos, (3) Parlais,

and (4) Yasada.

53. It is not improbable that both Ptolemy and the Nicene lists are

right about Iconium. It may probably have been metropolis of

Lykaonia among the three eparchiai, and afterwards have been made
metropolis of the new province Pisidia-Lykaonia-t Pyrgos was perhaps

not a bishopric at this early time ; nothing is known about it. Parlais

is treated at length under Pisidia. Ptolemy puts Yasada in Galatia,

which naturally implies that it was afterwards in Pisidia, but which

* Mr. Sterrett's ooneotion of taiarpa to "Aorpa in Isauria can hardly be accepted.

I ought perhaps to say that I originally suggested it to him, and it was ascribed to ma
in his proofs ; but I afterwards came to recognise that it is not justifiable to correct all

Ptolemy's errors, and I requested Mr. Sterrett either to out out the correetion or else,

not to ascribe it to me, as I could no longer believe in it.

t I am not aware that there is any distinct proof of what was the metropolis of

Pisidia in the first half of the fourth century, whether Antiooheia or Iconium. The
order of the Nicene list suggests that Iconium was metropolis; perhaps there may have

been .wo metropoleis in the province, as there were from an early period inihe case of

Bithynia and of Pamphylia.j
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throws all the more di£Bculty in the way of assigning Farlais to

Lykaonia-Isauria-Cilioia. It is doubtful whether Yasada is mentioned

in the Nicene lists. Theodorus Yasagadensis or Yialbitanus is given in

Isauria, but it may be preferable to understand [Yijalbitanus as

indicating Olbianus, and Yasagadensis as a corruption arising by
assimilation to the preceding Cumanadensis. But in Gone. Antioch.,

A.D. 341, Theodorus Yasadensis is a bishop of Isauria. We have there-

fore a clear contradiction between Ptolemy and the fourth centuiy lists.*

If o follow the latter, we may suppose that Yasada was a little further

south than Yonuslar, between that and Karallia, and was actually

included in Isauria up to 361-2. Probably Yasada oiiginally included

the country between Karallia, Dalisandos, and Misthia, while Misthia

extended across to embrace even Yonuslar, and the 118th letter of Basil

quoted above orders the presbyter of Yonuslar to be in future placed

under the bishopric of Yasada. This ecclesiastical change would be one

of the consequences of the formation of the new province Lykaonia.

Yonuslar was more conveuiontly attached to Yasada ; but, being on the

road from Misthia to Ikonion, it had hitherto been in the same province

with them, but henceforth it could be attached to Yasada, -which was
now in Lykaonia also.

54. M. Camille Jullianf conjectures that Isauria was separated from

Cicilia as early as the time of Frobus, 276-82 a.d. He rightly remarks

that it included part of the upper plateau with the cities Lystra and

Laranda, and that the name Isauria, which originally was applied only

to a small district between Cilicia Traoheia and Lykaonia proper, was

subsequently extended over the whole of Cilicia Tracheia. The limits

of Isauria-Lykaonia in 138-61 were as follows, if we follow Ptolemy in

all cases where he cannot be proved to be wrong, i.e. in all cases except

Savatra, Lystra, Parlais, and Isaura.} The frontier did not touch Bey
Sheher Lake at all. It included Dalisandos (Fassiller), and may possibly

have touched Trogitis (Seidi Sheher Lake). It left Yasada to Galatia,

but included Iconium, and ran obliquely north to include Savatra and

probably to touch Tatta. This province gradually came, as M. Jullian

remarks, to bear the single name Isauria, and, perhaps as early as

276-82, Isuuria was separated from Fisidia. The bounds were modified

at this time, but the exact details are reserved to Y. 7.

55. Seleuceia. The site is well known. A temple of Apollo

Sarpedonios, who sends birds to destroy locusts, is mentioned there

by Zosimus, p. 50. According to Basil of Seieaceia, there was a temple

^ It is possible that in the rectification of the frontier, when Iconium, according to

our^hypothesis, was made metropolis of Fisidia, Yasada was transferred to Isauria;

then Ptolemy also might be correct.

t ' Revue Historique,' 1882, May-August, p. 331.

X Ptolemy must have used an authority for Roman Galatia of older date than 138,

and trying to accommodate it to the new state he made various errcrs, keeping Parlaia,

Isanrd, and Lystra.
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and oraole of Sarpedon on the side towards the sea, and a temple of

Athena on the Acropolis.* Saint Thekla settled on a hill opposite both

temples, on the south of the citj, and no doubt her ohuroh afterwards

stood there.

56. Lamos must have been situated on the river Lamos, still called

Lamas Su. Its coins bear the legend AAMOY MHTPOn AAMOTIAOC.
This situation causes a geographical di£Bculty, for two Cilician cities,

ElaiouEsa and Eorykos, are further west than Lamos, which is always

assigned to Byzantine Isauria. The ancient city was situated not

on the coast, but some distance up the river; it is placed by
Ptolemy in the interior, and never mentioned in the Feripli.

Perhaps the situation up the country may explain the geographical

inconsistency. There are, however, other difficulties in this position of

Lamos, which I cannot resolve, but must leave to the consideration of

explorers. This position is quite inconsistent with the order of Hierocles,

who places Lamos between Anemourion and Antiooheia. His order is

confirmed (1) by the lists of Chalcedon and of Epiatola ad Leonem

:

the latter places Lamos and Eharadra f in one bishopric, and the former

mentions only Eharadra, omitting the name Lamoa entirely : (2) by the

epithet in the lists at Ohalcedon 'Akukios cTrurKOTros 'AvTu>\tiai r^s Aa/xbi-

TiSos. The situation of Antiooheia is known, and, if it was in Lamotis,

then Lamotis must have lain between Eetis and Selentis : (3) by the

omission in all the Feripli of any city Lamos on the coast where the

Lamos river was situated, though Strabo does mention the river and

city between Elaioussa and Soloi.

These facts point to the view that Lamotis was a district on the

coast, next to Selentis or Eennatis, containing three cities, Antiooheia,

Eharadra, and up the country Lamos. In that case there ceases to be

any geographical inconsistency in assigning Lamos to Isauria, Elaioussa

and Eorykos to Cilicia4

57. Eharadra or Eharadbos is placed with certainty by Strabo and

the Feripli between Anemourion and Antiooheia.

The exchange of prisoners, which Basil arranged with the Saracens

of Tarsos, (a.d. 946), took place on the river Lamos, probably the

Isaurian river (Theoph. Contin., 443). Muralt mentions another in 846.

Strabo makes this river the boundary of Cilioia Tracheia and Campestris.

68. Antiooheia. There were two cities of this name in Isauria. The

* These temples may be fairly inferred firom his words rf Salftovi ry iapmiiSyi, rj>

KaTa\afi6vrt ftiv r^v M rrjs 9a\dTrrii x4^1>') ^^^ Saiiiovi 'AOriv^, 1i . , . . Kartihrifvia rhv

iwimiuD uirris wiSpyuy. The oracle of Sarpedon is implied in the words tih xpiltr/uo-

\oytas. See Nic. Glion., 29 ; Cinnam., 16, 179 ; Anna, II., 121.

t Latmi et Calendri.

X Ptolemy's map also becomes more accurate on this view of the sitnation of Lamos.

There is great need for exploration of this country. If no rivers flow into the Ermenek
Su from the south, there must be rivers flowing into the sea in this district, and where

there are rivers there are probably cities.
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most important is a city on the coast between Selinus and Anemonrion,

on the hill Eragos. It is described by Theophanes (p. 189) asM rivot

opovs Minhnpf iilrqXov Kara rip/ /jMcnuifipivipf t^s x^pai OdXatr<rav.

59. The other Antiooheia is known only from an inscription, dis-

covered by Mr. Davis ; it was situated high up on the Bndjakche
Tohai.

60. Sebaste is given in Byzantine lists as a bishopric of Oilioia Prima

between Soloi-Pompeiopolis and Eorykos. But we &id also that

61. Julio-Sebaste is given in Byzantine lists as a bishopric of Isauria

between Antiocheia and Eestroi. It seems necessary to distinguish

these two as separate cities. Sebaste includes the small island Elaioussa,

which is dose to it. It was founded by Archelais (20 b.o. to 17 A.D.),

and struck autonomous coins under Antioohus and lotapo (38 to 72 aj).),

as well as imperial coins from Augustus to Yolusian. Julio-Sebaste is

not mentioned except in the ecclesiastical lists. It is probably to be

identified with the Isauiian Nephelis.

62. Syke, which occurs as a bishopric at the Council of 787, must also

be the native name of one of the cities, which in the official lists bear

official names of the Graeco-Boman type. Theophanes (p. 445) mentions

that it was a castle of Isauria with a harbour, with a difficult kleisoura

leading towards Tarsos. Leake quotes references to it from Athenteus

(iii., 14),* Geographus Ravenn., Stephanus, and Scylax as amended by
Gronovius, and places it between Anemourion and Eelenderis.

63. In 1119 A.D. John Comnenus captured Philadelphia, and in 1120

Sozopolis, and then advanced to Attaleia, taking Hierakoryphites and

other fortresses near Attaleia. He thus opened up a road lying through

Byzantine territory to Isauria and Cilicia which was used in several

expeditious by himself and his son Manuel. In 1180, on the death of

Manuel, it was once more blocked by the Turks, who captured Sozopolis

and other smaller places, and held Attaleia under a long blockade (Nicet.

Ghon., 340).

• In 1141 John Comnenos marched by this circuitous route, Sozopolis,

Lake Fasgousa, and Attaleia, into Cilicia, where he died, and his son

Manuel returned to Constantinople by a direct march across Lykaonia,

sustaining no loss from the Seljuks of Eonia.

In 1137 John Comnenus invaded Cilicia, where the Armenian prince

Lebounes or Leon had allied himself with the Latin princes of Antioch.

The emperor must have advanced through Pamphylia by the road just

described. Lebounes had even attacked Seleuceia, which was still part

of the Byzantine empire. The emperor captured Mopsouestia, Tarsos,

Adana, Anazarbos, and marched on Baka; the garrison retired to

Antioch, and the Byzantine army also followed them thither, postponing

Baka. From Antioch the emperor marched into " upper Syria," captured

* Leake gives 111, 5, and the error is copied in Smith's 'Dictionary of Geography.'
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Piza, passed by Berrhoea, took Hama and Ehabarda and Seser. He then

returned to Oilioia, and captured Baka and Eapniskerti.

In A.D. 1155 Manuel Comnenus made a great expedition to Isauria

and Cilicia. On the way, ^ciS^ irpo« rg MiKp^ <tpvyif iyivvro,* he defeated

the Turks of loonium. He then marched through Pamphylia, and left

the heavier troops at Attaleia, while he himself with the light troops

marched by the coast road to Seleuceia, ordering the governor of the

province Isauria, Alexius Casianos (S« r^ 2<Acvkc<uv rort &cHrcv ipxw
Cinnam., 179) to hold the troops of the province in readiness. He
marched to Seleuceia and thence into Cilicia, and captured the strong

fortress of Lamos {ipv/ivov iiAXurra. ov). Thereafter he took Eistramos

and Anazarbos, Longinias, and finally Tarsos. Returning, Manuel took

the shorter road to Constantinople through Lykaonia in place of the

longer road by Pamphylia (Oiunam., 190). He evidently took the road

Seleuoeia-DiooiBsareia, and passed by Laranda,t and cau,:ed much alarm

to the Turks ; but he acted peaceably, and did his best to restore con-

fidence to the Mohammedan population. At Eotiaion ho was attacked

by the Turks and suffered some loss. Nicetas (p. 134) describes this

expedition "into Armenia" briefly,| and mentions the heavy losses

incurred on the homeward march.

This gives some oonception of the extent of the Seljuk empire at

this period, from south of Laranda to about Eotiaion.

64. Faptbiok is a fortress frequently mentioned by Theophanes and
other authorities during the troubled reign of Zeno, who kept a treasure

in it. Theophanes says it was in Cappadocia ; but his own account, and

that of othen:. leaves little or no doubt that this is a mistake, and that

it was in Isauria, and probably in the north-western part. It seems to

be mentioned in an inscription published by Sterrett, where we have

with a slight correction of the impossible published text, Tapao-iv Mavcou

Kol Z^^iv na7ro[pi]i'8cif, i.e. natives of Faporion.§ The inscription, then,

proves, when correctly interpreted, that Astra and Paporion were

neighbouring towns, in the very part of Isauria where Fapyrion is

placed by the historians.

65. Astra and Aktanada, whose names were previously unknown,

were discovered by Sterrett at Tamashalik and Dulgerler.

* Probably about Laodiceia ad Lycum,

t CallAil 'Apcwia in the published text of Ginnamus.

X Adana and Tqtbob are described as irp6irxvpa r^ Kara ^Apfuyia.

§ ' Wolfe Expedition,' p. 49. Prof. Sterrett's punctuation and interpretation are in

several respects vrong : the sense is " Mathoun built at his own expense and brought

workmen : Tarasin and Zezin, of Paporion, and Loukios of Astra fitted up." Sterrett's

text is riAnOriNAEIC. He proposes the correction flAnnOPONAEIC, which

gives an interpretation geographically improbable, and which seems unfair to his own
accuracy as a copyist. HN is a very natural error for PIN, if port of tlie cnrve of P
were obliterated, so that, by the very slightest alteration of his copy, we have an

excellent and probable reading. I suggested this to him, but he preferred the published

text.
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He then 00. KoTRADA is an almost unknown town of laauria, and yet so impor-

tant as to be a metropolis or archbishopric. The order proves clearly that

it had attained this rank before the Council of a.d. 680.* It was either

in the north-west part of Isauria, or more probably near the western

coast. It seems to be mentioned twice in Not. I., first as a metropolis

(Korto&iiv for Korpa&ov), and next as a bishopric of Isauria as to KXt/ia

KoarpdSof : such double mention is a common phenomenon in the Notitiee.

07. The four Elimata, Eassa, Banaba, Bolbcsos, and Kostras,t are

probably four districts on the Famphyliau frontier, see p. 417.

68. Naqioos is known as an important city striking numerous coins of

the fifth and fourth centuries b.c. It then disappears from numismatic

lists. The reason must be either that it changed its name, or that its

inhabitants were taken to swell the population of some new city founded

by the Diadochi.

69. Anemourion near Nagidos struck coins under Antiochus lY. It

retains its name as Anamur.

XJ. CiLIOIA.

For the sake of completeness, I add here a few notes on Cilician

cities. In general the topography of Cilioia is in a much more advanced

state than that of any other province of Asia Minor. Tarsos, Fompei-

opolis-Soloi, Korykos, Adana, Mallos, Zephyrion, Anazarbos, Mopsouestia,

Aigai, Alezandreia, Bossos, are all sutisfaotorily discussed and placed by
Leake.|

Bishoprics of Cilicia Prima and Secunda.

A.D. 461. Bierocles a.d. 630. NoUtUI.

I. 1. Tarsos. 1. Tarsos. 1. Tarsos.

2. Pompeiopolis. 2. Pompeiopolis. 2. Fompoiopolis.
3. Sebaste. 8. Sebasto. 8. Sebaste.

8. Korykos. 4. Korykos. 4. Korykos.
4. Aduia. 5. Adana. 5. Adana.
6. Augusta.
7. Mallos.

6. Agousia.

7. MdXxo*.
6. Augnstopolis.

7. Mallos.

5. Zephyrion. 8. Zepl .. rion. 8. Zephyrion.

II. 1. Anazarbos. 1. Anazarbos. 1. Anazarbos.

6. Hopaonestia. 2. Mopsouestia. 2. Mopsouestia.

9. Aigai. 8. Aigeai. 8. Aigeai.

2. Epiphaneia.
8. Alexandreia.

4. Epiphaneia.
5. Alexandreia.

4. Epiphaneia.
7. Alexandreia.

5. Bosus. 6. Bosofl. 10. Boeos.

4. Birenopolis. 7. Eirenopolis. 5. Eirenopolis.

S. Flavias. 8. Flavias. 6. Flavias.

7. Kastabala. 9. Kastabala. 9. Kastabala.
Kabisaoao. j^nuioova.

* At this Council it is also clear that Leontopolis of Isauria and Eukhaita are

metropoleis.

t The text is wrongly given by Parthey and Pinder, p. 85. The manuscript,

Biblioth. Nat Paris, No. 1810, has the correct form, t& 8) KXf/un-a • Kounr&y • BaydP»>y •

3o\fio<rov' KoarpdXos.

t BhoBOS or Boesoe is omitted in Leake's index, but given on p. 218.
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Sebastb of Oilioia has been dittinguished above from Julio-Sebaste

of Isatiria. It was founded by Arohelaus, and afterwards struck coins

wivb the portraits of Antioohus IV. and lotape.

AuocsTA is placed by Ptolemy in the district Bryklike of Cilioia

west of Charakene (which contains the city Flaviopolis) and north of

Lamotis. The Byzantine lists mention it in Cilioia Prima, between

Adana and Mallos. These references agree with the customary view

that Augusta lay between the Saros and the Pyramos ; but no evidence

known to me proves its exact position. Coins of Augusta with the

legend AVrOVCTANQN are dated by an era, 19-20 A.D., showing that it

was refounded and renamed Augusta in that year.

EoRYKOS is placed by Leake, and after him by Eiepert, on the

coast west of Lamos and Elaioussa. Lamos is regularly assigned to

Byzantine Isauria, while Korykos and Elaioussa are given in Cilioia.

Leake's situation is certainly at least approximately correct, and this

must be accepted as a case of 'iolation of geographical arrangement in

the Byzantine ecclesiastical division. A few isolated cases of a similar

character are known, e.g. Amblada Pisidise, Argiza Hellesponti, Theo-

dosiopolis Armeniae. But see p. 380.

Korykos was founded by Attalus, according to Eustathius (ad Dionys.

Perieg. 855, p. 161 a, Steph.) It was a Byzantine military station in

the Cibyrrhaiote Theme (orparov apxovra rStv KovpuamrStv rrjt iirb

Ki/SvlipaiwrSiv x>opat, Niceph. Patr., p. 45).

Korykos (called KovpiKcv) was a dismantled place in the time of

Alexius Comnenus, though formerly very strong (ipv/AvoTdrrji). He
reocoupied and fortified both it and Seleuceia, which was six 8tadi(>'*

distant. This estimate of distance is decidedly too small (Anna, II.

p. 120).

Zephtrion, the bishopric of Cilioia Prima, has Iteen properly dis-

tinguished by Leake from the Isaurian promontory of the same name.

Its coinage is considerable, but (as was stated above) the coin of

Irenopolis-Zephyrion is either forged or misread.

MopsouKBEME is fixed on the road from Tarsos to the Cilician Gates

by many authorities. The Itineraries place it xii. miles from Tarsos.

Theophanes says it was the first stage out of Tarsos {iv Ma/t^ovK/»;vais

vprn-g iMVQ Airo Topcrov, p. 46). The name is often written Mampsouk-

rene, compare Mampsista for Mopsouestia and Thampsioupolis for

Themissonioupolis.

Chbtsoboullos, a place near Tarsos, in the direction of the pass of

Fodandos (Pylee Cilicise), is mentioned by Cedrenus (II., 217).

Baltolibas, the fountain of Balton, is mentioned only by Scylitzes

(p. 684). The Turkish troops, who had been pillaging Iconium (having

crossed the Euphrates near Melitene, and advanced through Cappadocia)

in A.D. 1069, crossed into Cilioia 8tct t&v r^f ScXcvkcms opimv, where they

were harassed by the Armenian inhabitants. In Cilioia they heard that

* Stadia is, no doubt, osed here in the eenae of miles, see F, 73.
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a Greek tamy was waiting for them at Mopsoueatia, and, after a short

rest at Baltolibas, they oroased Amanus {t6 Itap^aBiKhv Spm) into the

country of Aleppo.*

Flaviopolis, placed by Ftolemy in the district of Cilioia called

Charakene, continues to be mentioned in all Byzantine lists as a bishop-

ric Flavitus.f It is given in the Antonine Itinerary as the first station

(xx. m. p. distant) from Anazarbos on the road to Kokussos. This

leaves no doubt that it is to be identified with the modem Sis. The
name Sis or Siskia is the old native name, which was for a time

replaced by the title Flavias, but which returned into use in the later

Byzantine period. In a.d. 704 the Arabs besieged Sis (to Xivioy Kivrpov)

in Cilicia, but were defeated by a sudden advance of Heraclins.^

MopsouESTiA is called Mampsista or Mansista in Byzantine times,

Mansis in older Turkish, and Missis at the present time. The name is

given as Mamista by Anna Comnena (II. 126, cp. Ducange's note, II., p.

637) and Glycas, and even Malmistra, &o,, by Latin writers. It is said

by the Byzantine writers to have been situated on the Saros : rZ/ivcrat

yap ^ TToAis aim; (itcov T(p Xdptf irora/Mp <!)$ SoKCif Bvo n-oXcis cTvai (Cedren.

II., 362). This fact leads Anna Comnena (II., p. 138) to speak of the

two cities of Mopsos, one destroyed and one standing, divided by the

river Saron (irorafi^ lidptavi) : Ducange has given the correct inter-

pretation of this pa88age.§ In the face of these clear statements we are

rather surprised to remember that in reality it was situated on the

river Pyramos, not on the Saros.

Hallos was situated on the height at the mouth of the river Pyramos

at the modern Kara Tash. The river has altered its course since ancient

times. A low range of hills stretches along the coast north-east from

Kara Tash. The Pyramos, which foimcrly passed on the west side of

this range, now joins the sea at the opposite end several miles east of its

old course ; but its former channel with the bridge that crossed it can

still be traced. Inland from Hallos is the famous Aleian plain. The
coast-land south of the range of hills is all a recent formation from the

river, which is rapidly filling up the bay of Ayash. As at Tarsos and

Anazarbos, the chief magistrate of Hallos bore the name, common among
Dorian states, 3i//Li(ovpyos.||

AiQAi, has retained its name as Ayash, i.e. Aiya?. The temple of

Asclepios there was destroyed by Constantino at the same time as the

• Cp. Attal, 135-8 ; Zonar. xviii., 12.

t t Forbiger (« Alte Gcogr.,' p. 290) digtinguiabes Flaviopolis from Flavias because

Ptolemy's position disagrees with the other authorities. But if every city which

Ptolemy puts differently from other authorities were mado a separate city, the result

would be a serious increase in the number of places in Asia Minor.

X Muroll incorrectly says the Arabs took Sis, cp. Thcoph., p. 372, and ' Act. S.

Taraohi,' Oct. 11.

§ A good deal abont Mopsonestia is found in Mansi, ' Act. Concil.,' ix., p. 276. ff.

I!
See my paper in ' Journal of Philology,' 1882, p. 143.
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tomplo of Apbroilito at Aphaka (Theophan., p. 24). The god ia

called ou its coins 6E0X znTHP. Ita ooins have the legends AlfEAinN,

AircnN, AirAION. it was an important naval station under the

Romans, as is proved by coins with the legend NAYAPXIG and as is natural

from its situation. A bridge over the Pyrainos between Mopsouestia

and Mgm is mentioned on the coins of both cities.

Epiphaneia is mentioned by Cicero (ad Fam. xv. 4) as In Cilicia one

day's journey from Amanus. Pliny mentions that its original name was

Oiniandos (cp. Oinoandos of the Kibyratis). It hat not been satis-

factorily placed, but certainly could be placed readily by a careful

examination of the country; but I cannot add anything to Leake's

remarks. Kiepert places it in the same gonerul situation as Leake.

Major Bennot puts it at Qeuz Ehano eleven miles ou the road from

Osmanio to Fiyas.

EinioxoPOLis has already been placed approximately in discussing the

Isauriau city which boars the same name.

Eauissos, which does not occur in Hierocles, is given in Not. I. as a

bishopric of Cilicia Seounda, and is mentioned by Ptolemy as Kabassos

in Kataonia. Stephanus quotes the statement of Apion that Kabassos

was a village of Cappadocia between Tarsos and CoDsaroia-Mazaka.

The city Eabessos, mentioned in Iliad xiii., 363, is sometimes (but of

course wrongly) identified with the town. The authorities are not

explicit enough to fix the position of the place, but it must have been on

the frontier of Cilicia Secunda and Cappadocia (see p. 311).

Rhossos or Rosos. The situation is clearly indicated by Strabo and

by a passage in ' Acta Sanctorum,' Jan. 11, p. 678 :
" Rosus est oppidum

Ciliciae, dextra ei qui navigat in Fontum Cllioium. Hujus ad orientem

et meridiem est mens altus, spatiosus et umbrosus." On this mountain

stood the monastery called " in Scopulo," between Rosos and Selouceia.

PiNOEMissos, a city of the Eleutherocilices, captured after a regular

siege by Cicero (ad Fam. xv. 4, ad Att. v. 20). The name seems to be

a mere local variety of the Pisidian or Pamphyliau Pednelissos, which

occurs in many different forms, approximating to Pentenissos.

Baka, a fortress of Cilicia, is mentioned by Nicetas Chon., pp. 29, 33,

Cinnamus, pp. 18, 20.

Anna Comnena gives much information about Cilicia, and mentions

the rivers Saron and Hermdn (II. 138, 241), meaning probably Saros

and Pyramos.

I add a few references to the ' Acta Sanctorum' :

—

1. Demetrias was the name of an estate {Kryjixa) in the district of

Tarsos, on the southern slope of a mountain (' Acta S. Zenaidis,' Oct. 11).

2. Many particulars about Anazarbos, Mansista (i.e. Mopsouestia),

and Siskia occur in the ' Acta S. Taraohi ' (Oct. 11).*

3. S3. Claudius, Asterius, and Neon, Isaurians, connected also

* " Numcrianua Moximus pricses provinoite, coes. iterum Diooletiano et Maximiano I

"
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with Larftnds, wero ozoouted at ^gSB, under Lyslas the FroBaea, on

August 23, " COM. Angusto et Ariatobulo." It is truo that in tho third

ooniury Laranda and laauria were aubjeot to tho governor of Cilioia.

4. Maximua preofeotua at Pompeiopolia Ciliciio, v. * Acta S. Oalliopii,'

April 7, p. 600 (date under Maximian).

6. S. Julianus, aon of a aenator of Anazarboa, aufforod at ^gas
Cilicias, when Maroianua waa pneaea provinoiee ; the time ia varioualj

reported aa under Deoiua, Qallionua, or Diocletian, and the narrative ia

utterly without local colour. March 16, p. 421.

^. An eatate named Lara or Laraa in t>ie Latin text, but PaSa/ii/ot

ii ihe Greek, about aix milea from Ana^rloa, is mentioned, Acta S.

Marini,' Aug. 8.

7. At Anazarboa, under Diocletian, Felagiua praoaea, F^'br. 5, p. 663.

8. S. Felagia of Taraoa, without local colour or /eriaimilitude,

May 4, p. 450.

0. S. Zenobiua, under a dux Lyaiaa, with aome Inrormatio}/ bout

Oilioia, Oct SO.

V. Cities and Bishoprics of Fisidl..

1. No province of Aaia Minor ia ao difficult in reapect of topography

aa Fiaidia. The first difficulty, which aa yet is inauperable, is to attain

any certainty as to the correspondence between Hieiocles and the

Notitioa. Hierocles uses the temporary names Eudoxioupolis and

Justinianopolia, which do not occur in the Notitiee ciiil cannot be ap-

propriated with certainty ; and hia corrupt name Themiaonios is also

quite uncertain. The lists of Ohalcedon, which often clear up the

obscurities of Hierocles, give five bishops of Fisidia simply by name,

without their dioceses, so that they are practically useless, and the

signatures of the ' Epistola ad Leonem ' Are so few, and the names of the

bishops are so changed in the seven y^. i'' since the Council of Chal-

cedon, that this aid also fails. Furtiwi axploration is needed, and

without the discovery of new documents no progress seems possible.

The accompanying Table of the bishoprics is therefore uncertain in

several correspondences, and the .ti^soussion that follows is in several

places little more than a statc<n) ut of difficulties.

2. I have divided the Kotitisa into two classes for Fisidia, but strictly

speaking there are three. The oldest class consists of YII. and YIII.,

which have Neapolis as a bishopric, omit Mallos, Tityassos, Parlais,

Siniandos, and Bindeos, and give Atenia.* Of these, YII. is clearly the

older, as it mentions Eonana under the temporary title Justinianopolis,

which Hierocles also uses. The second class consists only of IX. : it

agrees with the older class in respect of Neapolis, Mallos, Tityassos,

* Bindeos I identify oonjeotorally with Theudosionpolis, a bishopric in 458.

not strike coins because it was an imperial estate.

It did
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Siniandos, and Atenia, but adds Bindeos and Farlaia. The latest oIbbb

consists of I., m., X., XIII., which are identical in spite of slight differ-

ences due to mere clerical blunders. These omit Atenia, give Neapolis

as an archbishopric, and add not merely, like IX., Bindeos and Farlais,

but also Mallos and Tityassos.

At first sight we might conclude that Hierocles here gives a list of

the governmental districts of Fisidia, and that gradually some of these

were raised to the rank of bishoprics, Bindeos and Farlais between the

time of Notitite YIII. and 1., Mallos and Tityassos still later. But the

Councils prove that this opinion is erroneous. Sinethandos is a bishopric

in 451 and 458; Farlais in 325, 381, 451, and 458; Mallos in 458 ; even

Tityassos and Bindeos* are found in 692, before the date of the oldest

NotHia, and it seems, therefore, almost certain that every place mentioned

by Hierocles was a bishopric in his time. The only places which are

not proved to have been bishoprics before 630 are :—Dabinai or Sabinai,

known only from the Tekmoreian lists in the third century and Hierocles

in the sixth ; Atenia, known only from the Tekmoreian lists, Hierocles,

and the early class of Notitiae ; Baris, which was an important city,

striking coins, and mentioned in all Notitiee ; Timbrias, which is not

proved to be a bishopric till 680, but which struck coins and is in all

Notitiae ; Tityassos, which struck coins ; and perhaps Bindeos, on which

see p. 387. All cities which struck coins may be assumed to have

been bishoprics before 530 ; hence only Atenia and Dabinai remain in

doubt. Atenia is known only from older authorities and has no place

in later authorities. The inference, therefore, is that it was a decaying

place, which was a bishopric in earlier time, and afterwards disappeared.

Dabinai is the only remaining difficulty, and certainly the probability is

against its having ever been a bishopric. It was probably united with

another town in one bishopric, and Hierocles gives them as two separate

towns; several of the Notities do the same with Mesotimolos and

Blaundos in Lydia. Hierocles' list in Fisidia is, therefore, identical with

the list of bishops of his time, after uniting Dabinai with Limnai or

with Atenia ; and one of his names, 6 Tinfiptd&av (Itt/o-koitos), is obviously

transcribed from a list of bishops, while another is probably to be under-

stood as an adjectival from [6] ©c/uo-cSnos [^irtb-Koirot].

3. One of the first problems that confront us is to fix the bounds

between Fisidia, Lykaouia, and Famphylia, in the Byzantine time. In

the early part of the fourth century, Fisidia extended much further to

the east, and included the north-western part of Lykaonia. In 371-2

the new province of Lykaonia was formed by taking parts from Isauria

and Fisidia and probably also from Famphylia. The only way to fix the

frontier where the three provinces meet is to discuss the situation of the

cities that must have a^oined the frontier. All three provinces probably

* See footnote on previotia page.
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touched the lake of Bey Sheher, 'which was in ancient times called

Earalis. The Byzantine name was, perhaps, Pasgousa or Foungousa ; but

the application of this name is not quite certain. The only doubt which

can arise is whether this name should not be applied to the more

westerly double lake, Hoiran G51 and Egerdir G&l, the ancient Limnai.*

Lake Pasgousa or Poungousa has always been considered to be Bey

Sheher Lake ; and the evidence seems conclusive, yet not quite satis-

factory. John Comnenus, in 1142, marched by this lake, and captured

the islands in it, which were inhabited by Christians who from long

intercourse with the Turks had adopted many of their customs. The

point which decides most authorities to identify Pasgousa with Bey
Sheher Lake is that the islanders could go to Ikonion and return the

same day. But this is unsatisfactory, for the eastern coast of Bey

Sheher Lake is over sixty miles from Iconium by road, and the state-

ment as it is given is therefore impossible, and cannot fairly be used as

an argument in favour of the identification, though, of course, it is not.

such a great exaggeration about Bey Sheher Lake as about Egerdir

Lake. A stronger reason is that Skleros is said to huve been the older

name of this lake : it can hardly be doubted that Skleros is the old name

Karalis altered by the etymological tendency in order to get a name with

a meaning in Greek. This reason seems conclusive, and yet the circum-

stances recorded suggest the Limnai rather than Bey Sheher Lake. The
emperor was opening up a road to Attaleia, which had for some time been

entirely out off from land>communication with Constantinople. He
advanced by Laodicea and Sozopolis, both of which he had to recapture

from the -Turks. Bey Sheher Lake lies quite away from any probable

road from Sozopolis to Attaleia, whereas it would be a very natural road

to go by Egerdir, and, in passing, to capture the two islands near it.

This consideration, however, cannot weigh against the preceding reasons,

and therefore Pasgousa, or Poungousa, must be accepted as the Byzantine

name of Lake Earalis. But the geographical accuracy of the later

historians is not always perfect.

Incidentally the first campaign of John gives a striking example of

the manner in which Byzantine Christians were treated by the Seljuk

Sultans and by their own emperors. The inhabitants of the islands

hated Byzantine rule, and preferred the Turks ; and John was obliged

to reduce them by force of arms (Nioet. Chon., 50 ; Cinnam., 22)

Manuel returned from Ikonion by way of Lake Poungousa (formerly

called Skleros). When he reached the head-waters of the Mseander, he

considered he was beyond the enemy's country, and went out to enjoy

th«» -jleasure of hunting. He found, however, an encampment of Turks
yf^iie he was away from camp. This shows the bounds of Seljuk and

Byzantine dominion in the year 1146 (Cinnam., 59).

* On the name, see below, LmrAi.
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4. The situation ofMisthia, Yasada, and Amblada ahows that the noiili

eastern and eastern shore of the lake Karalis belonged to Lykaonia.

5. Karalua must be placed on lake Karalis. It is in Pamphylia,

and, as the northern and eastern shores of the lake belonged to Lykaonia,

and the western shore must apparently have belonged to Pisidia, it must
have been situated on the southern shore. There were probably two
cities, one at the south-eastern end of the lake, where the river runs out

of it to lake Trogitis, and the other near the south-western end.* As
the latter is more likely to be Parlais, the former must be taken as the

site of Earallia. Its modem name is Bey Shehor. Bey Sheher has

been an important city throughout the Turkish period, being named as

one of the six f chief cities of Hamid in the fourteenth century.

Bey Sheher and Ak Sheher are named by Duoas (p. 204) as captured

from Karaman by Murad : their names are given, Kara r^v tZv Tovpxuv

yXwrrav, aa'Axcrtapi} and Hiycriapri.'l

Earallia was by older authorities placed at Eirili Eassaba, the name
being supposed to have remained. The name Kirili may perhaps be

connected with the ancient Karalis,§ but it is primarily the name of the

whole territory along the east side of the lake, and the market-town of

this territory is Eirili Market. The name of the lake may have been

given to the territory, and the name of the territory, according to the

Turkish division, was given to its market-town.

6. Parlais or Paralais. The references to this city are very con-

tradictory. Ptolemy places it in Lykaonia, the Notitiee place it in

Pisidia, Hierocles does not mention the name, and in the Councils the

phrase "Paralais Lykaoniea" occurs several times. It was one of

Augustus's Fisidian colonies, and must, therefore, have been an important

town on a Boman road.

Formerly, when I discovered that Ehatyn Serai was the site of a

Boman colony, and it was not known that Lystra was a colony, the

conclusion seemed inevitable that Parlais was at Ehatyn Serai : I was
forced to this opinion against various considerations, the order of

Hierocles and the authority of Leake, which pointed out Ehatyn Serai

as the site of Lystra. Afterwards M. Waddington, and later M. Imhoof-

Blumer, published coins which showed that Lystra was a Boman colony

;

* This site hag been seen by no traveller, but has been reported to Sterrett and to

myself.

t The six ore Ak Sheher (Philomelion), Bey Sheher, Kara Aghatoh (Neapolis),

Talowatoh (Antiocheia), Seidi Sheher (Lyrbe (?) Kolybrassos (?)), and Sparta (Baris)

:

see Bitter, ' Kleinasien,' II., 461.

X Implying the common dialectic variety Shahr for Sheher. The final v represents

the Turkish ending in -t. For other examples of Turkish names in Oreek eompare

p. 209, p. 290.

§ I do not,however, think so ; first, because it is uncertain whether the name Karalis

was used in later Byzantine time (see § 3) ; and secondly, because Kirli is a commoa
Turkish name.
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and then Mr. Sterrett difloovered an insoription which proved Colonia

Lystra to have been situated at Khatyn Serai. Farlais remains to be

placed on another site.

Kiepert has recently conjectured that Farlais has retained its name
as Baria, on the west coast of Egerdir G5l. This I think impossible

because—(1) it does not account for Ptolemy's attribution to Lykaonia

:

though Ptolemy's authority is, of course, slight in such a matter, owing
to his frequent errors, yet he is confirmed by the phrase "Parlais

Lykaoniaa " at some of the councils ; (2) it does not account for the

attribution of Parlais to Isauria in the Nicene Oounoil ; (3) Barla lies in

a nook between the mountains and the lake, a place which could never

have been of the slightest military importance. The Roman colonies

founded by Augustus were planted for military reasons and connected

by military roads. The idea that a military road could ever have

wound along the crooked and narrow west bank of the Limnai can only

appear ridiculous to any one who has seen the country. These colonies

were certainly founded on one scheme and all connected with the

military centre, Colonia Antiocheia Pisidise. The only way of reaching

Barla from Antiocheia is by a very circuitous road round the lake, a

road which has in many places only just room to pass between the

mountains and the water. The aim of the colonies was to control the

mountaineers of Pisidia and Isauria ; but colonists at Barla would be

cut off from the world and utterly useless. Eiepert's conjecture must,,

therefore, be rejected.

' The problem is to find a site adjoining at once Pisidia, Isauria, and
Lykaonia. Such a site can be found only at the south end of lake

Earalis, or between Earalis and Trogitis. The series of Boman mile-

stones, of large size, but none with any visible traces remaining of

inscription, leading down the east side of Earalis and as far as Trogitip,

also point to the existence of an important military road here, and a

colony is to be looked for on an important military road. Moreover, an

Augustan colony is wanted on the Pisidian frontier, between Lystra on

the east and Eremna on the west, to complete the scheme of Augustus.

Finally, the Latin inscriptions of this neighbourhood are more numerous

than usnal, and Latin inscriptions always indicate the presence of

Bomans. These considerations seem conclusive. There remains only

the difficulty of selecting the exact site. Paralais was in Byzantine

Pisidia, and that province can have included only the western and

south-western shore of Earalis. Buins named Uzumla Monastir are

reported near the south-western extremity. These ruins are close to

the important route from Antiocheia and Ikonion to the coast at Side,

and the situation appeal's to be admirably adapted for striking in several

directions. At the same time the form " Paralais " has, as others have

suggested, perhaps arisen from the situation on the lake. Coins have

the form " Farlais
; " but popular derivation, aided by the natural tendency

VOL. IV. 2 D
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to develope a vowel sound between the two consonants, sought a form

that gave some possible meaning in Greek.*

The principle enunciated in ihe preceding paragraph that, in the

central and eastern parts of Asia Minor, "Latin inscriptions always

indicate the presence ofRomans,"! appears to be an important one. Latin

was very little known in the country, and Latin inscriptions are rare

:

the educated classes wrote in Greek, and the uneducated spoke only the

native language, with perhaps a smattering of Greek. But it is quite

unjustifiable to argue, as MM. Badet and Paris do in ' Bull. Corr. Hell.,'

1886, p. 511, that "la presence d'une inscription Latine & Zosta" (in the

midst of several Greek inscriptions) " semble indiquer Texistence d'une

colonic romaine." If this argument were allowed, we should have far

more than a hundred Boman colonies in the country. The proper argu-

ment to prove the exibtence of a Boman colony has been stated by me
in *Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1883, p. 318, where it is inferred, from the fact of

four inscriptions out of seven at Khatyn Serai being Latin, that a colony

must have existed there. My inference has since been justified by
Professor Sterrett's discovery; and, in general, it may be maintained

that, if the majority of the inscriptions found on a particular site are

Latin, and if more than four or five in all are found, tho site is that of a

Boman colony. The converse, however, cannot be maintained, that in

all colonies the majority of the inscriptions are Latin.

7. An indication of the position of Parlais may bo derived from a

less certain source, viz., the Acta Concil. Nicaen., a.d. 325. The lists of

this council are older than the formation of a separate province of

Lykaonia. The boundaries of Pisidia, and Isauria, and Famphylia were

then very different from the later bounds, and Parlais belonged to

Isauria. It is, however, true that there are several cases in which the

bishoprics at the Council of Nicasa are apparently assigned to the wrong

province ; but, in almost all cases, those which are wrongly assigned are

near the frontier. It may reasonably be maintained that the lists of

this council are much more correct, and that they give us a better

picture of the provincial organisation than such writers as Czwalina

allow. For example : it is possible that before the province of Lykaonia

was formed in 361-2 there was a single large province of Isauria,

including tho southern part of Lykaonia and the eastern part of

Pamphylia, with such cities as Syedra, Homonada, Paralais, and with -

the metropolis Isaura. When, in 361-2, it was found advisable to divide

further the large province of Isauria, all the Lykaonian cities were

taken from it and from Pisidia. It was perhaps at the same time,|

* I believe indeed that it was late before Greek became tbo language of the .

Pibidion people in general ; but it waa known to all educated people, and as a rule it is

only the testimony of the educated that has come down to us.

t I.e., cives Bomani, who are nut necessarily Italians.

X The character of the changes, as they are described in the sequel, makes it

probable that the rcdivislon of Isauria took place all at once.
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certainly it wiw later than a.d. 825, that Lyoia-Famphylia was divided

into two provinoefl, Lyoia and Famphylia. In our oldest antbority, the

Verona MS., Lyoia is omitted, which merely means that it was inoluded,

along with Famphylia, in a single province. In 818 the same f^overnor

is given to both Lyoia and Famphylia.* It has been maintained thi^t in

the Verona MS. Lyoia must be restored; bat before correcting our

authorities, it is better to try whether they cannot be justified. The
lists of 825 divide the eastern towns of Famphylia between Isauria and

Fisidia, assigning Selge to the latter. When Famphylia was separated

from Lyoia, parts were taken both from Isauria and from Fisidia io form

the new province Famphylia.

As Side had equal claim with Ferga to be a metropolis, the

ecclesiastical lists always separate Famphylia Frima under Side

And Famphylia Seounda under Ferga, though the civil organisation

admitted only a single province.f Similarly Bithynia was divided

for ecclesiastical, but not for civil, purposes between Nikomedeia

and Nikaia. To compensate Fisidia for the loss of Ikonion,

Amblada, Selge, &o., Faralais was added to it, and also Mallos, if I

rightly place it ia Mallos Ova. It was probably the unruly state of

Isauria, and the difficulties it caused to the imperial Government, which

led to its being reduced' to a more manageable size. I add the lists of

the three provinces as they existed in 325 : the bishoprics of Famphylia

and of Lyoia are separated at the Council, but the part of Famphylia

(hat remains is too small to have boon really a distinct province.

FiSIDIA.

1. Eulalins Iconiensis (aft. Lykaonia).

2. Telemaohus Hadrianopolitanus.

3. Theodorus Uzelenis.

4. Eutychius Seleuciensis.

£. HesychiuB Neapolitanus.

6. Uranion Selgensis, Sutenonensis.

7. Apagamus, or Aramius, Lisiniensis,

Limonensis.

8. Tarsicius Apamenns.

9. Fatricius Ambladensis (aft. Lykaonia).

10. Folycarpus Metropolitanus.:^

Ikonion.

Hadrianopolis.

Zorzila.

Seleuceia.

Neapolis.

Selge.

Limnai.

Apameia Cibotos.

Amblada.

Metropolis.

* Cod. TheodoB. 13, 10, 2.

t This diviBion is implied by the order of Hierocles, in the Epistula ad Leonem,
AD. 458, and in the lists of Oono. Chaloed., a.d. 451. It lis not recognised ia the lists of
Cone. Constantinop., a.d. 381.

% It may be doubted whether Folycarpus is not the metropolitan of tho whole
province and bishop of Antiooheia, for the metropolitan is not always put first (see the
Isaurian list). But, on the whole, this view seems less probable, and perhaps Iconium
may at this time have been either sole metropolis or one of two metropoleis, in the pro-

vince Fisidia. Silranus of Isauropolis is not called simply Sletropolitanus, but in Isauro

2 D 2
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TiatiA—eonHnued.

11. Aonmediiui, Aoademins ParienBis,*

• Paro. Pappa.

12. HeraoIioB Barenaia. Boris.

Tbeoclorna URenaia : dittography of 3.

13. Adon Byoiaa Lyoiua. Laodioeia.

Famphyua (united with Lyoia).

CalliniouB Pergenais.

EuresiuB Termeaaenua.

Teuxiua Cyrlienia, Siarbitanna.

Domnna Aapendiua.

QuintianuB SeleuoienBia.t

PatrioiuB Mazimiunopolitanu ..

Aphrodisiua Magidorum.

ISAURIA.

PergM.

Tenueiaoa.

Berbe.

Aapendoi.

Sillyon.

Mazimianopolia.

Magydos.

Batata.Stephanua Baratthensia.

AthensBua Zoropaasenua, Oorpiaaitanna. Goropiaaos.

Olaudiopolia.

Selenceia.

laanropolia.

Ptonemonteiohoa ? |
Antiocheia.

Syedra.

Side? Homonada?

Ethesius Claudiopolitanua.

Agapetua Seleuoise.

SilvanUB Metropolitanus in laauro.

Fanstua Phuphenatenuia, PhanemU'

thienais.

AntoniuB Antioahenua.

Neator Sydrensis.

Hesyohiuf, Chorepisoopus.

Cyrillna Sidensifl, Cnmanadcnsis.

Theodorua yasagadenBiB,§ VialbitanuB. Yaaada? Olba?

TheodoruB Uhorepisoopua, Anatolius

,

ChorepiBCopus. ^ -

Panlns Larandensis. Larauda.

QuintuB GhorepiBcopuB. .
"„'•

TyberiuB Lystrenaia.
t,

... Lygtra. " * 7

Aquila Chorepiscopus.

Eusebina Paralais Lyoaoniaa. Paralaia.

is added : compare the phrase of Hilarius, who signed the will of Gregory Nazianzen in

the end of this century, rqt narik 'Itravpfw KaBoXiKrjs iKKKiioltu. The Latin in Isanro

is a bad translation of Karh 'ifftuiptw.

* The corruption is facilitated by the following Barcnsis.

t There is no Seleuceia of Pampbylia : Beleuceia of Fisidia and of Isaoria both

occur in their respective provinces.

X The name is a dii&oulty, as it would be expected to be in Lyoia-Famphylia vrith

SiUyon, Aspendos, and Ferga.

§ Yasagadensis has been corrupted by assimilation to the preceding name ; but see

App. M. 10. Probably Yasada is meant here, as it is supported by Cone. Antiooh.

A.D. 340.
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If we aooept, m far m poatible, the eyidenoe of the Nioene lists, we
mnit aay that when, about 276-82, Isauria was made a separate province,

the frontier was modified from the lino which it had followed since

138-161. Isauropolis seems to have been made the metropolis. Iconium

was transferred to Fisidia, and in its stead Yasada was attached to

Isaoria. To give the new province sufficient extent, the eastern part of

Ljcia-Pamphylis was added to it, inolnding Karallia, Farlais, Mallos,

Lyrbe, Kolobrassos, Homonades, Syedra, probably Etenna and Katenna,

and possibly even Side. But, in the tendency of the fourth century to

diminish the size of the provinces, Lykaonia was created in 371-72 out

of p<irt8 of Fisidia, Isatiria, and Galatia, and Famphylia was made a new
province, distinct from Lyoia. The frontier was again rearranged ; Fam-
phylia was now made to extend even further than it had ever extended

before,—oven Dalisandos, which belonged to Lykaonia-Isauria from 138

to 276, being now attached to Famphylia. The discussion of the bishoprics

has shown the exact bounds of the provinces from this time onwards

:

but Amblada, which must have lielonged to the civil province of Fisidia,

had formed an ecclesiastical connection with Iconium between 276 and

361, and its bishop continued obedient to the metropolitan of Iconium.*

The first certain reference I have found to a separate province

Famphylia is in the epistle of the synod of Alexandreia, a.d. 363, where

we find the enumeration, Famphylia, Lycia, Isauria, Fontus, Cappadooia.

But M. I'Abb^ Duchesne infers, from the mention by Hilarius ' de Synod.'

63 (ii. 498) of ten provinces in the Dioecesis Asiana, that Lycia and

Famphylia were separated already in A.D. 358. If this be so, it becomes

more difficult to follow the Nicene lists.

8. The list of the bishops of Faralais, as given in the Councils,

proves its situation conclusively to have been close to Lykaonia, yet

subject to Fisidia. Th^y are

—

325 Eusebius Faralais Lykaoniss, in Isauria.

381 Fatricius Faraliensis, in Fisidia.

431 Libanius Fari Lykaoniee. -r * ; ; .'

v

'•!'«' :<^'

v4 -•'' 451 libanius Farlai or Faralai in Fisidia.

458 Libanius Faralenus signs ' Epistola Synodi Fisidieo.*

503 Libanius Farlai Lykaoniss.

3v 877 Anthimus Farlai.f ' ' •: -*.; i

Why, then, is Farlais omitted by Hierocles? The omission is to be

compared with those of Eotiaion and Eukhaita. Ferhaps Farlais (which

was evidently an important place, as its bishops were present so regu-

larly at councils) was the head of a small district, transferred from

Isauria to Fisidia in 371-2, but retaining an ecclesiastical isolation for

* This division may seem rather artificial, but I prefer to follow the Nicene list as

far as possible : new evidence may be found to prove or disprove it.

t Oeorgius Oalai in 692 is altered by Le Quien to Parlai; but [Sa]gala[s]i is more
probably correct. ^,l •.,.;•/ ,:( , >> ..=;..-
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ome time. Malloi and Tityaaaot may have been inoludod along with it,

and the whole may gradually hare been traniferrod to the metropolitan

of Antiooheia.* Or poMibly it waa aimply the title Farlaii Lykaoniff}

which proventod Hieroolea from giving it in Fiaidia, and ita omiaaion in

tbe Lykaonian liHta that prevented him from giving it in Lykaonia.

9. Hieroolea begina with a group of aix oities, which occupy tbe

country between the Limnai on the weat, Karalia and the Lykaonian

frontier on tho south, Sultan Dagh on the oast, and the Phrygian frontier

on the north. Of these

—

Antiociieia is well known, and ita lemnina are still very impoaing.

Ita walls, which gain additional elevation from takiug advantage uf a

rising ground, make it a very strong fortrens of the Hellenistic and

Aoman typo. A very remarkable rock cutting, nearly semicircular

in outline and of great size, perhaps marks the hieron of Men
Askaenos. The river Anthios flows through the tetritory of

Antiooheia to the Limnai.t Ptolemy mentions Antiooheia twice : onco

in Piaidia of Galatia Provincia, along with ApoUonia, Aiublada, and

Keapolis; and once in Phrygia Fisidia of Famphylia Provincia. The
former list is apparently founded on a Roman official authority, while

the latter does not appear to be so, and can, therefore, not be relied on oa

a perfect authority for the boundaries of tho province.

10. Neapolis is first mentioned by Pliny. It occurs in Qcogr.

Bavenn., which may bo taken as a proof that it was on a Roman road.

Moreover, Hierooles is particularly fond of beginning his enumeration

of the cities of a province by giving those which lie on some important

rood ; e.g. in Lydia : Sardis, Philadelphia, Tripolis ; in Lykaonia : Ikonion,

Lyiitra. Ptolemy places Keapolis south of Antiooheia, and we may,

therefore, assume that it was on tbe Roman road, many of whose mile-

stones aro preserved from Antiooheia to Mistheia, Karallia, Parlais, and

the south coast at Side. On this road is the important town of Kara

Aghatch, which is known to have been one of the six great towns of

this part of the plateau in the fourteenth century.f

The earliest Notitiee, YII., YIIL, IX., mention Neapolis as a

bishoprio under Antiooheia, but the later Notitiss give it as an arch-

bishoprio.§ This dignity was probably given to it at the Eame time as

to Mistheia : the exact date is uncertain, but was before 838 a.d. Its

* The disouBsion of tho Akmonia district and the Klionai district in Phrygia, and

the Kormasa-Komama-Fanemonteichos group in Fampliylia, give parallel instances.

Compare also Selge.

t Antbiob on coins : Kiepert gives Antens.

X They are Ak Sheher (Fhilomelion), Bey Sheher (Karallia), Seidi Sheher (Lyrbe

or Kolybrasaos), Isbarta, conunonly pronounced by all natives Sparta (Baris), Yalo-

watch (Antiocheia), Kara Aghatch ; v. Bitter, ' Kleinasien,' II., 460.

§ Only Notitia I. mentions it as an archbishopric of Fiuidia ; the others, XL, X., XL,
give it; like other archbishoprics, without indicating the province, and henoe Parthey'a

index divides the references to this city under two separate heads.
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importftnoe in later Bysantine time oorreiponila to that of Kara AglmtoU
in early Tarkiah time.

No ooina of Neapolii are known.
11. Anahoura. a people named Analwtireia are known from ia«

Boriptiona and from Strabo. The firat of those inioriptiona waa publiahed

by me in the ' Atheniaohe Mittheilnngon,' 1883, p. 71, and the number
haa aince been inoreaaed by Profeaaor Sterrett. The diaappcaranco of the

namo Anaboiira from all writera later than Strabo ia duo to ita being

replaced by NeapoUa* I atatod (I.e., p. 70) that " aome time between

10 A.D., the lateat date mentioned in Strabo, and 75 a.d., about which

time Pliny wrote the ' Hiatoria Naturalia,' the name Ncapolia displaced

the name Anaboura. Either a new name waa given to the old town, or

a new town was built near the old one in a more suitable situation."

Profeaaor Sterrett has detected in the modern furra Enevre * the old

name Anabuuia, and has thus proved that the second alternative ia

correct. The " New City " waa built on the Boman road, but the old

Anaboura continued to exiat, and we might expect to find, if the Notitin

were complete records of the actual atate of the country, the entry &

'Avafiovpititv ^rot NcairdXca)^.

The namo Anaboura alao occura in Phrygia. The northern part of

Piaidia waa certainly inhabited by a Phrygian people, apeaking a

Phrygian language, and Strabo undoubtedly considered that Antiooheia

belonged to Phrygia,t and that the frontier between Phrygia and

Piaidia waa between Antiooheia and Anaboura.

Manea Ourammoea, who ia mentioned in the inacription of Anaboura,

quoted above, waa probably a ohief or king of the people before its final

conquest by the Bomans.:(

The territory of the Anabonreis probably lay north and west of that

of the Orondeis. One of their inscriptions waa found at Felle by

Professor Sterrett. I copied it again in 1886. It ia built into a

Turkish aqueduct, the stones for which may have probably been brought

from a distance. It is, however, not necessary to believe with Professor

Sterrett that this stone has been brought from Enevre across the hills, a

distance of nine or ten miles. It is equally probable that the territory of

the Anaboureis was wide, and. included several small towns or villages.

12. LiMNAi, Sabinai, and Atmenia belong to the region of the double

lakes called Limnai, and of their north-east and east side. The

order of Hierooles is here confirmed by the evidence of the inscriptions

of the iwM T(K/Aopctot.§ Sabinai and Atmenia are good examples

of the difficulty of determining from Byzantine lists alone the

* It is not a village, but a deserted ruin (Euren), 7 or 8 miles west of Karagatch.

t Ho speaks of it as Antiocheia wphs t^ TliiriSlq, p. 569.

X With the phrase of the Aoabouran inscription, 6vt*s iMiyovoi Mcifou OvpanfiSov,

compare the frequent fiaaiXiuv koI rtrpapxSiy kirSyovoi in inscriptions of Ankyra

Galatite. I have discussed the probable sense fully in " A Study of Phrygian Art, II."

in «Joum. Hell. Stud.,' 1889. , .

§ See below, § 35.; ;
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I
proper form of a namo. The forms Atmenia, Atenia, Atenoa, all occur

;

the natural conclusion from these would be that Atmenia is correct, and

that a letter has been lost in the shorter forms. But the inscriptions

show that Tenia was the form in the Soman period. So Sabinui is

in all probability to be identified with the ethnic Dabenous of the

inscriptions.* Until some inscription reveals it, the true form of the

name Sinethaudos, Siniandos, Siniandros, Sitriandos will always be

nncei'tain. Suua examples render the identification of Alieros and

Alastos less improbable.

13. Pappa is mentioned by Ptolemy as one of the two cities of the

Orondeis. The emperor Tiberius seems to have given it the rank of a

city, and allowed it to take the name Tiberiopolis. A coin published

by M. Waddington has the legend TIBEPIEON nAnOHNON, and an

inscription found at Antiocheia by Professor Sterrett reads : Tvxqv tvfitvyj

Tg KoXtdvciiji, TifiepioiroXuTwv Uamrrfviov 'OpovSimv fiovXii 8^/*os.t This

inscription was obviously engraved on the pedestal of a statue of

"the Good Fortune of Antiocheia," presented to the colony by the

Fappenoi ; and this presentation, combined with that of Lystra X (jrjv

Mfnifpardrrfv 'A.VTio\iii>v KoXmviav q XafiirporaTr} ArxrrpiiDV KoAwvt'a T^i'

d^X<f>rjv . , . lT(ifirj(T€i') probably points to some special crjnnection of

Antiocheia as a metropolis with the whole set of Bomau foundations of

Augustus and Tiberius in the southern part of the province Galatia.

These foundations had all certainly tho object of holding the newly-

conquered countiy, and of guarding it against tlie mountaineers of

Isauria and the Homonades. They were connected by a system of roads,

which radiated from Antiocheia as the military centre of the whole of

southern Galatia.

The military colonies of Augustus, which were probably founded in

B.C. 6 (0. 1. L., iii., Supplem., No. 6974) were

—

;, ; j

Colonia .Tulia Augusta Olbasa. ,. ^

Colonia Julia Augusta Pia Fida Comama.§ ,.

Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Cremna.

Colonia Julia Augusta Parlais. -a
'

<

Colonia Julia Felix Gemina Lystra.

Colonia Ceesareia Antiocheia.

* On these two names see § 35, aud my paper on "The Grieco-Koinan

'Civilisation in Pisidia," in ' Joum. Hell. Stud.,' 1883.

t This inscription gives the correct form of the name, and at the tame time finally

disposes of the idea that there was a city Oroanda. The following texts mention the

tribe :—Polyb., zxii., 25 : iiawiartiKf wphs rohs 'OpoavitU ; iv. 26 : xp^MBTt irapii raw

OpoavZiav ', Livy, xxxviii., 18 :
" legat' Oroandensium ;

" ib. 37, " L. Manlio Oroanda

misso," which implies the existence of a city, is probably a mutranslstion from PoIyl>ius

;

ib. 39 :
*= ab Oroandis rediit; " Plin., v., 24 : "oppida Oroanda, Sngalessos

;

" but Sillig

quotes one MS. Oronda and another Aronda; this is a falso inference from the tribal

Orondeis; Ptulemy has 'OpoviiKol.

X Fouad at Antiocheia by Sterrett. I have since copied it again in 1886.

§ So Head, ' Hist. Num. ;
' but a coin is quoted with legend : COL. IVL. AVG. Q. I.

F. COMAMENORVM, and another with G. F., which imply Gemina not Pia.
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The preceding inscription, showing such a olos9 relation between

Pappa and Antiocheia, may be taken as a proof that Tiberius connected

Tiberiopolis Pappa with Augustus's series of colonies, and, as Pappa
occurs in Anon. Ravenn., we may conclude that it was on a Boman road

from Antiocheia to the south or cast. One important line seems

requited to maintain the connection of Antiocheia with Lystra Colonia

and with Lykaonia and the east in general. This route leads straight

cast from Kara Aghatch (Neapolis) round the southeiTi end of the

Sultan Oagh to Doghan Hissar (near Hadrianopolis-Thymbrion), and

thence south to Ikonion and Lystia, and east to Tyriaion (Ilghin).

We may probably connect the foundation of Neapolis * with the forma-

tion of this road, and attribute a general revision and improvement of

the organisation of Fisidiaf to Tiberius. Similarly another wide-

reaching reorganisation took place under Claudius, probably in his first

year, 41 a.d., when Lykaonia was remodelled, and the foundations,

Claudoikonion, Claudio-Derbe, Colonia Claudiopolis, Claudioseleuceia,

Colonia Archelais, and Caesareia were probably all made.

We thus have a clue to the situation of Pappa, on the road east of

Neapolis and south-east of Antiocheia. Another clue is furnished by
the situation of the tribe Orondeis with their two cities Misthia and

Pappa. Ptolemy places Pappa to the east and south of Misthia : con-

sidering his vague ideas as to the comparative situation of the roads and

cities, we may accept the statement as to the district, without that as to

direction. The fact that Pappa is in Pisidia, r/hile Misthia is in

Byzantine Lykaonia, shows that Pappa was probably further north than

Misthia. Pappa, then, is t be looked for between Neapolis and Doghan
Hissar. Professor Sterrctts suggestion that Tcharyk Serai, one hour

east of Kara Aghatch, was the site of Pappa, has, therefore, everything in

its favour.

The preceding argument has shown why the inscription found by
Professor Sterrett at Beldjez or Beldjighas cannot be taken as proof that

Pappa was situated there, though it is the epitaph of a tomb constructed

by TtifioOtoi Mci/fcov Havwrivoi x"^''^^' Such inscriptions are sometimes

erected by metoikoi, and Tiraotheos must have gone from Pappa to

practise his trade in another city. Professor Sterrett also rightly rejects

this inference4

14. Hierocles next passes to Paroreios Phrygia, part of which belonged

to Byzantine Pisidia. The name of the first city in this district is of

* Above we dated it 19 to 76 ; wo may now date it 19-37.

t A city Tiberiopolis also in northeia Plirygia (Egri Gdz or Amed). The
institution of Cappadooia as a procuratorial province in 17 also belongs to Tiberius,

but not the renaming of Mazaka (eec p. 303).

X He, liowever, goes much too far when he takes this inscription as a proof that

Pappa was not at Beldjez, and gives his III- 420 as a proof that Adada was not at

Kara Bavlo (' Wolfe Expedition,' p. 283). This is exactly the contrary of what he should

have inferred. Such occurrence of an ethnic in an iuscription is always an indication.

f
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quite unoortain form, Sinethandos, SiniandroB, or Sitriandos. It was, to

judge from the order of Hierooles, probably situated at Khadyn Khan,

where there are numerous remains. I have published these in the

*Atheni8che Mittheilungon,' 1888, where I have stated the opinion that

Sinethandos was in the Roman time only a pagus of the territory of

Laodiceia.* The other cities of this district, Tyriaion, Hadrianopolis or

Thymbrion, and Philomelion, have already been discussed under eect. C,
Nos. 58-62. Hierooles then passes to the western part of Fisidia,

beginning his list with Sozopolis.

15. APOLLomA is proved by its rich coinage and by its numerous

inscriptions to have been a very important city. It was a foreign settle*

ment of Lycian and Thvacian colonists, and in all probability Professor

Hirschfeld is right in regarding it as a foundation of the Fergamenian

kings.f The Thracian colonists may, perhaps, have been mercenary

soldiers, who, under the name Traleis, formed a distinct part of the

Fergamenian forces. Some Lycians were, for some reason unknown to

us, settled along with them Apollonia then was a Fergamenian coiinter-

poise to the Seleucid foundations Dokimion and S^'nnada.

16. Sozopous takes the place of Apollonia in the Byzantine lists.

Frofessor G. Hirschfeld was the first to observe the cori-espondence as

being probable, but had no proof to give. For years I felt sure that he

was right, but sought in vain to find any direct proof, though an indirect

proof may be gathered from the campaigns of John and Manuel Com-
nenus. At last I found the following passage in the ' Acta Sauctorum,'

June 19, p. 813, in estimating the value of which we must remember
that a pass leads across the mountains from Apollonia to Konana.

S. Zosimus lived at Apollonia in the territory Sosopolis ('Afl-oXAwviaSos t^
€v SwtroTroXci) in the reign of Trajan. He was seized by Domitian the

praises,^ who resided at Antiocheia, shod with iron shoes, yoked with

the horses, and driven to Konana (cis t^v Kavtwruji/ iroXiv, where read

Kovaviwv). Another manuscript life of Zosimus says he was killed iv ry

Kovavitov voXti, whither the proBses had gone after passing through

Apollonia. In this document the phrase occuis, ^kOev hi iv T-fj 'AvoXXiDviq.

tli'jugli not a conclusive proof, of the ancient name. The presumption irom the inwirip-

tion of BeldJL'Z is that Pappa was situated there ; but general considerations lead us

to rcj^'ct this presumption.

Siniandos is oinittijd in the earliest Notitiro VII., VIII., IX. The others give it, so

that tlio omission in thcsu three is probably nccidcutal.

t He, however, as I think, wrongly, understands Avkioi Qp^Kis as meaning Thracians

of Lycia ; it should Iv understood as equivalent to Aixioi koI 0p^K*s, and as proving two

classes of colonists iu Um city. The inscription quoted in E. 15 seems to prove this.

The Qp^Kn were probatdy fhracian mercenaries who had served in the Pcrgameniau

nrmy, where they were called Tpd\fis (see Tralleis Asiuc).

t The tole, therefore, first tot>k literary form after the reorganisation of the provinces

attributed to Diocletian ; but tho local kiiowletlge is a clear mark of a genuine popular

tradition living in the country. The firet aooount given in the text is quoted from tho

Menologioa Basilii.
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Sta r^ ^(oioviroXiTStv TroXct. These phrases show that the tale took literary

form when the name Sozopolis had become common, and that of ApoUonia
was little known. It is not known at what period this took place, but
the name Sozopolis occurs in all documents from the Council of Con-

stantinople, A.D. 381, onwards. Probably Sozopolis is not merely another

name for ApoUonia, but a differoDt city, so that the document just

quoted is quite accurate in speaking of ApoUonia as being in the territory

of Sozopolis. ApoUonia was a city of the plain having the peaceful

character of the Pergamenian foundations.* Perhaps during the fourth

century it was deaorted, and Sozopolis was built on a lofty almost isolated

hill projecting from the mountains on the south, the modem Olu Burlu.

"We can now have little hesitation in correcting Sterrett's SopoTrdAecDs in

No. 545 to So[^](Mro\«<os.t

Sozopolis was an important place for pilgrimage in Byzantine times.

There was a statue there of the Virgin from which oil exuded.J Theo-

dorus of Sj'kea went on a pUgrimage to the church of the Virgin at

Sozopolis, and his route by Germe and Amorion is described. He stayed

forty days at Sozopolis, where Zoilus was the bishop. The church

dated, according to tradition, from Mark, the cousin of Baniabas, who
became bishop of Apollonias (' Acta Sanct.,' June 20, p. 67). The sacred-

ness of Sozopolis as a place of pilgrimage is probably due in part to the

fountain called Ayasman (i.e. ayiW/xa) at Tymandos, a city in the

neighbourhood.

Sozopolis passed into Turkish hands in accordance with the agreement

made by Michael VII. with the Seljuks in a.d. 1074.§ It was recaptured

by John Comuenus in 1120, and seems to have remained under the

Byzantine power for some time. Sozopolis was besieged unsuccessfully

by the Turks in 1142, but it remained probably in Byzantine hands

throughout the reigns of John and Manuel Comnenus ; but at last, in

1180, Sozopolis, Attaleia and Kotiaion were finally captured by the

Turks ou the death of Manuel. A Christian congregation, however,

has preserved an unbroken continuance in it throughout the Turkish

rule.

17. Tymandos was discovered by Professor J. K. S. Sterrett at Yassi

Euren, four hours east of Olu Borlu (Sozopolis). It was raised to the

rank, of a polis by some pagan emperor or emperors, most probably

* The precise site of ApoUonia is probably at Olukman, which Sterrett describes,

' Wolfe Expedition,' p. 352, though he seems, like previous writers, to consider Olu Borlu

the actual site of Apolloiiia.

t o for « in an inscription dated A.D. 1069 need surprise nobody.

X
" Oleo quod ex sanctns purn;que Dei Genetricis semperque virginis MarisB Dominoa

nostra) imagine solet scaturiie Sozopoli " (' Act. Sanct.,' April 6, p. 560). It might be

doubted in tliia example which Sozopolis is meant; but tho route of Theodorus Sykeotn,

as given in the following sentence of the text, leaves no doubt that he went to Sozopolis

of Pisidia ('Act. Sunot.,' April 22, p. 53).

§ According to the certeiidy correct inference of Finlay, there was such a treaty or

at least agreement.

it f
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Diocletian and Maximian, to whose age the inscription seems to belong.

Tymandos is n^entioned by Hierooles and all the NotitisB. It is not

mentioned by any older writers, except Ptulomy, who gives it under the

form Talbonda. This identification seemed always very probable to me,

bat it might probably seem to many critics to strain too far the possi-

bilities of language. I regard the varI<ition as merely one of the most

extreme examples of the changes through which native names were
liable to be forced when they assumed a Greek form. Other examples

are Sagalassos and Selgessos, recorded by Strabo as equivalent, Selge and

E2TAELIIY2 on coins, ESTFEAIIYS and Aspendos.* But fortunately

I found a decisive proof, which sets this identification beyond contro-

versy and makes analogies unnecessary.

18. Talbonda is mentioned only by Ptolemy and at Conoil. Constan-

tinop. 448 a.d., Avhere, in the Latin Version, occurs " Longinus reveren-

dissimus episcopua TalbondanaB civitatis provincioe PisidisB," while the

Greek version has 6 evXa/SeoraTos im<rK<yiroi riji Tv/iofSijvoiv iroAccot iirap\iai

Iluridta;. The names Talbonda and I'ymandos are here used as

equivalent to each other.

There is a saint named Conon connected with Mandi or Manda in

Pamphylia who may belong to T;;mandos : the ecclesiastical lists often

omit the first syllable of the name. But Mandi may be for Magydi.

Another Conon of Bidanc, 18 stadia from Isaura, is difficult to distin-

guish from this Conon (' Act. Sanct.,' March 6).

The beautiful spring in the hill south-east of Yassi Euren,']' called

Ayasman (dytao-zLia) by the Turks, is still a place of annual pilgrimage

for the Greeks of Olu Borlu (ApoUonia). In t'ae pagan time it seems

to have been dedicated to Hercules Bcstitutor, as is shown by a Latin

inscription (C. I. L., iii., Supplem., No. 6867) ;
" Herouli Kestitutori C.

lulius Hi)ario."f

The permanence of the religious awe attaching to this and other

such striking manifestations of the divine power is one of the most

interesting features in the religion of Asia Minor.

19. Metropolis was placed in the Tchul Ovassi by G. Hirschfeld,

the first traveller who explored the valley ; but he afterwards deserted

this view, and argued confidently that it was in the valley of Apolloaia.

The fact that it was on the great highway from Ephesos to Cajsareia

would alone be sufficient evidence that the latter view is incorrect.

• Kormasa, Korbasa, Kolbnssos and Torbossos seem to me a certain case of

equivalence ; but others may doubt it.

t Sterrctt discuasos the proper form of tliis name at some length, and finally

concludes that the first vrord is YaztU, meaning " level." He has misunderstood the

sharp dental sibilant. Bedbouse's Turkish handbook gives Fomi', level. It is a common
element in Turkish village names—Yassi Eyulr, Yassi Euren, Yassi GUmii.

X Fphem. Epigraph. V., 13054 from Sir C, Wilson's copy. Less correctly by Sterrctt,

' Wolfe Exped.,' No. 559. On account of his dififeronce in text I went back in 1888 and

re-examined the inscription.
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re used as

a a common

Eiepert's old map placed Metropolis witb approximate accuracy. It is

di£Bcult to see why Metropolis was given to Fisidia under the Byzantine

system. It naturally goes with Fhrygia. It is closely connected by
road with Synnada, while the mountain chain which in general bounds

Byzantine Fisidia on the north divides it from the rest of that province.

In spite of these considerations it was divorced from Synnada, and

subjected to Antiocheia. In the ' Cone. Chalced.,' Heorticius, bishop of

Metropolis, is so often called bishop of Nikopolis Fisidise, and even of

Metropolis Nikopolis Fisidiae, as to make it probable thai the name
Nikopolis was actually borne by Metropolis during the fifth century.*

20. Apameia. was long one of the greatest cities of Asia Minor. Its

decay dates from the foundation of Constantinople. Under the new
system it was no longer on a great road, whereas so long as commerce

tends to the west it is situated at a knot in the road-system. Frofessor

O. Hirschfeld's discussion of the topography is generally satisfactory,

but he is certainly wrong about the rivers. Mr. Hogarth has corrected

him. Hirschfeld identified the Lidja as the Marsyas. Hogarth, with

correct instinct, rejected the idea that " this melancholy stream, bubbling

tamely out of a flat tract at the foot of a naked slope, and slinking

away more like a drain than a river, could be the storied Marsyas." f

This little stream is formed by tepid springs, called, therefore, by the

generic name Lidja, and a coin of Apameia, which shows the four

streams Mai(andros), Mar(Byas), Or(ga8), and Ther(ma), grouped around

the patron goddess of Apameia (a deity of the Ephesian Artemis type),

is a conclusive proof that the people of Apameia distinguished the hot

springs from the Marsyas.

Frofessor Hirschfeld quotes in support of his identificaiion of the

Marsyas " ein paar Quellen, welche ganz nah seinem Austritte jetzt aus

i'.wei Bogennischen aufsprudelnd alsbald in ihn fallen
:

" these springs

he identiiies as KAaiW and Ttkm. He has not observed that the two
" BogennischcL' " are simply two low arches to carry the Roman road

over the hollow where the various hot springs rise. His supposition of

a grotto having formerly existed at this place seems to me J absolutely

inconsistent with the surroundings. Hirschfeld also errs in ^j'^ing the

name Huda-verdi, " God hath given," to the principal stream. The name

I devoted a paper lo the " Mcropolitanus Campus" in • Journ. Hell. Slud.,' April,

1888. I have to add the "oUowing fragment of an inscription, which I copied on the

actual site of Metropolis, half-way between Tatarii and Haidarli in October, 1883

:

[ri ^v\ii Ka\ 6 Srjfios iTtliif}Ttv *A]p[r«ju]i'8a)f)0»' ioaStpovs rod 'Ap{r']tfuSltip]ov

(r;([o]A[o]im[»c]or', AvSpa iirltrtinov Kal iv iroKKoh XP^"''/""' yfyov6[T]a rp itarplii, i6vTa

Koi ipyipiov tls iyiivos Sia

t Huschfeld » Ober Celainai-Apameia Kibotos," in ' Berl. Akad. Abhandl.,' 1876

;

Hogarth in ' Joum. Hell. Stu(! ,' 1888.

X I visited Apameia in 1S81, 1882 (very hurriedly), and 1888, when I examined this

point carefully, knowing li jgarth's unpublished opinion. In 1881 I had not read

Hirschfeld's paper ; but a« I knew he had done the site very carefully, I paid no special

attention to the topography.

It:
:r! .
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Huda-verdi is restricted to a single fountain, whioh burst forth about

50 years ago (as I was told) at a point about 100 yards or more below

the chief fountains of this stream, and a little above the highest mill.

This new fountain gives fine drinking-water, whioh, if I remember

rightly, none of the other fountains do, and hence is called Huda-verdi.

Much of its water is kept separate, and carried off by a wooden pipe for

the use of the town.

The supposed fountain Eallirhhoo at Apameia deponde on Sestini's

false reading of a coin; see Imhoof-Blumer, Num. Zft., 1884, p. 289.

Professor Hirschfeld's large scale map of Apameia is very good. It

is to be regretted that we have no other map like it for any site in the

interior of Asia Minor.* His small mr.p of the 7?ineir and Dombai
valleys, given on the same sheet, is not so good as it should be. His

study of the history of Apameia-Celoinai is very iuiportant.

Hierocles now passes to the southern parts of PisiCiia, and goes along

them from west to east. His first name is one of the great difiScultios

of the province.

21. EuDOXiouPOUS if never mentioned, except by Hierocles; but

probably it is to be identified with Theodosioupolis,! mentioned among
the signatures to the ' Epistola ad Leonem.' The order, Apameia, Eudoxi-

oupolis, Sagalassos, Baris, suggests that Eudoxioupolis is to be placed at

Kilij, near the north-eaatcrn end of lake Askania, and near the modern

town Eetchi Borlu. There can be no doubt that there was an ancient

city and bishopric here, and equally little doubt that it was in Byzantine

Pisidia.:^ The district seems to have been an imperial estate on the

borders of Phrygia, and a boundary-stone of this estate has been

described in E., 16. We cannot, therefore, place at Kilij any city

that coined money, and if this is correct the only names of the Roman
poriod that can be applied to it are Zorzila and Bindeos. Now Zorzila

seems to be more probably situated elsewhere. Moreover, we have just

seen that Theudosioupolis was the name given to this place in the

fourth or fifth century, and Theudosioupolis may be identified with

Bindeos, but cannot possibly be identified with Zorzila, for the two occur

in the samo ^jsts, 4^3 and 530. Bindeos, therefore, may be placed at

Eilij; its wavjt of coinage i» due to its being on an imperial esl^ate. It

received from one of the two emperors Theodosius the rank of a city

and bishopric, but the old name Bindeos returns from 692 onwards.

The modern name Pandas, 2 hours south of Kilij, at the other end of

the valley, may contain the ancient name, but is certainly not the

ancient site. The form of the name, which is always o tow Bii'Sat'ou

Even on the coast hardly any sites are decently mapped. M. Weber's map of

Ephcsoa is one of the few exceptions.

t The form [»]«w8o(Tioi}jro\ii might readily bo corrupted ZvSo^ioviroMs.

X Sterrett, ' Wolfe Expedition,' gives several inscriptions, and I have copied addi-

tional ones.

(Biv
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(BivScov) liri(TK(moi, may be duo to its being an imperial estate, and

KTrjiAaroi may bo understood. In that case BtvSatov would be the genitive

of an adjeotive, and 'Qivha, or some similar form, would be the name ; but

from want of any distinct authority I retain tho name as Bindeos.

Ftolemy gives in Fisidia both Boudos Yetus and Ouinzela. The former

is transferred by error from Phiygia ; the latter occurs also in Galatia.*

I think that Beudos has been placed hero by Ptolemy through confusion

with Bindeos, and the mention of it along with Baris, Konane, and

Seleuceia, suits admirably the situation just assigned.

22. Saqalassos it called Sagalessos by Pliny, and Selgessos is given

as an alternative form by Strabo. Probably, therefore, the second a is

a weak vowel that has developed between the two consonants, and

SaglagsuB or Selgesscs is closer to the native form of the name. The
modem form is Aghlasun, which is the old accusative "XayXavov with

tho loss of initial s, Saglasos differs from Selge § only by the addition

of the suffix -sa or -ssos, which is so common in Asia Minor. Similar

examples are

—

Frokoncssos (Hellespontus).

Thyessos (Lydia).

EidyossoB (Phrygia),

Halikarnassos (Caria).

Frakana (Isauria).

Thya-teira (Lydia).

Eadoi (Phrygia).

Halikyrna (Bceotia).

Professor G. Hirsohfeld, followed by Professor Eiopert in his latest

map, makes Manlius march by Sagalassos. Livy says only that he

laid waste " agros Sagalaasensium," and I have shown in my " A. S. P."

that the agri are the lands along tho south side of lake Askania, which

belonged to Sagalassos even down to the time of Diocletian. Professor

Hirsohfeld's error was entirely excusable until the inscriptions which

show the wide extent of tho Sagalassian territory were discovered ; and
if he had known this fact he would doubtless have recognised that

Leake was correct in his idea of the march of Manlius. The route that

Kiepert, in modification of Hirschfield, gives in his last map shows

mngnificent disregard of impassable moiintafns. Kiepert apparently

saw that Hirsohfeld's view that Manlius advanced into Pamphylia is

irreconcilable with Polybius, who is clear that Manlius did not advance

further than " near Termessos." But he clings to Hirsohfeld's theory

of tho Hubsoquent route, and makes Manlius cut along the ridges of

Tauros north-east from Termessos. This via media is impossible physi-

cally : either Hirsohfeld's theory or mine must be accepted.

* Ouinzela, given twice, is an error such as Ptolemy repeats in tlic case of Olba

and Kormasa. It is, perhaps, to bo identified with Yinda or Vindia of the Antonino

Itinerary on the road between Dorylaion, Germa and Ankyra. This suits Ftolemy very

well.

t The difficulty of rendering this name in Greek is shown by the older coins with

legend ZTAEnOZ, EZTAELIIYZ ; v. Imhoof-BIumer, ' Monn. Gr.,' p. 340.

''\- '1 '
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23. Baris retains its name as Sparta or Isbarta: Isbarta is the

oflBoial spelling, Sparta is the inyariable pronunciation.*

24. MiMASSOs has retained its name to the present day as Minasun.

It was discovered by Professor Sterrett, a little to the south-east of

Sparta, and it is knows also from coins reading

MINAZZEnN KAI KONANEnN OMONOIA.

Its situation might be taken to prove that it was united in ono

bishopric with Baris, but the above coin indicates some old-standing

connection between Minassos and Eonane, and rather points to its being

united with Eonane. The point is difficult to decide.

At Cone. yi. Constant., a.d. 680, we find Koa-nSii Koravuv ijroi

Mavovwf, which we might correct to Mwamriav, but in other entries

we find Ko<r/M« Kavrwwv r^ Ila/i^vXuov hrapx*las and " Ccsmas episcopus

Conanensis Famphylise." Kooyias Mavovmv alone frequently occurs, and

once " Ccsmas Homonadornm." It is named rogpilarly between Earallia

and Eorakesion. The probability, therefore, is that the bishopric in

question is that which, under the name Mamuov, Mavdvav, M-avawov,

iiavavatav is mentioned in many Notitias, last in Famphylia Prima.

Eonana or Eantana is obviously a mistake for Kotana (i.e. Eateuiia).

Ptolemy seems to mention Minassa under the form of Orbanassa,

where the first syllable has probably come from an assimilation to

Olbasa above.

25. Seleukeu Sidera, at the ruins named Solef, near Baiyat, was

discovered by Professor G. Hirschfeld. Claudioseleukeia ia its name on

coins.

26. AaRAi was united in one bishopric with Seleukeia. It was

identified by Hirschfeld in the modern Aghras, three miles north of

Seleukeia.

The first bishop of Seleukeia was Artemon, who, according to the

tradition, was converted by Saint Paul on his visit to this city (' Act.

Sanct.,' March 24, p. 474).

27. TiMBRiAS was situated on the river Eurymedon, whose name is

mentioned on its coins. I suggested to Mr. Sterrett to look for it on the

upper Eurymedon (the lower course of the river being excluded, as

belonging to Byzantine Pamphylia), and he discovered no other possible

situation except the valley of Tilan Ova, and rightly infers that

Timbrias was situated there.

28. The next name is one of the puzzles in Hieiocles
; [6] Gc/iio-ovtos

* Compare Burdur, the o£SoiaI form, Buldur the popular one. I am unablo to

understand why Fiof. G. Hirschfeld says in a note in his paper on the route of Manlius

in the Gratulationsschrift of Konigsberg University to the Boman Institute that the

modem form Isbarta proves that the ancient accent was Baph, not Bdpis : §ls hdpiSa

naturally becomes Isbarta; ci5 BaplSa could only become something like Isvrid, compare

CIS NiKo/t^Sciac, Isnimid, Ismid. The accented syllable remains, the unaccented syllables

grow weak and often disappear.
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{imaKtnrot) is a form clearly doiived, and certainly corrupted, from a list

of bishops. The only name which could readily be corrupted in thia

way is Frostama. Attains Frostamensis was present at Conoil.

Constant., a.d. 881. Frostama is obviously to be identified with

Frostanna of coins. The most remarkable and frequent type on coins of

Frostanna is the mountain OYIAPOS. When in 1886 I traverued this

district I ame first in sight of the lofty peak of Egerdir rising above

the intermediate hills, as we crossed from lake Askania to the valley of

Baris, and when for days afterwards I saw what a remarkable feature it

was in the view from many points of our route, I recognised it as Mount
Viaros. Then I observed that Hierocles mentions the city between

Timbrias and Konane, which exactly suits Egerdir. Finally the posi-

tion and importance of Egerdir requires an ancient city to have been

situated somewhere in the district naturally connected with it. On
these grounds I propose the identification Frostanna—Egerdir with some
confidence. I do not mean to assert that the two are on exactly the same
site, fur it is rarely the case that a modern city in Asia Minor occupies

precisely the ancient site ; but I consider that Frostanna was situated at

the southern end of the Limuai.

If Frostanna was so important, why is it omitted from all the lists

of bishoprics? Two possible reasons suggest themselves. It might

have been constituted an archbishopric in the sixth or seventh century,

and though it is never mentioned among the archbishoprics, the

objection in not fatal, for these liots omit also Akraonia and other places.

But in this case I think another explanation is more probable. The
bishoprics of Limnai and of Froutanna were probably united in one at

some time later than 381. The two naturally go together; Limnai

includes especially the two islands close to Egerdir, and its religious

importance would lead to the conjoint bishopric being named after

Limnai. A thoroughly complete list would probably give both names,

o AifivSiv ^01 IlpotrTawmv,

29. JusTiMiANOPOLis is, as Wesseling saw, a temporary name of

Konana. The evidence may be put more strongly than he g^ves it, since

we have diHtinguished the classes of Notitiae. VII. and YIII. give the

same list of biMhoprics : and they give the following :

—

VII. 17 Tymandos, 18 Justinianopolis, 19 Metropolis.

VIII. 17 Tymandos), 18 Konana, 19 Metropolis.

30. Konana was detected by Frofessor G. Hirschfeld in the modern

Gonen. Tite name is frequently confused with Komama and Komana in

the ecolesia.stical lists, so that the task of separating the bishops of

the various cities is by no means easy, and had not been satLl'actorily

done by Le Quien.

31. In the last two names Hierocles turned back westwards to

complete tbe western district of Fisidia. He now goes on to complete

the southern frontier by giving the cities in the south-eastern district of

VOT.. IV. 2 E
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Fisiilia. Mullofl is probably to bo lookoil fur in tho Malloa Ova, on tho

road from PnrlaiB to Sido.

32. Adada is fixed at Kara Biivlo by tho hisor';)tion found thoro by
Mr. Stcrrott (* Wolfe Expedition,' No. 420), thon«li ho hiniHolf draws, on

p. 28;), exactly the opposite infuronno. Proft 88or G. Hirsuhfeld and myself

iudopondontly *1r<-\\ the aamu oimolusion from tho in-oriptlon whon it

was publishetl. In tho g'tntos hold at Kara Bavlo it compotitjr who was
a uiti/'On of Timbriasnnd of Adada gained tho pri/o. TimbrlHS and Adada
then wore probably neighbouring oitioH, and, as Timbiias has been fixed

elsowhero, it remains to put Aduda at Kara Bavlo. Tim inference is, of

cour80, not binding, but in the dearth of inturination it gives a clue to

the situation whioli quite agrees with tho order of llioroules.

33. ZoRZiLA and Tityassos are quite unccrain. In the last two

numbers it is impossible to lay any stress on the order in Hieroclos, as

it is oomm(>nly his oustoin to insert at the end nanes omitted in the

body of the list. (e.g. Lydia, Phrygia Halutaris). No other evidonoo is

as yot available about either city. Tho modern nauio Burdur or Buldur

has suggested itself to mo as a modification of Durzela, Zurzela, or Zorzila,

and tho mitroh of Manlius which passed along the coast of Like Ahkania

mentions a city Darsa in a position whioh si'.its Buldur very well. I

propose to correct Livy's toxt from Darsam to DarHilam, and soo another

form of tho native name whioh is hellenised in so many ways.

Zorsila or Zarzela struok no coins. It might certainly be expected

that a city with tho aplendid situation and surroundingH of Bnldur would

bo rich onough to coin money. But insoriptions come to our aid here,

and show us that the teriitory along the southern sliore of lake Askania

belonged to Sagalussos. Buldur, then, was only part ot the " ager Saga-

lassonsium," and could not strike coins as an independent city. Tho
identification, however, is quite uncertain; and further evidence is

required. !»•;;.; '/us !'„ !-<.;;- r-/- /i •- -/•v .i.
,

• -._'-

34. Tityassos struck coins. No evidence is known as to its situation,

except the following inscription, in very rude letters, wliich I copied at

Ilghin (Tyriaion) iu 1883:--

+AYPHAIOC0I
HcCTATIACCH
N0CK6AnT0NIC
AN6CTHCAM
€NTHrAYKYTA
THHMWNMH
TPIdOMNHC
€KTCONY AP

4-Avp)j\ios ®i'- '
,

1J0S ToTtaerorj;-

vos Kt 'Arrrons (i.e. 'Aif>66vios)

dvctrrryo-Ojit-

tv Tjj yXvKvra-

Tjj ^fi.Siv (irf-

Tpl Ad/iMJS

• In 1. 1 e is very uncertain, and in 1. 2 the scco'^d A is nlso donbtful. Pisidian

names have often many vowels together, as 'Hoi/i^ioj, and here Qirios. Aii/u^s showi tho
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It in poBHiblu tliut Turiairmjcot in a biidly Hpolt oUiiiio iVum TityaHSOH.

If that bo BO, it would bo an aigiiiiiont that TityaHHuH was in tliu oaHt

ratht'r than tho woHt of PiHiMia, uh inhnbitunti of a nui^hbouring city

nro moro likoly t(i havo Hottlud at Tyriaion than those of a city at tho

othor Hido of tho provinco.

TiluunsiH, iiBsignod to Pumphylia at Cone. OonNtnnt., 381 a.d., {h nut

a biuliop of TityuHHoH. Tho two conHountivu names Mydua ronfoncHHou-

sia, PunoinineiiHiH, MidoH Piinomou, IIoMolidoa TituonaiH, PtyuHoiiHiH,

TyohonaiH havo boon confiiaod, and aro to bo roatorcd—Midoa Potnolitwun-

hIb, IIoraclidoB PunoiuoutiolionHis.

3'). One of tho moHt ouriouB ail''' portant BcrioB of inBoriptions that

havo boon found in Auiii Minoi tlioso of tho Xonoi Tokninroiui,

which belong to tho country on tho north-wost and woBt of Antioohoiu.

Tho first of those was found by Sir C. W. Wilson and myself in 1882,

and was published by me in ' Journ. IIoU. Stud.,' 1883. Prof. J. i{. S.

Storrott in 1885 found a number of others, and in 1886 I revised the

text of the whole Bories and adtlod one or two moro. Sterrett has

publitthed the entire series in his ' Wolfe Expedition,' inoorporat'ng or

mentioning in his Addenda most of ray corrections and additions. By
some accident, however, I did not see tho proofs of his text of the first

inscription, which I had published in 1883, till too late;* and this

inscription, which is by far tho m<>st important of the series, as

being the only complete and tho longCHt one, appears in his work
in a very different form from what it has in my publication. Prof. G.

Hirschfeld has very properly, in his reviow f of Sterrett's work, called

attention to the variation, which throws some doubt on my restor-

ation and interpretation of the opening lines : no interpretatitm of
the opening lines is attempted by Sterrett, and I may say that none is

possible with his text. The most serious divergence is as to the

arrangement of the lines, and as to my distinction of two separate

inscriptions. For example, Sterrett gives as lines 9 and 1 1 of his copy,

vhat I make two halves of one line, and he prints the whole as one

inscription, while I havu interpreted it as two. The reason of the

diH'erence is that tho first two or three lines and parts of others are on a

fragment that has been broken off the column. Sterrett evidently did

not, after putting the one fragment on the other, make a copy to show

where the lines fitted on to each other. I did so in 1882, and in 1886 I

again verified the arrangement, having the two parts of the column hel i

fir» ly in their place, while I made a new copy ; and I now state, as I

confuRion of dative and genitive wlui-h begins in the third century and is quite common
ill tliH fourth century iu tlie inscriptions of this district.

I liiul with me in 1880 his manuscript copies of all except this one, compared

thorn all ill a most careful way with thu originals, and sent to him my whole note;; aud

remarks.

t Giittingcr Gekhrte Auziijrcr, 1888.

2 y. 2
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410 A SKETCH OF THE HISTOBIGAL OEOOBAPHT OF ASIA MINOR.

have already done in tbe * Ohroniqne d'Orient,' that my arrangement of

the lines and my diatinotion of two separate inscriptions is oorreot in

every point. It .is now possible also, owing to the new inscriptions

whidi Frof. Sterrett has discovered, to restore the whole more completely

than I did in 1883.

86. The first inscription began as follows :

—

'AmfyyciXav fr?] T^ Atirv-

Xy ?, Iirt iamypatft^itn Aip.

'Ovi}]o'^fuw

KTifi]«{ip]oS cin[&9(r(v (Sipupta) if]ra',

6 iwX wpay/ianv ?}rov Avp. Ilavac Mtyvim Tv[. ...

^povifiov Kapiiqvmi Swr. (Si^Kc^Ha) [. .

.

K(i) iwl fipafimrw Avp. 'AXcfd^ /T. e[

KM Aip. Z«rru(ov McvcAoov Moptriavov B6vr [. . . .

In the patois which passed as Greek in this district abont 200-50 a.d.

the above may be interpreted : " [There promised money ? in] the

Temple, when Aarelins , son of Onesimus, a Ktimenian (^who

gave in addition * 6301 denarii), was clerk, and when Anrelius Papas f

Menneas Ty . . . .,^ son of Fhi-onimns, a Karmenian (who gave ....

denarii), was (magistrate?)^' and when Anrelius Alexander, son of

Alexander, a Th , and Aurelins Zotioos, son of Menelaos, a

Marsian (who gave ), were Auditors;" then follow the names

of the persons who promised subscriptions.

After this inscription was engraved, a further explanation was added,

and had to be squeezed in at the top and at the right side after the ends

of the lines of the first inscription. The second inscription can be

distinguished easily, because it is engraved in smaller but more regular

and better formed letters.

. . . .Jr]<ws €[p' or o-']. Tvxijit. Mcy<£\i7*ApT^ts.

B^MM Tciquu!]pcto( hrwifrav ^taXnjv

KOI ivS\pttmna xal \akKtaiui koI irarcXAas

Kot XifiavwrplSa

Ik rcitv lSu»v

&vaXu/t(£ruv

The first line is very faint : I catne to the conclusion that neither cvrvx^

nor Mp Tvxrfi had been engraved on the stone. The bare genitive

Ti^p(i}t is unexampled in my experience ; but /itydXri "Afrrtfus has since

. then been detected as a formula of this religion.§

* Urros ii Moidentslly omitted.

t Papas is put in the nominatiTe instead of the genitive ; on the other Mrrot is pnt

in the genitive, vhUe in alinust every case it ought to be in the nominative.

% If it] were possible to nndentand that, by some fault of grammar, two persons

were meant, the restoration McrWev Tv']inirov, Avp.Ko^iicoD 7] *poi/liu»vKapiaiyov suggests

itself.

§ See my •* Artemis-Leto and Apollo-Lairbenos," ' Joom. Hell. Stud.,' 1889.
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87. Prof. Sterrett, in the map attached to bis -book, makes Tekmorion
a town. It seems to me impossible to understand Xenoi Tekmoteioi in

this way. I interpret this remarkable title as '* the Guest-friends who
use the sign (riKnap).*' The rather poetical term rhcimp is not

uiinatnTal in the artificial Greek of Pisidia. This association was
united (according to the exposition given in my former paper, which
need not be repeated here) in the woriihip of Artemis of the Idmnai.

38. The point in this set of inscriptions which chiefly interests us at

present is the geographical names, showing the homes of the members
of the association.

Prof. G. Hirschfeld, in his review of Sterrett, and myself, have both

written on the local names ; and in general we agree in recognising the

Xenoi as being a purely native institution. The members have little

or nothing of the Gneoo-Boman tone, and they belong as a rule to

districts which are inh8.bited on the old Anatolian system (jmiafiw), and

not on the Graaco-Boman system (xar^ voKws). Where natives of

cities which were centres of Graico-Boman civilisation are mentioned,

such as Antiooheia, JiUia, and Synnada, a village name is almost

always added, showing that the person in question is ranked by his

KcofM} as well as by his irdAis: in this respect I am indebted to

Hirschfeld's paper for full comprehension of the facts, for I had

previously understood the expression Swi'aScvc 6tKSw iv KavSpovKtli^g as

" a native of Synnada, who has settled in the village Eandroukome

beside the Limnai."

39. The list of ethnics which Sterrett gives needs to be corrected in

various points, and I shall therefore go over it in detail, trying to

determine in each case the probable form of the village name.

Prof. Sterrett has corrected several faults of my first publication

;

e.g. in L 11 he has rightly substituted KopfiTvov for my Kap. M[c]v[^]ov,

and Kpanaayijvos for my Kpdvoi 'Ayi^vos (compare Avkov Kporot of

Phrygia). But he has followed my error,in understanding 'Iitmjms or

"ilLa^ims as a personal name instead of an ethnic 'I/um^os.

Adada : a city coining money, and a bishopric.

Azara or Ezara : a village six hours east of Fhilomelion, still called

Acari Eeni.

Aiza , unknown village, compare Aizanoi and &iiva (accus.), " beard."

Akroenos : a local adjective, which came to be used as a place name, the

modem Afiom Kara Hisar ; cp. Ganzaenos, Poimanenon.

Algiza : a village of the territory of Synnada, which bears the same name

as Algiza or Arg^ of Hellespontus. Mo Xenos comes from the

Hellenised regions of the west coast except possibly Attaleia.

Algonia or Algounia : a village of the territory of Synnada.

Amblada or Anpelada : a city coining money, and a bishopric.

Anagos : village of territory of Synnada : omitted by Sterrett (373, 1).
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Apollonia: Hiraobfel^ .iu his review of Sterrett miranderatands a

eoneotion of mine. The reading Ap[oU]onia is probable in 874, 8,

Apollonia is pretty certain iu 876, 1. Apollonia is a city coining

money, and a bishopric.

Arasica, Arkasta, Askara : unknown villages.

Arohelxis : a stranger from Arohelais on the borders of Cappadooia and

Lykaonia is probably to be understood in 866, 54.

Attaleia : must apparently be understood from 'ATTaA[ip>]<Ss which occurs

twice, but it is not certain which Attaleia is meant.

Baro[ukl]ia :
* Battea : Boaliu : unknown villages.

Boitiuiuthes : was corrected by Sterrett to p. Ofa-tFu£A}c, and by me in

my second copy to /ST. Oi{*\wtaBrfi for Olcu'tan^s : see Oinia.

Daokome : Diatora : Doudada : tinknown villages, the third is in a

fragment which I could not find : Daokome is wrongly restored

by Sterreti in 878, but occurs in 382.

Dabenai : in 866, 88 Sterrett reads ^PHNOC, but both in 1882 and

again in 1886, when I verified this point with special care, I read

AAPHNOYC, with the notes that HN is in ligature, P may be B, for

a fracture of the stone prevents certainty, and o must be error

for € : I identify Dabenai with Hierocles' Sabinai in the same

dihtriot, altering the text of Hierocles to Dabinai.

Eireumeuia : Hermokome : unknown A'illages.

£kk[ea] : uncertain reading.f

Esouakome: Soa, a village of the Prepenieseis, in northern Fhrygia,

is probably meant here. Compare Cariaa Soua-gela, " Tomb-
King."

Qauzaenos : the ethnic has come to bo used as a proper name in the

modem GUmdane, a village eleven miles west of Antiocheia.

Gardibia or (Jardybia : Qiza or Gisza (Carian gissa, " stone ") : and

Grekea or Trekea : f unknown villages.

Imaion or Maion: 'I/uuji'ds, .hitherto misinterpreted by myself and

Sterrett as genitive of a personal name, is an ethnic, formed from

Ma, as Tataion is from Tatas, &o. : unknown village.

Julia : a city coining money, and a bishopric : a village *' Aud . . ai " is

mentioned (374, 33) in the territory of Julia.

[Eab]orkoi : this restoration I propose with confidence in 383, 6 : this

people inhabited the left bank of the Sangarios in the upper part

of its course.

Eakoza : Eamarga : Earbokome : Earma or Eharma (378, 1) : Earsenda

or Earseirda : Eelofinia : Eerasia : Elantea : Elela : Eleustia :

Enouteina : Eoundoza : Eousea : Eradra : Eranosaga : Etimena or

Ehthimena: unknown villages.

* YKA are >U marked u uccortain in my leviBion of Sterrett'a copy,

t r or T flnt letter. The Buapioion saggesta itielf that 'EKK(ca)i'^t (where ca are

marked very tmoertain in my copy) ia a fault of the engraver for TptKKtw6s.
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Eandronkome : EonmalettOB or Eoumalittos : Tillages of the territoiy of

Synnada.

EaMnia : Eatiena : villages of the territory of Antiocheia.

Einnaborion : a village of the Earamyk Ova, afterwards a bishopric of

Phrygia.

Lanka or Lankea : Lapeisira, Lapistra, or Laphystra : Laptokome :

Lykiokoiue : Latmos : * unknown villages : tii^ last cannot be
identified with the Carian mountain.

Limenia: a village, probably connected with the Limnai, perhaps ou

the island at tbe north-western end.

Ijykaones irpos li^Sov, a tribe of Outohnk Sitohanli Ova, south-west from

Afiom Eara Hisar.

Mamoutaf : Maiallis or Marallita : Marsia : Mergnia : Mikkonia : Mono-

kleros : Mordion : Mouza : unknown villages.

Males irpot xl^ Xtuapr^ : Mallos, a village, afterwards a bishopric in the

south-east of Pisidia.

Mandra : a village of the territory of Synnada : it is probably the village

north-east from Surmene which is still called Mandra, near which

are Mandri Fontea of Livy. This implies that the territory of

Synnada extended far to the north.

Metropolis : a city striking coins, afterwards a bishopric.

M[i]syloB: identified by Hirschfeld with great probability in the

neighbourhood of Tymbriada.

Nasoula : Neidos : Neophytes : unknown villages.

Oikea : Olympokome : unknown villages.

Oborai : a village of the territoiy of Synnada.

Oinia : a village of the ,Oinan Ova.

Pagada : Fadia : Papaion : Patea : Peidra or Pidra : Peisda or Peisdia % :

Perokia : Peekenia, Peskeinia or Pesenia (obviously a fault of

the engraver) : Polymarga : Plouristra (881, 7) or PVoureistnt

:

Ptagia : unknown villages : Pidra is mentioned as a village of the

Anatolic Theme : Peskenia seems to be named after Pescenniua

Niger.

Feliganon or Piliganon : a village of the territoiy of Synnada.

Baita : Bekokome : Benbea : unknown villages.

Sagoue : unknown village. § The form resembles Lagoe or Lagbe in

western Pisidia.

Simikka or Simmikka : Sourbia : unknown villages.

* CoRfoting M«tXir/MMt to MWAa [Ai(]r/uMs : the engraver probably omitted one of

the two oonaeontiTe Byllablea AA.

t Bterratt wrougly reads OYTT for OYT (or poaaibly OTT) in 866, 74.

X Padia abo ouours 866, 58, where llaSiw^t ahould be read, not n[«i(r]8<ai'«(t.

f Sterrett'a tayovrtiv6t seemed to me certainly wrong y read. Hia JUeYovimiy6t as a

variant in Ida index is not juatifled by his text.
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BymiAcIt: a dty- with the tillages Algisa or Algiaea ; Kandronkome

;

Koamalittoa; Mandra : Oborai'; Feliganon; Anagoa; Algounia.

Stronma (in 866 I read Srpovfi[i7]y«(t) : i.e. ** Stream*town," compar*

•froai, JBoMO, and «lre*<, ttli$.

Tataion : Talimeta *
: Tettha : Teuita, Tyita, Tyta, or Tita.

Tlona f : Tftm : Triglettia or Tronglettia : Totonia % : unknown ^iUagea.

Ohailiara (? I could not find thia on the stone) : Fwrkiokome : unknown
Tillagea.

40. LimiAi.-—I haye aaiumed the truth of Prof. G. Hinohfeld'a

exoellant oonjectnie that the double lakes now called Egerdir Gttl and

Hawiian (or Hoiran) Gfil were in ancient time called Limnai. The
Uskoprio of Limnai, with which I have conjectured that the bishopric

of Prcstanna (Egerdir) was united, seems, if my conjecture is right, to

proTO this Tiew comi^etely. I find also in Gone. Nicaen. II., a.d. 787,

*Ein^dnot iJym^pMiwc T^ 'AyCai Bwriium Aifivas. { I cannot doubt that

the Virgin Mother of the Lake is the Christian representative of the

(BMrthenos) Artemis, whose wtanhip on the north-east coast of the lake

and all around we find to have been such an important cultus in ancient

time. At the present 4^7, beside a Turkish village on the north-east

ahcie of the Hawiran Gdl, named Kadri or Ghaciri, in a country which

for centuries has been inhabited only by Turks, | there is a shrine of the

Yirgb, which is an object of pilgrimage for all the Ohristians of Fisidia

and Lykaonia. The Virgin of the Lakes vras as important in ancient

time as her Christian successor is to-day. Hence^ we can understand

the wide extent of country firom whidi the Xenoi Tekmoreioi are

drawn.

In my former artide I vainly spent much labour and conjecture in

the attempt to find a reference to the Limnai in the Tekmoreian

insoriptionB, but Sterrett has supplied the desired name, Limenia, of the

settlement beside the lake or on the small island beside Eadri. In
.1886 I was very anxious to go out to this island, but the single boat

which had once belonged to the village had perished of neglect some

* In my fomur paper I alteied this name by a bad eoi^eotaie to TaUmeneos. It

oeoon 806, 91, aa TaXi^Mrw^* (Btemtt A . . ?MTniirit) ; 866, 69, tm TaXi/Mmp>Jt (Ster-

rett TWUMrrni^t); and 866, 85 and 86 a» ToXi/urt^t. I mooeeded in 1886 in leading

all thaae plaoei ooneotly and with oertainty.

t In 874, 49. 1 lead TAOYHNOC: Btemtt has -OYHNOC, bnt tranaoribea in-

eoneotly [Tmjniwit. Compaie the Lyeian Tloa.

t la 866. 48, probably read [T«rr>i'idi(M)ni> : in 866. 74.

I The neareat Christian lettlement ia in ApoUonia (Gin BoilnX abost 24 milea

diatant : the next are at Kmia and Sparta.

I A monaatery ezista to the present day on one of the iaianda in the Egerdir Lake,

where Hiraohfeld found the fiagmenta of the biography of Bnthyaiia% recently pub-

Uahed by De Boor.
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}'Mn before, Md had never been repleoed: the Tillagen formerly

oahivated the iiland, but now oould not go out to it. Thia ii » typical

example of Tnrkiah village life and mannera.

W. Pamphyua, Cabu, AMD Lyoia.

1. In all lifts of bishoprica Pamphylia ia divided into two'provincea,

which I diatingniah aa Prima and Seounda.* Hierocles doea not formally

make any division, and none of the Ibta of the civil provinces, which

are all earlier than Hieroclea, diatingniah two provincea Pamphylia.

Hence, it haa been concluded that the division of Pamphylia into two

provincea took place later than Hieroclei.f I have, in *Athen. Mit-

theilnngen,' 1885, p. 845, shown that thia ia incorrect, and that the

diviaion already existed in a.d. 458, and that it ia implied in the order

of Hieroclea; but I did not then obaerve the true explanation of the

facta. Thia division was a purely ecoleaiaatical diviaion, and waa not

recognised in the civil administration. The aame waa the caae in

Bithynia, where eccleaiastioal jealouay and dignity divided the province

between the metropoleis of Nikomedeia and Nikaia. Similarly the later

diviaiona of Phrygia Pakatiana, Pamphylia Secunda, Sco., had certainly

only an ecoleaiaatical, never a civil, exbtence, aa ia proved by the fact

that in many cases, they were made after the introduction of the diviaion

into Themea, when the civil government was no longer arranged

according to the old provincea.

In Pamphylia there were two metropoleis, Perga and Side, both of

which claim that title on their coins under the empire, and which aeem

to have kept a certain rivalry with each other, like Smyrna and

EphesoB, Taraos and Anazarboe, Nikaia and Nikomedeia. Both Prrvja

and Side are recognised as metropuleia in Concil. Ephea., A.O. 4>i.

When the division of the biahoprica between the two metropolitaui.

waa made we have no means ofjudging. It is recognised in the liat of

bishops present at Chalcedon, which ia arranged according to pro-

vinces, but thia list is not so early as the Council, a.d. 451 : the order

of signatures { at the Council ia not decisive, but on the whole

tends to show that the divuion waa already recognised. The diviaion

certainly existed when the Epistle to the Emperor Leo was written

in 458.

2. Hierocles knew that there was only one province of Pamphylia.

* I nae these terms for oonrenience, on the analogy of Cappadooia Prima and

Seonnda, but like Bithynia Prima and Seonnda, and other examplea given in the text,

they had never any real exiitenoe.

t Kg., by M. Waddington, in • Bev. Numinn.', 1883, p. 29.

t M I'Abb^ Docheme was the first, I think, to distinguish between the signatores,

which are contemporary'with the Councils, and the arranged lists, which are later ; see

If^ Oranx.
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netanjr. CWm. OoiicUI*,sl»,»l. Concilia, 491, Ml.

• • • • •
•

t*Kn ZEArEClN niMiioii8dg«iMii,829 Naiw^XM' ><Ar»> Ml

n0W9P90S AZnENAION Domnot AqpemUui, 825 TptfimPM»i$ tlp4iuuw4\tmt, 481 1

a(«ii ZIAHTON • • 'A/•f•^4x<•* ^ht, 481, 481

V

• t • • • • Neoterioa Sea«iiiiiomm,481

Aiplh AYPBEITON CkiM Licbenais, 881 /

Ki^m KAZATnN Tneai»niw CaHoneniia, 381 N«ot«riaa Caaaorum, 4U1 (i) l

[Kftteimeii, Btr.] • • •

/'Aic<lici«tK*r«»yAi',481\ „

tsM^Mf KortvWiy, 481/ "

[Bteniia, Folyb.] ETENNEON Tn>iliu6e<metuil,861 BM^Ms 'ErtivAK. 481

•• • k • • Paaloa Orymnomin, 481 '(

Koptuc^9i»y KOPAKHzinrnN TheoduliM CktmoeBiengii, 381
fOBpiMOS Ktamitnvtov, 481 \ »
\Mwramrht K»pmKn<riou, 481 / '^

iMp* ZYEAPEON NMtor Byadrensii, 825
/Sra«rtfmes awMfw*', 886 \ ,
\aA«i;itof %vap»,y, oina 470/ '

• • KAPAAAinrnN • •
(HmpKuu/ht KtpaWias, 481 \ „
\8oIon GftraUfoe, 481 / '^

t^\«fipar«r6t KOAYBPAZZEnN Longinns Colobnugengit, 381 N^irio* Kopvfipturvov, 481 'C

Klfivpa • • ' • • • a

[Homonades, Str.] • • [LykaoDia] . [Lykaonia]

• • AAAIZANAEQN • • • a

• • •• • • Ko(r/ia* Mayimv, 680

NoHtiaa III., X., XIII. omit atfxyq entirely. Notitia YIII. givea X4Kyn twice, aa arohbiahoprio at

Notitia I. as arohbiahoprio of Pnmphylia. Notitiae
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CimcUlli.«ai,ai.

• •

HtWMlH. NoittiM viii., n. NolltUi 1. KotMMni.,Z^X]IL.

14 'l00my14 'Uflmw
<•<

18 'l#i|W)i'

Ntiw^xw a^Arit, 481 t4Kwii 8 a^xrtt
*

II. xih-n* • •

nfift»iw9Ka 8 *A0w4»Uv S 'A#Wi«M« t'li0w4p99v

'Aitffiixin a^*4'> 481, 481 . U9t 1 attut 1. 1 attni 1 a<i«t

Keotarioi Setmuiionun, 481 Xipim 7 St/iW«v 6a<Au^*' 7 %tiiM4m0, ttfimUtu

• • iiifiei 1ft A^p^i 14 A<yi0«t 1ft A<f/h|>

Nediuriiu CaMorum, 481 (?) Kirva 6 KwAr S KMVfiK 6 ttarffAi*

/'AmIkim lUrtiwA*', 481 \
X^fft Kmn^f, 451/

VUtw • • • • 8 Timt, Ktrmtmit

EMi(M> 'Ert^Af, 451 m 4 Sr^ymt 8 'ETTrftTI* 4 'Era/vM, 'EtmImv

Pknlna Orymnornin, 481 'Opviuta 'Opi/iyou 4 'Opifomt 6'P««iM|t

I
fOfiptitos liaptumtrtou, 481 \
\M«riSiw«t KapwciKfev, 481/

KopatHitnof 9 Koptmuriov 8 r«0 KofMtfWav 9 K«^ifuw(ov

/Sr^or^Kucos a»M^^ 886 \
Va^cvmi SvA/wK, oiroa 470/

tMp» 10 SvtfSpwi' 9 %v40pmy 10 avwap«v

/NMKtW&t KMMMfof, 481\
\SoImi CanUIae, 481 /

KapttKla 8 KcyoAAfwy 7 K«fMA(«K 8 KiyoAAfwi'

tUltrtos Kopvfipoffffov, 481 'OKv0pw6t 16 KoAv^/KuroD 15 KoAv/9^<roC 16 K«Av/V«'»i'

• • • • 11 Mv\6ims Ijroi

'loWTiyttu>ovw6\*ms

10 Mvpifiti* 11 NvXiifiit ^Toi
'IavffTii't«i'oMr^A««t

[Lyknonia] • • 12 0£<vu(v8wv, XunAvtptiy 11 OfroM'b'aMi' 12 0&/Mt*««l'

• B • • 18 AoAKravSov 18 AaA«rat«oC

Koir/tM May»itn>, 680 • • 17 MaKaiwy, Mtudimv 16 Mtotumy 17 Mcwi^wi', MoMiJVMy

%4\yv twice, as ankbiiboprio and aa biahopiio. Notitiae VL, YIII. give 34\yri aa anhUalioprio of Lykaonia

;

IhbUhoprio of Pamphylia. Notitiae VIII., IX. give Zela before Side.

Tofaee page 415.

^*%:
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Ho mado his list of the oitios by transoribing first tho oooleaiMtioal Hat

of Seoundn, then tho ocolesiaatioal liut uf Prima. In doing ao ho made
orao faitlta, owing to misunderatanding of tho forma : o.g. from tho

form u Si'ifi.ov 2»/3a((i)i'* {ivuTKowoi) ho inakoa simply a name hi^fiov

Sa/Satioc, and a marginal note Sijixov 'Ifrfta added by a later aoribo has

crept into the text aa a second place Atnovaia.

3. Ho givoa Aspendos under tho name Primopolis. Frimopolia or

Friamopolis is tho naino undor which Aspondos appears at Cone.

Ephea., 431. Tho origin of the name, which ia elaowhore unknown, ia

not certain. Posaibly, aa I havo auggoated about Hadriane Famphyliae

Secuudae and Norouiaa Ciliciae, it waa derived from a local saint

(A S P, n 15). Philostratus (Yit. Apoll. I., p. 0[15]) calla Aapendoa tho

third city of Pamphylia : ho of course understands Side and Perga aa tho

first two.

4. Side.—Notitiae YIII., IX. mention Zola before Side. This is

obviously a dittogiaphy, arising probably from u form SHAH, corrupted

to SHAH.
5. Selqr became an archbishopric in later times. ^^

'

6. IsDA.—Le Quien takes the Si^fiov %afiaiii>v of Hieroolea as a oorrap-

tion of Sc/iv/u)v, but Hioroclca has Hipva for ^ifiva or mwa (see § 2).

From his order he seems to have considered Isba in Pamphylia Seounda,

whose cities he onumeratea firat of all :t hence I have conjeoturally placed

it on the frontier of the two diviaiona of tho province, but evidence is

abs(dutely wanting (A S F, d. 27). We are reduced to the argument

that the ruins at Eieame on the Eurymedon between Timbriada and

Selge must belong to some ancient city, that it is difficult to see what

city could be placed here except Itiba,:^ and that the situation explains

very well why Isba is assigned sometimes to Prima, sometimes to

Secunda. The epigraphio evidence does not corroborate this view, but

is not inconaistent with it.

MM. Badet and Paria have published an inscription § found at

Eieame, a decree by the people of Sillyon in honour of Eicon, aon of

Eicon. They ihcrefore identify Sillyon as "le nom de la ville antique

8itu4e Bur remplacement dca mines de Eieame." They are apparently

ignorant, both that Sillyon is already identified in a very different part

of the country, and that the custom is common for cities to pass a decree

in honour of a citizen of a different city, and to liave that decree erected

in his city : compare C. I. G., 3818, a Prymnessian decree found at

* I.e. "Xafiiuv : the native name was probably Sba, which in Greek bccomei some-

times'Iff^o, Bometimes Sd^a (compaie Ispa of Liiviansene or Armenia Minor).

t Fjther he fullows an ecclesiustioal list, which put Iitba in Secunda, or there is

some dislocation in th« text.

X Tlie arguments of HirscLfeld in his ' lieisebericht ' prove that Pednelissos cannot bo

placed at Kicsme.

§ •Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1886, p. 500.
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Nakolcio, which long Icil to un error ttiinilar to that which MM. Rndot

niul Puris nmku about Sillyuii. The other iiiBoription which tboy

publiiih from thu Haino nuiglibonrhoiKl booiub to givo tho old naiuo of

Kioxino, MovXamrciiti' o S^^m«. Moulusga luay bo comparted with Alylasa

or MyluBsa of Carin. Now tlioro is no biuhopiic MoulasHn, and tho people

niUHt have been included under some biahopric. I conjecturu that

Moulassa was part of tho dinti iot Isba.

7. 8knna.—Tho biHhoprio %*ftviit)v Hooms to imply a town Somna (or

SeninoH). There \h here apparently an attempt to make tho form givo

n meaning in Greek. T)io form SoHonniorum in 431 huggests that the

true form is Senna, corrupted Serna in Ilierooles. There is no cluo to

the Hituation of Henna, except in its relations with Kasai.

Lo Quien niontionH Nectarius Hcnneae twice, both as bishop of Sanaos

in Fhrygia, and correctly us biuhop of Semneai (which is the form he

wrongly infers from 6 %tnv4<iiv), without noticing tho inconsistency.

8. Kassai or Kasai was apparently a bishopric adjoining Sennoa,

and sometimes united with it under one bishop. In 431 Nectariue

Casorum, with tho marginal note Sesenniorum, was present at the

Oounuil of Ephesos ; and tho Greek lists generally use the form Nficropiot

^iruTKoiros rijt iv Sffvc^ KadoXiK^i IkkXi)<tiw. Ignatius was bishop of

tSoranea in 860 and of Kassai in 870.* Againnt these facts must be sot

the evidence of Cone. Const. 553, when we have Conon Semncatanorum

or Semncon and Cyriacus Cusatanorum (Casatorum, Curatorum). Either

at this time the two towns were temporarily under separate biuhops, in

accordance with tho law of Zeno (474-91 a.d.) quoted in the introduc-

tion, or Semneon is an error for 'fircwwc : tho latter supposition is very

improbable.

At Cone. Const., A.u. 536, we have 0co8<i)po$ Koo-o-aruiv (in Latin

Carishorum.)t Kasai is mentioned also at the end of some of the I>saurian

lists, where wo have ra Sc KAi/iara' Kaffo-wV Bavd^mv BoXjSmtov. The word

KXifjMTa probably means ground sloping towards the sea, in which sense

it seems to be used in Justinian.^ From the character of the country

it is probable that Kasai was on the slopes a little back from the sea on

the frontier of Famphylia and Isauria. This exactly agrees with

Ptolemy, who mentions Laerto, Kassai, Lyrbe, Kolobrassos and Kibyra

as KtAiKias Tpaxcms fitaoytioi in the province Famphylia. Laerte and

Kibyra are known to have been close to the sea. ^

* Athanasiua of Bcmnca and Ignatius of Kaseai, in 879, are rival bishops, Iguitian

and Fkotian.

t At Cono. Chalcca Mureollinns or Murcianns Coralliao or Carissorum occurs. In

both cnses Garissa is proliably a pure error.

t a? 7c vphs TOK HXifiaat Kftfi§vat Stvcimi rt Kal "A/uffos., Justin., Novel, xxviii., where

(bo wori seems to bo utied in the name sense; but in Act. Theodori Syceotae, p. 40 (in

loco Mazaniae, qui est ad Silterim superiorem sub climate Mnozeniae), it is used in

the urdinury sense of " a region."
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9. Etenna and Kotbnna are very hard to separato. The following

list gives most of the facts known about them.

(Troilni

\Uesychiiu
Oeonensia (TtuSv corrupted to T*y&v)
Cautincnais (KoteiieiisU)

:i8i

381

I'AitdMm KortrfSv
'Erwfiv

431
481

/Efryrfmi*

\E&S<<(iot

Kcr*iv6v 451
451

^AajBiaybt Korw&y (Cotouoram) 536

Kmr/ttS* KarrwAf Ijrot Mamitty 680

JoanneB 'ETtyvwf 787

MoicdfMot

BtMmpos
'Eto/vou

'iT^at or 'iTCffasf

879
879
879

Notitisa YIIL, IX., I., give only one of the two : Notitiee III., X.,

XIIL, give both, and so do four Councils. Polybius V., 73, mentions

Etenna in Pisidia above Side. Strabo mentions the Katenneis iu

Pisidia adjoining Selge and the Homona<ies. M. Waddington, who
does not notice that the ecclesiastical lists distinguish the two a,n\\

mention them side by side, considers that Polybius and Strabo must
refer to the same place, and that the ti*ue native form is Hetenna, in

which the strong Pisidian H at the beginning was sometimes represented

in Qreek by E and sometimes dropped entirely. His arguments are (1)

that Strabo places Eatenna in a similar situation to that assigned by
Polybius to Etenna ; (2) " une preuve decisive " the Notitiee give Easa,

Etenna, Orymna, and Hierocles gives Kasa, Eotana, Orymna.^ These

reasons have convinced Prof. G. Hirschfeld, who unhesitatingly assumes

the identity of the two places in the second part of his ' Beiseboricht

'

without even mentioning that some authorities have distinguished

them.

The table given above shows that tho signatures of the Councils

of 381, 431, 451, and 879 prove the presence of two bishops, of

Etenna and of Eotenna, at each of them ; and Notitiea III., X., XIII.,

mention the pair side by side. It is therefore not possible to accept tho

opinion of M. Waddington absolutely. At the same time I think that

it is not entirely wrong. I am strongly disposed to accept the original

identity of Etenna and Eotenna, but a distinction throughout tho

Byzantine period is clearly made out. Another example (below, § 12)

will be given of the development of several cities out of a single tribe ;

* Sometimes v. 1. ZMfiios.

t Peter and Theodore are probably rival bisliops, Ignatian and Photinn. See. p. 430.

X * Voyage Numism.', p. 86.
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and I think that the tribe Iletenncis was divided into at least two
distriots. The northern took the name Etc-nna, while the southern

prorerred the name Kotenna. The latter contained also a town Manaua
or Banaba which grow to importance in Byzantino time, and was the

«eat of the BiBhopric. Hence in 680 we have the signature Ko<r/ias

KavravCn' ijrot Mavovio)', and most of the Notitiae omit Kotenna and give

only Manaua or Manoua. But most of the Councils show the name
Kotenna, Kantana or Kantiua, and Notitiaj III., X., XIII., give three

bishoprics, Tona or Kotenna, Etenna, and Manaua.

Hirsohfeld has detected the site of Katenna or Kotenna in the

modem Godena, and an inscription which he publishes shows that the

people called themselves Korci/vcis.

Le Quieu confuses Konano of Pisidia with Kantana or Katenna
Paraphyliae, and omits the former entirely from his lists. Komama
Oulonia is also a difficulty to him, and appears in his lists (as in

JHolemy) as K6nfxaKov.

10. Erymna appears in almost all the lists as Orymna, and Hirschfeld

has detected it in the modern Ormana. But the hellenised inhabitants

called themselves 'Epv/ifa;, as appears from two inscriptions, one pub-

lished by Hirschfeld, the other by MM. Badet and Paris:* in the second

the word Erymneus has become a personal name, like 'ItoAikos,

MaKt8ittv, &c., but the form may be taken as a proof of the customary

spelling, which, as usual, is adapted to give a meaning in Greek by
the resemblance to ipvfivoi.

11. Mamau A, to take the most probable form of many variants, is pro-

bably identical with the Kklnara Bavdfiwv in Isauria, and the same remarks

apply to it as to Kasui. I have also spoken about it under Konane of

Pisidia. The passages there quoted show that in a.d. 680 Manaua was
united in one bishopric with Katenna. This shows that it adjoined

Katenna, and we may therefore place it between Katenna and the sea

on the sloping southern skirts of Taurus,t

12. Dalisandos. The Notitiae give Homonades and Dalisandos as

two consecutive bishops. I have little doubt that this is a mere error of

division. Dalisandos, situated at Fassiller, was a village of the

Homonades, which gradually acquired the rights of a city, and was

admitted as one of the cities of the Koinon Lykaonon, but was also

felt to be one of the cities of the Homonades. Similarly I think it not

improbable that the whole territory between Lakes Karalis and Trogitis

belonged, in the time of Strabo, to the Homonades, and that gradually

Lyrbe Kolobrassos and Karallia, if I am right in the position which I

* T«/3. KA(ai$8ioi'), Kvptlv<f, 'tpvixvia, &c., vi6v, Tij8. K\(auStov) 'IroKiKov in an in-

scription of Aspendos, ' Bull Corr. Hell.,' 188C, p. 161, wliero the authors miaunder-

stand Kvpdva, taking it in the nccusativo as the cognomen of Tiberius Claudius. The
order is a bad imitation of the Latin Ti. Claudius, Ti. F., Quir., Erymueua.

t Lc Quieu omits Manaua entirely under Fumphylia Prima.
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have assigned to them, acquired independent existence as cities, and

Farlais was a colony founded to keep down that tribe, whose conquest

proved too hard for King Amyntas and was only achieved by

Quirinins.

13. Mylome, Myrabe, or Myla, is a striking example how difficult it

is to discover the true name of a city mentioned only in Byzantine lists,

(compare Siniandos-Sinethandos of Fisidia). Some MSS. read MvAuc,

which suggests the Mylai of the Feripli ; but thin Mylai is far away

towards the east part of the Tsaurian coast and cannot be in Pamphylia.

I believe that Eibyra is the place meant. This place gave its name to

the Eibyrrhaiote Theme ; and must therefore hnve been a great seaport.

Now according to Ftolemy, Kibyra itself stood a little bHck from the

sea, therefore Justinianopolis was probably a fortified harbour on the

coast, founded by Justinian as more convenient than the tiny harbour of

AttHleia. Hence it bears also the name Justinianopolis.

14. In regard to Famphylia Secunda, I need say little, as I have

recently discussed it in my 'Antiquities of Southern Phrygia and the

Border Lands.'* As I have there shown, several corrections must be

made in the list of Hierocles before it can be compared with other lists.

He turns the single title Termessos Jovia et Eudocias into three towns :

Mvo)8ia and Xmpia MiXvaSiKa are two versions of the same : so also are

Ma^tfitavovTToXis and Kr^/ia Ma^t/itavovTrdXcox, Ac/uovtrta and A^/m>v

^afi(uwv. Ferga, the metropolin, seems to have lost its importance

during the Byzantine period, and Attaleia took its place as chief city of

the province and residence of the metropolitan. The Xotitiae, however,

continue to give Ferga as the metropolis, but a note in Notitiee lY.,

gives the truth (see ASF., D 4). The tiny harbour of Attaleia was used

as late as the twelfth century (^Anna, II. 113). 'J'he fortress Hierakory-

phites is mentioned by Cinnamus, p. 7, as near Attaleia.

Between 787 and SGOf Ferga and Sillyon were united as one

metropolitan bishopric. Silicon had been made an autokephalos

bishopric before 787, but in Vil., VIII., IX., it is a simple bishopric

subject to Ferga, while in I., it is united with Ferga.

After Famphylia was in partibus infidelium, and Attaleia had become

the chiff (finally the sole) seat of Christianity in the district, the

metropolitan of Ferga was apparently identified with the bishop of

Fyrgiun or Dios Hieron. This seems the sole possible explanation of

the entry, Parthey, p. 314, 60, Utpyi) to vvv Uvpyiv (i.e. Ilvpytoi').

See Addenda, p. 430. Frokonessos in later time stood in the same

relation to Mokissos, Monembasia to Side (Notitia XII., 14), &o.

* In ASP, D 16 (4), read K\ilr6fiov\o']v for KXv[r6irw\o2v, as Dr. O. Criisius writes

to me : h., D. 19, (7), read &<pi\ty, ti Si X'pC"^]'* &<'•« aa M. Waddington warns me iti n

letter, and Dr. Woltera in a later number of ' Aiuer. Jnurn. Arch.'

t (}i Izer fixes the date more narrowly bctwetn 787 nnd 812.

J Gdzcr only sajs earlier than 9C8. Cp. Act. Sisiunii, Sept. 8, p. 41.
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15. In discussing the proper form of the name of the town which

belonged to the SJjfioi Aay/3cW or Aayrfvoi (ASP. D 14, and r), I did not

properly explain the facts, but advanced altemiitive views. The
Fisidiun name had a form approximating to Lagwa ; compare Sayovi^vos

in the Tekmoreian inscriptions. This form was Grecised sometimes as

Aayoi; (probably also Xayovrf), which appetirs in Folybins and probably

has been corrupted in Livy from Lagoen to Lagon, sometimes as Adyfirj

(where 13, as frequently, is substituted for an earlier ow) in Aoy^cW of

an inscription, and in Aay^ijvds of an inscription and a coin, sometimes

with the complete loss of the spirant as Aayt;, implied in the Byzantine

Aayijvoi.

16. In regard to Olbasa-Hadriane ASP., d 15, I may add another

probable reference which I get from Le Quien. A certain Olvmpius,

'ASptacotm-oXctos iiruTKowos r^s AvKias, is mentioned as having confuted the

error of Origen about the resurrection, in the scholia to cap. 7 of the

work *de Ecolesiastica Hierachia,' vhich is attributed to Diouysius the

Areopagite. Le Quien understands tliat Hadrianopolis of Pisidia is

meant ; but the error is perhaps of a different kind. Zosimus I., 69,

speaks of Kremna as in Lyoia, and Ptolemy assigns Sagalassos to Lycia

:

in botli cases the Iloman province Lycia-Pamphylia is the cause of the

error, a city which strictly belongs to Pamphylia being spoken about as

belonging to Lyoia. So I understand that Olympius was biishop of

Hadrianopolis of Lycia-Pamphylia. This explanation supposes that the

original authority for the statement wrote before the midtlle of the

fourth century, when Lycia and Pamphylia were separated.

17. The route of the consul Gneius Manlius Viilso in n.c. 189, has

been discussed in stages in former papers, and alluded to in this work,

pp. 135, 142, 143. It is therefore unnecessary to spend any time in

repeating what I have said previously. The route from EphoNos by

Magnesia, Hiera Eome, Antiocheia, Goidiou Teichos, Tabie, the river

Eazanes, Eriza, Tbabusion, Sinda, the river Eaulares, lake Earalitis,

Mandiopolis, Lagoe, Fountains of the Lysis, Eolobatos, iHinda, a point

a little north of Termessos where he turned and marched north again,

the river Tauros, Xyline Eome, Eormasa, Darsa, Agri Sagalassensinm,

and Aporidos Eome to Bbocrini Pontes, has been described in ASP. E.

The readings are there proposed in the text of Livy Gordiu Teiohos

(doubted by Waddington_), Eazanes (proved by Waddington), Lagoen,

Bhoorinos Pontes.

The march from Aporidos Eome by Khocrini Fontes, Metropolitanus

Campus, Dinia-Ehelidonia, to Synnada and Beudos Yetus, has been

discussed in my paper 'Metropolitanus Campus' and in CB. Lvir.

Aporidos Eome is still called Baradis, and lies a few miles east of

Bindaios-Eudoxiopolis.

The continuation of the mnrch by Anaboura, Mandri Fontes,

Abbassos, Lalandum Fluiuen, has been described in my paper ' Inscrip-
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tions In^dites d'Ahie Mineure,' where the proposed readings Mandri

Pontes and Lalandum Fluinen arc justified.

The march next led through the village Tysoon, where ambassadors

from the Pisidian tribe OrondeiH came to the Boman general, a fact

which suits a situation a little east of Amorion, for the ambassadors

would naturally come by Hadrianopolis, Fissia (Piri-Bei-li), and

Amorion. The army then advanced to Flitendum and Alyattos

apparently in two Aaya, and after some delay to Ouballam : whence

several days' march brought him to the Sangarios. The short diHtanoe

from the sources of the Lalandos to the Sangarios shows that Manlius

was advancing by very short marches, while ho was trying the effect of

negotiation on the Gauls. The river was crossed by a bridge, con-

structed by the army at a point south-east of Pessinus, south or south-

west of Gordion. After this he must have again crossed the Sangarios,

but as there was certainly a bridge already in existence on the road

from Pessinus and Gordion to Ankyra, the passage of the liver is not

mentioned.

18. The frontier of Caria and Phrygia has been discussed in ASP, c.

I give here a table of the bishoprics, but several of the correspondences

are very doubtful, e.g. that of Eriza with Siza. There can be little

doubt that in the Notitia; the Boman name Sebastopolis is replaced by

the original native name, but which of the names at the bottom of the

Table corresponds to Sebastopolis is uncertain. Probably the decisive

passage lurks in some ecclesiastical document. The same is the case

with Xwpta Ilarpt/iioi'ta (i.e. patrimoniali i) with the dittography Kt^/uux

^vXiKoiov, which from being a marginal note has crept into the text as

Ko-KT1J/*0-XtKat.

19. Besides the Carian cities mentioned in the table, coins were also

struck during the Boman period by Kyon, Euippe, Euralion, Euromos,

Hydrela,* Plarasa, and Bargasa. Of these, probably,

, Euromos was under the bishopric of Mylasa,

:
Hydrela „ „ „ Brioula in Asia,

Plarasa „ „ „ Aphrodisias,

Except Kyon, the othero are unknown, but it is certain that the im-

portance and civilisation of the Carian coast was greatest in early times,

and steadily decreased in the Boman and Byzantine period. Mr. W. B.

Baton tells me that Boman imperial cuius are very rare in his experience

on the Carian coast. .
-

20. Kyon.—The situation of Kyon was discovered by MM. Cousin

and Deschamps. It would be difficult to find a more carelessly written

article on ancient antiquities than that in which they have described

* Hydn-la, being on the north aide of the Maeander, ought to be reckoned in T<ydia,

not in Caria. The same remark applies to Xysa, which must go with Magnesia, Trallois,

Mastanra and Brioula : all belong to Lydia, but some are wrongly assigned to Caria in

numismatic works.
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W.—PAUPHYLIA, CARIA, AND LYCIA. 423

the city (• Bull Oorr. Hell.', 1887, p. 808). They gire the name ae Kvv,

and, forgetfnl of Stephanns Byzantins,* they state more than onoe that the

anoienta never refer to the city, and they give absolutely no olne to the

situation where they place the city, except that it is in the hills that

separate the yalley of the Marsyas from that of the Harpasos. They do

not know whether or not Rhodes poBsessed the city in the time ofClaudins,

as if there could be any doubt on the point. They are even ignorant

that coins of the city are well knovm. In a Journal which has done so

much for the study of Antiquity as the Bulletin, such an article is not

worthy of its position and surroundingo, nor worthy of its subject.

Eyon must have lost importance, and been subordinated to some

city of the plain : hence, it is not a bishopric.

21. Titakaza is known to me from two autonomous coins, one which

passed through Mr. Lawsou's hands, the other reported to me by the

kindness of Prof. Th. Mommsen as having been recently acquired by
the Berlin Museum. Mr. Lawsou's coin came to him from the direction

of the Garo-Fisidian frontier, and it has struck me that Tapasa in the

ITotities may be a Byzantine modification of (Ti)takasa.

22. It is as yet impossible to draw the boundary between the

Thrakesian, Eibyrrhaiote, and Anatolic Themes. The Eibyrrhaiote

Theme included Miletos, and therefore began at the Maeander, which

had always been the boundary between Caria and Lydia. All the coast

lands from this point eastward belonged to the Eibyrrhaiote Theme

;

but there is no possibility of determininghow much of the inner country

was included in that Theme. The boundary must have run along some-

mountain ridges that lie east and west ; but several lines are equally

possible. Originally the coast, even up to and including Cilicia,

belonged to the Eibyrrhaiote Theme. At a later time the Eleisourai of

Seleuceia were formed into a Theme which appears to have included

also all the coast-lands between Pamphylia and the Mohammedan
frontier.

In a rough way we may say that Asia and Lydia belonged to the

Thrakesian, Phrygia to the Anatolic, Theme: but the Lykos valley,

with Hierapolis, Ehonai and Laodiceia, must perhaps be united with the

military administration of the coast-lands in the Thrakesian Theme»

and separated from the Anatolic Theme. There can be no doubt that

from some time between 692 and 787 Ehonai was the chief military

centre of that valley.

28. The order of Hierocles' enumeration of the Carian cities is clearly

geographical; but two are out of place, lassos and Bargylia. Their

position is so peculiar, that it is almost necessary to suppose that a

dislocation of the text has occurred. Orthosia, Harpasa, Neapolis,

Hyllarima, and Antiocheia, must therefore be understood to form a

geographical group ; and probably Eyon falls under one of_ them,

* As Mr. W. R. Paton mentioned to me.
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though until MM. Oouain and DeiohampB give some better dne to the

situation of the ruina they diaooTered, no certainty ia attainable.

Of the numerous bishoprioa added in the Notitiao, some were

doubtless originally included under better known bishoprics, e.g. Loxyma
under Knidos. Stadia or Stadeia, which is frequently mentioned in the

Carian list at Condi. Nioaen. II, 787 a.d.,* may possibly correspond to

Lvrdfiutv or yitrdfiwv of the Notitin. 0coirc/iirrot TpavoXvKtUt iirapxt(a%

KapCat, A.D. 602, is a puzzle : perhaps the name of the bishopric consists

of two names run together and corrupted.

24. I add a few notes on the authority of Faton. He hais tracedf

the island Pserimos in Pliny, y. 36, in an inscription, and in the modem
name Pserymo, an island between Eos and Ealymna. Pieye still retains

its name as Fisi, called in some maps Eigi, a village near Mughla.

Mughla is the ancient MoboUa. Bargasa perhaps lay east from Idyma.

Termera was at Assarlik, where Sir C. Newton placed Souagela or

Theangela. Theangela was at Kenier, where Kiepert's map puts

Pedasa. Pedasa probably lay inland a little to the east-north-east.

The Tripolis of the Chersonasioi Paton would identify as Akanthcs,

BibassoB, and Syma, the last being expressly named by Stephanus. X

25. The principle of arrangement of the Lyoian cities in the list of

Hierodes is very similar to that which has been proved in Isauria.

Hierodes begins on the east coast with Phaselis and comes westward.

Where a road leads up from a coast-town to cities of the interior, he

mentions the cities on this road before going further along the coast.

Similarly in Isauria, after mentioning the cities on the coast, Hierodes

makes the line of the Ermenek Su (Decapolis) the basis of his enumera-

tion, and gives the cities from the mouth to the source ; but when any

of these cities lies on a cross-road over Taurus he mentions the cities on

that road before going further up the river.

26. In Lyda the relation between Hierodes and the ecclesiastical

lists is very difficult. Hierodes omits several places, such as Bhodiapolis,

- which were important at all periods, coining money and appearing as

* Tabai oIbo ooonrs in this list.

t ' Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1888, p. 282. The usual texts of Pliny give the name Fsyra

;

but Pserima and Pserema have MS. authority.

% Pontiooussa, "island of mice," near Pserymo, must be Pliny's Pinnecusa, the

name being modified to give a meaning to the popular mind. Orak, where there are

ruins, is probably Lepsimandros. Pliny omits Kedreai, the largest island in the

Keramic Quit Mobolla, mentioned ' Bull. Oorr. Hell.,' X., 488, is called Mogdla by

Constanline Porph., de Them., p. 38, who names it along with Piqre* On Theangela

«nd Pedasa see Paton in < Class. Bev.,' 1889, p. 139. The Tripolis of the Chersonasioi is

A very doubthil term, founded solely on the words of Stephanus : x^pp^'^'osy it6)M tit

T^ K«rJk KWtoy x^PP^'V' "0^ TplitoXis. Paton adds from * Arch. Delt.,' 1888, p. 112,

ihe names Amos, Lei ; ttie sums given there prove that there were more than

.three cities in the Synteleia which, as Boeckh first saw, included all the peninsula

«xcept CnidoB. The Koinon Chersonasion long continued to exist : see Paton in * Class.

Bev.,' 1889, p. 423, and 'BolL Coir. Hell.,' 1886, p. 123.
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'Apofa Anaxa 6. 'Apiitijt 3. 'Apdins

• •

(Hymandoa \
\Oiniando8 /

19. B((/30V IJTOl Xot^MVOV
ir6\t»ts

21. 'Tvovi'Swi' 15. Oti'ud'Saiv

BiXovpa (Barboula, 879) 36. Ba^Poiptni 20. BapY^Awi'

Koiuaripaos 2. MaoTcd/pvK 2. Mao'Ta^pwi'

• • ** 20. KapKiavijs 12. Mapwiavqt

• •

• •

27. 'Po8tair<(A(6)f

17. 'AicfMMrffoD

30. AiKdySwv

••

33. K(ii'8(vi'

_, •• 31. no\«OT«i> <Jtoi 'lovtr-

TH'iai'ovirtiAfWf

31. naAiWTwi'

.. (Meloe, 879) 37. MiA«»tSi> 32. MrjAcdTwi'

•• Zenopolia 12. Ziivwuov6\tus 7. "iKiiiivuv QiKvdiixwv) ^roi

•Ayias

.. •• •• 11. 'A7io8oi5a«i'

.. ••
- 1

•1 19. npuivrts

•• •• • 28. T«p7<f<row

w r9.^BCg^
- mm
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l&dM^Hds dnrxng the fifth oentnry and in the Notitiso. Is the VbA of

BSerooleii ^defeotive ? A oivil list wonld not omit such a eity as Bhodia-

polis, so'thttt the difficulty is not solved by supposing that Hierooles

used snoh a list. I beUeve that the explanation in suoh oases is that

HieirOoIes iised M his authority an eoclesiastioal list, in whioh, owing to

the fact that Bhodiapolis and Eorydallos were united under one bishop,

the former was apparently not named, but there had arisen a oorruption

which had caused in Hierooles the extraordinaiy form Benkylias. A
oritio will desiderate some proof that these two cities were ever united

in one bishopric. I can give ro proof, but I can point to their situation,

and I can appeal *o another fact, which throws light on this case and

strengthens my theory by analogy, while at the same time it shows what

errors are caused to modem writers on topography by the neglect of

thill habit of uniting two cities under one bishop.

' Petersen in the scicond volume of the Austrian Exploration in Lyoia,

p. 162, identifies Zenonopolis with Pinara. His sole reason is that, in

Notitiee I., YIL, YIII., IX., the latter is omitted and the former occurs,

while Hierooles and Notitiae X., XIII., give Pinara, and omit Zenono-

polis. But he has not observed that Theodorus, bishop cf Pinara and

Stauraoius, bishop of Zenonopolis, were both present at the second Nioene

Council, A.D. 787. Zenonopolis and Pinara are entirely distinct bishop-

rics and cities. Why then do so many Notitias omit Pinara? The

reason is that Pinara and Sidyma were in the earlier organisation united

under one bishop, as is proved by the entry at Conoil. Seleuc, a.d.

359, Tlivdpmv KOI AiSv/iuv.* This union existed in 451 and 458, but had

been dissolved before 787, as appears from the signatures of the second

Nicene Council. But it leads to the omission of Pinara in the four earliest

Notitiae. Three of these are indeed later than 787, but this merely

proves what I have already so often urged, viz., that the lists of su£fragan

bishops often retain facts of a much earlier date than the lists of metro-

politans and autokephaloi. This example may be used to support my
theory both about Bhodiapolis and also about Mesotimoloe-Blaundos in

Lydia, and other places.

27. Besides the cities mentioned as coining money in the annexed

Table, coins of ApoUonia, Ealynda, and Masikytos, are also known.

Apollonia was included in a Tetrapolis with Aperlai, Simena, and Isinda,

and probably all were included in the bishopric of Aperlai. Apollonia

was on an island, as Stephanns mentions, probably the island of Doli-

chiste, as M. Waddington says (Le Bas, 1290).

The coins with the legend AYKinN-TP are commonly assigned to

Trebenna. This is a mistake, for, as I have proved in * Athen. Mittheil-

ungen,' 1885, p. 343, Trebenna was a city of Pamphylia, not of Lycia.

The coins in question therefore must be assigned to Trabala, not to

Trebenna.
* Didyma for Sidyma ; bo often at Ooneil. Nioaen. II.

2f2
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28. Tergasos, which ooonn in Notitisa X., XIII., also is mentioned

at the Connoil of 879. There are several other remarkable resemblances

between the latest class of Notitisa and the late Oonnoils, whereas No-

titia YII. has several reminiscences of Hierodes.

29. Eomistaraos in Hieroclee obviously corresponds to Mastanra in

the Notitiae. I suppose that Kw/u; Mooravpa has lost one of the syllables

beg^inning with M, and that a form Mooraovpa has been cormpted to

[Ma3aTapaoc.

80. In Pamphylia I ought to add that Alastos, which is mentioned

in three inscriptions, was situated sombwhere not very far from

Falai&polis ; and when we find in the later Notitiae the entry IXaXata-

iroXaps ^M 'AXicpov or 'AXcvpov or 'AAccpov, the suspicion arises that

Alastos is meant. The variation in form is not greater than in some

other oases (see pp. 398, 402) ; and such variations are so great that it ia

impossible to determine the exact form of any name which occurs solely

in ecclesiastical documents.



ADDENDA.

F. 89 ff. The article by Gelzer in ' Jahrbnoh ftir protestantisolie

Theologie,' XIL, on " Zeitbestiminung d. grieoh. Notitiee Episc.", did

not oome to my knowledge until January 1890, when I saw Hirsoh-

feld's reference to it in his review of Sterrett's 'Wolfe Expedition'

(which I unfortunately failed to observe before). This Journal is not

in the Aberdeen University Library; and I owe to the Free Churck

College and to Principal Brown's kindness the opportunity of reading

it. The following points are agreed on independently by Gelzer and

myself:

—

1. Notitia yil. is the oldest. Gelzer dates it at latest in the

beginning of the eighth century.

2. Notitise YIII. and IX. are the next in age. Gelzer dates IX.

X.D. 806-815, and VIII. a little kter.

3. Notitia I. is next : it is, according to Gelzer, not later than 850.

4. IIL and X. are much later : Gelzer dates the former about 1100,

under Alexius Oomnenus, and the latter towards 1200.

5. Any arrangement in 680 or 692 is to be ascribed to the system

of Justinian.

It is impossible for me to find during the University Session the

opportunity to study the subject with sufficient concentration to express

an opinion about various points in Gelzer's article. During an occasional

half-hour stolen from other work, I cannot bring together the facts in

my mind, and the article is far too important to be lightly criticised.

In a hasty perusal I have not been struck by anything which makes me
wish to alter any statement in this book, though I learn from Gelzer

how much still remains undone, yet capable of being done. If I had

had the luck to know Gelzer's article a year ago, I should certainly have

been able to do the work which is attempted in this book much more

thoroughly. The method which he indicates of distinguishing different

Tecensions of the same Notitia, is likely to give some interesting results.

I add a few notes on points that have struck me in reading his article.
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I am glad to be able to give one or two striking confirmations of bis

dates in tbe later periods of oburob organisation, but I have to express

dissent on several points. (1) I do not think that he has proved suflBoi-

ently his scheme previous to Justinian ; and I shall point out, in the

following paragraph, a discrepancy between his scheme and the facts

about Kios of Bithynia. I still retain my previously formed opinion

that church organisation was in a very fluctuating condition before the

time of Justinian, and that the order of dignity was not fixed decisively,

except for a few of the higher metropoleis, until his reign. Some of the

Chalcedonian lists which he quotes as authoritative, appear to me to be

made up later than the time of the Council. (2) I do not think that he

sufficiently appreciates the di£ferenoe between the first and the second

parts in each Notitia, or the fact that the first part may be proved to

belong to a particular period, while the second part may retain un-

altered statements that belong to an earlier date, though he admits at

least one case of this kind. (3) He takes no account of the facts that

have led me to the view that Notitiaa III., X„ XIII., are founded on a

different list (viz., a church list) from I., YII., YIII., IX., which are

taken from a government list of bishops, varying in some respects from

the church list. My vie^, perhaps may be wrong, but the facts which

lead me to it seem not capable of being explained by the mere fact that

m., X., XIII., are later.

Gtelzer argues that the first 14 autokephaloi bishoiprics mentioned in

Notitia YII. had that rank as early as 459, that the next 11 were raised

to that rank between 459 and 536, while the following 7 were elevated

by Justinian between 536 and 553; Bizya, Tomi, and Leontopolis are

traced as early as 451. In most cases it is certain that Gielzer is right

;

but my view is that such distinctions were rather fluctuating and un-

certain, and that order of dignity was unsettled, till Justinian. Eios

according to Oelzer falls among the 11 that became autokephalos

between 459 and 536. He has not observed that Julianus a Co, who
is mentioned as a bishop of superior rank at Ohalcedon, and who after-

wards wrote in 458 to the Emperor Leo as an independent bishop, must

be bishop of Eios. It is hardly possible that a bishop of the island Kos

is meant ; and, moreover, in the classified list of bishops appended to

Aot XY., he is assigned to Bithynia along with the bishops of Niko-

medeia, Nikaia, Chalcedon, and Apameia. We have therefore a clear

case of a bishop of Kios claiming in 458 the right to address a letter,

as an independent autokephalos bishop, to the emperor. I consider this

to be a proof of the fluctuating state of dignity and organisation at the

time. Other proofs to the same effect I find in the position of Dorylaion

and Eotiaiou. Dorylaion appears to be autokephalos in 451; and I

have argued iu my papers in * Expositor,' 1889, that Eotiaion claimed

the same position. The Notitisa nowhere, so far as I know, directly

notice the fact that metropoleis must have been at some period formed
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in Fhrygia (probably Akmonia) and in Pampbylia Seoanda, as local

groups of bidioprios are omitted in these provinces.

The views advanced by Qelzer about the later ecclesiastical organi-

sation, seem to me, so far as I can at present judge, to be correct ; and
they make a great step in our knowledge of the subject.

He considers that important changes occurred shortly before 869,

which are shown in Notitia I. ; and that a still more sweeping series of

changes was made by Leo YL, who completed a list of 50 metropoleis

and 50 autokephaloi. Soon afterwards his list was altered by the eleva-

tion of Eukhaita to be a metropolis. Amastris and Khonai also wore

soon after made metropoleis ; * and Qelzer quotes a Paris MS. (Oois-

linianus CCIX.) which gives only these 53 metropoleis. These facts

throw light on the arguments I have brought forward to show that in

later times certain bishoprics were subject to Eukhaita and Khonai.

The same MS. gives also Asmosata as a metropolis : this was the case

for a short time under Constantine, when Samosata was captured from

the Arabs and incorporated with the empire for a few years. Qelzer

attributes the elevation of Khonai to the importance of the Ohuroh of

S. Michael, which he considers to belong only to the tenth and eleventh

centuries : but Khonai was one of the chief military centres at this

late period, and I attribute the Church of Michael idready to the old

KolossaL It becomes known to us first in the tenth century, because we
know practically nothing about Kolossai and Khonai till that period,

when the military importance of the rook of Khonai makes it a centre

for the wars of the period. It was doubtless a Tourma or a Topoteresia

from the seventh century onwards, but we begin to hear of it only when
the theatre of war lies in the district.

Gelzer's proof that Leoniopolis was an autokephalos bishopric as

early as 451, throws some light on the method of Hierooles. He learned

from his authorities that Isauropolis-Leontopolis was a single bishopric,

but by an error he put it in the wrong province. In the case of some

archbishoprics, such as Eukhaita, he did not know in what province to

place them, and therefore omitted them entirely.

Nakoleia was an autokephalos archbishopric in 862. Gtelzer has no

earlier date than 869. He also shows that a number of new metropoleis

were created between 1035 and 1082 : he has missed a fact that confirms

his view in one case. Nazianzos was made a metropolis (p. 285)

between 1067 and 1071. He states, p. 542, that the existence of Nazi-

anzos as a metropolis cannot be proved earlier than 1166.

On p. 362 Qelzer errs in saying that the bishopric of Kotiaion occurs

in ,no Notitia. It occurs in VUI. and IX., as subject to Synnada, but is

disguised in the corruption Kvrifiiov (i.e. Kvrt[a]iov) or Kofuriov. Had he

known the date of the elevation of Amastris, which is proved in my text,

* Gelzer only says earlier than 968. Cp. Act. Siainnii, Sept 8, p. 41, and my
p. 9L

.
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p. 91, he would have a strong additional argument and an earlier fixed

point as the latest possible date for Notitin YII., IX.

F. 04. At the Council of 879 we find that in a great number of cities

there are two separate bivhops. I assume throughout this book that

these are bisho'ps of rival parties, Ignatian and Photian. The fact and

the hypothetical explanation which I advance have not, so far as I am
aware, been mentioned (except in G. B., Liv.), and ought therefore to

be soratinised by critics. The following examples may be given of

double bishops. Mt^aijA AyKvpo(rwir5iy, SurtWiot Xwaov, Ej)<r^tos Sv-

vaov, Boo-iActos Swaov, have to be distributed to two cities, Synaos

and Sanaos. 'Ai^cin'tos Aatftvowlai and Aa/ttavo« Aa^vovrtov,* perhaps

belong to one place. So certainly 'Avooreurtoc Tvpdov and Komrramvos
Tvpotbv, 'Avrto^os MoKpyp and NtKoXaos M<u;pi;«, Src^avos Biv&ubv and

IlavAos Bu'&uwv, KvptAXos Aivotfi and Boo-iXtos Atvoi;?, perhaps also

Mc^dSios Aa&iA<(as and EvordXios 'AXStXov. Kwvoravrtvoc Aoo&Kcias

probably belongs to Lykaonia, leaving IlavAof and Sv/tcatv to be bishops

of the Phrygian metropolis. Other cases, such as Leo, Eerykos and
Constantino of Neapolis, Theodoras and Theognostus of Apameia, may
belong to difierent cities of the same name. Sc^as Kti'i}7r(i\co>s and

*AvrwvuK Kun}s seem to me to be bishops of Kinna ; but some may hold

that Sabas was bishop of Konni or Koue.

P. 101. A warning to the same effect against identifying ancient

sites by modern names that happen to resemble them, is given by Dr.

Conrad Miller, 'Die Weltkarte des Castorius,' p. 121. But he carries

his scepticism in this respect, and his belief in the Peutinger Table, to

an extreme. The example which he quotes of a bad identification, which
had caused unfair discredit to be thrown on the Table, viz., that of Scopi

with the modern Uskub, is unfortunate. Mr. A. J. Evans has p-A>ved

most conclusively (* Archeeologia,' vol. xlviii., " Researches in Illyricum ")

that Scopi was beside Uskub : the Peutinger Table needs much correc-

tion here, as it does in reiy many other cases. An identification founded

on such dose resemblance as Scopi and Uskub, and especially where the

modern name is not a significant and usual Turkish word, may almost

always be safely accepted.

P. 104 (A, 3). The mediaeval name of Dies Hieron is said to be Pyrgi.

See Miklosich and Mtiller, * Acta et Diplomata,' II, cccxcvix., p. 104,t

TO Ilvpyiov oircp iv Tois TcucrtKois (i.e. in Kotitiis Episcopatuum) i^tos 'Icpov

dvoitaCtrau If the name Pyrgi still remains in use, this may give a clue to

the situation. Uvpyiov was apparently made the seat of the metrop<.^\taa

of Perga, p. 420, after Pampbylia was almost entirely in partious infi-

delium, and Attaleia had become the archbishopric and the chief (finally

the sole) seat of Christianity in the province. The elevation of Pyrgion

to be a metropolis took place between 1193 and 1199 (Glelzer, p. 547).

* Daphnoudion of Phrygia in the late Notitin is probably an error.

t I take the quotation from Gelzer : the book is not accessible to me in Aberdeen.
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M. Fontrier, of Smyrna, in answer to my question, writes that Pyrgi

is a village in the Kaystros valley, two hours south-east of Odemish,

inhabited by Christians and Turks, now a poor plaoe, but formerly

important for silk produce. This site, so olose to that of Hypaipa, oan

hardly be the exaot position of Dies Hieron, but, although F^rgion was

put in the rank of Dios Hieron, it was probably a separate place. Still

the story in Duoas, p. 83, that when Tohineit died suddenly at Ephesos

he was at once carried to Fyrgion on the skirts of Mbunt Tmolos and

buried, hardly suggests a situation so distant as Hypaipa. Perhaps the

old Fyrgion and the modem Pyrgi are different places.

P. 105 (A, 4). There is every probability that the article of Sohuch-

hardt on the site of Kolophon (' Athen. Mittheil.', 1886, p. 898), which

embodies also the opinion of Prof. Eiepert, has solved the long-standing

problem of the site of that city. Kolophon was an inland city, 10 or

12 miles north of the coast. Notion was on the coast. In Boman time

the site of Kolophon lost its importance, while the name was transferred

to the site of Notion, and the latter name disappeared. Hence Pliny

speaks of Notion as of a place that no longer existed. The disappearance

of the old Kolophon and the change of name, is later than the Pelopon-

nesian war, but earlier than the time of Oioero.

P. 113 (A, 27). Tc 8' iv 'Ao-i^ irtpl TpoAXcis koX tov XapoKutiiiqfnjv

iraraiuov. For 'Ao-tfi Schweighoeuser prefers hv&U^ Kaibel Kaptiji. No
change is needed, for the Province Asia is meant ; but hx^uf. is at least

true, Kaptf. false. The name of the river (nomen suspectum, Kaibel) is

clearly *A\a(iaKaKmit,r(nfi.

P. 118 (A, 42). It is remarkable that Marquardt should so entirely

disregard the authority of Pliny, and make Tralleis, Philadelpheia,

Eumeneia, and Cyzicos into separate oonventus ; and that he should be

followed, and even the doubts that he himself expresses in some cases

should be disregarded, by Monoeaux (* De Communi Asiae ') and others.

The result is that entirely false tables have been constructed by the

writers whom I havo named to show that the same cities struck oisto-

phori, were the seats of conventus, and enjoyed other honours. I have

pointed out the true character of these honours in the * Classical Beview,'

1889. It is possible that such cities as Philadelpheia and Cyzicos may
afterwards I'ive been erected into oonventus by a subdivision of the

larger divisions mentioned by Pliny (C B, xxviii.).

I have given a tentative list of the peoples and cities in the oonventus

of Laodioeia, Apameia, Synnada, and Philomelion, C B, xxviii. The

doubts there expressed as to the xxv peoples in the Laodicean conventus

are partly resolved by the rectification of the frontier of the province

(see above, E, 21) and the inclusion of Lagbe, Ormeleis, &o., in the pro-

vince, and, therefore, in the Laodicean oonventus. But the v. 1. zxii. is

more likely to be correct than the vulgate xxv.

P. 117 (A, 37). The proof about Aigai has recently been made quite
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complete by Dr. SohnohhaTdt in Bohn's work on the * Antiquities of

Aigai.' Hy reference to hie opinion in my footnote is to his paper on the

Macedonian Cdoniee, 'Athen. Mittheil.' 1888, p. 1. He has now pub-

lished an inscription, which proves that one of the twelve cities destroyed

by the earthquake under Tiberius was situated at Nemrud Ealesi, and

Aigai it the only one of the twelve that can possibly be placed there.

F. 117 (A, 39). Khliara ought, on account of its position, to belong

to the ecclesiastical pruvince of Lydia, and its bishop to be subject to

the metropolitan of Sardis. But by the time that Khliara began to

exist as a bishopric, the old provincial system had decayed, and the lists

of the Notitin had no reality, and were worth only the paper on which

they were written. Sardis itself had lost all consequence, and so also

had EphesoB, the metropolis of Asia. At the present day the metro-

politan of EphesoB resides at Magnesia (now called Manisa); but

Ephesos, or rather Ayasaluk, was still an important place in the fifteenth

century. The fact that Khliara was made subordinate to Ephesos is

only one of many facts that prove the utter disorganisation of the old

ecclesiastical system towards the close of the Byzantine period.

P. 123 (B, 13). At the criticism of Mr. Hogarth I add a note to

explain more clearly the facts about Koula. Koula was not an ancient

site : the ancient city in whose territory it lay was situated at Sandal

about three miles distant. The inscription of the Katoikia Koloe was

attributed by M. Tsakyroglos to Sandal, and he supposed that Sandal

was Koloe, and that the name had (as in other cases) been transferred to

the modem city at a little distance. He disregurded the unvarying

statement of the owners that the stone in question came from Kara

Tash, on the grounds (1) that most inscriptions of Koula come from

Sandal, which is itself also fuU of inscriptions, (2) that there is little

intercourse between Kara Tash and Koula. I have investigated the

point carefully, and have no hesitation in saying, (1) that the Koloe

inscription is of a different character from the Sandal inscriptions,

(2) that there was formerly a brisk trade in madder root between Koula,

which is a great seat of the carpet trade, and Kara Tash district, where

the root grows, (3) that the statement of the owners of the stone is

trustworthy, (4) that Koula is not the modem form of the name Koloe,

(5) that Satala is Sandal, and the site of Koula was part of its territory.

I should add that the inscription in question has been at Koula, in the

possession of the same family, for more than thirty years.

P. 126 (B, 22). The Masdyenoi seem to be Paphlagonian mer-

cenaries from the town of Mastya, mentioned by Pliny, YL 2, west of

Kromna. The Traleis or Thracians, and the Masdyenoi, were different

classes of mercenaries employed by the Pergamenian kings. The

Macedonians, who got the citizenship of Pergamos at the same time

with the Masdyenoi, were, according to Schuchhaidt, the descendants of

mercenaries settled by the Seleuoid kings in different cities of Asia.
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P. 127 (B, 26). Hamilton found at Gdbek, a few milea finm

Snleimanli, an inaoription BXawilav McunSdvuv. Compare coina.

F. 185 (0, 2). Gelzer ponfirma my -view that Hierapolia waa made
a metrppolia hj Jnatinian. He ia diapoaed to consider that hefore ita

elevation it waa already an autokephaloa arohbiahoprio. There ia no
evidence for this, but it ia not improbable in itaelf. It may now, I

think, be oonaidered aa an establiahed fact that Justinian made Hiera-

polia metropolia over a group of bishoprics, and hence in 692 we find a

diatinction indicated between the Laodicean biahoprioa, Ankyra, Tiberio-

polia, Eadoi, Aizanoi, &o., and the Hierapolitan group, Mossyna and

Attondda (the others were not represented at the Council).

F. 135 (C, 3). The inacriptiona of the Demoa Thiounteon, in the

territory of Mossyna, which I published in the ' American Journal of

Archaeology ' (ASP, A. xii.) make it possible to fix the district where a

apeciea of variegated marble, used in ancient commerce for many
centuries, yet practically unnoticed by modem writers, was quarried.

It also gives the means of correcting the text of Strabo, p. 374. In an

inaoription of Hierapolia, 0. 1. O., 3915, the expression vopov Qiowrrprlfv

occurs, which Franz in hia transcription alters to ^oKtiAtpnjy. M. Wad-
dington, on Lebaa, 1683, defends Qiawnpn^. We now see that

M. Waddington was right, and that the stone waa found at Thiounta,

8 or 10 milea north of Hierapolia.

The colour of the marble sarcophagus, on which the inscription is

engraved, is not described by M. Waddington, but the following passages

show that the Thiountene stone was a variegated marble (irotKikri

XiOoi). Constantino Forphyrogenitus (* de Cerim. Aul. Byz.,' p. 644,

Bonn ed.) mentions that Eudokia, wife of Justinian II., and another

empress, wife of Anastasius, were buried in sarcophagi of Hierapolitan

stone. The sarcophagi of the splendid mausoleum which he is describ-

ing may be assumed to have been of beautiful and valuable stone. The
material ia here called Hierapolitan, not Thiountene ; but it is natural

that it should be called by the name of the great city which is not far

distant, and to which doubtless orders from the outer world were sent,

instead of the name of the obscure village where it was found. Simi-

larly the marble found at Dokimion was always called Synnadic marble

from the time of Strabo onwards, yet Dokimion was a city striking

coins of its own, 32 miles from Sjnnada. Again, Strabo, p. 374, speaks

of fi^aXXa riji irotKiXi;s Xt^ov r^s Stvptas, KaOivtp rrfi ILapvaruK kox rtfi

^cvKoAXtas xal r^ ^SwvaStK^s 'IcpairoAtriK^. In the ' Journal of Hellenic

Studies,' 1887 (CB., xxxi), I pointed out part of the cure for this passage,

but in weighing the question as to which Hierapolis was meant, I came

to the wrong conclusion. The oiiginal text was

—

THC AOKIAAAIOYKAlTHCI€PAnOAmKHC

A marginal explanation, "ZvwaZuapi, was added, as the name Aomftaibv waa

strange, being confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the quarries,

\
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M Strabo mentions on p. 574.* The marginAl note crept into the text

in the wrong place. The name that precedes, being strange, was
oormpted ACYKAAAIOY, and its gender corrected to AeVKAAAIAO.

The references to this marble belong to all periods, from the time of

Christ till the tenth century. On every occasion that its use is men-

tioned, it is employed to make sarcophagi. Strabo mentions it as varie-

gated, like Dokimian and Oarystian marble. It was quarried at

Thiounta, about 12 miles north-west of Hierapolis. In the neighbour-

hood it was called Thiountene, but in the world generally it was

called Hierapolitan.

P. 136 (C, 25). On the name TivftpirUri, my friend, Mr. A. J. EvnnB,

writes to me : " the Clisura is surely connected with the Turkish word

for ' bridge,' as it appears in its Slavonic guise ' tchuprija.' " The proper

Turkish word is Keupreu.

P. 136 (0, 27). I may add that the line of the road from Eh ) mi to

Homa is wrongly represented on my map in ASP. It must 'probably

have gone past Tchardak, along the lake of Anava, and then by 3olatli

across a low rising-ground in a direct line to Homa. I infer this from

the description of the march of Frederick Barbarossa, an outline of

which is given B 83. He marched along the lake of Anava and by the

same Kleisoura, though there is a little confusion in the accounts. The

place ubi fluvius Mandra oritur can hardly be Apameia-Celaenae, but

must be some of the immense springs that rise between Homa and

Dineir.

P. 138 (C, 33). I have never thought it neceesar}' to give any

proof that Ahat Eeui is the site of Akmonia. The reasons advanced by

Franz in his dissertation, " Fiinf Inschriften und fiiufSt&dte Eleinasiens,"

in support of the identification might be greatly strengthened by ihe

evidence of other inscriptions and by general considerations.

P. 144 (0, 78). Nakoleia, as I have shown in B, Lxvii., was made

an autokephalos archbishopric between 787 and 862 : Gelzer has no

earlier date for its elevation than 869. Gelzer, p. 542, points out that

Nakoleia was elevated to the rank of a metropolis between 1035 and

1066 : it. appears as a metropolis at the Synod of 1066. No clue

is known to the bishoprics that were subject to Nakoleia ; but it is

not improbable that Santabaris was one of them. But the order of

enumeration in 879 would almost suggest that Nakoleia was then a

metropolis.

P. 140 (C, 53). Julia, the peaceful city of Boman time, is to be

looked for in the lower ground, on the actual line of the road. Ipsos is

to be looked on some higher and more defensible situation on the skirts

of Sultan Dagh. Neither Tchai nor Sakli (Isakli, " the Isaacs ") seems

to be an ancient site, but at Tchai ruins were reported to me as existing

* Even the inscriptiuns of Hierapolia, where Dokimian marble was used, employ the

form Aoittntirli, wbioli, according to Strabo, is inconeot.
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in the Snltui Dagh. Careftil ezaminAtion of the diatriot will doubtleM

reyeal the ezaot site of both plaoei. The battle of Ipioe muit have

taken place in the open plain, where Selenous and Lyaimaohoi met»

but no oonolnaion can be drawn firom this as to the site of Ipsos ; for the

battle got its name from the oity in whose territory it was fought, but

did not necessarily or even probably take place within or beneath the

walls. Mr. Hogarth has traversed the district more recently, but only

in the same hurried way as myself, and will have aomething to aay

about it in * Joum. Hell. Stud.,' 1800. Kayatrou Pedion must be the

plain between Tchai, Sakli, and Bolowodun : the army of Cyrua halted

in the plain without going up to the high-lying city of Ipaoa, juat

as they traveraed Keramon Agora without going to the hill-city of

Akmonia.

F. 144 (C, 77). I have accidentally omitted to mention a village

named Pontana or Pontanoa, aituated a few milea north-north-west from

Meroa (Eumbot), whose existence ia proved by the following inacriptiong

whioh I copied in November, 1881 :-—

(1) At GemOtoh—
MHlii Mrj^rpX

nONTAN HovTov-

HNH i^vg

6YXHN €«X7V.

(2) At Aginn (Ak Inn ?) : under a relief repreaenting a bull's head—

>

nONTANI- llovTm{ri-

iOIOCin vol 'Oaitf

AIK- nEY Kt] ^utif ti-

XHN XV''

P. 144 (0, 82). Eraaos or Erassos was in the Opsikian Theme
(Theophan. 414), and in the province Phrygia (Theophan. 481). On
the otjier hand, Qalen seems to place it in Bithynia, when he gives the

list NtVaia xai Upowra koI Kpwrvov [ircStov or iniAts] * Kat KAav&oviroXiv

Koi 'lovXioviroXts, dAXa koX AopvAotov ij Itm ficv i<T)(arq r^ 'Acrtav^s ^puyias.

But it is perhaps more probable that Qalen is wrong about the situation

of Erasos. It was certainly on the Tembris east of Dorylaion, and

perhaps Galen, like so many modern geographers, confused between the

Tembris valley, whioh belonged to Phrygia, and the northern Sangarios

valley parallel to it, which belonged to Bithjmia. The two references

in Theophanes show that Erasos was on the Byzantine military road,

probably immediately east of Midaion ; and it is very probable that the

inference given in my text is wrong, and that Akkilaion and Erasos are

one place, or rather that Akkilaion strictly is the town (now Alpi),

Erasos strictly the district, but the town is sometimes called by the

district name.
* Wesseling ooireets to Kpirtuk

n
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P. 144 (0, 88). Any one wlio wiihM to •ppxeoUte the importanoe

of Kotikion in hiatory must, in addition to what is aaid in thii hook and

in my " OitieN and Biihoprioe of Phrygia," oonniU the papen on " Early

Ohriiitian Monument! in Phrygia," which I pnhliahed in the •* Expositor,"

1888 and 1889. Theie papen, hegnn with the intention of giving a

popular account of the rahjeot, led me to views about the state of the

ohnroh in Phrygia under the Roman Empire, which, whether they

ultimately prove true or not, are at least so far as I know entirely new.

All that I have said about the unique position of Kotiaion seems to me
to be justified by my subsequent studies. Kotiaion and Amorion must

have been the chief centres of heresy in Phrygia: hence arises the

peculiar position of both, first as autokephaloi, afterwards as metro-

poleis. The question how far the bishoprics subject to each of them

shared in their views requires a wider investigation before an answer

can be given ; but in both cases I should attribute their elevation to the

rank of metropolis to the period of the loonoclast emperors. The earlier

orthodox emperors did not recognise their claim to be independent

(autokephaloi) church centres, a claim which was chiefly founded on

their importance as centres of the proscribed native forms of Christi-

anity ; but the same qualification recommended them to the Iconodast

emperors. Kotiaion never appears as autokephalos in the Notitise, but

as metropolis in the latest Notitiae. Amorion appears as autokephalos

in Notitisd YIII., IX., and at Concil. Kicaen. II., 787 ; but according to

my view they both maintained their position, unrecognised by the

government,* from the beginning, as Dorylaion did in 451. Probably

some unknown episode of church history is the reason why Akmonia

and its group of bishoprics are separate from Phrygia Pacatiana in the

older Notitiea (which I understand to be founded on a list of bishoprics,

kept for civil purposes in the palace), and united with it in the later

Notitise (which I understand to be founded on a church list).

P. 150 (C, 97). But a passage of Procopius (< Bell. Goth.' III., p. 394)

states that Avkov Kpai«os was a mountain in Pisidia, and AvKatpavirai

were the inhabitants of the district. If this statement is not a mere

guess of Procopius to explain the curious name, we must reject the

view taken in the text that AvKOKpavirat was the name of a regiment.

Justinian transferred the soldiers called Lykokranitai (militum cohors,

De Boor's index) from Phrygia to Syria. The name may be compared

with *0<^a>s Kt<f»ak-q, whose existence on the northern frontier of Pisidia

has been made very probable by PK)f. G. Hirsohfeld (' Gott. Qe\. Anz.',

1888, pp. 591-2).

^. P. 151 (C, 99). I prefer to follow Malalas until some distinct proof

* The diaagreemont between the people of Kotiaion and the goTemment. is shown

by their mnrder of four suecessive bishops sent flrom Constantinople. I feel no doubt

that Malalos rightly attributes the story to Kotiaion, and that the Pasohal Obronide

is wrong. The people probably claimed the right to appoint a bishop for themselves.
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if given that Pkrygia wm divided before the time of Conetantine. It

is Mmetimee Mid that Malalai plaoea the formation of the new province

in 838 A.D. ; but he gives no date.

The latest derivation of the name Salutaria ia that raggeited by
Olmeaorge, 'Die .(im. Frovinz-Liste von 297,' that parts of Qalatia,

Phrygia, and Palestine, were so called bocanse they had been especially

connected with the saving tmtha of Christianity : the parts of Galatia

and Fhrygia that had been visited by Paul were styled Salutaris.

P. 164 (D, 3). Subsequent consideration shows me that ^ iiopCa is

only an adjective attached to Prokonnesos, which was on an island, and

therefore, strictly speaking, outside of the frontier. There was a

distinct province of the " Islands " in the Aegean ; and the epithet

Upoucivtifrot ^ liopia means that Prokonnesos, though beyond the strict

f^ntier of Hellespontos, is included in it. The proper form of the name
certainly is IIpoKon^ovdv, which is related to the Isaurian Frakana, as

S«Xyt}(r(ro« (for %ayaXcur<r6i) to S^Ayt;, and other oases : the variation of

vowel in Prakana and Prokonessos may be compared with Attalcs and

OttaloB, Atreus and Otreus, Tatas and Tottes, Tataion and Tottaion.

IIpouco-viTo-os is a form due to popular etymology, seeking a name with a

meaning in Oreek.

P. 155 (D, 4). Prof. Eiepert, if I rightly understand him, considers

the true form to be, not Eirmasli, but Kirmasti, i.e. Kp€fuurnj.

P. 155 (D, 5). M. S. Beinach suggests, as I think rightly, that the

second part of the name Hadrianoutherai is really the native word teira

= " town " (as in Teira, Thyateira, Temenothyrai), and that the customary

form and legend are due to the etymologising tendency. I should com-

pare the Gallic Augustodunum for a similar hybrid compound of a

Roman name and a native word, dunum. " hill."

P. 157 (D, 8). Two alternatives are open with regard to the birthplace

of Aristides. (1) He was born at the estate in the territory of Hadrian-

outherai among the people Milatai ; and Pbilostratus and Suidas have

wrongly given the name Hadrianoi in place of Hadrianoutherai : (2) he

was bom at Hadrianoi, but his regular home in life was on an estate at

Hadrianoutherai. The former alternative seems to me to be correct ; for

the priesthood of Zeus was held by his father, and he constantly refers

to the altar of Zeus at his home, llie reference to Hadrianoi in Up. Aoy.,

III., pp. 546-7, implies apparently a mere chance visit to a strange dty,

and is in a different tone from his references to the estate.

P. 159 (D, 13). Parthey, p. 318, 124, has a remarkable statement,

Mov<$XvKos norafioi 6 vvv Bapi^cos. If the Bareuos is not the Oranikos, it

must be a river not far distant (see D, 24).

P. 161 (D, 16). The transference of Hadrianoi from Mysia or rather

from the Boman Province Asia to Bithynia is distinctly mentioned by
Suidas, 8. V. Aristides, 'ASptavol Sc ttoAis Mvcrtas r^t vw Bi^tac.

P. 162 (D, 19). Mannert (III., 605), on authority of the peripli
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places the river Artanas 300 stadia east of the river Rhebas, 150 stadia

east of the promontory Melaina, 150 stadia west of the rivor Psilis, and
360 west of Ealpe. The emperor Constantine Copronymus settled a

large body of refugee Sclavi on the banks of the Artanas (Theophan.,

p. 482).

P. 164 (D, 29).- I have made three alterations of the textof Athenaeus

as published by Kaibel, inserting syllables that have dropped out of

the MSS.

P. 164 (E, 1). Since the frontier of Asia Provincia Romana has been

rectified (see E § 21), the probability has occurred to me that the road

Apameia-Eibyra lay entirely in the province, and therefore that there

is no necessity to suppose (as I was obliged to do in ASP.) that a

road ran from Apameia to Takina and Themissonion. Takina lies only

three miles off the direct line of road from Apameia to Eibyra. We
thus also escape a difficulty which was confessed in ASP., viz. that

the road Apameia-Eibyra, whose existence is proved by a number ot

mile-stones, began and ended in Asia, yet traversed mainly a different

province. The road lay entirely in Asia, when the frontier is rectified.

P. 166 (E, 4), compare p. 165 (D, 4). The inscription discovered by
Dr. E. Fabricius, from which the site of Argiza is inferred, will be

accessible in the supplement to C. I. L., III., before the present work

is published. It was found, at Balia (i.e. iraXaia) Bazar Eeni. The
published maps are not sufficiently trustworthy to show whether this

village, or the site whence the inscription was brought to the village,

can be on the road from Pergamos to Cyzioos. I therefore retain the

conjectural position given to Argesis on the road, and on the map, though

I believe that Argesis is merely the ablative of Argiza. I have the firm

conviction that everything which I have said about Poimancnon, Argiza,

Ergasterion, &o., will have to be modified when the modern geography

is pictured in a trustworthy map, but I also hope that the modifications

required to adapt my words to the truth will be obvious to every reader.

The view which I think most probable is that the Table has mixed

up two roads

:

(1) Pergamos [56 Ergasteria] Argiza-Poimanenon 36 Cyzioos.

(2) Pergamos-Adramyttion-Argiza-Poimanenon-Cyzicos.

P. 173 (E, 21). I cannot venture to be more precise as to the

boundary between Earalitis and the sea. The river Indos of Pliny and

Livy is rightly distinguished by Eiepert in his recent map from the

Ealbis rf Strabo and Ptolemy. The Ealbis lies within the Roman

province Asia, and the Indos is probably the boundary between Asia and

Lyoia.

P. 173 (E, 22). With regard to the irpay/MtTcurat', Mr. Pelham sends

me a note, which shows that this Greek term is a rendering of actores

(and not, as I have assumed in the text, of negotiatorei). He compares

Dig. 40, 5, 41, %Ti)(pv Kox Aafiav rov^ irpayfutrevrdi /lau, oSs ovk iXfv-
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Oipotaa quaero si paratis aotoribus t&c. : Plin., Epist. III.^

19, eodem proouratore iisdetn actoribus : Plin., Paneg. 36, aotori et

etiam proouratori tuo : Cod. XI., 72, de conduotoribus et proouratoribua

sive actoribus praediorum fisoalium : ib., 73, aotores sive conduotore»

dominioos : Cod. Theodos., II., 31, servo, colono, conductori, proouratori,

actorive. Tlie actor was a slave charged with the rationea.

Mr. Felham also writes to me : "praepoaiti pagorwm are mentioned

Cod. Theod. "VII., 4, XII., 6, &c. They seemed to have replaced the

old popularly elected magiatri, had evidently some duties connected

with the annona, and are coupled' with praepoaili horreorum. The office

and its duties are discussed by M. Voigt, * Drei Epigraphische Con-

stitutionen Constantins' (Leipzig, 1860, p. 169): see also for the office

as a muntu to which eurialea were liable, Kuhn, L, pp. 243, 244. There

is no trace of it before the fourth century. The change from the

elective magiater to the praepoaitua, or praefectus (Orelli, 4025), has

always seemed to me characteristic of the centralising tendencies of the

empire."

P. 176 (E, 22). But the inference that Tymbrianasa was included

in Galatia at the time when this boundary-stone was set up, is not

certain. The governor and procurator of Galatia might be acting in

the matter because Sagalassos was at that time in Galatia, and the

boundary-stone was a limit between the provinces Galatia and Phrygia.

I prefer, on the whole, for the reasons given in Addenda to E, 1, to

suppose that these estates were in Asia from the first, and that Manius

Aquilius constructed a road from Apameia to Cibyi'a, which ran along

the southern frontier of the new province, keeping within it the whole

way.

P. 181 (F, 15, 16). Ptolemy mentions Ilaraoviov as a city of Bi-

thynia, and Mannert, Forbiger, &c., on his authority, speak of Patavium.

The name must be corrected to Taraovtoi'. It is often referred tov

generally as Tataion or Tottaion, in the Itineraries, the Feutinger

Table, and numerous Byzantine documents. The form Tateabio, which

is found in the Peutinger Table, is an error for Tatabio (the ablative

being used as in many other instances). The Phrygian personal names

Tatas and Tottes are connected with Tataion and Tottaion, as Dorylas

is with Dorylaion ; compare Eotyaion and Eotys, Akkilaion and Akeles

or Akylas, Attaia and Attes or Atys, Anaia and Aues. Tottes and

Tatas are therefore only varieties of one name. The identity of Tataion

and Tottaion is paralleled by Attalos and Ottalos, Atreus and Otreus

(see p. 189), and is placed beyond doubt by the references quoted in

the annexed table of the bishoprics of Bithynia. Taracvs or TaraiTvos

occurs among the Xenoi Tekmoreioi, proving that a village Tataion

existed also on the Phrygo-Pisidian frontier; and IIan-ai}vos proves

there a village Papaion, connected with the divine and the personal

name Papas.
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P. 191 (F, 81, note). M. Theod. Beinaoh's note on the Boman
Bithynian era seems to me to be a retrogressive step. - He places the

government of Bithynia by Fansa in b.c. 48-7, supposing that Fansa

was sent to govern Bithynia immediately after the battle of Fharsalia,

Aug. 9, 48 B.C. But (1) Cn. Domitius Calvinns was probably the official

who directed Caesar's interests in Asia and Bithynia in 48-7
; (2) both

Fansa and Hirtius were able to report to Oioero about April 47 (Ep. ad

Att, XL, 14, 3) the language used by Quintus, which is a oonolusiye

proof that Fansa was not in Bithynia at that time. Frobably Fansa

was left in Bithynia by Caesar during the summer of 47, or even after

the victory of Zela on Aug. 2, 47. Frobably the coins were not struck

before the autumn equinox, when a new Bithynian year began. This

year was 236 according to the coins of Nikaia and Apameia. In the

year 46, Fansa returned to Borne (Cic. ad Fam., YL, 12, 2). We have

therefore the fixed point that the Bithynian year 236 corresponds to

47-6 B.C., and therefore the year 1 corresponds to 282-1 b.c. Some
event in the course of the last three months of 282 or in the first nine

months of 281, gave a reason for reckoning this the Bithynian year 1

;

and Mommsen may well be correct in assigning as the reason the death

of Lysimaohos and consequent triumph of the Bithynian dynasty. Still

the supposition is not absolutely excluded that the coins may have been

struck immediately before the equinox of 47, and that the year 236

began at the equinox of 48, which would make 283-2 the Bithynian

year 1.

F. 193 (F, 84). Frobably one of the eleven civitates instituted by

Fompey in Fontus was Neapolis, which did not long survive him.

Strabo (p. 560) mentions that Fompey constituted Fhazemon (about the

hot springs of Marsovan or Merzifon) a iroXis, and apparently made it

part of the province, but some time afterwards it was put under the

rule of kings.

F. 193 (F, 84). The authority on which Mr. Head, Hist. Num.,

p. 434, relies, when he mentions Sebastq Faphlagoniae as a city coining

money, is Mionnet (Suppl., IV., p. 670), who quotes five coins described

by Sestini. Of these, three read C6BACTH : the others read respectively

ZEBArTHNfl MHT and CEBACTHMHTPOnA*. Sestini says (Lett.

di Contin., Y., pp. 35, 36), that two of the first three came from

Galatia; but he was led to attribute all the coins to Sebaste, the

modern Sivas, on seeing the last coin, which belongs to the Chaudoir

collection.* This attribution is certainly false : for the ancient name

of Sivas was 2c/3aoT«a not Sc/Sao-r^, and it was not in Faphlagonia.

Either Sestini misread the last coin and all belong to the Galatian

Sebaste (Ankyra), or the Phrygian Sebaste, or else an otherwise

unknown Sebaste Faphlagoniae must have existed. I am indebted to

* Thii collection is now, I believe, in St. Petersburg : my authority i» M. Waddington,

if I do not misrepresent him.
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Mr. Wroth's ' Coins of Fontus and Bithynia,' and to his private letters,

for muob help on this and other points. But see p. 453.

F. 194 (F, 84). Timolaion is erroneously given as a city that struck

<!oins by Mr. Head, ' Hist. Num.,' p. 435. The coin formerly attributed

is, according to Mr. Wroth, * Coinage of Fontus,' &o,, p. xiii, a badly

preserved coin of Akmonia.

F. 194 (F, 85). The era of Amisos is generally agreed to date

B.C. 33, when the tjnrant Straton was expelled and the city freed. But
Strabo, p. 547, certainly says that the liberation took place in 30, during

Augustus's eastern journey, and this contradiction led me to investigate

the subject more minutely. With the help of information freely given

by Mr. Head and Mr. Wroth, I reach the following conclusions :—When
Amisos was set free, it adopted as its era the great victory of its

liberator at Actium. The battle was fought on Sept. 2 in the year 31,

and the current civil year at that date was reckoned as the year 1.

The year of Amisos must have ended either at the autumn equinox

or the winter solstice : the evidence is not absolutely certain as to

which of these points was the new year, but is inconsistent with a

spring or summer new year, and points to an autumn change as more

probable. The following important dates occur on coins^ reported to

me:

—

Amisos 1 ends Sept. 22, B.0. 31 Actium, Sept. 2, 81

101 A.D. 70 Oalbs (died Jan. 69) as eths atfioaris

168 137 Sabina,

169 138 L. Aelius Caesar, died Jan. 138 "

248 217 Caiacalla, died April 8, 217

27[2] 241 Gordian III,, began to reign 239

272 241 Tranquillina, became empress 241.

The coin of Galba was struck after his death, for he is styled dcos

;

and no inference can be drawn from the fact that he died in the year

of Amisos 100. The date on the coin of Sabina is important : it shows

that her death was not announced at Amisos till after the year 168 had

been running some time, i.e. till after September 23, 136. The last

date is also important. It is inferred by Schiller from the coins of

Alexandria that Tranquillina was married to Gordian III. between

Aug. 30, 241 and Aug 39, 242. From the comparison of this coin of

Amisos we may now argue that the marriage took place before Sept.

22, 241.

The principle that the ordinary civil year in Avhich the era occurred

was reckoned as 1 is important, and I shall therefore confirm it by

another case. It is of course well known that the era of the province

Asia (used, however, only in Phrygia and the eastern parts of Lydia,

never in the western and more civilised parts of the province) is the

reorganisation by Sulla, b.c. 84. But it has been proved conclusively

that the year 1 of that era begins in 85 b.c. The ordinary civil year
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which was ninning, when tho reorganisation was carried into effect,,

was reokoned 1. A Phrygian inscription is dated po/3' in the month

Fanemos in the consulship of Domitian XIY. and L. Minucius RufuB,*

i.e. between Jan. and April of 88 a.d. Now Fanemos is the ninth

month of the year, therefore the Phrygian year must have begun

during the summer. It may seem strange that the Phrygian year began

in summer, and I have myself hitherto always supposed it to begin, like

the year of the Aegean coast cities, and of Asia in general, at the autumn

equinox; but the above result agrees exactly with M. Waddington'»

conclusion (on Le Bas 980) that the year 1 had begun before Aug. 31,

85 B.C.

' As to the exact day when the Phrygian year began, only two

possibilities seem open; it must have begun either at tue summer
solstice, or about July 1, when the Koman Proconsuls of Asia probably

entered on officcf Now it is highly improbable that the first day of

the Phrygian year would have been changed from the usual Asian

date at the autumn equinox except for the sake of being accommodated

to a Boman custom and a solar year. I therefore conclude that in

Phrygia and Upper Lydia the solar year was in vogue, and began on

July 1st. The inscriptioi^ in question, then, is dated in March, 88 a.d.

Many dates which have hitherto been explained on the supposition that

the Phrygian era began in the latter part of 85 b.c. must be changed

according to the following table.

First Phrygian month Oftlled Dioa ia July

Second " i» „ Apellaioa „ August
Third ,. i> , Audunaios „ September

Fourth „ II , Peritioa „ October

Fifth II , Dustroa „ November
Sixth II , XanthikoB ArtemiaioE1 „ December

Seventh „ II 1 , Artemisioa „ January

Eighth „ II I , Daisios „ February

Niath ., II , Panemoa „ March
Tenth „ II , Loos II April

Eleventh „ II , Glorpiaioa II May
Twelfth „ •1 , Hyperberetaios „ June

I shall take another example from the eras of Cibyra and of the

province Famphylia. M. Waddington (Le Bas, No. 1213) says that the

year 1 of the Cibyratio era began at the autumn equinox of the year 25

(a pour point de depart I'automne de I'annee 778). But the year 193 of

Cibyra was running during the months of June, July, a.d. 218, for coins

of Elagabalus, who was declared emperor on May 16, and of Macrinus,

who died on June 8, in that year, both occur with the date 193. There-

* Klein gives, on uncertain grounds, the praenomen of this consul as Quintus. The

inscription, 'Journ. Hell. Stud.,' 1883, p. 432, gives the ooireot form. New consuls

oame into ofSce on April 15.

t I assume that there was an official date for the entrance of the new proconsul to

office, and take approximately theidate July 1,
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fore the year 193 of Oibyra began Sept. 217, and ended Sept. 218;

vrhich proves that the year 1 of Cibyra began Sept. 24 and ended Sept.

'25. From this I infer that some important event took place during

that year which led the people to reckon the current year as the first of

their new system.

According to my interpretation of an inscription of Palaiopolis in

Pisidia, published ASP., d, 16, the year 150 of Cibyra corresponded

to the year 102 of another era which was also employed there. This

other era I suppose to be that of the formation of the new province

Pamphylia-Lycia by Vespasian. Palaiopolis is divided only by the small

river Lysis from the territory of the province Asia and conventus

Cibyra, in which the era of Cibyra was commonly used; and its in-

habitants therefore naturally employed both their own provincial era

and the Oibyratic era. Now if the year 102 extend from Sept. 174 to

Sept. 175 (which is 150 of Cibyra), the year 1 extends from Sept. 73 to

Sept. 74. I therefore understand that, when a new governor arrived

in spring or summer, a.d. 74, to govern the new province Lycia-

Pamphylia, the inhabitants reckoned the year that was running when
the new system began as the year 1.

P. 196 (P, 86). Mr. Wroth, Coinage of Pontue,' &o., p. 13, shows

that the coinage of Dion or Dia is confined, so far as is known, to the age

of Mithradates : the imperial coin of Augustus attributed to it in ' Hist.

Num.,' p. 440, is a badly preserved coin of Sardis. This therefore

proves that it is not likely to be the twelfth city meant by Pliny, which

then must rather be a komopolis composed of the regiones Doris or

Dablis and Tataion, in which there were curiales, implying a certain

political constitution (Cod. Theod., XII., 1, 119).

P. 197 (P, 88). The account of the province Bithynia given by Mr.

Hardy in his most useful and praiseworthy edition of Pliny's corre-

spondence with Trajan, p. 49, is not quite correct. He makes the

Sangarios the eastern boundary, and yet names in the province several

oities far east of the Sangarios. The more usual statement, that the

BillaioB is the boundary, is hardly less inaccurate on the opposite side.

The Billaios lies east of the strict boundary of Bithynia. Yet it is not

an uncommon statement that the Billaios lies west of the Bithynian

frontier, and that the Parthenios is nearer the true boundary ; and Prof.

Kiepert, in his latest map, places the frontier line much further east even

than the Parthenios. The proof given in the text from Strabo and

Justinian of the true frontier seems to me conclnsive. The very name

Horacleia in Ponto is itself conclusive : there is no other sense for it, as

used on imperial coins, than " in the province Pontus," though I do not

deny that originally the city may have been distinguished from others

of the same name as "Heracleia on the (Euxine) Sea." In the new

province of Bithynia, formed not later than Diocletian, Heracleia was

included, but not Krateia or Tion (Justinian, Novel, xxix.). Moreover, tWi!

I
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the letter of Fliny to Trajan, 75, seems conolivBive that Heraoleia and
Tion were both in Fontas, not in Bithynia.

Mr. Hardy alio attribates to Pliny the list of the XII. oivitates of

Bithynia, which he gives. Pliny gives only the number, but not the

names, mentioning only Juliopolis or Gordou Eome, and (perhaps)

DMkylion. The list depends, not on the authority of Pliny, but on that

of liibrquardt, and is, as I have shown in the text, incorrect. Mar-

qnardt's error in naming Tium as one of the eleven cities of Pontus, and

Tius as one of the twelve of Bithynia (in addition to Cius), has now
become traditional, and is repeated by every person who speaks about

the province. Tius and Tium are the same city, which belongs to

Pontus. Mr. Hardy also cpeaks of Frusias or Hyppias: the name
Hyppias (or rather Hypias) for the city does not, so far as I know,

occur.

I mention these faults, not from any desire to pick faults in a most

oarefiil and n*eritorious book, but as an example of the numerous error»

that I find in almost every paragraph of every writer touching on Asia

Minor. If we must speak about Asia Minor, surely it is as well that

there should be some trustworthy book to use as an authority, for it

cannot be expected that every one shall verily from original authorities

every statement about the country.

F. 203 (G, 10). Since this was written, further study has shown me
that Koloreia in Constantino must mean Koloneia of Armenia. The
blunder which this implies is much more serious than the one which I

have attributed to him in the text, and shows astounding ignorance of

geography, but no other interpretation seems possible. It is then

necessary to beware of correcting a geographical error in Constantino.

In Them. p. 14, he ought to have said that Salutaris extends from

Akroenos to Amorion, but we must not actually alter his text. lu

Them., p. 19, he makes Bodentos and Podantos two places, whereas they

are only a wrong and a right name of one place.

F. 217 (G, 38). While I think that the course of the military road

firom Dorylaion to the Halys was as I have described it in the text, I

iiilly acknowledge that the proof is incomplete. The alternative route

down the Tembris valley and up the Istanoz Su to Ankyra has much to

Tev,ommend it : it was the Boman road, and it seems the more natural

road. But the arguments that lead me to prefer the other route are,

(1) the situation of Jnstinianopolis, whose obvious importance requires-

a situation on the road, (2) the situation of Eaborkion, which can hardly

havn been very far from the road, (3) the bridge Zompi, which seems to

have been decidedly further south than the mouth of the Tembris.

Doubt exists only on the section between Akkilaion-Krasos and

GorbeouB-Akarbous ; but the rest is more nearly certain.

P. 219 (G, 23). Gezatorix is evidently a Gaulish chief, and bears a

most intert^ting name, which connects the Gauls of Asia with those of
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the west. My friend, Mr. Neil, points out to me that Gezatoriz is for

Gaisato-riz, king of the Gaiaati, or " Spearmen."

P. 282 (H, 20). Gelzer remarks that the elevation of Amorion to be

a metropolis over a group of bishoprics is probably earlier than the sack

of the city by the Arabs in 838. It was autokephalos in 787.

P. 236 (H, 25). Prof. W. Robertson Smith writes to me that this

route "is to be found in more original form in Ibn-Khord&dhbeh,

p. 101, sq. (Trans!., p. 74) " as-
Forest of 'Ammuria.

15 m. to the villages of Harr&b.

SAgharl, the river of 'Ammuria.

AI-Hj (the Barbarian), or on another reading, Al-Fajj.

Fal&ml (var. Gal&ml) of the forest.

The Jews' Gastle, Hifn-al-Yahud.

Sandabari.

The meadow of the King's Asses in Daraulia (Dorylaion).

Hisn Ghartibull (with several variants).

Eanais-al-Malik (the King's Churches).

Al-Tolul (the Hillooks).

Al-Akw&r.

Malajina.

The King's Stables.

Hisn-al-GhabrS.

The Strait.

This more accurate account confirms the interpretation in the text.

The Sangarios and Dorylaion are established. The distance—30 or35—
from Dorylaion to Santabaris points to the situation of the latter at

Bardakchi.

Gharubull or Gharoboli is mentioned also in another place by Edrisi,

as one of the eleven fortresses of the district Lamchik, the others being

Nikia, el Jehondi, Agradh, Libadhia (Dorylaion), and Nikomedia. T'le

route here given shows that Gharoboli is probably the fortress called

Kiz Kale, marked by Kiepert beside Inn Ongu (Inn Oghi). Al-Akwar

or El-Agradh must be Yezir Khan, and Al-Tolul or Mulawwen must

be Bilejik. The King's Churches, the Basilika of Anna Comnena

on the road alike to Kotiaion and to Dorylaion from Nikaia, must be

Inn Ongu. El Jehoudi is clearly Hisn-al-Yahud.

The other great divisions of Asia Minor, according to }i!drisi, are

Abhlakhonia, Malatia, El-Afa-chim, Batalous (including Alamiu, Merdj-

el-Chahm, Machkensin or Meohkenis, Barghouth, Amouria), Djarsioun

(Housba = Sivas), Baklan (Ankira, Tamalo, Talbour, Tokhat, Kaisari),

Arminiac (Konia, Khizlassa [elsewhere put in Baklan], Ladikie, Dirakio,

Kaloumi, Belouti), Djaldia (Arsea or Erzeroum), Selefkia, Benadek

(Adana, El-Massissa, Korra, Tibra, El<Adjouf, Dzoul'kila).

Colonel Stewart gave me the following estimates from Brussa,

—

2 ti II

12 » 11

15 II II

12 II II

18 II n

85 II 11

15 II 1

8 II 11

25 II 11

15 II 11

16 II II

5 II 11

30 II 1

25 II 1
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18 miles Gemlek, 48 Isnik (Nikaia), 64^ Lefke, 80^ Bilejik, 98| Yeni

Sheher, 112 Aine G5l. Another route is from Isnik, 16} Lefke, 26 Yezir

Khan, 36^ Bilejik, 44^ Yeni Keui, 64i Sugut, 80 Sugut Keui, 85
j^ Eski

Sheher (Dorylaion), 123 Kutaya.

F. 245 (K, 7) Juliopolis was perexigua civitas in a.d. 112, as Pliny

mentions to Trajan, Ep. 73. Ignatius is mentioned, in 869, someiiraes

as bishop of Juliopolis, sometimes as bishop of Basileion.

P. 246 (E, 10). Theodorus is said, in *Diot. Christ. Biogr.', to have

been bishop of Daras or Anastasiopolis. He was really bishop of

Lagania : I know no authority for the statement about Daras, which is

a city of Mesopotamia, never mentioned in the biograph}' of S. Theodorus.

The date of the birth of Theodorus is uncertain, but must have been

about 540-50.

P. 247 (K, 11). Since the text has been printed Sir C. W. Wilson
informs me that the road Caesareia-Terzili-Gone-Alaja, to which I have

attributed so much importance here and on pp. 265 and 268, is actually

a route of the first consequence. It is the araba route from Gaesareia to

the coast at Samsun. Goods carried on horseback can find a shorter

route, but waggons from Samsun (Amisos) go by Marsovan (Phazemon),

Tchorum, Alaja, to Caesareia. The distance from Marsovan by Kanli

Bunar Pass, Doghanji (24 miles), and Sitlik Boghaz, to Tchorum is

about 36 miles, and from Tchorum by Tekiye Hatab Dere and Babu
Ogln (12 miles) to Alaja in Hussein Ova is about 27 miles. The point

where this road crossed the Byzantine military road would be an

important centre, and hence we understand why Basilika Therma was a

bishopric.

P. 248 (K, 14). Ealoumne must be the same place that is called by

Edrisi Ealoumi. Edrisi mentions as cities of the Arminiac district^

Eonia, Ehizlassa, Ladikie, Dirakio, Ealoumi, Belouti. Of these

Eonia and Ladikie really belong to the Anatolic Theme, called

Batalous by Edrisi. I have found some reference to Ealoumne in one of

the Byzantine writers, but have lost the note on the point : perhaps this

may meet the eye of some reader who can complete my account of

the place.

The suggestion that Ealoumne (see p. 445) is Eotch Hisar, rests

solely on the fact that Ealoumne was a place that became important

only in very late time. Such places usually continue to be important

in Turkish time. It was in Galatia, and its growing importance must

be due to its situation on a road that acquired importance only in later

time. That was the case with the direct road from Ankyra to

Archelais, which was of no consequence while the route by Pamassos

was in use, but which must rise to importance after that route fell into

decay. Kotch Hisar could hardly be in Koman Galatia, according to

the boundaries indicated by Ptolemy, but the Jerusalem Itinerary

extends Galatia much further south than Ptolemy does. Eademna
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which is given in Phrygia Salutaria in Kotitia I., is perhaps Kaloiunne

«rroneously spelt and transferred to the wrong province.

P. 258 (K, 21). Ptolemy's enumeration of the cities of Fontns

Galatious and Polemoniacus (v. 6, § 9, 10) is on the whole so good as

to be probably taken, in the main, from a Boman document. Pontus

Oalaticus was added to Galatia, b.o. 7, as is proved by the era of

Amaseia, combined with Strabo, p. 561 ; but it was probably enlarged,

in][B.o. 2, by the addition of some territory on the south, including

-Sebastopolis-Heraoleopolis, and in a.d. 38-9 by the addition of Eomana
and some territory on the east, taken probably after the death of

Djrteutos. The districts which Ptolemy calls Pontus Polemoniacus

and Cappadocicus were incorporated in the Province of Galatia in

A.T>. 63. That era appears on the coins of Neocaesareia and Zela, in

Polemoniacus, and Eerasous and Trapezous in Cappadocicus. From
the names we may conclude that the former was subject to the

dynasty of Polemon, but not the latter.

The kingdoms of I^laemenes and Deiotarus seem to have been in-

^oi-porated in Galatia in b.c. 7, as is shown by the era of Neoclaudi-

opolis and Gangra, and to have constituted the district which was
henceforth, under the name Paphlagonia, included in the province

Galatia.

But Ptolemy's enumeration of the cities of Galatia (V. 4, § 6, 9) is

not good ; in all probability he was deceived by the name Paphlagonia

applied to a part of the province Galatia, and mentions in this Paph-

lagonia all the names which he could, from other authorities, include in

Paphlagonia, and thus puts in the Roman province various cities that

belong to the Pontic part of Paphlagonia, i.e. to the province Bithynia-

Pontus. Also his Claudiopolis, § 9, seems to be identical with his

Neoclaudiopolis, § 6.

P. 262-3 (L, 13). After the remarks in Addenda to p. 247, the idea

suggests itself that the trade-route to Amisos passed not by Ladik and

Ahmed Serai but by Marsovan (Phazemon) : the former is only a horse-

road, the latter is an araba-road.

Pp. 275-6 (N, 6) and p. 326 (F, 8). Compare also the following, from

the Council of a.d. 680 (Acta, p. 646) : Georgius Episcopus territorii

Daranysensis (AopwetAcoit) seu Analiblae magnae Armeniorum regionis.

Comparing the Greek form Daranalis with Ptolemy's Eamalis of

Ohamanene and Earmala of Melitene, we may hazard the conjecture,

confirming and completing the theory advanced in the text (p. 288-91),

that in reality there are two places, Daranalis or Damalis, near the

borders of Armenia Minor, and Earmalis on the river Earmala^, which

have been confused and misplaced by Ptolemy.

P. 286 (0, I.). Compare Parthey, p. 318, 129, Ko\mCa ' vw
To^pa.

P. 305 (0, VII.). A ccrav-ai-ison of the list of a.d. 692 with that of

3,

1
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NotitiaB, VII., VIII., I., makes it probable that Theodoaiopolis of Armenia

was the great fortreaa of Eamaohe or Ani.

P. 324 (P, 6). Qelzer haa shown that Eukhaita was an aroh-

hishopri 3 before 653 : he is disposed to think that it was elevated to

that Ttkuk between 636 and 553. I still continue to think that its

elevation had taken place before Hierocles. It became a metropolis

between 886 and 959, as Gelzer shows, p. 540.

I may add two farther arguments that the passage in Notitia III.

about Eukhaita and Keai Patrai is corrupt, and that the four bishoprics

probably are subject to Eukhaita. (1) Other Notitiie show that Mar-

maritzana was subject to Keai Patrai, but Notitia III. adds it by error

to the bishoprics subject to the preceding metropolis of Mitylene.

(2) Notitia III. goes on to state that there are no bishoprics subject to

Khonai; but I hare shown in CB that a group of bishoprics round

Ehonai were in all probability subject to it.

I therefore think that Notitia III. ought to read, Tf N^wv Harpm,

6 'ilapnapiridvav. T«p EvxaCrtiw, & Ta(/dku>v k.t.\, T<p 'A/uurrp(&>s 6p6voi

vnoKtlftwos oIk ioTw. T<p X<i>v«l>v, 6 Savaov k.t.X. Notitia X. gives this

arrangement, except for Khonai.

P. 341 (Q, 15) and p. 368 (T, 22). The statement of Edrisi that

Dzoul-kila, Adana, El-Massissa (i.e. Missis, Mansista, or Mopsouestia),

Eorra, Tibra, and El-Adjouf, were the chief fortresses of Benadek, quite

oonfirms the opinion expressed in the note to p. 341. The fortresses

in this list seem to be south of Tauros, and I cannot therefore place

Dzoul-kila or Dsu-1-kala on the road from the Gates to Ankyra, where

Sideropalos probably must have been (Theophan., p. 482). It is then

necessary to give up the identification of Sideropalos with Dsu-1-kala,

which rests only on the resemblance of name, always a very slippery

and uncertain ground (p. 101 and p. 430). The di£Bculties all dis-

appear if we identify Safssaf with Sideropalos, and Dsu-1-kala with

Andrasos. The latter is a fortress on one of the Isaurian passes, the

former a fortress of Oappadocia.

P. &41 (Q, 16). Gelzer, p. 543, comes from different reasons to the

same conclusion as to the date when Herakleia-Eybistra was Taised to

the rank of an archbishopric.

P. 346 (Q, 28). The Pyrgos of Barbarossa's march must evidently

have replaced Ilistra, the site of which is close to it. The possibility

must be alluded to that this Pyrgos is meant by the bishopric P^rgoi of

Notitiaa III., X., XIII., and even by the Anydroi Fyrgoi of Theophanes.

This view is not taken in the text, because these Notitiae give Ilistra as

a separate bishopric; but considering the loose way in which these

registers were kept, this reason is not conclusive. The point must bo

left uncertain, but I incline to the view taken in the text on the ground

of the epithet Anydroi, which points to the gi-eat waterless .plains about

Orbugh and Savatra.
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P. 848 (Q, 35). The reasoning here ia too compresaed to be dear.

There was an imperial estate between Andabalia and Tyana : it was a

great centre for horae-breeding, and in the fourth century the equi

onrulea produced there are mentioned in the Jerusalem Itinerary, which

calls the estate "Villa Fampali." This corrupt name has been

emended to Palmati, and it has been supposed that the raoe-horsea

equi Palmatiani, derived their name from Palmatius (CB, § uv),

a lessee of the estate. The head of the monastery Pasa, which must be

in the neighbourhood, had to provide horses for the post-service (Q, 38),

This imperial estate must, as I argue, be identified with the imperial

estate near Tyana, whose existence at a later date under the name
Drizes I prove in the text. Then I infer from the Dragai of Ptolemy

that the name existed already in the second century. The estate evi-

dently comprised the splendid land about Bor, and extended past th&

springs of Xanxaris to the neighbourhood of Andabalis. There is every

probability that the breeding of these horses belonged to the priests of

Zeus Asmabaios or Asbamaios at an early time, and that the property

and the trade was inherited from them by the Cappadooian kings and

the Boman emperors. Prof. Sayoe informs me that some of the clay

tablets ir/<cribed with cuneiform characters, which I purchased from a

dealer in Xaisari, relate to the sale of horses, independent reasona

make it probable that these tablets come ultimately from Tyana.* The
contradiction between the cold ^fountains of Philostratus, the salt foun-

tains of Strabo, and the hot springs at Xanxaris, is doubtless to be

explained by the existence of several fountains. The neighbourhood of

Bor is exceedingly well watered, and I now regret that I did not

explore the sources of the water which flows in abundance through the

town. The name Tvara ought to be in English Twana rather than

Tyana : Twana was pronounced Dana by Xenophon.

P. 353 (B, 6). Those who desiderate any further proof of my
identification of Loulon with Halala-Faustinopolis will find it in the

signature of a.d. 879, <^t!\i7nros AovXov. Loulon was therefore a
bishopric, and, as is frequently the case in the Councils of the eighth

and ninth centuries, the native name Loulon had taken the place of a

Grsaco-Boman title.f The proof that this name was Faustinopolis is,

I think, conclusive.

P, 368 (T, 24). The Latin list of the bishoprics of Isauria published

by Qelzer, p. 666, adds some fui-ther evidence. This list gives Mosbda

(i.e. Monsbanda) and Nefelia (i.e. Nephelis) which are found in no

Notitia, while it omits Juliosebaste, Hierapolis and Lauzados. There

can be little doubt that Nephelis is the native name of Juliosebaste ; for

" But see p. 39, note i, to the contrary.

t I have elsewhere mentioned numerous examples of this, e.g. Prakana, Eardabounda,

Nephelis, &c.
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the poaition of the latter in Hieroolei corroapondi well to the poHition of

Nephelia in the Feripli (loe Leake, pp. 109-200). Nephelia is mentioned
AS a bishopric in 451, Seba«iia (i.e. JuliosebaBto) in 458 ; the identity of

the two Buita all the facta known to me. The Latin liat haa nine

hishopricH, from Kalonderia to Yotapi (i.e. lotape), in the same order aa

Hieroolea, anbatituting Nephelia for Julioaebaate.

Thia liat givea aa three aeparute biahoprica, Moni^bada, Sbide,

and Sibilia (under the form Sevila). Thia provea that Sbide and
Sibilia (aa is done in my text) muat be diatinguiahed aa aeparate

biahoprios, though their names approximate in form. Notitia III.

also diatinguiahes 6 Sv/3aXuv and 6 Swi^Swv (i.e. 2v/8i^v) aa separate

biahoprica. Oelzer'a Latin liat omita Hierapolia entirely, and in

all probability thia provea that one of the three, Sibilia, Sbide, or

Mousbada, ia identical with it. Sbide appears along with Hierapolia in

aeveral lists, and must therefore be a di£ferent place from it. The
order of the Latin list, Glaudiopolis, Diocaeuareia, Oropi (i.e. Olbe),

Dalisandoa, Sevila, when compared with Hierooles, makes it highly

probable that Sevila or Sibila is identical with Hierapolia. If thia

identity ia accepted, then the varioua argumenta that have been

collected in the text about the people Koropisaeia, about Sibila, and
about Hierapolia, coincide in establishing that that people, with their

chief city Sibila-Hierapolis, inhabited the northern part of Isauria

cloae to Lykaonia, on the road between Claudiopolis and Laranda.

Frederick Barbarosaa passed though Sibilia when he marched along this

road.

Tlis identification of Sibila as the native name of Hierapolia also

confirms the separation that I have made between Yerinopolis-Fsebila of

Lykaonia and Sibila of Isauria.

F. 376 (T, 46). The statement in the text is perhaps too brief and

obscure. The title [applied to Carminius might also be applied to any

other governor of Lycia-Pamphylia, for a few towns, which belonged

according to the pre-Roman ethnic system to Isauria, were included,

probably from 74 a.d. onwards, in the province Lycia-Famphylia.

These towns are Lyrbe, Eolobrassos, Easai, Laerte, Eibyra, Eorakesion,

and Syedra, which are all mentioned by Ftolemy as towns of Cilicia

Tracheia, but in the Boman Famphylia. Beginning from some period in

the second or early third century, Cilicia Tracheia came to be designated

as Tsauria, a name which by Strabo and Ftolemy is restricted to a small

district about Lystra and Isaura; hence the inscription says that

Carminius governed Lycia, Famphylia, and Isauria, just as the legates

of Galatia are often said to govern Faphlagonia and Fhrygia, though

they only ruled small parts of these countries.

F. 381 (T, 61). The apparent contradiction that Sebaste struck

imperial coins from Augustus onwards and autonomous coiiiH between

38 and 72 would no doubt be resolved by a study of the coins, which is
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not in my power. The city may have been at aome period included in

the Empire, then made autonomous, and then taken under the Empire
again, but it can hardly be auppoaed to have been striking at the same
time imperial and autonomous coins.

P. 885. Leo Diaoonus, p. 52, however, correctly places Mopsouestia

on the Fyramos. His geography is usually very accurate, though ho
does put Claudiopolis in Galatia, instead of Honorias : KXavStovrroXtf, to

tiSaifiovivTarov \iafiiov ruv VaXarSiv. This, however, is a pure error,

arising from forgetfulness of tho old historical divisions, which had lost

all political reality since the institution of the Themes, though they

were still kept up in the ecclesiastical arrangement. It is, of course,

impossible in this passage to understand Neoclaudiopolis-Andrapa,

which was included in the Koman Province Galatia, because there is no

example of the use of the name Nooolaudiopolis in Byzantine times, and

Andrapa could not be called tvhaiiuivi(narw raAarwi'.

P. 385. The statement in Parthey, p. 313, 29, Kacrro/So^Va KtAtKtat

1} vw Ma/i(OTa is certainly incorrect.

P. 386. Eabiesos is also mentioned as a bishopric of Cilicia Secunda in

the Latin Notitia published by Gelzer, ' Zft. f. protest. Theologio,' XII.

p. 564. This Notitia gives Mopsouestia as autokephalos, as does also

Nilus Doxapatrius, and adds nine bishoprics subject to Anazarbos, viz.,

the eight that are given in Notitia I. (reading Cambrisopolis=Ka)9i(r-

o-oTToXtc) with the addition of Sysya. This last is obviously the modem
Sis (see p. 385). Sis and Flavias are therefore mentioned as separate

bishoprics in this Notitia, whereas I identify them. But the Latin

writer, who copied out at Antiooh a Greek Notitia (Gelzer, loo. cit.,

p. 568), the arrangement in which belonged to a much earlier date,

knew that Sis was the seat of a bishop in his time, but did not know
that it was given in his list under the name Flavias. He therefore on

his own authority added Sisia at the end of the list.

P. 396 (Y., 10). It may be inferred from Gelzer's articles (see

Addenda to p. 89) that Mistheia was elevated to the rank of auto-

kephalos about 810-820; and that Neapolis, Eotiaion, and Selge were

recognised as autokephaloi about 820-38, about which time also Amoricm

became a metropolis.

P. 332 (Q, 3). A village of the territory of Lystra was named

Kilistra (see my paper in ' Bull. Corr. Hell.,' 1883, p. 314). It retains

the old name, 6 miles N.W. from Lystra, and contains a remarkable

series of churches cut in tho rock.

P. 347 (Q, 33). Pasa and Paspasa were probably alternative forms.

So in Phrygia (C, 18) inscriptions have both Salouda and Salsalouda,

and I have unnecessarily supposed that the latter was due to an error

of the engraver : in Ephesos there was a tribe Benneis or Bembineis,

Wood, Inscr. Temp., p. 4.
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F. 868. The Latin list published by (Reiser, of bishoprics subject to

Seleuoeia of Isauria, is so important and so difficult of access in the

Jahrbuoh that I add it here :

—

13 Olaudiopolis

11 Diooaesareia

12 Otopi

16 Dalisandos

14 Sevila

2 Eelenderis

3 Anemori

4 Titopolis

6 Lamos
6 Antiooheia parva

7 Nefelia

8 Bistria

9 Selenunta

10 Totapi

16 (Jermanicopolis

— Mosbda
— Domaeciopolis

21 Sbidi

— Zinonopolis

20 Andrasson

18 Philadelphia parva 19 Miloy

17 Yrinopolis 22 Neapolis

I give this list in the original order, and prefix the numbers showing

the place of each town in Hierocles : No. 23 Lauzados is omitted in the

Latin list. Three cities given in the Latin list are omitted by Hierocles.

P. 117. Gambreion, placed by Franz on C. I. G., No. 8562, at Einik

between Pergamos and Germe, has been omitted.*

Pp. 193, 440. Niese's papers on Strabo in Bhein. Mus. 1883, and

Hermes, though they have taught me much since I read them in

April 1890, have not altered my opinion about the eleven oivitates in

the province Pontus as arranged by Pompey.

P. 247. Mithridation in Pontus, given by Pompey to Brogitarus,

when he made him king of the Trokmoi in B.o. 63 or 62, must be a city

xm the frontier of Galatia and Pontus, taken into the Boman province

Galatia in b.c. 25. It is, therefore, most probably a temporary name of

Eukhaita (unless that town was part of Gazelonitis, as is very likely) or

Earissa or Euagina.

P. 876. Mommsen, di£Pering from Marquardt, p. 387, considers that

Cilicia was separated from Syria, and governed by a praetorian legate

from as early as 58 a.d. See Bes G. D. Aug., p. 173.

P. 442. In March 1890 I saw Eubitschek's article, "die suUanische

Aera" in A. E. Mittheil. a. Oesterr., 1890. His polemic against

Giohorius in " Berlin. Sitzungsber.," 1889, p. 365, who places the era

in 84, is conclusive. Eubitschek makes it Sept. 23, 85. I still prefer

June 22 or July 1, 85. I do not admit that an inscription of Apollonia

can be taken in evidence of an era, which, as Mommsen observes, is

confined to Phrygia and the eastern parts of Lydia. Eubitschek doubts

my copy of the Trajanopolis inscription. I have verified it on the

impression, and am permitted also to quote Prof. Th. Mommsen's

opinion, after inspecting the impression. My reading is correct. The

titles of the emperor show complete ignorance of the proper forms, and

* Pakaleia in G. I. G., 3S68, must not be connected with Fankaleia (p. 231);

M. Waddington (on Le Bos, 1011) correots the text to Faraleia.
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are

are

oonsistont with any year of Hadrian's reign. The last lines

Swpov Tov M.ti/hnrov koX ifiXdvOw Soxr-

Bivavt. jfrovt cS'. /b»^vo«) Ac^ jS'.

I have not seen Oiohorius's paper.

At the last moment, through the kindness of Dr. Imhoof Blumer, I

am able to add the following notes from his *' Grieohisohe Mttnzen."

He rejects all coins of Dia in Bithynia, referring them to Diospolis-

Eabeira-Neooaesareia. He dates the era of Amaseia in 2 b.o., of

Eomana Fontica in 35 a.d., of Gangra in an uncertain year, 4 b.c. at

latest. He accepts Sebaste of Faphlagonia as a city coining money, and

takes it as a name of Eytoros : I should rather, from the facts which he

quotes, take it as a title assumed by Amastris for a few years. His

explanation of Nikomedeia Dipontos can hardly be accepted. It means

that the territory of the city extended from sea to sea, i.e. from fne gulf

of Astakos to the Euxine. The facts quoted by him about the name
Eetis or Eietis disprove the theory advanced by Svoronos, and disputed

on p. 455.

P. 253 (E, 21). The changes in Oalatia Frovincia, may be completed

as follows. The evidence is fragmentary and insufficient. Most of the

dates are got from coins, according to the corrections of Imhoof

Blumer.

B.C. 25. The kingdom of Amyntas formed into a province, including

the three Galatian tribes, Lykaonia as far as Lystra,

Isaura and Derbe,* the greater part of Fisidia, liGlyaB,

and Eabalis.

7-4. Faphlagonia, with Gangra and Andrapa, is added to the

province on the death of Deiotarus Fhiladelphus. The
exact year is uncertain.

6. Eomama, and probably Augustus's other colonies, Olbasa,

Eremna, Farlais, Lystra, Antiocheia, founded.

3 or 2. Quirinius, governor of Syria, conquers the Homonades.
Apparently, they must have been attached to Galatia.

rather than to Syria-Cilioia. See Mommsent I^es Gest.

D. Aug., p. 177.

2. Sebastopolis and part of Eolopene added to the province on

the death of Ateporix; also Amaseia and probably

Gazelonitis.

A.D. 35. Eomana, and probably Ibora, Yerisa, and even Siara, added

to the province on the death of Dyteutos. The districts

of Amaseia, Gazelonitis, Sebastopolis, and Eomana, are

* Deirbe was in b.c. 20 attached (Strab. p. 5G9) to tho Eleventh Strategia o?

Cappodooia : eeo pp. 887, 372.

i
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Bumiued up by Ptolemy under the name Fontu»

Galatious.

P. 364 (T 7). At the last moment M. Waddington points out to me
a piece of evidence which I . had by an unpardonable and hardly

conceivable oversight omitted* : Diooaesareia struck coins as Metropoli s

Kennaton (see 'Hist. Num.,' 8.v.). To sum up the evidence about

Diocaesareia-Prakana, it was

—

1. In the Decapolis, i.e. on the Ermenek Su or lower Ealykadnos;

2. In Eennatis, which struck coins along with Lalassis both

under the dynast Folemon and as a Eoinon, and must

therefore be conterminous with it

;

3. Not far from Seleuceia (see p. 364) ;

4. On the road from Laranda to Seleuceia

;

5. A frontier city between the Turks of Eonia and the Byzantines,

at the time when the latter possessed Seleuceia and the

. road along the coast.

6. According to my interpretation of a coin, adjoining Olba

;

7. Mentioned along with Claudiopolis and Olba by Hierooles, ia

the valuable Latin list, p. 452, and in Notitia III.

;

8. Mentioned along with Claudiopolis and Hierapolis-Eoropissos

in Notitia I.

These arguments seem conclusive. The only doubt that remains

is whether Leake's conjectural position of Claudiopolis at Mut is correct^

in which case Diooaesareia should be placed on the road between it and

Seleuceia, or whether Leake is wrong and Diooaesareia was at Mut.

Mut seems to be the important and central city on the great road from

Laranda to Seleuceia: now Claudiopolis is a Roman Colony, which

would naturally be placed on such a road, and for this reason I feel

bound to follow Leake. Diooaesareia, to judge from its coinage, was a

more important city than Claudiopolis, of which no coins are known

:

Diooaesareia is implied in several references to be on the above-

mentioned road, and the historical allusions show its importance in the

twelfth century; but Claudiopolis is hardly mentioned throughout

history, and bishops of Claudiopolis are much less frequent at the

Councils than those of Diooaesareia (unless Eardabounda be the native

name of Claudiopolis). The arguments 5 to 8 however suggest that

Diooaesareia was between Claudiopolis and Mut. It is evident that

in any case Claudiopolis and Diooaesareia were neighbouring cities,

and the example of the ancient Laodiceia ad Lycum and the modem
Denizli (Thingozlu according to Mas L^trie, TrSsor de Chron., p. 1800)

show that the comparative importance of neighbouring cities may vary

much between the latest Byzantine and the Turkish timcf

* It is given in my table of Isaurian cities.

t I can add in Sept. 1890 the conflrDiatory epigraphio evidence, discovered by us ia

July, that Claudiopolis vas situated at Mut. /
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Now what was the line of road from Claudiopolifl (Hut) to

Seleuoeia? C!ol. Stewart traversed this road, crossing the Ealykadnos
south of Mut, and keeping the right side of the river. Frederick

Barbaroasa, who mnst have marched by way of Mat, traversed the

mountains by Sibilia, reached and crossed the river of Selephica,

i.e. the Ealykadnos, and then again traversed the mountains to

Seleuceia, where he was drowned while a second time fording the river

(see p. 846).

Diocaesareia, then, along with Eennatis, I have placed on the south

side of the Ealykadnos, not far from Claudiopolis. This position

shows that M. Waddington's restoration of the coin of Folemou (see

p. 373) may still be correct, though that which I have proposed is also

plausible.

P. 366 (T 15). M. Svoronos's paper in 'E^/t. 'Apx> 1889, p. 67
(shown me by Mr. Head), proves the existence of a form KIHTnN in

the legend on coins of Eoropissos, as confirmed by an Athenian

inscription. He therefore concludes that the Eoropissos which struck

coini is the city between Archelais and Savatra, and not a city of

Ii^v.

'

He has not observed in the first place Eoropassos, not Eoro-

pia A - ^iven by Strabo, the sole authority who mentions it (except

perhaps Ptolemy under the form Adopissos) ; secondly, that Eoropassos

was apparently a mere village, which it is hardly justifiable to turn

into a metropolis of an otherwise unknown people ; and thirdly, that at

the Nioene Council Athenaeus Corpissitanus is mentioned among the

bishops of Isauria, so that he is not correct in saying that Eoropissos of

Isauria is quite unknown. It also probably occurs in the Peutinger

Table as Coriopio. I see no difficulty in taking Kitrdv and Ki/rwv as

equivalent forms, reproducing in Greek letters an Isaurian name, which

was pronounced with y following the K. A similar example of the

spirant to introduced after A in Isaurian pronunciation is explained on

p. 312, note, and p. 402. The spirant y is represented in Greek by > in

the Pamphylian forms EZTFEAIIY2, ZEAYIdllYZ, ZTAEniYZ. See p. 453.

P. 373 (T 41), 417, 450. The proposed identification of Laeite and

lotapa (Smith's Diet., s.v. lotapa) is impossible, for coins of both cities

occur. But they seem necessarily to be very near each other, Laerte in

Pamphylia provincia according to Ptolemy, while lotapa is proved by

its very name to have been in the kingdom of Autiochus and lotapa.

P. 375, and p. 371. Lakanatis should perhaps be placed further

west than Selentis. The evidence is unsatisfactory. The argument

that it was south of the Ermenek Su (p. 371) depends on the assumption

that the coins of Antioohus reading AAKANATON belong to the period

41-72, when Antioohus seems only to have had territoiy near the coast

;

but they may have been struck in 38 (see p. 375).

P. 380 (T 56). The passage of Cinnamus, p. 180, which is quoted

on p. 382, T 63, may seem to be adverse to the situation assigned to

VOL. IV.
'
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Lamo8 ; but that passage is a serious difBouIty in other respects, for it

^•tinotly implies that the fortress of Lamos was in Oillcia. Fossibly

the word Cilicia is ii<ied by Cinnamns in the old and wider senses

inolnding Ciliuia Tncheia. The situation which I assign to Lames,

however, is merely a choice among difficulties, which I cannot clear x\\>

completely. Ginnamus and Strabo are distinctly adverse to me.

Mr. Bent has kindly sent me a slight sketch of his splendid discoyerie»

near the river Lamos ; and between the mouth of the river and the site

of Olba are several rains which may belong to the dty Lamos. For the

present, however, the arguments in this difficult case are not so strong.

as to make me waver in my allegiance to the Byzantine documents.

P. 390 (V. 6). An additional argument for the site of Farlais so far

to the west might be found in the inference drawn by Mommsen in his

kst edition of the Monumentum Anoyrttnum, p. 119, that Augustus

founded no colonics in Lykaonia, but only in Fisidia. But in the first

place Augustus must have interpreted the name Fisidia in a very wide

sense ; for he founded Lystra. In the second place the inference from

his words and his omissions cannot be pressed, for he does not claim to

have founded any colonies in Gklatia, yet Germa (see p. 224) seems to be

his foundation.

F. 423. M. Waddington informs me that on grounds of style, he is

disposed to place Titakaza in Mysia.

I purchased a copy of Bittmeister von Diest's " Yon Fergamon Uber

den Dindymos zum Pontus " in London on May 6, 1890 ; and have to

add some notes after a hasty glance over his most interesting and

accurately written account of his journey. His paper is in many
respects a model of what such a p^per should be. In on ) point I am
indebted to him for an important correction ; but in all other places

where he breaks a lance with me, I remain of opinion that my
arguments are untouched and unshaken.

His descriptions of the country are clear, and his map is, in those

parts where I have travelled, like a picture of what I saw. I have

been struck with the same quality in Admiral Spratt's map of Fisidia,

whereas in Eiepert's maps, drawn not from sight but from the reports

of travellers, it is notably absent. In my book all attempt to describe

the country has been precluded by consideration of space and time : and

I see little prospect that I shall ever be allowed by other work to

record great part of what I have learned about the country.

Yon Diest pays great attention to the explanation of Turkish words,

and we find in his work few errors. In a number of cases he gives mo

new information as to the meaning of names. My knowledge of

Turkish has been entirely picked up by ear from the peasants, and it is

exceedingly difficult to get from them any explanation of a name. I

have always paid great attention to distinguishing Turkish from non-

Turkish names ; but the peasants can hardly be brought to understand
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.what you want when yon ask what is the meaning of the name of their

Tillage. A village is called Okiiz Eyttk; yon ask the meaning; the

inyariable roply is " It is the name." If after fire minntee of explana-

tion and questioning you elicit at last that the name means '* Ox-Mound,"

yon are very lucky. Of the slighter errors that occur in Yon Diest's

paper, I give some examples : p. 10, Earaveli, personal name, should he
Kara Veli, "Black Yeli;" p. 5, Eri-g5l should probably be Egri Gdz,

"Squint Eye," a very common name; ibid., Kotoh means "Bam;"
p. 15, Jaila ^Yaila), " summer residence of nomadio or semi-nomadio

tribes;" p. i7, Jaghschilar (Yaghjilar), "Hunters;" p. 19, Eosse, a
word commonly misunderstood, is giyen correctly (or nearly so);

p. 27, the account of Seibek (Zeibek) is thorougUy accurate for the

first time in print, so far as I have seen ; p. 28, Eara-Ohiderli ; Heuder
(as I have spelt it) is, if I rightly understand my informant, the name
of John Uaptist; ibid., Harmanar should be Harmanlar.

On p. 11 (compare my p. 117) he describes the ruins at Bergas,

where Dr. Schuchhardt places Ferperiue. The fullest description is

given by Fabricius in Athen. Mittheil., 1886. No evidence for the

name Perperine is given except a general argument from the words

of Strabo, p. 607. The passage of Galen, quoted in this book, p. 117

and p. 13, seems to have escaped the notice of all these writers. Gktlen

expressly states that Perperine bordered on Fergamos.

Yon Diest fixes Larissa at Bumndsohuk (Biirunjiik), relying chiefly

on Aristides's description of his journey from Smyrna to Kyme and

Fergamos ; he does not mention that I discussed the journey at length,

and fixed Larissa accordingly, in 1881. He also discusses the situation

of Neon Teichos; he rejects the situation at Yanik Eeui (which I

proposed in 1881), and places it between Boz Eeui and Okiiz Eeui, where,

however, he says that he has in vain looked for ruins. He concludes

from this, not as he ought that his situation is wrong, but that all

traces have disappeared. Let me quote Prof. Ernst Fabricius against

him (* Theben,' p. 6) : " menschliohe Ansiedelungen pflegen die

natlirliohe Beschaffenheit des Bodens in einer Weise umzugestalten,

dass die Spuren auf Jahrtausende unvertilgbar bleiben." These words

are indubitably true.

Not to spend a couple of pages on a point that I proved in 1881,

1

need only say that Yon Diest's arguments do not seem to me to touch

the point at issue. Neon Teichos and Larissa were rival cities

competing for the command of the Hermas plain, "^^rabo's account of

the foundation of Neon Teichos by Loorians before Eyme itself was

founded, which Yon Diest takes for real history, is a mere myth

founded on the historical relation between Larissa and Neon Teichos.

Several cases have struck me in which Yon Diest hab not quite

accurately represented my words. On p. 26 he says that " Bamb^ay, der

zuletzt diese Gegend bereiste," states the sources of the Fythikos as

2 H 2
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being at Aigai. I was the lint and not the latest visitor to Aigai, vis.

in Januaiy, 1881. I went up from Ali Agba to it one day, and

returned within forty-eight hours. The country was a blank on the

maps, and, speaking in contrast to Myrina at the mouth, I looeely said

that Aigai was *' near the head of the" Pythikos. I am afraid that I

have in many other oases used a similar expression, though I knew that

the place of which I was speaking was miles below the actual source.

The sketch map which I gave represented only what I had seen. No
one had ever before put the Fythikos on a map, and I simply put it in

as far as my eyes had seen it ; and my sketch was printed, omitting

part of what I placed on it (viz. the two rivulets surrounding Aigai

mentioned in my text) : as I did not see a proof of the map, it was out

of my power to make any correction. This took place in 1881, and

«ven in 1882 the map published by M. Pettier in the Bulletin makes

the Pythikos rise far below Aigai and quite near the sea. Perhaps this

is what Von Diest is thinking about.

On p. 32 Yon Diest attributes to me the paper describing the

Pythikos valley and the ruins of Usun Assarlyk (Uzun Hassanli is the

correct name), the description of which is so vague that he complains

that even an eye-witness cannot follow it. I did not write the paper

;

I have not explored the valley of the Pythikos; I have never seen the

ruins at Uzun Hassanli.

On p. 48 he says that I have not visited the Murad Dagh (Mount

Dindymoe). That is not quite accurate. It is tine that I did not

make the same route as Yon Diest describes ; but I have been very near

Bel Ova, and received detailed information about Bel Ova, Oisu, and

the other places described by Yon Diest. All the names which he

gives are familiar to me. My opinion was that there was here no city,

but only villages comprised within the bishopric of Appia. You

Diest's clear and admirable description only confirms my opinion ; but

still I fully acknowledge that of the two names which he suggests,

Tiberiopolis may possibly belong to this neighbourhood. It is,

however, highly improbable that a city with a coinage like Tiberiopolis

should be situated in this remote and obscure district, where I doubt

whether any trace of Greeco-Roman civilisation existed until the third

century. I still see no reason to alter any opinion expressed in C. B.,

part II., about this district, and regard Yon Diest's work as a distinct

confirmation of mine.

Yon Diest argues on p. 41 against my opinion about Koula, and

about the ancient village Eoloe in Kara Tash district (see pp. 123 and

432). His arguments contain several inaccuracies. He considers it

improbable " that the stone should have been carried ten miles across

the mountains. Such statements of the Turks are always untrustworthy.

The sixty-three Greek coins found in the neighbourhood attest that an

ancient city existed at Koula ; Koula, therefore, is Eoloe." I have only
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to remark that I have known larger stones carried a longer distance;

that there are no mountains between Kara Tash and Eoula ; that I do
not depend in tbi« instance on any statement of Turks; that I have

proved the existence of an ancient city Satala near Koula, and of a

Byzantine fortress Opsikion even nearer still; and that Eoloe was »
remote country village and not a city. I may also say that I have

known Asia Minor more years than Yon Diest months; that I have

visited Koula three times, seen the stone on every visit, and investi-

gated its history as carefully as I could. Yon Diest spent one night in

Koula, and saw no ancient remains except some coins purchased by
a physician in the town ; yet I know that numerous ancient remains

exist in the town, brought chiefly from Satala, partly also from Tabala^

Maeonia, and even greater distances. On the strength of this limited

acquaintance with the town and its surroundings, Yon Diest is not

justified in waiving aside my assertion, that the stone in question was
brought from Kara Tash by a Qreek dealer in madder-root, with the

words "derartige Angaben der Turken sind Htets unzuverlfissig."

After ten years' experience I also have learned something about the

worthlessness or value of such evidence ; and I have also learned that

some travellers will pick up trustworthy information and see numerous

remains where others will find no remains, and be told only falsehoods.

Yon Diest places Trajanopolis at Ushak on the authority of Kiepert.

I have shown that Trajanopolis was situated at Giaour Euren, " Infidel

Buins," about six English miles east of Ushak. Yon Diest gives this

name incorrectly as Giauren. His transcription of Turkish names
sometimes shows that he has not understood the peasants' pronunciation,

vrhich often slurs over a syllable (compare his Hadjischein for Hadji

Hussein, on p. 47). Unfortunately, Yon Diest did not explore the

branch of the Senaros that flows from Tohedje Keui past Banaz to

Islam Keui I have a suspicion that Alia may be found beside Banaz.

Banaz was formerly the seat of government, which recently has been

changed to Islam Keui. See p. 138.

After reading Yon Diest's remarks about the Tembris valley, I see

nothing to alter in what I have said about Prepenissos, Kotiaion, and

Dorylaion. On the few points in which he differs from me I remain

unconvinced by his arguments, and it is not advisable to spend moro

time on them.

We now come to a point in which Yon Diest (p. 58) enables me to

correct a mistaken argument in the text of this book (p. 207 £f.). I had

refused to accept Texier's identification of Mudurlti with Modrene ; but

according to Yon Diest the official name is Mudumu. I cannot refuse

to identify Mudumu with Modrene. I must follow the natural and

simplest interpretation of the evidence, whatever difficulties be caused

thereby. Mudurlu, then, is a remarkable and indisputable example,

such as I have long sought, of popular etymology modifying a name to
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IvIn H«i«t rtiitollHM «m fht« llnl^N woio uitlMt uiitldniiin l)lNliti|t, I mw tio

«UMo«iltty In MNuniiniK ilmd MtMti'onn Mn«t MoU, ni it \mm illNUtMiM rntm

«MoU Mlli^fi wnitt unlfmt nntlnr unn I»IhIii»|».

Amu(Ii«>v (UfHonl(i,v nHmtN wHIt rt^KMist in ilin i'lv(«f (ImIIun »nit Urn

vlU«^(« Mtutm Mi Un Honrovi, Von I Monti noottpliM I'io'ioIi'm vImw HimIi

MtHtrA Nimt wiM nilnMlmt Mi Miutniln. TIiIh t iwnnoi N(HW|tl, Nimtto

tttnilnitily MmHM'fM thiti MiHtm wmn In l*ltr,yKlti ItljilkintoM, or t'lii'yKin

iowniMii i\w llt>U(>M|ioni (p, ^4M), nnit Mnilniin iHuinoi |to«Nllily \m In

l^hrygU.* MomtYtiv ili«» hlHlto|iilo ofdMlloM wmm Hnl\|i4oi io lint tnnii'u>

|H>Ui«in of NlkonuMlnU, miuI I Imvit ii'Intt to nhow wlini wnfn iiin llniliM of

NikoHio«l«*Un itnihoHiy. 'rii«» in'gnninni whioli I hnvo mlvMncnil iiltoni itin

I'lvi^r UnkWm htnn Mimho'ii MiKhminiii mm io Itn itlHlMniw ft'oni Nlkonim1«iU

li iUiKt» 1 Ihink, ttti'onK. Von IMi>Mi*M nrg^nninitt on \u ^N Im foniMlmf

«m M niUtmnHUtlon, HimlHt Uooh not Muy ihni iliM HnntfArloN ItamnnM

u«vig«UI« in (H»nii««|non(W of iho inwH>im of wiii«r ftHint tti« rivor OmIIon.

Th« (>htin|(A of |Hwiilon of Mo«li'«no r«llev«M na of the dinionlty wUU
regiuM to th« UnunU of tho 'rhonttw, mm deMorllNtd on p. Sltl.

JnHiinlMn'M hrMftv> ovnr iho HunKtH'loM (h«« y. ill 4) Im mmIiI Ity Von
DtoMt io Iw MlHHii (I or H kil<{niniitMi IVtnn tlio |>iiMt«nt liott of tlin rivor.

U iM Imilt ov«r ilio rlv«<r I'oimrk Hn (witlnh ilowM nnt of tint HMlinni\|n

t<Mkts uml Joinn th«« Hiui^iMrtoM n«ii vttry iUr IV«ini tint Nt«n), ilin Mnlnn of

lV>hynMtr«t«, 1]„ |i, ilill (roo p, illO). li Iikn now no uoniitmiloii with

iho HMitgwri^Mi, tlutngh tint (Httniiry Vmiwdon itioni In tovnl, no itmt a

(ttrmtMr oountHition Im (]ttit(t )uwHil)lt). Tho Itritlgn linit olKl't nrolinM, nnil

i« HM> mvtroM lon|{.

Yon ]H«Mi*ii itM|Htr Im t\\\\ of infornintion nlmut ihn ICnikoN VMlltty. J(

rvntMini fvtr «oiuo oiio now U* do iho KnyniroM «n«l Mmniulnt* vulloyii,

P. rJ7 M\A p. 1A5. MM. Wnddingion ftnd Iniliuof ]llniiiar tuwign »ll

th« ixAvM to (1i«rnu> ott tho KHlkon. Tint opinion oxproNMod In ihn tnxt

WAS nut fittutdod on pt-opor iiituly, und fur ilio proirant I uf oinirHo dofor

to thoir opinion.

1\ 342. Mr. Bont hiia jtiiiiflod my furooMt coniploidly ; ho hM
diKOov«n>d HioroitoliM (i.o. KniitAbAln), with innuriptiunN of Artomia

IVuriMiiM, on tho north aido of thu l*yr»inoM, whoro it oonioa noiiroat

OauiMxie. Oonaidoring tho roniArkably divorao oiiiniona uf M. Th.

ReiuMh and M. Imhoof Dlumur, tho oonflniiatiun ia highly aniiHfnotury.

* Ponot'i w\>rk ia not ucMwiblo (o mo in Aluiriloi'iL Vuii Dlval r«|io'r(« tliiit i'orrut

cowidcm Htrabo Kuilt.v of an vttot. I (tnifor to Ibllow Slmlio.
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INIHOX OK ANOIIONT AIITIIOIIH QlUmOl) IN PAUT M.,

KKdni'i'iiKd Hmm,v,, umutviM, ajiia nanhoiiiim, niuaimi, vuhy
fiW, MMU, t'ilM.KMV,

fh* iitiltmu nmwmh rffi'v h ;«»//»i» Ui thin ynlumm Mk kl»«|| mmmnh i,t fmntn w

AlltllM'Ol.liA, (ifWlHtllllMI

!•> II, Ift4, irtN) M, m\ M, I MM, lyti, iitti, idom., imi, \mi., uii
t
II, iftTn, Jftf,

inNi IT, inyii.) ii, in/i lo, niu) m, ihii n, m\ «i, ii«im,| uo. iiou,! ul
lyiihl ITI, MM

I IIT, ll'iM.i IN, iNiii IN, lull, ItiO) IN, imm,

Al.MltllN I'llMMI'iNimi

Nitviillit (Mil, II, Nov, 4, \mmm\ni,, Jim, iir, Hum,, |), Itiu) 'iUiu

AMMUNIII MAIUIt4l,l,INIIIII

ilv. I, II, iiiiit u, iimtH,,fi7ii,

UlU. I, IU7.

MV. I, INOt 10, imlM,, U4lii,

UVi, I, 'J4Im,

Anna (Iomnkinai

Vol. I, ITl, ',<ill
I Ml, IMHt IM, HUM 111* mil))., 'im.

Viil. II. N, 11)1 1 71, INAt 19, UK) I |«, N, Ull
I 111, 4Ui)« 111, 'J7l)ii,( IM, ni4|

111, IINDii,
I
IM, im

I
111, m,, lINd

| Ml, IIN<I ) IM, IONm,, l Mm,, I (Nil,
I Ml, I l«u,

I

III, tl4ii,
I 170, INf), UONh,, mo, IINii,, lull, ^t,H, U'i7i Ml, m, 'i;tO| M4,ai9|

110, 1M») 111, INn, UDIIi 114, ir.rMi.t Ml, »'Hi).| IM, ion, XUU Ml, M7, il»li

IN, 140.

ANONVMIIItllM Ol'hllA I

Tritvl. iln ltNiii)>fillMiii (up, <tii(.„|«r, VawI (h. Mm., H. y. UW), l!)7.

VhI. tIDti,, IKIHii,

Mftl NH)MI'l«)lll»< I'ltlMUN, (Ij-^IMOIAI'III, >,

Al-I'UNI

ii«ll. Miilii',, IN, :i:iOii,

Allll«TII)|r,N, AXil.timi
''^

lll«r<*l Unu\, p. 411, ir*7| Ml, 1^7) IN, Wn 117, ir,7.

ATllKNAMIIfl t

U. |>. 4IA, 1 1», t.'iri, 14;i)i., 104, 4U1,

Hi. 14, ilHI
t

1*. 171, Ul).

ArrAMOTA, MlDIIAKI,!

(k 104 ft Wii 111, IH, 200n., 202, .'151 i IH, 272; IM, 207; Ill-IM, 8l6n.(

IN, 21711. ( 144, IH7it. t 146, 210, 207 ) IN, 207 ( 174,»&0n.{ IM, 215, 310n.} IN,
118

I
111

I M7, 188n.{ Ml, 184n., 187.
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Ba»il or CAEavQKiA (ed. Migne) t

EpUt. S, 3Vtfu.; 14, 348; M, IT, .1^7; M, »14; 111, 333n., 370; 110, 828; 111,
SaO; tit, im, 330; tlT, 200; Ml, 326n. ; tit, 306; Ml, 305, 171, 314. K|>.

. Spuria (sp. Ooteler., Keel. Or. Uon. II. p. 07), 25d. Epp. M, 308 ; Ml, 286 ; I10»

810, «r« lettars of Basil, wrongly quoted in text ftroni Gregory Nni.

Basil or Sblkuokia (ed. Migne)

:

I. p. 505 (p. tri P.), 363n.

CAHTAOuuuiin

:

i. p. lit, 187n. ; MO, 185.

Camiodoruii

Vnr. U. M, 175ii.

Ckdrbmui :

i. 114, 301; 417, 156; 117, 187n.; Ml, 117n. ; 111, 231; Ml, 3ien.; 171, 215^
7M, 231 ; 7lt, 188n. ; MO, 2400.

ii. 7, 277; tt, 15.3, 231n.; 10, 35en. ; tl, 107; IM, 240n.; IM, 231; 117, 231n.^

174, 351n., 352n., 354 ; IM, 1 II ; tOt, 265n., 266; tlOb 240n.; til, 276, 280; 111,

ai3n.; tl7, 384; MO, 240n.; tM, 314; tf , 218n.; Mt, 350ii.; Mt, 240n.; tM»
144n. ; 110, 187n. ; Ml, 385 ; M7, 141 ; IM, 355 ; IM, 333n. ; 41t, 270n. ; 4tt, 201n.

;

4n, 280 ; 414, 140, 140n. ; 410^ 265 ; Ml, 231, 250n. ; 4M, 265 ; 4M, 355 ; 114, 217 ;

,041,328.

CHAL0OOOMDTI.A8

:

p. II, 200n.
; p. t4l, 285n.

ClOEBO

:

Fto Flacco, I, 218 ; otf Fam., vi. It, t, 440 ; art. 4, 341, 386 ; ad Ait., v. 90, 386 ; xi,

14, 1, 440.

ClirRAHDS, JOAHMES

:

p. 7, 420 ; p. II-IS, ;i21u. ; 16, 380n. ; II, 386 ; tO, 380 ; 86, 204n. ; M. 201n. ; It,

lUn., 364; 40, 199; 4t, 201n., 359; It, 389; M, 187; M, 364; II, 144, 197, 204;

lt7, 204n., 206 ; 176, 368n. ; 17t^ 380n., 382 ; IM, 348n. ; ItO^ 382 ; Itl, 144

;

114, 185 ; tit, 279n. ; tt4, 204n. ; Ml, 213.

GOMBTANTINB PORPUYROOENITUS :

De Admin. Imp., § 60, 10»n., 316n.; § 61, 291n.
; p. tM, 216, 226, 248, 250n. ; tM,

316n. ; tM, 292, 317n.

De Cerimoniis, p. 444, 202; 474, 4M, 187; 486, 178, 213n.; 4t7, 184; 644, 135n.,.

433; App. pp. 4M, 476, 4M, 203, 204; 4tl, 352n.

De Thematibus, 330, 316n.
; p. 14, 151n., 444; It, 216, 352n., 444; tl, 317, 355;

M, 190; t7, 215; 81, 275, 286n., 317 ; 16, 366 ; 18, 424.

De Tliem. Lycand., 290n., 291n.

Dkuetriub OF SKEran

;

Ap. Strabo., p. 608, 155n.

DlONTSivs Abeopaqita (quoted from Le Quien)

:

Schol. OD, de Eccl. Hier. cap. 7. 421.

DiONTSics BrzANTins

:

Fr. 44, 185n.

DuOAS Michael:

p. II, 153n.; Tt, 153; 77, 153; II, 105n., 108n., 110; M, lOOn., 160n.; 17, llOn.,

Ill; 07,114; 101, 109n.; 104, 108n.; Itt^ 204; 166, 160; 174, 117d., 118; 176,

113, 114 ; IM, lOSu. ; 114, llOn., 165 ; lit, 114 ; t04, 390 ; Mt, 118 ; M6, 112.
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EuaKBiui I

Chron. a.d. tl, 303.

EutrATUiui:

(Ad. Dionjri. Periag., 855, p. lOla.), 384.

ECTBOPIUS:

Vlt. Tib., p. n, 303.

Oalsm (quotad from WasMling) :

n«p) MixyttUu, p. SM, 1 1 7n.

n«p) rpof . twttfi, I. p. Sll, 435.

OBllinus!

p. I, 346n. ; W, M, 330 ; M, ISOn. ; 9)1, 320ii. { 9S, 339 : M, 249 ; 101-106, 111
{

114, 203, 204 ; 111, UOn. ; 1*8, 220n., 227, 249n., 265, 266 ; DM, 220.

Gltcas: 385.

p. 640^ 278, 301n. ; 5N, 217.

Gbooiuphus Ravemn. 381, 396, 309.

Oeoobapiii Oraeoi Minores (Muller ed.)

:

ii. p. M, 185n.

QtonaiVB MoNAOHUs:
359n.; p. NO, lUn.

Greoorius Nazianzknub (Migne ad.)

:

Epi»tolM, 4, 326, 327 ; S5, 97, 295 ; S0-S6, 307 ; M, 307 ; 90^ 308 ; U6. 286, 347n. (

ISO, 347n.; 141, 285; 168, 347; 1S4, 298n.; 107,296; 90S,286ii.; 804-000,307;
SOO, 286 ; 810^ 310. Epp. 09, 808, 810 are letten of Basil, wrongly quotad in text at

Gregory's.

Poemata, p. 1050, 294 ; 1181, 285, 296 ; 1151, 206. (Migne, 1059, 27, and 65.)

Oratio, 1^ 298n., 306.

Grboobius NrssENUs (Migne ed.)

:

Epistolae, vi., 287 ; p. 1075, 288, 326n.

Contra Eunom., p. 850, 264, 288n. ; 888, 264 ; 881, 264, 288n

Qaadr. Martyr., p. 788, 326n.

Vit. MacrinI, p. 007, 328.

TlfAt robt fiptMvmnu tls rh fiiwrtvua, iii. p. 416, 327 , 488, 327a

Hesychius ;

s.v. TpctXAtif, 112. \j , ,
•

.

HiBRAZ:

XfMVM^i', 130n. ii :•/

HlERONTMUS:
Clironicn, p. 184, 303. ' 'U ;./ > C

HiLARiUS (quoted from Duchesne)

:

De Synod., 08 (ii. 498), 395.

Homer:
Iliad, xiii., 868, 386. -

,

Joannes Ltdus:

p. 80, 121 ; 45, 121 ; 76, 121 ; 840, 121. j. ^« ;

JOSEPBUS:

Antiq., I. c. 7 ; p. 180, 303 ; 18, 5, 4, 373.
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JimiMUK t
-

Cod. 1. 1, M, 03, 417.

NortllM, Bflii. 205, 32011., 335, 371n., 417n.: nil. IOSd., 106, 107, 318, 823, 443;
aad. 313, 325, 325it., 320.

Digest, Z., 18^ 3, 174 ; ZMmOL 7, II, 174 ; mU. W, 175.

Leo DiAOOMVs:

p. M, 203a. ; «1, 348 ; M, 457 ; ItO, 140ii., 141 ; IM, 141, 143 ; ItS, 162 ; 170, 231

;

177, 180, ISOn., 348u.

LkO QBAMMATIOUf

:

p. t7l, 218n. ; MS, 144n.

Livr:

iizviU. li, 142II., 143, 232, 405, 408, 421 ; zxxviU. 17, 382 ; II, 308d., 421

;

usTiii., W^ 808n.

MALAtAa:
ziii. p. MS 15lD., 188 ; Ml, 221, 230.

Menamder :

p. 895, 3120.

METAPUIU8TEB, STilEOM :

Vit.Timoth.,i. p. 789,111.

Vit. Thcodoa. i. p. 4M, 307. r^

NiCEPHOBUS BSYEMMIUS:

p. M, 210 ; M, 349 ; M, 321 ; 119, 210n. ; 184, 188n. ; 148, 329n. ; 148, 124n.

IfiOEPHOBUS Gbeooras:

ii. pp. 44, 50, 187, 190, 108n.
; p. llTSn., HO n. ; ir. p. M, 182; 107, llOn.

NioI':phobU8 Patbiaroha (ed. de Door)

:

p. 45, 384 ; 81, 184, 185 ; M, 206.

NiCISPHORI PUOOAE DE VeLIT. BeLLI :

praef. c. 3, p. 181, 367 ; p. 185, 332n. ; 850, 280, 291, 350n., 354d.

NiCBTAB CnONIATA :

p. M, 389 ; M, 321 n. ; 99, 380d., 386 ; M, 386 ; 50, 389 ; 88, 153, 364 ; 71, 201n., 202

;

78, 359n. ; 89, 144 ; 181, 154, 154n. ; 184, 382 ; 156, 213 ; 194, 118n., 130 ; 819, 191

;

840, 381 ; 589, 124n., 130; 548, 332; 701, 180; 711, 154n.

NiCOLAUB Dahascencs:

Ap. DindorA Hist. Or. Min., i. p. 80^ 132.

Ovid:

Hetkmorpli, vi., 15, IO611. * ?

PACHTIfGREB, GeOBOIUS :

i. m, 210n., 108, 204 ; 185, IO811. ; 198, IM, 184n. ; 911, 112ii. ; 9M, 300n. ; 891,

llOn.; 807, 184ii.; 419, 180, 101 ; 468, 478, 113; 475, 101 ; 4M, 162n.

ii. 108, 200, 184n.; IM, 182; 880, IO811., llOn., 130; 880, 214; Ml, 210; 418,207;

486, 118n., 211 ; 4M, 123 ; 4M, 118; 440, 108n. ; 448, 162n. ; 5M, 100; 588, 114.

Favsaniab:

i. M, 7, 148, 149n. .87,128. tU. 17, 10, 223.

PaiLonoBanis

:

Hist. Eccles., . 8, 334 ; viii. 11, 285 ; ix. 9, 308 ; 18, 303 ; x. 6, xi. 6, 307n. ; xii. 7,

848.

Apad Soidain s. tt., T(niyiptot, 285 ; EMo(m>, 312n.
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PiiiUMnuTCi (•<]. KavMr) t

VU. Apoll. Tyu. I., i. f 4, 381, 847 ; I II, 410 1 U. 1 1, 106a. ; Ir. 1 10^ 1 lOo. { rl. f M,
IO611. t tU. I S, 115b.

Vit. SophUt., II. p. tr, 98, 2eiu.

Hweiona, II. p. liO^ llSn.

ImagiDM, II. p. SM, llSn.

PLWr THB YOOMOER

:

ill. M, 489.

Ad TnOonutn, 7S, 446 ; 7», 444 ; 77, 196d. ; 90, 105 ; M, 104, 105 { M, UO, 194,

PuMg. M, 489.

Plutaboh:

Vlt. LuoulP «<, 189.

POLTBXDt: 405.

ir. te, 398a. ; xxii. M, 398d. ; »r. 4, t, 9^ 209.

PROOonus;
De Aedifioiia, p. S16, 180 ; t. 109n. ; v. a,il86, 314 ; v. t, 205 ; . 4, 341, 800 { r. 6, ^17

;

p. Mt, 356.

Hist. Arc, SO^ 184, 186, 200n., 205; p. Ill, 338.

B«ll. Pen., p. 185, 162 ; ii. p. 90, 357 ; ii. M9^ 295.

Bell. Ooth., p. S94, 436 ; iv. SJM, 295.

ScYLAX: 381.

SOrUTZES, J0AMNE8 COBOPALATES

:

p. 6S9, 217n. ; 671, 276 ; 677, 292, 351 ; 679, 367 ; 6M, 384 ; 699^ 187 1., 690^ 267
{

706, 285; 710^188; 714,188.

SOORATES:

Hiat. Ecclei., ii. 99, 194; ir. 19, 184n. ; t. 4, 303; Ti. 14, I88n.

80ZOMEN

:

Hist. Eocles., V. 4, 304 ; vi. 14, 184n. ; 91, 93 ; viii. 17, 184n.

STBrHANus Btzantids:

Sub. TV. AlYat, 116, 117 ; 'ArrflAtia, 127 ; Bopi(a, 182a.; Aths 'Upiy, 114n. ; Bvirttpa,

127n. ; Kafiwrff6t, 311 ; K^f, 423 ; iviml, 381.

S01DA8

:

Sub TT. Atyol, 116, 117 ; T/niyipm, 285 ZWfiot, 312a.

SrHEON Maqister : 859a.

p.660^203n.; 780, 144n.

Taoitdb :
i

Aonales, ii. 47, 124, 125 ; iii. 79, 128 ; vi. 41, 372.

TiiBODOBDs Lector: , 7

L 96, 294.

TUBODOBIUS CiODEX

:

XII. 1, 49, 174 ; XU. 1, 110, 182. 443 ; Xn. 6, 9, 174.

TmSOPHANES:

p. 7, 275, 162 ; 94, 386 ; 99, 187n. ; 85, 307 ; 46, 384 ; 71, 254a. ; 194, 317 ; 189, 363,

369; 189, 381; 161, 319; 178, 150; 186, 180; 984, 215; 986, 212a.; 999, 162;

919, 278o., 311n,; 848, 142a., 353; 850, 142a., 277, 280, 312, 317 ; 851, 331; 866,

354 ; 879, 385a. ; 889, 277, 333 ; 806, 231a. ; 889, 890. 356 ; 997, 183a. ; 409. 249a.

;

414, 435 ; 416, 278 ; 480, 190 ; 498, 277 ; 489, 438 ; 445, 381 ; 449, S56a. ; 468, 231

;

458, 355; 455, 355; 456, 159; 468, 356; 466, 189, 189n.: 467, 198a., 346; 469,

109a. ; 470, 231a. ; 471, 180 ; 479, 204 : 491, 435 ; 4M, 341o., 448 ; 499. 321a.

ii. p. 688, 190.
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TBIOPHAHES COKTINUATUSI

p. 9, 34tfn.: M, 184; 71. 359ii.; 114, U9n.; ItY, lU, S30; 17«, 329; 111, 817:
197, 35111.; IM, 203n.; 904, 111; 996, 111; 979, a65n., 2660.; VH, 351, 354;

979, 276, 289, 301, 342 ; 990, 278, 289, SOln. ; 999, 218ti. ; 9N, a49n. ; 960^ 856 ; 961,

848 ; 991^ ai8n., 312 ; 974, 218u., 249n. ; 419, 314 ; 419, 159n. ; 499, 321ii. ; 497, 249,

817n.{ 449, 880; 494,1880.

ViMXi.:

GMrgioa, ii. 97, 106n.

VlTUUVlUl:

Tiii. 9, 307.

ZOHAiua (Builtae, 1578):

ii. p. 901, 348 ; iiU p. 59, 215 ; 190^ 204n. ; zviii. 19, 385n.

ZonMUS (ed. Uandelisohn):

p. 94, 160n. ; M^ 379, 421 ; 69, 421 ; 97, 162 ; 179, 241n.

ALTERATIONS PROPOSED IN THE TEXT OF

Acta Sanotoram, 99, 185, 246, 262, 324,
337, 400, 402

Anna Comncna, 190
Aristtdei, Aeliu, 156
Athenaeni, 113, 164
Cedrenna, 141, 156, 249, 301
CSnnamoa, 382
Conatantine Porpliyrogenitus, 151, 202, 216,

852
Dncas, 109 note

Galen, 144, 435 ~
. .

Genesiu^ 227
Gregorins NTsaenus, 327

Leo Diaconus, 141
Liry, 142, 232, 398, 413, 421
Pliny Elder, 398
Platarch, 189
Procopins, 56, 357
Ptolemy, 72. 131, 181, 240, 251, 261, 297,

302, 342
Strabo, 73, 135, 219, 229, 433
Theodoras Lector, 295
Theophanes, 198, 278, 311, 346
Theophanea Continnatus, 188, 321
Zonaraa, 141

^1^

fv:., .3..(> "Ka- >.-;
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ABBAbTTAI, 146
AbbMitit, 147
Abbaasos, 421
Abcikta, 145
Aberkios, 58 nott

AbhUkhonia, 445
AbonotcichM, 163
Abonouteiohoi, 195
Abonoutciohoa-IoBopolii, 193
Abretttne, 147
Abrottok, 170, 236, 360
Abydoa, 163
Abysianon, 77
Abyiianum, 249
Acitoriiiacum, 259
Acns,269
Actor, 15
Adada, 227 noU, 399 note, 408, 411
Adana, 66, 278, 281 note, 301 note, 311, 350,

381,445
Adapa,301
Adaiwra, 67, 257, 259
AdarassoB, 368
AdaU, 277, 278, 291, 301, 311
Adattha, 300
Adopiisoa, 344, 455
Adramyttion, 106, 114, 119, 166, 209, 438
Adraneia, 160
Adrasos, 350, 355, 361, 367, 448
.£antiain, 246
Mga, 387. See Aigai

Aegean, 24, 27, 34, 35, 39, 43, 45, 48, 54,

80
Aegenm, 320 note

Aegonne, 260
Aeliua Dionysios, 12 ,.'

Aeneoa, 40, 189

Aeolis, 52
Aer, 185, 209
Aetos, 124, 130
Aiiom Kara Hisar, 54, 87

Agalt, 201 noU
Agamemnon, 111, 115
Agannia, 240
Ageanoi, 163

Agora, Keramon, 30, 42, 54, 85, 168 note.

See Ker
Agradh, 445
Agrai, 406

Agrane, 57, 220, 249, 265, 302
Agriane, 220, 265. 302
Agrilion, 65, 190
Agrillon, 190
Agrioserica, 91 note

Agroeira or Allceira, 127
Agros, 162
Aidin, 12, 59
Aigai, 10, 13, 101 note, 105, 109, 116, 358,

385,431,458
Aigialoi, 186, 190, 201, 208, 236
Aigikloi, 20
Aigilon, 352 note

Aigialos, 352 note

Aigiloi, 186
Aigylloi, 186
Aigylloi, 190
Aine Ool, Ine Gol, Inek Gtfl, 16 : «. *

Aine QOl, 207
Ainzarba, 278
Aipolioi, 270, 303, 306
Aiscpus, 154, 157, 163
Aitamas, 305 note

Aiza, 411
Aizanoi, 20, 85 note, 146, 151, 168, 178.
209,433 ^

'

Akanthos, 424
AkarboiiR, 216, 221
Akarkous, 216
Akbaraka, 113, 431
Akhyraou», 79, 129, 156, 160, 167
Akilisene, 310
Akkilaion, 144, 172 note, 225, 241, 435, 439.
444

f
.

f
•

Akmonia, 29, 42, 54, 55, 84, 91, 138, 168,
396 note, 429, 434-436, 441

Akraaos, 125
Akroenog, 10, 54, 79, 87, 139, 151, 199,

277, 340, 343, 356, 359, 411, 444
Akrokos, 209
Aksiare, 390
Ala II., 55. See Ulpia
Alabanda, 49
Alandri Flumen, 232, 421

Pontes, 143, 421
Ala Sheher, 16

Alaeton, 137
,

Alastos, 173, 398, 426
AIbo8tan, 35, 276, See Arabissoi

* See pp. 5 note, 12. Modern local names are not as a rule given.
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Alcibiades, 36, 41, 170
Aldilo*, 430
Alectoria, 246
Aleian plain, 385
Alethina, 209, 336
AlenrtM, 426
Alexander, 23, 24, 26, 43, 44, 85
Alexandreia Kar' 'limi>, 358
Alezandron Kharas, 136
Alexins Comnenni, 78, 80
Algiza, 105, 107, 411
Algonia, 411
Algounia, 411
Alia, 20, 138, 369, 459
AliaMus, 254
Alieros, 398, 426
AI-Tolal, 445
Alloeira, 127
Alopez, 248
Aloadda, 54, 68
Aloudda or Elouza, 138, 168, S6d
Al7attea, 62
Alyattos, 422
Alypos, 210
Alytadarixon, 56
Ainadassos, 143
Amanos, 310
Amanns, 385, 386
Amara, 342
Amaseia, 45, 48, 64, 65, 70, 73, 85, 192,

253, 257, 260, 263, 267, 268, 290, 318,
321, 324, 329, 453

Amastris, 91, 184, 193, 318, 429, 453
Amazons, 34
Ambanaz, 79, 139
Ambason, 139
Amblada, 10, 127, 252, 306, 834, £84, 390,

393, 395, 396, 411
Ambrena, 246
Amida, 17, 311
Amilanda, 334
Amisos, 27, 28, 45, 58, 77, 194, 262, 268,

310, 325, 446
, era of, 194, 441

Amlada, 334
Ammianus, 17
Ammtlria, 445
Amnesia, 77, 278 note, 312
Amnias, 45, 278 nofe

Amorion, 30, 49, 91, 142, 170, 172, 198,

203, 215, 221, 229 230, 247, 265, 278,

346, 354, 360, 401, .22, 43^ 444, 451
Amos, 424 note

Ampelada, 127, 334
AmpouD, 78, 79, 139, 233 note

Anipous, 233 note

Amysianon, 77 ;'-.
Anabasis, 41
Anaboarn, 10, 143, 397, 421
Anadynata, 64
Anagome, 167
Anagos, 41

1

Anagonrdes, 207 **

' '-
-,

-

Anaia, 241,439 •
•" ''

Analiba, 71, 275 - • ~. - >' --v--
Analibla, 56, 71, 270
Anastatiojpolis, 440 ' :<

Anastasiopolb Oalatiae, 241, 244
Anatolia, 25, 75, 81, 82, 83, 86 note, 87
Anatolic Theme, 151, 202, 204, 211, 213,.

216, 226, 249 note, 330, 350, 356, 423
Anara, 80, 81, 130, 136
Anaxarba, 281
Anaxarbos, 291, 311, 341, 348, 350, 365,.

374, 381, 382, 385, 386, 415, 451
Ancyra, 20, 49 See Anlc.

Audabalis, 303, 306, 346, 360, 449
Andala, 276
Andeira, 155, 163
Andrachman, 359
Andraka, 297
Andrapa, 254, 297

(Neoclandlopolis), 192, 195, 316,
320, 325, 453

Andrasoa, 340, 350, 354 note, 448
Andrassos, 368
Andriana, 161

Andronicopolis, 88, 113 ^.

AndronicuB Palaeologus, 88
Anea, 104, 111
Anelonica river, 129
AnemonrioD, 81, 350, 358, 361, 363, 372,.

380, 383
Angelokome, 206, 207
Angelokomites, 129, 163, 207
Angora, 242 i.V

Angora (Ankyra), 16, 81
Ani, 305 note, 448
Anineta, 104
Ankore, 179
Ankyra, 17, 29, 31, 40, 46, 48, 50, 66, 68,

75, 81, 237, 239, 240, 243, 257, 290, 318,

334, 340, 356, 405 note, 422, 444, 446
Sidera, 131, 147, 168 note, 430,43a

Anna Comnena, 79
Annesoi, 326, 327
Anpelada, 334, 411
Antandros, 106, 166 note

Antens, 396 note

Antbeia, 112 A
Anthios river, 396
Antigonus, 35, 36
Antigons, 141
Antinous, 65
Antioch (of PisidiaX 47, 57, 85, 453
Antiocheia, 29, 43, 49, 150, 333, 390 note,.

394, 396, 398, 400, 411, 453
ad Maeandrum, 86
ad Tanrum, 279
Cariae, 423
Isauriae, 380

—— parva, 452
Antiochiane strategia, 69, 372, 375, 377/

note

Antiochns, 17
Anti-Taurns, 23, 35, 55, 221, 270
Antonine Itinerary interpolated, 75'

Antoniopolis (Antinoopolis), 65
Antoniopolis, 121

Anydroi Pyrgoi, 198, 346, 448
Anx6», 329
Anzethene, 325 note •

Aorata, 155 note, 208, 236
Apadna, 356
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Apameia, 29, 40, 42, 43, *i, 46, 48, 49, 50,

74, 75^ 78^ 80, 81, 85, 180, 428, 430
ad Maeandr., 44, 85, 369—• Celaenae, 60, 61, 201 note, 434
Cibotos, 393, 403, 430, 431, 438

Ap«niin808, 307
Aperlai, 425
Aphaka,386 '

Aphniti*, 157
Aphrazeia, 216, 218, 227
Aphrodiaias, 49, 114, 422
Apia, 54, 146, 151, 178, 458
Aplekta, 199
Apocomensit vicns, 246
Apoilinaris, 55
Apollo, 14, 24, 312

Lairbmos, 84, 136
Didymean, 112 note

SarpedonioB, 379
Apollon PatrooB, 304
Apollonia, 19, 44, 49, 57, 252, 396, 400,

412, 414 note

ad Rhyndacnm, 119, 180, 181, 196
Cariae

Lyciae, 425
Lydiae, 126
of Pisidia, 44 nc, 86

Apolloniatis lake, 181
Apollonis, 126, 167
Apollonos Hieron, 123
Aporidos Kome, 172 note, 421
Apotropaios, 110
Appia, 146. See Apia
AptaoB, 163
Aqua Sarvente, 10 '

Aquce Saravente, 264, 268, 297, 301
Aquilius, Manins, 47, 164
Ara, 218, 249
ArabeMol, 312 note

ArabiswM, 35, 49, 55, 77, 221, 271, 276,
277, 278, 280, 309, 311, 350

Arabraka, 275, 286
Arabs, 87
Aranda, 382 note

Arane, 71

Arangas, 71 • '

Aranis, 71, 2751
Arasaxa, 49, 272, 288, 306
Arasizia, 412
Arathia, 306
Araunia, 246

~

Aranracl or Aranraka, 55, 56
Araaraka, 275, 286
Arcaree, 273, 314 , ; ^ iv

Arcadiopoli*, 114, 225
'

.J

Arcelaio, 237 • '^ ... ' -"^

Archangelos, 12, 108 >
>

Archelais, 29, 49, 50, 198, 284, 294, 298,

803, 340, 343, 358, 360, 363, 412, 446——— Colonia, 255
Archelaopolia, 66
Archeopoiis of Lazlca, 60
Arcilapopolis, 66
Ardala,276
Ardistama, 344
Area, 246
Arega-Arca-ArgA, 66

^/!*/!i: .:><;-/*

Areopolis, 128
Argans, 307 note

, Monnt, 301
Argaios, 286, 291, 352 note, 301, 307, 340

note

Argaous, 342
Argcias, 136
Argeos, 340
Argiza, 105, 107, 154, 155, 166, 306, 335,

384, 411, 438
Argesis, 155, 165, 438
Argos, 286, 308, 340, 353.

Argnstana, 255, 286
Arianzos, 285, 347
Ariaratheia, 55
Ariarathia, 274, 303, 306, 310
Arinrsatheain, 313

'

Ariassos, 155
Aristagoras, 29
Ariste, 133, 181, 183
Aristion, 1 39
Arkadiopolis, 104
Arkaata, 412
Arkhalla, 306
Arkat Khan, 42
Armaxa, 270, 303, 306
Arma%a, 270
Amenia, 58, 82, 199

Cilicia, 346, 382
Minor, 46, 56, ,69, 71, 284, 303,

315, 330, 416 note, 447
Prima, 325, 327
Sectinda, 325 note, 313
Tertia, 313, 325 note

— Quarta, 325 note

Armeniac Theme, 77, 142, 216, 220, 249,
267, 316, 321

Armenians of Cilicia, 369
Armenokastron, 201 ',

Arminiac, 445
Aronda, 398 note

Arsiuoe, 358
Artake, 162
Artanada, 382
Artanas, 162

river, 438
Artaxerxes, 36
Artemea, 153 note, 154
Artemidorus, 35, 50
Artemis, 84, 110, 111, 240, 411, 414

Anaeitis, 131

Anaitis-Leto, 30
Boreitene, 121
Perasia, 460

.

' Persica, 128
Aryassis, 155
Arzapa, 17
Asarinum, 66, 308
Ascania, 47
Ascanian lake, 47, 57, 189, 209
Ascanias, 189
Ascaratana, 129 ',>
Asculaca, 119
Ashagha Khoma, 79 note. See K
Asia, 47, 50, 95, 104, 314, 423, 437, 438

Central, 27
Asian Era, 441, 452
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AakMSOi, 121
Aikania, 407, 408

, Lkke, 47, 57, 180, 209
Juktm, 412
AnnoMta, 420
Asopot river, 134
Aipandof, 304, 402, 416
AapoM, 216, 221, 243, 254
Amkaliba, 351, 853
AiMM, 106, 118, 168 note
AM7ria,34
AsUkos, 170
AsUlet river, 131
Aitra, 382
AstTtiion, 210 note

Ataia, 119
AUmea, 153 NOfo, 154
Atonia, 148, 387, 398
Atenoa, 398
AteotM, 143
Athenaii, 136
Atmenia, 397
Atravion (TaUvion), 65
Atreai, 40, 189, 437, 430
Atroa, 180
Attagaina, 314
AtUia, 166 note, 241, 360, 430
Attaleia, 44, 49, 58 note, 127, 381, 389, 401,

412, 420, 430
Attalid K'ngs, 44
Attaliota, Michael, 57

*

Attalos, 437, 439
AttanaiMS, 136
Attea, 105
Attoadda, 49, 83, 135, 369, 433
Atyokhorion, 84, 136
Atzoula, 210
And-ai, 412
Augasa, 105
Augilos, 20
Augusta, 384
Attguatopolis, 10, 79, 143, 178
Augustun, 47, 58
AuTaz, 118, note, 211
AulindeuM lake, 135
Auliou Home, 105, 106
Aulokra, 142
Attlokrene, 142
Aulokreni Pontes, 172
Aulonia, 154
Aureliopolis, 106, 122, 127
Auriana, 55
Aurokra, 142, 151, 168
Auxentius, S., 19, 20
Axiottenos, 122, 131
Ayasaluk, 59, 109, 324
Ayasman, 401
Ayaz Inn, 40
Azalas, 210
Azamora, 312
Azanoi or Aizanoi, 146
Azara, 411
Aziottenos, 122, 131

Aziris, 71

Baanes, 159, 189
Babylon, 61

BadimoD, 281, 291, 312
Bagadaouia, 349
Bagis, 131
BagraiD, 361
Baiae, 66
Bais, 66
Baisteanoi, 163
Baka, 381, 382, 386
Baklan, 445
Bakshbh, 31
BalabiUne, 325 note

Balbadon, 216
Balcea, 132 note

Balia, 438
Baljik Hisar, 36 note

Baltolibas, 385
Banaba, 371, 383, 410
Banaz Tchai, 54
Banes, 159, 180
Baradis, 20, 421
Barata, 86, 337, 357, 304
Barbalissoa, 357
Barbaricus, 357
Barbarossa, 79, 81

,'Frederick, 130, 346, 368, 434
Bardaetta, 141
Bardas Phokas, 141
Barenos river, 159, 207, 437
Bareta, 216
Baretta, 105, 141 note

Bargasa, 422, 424
Bargylia, 423
Bariane, 323
Baris, 49, 154, 159, 252, 388, 390 note, 394,
396 noU, 405, 406, 407

Baro(ukl)!a, 412
Barsalium, 71
Barzald, 71, 300
Basgoidariza, 56
BasHeia, 190, 251 note

Basileion, 93, 196, 244, 446
Basilika, 78, 208, 236, 445

Thenna, 10, 57, 220, 265, 268, 281,

297, 301, 315, 446
Basilinopolis, 15, 179
Basiliscus, 294
Basri, 238
Batalous, 445
Bathyrrhyax, 141, 220, 266 note, 267 note

Bathys, 141, 144, 213
Khyax, 76, 220, 266

Batransia, 234
Battea, 412
Bazanis, 325 ~ :

Bazis, 347, 440
Behraro, 118
Bel, Gez, 53
—, Geuk, 55—, Dede, 55—, Kara, 61—, Kuru, 55
Belisa, 329
Belokome, 207
Bemmaris, 279
Benadek, 445 I
Bennet, Major, 5, 53
Benneus, 144. •See Zeus ,,'
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Bennitoa, 85 note, 144
Bant, Mr., 22, 460
Berbe, 22, 394
Berbeniakon, 158
Bcrifa, 329
Bernard, Prof. M., 5
B«roca,302
Berrhaa, 382
Beth Kariih Eyuk, 30
Bflttdot Vetus, 143, 405, 421
Bey Keni, 31

Sheher, 79
BibaMoe, 424
Bidana, 18, 402

Leontopolig, 18
Bidane, 402
Bilejik, 78
Billaioa, 443
Bimboa Dagh, 55
Binam, 16

Bin Bir Kilbe, 86— Tepe, 32
Bindains, 430

EudoxinpoliK, 421
BindeoR, 174, 177, 387, 404
Bithynia, 40, 44, 45, 65, 74, 94, 150,

205, 322, 435, 437, 440, 443
Pontu», 15, 68

——— Prima, 415 note
• Stcnnda, 415 note

191,

Bithynion-Ciaudiopolis, 4.5, 65
Bithynion>Hadriana-Claudiopoli8, lOG
Bitziano, 191 note

Bisana, 18
Bizana of Armenia, 18
Bizenoi, 251
Bizja, 428
Black Sen, 28, 48, 58
Blados, 154, 155 note, 334

Mysiae, 133
Blandos, 275
Blaundos, 44 note, 68, 84, 120, 127, 137,

334, 388, 425
Boalla,412 f

Bofkaz, Harir, 80,81
Keui, 28, 29, 33

Bohn, 13
Boiabad, 77, 268
Boitiniathei, 412 -

Bolatli, 80
BolboaoK, 371, 383
BolegaigUB, 17, 257, 259
Boli,45
Botty8w^91 ; r

Bor, 88 ^ -^

Boreitene, 121 ^'
.

,

BoriHOB, 307 . .

Borfza, 182
Bosphorus, 48, 80, 87
Boucoleon, 185
Boudeia, 143

,

Bonuma, 294
Bouimadis, 369
Bozanti Khan, 68
Boz Kjt Kaimmakamlik, 18

Bregmeni, 119
Bria, 102, 137

VOL. ly.

Brianea, 246
Briges, 34
Brionia, 113, 422
Brioulla, 104
Brouzo8, 10, 49, 139, 151, 168
Branca, 240
Brunga, 183
Brjras, 183
Bryklike, 384
Buccellarii, 352
Bnccellariote Theme, 211, 216,219, 248, 321
Buldur Lake, 47
Bnlladan, 83
Bunar Bashi, 54
Bunas, 246
Buz«a, 246
Bywater, Mr., 5
Byzantine Military Rotd, 75, 197, 200
Byzantine Roadi, 48, 74
Byzantion, 240

See also K in many words
Caballucome, 359. See Kaballa
Caelius, Mount, 1 10

Caena, 68, 346, 360
Caesarein, 26, 28, 29, 49, 50, 64, 76, 199,

219, 256, 267, 268, 270, 281, 291, 303,
305, 311, 342, 346, 349, 350, 355, 386,
402,446

Qermanica, 180
Helgas, 196

-^^—- Isauriae, 366
Lydiae, 124
\faeoniae, 131
Mazaka, 28, 39, 50, 64, 75

Calahi-el-Ghabe, 236, 445
Calcedonia, see Chalcedon
Caleorsissa, 56, 71
Callistus, 19
Cambe, 304
CaniisR, 275
Campo Amoeno, 243
Canna, 338
Caparceae, 69
Caparcelis, 302, 314
Capareas (Knparkelis), 69
Cappadocia, 17, 20, 27, 28, 35, 36, 37, 38,

41, 45, 46, 56, 58, 63, 69, 73, 98, 252,
281, 308, 314, 317 (, 337, 339, 350, 352.
371 f, 386, 399 note

Primn, 301, 348, 415 note

Secanda, 74, 75, 283, 305
Tertia, 75 note, 283

Cappadocic Theme, 216, 226, 231, 249 note^

316, 356
Carift, 11 note, 49, 95, 415
Carissa, 417 njte

Carmalis, 288. See K.

Carolath, Prince, 46 note

Caroura, 49
Carsagis, 71, 275
CarsHt, 56, 71
Carthage, 14
Carus, 20
Castabala, 66 . i\ '

Ca8tora,234 .v

Casus, 135 note

2 I
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Codco, Cotieo, 54 w>U
Catikbolo, 66 Cocusoi, 49
Cwlrraai, 20, 21 Codutabala, 272, 310
Celacnae, 36, 37, 40 Codusabala, 49, 274, 292

Annmnia 11 flft Collegium, 338
GelUrion, 329 Collignon, M., 9
Celaiu, 162 Coloe,263. /Sm K.

Ccnaiem pitlideni, 240 Coloneia, 267. See K.
CeiMiii, Ink*, 242 Theme, 267. Bet K.

Cenon Gallicanon, 240 f Colonia, 65, 325, 363, 444. See Archelai*

Cei)ora,64
Centta, 240 Theodorias, 320 naU
CiMilia^^ 414 ColoDouus, 246
Chalcedon, 20, 142, 170, 184, 196 note. 240, ColosMie, 36, 37, 49

428 Comama, 57, 398
Chalois, 51 Comana, 49
Chamsnene, 283, 290, 296, 447 Comaralis, 270, 288
Chankcne, 384 Comitanasso, 242, 360
Chanlampittt, 116 Comitanassoi, 344
Charaz, 71, 81, 163 Comnena, Anna, 79

Alexandri, 163 Comnenus, Alexius, 80
Chateau angolaire, 130 John, 80
Chermiide, Col., 5 Manuel, 78, 79, 80, 86
Chiliokomon, 328 Congonsto*, 361
Chogeae, 240
ChoUM, 260

^

Conisium, 153 note

Constantini CoUis, 220, 266
Chonarion, 329 Contin., Theoph., 20
Choria Miluadika, 420 Constantine, 19
Chonabia, 71 Porphyrogenitus, 20, 76
ChrbtUnity, 304 Constantinople, 25, 26, 74, 76. 77, 80
ChrUtopolis, 114 Copas, 246
Chrysobonllot, 384 Corallia, 417 note

ChryiopoUg, 143, 159, 204 Coriopio, 358, 363
Chnuam, 313 Cone, 71
ChorchM of the King, 286, 445 Cornelius, 161
Chnia, 286 Coropissos, 394. See K.
Ciaca, 275, 314 Corveunte, 70
Oacis, 314 Cotena, 17, 280, 287
Cibiatra, 306 Cotiaion (Kotiaion), 54 nof«

Cibjrrhaiote Theme, 384. SeeVi.

Cichoriiu, 452
Cousin, M., 45
Craca, 314

Cilioet Mandacadeni, 119 Cremna, 398
Ciliola, 12, 27, 33, 89, 60, 58, 69, 73 77, Crentius, P., 20

98, 253, 310,311, 314, S50, 375, 383, 386 Crosus, 29, 33
Oiinpestris, 365, 374 Crusius, 14
Prima and Secunda, 376, 383 Cuballum, 422
Tracheia, 58, 336, 361. 450 Cucutum, 294. See Kokussoe

Cilician Gates, 27, 28, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43,58, Cumanadensis, 379
. 66, 77, 198, 199, 220, 321 Cumialis, 262
Cinara, 247 Curca, 130
Civitot, 186 wle Curtius, 28, 52, 84
Claudeikonion, 303, 373, 399 Cyprus, 81
Claudiaa, 71. 302 Cyrus, 41, 42, 138
Clandiconinm, 303, 375, 399 Cyiicos, 58, 119, 154, 162, 166, 212, 431,
Clandio-Derbe, 303, 337, 373, 399 438
Clandio-laodicea, 303, 373
Claadiopolis, 20, 45, 65, 69, 75, 182, 285, Dabemai, 412

303, 310, 318, 322, 358, 361, 363, 366, Dabeneus, 398
373, 394, 399, 447, 450, 454 Dabesa, 340, 354 noU

Claudiopolis Bith., 182, 318, 322, 435, 447, Dnbinai, 148, 388, 412
451 Dablis, 182, 240, 443

Claadiopolis Cappadociae, 71 Dacezae, 262
Clandioaelenceia, 399, 406 Dadaleia, 430
Cleon, 82 Dadaleis, 129
Clotedarica, 56 note Dadaktana, 195, 240
Clotoedariza, 56 noU Dadybra, 66, 193, 318, 323 note

Cocleo, 168 note Kaatamon, 66
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Daadalorum, 131 noU
DagalMM, 274
DsgklaiKw, 270
Dagona, 275
Dagoiw (Dragona), 71
Dagottheni, 190 twto
Dagonia, 71
Dagouta, 190
Dakai, 262
Dakibyia, 184, 208
Daknai, 262
Dakora, 306
Dakoroa, 306
Dalanda, 71, 309
DalJii, 120, 128
Daliaandoi, 310, 335, 358, 366, 379, 895,

419, 450
Daliiandos (FaasillerX 39, 69
Damalii, 186, 204, 208
Damasoas, 312
Damatry, 20, 218, 312
Dana, 449
Dana (Tjana), 15, 42
Dandaxina, 273
Daokome, 412
Daoutha, 280
Daphnottdion, 430
Daphnousia, 182, 430
Daphnusin, 15
Daphnutii, 196 note, 430
Daranalii, 447
Daraa, 446
Daranlia, 445
Darbidoun, 321 note

Dardanoa, 152
Dareioukom*, 125 '

Darenoi, 159
Darnalii, 447
Dana, 408, 421
Darsilam, 408
Darzila, 421
Dascusa, 71, 314
DaskouBa, 55, 71, 275
Daskylion, 181, 196, 444
Daskylitis lake, 181
Dasmenda, 290, 312
Dastarkon, 290 note, 312
Dasteira, 290 note, 312
Dazimon, 329
Dazimon, 220, 263, 326, 328
Daziroonis, 329
Debalakia, 143
De Boor, 114
Decapolis, 132, 366 note

in Palestine, 366 note

Ljdia, 366 note

Isauriae, 335, 365, 366, 424
Dede Bel, 55
Deiotarua, 192, 453
Deirmnn, 16 note

Dekapolis of Isauria, 335
Delemnia, 251
Demakella, 307
Demetrias, 886
Dmeti'iu, 64
Demetrium, 65
Demos Thiounteon, 433

Dtmon, 420
Daoiousia, 420
DenliUr, 80
Denizli, 80, 88, 88, 454
Derbe, 99, 336, 871, 375, 453
Derabol, 83
Derende, 71, 309
Detaba, 424
Dia, 196, 443, 453
Diadoohi, 54 note, 86
Diarkekis, 17
Diatora, 412
Didyma, 425 note

Dldymion, 112
Didymos, 227 note

Diebl, M., 45
Diga, river, 129
Dilimnia, 251
Dindori, L., 19
Dindymos, 138, 146, 151, 227, 458
Dinia, 421
Dinia-Chelidonia, 43
Dinite, 142, 170
Diocaetareia, 25, 280 note, 285, 310, 361, 364,

366, 371, 382, 450, 454
Diocaesarein Phrygiae, 135
Diocletian, 74
Dioecesis Asiana, 395
Dioklea, 139, 151
Dioklea or Dokela, 55
Dionysopolis, 44, 49, 84 note, 86, 136
Dioi Hieron, 104, 114, 420, 430
Diospolis, 196, 453
Dipotamon, 140, 178, 356
Djaldia, 445
Djarsioun, 445
Doara, 268, 281, 287, 297, 301, 304, 305
Dodurga, 45
Doghan Hiaar, 42
(D)ogra,67
Dogra, 268
Doidya, 126
Doidye, 44 note

Dokeia, 267, 316, 321, 356
Dokela or Dioklea, 139, 151
Dokimian marble, 135, 433
Dokiniion, 14, 40, 43, 44, 53, 54, 139, 170,

232, 433
Dokimos, 40
Dolicha, 279
Doliche, 277
Dolichiste, 425
Domitianopolis, 122
Domitiopolis, 366, 370
Dona, '68, 297
Dora, 268, 297, 329
Dorano, 67, 70, 261
Doris, 181, 443
Dorkon, 184
Dorylaion, 16, 40, 49, 54, 66, 78, 79, 81, 86,

144, 168, 197, 199, 201 note, 209, 212,
226, 231, 233, 236, 237, 239, 241, 278,
301 note, 353, 361, 405 note, 428, 435,
436, 439, 444, 445, 459.

Doublet, U., 52
Doudada, 412
Doulichia, 277

2 I 2
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Draconb, 71
Dnni, 347, 440
Drakon rirer, ISH
Drtpana, 187
Dnxler, 14, 19
DriMi, 348, 449
Drision, 348
Draina, 245
Dryi, 189
D«u-l-kala, 340, 354 note, 368 iio/e, 445, 448
Dncang«, 19, 20, 77 note

DttchHue, M. I'AblMS, 9, 20, 21, 52, 53, 151,
319

Dugaria, 245
Dunela, 408
Du8ae, 65
DoMpro Solympum, 64, G5
Dytautot, 453
Dioul'kila, 445. Sae D»u

Eabsos, 287
Ebagena, 305
Ecoobriga, 1242, 251, 259
Edeua, 279
Egdana, 344
Egdava, 360
Egerdir, 407
Egypt, 60, 80
EinnopolU, 361, 365, 371, 374, 384, 386
Eireumenia, 412
Ekk(ea),412
El A'bra, 236
£l-Afa-chim, 445
EUAgradh, 236
Elaia, 105
Elaionua, 373, 380, 381

Sebaste, 372
Eleinokanrios, 134
Eleinopolia, 187
Eleinoa river, 134
Eleutherocilicei, 386
Elias, 227 note

El Khalidj, 203, 236
Elouza, 138
Ely«a or Elles, 57
Empeloa, 207
Elndelekhone, 276
Eniatratua, 246
i^Atetftia, 300
Epheiian Gate, 35 note

£phe808, 19, 26, 27, 28, 30, 42, 45, 48, 49,

50, 59, 60, 62, 84, 104, 109, 118, 167,

227 note, 271, 344, 402, 415, 431, 432
Theologoa, 19

Epiktetos, Phrygia, 145, 150, 251 note

Epiphaneia, 66,^81, 386
Epiphania Syriae, 302
Epiphanius, 16
Ereganina, 71
Erezii, 155
Ergaateria, 166
Ergaaterion, 165, 438
Eriboia, 185
Eriboloa, 185, 209
Eribulo, 240
Eriste, 181, 183, 196

Erlia, 21, 45, 46 note, 186, 421, 422
Eriiii, 119
Erpa, 49, 55, 271, 277, 289, 308
Erpha, 289, 308
Ertogrul, 16

Erymna, 112, 419
Ei^moaykea, 276
Erythrai, 105
Eski Shehtr, 86
Efouakome, 412
Etenna, 395, 418
Etonia, 260
Etiya, 171, 235
Euagina, 248, 261, 268, 805, 452
Enagina (Fuagina), 70
Euaiaai, 802
Enaiuai, 304
Euarsia, 245
Enaaai, 302, 304
Euaza, 105
Eabiia, 305
Ettohraea, 245
Endagina, 261 270
Eadoixata, 71, 330
Eudokias, 10 note, 18, 19, 146, 177, 216,

221, 225, 226, 344
Phrygiae, 151

Eudoxata, 330
Eudoxiana, 330
Eudoxiaa, 225
Eudoxiopolis, 225
Eudoxionpolis, 177 nute, 387, 404
Eugonia, 261
Euippe, 422
Eukarpia, 14, 49, 139, 151, 168
Eukhaita, 20, 21, 52 note, 53, 77, 93, 101

noU, 268, 278 not; 305, 318, 371, 383
note, 395, 429, 448, 452

Eukhaneia, 20, 21

Eulepa, 270, 806
Euroeis. 67, 274
Eumeneia, 19, 44, 49, 80, 86, 136, 169,

431
Euoimi, 304
Euphemiaa, 296 *

Euphorbium, 49, 169
EuphorbiM, 147
Euphratea, 28, 55, 57, 71, 311, 357
Euphratevia, 17, 280, 301
Euralion, 422
Euromoi, 422
Eurymedon, 406
Euiebeia, 304, 346
Euiimara, 314
Ensipara (FaaiparaX 70
Euspeofl, Puspena, 67, 71
Euapcena, 275
Eastathius, 12
Erans, Mr. A. J., 430, 434
Ezara, 411

Valkui, 445
Fandj, 236
Fasiiler or Daliaandos, 39
Fauatinopolia, 18, 346, 352, 449, E.

HalaLi, 68
Ferguson, the late Mr., 4 note
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Fiant or Siara, 70
Fiarad, 67, 808
Filaotion, 18A note

FUvia, 116, 328 noU
Flariana, 295
Flarias, 281, 291, 311, 385, 451
Flariopolif, 385
Flaviopolit, Kniteia, 45

Lydiae, 121
Phrygiae, 148

Fontritr, H., Ar., 120, 124, 125, 126, 128,

132, 431
Forbig«r, 64, 98
Foroba, 270, 306
Forty Hartyn, Uke of the, 140
Foncart, M., 124, 125
Freihfield, Mr. D. W., 4 nott

Fuagina, 70, 261
Fniipara or EiMipara, 70

Oabadonia, 340
Gadiana, 297
Oaita, 201, 359
Galon Komo, 145
Gaizatodiaitos, 16
Oaiiatorix, 16, 444
Galbann, 344
Oalbkrene, 185
Oalatiii, 10 note, 28, 40, 45, 54, 57, 04, 68,

70, 75, 78, 176, 192, 194, 196, 252, 260,

314, 334, 339, 341, 345, 372, 373, 375,

377, 378, 439, 446, 447, 451, 453
Prima, 242
Salntarii, 231, 254, 437

Galatia trans Halym, 250
Galaticiu, Pontns, 69
Galea, 25^, 297
Galen, 13
Oalenlrum, 246
Qalesion, 165

Gallcelon, 110
Galllpolt, 129
Galloi, 182, 202, 205, 208, 234, 460
Galmana, 344
Garobrion, 452
Oammaousa, 143
Gandeia, 127
Gangarls, 64
Gangra, 45, 48, 257, 318, 319, 321,447, 453

(OermanicopoliBX 192, 258
Ganzaenos, 412
Gardibia, 412
Gardybia, 412
Gargara, 106, 118, 166 note

Garmias, 254, 322
Oarnake, 288
Garsaonra, 284, 343
Garsauritis, 283
Oarei, 248, 259
Gnrns, 20
Gaudeia, 127
Gauraina, 309 :

Gazala, 323
Gazelon, 323
Gazelonitis, 192, 323, 452, 453
Gelzer, 21, 427, 448, 450, 451

Geueslus, 76, 77

Oeonenalt, 418
Oerma, 10 note, 16, 217, 221, 224,237, 247,

405 note, 466
Gamtanlcela, 221, 301,
Germanlcia, 17, 35, 55, 77, 180, 276, 291,

311
Germanlcopolia, 301 note, 355, 858, 861, 3t<\

366, 373. See Gangra
Germanlki, 279
Germe, 127, 155, 167, 211, 401, 460
Germla, 224, 320 note

Theodorlaa, 318
Germlan hills, 155 note

Germooolonla, 322
Geron, 301
Getasa, 308
Geuk Bel, 55
Gez Bel, 55
Oezatorii, 16, 444
Oharoboli, 236
GharQbulI, 445
Giaour Kalessf, 31
Ginglarion, 130
Girindos, 20, 242
GlHza, 412
Giza, 412
Glauama, 344, 361
Glaudia, 71

'

Glankoi, 14, 85, 136
Qlnvama, 361
Glycerins, 293
Gneins Manliaii Vulso, 46
Godasa, 67, 71, 275
Goeleon, 144
"Golden Street," 7
Goleonta, 143
Gondusa, 71
Gorbeons, 46, 214, 216, 245, 255

Akarbous, 444
Gordiana, 246
Gordion, 16, 29, 30. 31, 225, 422
Gordionteichos, 163
Gordiou Teichos, 421
Gordorounia, 210
Gordos, 132, 183, 210
Gordoserba, 15, 183
Gordoserboi, 210
Gordon Kome, 210, 244, 444
Gorgorome, 97, 335
Granikos, 129, 159, 437
Graos Gala, 81, 136
Gratianopolis, 16, 226, 246
Greece, 24, 32
Greek Colonies, 44
Grekkea, 412
Grenber, Mr., 19
Grimenotbyritni, 30, 149—— TrajanopoHs,
Guudusa, 67, 274
Gyris, 77
Gytarion, 351

HAA8E, 201
Hadath, 301
Hadith, 278

!
Madreanuteba, 166

I

Hadrian, 36
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Hsdriane, 416
Badriul, 196
Hadrianoi, 157, 160, 171

Adriani, 181
Bithyniae, 437

Hadrianopolis, 42, 45, 56, 140, 141, 318,
823 note, 359, 393

(Aiiae), 93
of Lycia, 421
of PUIdia, 421, 422
or Thymbrion, 400
Paphlagoniae, 198

. (Pfirygla), 171
ai, 155, 107, 437Hadrianontherai.

Hadrianonthyrai, 148 note

Haeia, 111
Haidarli, 86 note

Haimane, 216, 226, 245
Halala, 353

Fatutinopolif, 346, 449
Halikyrnn, 405
Halyt, 20, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 41,

42, 43, 52, 53, 55, 64, 75, 76, 77, 82, 191,

226, 251, 267, 303, 314, 315, 321, 329,
444

bridges, 75, 218, 256
Hama, 38'il

Hamam Su, 30, 31, 41, 42, 54, 55
Hamilton, 18, 41, 42
Hamilton, W. J., 98, 127, 255
Hammer-Pnrgstall, Iti

Haraaoi, 49
Hardy, Mr., 20, 45, 443
Harir Boghnz, 80, 81
Harmala, 134
HarpaM, 423
Harpasos, 423
Harpy Tomb, 32
Harrftb, 445
Harnnie, 278
Haza, 56
Hai Keui, 83
Head, Mr., 5, 13, 40 note, 54 note

Helenopolii, 76,179, 184, 186, 187, 201, 217
Lydiae, 122

Helenopontni, 21, 320
Helgas-Germanicopolis, 180
Helilcore, 179
Hellespont, 34
Hellespontia Phrygia, 150
Hellespontas, 74, 95, 132, 153, 437
Hemernm, 189
Heracleia, 35
Heracleopolis, 326
Herais, 136
Herakleia, 13, 193, 318, 321, 340

ad Salbacum——— ad Sipylum, 12, 109

in Ponto, 191, 197, 443
Kybistra, 160, 221, 339, 341, 349,

354,448
Heraklea, 24 note

Hercnles Restitutor, 402
Apotropaios, 110

Hermogenes, 85 note

Hermokapeleia, 132

Hermokome, 412

Hermftn, 386
Hermos, 59, 60, 61, 80, 105, 122, 168

Herodotuf, 19, 24, 27, 29, 30 note, 31, 33,

83, 36, 87, 41, 42 note, 43 note, 52, 60,

61
Hetyciiltti, 14
Hetenna, 418
Heuresiof, 18
Hexapolis, 142
Hiera Oorme, 155 note

Kome, 84, 138, 421
Hierakoryphitfli, 381, 420
Hierapolii, 15, 49, 73 note, 83, 84, 91, 130,

135, 167, 364, 423, 433, 449, 450
Hiereia, 184
Hieria, 162
HierocKsareia, 128
Hierocliaras, 163
Hierocles, 13, 73, 74, 92, 106, 120, 132,

144 note, 148, 153, 179, 247, 318, 323,

371, 387, GJ5, 396, 407, 412, 415, 423,
424 429

Hierokharaz, 54, 139, 168
Hierokometai, 119
Hierolophienies, 119
Hieropolis, 10, 14, 40, 49, 84, 86, 139, 168,

342, 367, 460
Hieros, 195, 314
Hieruf, 241
Hipponaz, 87, 40, 68
Hippourios, 127
Hirschfeld, Prof. 0., 10, 20, 88, 48, 61, 64,

84 note, 92, 97, 100, 110, 137 note, 168
note, 160, 172, 172 note, 193, 195, 243,

257, 267, 317, 320 note, 335, 400, 402,

403, 405, 406, 408, 411, 414 note, 410
note, 418, 436

Hisn-al-Qhabri, 445
Hiipa, 71
HoKarth, Mr. D. 0., 4, 5, 11, 20, 21, 23,

143, 177, 432, 435
Holleauz, M., 45
Holnioi, 140, 171
Homa, 434, 231. &« Kh.
Homer, 52
Homereion, 19
Homonada, 334, 391, 394
Homonades, 335, 395, 418, 419, 453
Houoriaa, 197, 317, 323 note, 451
Horophy lakes, 175, 178
Horse-station, 203
Hot springs, 164
Hours of riding, 103
Huda-verdi, 403
Humann, 15, 16, 17, 28 note, 52 note

Hyakinthos, 189
Hycronpotamum, 240
Hydara, 56 ^

Hyde, 337, 338
Hydrela, 422
Hyelion, 134
Hykhantenoi, 163
Hylas, 24
Hyllarima, 423
Hrllos, 122, 148
Hymettas, 51
Hynia, 246
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Hypslpa, 104, 128, 167, 431
HypMls, 220, 240, 250, 265
HjpmU (Ionise), 165
Hjrcani, 124
Hyrealeis, 49, 136
Hjrrfbolum, 240

IA8H06, 423
Ibidingc, 369
IbU, Alount, 207
Ibora, 263, 264, 321 twte, 325, 326, 453
Iborn (Sibora), 69
Ibrnham Paaha, 51
Ibriz, 35, 39
Iconinm, 39, 42, 49, 50, 78, 79, 81, 87, 130,

171, 239, 299, 332, 342, 349, 357, S59,

371, 373, 37'>, 376, 377, 378, 384, 393,
395

Iconoclast Emperon, 80
Ida, Mount, 154, 207
Ide, 341
Idyma, 424
Iflatun Bunar, 30
Ikizari (Kizara), 69
Iliad, 34
Ilb«itenei, 163
Ilinn Norum, 157 note

Ilistra, 336, 448
Ilouza, 101, 138
llju, 101
ImaioD, 412
Imhoof-Blumer, 13, 14, 40 note, 453
Imperial estates, 14, 15, 173, 449
Indos, 135, 173, 438
Ine 061, Inek G6l, Aine GUl, 16
Innucentius, 19

Insulae, 95
lobia, 18
logola, 295 1 .

'

lopolii, 246
loDopolis, 318
lotapa, 373, 450, 455
lotape, 69 . - .

loukharatax, 139
loulionpolis, 435
lovia, 18
Ipetobrogen, 240
Ipsos, 35, 36, 43, 78, 140
Irenopolis, 361, 365, 371, 374, 386

Zephyrion, 384
Iris, 326
Isamos, 352 note

Isaura, 17, 18, 336, 343, 358, 377, 391, 450,
453

, Nea, 18
Nora, 97 note

Isauria, 25, 47, 57, 58, 78, 253, 336, 361,

893, 417, 424, 449, 450
Isauropolis, 18, 93, 343, 36;*, 370, 394. 395,

420
Isba, 101 note, 416, 420
Isgerea, 145 • •

Ishkian Bazar, 46 nof« ,'

Isinda, 9, 46, 421
Lyciae, 425 ,

Isis, 19 ) ,

likelib, 64 <.^ .

Iskome, 145
Islam Keul, 30, 41, 54
Inmid, 406 note

Isnimid, 4<)6 note

Ispa,67, 71, 416no(«
Itios, 358
Italy, 46
lullopolii, 240. See J.

Jews' Cabtlk, 445
John Comnenu*, 80
Jonson, Ben, 4
Julia, 29, 35, 49, 49 note, 140, 171 411, 413,
434

Oordos, 122
Julianopolis, 122
Juliopolla, 71, 93, 229, 240, 244, 444, 446

Oordoukome, 195
' on the Euphratee, 300

Julio-Sebaste, 381, 384, 449
Justinian, 15, 74, 75, 76, 80, 241, 247,

248, 257, 300, 312, 313, 318, 324, 329
noU, 356, 417, 428, 433, 436, 443

Juatinianopolis, 80, 200, 387
Galatiae, 214,223,340, 343,444
Kamoulianai, 221, 304
Konana, 407
Mela, 205, 20(>, 460
MokitMs, 214, 220, 300
Myrome, 420
Nora, 205

Gordi, 209
' Palia, 214, 340, 343, 444]
Siblia, 136

See also C.

Kadaia, 189
Kabak Tep«, 55
Kabalis, 252
Kaballa, 56, 171, 359
Kabassos, 311, 386
Kabessos, 386
Kabissoi, 386, 451
Kaborkion, 202, 211, 213, 215, 229, 444
(Kab)orkoi, 412
Kademna, 248, 446
Kadena, 297, 308
Kndmos mount, 134

• rirer, 134
Kadoeni Macedones, 120
Kadoi, 122, 129, 147, 155,168,241,405,433
Kadosia, 182, 208, 247
Kadouas, 155
KaSsoun, 280
Kagyetta, 136

Kaibel, 97 note

Kaikos, 105
ralley, 209

Knisari, 39
Kaisos, 276
Kakkabas, lU

or Kakkabokome, 14

Kakkabokome, 171, 233, 359 note

Kakoza, 412
Kala,211
Kalamos, 129
Kalanda, 118
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KitliinJii, or Kalkmot, 139
KalaiiU, lao
KaUlhoa, 180
K«lbi«, 4iW
KallkarnaMM, 405
Kalliiwlii, ti7U, 1301

KallirhhM, 4U4
Kalo* A((roii, 184
Kaloudin, !280

Kaloumi, 445
Kalouinne, 248, 440
Kalp«, 101, 438
KalpitM, 200
KaltiuriMS, 56, 71
Kalykaanoit, 45, 58, 355, 363, 367, 370,

455
Kalfmna, 434
Kalynaa, 425
Kamacha, 18, 57, 805 noto, 316, 448
Kamarga, 412
KamlM), 1 7, 304
Kamiiia, 67, 315
KamiMne, 303, 315
Kamoulia, 304
Kamoar*, 270
KamouraMrboa, 804
Kamouria, 304 " '

Kampai, 17, 304
Kanuroukoine, 413
Kangnl, 274
Kanna, 344
Kanotala, 307
Kantana, 410
Kantinn, 410
Kaparkelii, 302, 314—— (CiipHi'eas, Ca|)i\rcenf), 60, 70
Kapnlskerti, 382
Kajioi, 111

Kappndox, 314
Kapros river, 134
Kara Bel, 30, 60, 61

Eyuk Bazar, 46
Hisar, Afiom, 54, 87

, Shabnn, 87
Hiwar, 267
Tash, 123, 458

Karadja Sheher, 16, 86
KaralU, 350, 380, 301, 306, 410
^^-^— Lake 30

' Karalitis, lake, 173, 421, 438
Kamllla, 252, 333, 335, 358, 370, 390, 305,

396 note, 410
Karape, 71

Karba, 276
Karbala, 285
Karbokome, 412
Kardabounda, 280 wtc, 370, 454
Karia, 134
Karina, 116

'

Karisaa, 248, 250, 417, 452
Karina, 412
Karmala, 314, 447
Karmalas, rirer, 100, 221, 288, 303, 308,

310 312
Karmalis, 270, 288, 303, 447
Karme, 127, 200
Karmeiof, 42

KariMlts, 70, 288, 447
Karuurn, 135
Karpa, 101

Kara, 200
Kanaga, 55, 56, 71, 275
Kaneirda, 412
Karaenda, 412
Kamia, 268
Kartaliman, 184
KarydioD, 350
Kaaal, ,371, 417, 450
KaMma, 276
Kawi, 220, 250

Kaain, 203, 356
Kaaonia, 413
Kaaaa, 383
Kaa«ai, 417
Kantabala, 60, 60, 314, 336, 342, 357, 451,

460
Ka»talli«, 164
Kantamon, 278 note, 321 mte, 323 ituta

, Kaatamouul, 65
Kaator, 17, 102

Katabatala, 342
Kntakekauinone, 30, 132

Uodiceia, 40, 343

Kataonia, 283, 310, 354, 357 tu4e, 377
— Strategia, 60

KataMinaa, 276
Kateniui, 335, 358, 305, 418
Katenneit, 418

or Etennei*, 14
Katiena, 413
Katuirnikiii, 150
Kaularet river, 421
Kavakli I)ore, 60
Kayajik, 100
Kaystrianoi, 105
Kayatros, 13, 104, 111, 114, 371, 431

Kayatrou PedioD, 140, 435
Kaxanes river, 135, 421
Keaia, 114
Kubrene, 153 note

Kadrea, 233
Kedro8, 234 note

Kelainai, 360 mtc. See Apameia
KalbianoD. 130
Kelenai, 360
Kelenderii, 350, 355, 358, 361, 367, 460
Kelosnio, 412
Keltzene, 316

Kenisa, 278
Kenkhreai, 162

Kennatis, 365, 372, 373, 375, 455
Kephiaaoa, 51
Kepoi, 111
Keramidea, 162

Kerainon Agora, 30, 42, 54, 85, 138, 146,

168 note, 435
Kerasia, 412
Keraseig, 126

*

Kerasoua, 325, 447
Kerbinn plain, 114
Keredi (Krateia), 45
Keretapn, 10 note

Keretapa-Diocuesareia, 135
Korge, 153 mte
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KM*, 8U, 857 N0<«, 36!), 866, 867, 871,

875, 380, 455
Kraprau, Twh, 45

, Vlilr, 45
KauMli, 55
KhalMtnla, 883
KhalilU Thtm*, 816
Kimu. nim, 315
Kh»r«ilra, 380
Kharax, 130, 184
Kharax AUxaDdrou, 186
KharioroM, 158
Kharma, 413
Khanian Thtmt, 77, 348, 365, 367, 817, 350

Tourma, 250, a.)0, 317
Khanianon, 240, 277

Ka«tron, 343
Khartum, 5
Khaabin, 69, 343
Khalai, 101

Khelidon, 107 note

KhelidoDia, 43, 142, 421
KhalidoDion, 171

Khliara, 106, 117, 130, 200, 432
Khoma, 70, 80

, Th«me, 78, 231, 434
, Yokari, 79

Khomatenoi, 70
Khoiuii, 10, 70, 80, 91, 135, 151, 232, 343,
306 twte, 423, 420, 434, 448

KhthimeDa, 412
Khurman, 300
Kiakis, 70, 314
Kiaaika, 314
Kibotos, 186, 201, 208 iiote, 236
Kibyra, 15, 46, 49, 130, 417, 420, 438, 450
Kibyratic eni, 252 note, 442
Kibyratia, 386
Kibyrrhniote Theme, 111 uote, 384, 420, 423
Kibyxa 208 note

Kidramoa, 155
Kidramouai, 155
Kidrod, 234
KidyMMii, 145
KidyeMot, 49, 130, 151, 168, 405
Kiepert, Prufeuor, 8, 10, 15, It), 17, 35, 46,

48, 56, 57, 64, 67, 69, 06, 100, 114, 138,

139, 148, 182, 208, 211, 243, 255, 258,

264, 268, 271, 288, 314, 320 note, 391,
396 note, 405, 4n, 443, 460

Kietia, 455
Kilarazoi, 134
Kilbianoi, 105, 107, 114
Kilikia, 283, 303, 357 note

Strategia, 69, 70 -U
Klli»tra, 451 • 'w

Kimioian inountainii, 129, 159 '

Kiroinni, 159

King's churches, 236, 445
Btubles, 203, 445

Kinna, 245, 430
Kinnaborion, 54 note, 142, 148, 413
Kios, 180, 212, 428
Kirgol, 20
Kirkos, 352 note

Kirmosli, 437
Kirmasti, 437 - i

KiiklMii, 804
KinMlOD, lUO
KiaMM, riMr, 138
Kiitramo*, 383
Kltohaner, Col., 28 note

Kithariiun, 56, 325 note

Kiiarn, 69, 303
KInnen*, 221, 233
Klannundtlit, 54 note, 127, 168, 360
Klantea, 412
Klaudiai, 71, 302
Klaxomenai, 105, 108, 114, 115

KUitoura, 111, 314, 368, 381, 423, 434
Kleinourarch, 277, 340

KUUourophylax, 265, 813
Klaln, 412
Klaodouf, 164
Klaros Oreinaii, 143, 178

Polltikaa, 143, 178
KUuUia, 412
Klimata, 371, 383, 417
Klltai, 372
Klotoldnriza or OlotoidariioD, 56
KlouJroH, 136
Knidot, 424
Knoiiteinn, 412
Koaita, 163
Koiiton Chersonaiion, 424 note

Lykaoiion, 339, 378, 419
Koktemalikai, 136
Ko-ktemn-likai, 422
Kokusot, 301
KokuswM, 55, 271, 273. 276, 291, 311, 850,

385
Kolbnta, 252
Kolbauot, 264 nott,

Koli-tolu, 40
Kolobatos, 421
Kolobrauoi, 305, 417, 410, 450. See Koly.

Koloe, 21, 101, 105, 114, 123, 219,433, 458
Koloneia, 203, 267, 320 note, 325, 365, 444

or Kolonia, 17, 57, 76

Theme, 249 note, 267, 276, 316,

317
Kolonia Archelais, 210. See Archelaia

Theodorins, 320 note

Kolopene, 303, 315, 453
Kolophon, 105, 431
Kolose, 105, 107, 114, 210
Kolossai, 61, 80, 135, 340, 429
Kolybra8808, 252, 335, 390 note, 395, 396

note, 417, 410, 450
Komama, 57, 252, 396 note, 407, 419
Koninna, 28, 35, 55, 73 note, 262, 271, 274,

290, 310, 325, 326, 327, 329 note, 350,

407, 447
Komana Cxppndonine, 66, 73, 85

Pontica, 27, 52, 68, 260, 310, 453
Kome Hiern, 84, 138, 421

Neon, 155 note, 187
Kommagene, 199, 210, 278, 283, 291, 301,

310, 350, 354
Kommakon, 419
Kommata, 216, 227
Komistaraos, 426
Komition, 429
Komodromos, 250
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Konana, 387, 400, 407
Konane, 252, 405, 419
Konchas, 246
Kone, or Konna, 139, 168, 430
Konia, 79 note, 87, 454
Konioupoli^, 102
Konna, 139
Konne, 49
Konni, 430
Kopctos, 164
Kopidnados, 356
Korakesion, 450
Korax, 309
Korbasa, 264 note,

Kormasa, 70, 252, 264 note, 396 note, 405
note, 421

Korna, 343
Korne, 71, 302
Korniaspn, 75 note, 264, 270, 288 note, 302,

307, 315
Koroo, 355
Koropauos, 344, 358, 360, 455
Koropissos, 344, 358, 361, 363, 366, 367,

374, 394, 450, 455
Konagaina, 314
Korydallos, 425
Korykos, 358, 380, 384
Ko8, 424
Kostris, 371, 383
Kotaina, 17, 280, 287
Kctenua, 418. See Kat
Kotiaion, 94, 144, 151, 168, 199, 201 note,

209, 212, 241, 371, 382, 395, 401, 428,
436, 445, 451, 459

Kotrada, 323, 371, 383
Kotyait.il, 241 .''

Kouboakleia, 190
Koala, 101, 211, 432, 458
Koumalettos, 413
Koundoza, 412
KourikoD, 384 -->

Kousea, 412 , ,

Kontziagros, 323
KraJra, 412
Kragos Hill, 381 ^
Kranosaga, 412 .r..,

Kmo8, 126, 213,435,444
Krassos, 144, 435
Krateia, :91, 193, 318, 443
Kremua, 421, 453
Kromna, 91 note, 432 ^

,

Krya Pege, 267
Ktema Maximianoupoleos, 173, 420 See M.
Ktimena, 412
KubiUchek, 452
Knnia, 340, 354 note

Kybistra, 160, 310 note, 314, 336, 337, 339,

341, 350, 357, 375
Kydnos, 350
Kylindios, 350, 367 ,

Kymbalaios, 250 i,

Kyme, 105,467
Kyon, 101 note, 422 -- ^,

,

Kyrizos, 187, 352 nof«
,
"i

Kytimion, 429
Kytoros, 453
Kyzistra, 306, 357 nott

Lacotena, 17, 287
Ladaua (Dalanda), 71
Ladoineris, 70, 314
Laerte, 417, 450, 455
Lagalawai, 66
Laganeia, 65 note

Ugania, 195, 240, 244, 446
Lagbe, 15, 49, 137, 173, 175, 176, 182, 413,

421, 431
Lagoe, 49, 182, 413, 421
Lairbenon, 84, 136, 147
Lakanatis, 371, 380, 455
Lakanii, 371
Lake Ascania, 49, 57. Sea Aak
Lakerios, 134 . .

Lakotena, 280
Lakriaraos, 300
Lalakauu, 77
Lalandos, 231, 421
Lalandum Flumen, 421
Lalaais, 371
Lalasaeis, 366
LalasHis, 365, 372, 373, 375
Lalisandos, 335, 366
Lair.Asco or Lainpsakos, 65, 70
Lamchik, 445
Lamos, 306, 380, 382, 456
Lamotis, 380, 384
Lampe, 115, 136
Lampes, 163
Lampaakos, 160, 162
Lanka, 413
Lankea, 413
Laodiceia, 28, 35, 44. 46, 49, SO, 78, 80, 83,

88, 389
Combusta, 29, 37, 40, 42, 43, 44,

86, 198, 239, 358, 360, 377, 400
Katakekaumene, 49, 343, 400
ad Lycuro, 29, 35, 44, 85, 120,

130, 134, 165, 167, 169, 394, 400, 423,

430, 431
Pontica, 28, 263

Laouiniane, 302. See Lavianiane :
'

Lapara, 291, 317, 350
Lykandos, 291

Lapeistra, 413
Laphystra, 413 ..' • •

Lapiatra, 413 -^

Laptokome, 413
, c«

Lara, 387
Laranda, 44, 130, 280, 311, 336, 346, 355,

358, 361, 3U3, 365, 368, 37^ 382, 387,

394, 454
Laraaa, 112
Larasios, 112
Larisaa, 10, 109, 290, 272, 457

turma, 317
Lariisaios, 112
Laskoria, 259, 290 note

Lassora, 259
or Laskoria, 67

Lateas, 64, 65, 67 > , ;

Latmos, 413
mount, 134

Lauatasa, 302
Lauzados, 306, 370, 449
Larinmne or Laviantene Strategia, 69, 71
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LavUnMiie, 276, 283, 290, 303, 315, 410
note

Leake, 51, 52, 68, 80, 97, 182, 205, 332,
454

Leandii, 70, 311, 314
Lebedos, 105, 165 note
Lechat, M., 13, 116
Legna, 20
Lei, 424 note

Leimmokheir, 134
Lentiana, 158, 208
Leo, 20
Leontopolis, 18, 93, 320, 323, 325, 343, 370,

383, note, 428
Leoutos Kome, 143
Le Quien, 15, 97
Leto, 31, 121, 131, 147
Leugaisa, 314
Uukai, 109, 202
Leuke, 206 -. •

; ^ '

Liada, 240 " •' •

Libadhia, 234, 445 >

Libis8a,240

Libum, 240 -^. • '

Limenia, 413, 414
Limnai, 172, 188, 294, 334, 389, 393, 396,

397, 407, 411, 414
Ltngenthal, Zach. v., 15
Linoe, 15, 183, 199, 430
Lipara, 126
Lityerses, 23, 24 no(«

Liverpool, 25
Livi»«a, 240
Livy, 20 \,

Lokana, 342
Longias, 348 ..

*

Longinias, 348, 382
Lophoi, 182, 206, 208
LopadioD, 117, 159, 160, 167
Loreni, 120
Loryma, 424
Lotinos, 227
Loulon, 77, 186, 216, 330 note, 339 noU,

343,351,449
Louma, 134
Lounda, 49, 86, 134, 136, 169
Lycia, 11 note, 32, 49, 53, 58, 95, 393, 415,
438

Pamphylia, 252, 421, 450
Lyvua, 29, 38, 59
Lydia, 95, 99, 134, 408, 422 note, 423

, Decapolis of, 132, 366 note

Lykabaa Sozon, 135
Lykandos, 291, 350

Theme, 291, 317, 350
Lykaones, 142, 1 51

irp6s Moy- 413
Lykaonia, 38, 69, 73, 78, 86, 99, 253, 308,

330, 345, 346, 357, 364, 371 f., 372, 376,

379, 388, 392, 395, 453, 456. See also

Proseilemmene
Lykiokome, 413
Lykokranitai, 150, 436
Lykon river, 59, 79, 83, 134

valley, 423
Lyrhc, 252, 335, 390 note, 395, 396 note,

41V, 419, 450

Lysias, 29, 41, 44, 49, 54 note, 86, 143, 171
Lyumachus, 35, 40
Lytinia, 173
Lysis, 421

river, 176
Lystra, 101 note, 332, 333, 336, 358, 376,

377, 390, 394, 396, 398, 450, 451, 453
Lytadarizon, 56
Lytararizon, or Alytadarizon, 56

Maoedomes, 125
Asculacae, 119
Bliiundeis, 127
Doidyenoi?, 126
Dokiineis, 14, 139
Hyrkanoi, 124
ICadoenoi, 120, 147
Nakraseitai, 126
i'eltenoi, 136
Thyateirenoi, 126

Macedonia, 34
Macedonian Colonies, 44
MacMillan, Mr. 6. A., 4 note
Macrina, 294, 322, 328
Maderi, river, 234
Mieander, 30, 37, 38, 41, 50, 58, 59, 73 note,

88, 104, 113, 389 403, 422 note

Magalasso, 270
Magariassos, 307
Maghra, 21, 22
Magidion, 122, 130, 211
Magnesia, 13, 19, 49, 50, 104, 105, 421, 422

note, 432
(ad Sipylum), 61, 10«, 1J6, 125

Magnesian Gate, 35 note

Magydos, 394
Mahomet, 108
Maiandros, 403 . -> . ,

• '^

Maion, 412
or linaion, 18

Maionia, 123, 168, 211
Maisena, 280, 314
Makedones Kadoenoi, 120, 145, 147, .

Makellon, 307 ^ i

Makestos river, 147
Makre, 430 i:

Makrina, 294, 322. 328 r i

Malagina, 197, 202, 208
Malajina, 445
Malakopaia, 284, 287, 295, 339, 340, 354

note, 356
Malandara, 71, 270, 303, 306
Malatia, 82, 278, 445 .-. .

Malkunia, 340, 354 no<« -
--'

Mallos, 288, 358, 385, 387, 393, 395, 396,

408
Malos, 17 •'

Galatiao, 251
rphs xivA"* ^tutviff 413

Malmistra, 385
Mamaios, 112
Mamas, 352 note

Mammasum, 285
Mauiista, 385
Mamoiita, 413
lilampsista, 385
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Hsmpsoukrene, 384
Manaua, 419
Handakkda, 155
Mandalo, 150
Mandra, 413
Mandrai, 153 note

Mandri FontM, 143, 232, 421
Mandropolis, 421
Manegordo, 240
Manegordos, 242
Manegordus, 20
Mangana, 203
Manglasia, 19, 110
Hanista, 385
Mauius Aquilius, 47, 164
Manlius Vulio, Gneius, 46, 170, 225, 405,

408, 421
Mannert, 64, 98
Manoris, 64, 65
Manoua, 419
Manais, 385
Hantalos, 150
Mantineion, 194
Manuel Comnmus, 78, 79, 80, 86
Manzikert, 267
Marallis, 413
Marandana, 270, 303, 306
Marandara, 270
Maragog, 271
Marash, 17, 35, 276, 278, 301, 311
Marathon, 51

Marcianus, 20
Mardara, 71, 270
Marinna, 165
Mari8808, 307
Mnrroara, 112
Marmaritznnn, 448
MarmesBos, 164
Maroga, 273, 309
Marpessos, 1G4
Marquardt, 15, 196 note, 444
Marseilles, 25
Marsia, 413
Maryyas, 24, 49, 403, 423 ,

Martyropolis, 311
Masalaios, 356
Mascha Kome, 106, 107

Masdyenoi, 126, 432
Masikytos, 425
Mai Lfttrle, M. de, 12, 19, 454
Masora or Kas.ira, 71

M.isaissn, 'Jt.'ti, 278
Mastar«, 234
Mastai" ,, 104, 113, 127, 422 note, 426
Mnstusifl, 127

Masfya, 432
MatB/.a, 280, 307
Matiane, 2"J."), :ti)4

Matrkn, 'IM
Matyropolis, 325 nol«

Maurianon, 350
Maurokastron, 207

Maximian/ii, )5, 182, 191, 196
Maxiniianiipiilis, 1 73, 227 note, 394
Maximianoiipoli.a, 420
Mazaka, 28, 35, 39, 43 iwtf, 284 note

Mazanm, '?46, 417

Medea, 33
Media, 62
Median Empire, 29
Medikion, 180
Mediterranean, 58
Megalaiaoa, 270
Megalopolis, 315 note, 326
Megalopolitis 315 note

Mela, 183, 202, 205 460,
Mela or Modrene, 15, 460
Meladjena, 236
Melagena, 197, 202, 208, 236, 445, 460
Melagina, 202
Melaina, 204, 438
Melangia, 202
Melangeia, 16

Melanoudion, 112
Melanpagos, 109
Melas, 215
Melas river, 210, 215, 460
Melentenes, 71

Meles river, 115
Melissa, 36, 41, 42, 170
Melisaopetrion, 267
Melita, 313
Melitene, 46, 55, 66, 69, 70, 71, 82. 83, 221,

270, 275, 276, 277, 278, 280, 281, 2P3,

288, 309, 310, 312, 313, 330, 350, 351,

384, 447
Meloe, 355, 367
Melokome, 136

M^los, 355
Melouos, 354, 361, 367
Membitchj 301

Menaea, 20
Men Askaenos, 396
Men Askeuos, 121

Men Karou, 135

Menenien, 108
Mencs Kome, 135, 137.
Men or Sabnzins, 131

Meram, 87 itotc

Mercklin, 68

Merdj <ljama el Molik Baderwann, 236

Mergnia, 413
Mermessos, 164
Meros, 49, 144, 168, 212

Mesampela, 185

Mesanakta, 140
Mesaulion, 111

, . ,

Mesena, 314
^ , .

Mesorome, 264
Mesotimolos, 127, 388, 425 , ,

Mesopa, 103
Mesopotamia, 35

Theme, 316
Messogis, 12 ,:

Metaba, 424
Metabole, 206

Meteita, 71,302 . , ..

Metellopolis, 135

Meteoron, 131 •

Meter Isodrome, 113
Kvbele, 30

Metitii, 71, 302 S
Motopa or Mesopa, 163 »- '

Jtotvoiihaiios, 14
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Metropolit, 10, 36, 40, 43, 49 note, 54, 54
note, 86, 105, 130, 142, 165, 168, 170,
290, 320 twte, 393, 402, 413

MetropolitiiDug Campus, 426
Mexea, 144
Michael Attatiuta, 57
Midaion, 211, 213, 229, 239, 301, 435
Midas, 140

Citv, 31
, Tomb of, 29, 31

Mido, 240
Miklconia, 413
Milatai. 156, 437
Miletopolis, 156, 159, 166, 167, 180
Miletos, 37, 40, 58, 59, 62
Hilia, 240
Milios, 355
Miller, Dr. K., 62, 63, 67
Miljas, 252
Mimas, 20
Mimnermos, 62
Minassos, 406
Mtonnet, 14, 40 >io<0

Mirones, 263 * ... -

Missis, 385
Misthia, 332, 335, 350, 358, 379, 390, 396,

451
M[l]sylos,4in -

;

Mithradates, 45 . v

-

Mithridation, 452
Mitylene, 112,448
Mizago, 240,242
Mlad-a, 334
Mlaundos, 334
Mnizos 240, 242, 244, 246
Mobolla,424
Moderatiana legio, 312
Modra, 205
Modrene, 182, 183, 205, 459
Moedo, 240
Mogarissos, 307
Mogaro, 67, 70, 261
Mogdia, 424 twte

Mdkillos, 352 note

Mokilos, 187, 352 not-

Mokissos, 50, 75, 20:S, 268, 269, 283, 287,

297, 299, 305, 346, 420
Justiniauopolis, s. J.

MdldS, 367
Mommsen, Prof. Th., 5, .'i5 note, 68, 191

note, 343, 423, 440, 453
Momoasson, 285
Monarites, 313
Monembasia, 420
Monokleros, 413
Moiiolukos, 437
Mons Draconis, 246
Mopsouestia, 66, 90 note, 207, 281 mte, 341,

381, 385, 386, 451

Mopsoukrene, 66, 310, 357, 384
Mordion, 413
Mordtroann, Dr. H., 150, 163, 255, 295, 223,

341
Moriinene, 283, 287
Morsynos, 49
Mosoch, 303
Mossynn, 49, 135, 433

Mosteoi, 19, 124
••MotherofSipylos,"7
Motella, 135, 136, 150, 179
Mottianoi, 163
Moukilos, 187, 352 note

Moulaaaa, 417
Mounyohia, 111
Moariane, 283, 287
Mousbada, 369
Mousbands, 290 note, 336, 369, 372, 449
Monseion, 115
Moasgon, 225
Moustilia, 290 note, 295, 303
Moutalaskn, 295
Monza, 413
Moxeanoi, 139
Mudarlu, 46, 459
Mulatvwen, 236, 445
Muodia, 420
Muralt, M., 21, 103
Musanda, 369
Musgum, 225
Myanda, 369
Mygdon, 40
Mygdones, 119
Myl«, 420
Mylasa, 19, 417, 422
Mylasso, 417 , ; r.

Mylome, 420
Mvrabe, 420
MyrUngeloi, 224, 322
Myrika, 221, 226, 243, 245
Myrina, 13, 105—— Sebastopolis, 119 » •

*

Myriokephaloi, 220, 248
Myriokephalon, 80, 136, 213 ,

Myrlea, 180 t

Myrmex, 164 . . - i'. '

Mysanda, 369
Myda, 68, 98, 145, 150, 190, 437
Mysia Abbaitis, 146 v _; '

Mysomacedones, 118 . .
.. .. i .;

•

.;
,

Mysotimolos, 128 : ,
•

Nadiandos, 285, 297, 348
NagiddS, 383
Nakoleia, 49, 91, 144, 168, 233, 322, 417,

429, 434
Nakrasa, 44 note, 125, 167
Nainpiiuurone, 66
Nanessos, 285 .':^-

,

••;

Nasses, 183 ..

Nassete, 240
Navila, 307
Nazianzos, 10, 50, 227 note, 285, 293, 296,

298, 307, 341, 348, 429
Nazoula, 413
Nea Aule, 105 -

,

"
. i^

—— laaura. 18

Neai Patrai, 323, 448
Neakome, 155 note, 187
Neaknmos, 187 ' i

Neandrcia, 153 note

Neapolis, 252, 333, 366, 370, 387, 390 note,

393, 390, 399, 423, 430
(loniae). Ill ,

i

Isauriae, 453
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Neapolis, Piddiae, 451
Ponti, 440

Negotiatores, 5, 173, 438
Neidos, 413
Neil, Mr. 445
Neocaesareia, 183, 196, 260, 263, 325, 328

Bithyniae, 138, 181
Ponti 181,447

Neoclaudiopolig, 320, 447
' Andrapa, 451. Seek.

Neokastion, 129, 130
Neontelchos, 10, 109, 163, 457
Neophytos, 413
Nephelis, 381, 449
Neroassos, 286, 297, 308
Neronias, 365, 416
Neronopolis, 97, 365
Neubauer, Dr., 14

. ,

Nicaea, 47
Nicaean Empire, 76
Nieetas Ciioniata, 80
Nicopolis, 71
Niese, 15, 73 note, 452
Nigde, 88
Niltaia, 15, 45, 65, 66, 78, 105, 114, 179,

234, 415, 428, 435
Niketiata, 184
Nikia, 445
Nikoinedia, 44, 45, 64, 65, 66, 74, 179, 184,

205, 212, 318, 321, 415, 428, 445, 453
Nikopolis, 55, 56, 57, 71, 87, 105, 106, 267,

270, 274, 815, 325
Phrygiae, 130

— Pisidiae, 403
Nile, 61
Ninika, 370
Ninilingis, 369
" Niobe," 30, 60, 61
Nisus, 279
Nitalis, 255, 296
Nitazo, 295
Nokotessos, 66
Nora, 286, 297, 308
Nosalene, 302
Notitiae, 89, 90, 387, 427
Notion, 431
NouDierika, 15
Numerica, 181, 196
NymphaioD, 108, 165, 167
Nymphios, 311

Nyaa, 29, 43, 44, 49, 73 mte
Nyssa, 20, 104, 113, 256, 269, 287, 2P9,

305, 326, 327, 422 note

Obizene, 251
Oborai, 413
Ochraa, 67, 269, 297
Odoga, 268, 297
Odogra, 297
Oikea, 413
Oikokome, 80, 136
Oioia, 142, 171, 413
Oiniandos, 386
OinoandoR, 386
Oka, 154
Okoklia, 57, 136

Olba, 21, 22, 70, 96, 836, 863, 364, 868.
372, 373, 374, 376, 894, 405 noU, 462,454

Olbaaa, 70, 173, 398, 421, 453
Olbata-Hadriane, 421

Iiauriae, 836
Olbe, 450
Olbia, 22 note, 45 noU, 179
Olbianns, 379
Ole Oberda, 66, 71
Olenoi, 251
Oieonta, 143
Oletoedarlza, 56
Oletoidariza, 66
Olgassys, 193
Olotoedariza, 68
Oltiseris, 264, 288 note, 302, 307
Oluk, Yedi, 55
Olymos, 19
Olympenoi, 145
Olympokome, 413
Olympos, 65
Olympos,. Mount, 187, 201, 207, 208, 352

note

Myaiae, 146
Olympum, Prusa pros, 65
Onopniktes, 221, 276, 289
Opheos Kephale, 436
Opsikian Theme, 151, 159, 164, 178, 202,

203 note, 210, 212, 249 noU, 435
Opsikion, 123, 130
Optimate Theme, 179, 191
Oraka, 139
Orba, 22, 864, 368
Oresteino), 121
Orgas, 403
Oriel, ProTost of, 4 note

Orkaorkoi, 229
Orkistos, 29, 31, 54, 172 note, 221, 228
Orkoi. 229
Ormelei8, 137, 173,431 •

., .

Ormoitn, 125
'

i
'

Oroandn, 398 note \

Oi'omaudos, Oromandros, 71
Orondeis, 252, 332, 397, 422 :

Orphanene, 314 '
.

Orsa, Oi'sara, 71 ;''.

O^sologia^o, 254 .

-

Orthosia, 423
Orvmna, 419
Osdara, 273, 312
Osiana, 269, 295
Osman, 15

Osmanie, 281
Osmanlis, 25
Osmanli Turks, 78
Otresa, 257
Otreus, 40, 139, 189, 241, 437, 439
Otroia, 189, 241
Otroos, 241

Otrous, 10, 139
Otryai, 189 *

Ottalos, 189, 437, 439
Ottoman Railway, 4, 26, 81, 83
Ouadata, 297
Ouarsnpa, Ouaisapn, 71
Ouasada, 333. See Vas
Oueteston, o60
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Oninzela, 405
Oura, Ourba, Ouerba or Oarws, 22
Ourba, 864, 368
Ourbanopolla, 364 not«

OuMda, 333
Ozia, Mount, 20, 189
Ozisala, 20, 255, 295, 297
Oziala, 295

Paohthbbes, 65
Padaaia, 276, 301
Padia, 413
Padaando, 357
Pagada, 413
Pagos, 165
Pagram, 66, 308
Palaeologi, 76
Palaeologopolig, 88, 113
Palaeologus, Andronicuu, 88
Palaeo^baste, 84, 137
Palaia, 163
PalaiapolU, 105, 107, 176

Pisidlae, 252
Palaiopoli8 in Pisidia, 443

^
Palalce, 263
Paleai, 163

Palia, 223
Gnlatlae, 163

'

Isaariae, 163 •

Lyciae, 163 " - '
:

.

Pambuk Kalesi, 83
Pamphylla, 11 twte, 58, 93, 95, 376, 388,

393, 395, 405, 415, 450—

—

Prima and Secunda, 393
. Secunda, 415, 420, 429
Pamphylian Coast, 46

Era, 442
Panasios, 134
Pandicia, 240
Panemouteichoa, 163, 394, 369, note

Panemoutichensis, 409
Pankormos, 68
PanhurmuR. v'. -

. .
• '

Panionion, 111

Pankaleia, 231, 452
Panormos, 111
Panticio, 240
PantichloD, 183
Papaion, 413, 439
Paphlagonia, 68, 77, 191, 253, 317, 322,

440 447 450 453
Paphlagonian Theme, 77, 219, 249 note, 321

Papira,237
Pappa, 332, 335, b94, 398
Papyrion, 382
Paralais, 390, 391, 394
Paramokastellon, 276 '

Parbosena, 284, 302
Parion, 160, 163
Paris, M., 19, 45 note, 343, 417, 419

Parlais, 39, 332, 335, 358, 376, 377, 387,

390, 395, 398, 408, 420, 453, 456

Parnassos, 20, 46, 60, 216, 221, 255, 298,

314, 344, 446
Paroreios Phrygia, 139, 150, 399
Parthenios, 318, 443
Pasa, 347, 449, 451 •

Pasarne, 302
Pasgousa, lake, 359, 381, 389
Paspasa, 347, 451
Passala, 339
Patavinm, 439
Patara, 71
Patea, 413
Paton, Mr. W. R., Ill, 423, 424
Patrimonialia, 422
Paulicians, 57
Pausanias, 32
Pazon, 144
Pedasa, 424
Pednelisios, 386, 416 note

Pegai, 162, 187 note

Pege, 187 note

Pegella, 345, 361
Pegsiare, 390
Peidra, 413
Peisdia,413

Pelekanon, 185
Pelekete, 162
Pelham, Mr., 4 note, 14, 45, 438, 173, 175
Peliganon, 413
Pelopeia, 121

PeloponnesoR, 52
Peltai, 41, 44 note, 49, 136, 169
Pentakheir, 134
Pentapolis, 139, 151
Pentegephyra, 215
Pentelicug, 51
Pentenissog, 386 ''[''

-•

Pepouza, 137, 151
;

-

Perbena, 264 note

Perga, 393, 394, 415, 420, 430
Pergamenian Kings, 86
Pergamon, 46 note, 48
Pergamos, 44, 73 note, 105, 130, 156, 166,

277, 438
Perikome, 106 note, 122, 227 note

Perikommnta, 227 note

Periklystra, 116 •

Permetania, 246 i

Perokia,413 '
.

Perperine, 13, 117, 457 • •..

Perre, ,5, 280 '

:

Perrot, M. G., 9, 139 * '

Perta, 50, 344, 361 k \

Pesenia, 413 ;.:'.

Pesiuunte, 70 ;
'

Pegkonia, 413
Pessinus, 29, 31, 32, 40, 50, 54, 199, 221,

223, 229, 239, 361, 422
Petara, 236 /

Petersen, Dr., 177, 425
Petinessos, 221, 227, 233 '

Petnelissensis, 409 ^ . ' -
/.

Petobriga, 245
Petobroge, 242 .

Petes, 245
Petra, 109
Petris, 243
Peutinger Table, 96, 314
Pliagitze, 245 . ,

Phalakron, 276
Pliargamous, 314
Phaselis, 424 . ..

;
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k.

PhaiemoD, 440, 446, 447
Phuemonitii, 69
Pbemauio, 165
Phiara, 308, 315
Philadelpheia, 115, 121, 130, 168, JiOO, 304,

365, 367, 371, 373, 374, 396, 431
Lydiae, 381
parra, 452

Philadelphia, 16, 44, 54, 59, 80, 86
Philadelphus, 16
PhilolcniK', 185

Philomelion, -29, 37, 41, 44, 49, 50, 78, 86,

140, 171, 172, 187, 197, 201, 232, 359,

390 note, 396 note, 400, 411, 431
Phlebio, U6
Phlaudois 127

I'holcaia, 105, 108
Phokia, 30, 60, 62
Phonphatena, 71
Phouphvna, 71
rhourni, 211 :.-

Phousipara, 314
Phreata, 284
Phrygia, 14, 23, 30, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 45,

50, 54, 55, 73, 78, 81, 85, 99, 205, 334,

397, 422, 423, 437, 450
Phrygia Zpilctatoa, 150, 251 note .;

- Hellespontia, 150
Mngna, fif, 150, 151
Pacatiana, 95, 436, 151, 415.

Paroreios, 42, 150
Parva, 151
Prima, 151
Salutaris, 151, 221, 408,437, 444

' Secunda, 151

, Upper, 153

Phrygian Era, 441, 452
Phrygians, 58
Phygela, 111

Phylalcaion, 135, 177
Phvrokastroa, 276
Phyteia, 143

Pida,260
Pidis, 263
Pidra, 24»> noif, 41 ;J

PidruiP, 246

Pilgrim's Road, 197, 242

PiH^anon, 185, 413
PiiAoVia, 219
T'lmolisa, 219, 460
Pimolissa, 328

Pinara, 53, 92, 425
Pinches, Mr., 16

Piudenissos, 386
Pinnecusa, 424 note

Pionia, 155

Pisidia, 47, .W, 51, 57, 99, 151, 252, 254,

334, 376, 378 note, 387, 388, 393

, Antioch of, 44———, Apollonia of, 44 note—— , Seleuceia of, 44
Pisidian Mountains, 39

Pisingara, Pinsignra, 71

Pisonos, 275, 314
Pissia, 227, 233, 235, 422

Piaye, 424
Pitana, 105

Pithekas, 201
Pitnisoi, 50, 221, 361

, see PetinesBos

Pityous, 325
Pityus, 320 note

Piza, 382
Plarasa, 422
Platana, 65 note

Platanea, 65, 207
Plataneai, 67
Plateae, 65
" Plato's Spring," 39
Pleumarls, 261

Pllnnn, 97
Pliny, 13, 20, 45 note, 71
Plitendiitii, 422
Plotinus, 227
Plouristra, 413
Podando. 66
Podandos, IH, 210, 304, 306, 339, 348, 351,

356, 357, 384
Podantof, 444
Poimanenon, 157, 166, 208, 411, 438

Phryglae, 236
Poimos, 158
Poketos, 164
Poleatikos, 184
Polemoniacus, 56, 69, 328
Polemonion, 325 '> •

Poleroonium, 320 note

Polichna, 154
Polybins, 52
Polybotos, 78, 140, 171, 197, 232
Polychalandos, 128

Polymarga, 413 -
Pompeiopolis, 64, 65, 192, 278 note, 318

Ciliciae, 387
Soloi, 358

Pomper, 15, 50
Pontamus, 183,240

i

'

Pontana, 435 • ..,..;:,

Pontivoussa, 424 tiofe
. '-•..-jV ','

Pontoge|>hyra, 215 -r: ^ j

Pontos Polemoniakos, 325
Pontns, 47, 45, 46 note, 50, 51, 75, 191 f.,

;^U, 315, 327, 444
Cappadocicus, 447
Galaticus, 69, 195, 253, 260, 330,

447
Polemoniacus, 251, 253, 260, 447

Porson, 249
Porsuk (or Porsak) Su, 16
Porticns Octaviae, 70
PiweidioD, 187
Post-horses, 263, 347
Potamia, 65, 240
Potomia, 64, 65
Pottier, M., 13, 458
Poungousa, 389
Pouzanes, 190 .

Praedium Rusticuni, 178
Urbanum, 178

Praepositi, pagorum, 174, 439
Praetorium, 275, 281, 312
Pragmateutai, 4, 173, 438
Prainetos, 48, 179, 188, 201, 240
Prnipenisseis, 144, 151, 412
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Prakanr., 25, 280 note, 310, 864, 437, 405,
454

Praauion, 240
PrcpaniMeit, 85, 144, 151, 412, 459
Pr«pooiuoi, 68
Priapos, 154
Priam of Troy, 34
Priamopolia, 416
Priene, 104
Prietos, 188
Primopolis, 416
Prinetos, 188
Prongon, 174
Prooopiui, 56, 57, 66 not«

Prokonesioi, 154, 300. 405, 420, 437
Pronektos, 188 note

Proseilemmene, 251, 377
Prostama, 407
Prostanna, 407, 414
Protunica, 240 •

.

' -
~

'

Prourcistra, 413
Pronsa, 65, 70, 160, 190, 204, 208, 212, 435

ad Olyrapum, 20, 180
Prougias, 318, 444
Province Asia, 57 .<

Prusa pros Olympum, 65
Prusias, 48
Prymnessos, 30, 49, 54, 87, 139, 320 note,

340, 416
Psebila, 344, 369, 450
Pserimos, 111, 424 . i-

Pserkiokome, 414
Psilig, river, 246, 438
Psilokastron, 276
Ptagia, 413
Ptanadaria, 49, 67, 272, 311
Ptandari, 311
Ptandarig,67

Ptelaia, 163
Ptemavi, 261
Pteria, 29, 31, 33, 34, 35, 38, 42, 43 note

Ptolemy, 46 note, 56, 62, 63, 64, 65 note, 67,

68, 69, 70, 73, 95, 195, 258, 447
Puchstein, 15, 16, 17, 52 note

Pulcherianopolis, 120, 136, 150, 179, 225
Purser, Mr. E., 4
Puspena, 67, 71
Pygela or Phygela, 111
Pylae Ciliciae, 314, 349, 357
Pylaemenia; 193
Pylai, 187, 201, 211, 352 note

Pylatmenes, 192 note

Pylakaion, 135
Pyramos, 63, 73, 365, 366, 374, 385
Pyrgi, Birgui, 12
Pyrgion, 12, 110, 420, 430
Pyrgos, 50, 198, 345, 358, 378, 448
Pythia, 180
Pythikos, 458

Radamnos, 387
Radet, M., 13, 116, 120, 127, 129, 166 note,

417, 419
Raita, 413
Rauraci, 275
Reace, 245

VOL. IV.

Regcmanrekion, 228
Regetnakada, 227
Reinach, M. S., 13, 20, 114, 138, 437

, H. Til., 18, 191 note, 440, 460
Rekokome, 413
Renbea, 413
Renkylias, 425
Resapha, 357
Rhebas, 189 note, 438
Rhaketa, 153 note, 155
Rhibas river, 189
Rhocrini Fontei, 10, 142 note, 421
Rhodlapolis, 53, 424
Rhoiteion, 153 note

Khosos, 358, 383 note, 386
Rhossog, 386
Rhotrini or Rhocreni Fontes, 10, 142 note,

421
Rhyndakos, 79, 160, 162, 196 note, 314
RignoD, 345
Rittor, Prof. Carl, 98
Ritzioii, 185
Robam, 276
Rodeutos, 444
Rogmor, 260
Romans, 45
Romanus Diogenes, 76
Rome, 26, 58, 73 note, 74
Rosologia, 254
Rosos, 386
KossoB, 358, 383 note, 386
Rcum, 34
Rouphenianai, 184
Rousoumblada, 370 note

Royal Road, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 54, 81, 83,

84, 256
Rufiniana, 189
Russia, 82
Kuzaphata, 357
Ryma, 144 ''.,'..

Saba, 71, 416 nofe, 420 ,.

Sabagena, 69, 302 ;.

Sabalassos, 310
Sabinai, 388, 397, 412 ', .:.

Sabinianos, 18 "\ * .

Sabous, 71, 275 : ,,.

Sabus, 275
Sacoena, 67, 306
Sacred trees, 164 -.*.,;
Sadagena, 309 ' > .- -

Sadakora, 256, 306
Safaramboli, 21, 52, 320
Safssaf 340, 354 note, 448
Sagara, 134, 155
Sagalassos, 241 note, 395, 402, 405,403,421,

437, 439
Sagalessos, 405
Sftghari, 445
Siigoudaous, 209 •'"'.,
Sagoue, 413 '

, .
'

.

Said Pasha, 21
Saint Agapetos, 216, 226 ', '

;.

Auxentios, 19, 352 • , .
•' - - ;

George, Castle of, 209
, . .. ^

Gregory, Castle of, 209 ,•:

2 K
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Siiittai, 131, 120, 149
Sakaliba, 340, 351, 353
SakMena, 40, 269, 281, 308
Sakoena, 269, 281, 306
Sakora, 103
Sakona, 198
Sala, 122
Salaberina, 286, 360
Salambria, 275, 286
Salbakoa, Mount, 134
Salouda, 136, 451
Salialouda, 451
SaltariuB, 15
Saltus ZalichenuB, 320
Salutaris, 437. See Galatia, Phrygia

, Phrygia, 151
Sanaa, 66
Samara, 140
Samoa, 352 note

Samosata, 275, 276, 270, 311, 420
Samiun, 27
Sanaoa, 10 note, 40, 430
Sanaos or Anava, 136
Sandi, 246
Sandykli, 14, 40
Sangarioa, 30, 31, 84, 64, 65, 82 note, 144,

182, 199, 205, 215, 225, 231, 267, 360,

412, 422, 435, 443, 445, 460
Sangia, 144
Saniana, 214, 219, 248, 250, 359
Saniaene, 219
Santabaria, 144, 171, 215, 233, 235, 434,445
Saoa,262
Sara, 66
Sarabraka, 275, 286
Saraloa, 261, 268
Saravene, 52, 70, 264, 268, 276, 283, 297,

300
Sardeia, 29
Sardia, 29, 30, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43, 49, 54,

60, 62, 120, 121, 167, 396, 432
Sardos river, 276
Sargarausene, 283, 289, 303, 308
Sargaranaene, Strategia, 69
Saricha, 312
Sarmaliua, 17, 257
Sardn, 386
Saroa, 18, 55, 221, 276, 289, 310, 311,

385
Serromaena, 309
Sarrena, 297 ^

Saaabaris, 152
Saaima, 10, 50, 281, 293, 304, 305, 346,340,

356
Saaaanians, 80, 87
Satala, 20, 30, 36, 42, 43, 55, 56, 71, 129,

131, 168, 267, 275, 315, 325, 432, 459
Satnioeaia, 207
Satyros, 183
Saunaria, 56
Savatra, 60, 56, 284, 343, 358, 360, S77,

378, 379, 448
Sayce, Prof., 15, 17, 449
Sb«da,368
Sbida, 143, 368, 450
Sbide, 368, 450
Scalanovs, 50, 111

Soamander, 154, 162
Soanatua, 270, 295
Scandia, 67, 295
Soandoa, 67, 295
Schina«, 240
Scholarii, 212
SohUnborn, Herr, 97 note, 98
Sohuohhardt, Dr., 13, 117, 124, 127
ScoUa, 306, 308
Scopaa, 246
Scopi, 430
Scopios, 241 note

Sondra, 246
Sebagena, 271, 281, 305, 306
Sebaate, 29 note, 54, 86, 137, 381, 384

Ciliciae, 450
£laiou88a, 374
Paphlagoniae, 193 note, 440, 453
Phrygian, 440
Ponti, 440

Sebasteia, 28, 50, 55, 57, 58, 75, 76, 193,
199, 220, 260, 262, 270, 275, 278 note,

290, 205, 303, 305, 309, 310, 315, 325^
327, 329 note, 342, 440, 445

Megalopolia, 315 note, 326
Theme, 210, 317

Sebaatopolia, 49, 253, 260, 261, 267, 315,
320 note, 326, 326, 42'>, 453

Heracleopolia, 447
Seberiaa, 302
Sedaaeia, 335
Seiblia, 40. See Siblia

Seid Batal Ghaxi, 87, 322
Seidi Ghazi, 322
Seioua, 227 note, 302, 305
Seiouaaa, 305
Seionata, 345
Selefkia 445
Selentia,' 363, 371, 380, 455
Seleoberroia, 56, 71
Selepbica, 346
Selenceia, 46, 58, 85, 364, 371, 374, 370,

381, 384, 393, 394, 405
of Iiaaria, 130, 358, 361, 452,

372 346
'— Piaidiae, 49, 85, 252, 406

Sidera, 40, 85, 406
Theme, 213, 220, 249, 332, 350

Seleucid, 43
Selencua, 35, 36
Seleukeia, 22. See Selenceia

Selenkeian Theme, 213, 220, 240, 832, 350

Seleukobolos, 353
Selge, 335, 393, 402, 416, 418, 437, 451

Selgeaaoa, 402, 405, 437
Selinnntia, 371 note

Selinna, 358, 373, 381
Seljuk Turks, 34, 78, 79
Semalouos, 278, 355
Semana, 188
Semiramia, 121
Semisos, 314
Semna, 417 ;,

;

.

Semnea, 417 note

Senaroa, 54, 459 , ' -

Sendaberi, 236
Senna, 417 '
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Serai Keni, 83
8«rami«a, 262, 268
Seraitere, 300
S«rM, 144
Sergiopolii, 857
Sermouga, 262, 268
Sermuaa, 262, 268
Seroukome, 163
Sefer, 382
" Sesostris," 30, 61
Seuariaa, 302
Seulun, 87
Shaban Kara Hijar, 57
ShahrEyuk, 86
Shelley, 4
Shohalr, 290
Siala, 267, 340
Sialos, 220
Siara, 220, 262, 267, 302, 308, 349, 453

(Fiara), 70
Fiarasi, 67, 315

SiMlai 345
SiberiB, 195, 217, 241, 246, 314, 417 note
Sibidonda, 369
Sibidounda, 143
SIbiktos, 323
Sibila, 345, 369, 450
Sibilia, 346, 368, 450
Siblia, 80, 201 note, 212, 220, 226 note,

248
Siblia or Soublaion, 136
Sibora, 264, 302, 304, 315

(Ibora), 57, 69 -
Siboron, 220, 249 '

•

Sibyla, 369 ..

Siccasena, 67, 269
Sicos Basilisses, 279
Side, 58, 393, 394, 395, 408, 415, 420
Sidera, 49
Sideron, 153 ttote

Sideropalos, 354 note, 340, 448 '

Sidyma, 53, 425 • •

Sigeion, 153 note

Sigriane, 162
'

Silandos, 122
Silindiconenge, 246
Sillyon, 394, 416, 420
Simena, 425
Simikka, 413
Simmikka, 413 -

SiDda,421 -

Sindita, 28'

Sineruas, 275
Sinervas, 71

SinethandoB, 388, 398, 400, 420
Singa, 66
Siriandos, 387, 398, 420
Slniandros, 398, 400 .

^

Sinibra, 71
Sinis, 70, 272, 275

Colonia, 71, 314
Sinispora, 49, 272
Sinope, 27, 31, 33, 35, 37, 58, 60, 77, 268,

320, 321, 325
Sinoria, 56
Sinub, 27 • >- ,

Sion, 105

Siopa hill, 189
Sioua, 302
Sirachas, 218
Sirica, 274, 312
Sirioha, 312
SirichaB, 218, 312
SiriBtat or Tria Maden, 18, 370
Sirma, 130
Sis, 281, 291, 350, 385
Sisia, 451
Siskia, 385, 380
Sismara, 71
SitriandoB, 398, 400
Sittl, 19
Siva, 268, 270, 304
SivaB, 27, 445
Slvri, Hixar, S7
Siza, 422
SkatnandroB, 207 *

'

Skelenta, 129, 133, 155 note

Skepsis, 153, 155, 161
Skleros, 359, 389
SkopaB, 241 note

Skordapia, 145
Skoutari, 185
Sminthioo, 166 note

Smith, Mr. A. H., 15
Smith, Prof. W. Robertson, 445
Smyrna, 7, 12, 13, 19, 32, 35 note, 45, 54,

69, 60, 61, 62, 81, 105, 107, 109, 115,

117, 118, 415
Soa, 10 note, 85, 144, 412
Soanda, 17, 49, 220, 221, 269, 287, 295
Soandos, 287, 293, 306
Soatra, 343
Sobagena, 69, 281, 309 .

'

\

Sobnra, 302, 306
Sogoute, 209 .

•

Soloi, 358, 364
Soloi-Pompeiopolis, 18

Solymoi, 19 ^
Sonny, Ad., 14 ". '

Sophou, 188
Sora, 193, 318, 321 note, 323 note

Soreoi, 188
Sorpara, 270 ''/ >• .

Sosandros, 108
Soua-gela, 412
Soublaion, 79, 80, 136, 226 note

Sonblaion-Just'.nianopolis, 151
Sousou, 20
Soura, 357 "

Sourbia, 413
Sozon Lykabns, 135
Sozopolis, 78, 80, .130, 247, 343, 381, 389,

400
Spaleia, 163
Spalia, 223
Spania, 163, 223 note

Speira, 218, 312 . ,

Spore, 145
Spynin, 218, 249
Stadeia, 424
Stadia for miles, 190, 251, 258, 370, 384
Stauropolis, 114
Stauros, 218, 220, 247, 248, 345
Stavros, 247, 248
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Sttktorion, 10, 139, 151
Staphanui, 45
Stephen, 227 note

Sterrett, Prof., 4, 17, 18 note, 21, 82, 83,

97, 174 note, 243, 314, 334 note, 335,

843, 360 note, 861, 365, 370, 376 note,

378 note, 3H2, 391, 392, 397, 399, 4Ul,

402 note, 40 4 note, 406, 408, 409
Stewart, Col., 4
Strnbo, 18, 19, 27, 28, 35, 38, 43, 6U, 02, 63,

60, 73, 96
Strategia Antiochinnc, 00, 06, 241 note, 336,

342, 357 note, 372, 375
, Eleventh, 310 note

, Kataonia, 69
, Kilikia, 69, 70

, Laviniaue or Laviantene, 69, 71

, Sargaraasene, 69
Btrategiai, 283, 314, 330
StratoDicea Hadrianopolis, 120 ,

Striboa, 164
Strouma, 414
Suencla, 17 i ^:

'

. >

Sugut, 201 note, 209, 234 .
i- ,

Suisaa, 56, 275
Susa, 27, 42
Svoronos, 453
Sybala, 345 • >

Sybeda, 368
Syedra, 374, 391, 304, 305, 450
Sykai (loniae), 116
Syke, 381 . . -

Sykea, 241, 244, 401
Symbolus Surius, 189
Synnos, 131, 147, 168 notfi, 209, 430
Synnda, 368 •

. , ,

Synekdeioos, 13

Synnada, 14, 35, 36, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46,

49, 50, 54, 86, IS9, 169, 403, 411, 414,
421, 431, 433

Synodion, 225
Syria, 34, 35, 56, 60 -,

Syrian Gates, 35, icl4

Syrna, -124 .',. .

Tabae, 49, 421
Tabala, 131, 459
Tagenon, 81 i -

Taion, 182
Takina, 48, 136, 164, 173, 438
Talbonda, 102, 402
Talmud, 13
Tamileta. 414
Tanadaris, 271, 311
Tandaris, 70
Tantaendia, 214, 217, 247
Tantalos, 134 '

,'

Tapoura, 71 . ^

Tarasikodisa, 370 note
Tarbassos, 264 note

Tarbasthena, 264, 302 -'

Tarkhundara, 17
Tarkondirootos, 312
Tarkundarios, 17
Tarkundberras, 17, 312 note, 455
Tarkundwerras, 17
Tarsia, 65, 191

Taniof, 155
Tarsos, 58, 66, 278, 351, 367, 381, 382,

386, 387, 415
Tash Koupreu (Poropeiopiilin), 45
Tnspa, 358
Tataion, 196, 220, 412, 414, 437, 430, 443

or Tottaion, 15, 18
Tataios, 181

Tatas, 437. See Tataion
~—' or Tottes, 18
Tatavion, 181, 439

(Atravion), 65 note

Tatta, lake, 199, 227, 243, 287, 314, 345,
353, 379

Tauras, 342
Tauros, mount, 277, 310, 315

, river, 421
Tannis, 44, 45, 47, 221, 349, 361

, Anti-, 23
, Mount, 39, 55, 58, 73

Tiivio, 70
Tavium, 29, 48, 60, 64, 75 note, 243, 250,

257, 264, 267, 270, 320 note

Taxara, 285, 290 note, 447
Tchakal Keui, 16
Tchakmak, 16
Tchal Ova, 86
Tchasnegir KOpreu, 16 note

Tcheshnir Keupreu, 16
Tcheshme, 88
Tchineit, 12
Tchineit, 108, 117
Tchivrelitzemaui, 359
Tchorum, 52, 53, 259

^
..

Tefenni, 101 .

Teira, 104, 114, 148 note, 437
Tekmoreian lists, 388

Tekmorian inscriptions, 107 note, 334, 388,

409
Tekinoreioi, 334, 409
Tektosages, 17, 220
Tel-el-Amarna, 17
Telmessos, 18, 58

'

' '

Tembrion, 178, 213
Tembris, 16, 141, 144, 178, 212 note, 217,

435,444
Tembrogius, 144
Temenothyrai, 10 note, 148, 168, 437
T«mno8, 10, 105, 109, 167

, mount, 123, 148
Tena, 419
Tenia, 398
Teos, 105
Tephrike, 265, 267 note, 342, v.

(Devrige), 57, 76
Tergasos, 426
Termera, 424 . •

Termessos, 18, 46, 394, 405, 421
Jovia et Eudocias, 420

Tetra, 286, 306 ^

Tetrapolis, 425
Tetrapyrgia, 286, 357
Tetrap/rgium, 357
Tettha, 414
Teucila, 275 '

Teucrid dynasty, 374
Teuita, 414
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Tauthrania, 140
TexUr, 29
Thabuiioo, 421
Thalltua, 183
ThampaioupolU, 384
TharM, 270
Thateto, 240
Theba«^ 330, 340, 354 not0

Tbebatt^ni, 341
Th«mii. See Anatolic, «to.

, Aimeniao, 77
, Khanian, 77
, Koloneia, 57

, Paphlagouian, 77
Themes, 240, 315
Themisonios, 387
Themissonion, 21, 40, 101, 135, 384, 438
Themiuonioupolia, 384
Theodoret, 17
Theodoropolii, 20, 320. See Eukhaitn
Theodorus, 20
Theodoiia, 120, 128, 147, 178, 225
Theodosiana, 350
Theodosiopolia, 57, 117, 225, 267, 277, 325,

335, 404, V.

of Armenia, 305, 384, 448
Theodosioupolis, 177 note, 225, 387 note, 404
Theodosius, 75
Theologo, 110, 228
Theophanes, 20
Theotokia, 181
Therapon, 131
Therma, 104, 260, 403
Thermeusis majoris, 226
Thiounta, 135, 433
Thiountene Marble, 135, 433
Thrakesian Theme, 114, 131, 151, 150, 202,

211, 240, 423
Thucydides, 52
Thyassos, 114
Thyateira, 70, 117, 121, 127, 130, 148 note,

167, 437
Thya-teira, 114, 405 .

,

Thyatira, 44
Thybris, 144, 213
Thyeesos, 114, 128, 132, 405
Thymbrion, 42, 140

Hadrianopolis, 40, 172 note

Thynias, 183, 101
Thynnaros, 14, 3G
Thyrain, 105, 114
Tianai, 105
Tiarai, 105
Tiareni, 110
Tibassada, 330
Tiberias, 302
Tiberiopolis, 10 note, 20, 08, 147, 433

Phrygiae, 181, 300 note, 458
Pi) •Uae, 308

Tigris, 57
Timbrias, 330 noie, 388, 406-408, 416
Tijiios Stavros, 218, 220, 247, 248, 345
Timolaion, 104 441
Timolites, 128
Tion, 103, 443
Tics, 318 --

Tirallis, 70, 311
.

Tiina, 13
Tita, 414
Titakaza, 423, 450
Titanus, 13
Titarisios, 314
Titiopollt, 370
Titnaioi, 13
Titopolis, 360
Tituenais, 400
Tityasaos, 387, 306, 408
Ties, 414 note

Tloua, 414
Tmaros, 128
Tmolos, 12

city, 100, 127
mount, 106 note, 128, 431

1

Tokat.
"

Tolif
, 102

Tolisu... la, 301
Tolusocorio, 300
Tomaros, 128
Tomarza, 305
Tomi, 03, 428
Tomisa, 55, 271
Tomouros, 128
Tonea, 250
Tonosa, 274, 303
Topoteresiai, 250, 288, 420
Totonia, 414
Tottaion, 181, 180, 226, 240, 437, 430
Tottes, 27 note, 437
Tottoia, 145
Tourma,420
Tozer, Mr., 324
Trabala,425

"

Tracbeia, Cilicia, 58
Tracias, 347, 360
Traeonium, 120
Trajanopolis, 20 note, 30, 68, 149, 168, 459
Trakoula, 127
Traleis, 400, 432
Tralleis, 12, 44, 50, 88, 104, 112, 122, 422

note, 431
(Caesarienses), 118

Tranquillina, 441
Trans montem, 240 ' ' '^

Trapezopolis, 135
Trapezous, 325, 447 . ' '

Trapezus Galatiae, 240 , i': ;

Traskalisseus, 370 note

Trebenna, 264 «ote, 425 '

,• .

Trekea, 412
Treuber, Dr., 137 note

Triakonta, 165 ^
Tribanta, 145 /

,

Tricensimum, 165 .'

Tricomia, 145, 213, 228, 239
Triglettia, 414 , , , ;

Trikomia, 145, 228, 239
Trikomia-Troknada, 213
Trimitaria, 134
Triuoizeitai, 163 •'

Tripolis, 40, 83, 121, 130, 167, 306
- Antonicpolis, 120
of the Chersonasioi, 424

Troad, 34. "i -

Troas, 15 i61 .
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Trogitis lake, 335, 379, 300, 391, 419
TroglodytM, 293
Trokmoi, 452
Troknada, 213
Troknadea, 172 note, 221, 227, 353
Trokonda, 143
Trotolnkeia, 424
Tronglettia, 414
Tsamaiidoa, 289, 290, 310
Tsakyrogloi, 123
Turkey, 81, 88
Turkish names adopted in Greek, 209, 290

note, 390 note

Turkmens, 213
Turks, Osmanli, 78

, Seljuk, 78, 81
Tyana, 198, 220, 221, 250, 277, 283, 284

note, 297, 304, 305, 307, 340, 342, 346,
348, 349, 354, 357, 449

Tyana (or Dana), 15, 18, 28, 29, 39 note, 41,
SO, 68, 73, 75 note, 88

Tyanitis, 283, 295, 314, 341, 346, 357
Tyanolla, 125
Tyita, 414
Tymandos, 401
Tymbriada, 339 note

Tymbrianasa, 439, 137 V <

Tymbrianassos, 173
Tynna, 68, 311, vi. ^ '

Typsarion, 351 '
'

Tyraion, 430
Tyrannoi, 141
Tyriaion, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 49, 140, 377,

399, 400, 408, 430
Tyrimnaios, 121
Tyropoion, 355, 356, 141
Tyrsa,414
Tyscon, 422 " ~

Tyta, 414
Tzamandos, 291. SeeTsa
Tzidrama, 245
Tzimisces, John, 20
Tzophanene, 325 note

Tzoukanisterin, 110 ^

Tzybritzo, 136

UBnniAOA, 338, 340
Ulpia, Ala II. Auriana, 55
Uzun-Hassanli, 13, 458

Vawjaton, 240
Valens, 75 note

Valentia, 136, 177,225
Valentinianopolis, 106
Vanand, 290
Vanota, 288
Varismorum, 262
Vasada, 39, 227 note, 333, 350, 358, 377,

379, 390, 394, 395
Vasagadensis, 379
Vekrokome, 144
Venasa, 220, 250, 287, 292
Verinopolis, 247, 324

Galatiae, 345, 309, 450
^^^—^— Lykaoniae, 344

Psebila, 369, 450
Verisa, 262, 325, 327, 328, 453 - v -

Vestene, 287
Veteston, 360
Vetisso, 360
Vialbitanus, 379
Viaros, 407
Vicus, 20, 80, 136
Vigesimum, 165
Vinda, 237, 405 note

Vindia, 252, 405 note

Vinzela, 252
Vipsania, 230
Virasia, 64, 257
Vizir Keupreu, 45
Von Diest, 46 note, 73, 86, 456-460
Vourla, 113
Vryela, 113 note

Waddinoton, M., 5, 19, 46 note, 96, 113,
135 note, 171, 191 note, 371, 390, 415
n^ta. 418, 421, 425, 454

Weber, M. G., 110, 114
Wcsseling, 12, 17 note, 98
Westcott, Dr., 11
Whittall, the late Mr. James, 32
Wilson, Col. Sir C. W., 4 note, 5, 17, 28 note,

3\note
Wolfe Expedition, 17, 18
Wood, Mr. J. T., 110
Wroth, Mr., 441

Xakxaris, 347, 449
Xeroniaca, 246
Xerxes, 36, 37, 41
Xenophon, 41, 52
Xyline Kome, 421]
Xylokastron, 276

Yapdldae, 31
Yeni Keui, 83
Yeni Khan, 266 <

Yoannes, 268
Yogounes, 268
Yokari Khoma, 79. See Kh
Yrinopolis, 452
YUrme, 16. 31 note

Zalgkhos, 321
Zalikhos, 320
Zama, 268, 270, 297, 301
Zamaneni, 291
Zandapa, 235, note

Zapetra, 291
Zara, 274
Zarzela, 408 See Zo
Zeede, 368
Zela, 260, 263, 267, 315, 324, 329 noU,

447
Zeleia, 116
Zelisa, 329
Zelitis, 315
Zenodotns, 18
Zenonopolis, 365, 366 note, 425
Zenopolis, 366, 370
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Zephyiion, 858, 384
Zengma, 270
Zena Aunabaiot, 347—^ Asmabaio* or Aabamaioi, 449

Bannaus, 147
Bannios, 144
Bonitanoa, 193 note

Bronton, 147<— Gonaioa, 13
Kalenans, 369 note

Lvdioa, 121
Olympioa, 123
Pandamoa, 14

Zaus Polionchos, 304
Zimara, 275, vi.

Zingot, 145
Zizimena, 227 note

Zisoatra, 302
Zoana,67, 274
ZOgoldnoa, 266
Zompi, 199, 214, 444
Zompoi, 267
Zonaras, 19, 20, 21
Zoparistos, 314
Zoropauoa, 220, 269, 287, 298
Zonila, 393, 404, 408
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GREEK PROPER NAMES.

'AyKvpoiryffSv, 430
'AicpoXvov, 151 note

"Aturiafm, 390
'AwKtiKTO, 199
"Apwta, 382 note

'AXC^NUCMCWfl^TIIIt 431

BcunAucJk Btpfd, 297
BoinrcCjuou, 294
rcU/Sova, 344
rtiA/two, 344
TAArAMA, 361
r6ptov Kt&nv, 244
roX/oira, 143
Aap$ttovv, 321 no(«

Aai^Kovtrfoi 430
Ac/Mwr/a, 420
ArrajSwc, 424
A^^tov, 420
'EKSai/uwOj 344
Ei<r</tafia, 314
ZiC6aTpa, 302
Zmrdpitrros, 31

'Ia<r<r((f, 314
'Iov^lo^ro^», 435
KoAirfTov, 299
Kaira^Kc\(f, 302
Kairot. Ill
Ktip/uao, 314
KaoTcC/SoAAa, 451
Kqiroi, 111
KKiviica, 314

K{C«P<<> 302
KXavSioldroXtf, 435
KJ^lncerOf 417 note

K^cxrovpai, 111

Ko-MTiijua-Xiica/, 422
KoKivtut, 285
Koitlrioy, 429
Kiffi^cKOi', 419
Ko^MOf, 384
Kpturot, 126
KpW nirWi*'i 267

Kt^MO Vlt^tiuayouw6K*us,

420
Kvt(/mov, 429
Kitv<rTatirlvov Bovv6$, 220,

266
AoSoivcpfs, 314
AoAuroi'StSs, 366
Aaidnracra, 302
At^auro, 314
AwTfyov, 227
Ma^iluca>6v)ro\ts, 420
MatroXoKSf, 356

^

J/ldaravpa, 426
MavpiJKaa-Tpoi', 267

M«T<(/9(i)v, 424
Movaplrris, 313
MovdXuKos, 437
Vlvvila, 420
NaSiovtds, 285
NcwnS^Tf, 155 note

NIkoio, 435
Noo-aX^i^, 302
'Optm-tiyolf 121

06fr«(rTov, 360
"Offttws K«fiaMi 436

na(riipin;, 302
niyiriapri, 390
nffopo, 92

IIoAvxaXcMov, 128
npayiiortvral, 4, 173, 438
Tlpovffa, 435
'PtiSo^vot, 387
'Prycfiav/i^ictoi', 228
'Vlyyov, 345
2(ij3a, 416 noU
lafidyvya, 302
2a7aXao'0'((s, 437

, >

2<(Yapa,134
SoyovSctovt, 209
2a\anPpla, 275
SopiijSpaica, 275 /

2(<f>txci, 312
iatrcifidpttis, 152
Sf/SetYtivo, 271
2</3(((rT(ia, 440
^4\yti, 437
2fX'yi;0'(r<(f, 437
SitSf, 105
SK^Aci^a, 129, 133, 155

2oyoirrit 209
T<i{af>o, 285, 290, 447

TapKwSpippvw, 17, 312 note

rCvfiptrCn, 136

TfouKawfTTflpiv, 110

TtrapiffffSi, 314
Tm«5Xo», 106
TpoToXvKf(a, 424
•Ti^jjX^, 265
o7iT(Vj, 245
tovoiwdpa, 314
XofMUcv/t^iIi', 431

Xupfa MiXvaSuci, 420
ni)\^oi^a, 143
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• SUGGESTIONS
IN SEPTEMBER, 1890, AFTER A JOURNEY IN ASIA MINOR.

Paf^o 46. I have learned, in the certaiAly Roman road from Corycoa to Olba, that

several narrow old roadways, which I formerly took for early Turkish, are probably

Roman.

139, § 36. Lobbecke (Zft. f. Num., 1890, 23) reads on another coin CIOXAPA-
KEITON. Is this an error of engraver for [l]EPO ? or is the error in lEPO? Both

cannot, as Lobbeoke assumes, be right.

271, 272. The Roman Road probably went by the Kuru Tchai pass.

336, note §. Zosta is not an ancient site. Derbe was situated at Gudelissin, two

miles N.W.

358, § 3. The roads are Laranda-Pbiladelpheia (Maliya)-Dali8ando8-GIaudiopolls-

Dio(»e8areia-Seleuceia, and Laranda-CJoropissos^lba-Goryoos: but probably connections

ezismd Coropissos-Claudiopolis and Olba-Seleuceia. Dalisandos is about five miles

N.W. from Mut.

391, 1. 39. The ruins are beside Kashakli, on the araba road to the coast.

408. Zorzila probably at Karadja Assar, Tityassos near Bademli in the district

cAlled Yeni Sheher. Buldur was in Sagalassian territory, till at length it took the

place of Sagalassos as chief centre of population. On Map insert roads from Adada to

Perga, to I^ostanna and Apameia, to Zorzila, Tityassos and Antioch.

Table of Isauria. Two coins of Kestros belong to Mr. Lawson. A coin, which

perhaps was struck by Glaudiopolis, was bought by us at Laranda.

The terms "Asia Minor" and "Anatolia" are used rather loosely throughout

this work as equivalent, denoting the whole peninsula west of Armenia and Mount
Amanus.

N.B.—The reader is requested to complete or correct from the Addenda many
statements in the text, using the Index of Proper Names. On the abbreviations GB and
ASP, see p. 102 note.
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